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ii. 

ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

The aim of this thesis is to document the social and 

domestic history of the kilted and Highland Based Regiments of 

Foot between 1820 and 1920, The execution of the aim was no simple 

matter as military sociology is far from fashionablev considerable 

myth and legend surrounds the Highland soldier and a great deal of 

subjective and unbalanced material has been written on the Army 

of this period. 

By taking an identifiable group of nationally based Regiments 

however and studying their historyq originsg recruiting, officer 

structurev living conditionsq internal managamentg music and 

Regimental lifeg a significant body of evidence has emerged which 

has set these Regiments apart and emphasised their unique social 

history. 

This thesis brings out the necessity. to avoid military 

generalisations and the requirement to study regiments and soldiers 

individuallyg and it goes a long way to explain the jealous pride and 

fiercely traditional attitudes of the present day Highland 

Regimentsq all of whom are in danger of losing their individuality 

in an atmosphere of lack of understanding and military economic 

restrictions. 
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two remarkable meng Private, Reginald Lobban of the Ist Battalion 
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the 42ndq the letters and papers of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale 

Maule of the 79th, the diaries of Spencer Ewart of the Queen's Own 

Cameron Highlanders, the diary of Lt. William Parke of the 72nd, the 

Descriptive Roll Book of the 93rd and the books and papers of Lt. 

Colonel Bertie Gordon of the 91st, All these sources and others 

provided an interesting chronological spread but was nevertheless 

not continuous as far asindividual Regiments were c7oncerned and in 

many cases these sourcesq or gaps in the sourcesp reflect not only 

the strength of individual personalitiesq but also the interest of 

the Regiment in-t; 18ir history and archives at the critical period 

in the 1840swh8n many Regimental records were d8stroyed. and at 

the beginning of the 20th century when many records must have been 

discarded in the absence of Regimental museums, Thusq the quotation 

of sources may not always appear Regimentally eveng but I however took 

the view that a competentg relevant source was worth noting no matter 

what the Regiment and therefore the material used does not reflect 

any regimental prejudice or favouritism. 

Finally I have to express my appreciation to Dr. William Ferguson 

of the Department of Scottish Historyq University of Edinburghv who 

patiently and with good humourg advised and encouraged my work and 
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1. 

CHAPTER 1: HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

The maintenance of a Regular Standing Army is a relatively 

recent innovation in British history. 1 Unless there was a 

specific cause to fight regiments were raised and disbanded as 

required. Standing armies cost a great deal of money and were 

traditionally opposed by Parliament and tax payers alike. In 

1638 Charles Its 'Regular' army comprised Gentlemen Pensioners# 2 

the equivalent of one troop of horset the Yeomen of the Guardt 3 

about the size of an Infantry companyq the Garrisons of the various 

Royal Castles and Forts and the Board of Ordnance in charge of 

cannong stores and ammunitiont with its headquarters at the Tower 

of London. 4 

At the same time however there was a tradition of English 

ind Scottish service in Continental armiest particularly in Dutcht 

Swedish and French service and many of these men provided the 

military background and experience that was to lay the foundation 

of a British Regular Army. 5 
Many of the men who volunteered as 

mercenaries came from the Highlands, 6 

1. See Correlli Barnetq Britain and Her Army (London: Allen Lane, 
the Penguin Press 1970),. pp. -5-9-78, 

2. The Band of Gentlemen Pensioners was instituted by Henry VIII 
about 1509, 

3* The Yeomen of the Guard were formed by Henry VII in 1485, 
4. Colonel Clifford Walton C89 History of the British Standing 

Army 1660-1700 (Londons Harrison and Sons, 1884). pp, a-10, 
5. See the Hon* J. W. Fortesquet A History of the British Army 

(London: Macmillan and Co,, 191O)v pp. 1419 168-1699 173 (Scats 
in Swedish service)# 190 (Scats in French service). 

6. See Reqister of the Privy Council of Scotland 119 2359 2379 238t 
256t 2579 641 and John Mackay, An Old Sco ' Briqade - Beinq 
the History of Mackay's Reniment (Edinburgh: William Blackwood, 

s 

1885)9 p* 5, and Leask and McCanceq The Regimental Records of 
the Royal Scotsl(Dublin: Alex Thom and Co. Ltd. 9 1915)t Vol, 19 
pp. 1-20. James Ferguson (ad, ), Papers Illustrating the History 
of the Scots Brigade in the Service of the United Netherlands 
1572-1782, ('Edinburgh: Scottish History Societyt 1901). Vol and II, 
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With the Union of the Crowns in 16039 the English and Scottish 

armies came under one King but maintai ned separate establishments. 

England was principally defended by the Militiag there being no 

Militia Act in Scotland until 1797, but the muster and embodiment 

of trained bands was inefficient and unreliable. There was no 

territorial recruiting in the seventeenth century and although 

Scots did serve both Charles I and the Commonwealth the raising of 

Scots regiments for defence or internal security was contrary to 

the view of Scotland as a somewhat dangerous appendage to the English 

mainland* Within Scotland toog there was a deep rift between 

Highlands and Lowlands developing as patterns of tradeq agriculture 

and social structure changedq threatening the fabric of Highland 

society and culture* 

After the Civil War the Army clearly became the responsibility 

and charge of Parliament not the Monarch, and after the battles of 

Dunbar and Worcester (1650-1651)9 Monckq commanding the Cromwellian 

forces in Scotlandq carried out the first serious attempt to garrison 

and pacify the Highlands an a permanent basis, 

In 1661, as a result of a complex transition and from the remnants 

of the New Model Armyq arose the basis of regular forces in eritaing 

the Coldstream Guards and the Life Guards, 7 Howevert Scottish troops 

in French serviceg claiming origins as far back as the Scottish Archer 
8 Guard of France and the Garde du Corps Ecossaisq having been recalled 

and claimed by Charles II in 1678t claimed precedence over all other 

regiments and the titlet "First or Scats Regiment of Foot" (The Royal 

Scots), 

7. Julian Paget, The Story of the Guards (Londont osprey, 1976). p. 349 
and Lois G. Schwoerer I No Standinq Armies (Baltimore and London: The 
Johns Hopkins U, P,, 1974)v pp. 72-81* 

B* The Scottish Archer Guard of France dated from the eighth Crusade 
1249-1270, 
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"Even at this early stage there ran high in the 
new army an esprit-de-corpst a mutual jealousy 
and a struggle for precedence. The Royals 
asserted that their Corps was far senior to the 
Guards or the Coldstreamers and showed that they 
were nettled at not having precedence of these; 
and the others retorted by bestowing upon the 
sticklers for antiquity, whose origin was indeed 
placed so far back as to become somewhat mythicalg 
the nickname of 'Pontius Pilate's Guards'". 9 

Thusp although regiments were still commonly known by the 

name of their Colonelq claims of precedence and numbering developed. 

The use of a number alone by which to differentiate one Regiment from 

another was an eighteenth century innovation and the standardisation 

of the numbers themselves was not finalised until the nineteenth 

centuryt many regiments changing their numbers during their history; 

for example the 43rd Highland Regiment became 42nd in order of 
10 

precedence in 1749. Thus ptecedence and numerical designation 

were two different things* Precedence toot implied position in 

the line of battleg the right of the line being the coveted place 

as formalised field tactics developed in the eighteenth century, 

As distinctive as the numbers of precedence at this time were 

the colours of the "Facings" or linings of the jacketsp which are- 

actually older therefore than the fixed numbers of a later date, 

The cuffsq lapels and collarswere turned back and the Drummers 

usually wore jackets in the facing colour of the Regiment, Thus 

the buff facings of the 78th Highland Regiment gave them the nickname 

and later the formal title of the "Ross-shire Buffs". These facing 

colours survived in the uniform of the Number 1 Dress jackets of 

Highland Regiments until they were allowed to lapse in 1984. 

9. Waltong History of the British Standinq Army 1660-1700, op, cit,, 
P. 11. 

10. A clothing regulation of 1747 ordered numbers of precedence to 
be placed on regimental colours and by Royal Warrant of 1751 each 
regiment was ordered to be referred to by its number. 
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After the Restoration a separate Scottish military establishment 

was formed which lasted until 1707, Scottish Regiments and 

individuals continued to serve as mercenariesq employed in English 

and European service, but distrust of a standing army continued. 

Scots units and Regiments served in the Dutch Warsq the Thirty 

Years Warg the RevoDtion of 16899 the war in Ireland and the War 

of the Spanish Succession. During the latter conflicto Union of 

the Parliaments of Scotland and England had been completed, whichq 

coupled with the question of Succession and religion# created deep 

internal conflicts in Scotland, After the disbandment of large 

sections of Marlborough's successful army in 17149 following the 

Treaty of Utrechtq and urged on by the Frenchp rebellion broke 

out in Scotland in 1715. 

By 1715 the importance of. trade and the-acquisition of foreign 

garrisons and colonies such as Nova Scotiag Newfoundlandt Gibraltar 

and Minorca meant that internal rebellion was viewed with great 

concern. European armies were becoming organised and professional, 

while in Britain there was still only a skeleton of a Standing Army 

and an undrilled Militia. The successes of the Highlanders in the 

1715 Rebellion severely shook the establishment in England and in 

Scatlandt and the powers of endurance and fighting qualities of 

these men became all too apparent. 

Early Highland social structure was based on a system of kinship 

or "clann"t (children)t linking groups by blood or marriage, younger 

sons or grandsons forming cadet branches of the group. The Chieft 

originally the man considered the wisest and best able to lead, came 

to be chosen from amongst a particular linev but the position was 

ll. S, Hor. Johnstong "The Scots Army in the Reign of Anne'19 Trans- 
actions of the Royal Historical Society, 19539 p. 3. 
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not always passed direct from father to son. The Clan structure 

was not unique to the Highlands and as a social system still survives 

in Papua New Guinea. 

The area in which the Clans lived covered one fifth of the total 

land area of Britain and half of Scotland. It wast and in many cases 

still is, remote and inaccessible. Geography and climate added to 

the isolation from the more easily farmed and managed lower lands 

an the coastal fringes and in the South, 

With the geographical limitations on movementg clans became 

associated with particular areasq as clan territories. The 

introduction of the feudal system however took little account of 

these territories and the Charter holder might have living on his 

lands, as vassals or tenants9 men who owed allegiance, by Clan, 

to someone entirely different. Law and order was therefore not 

the simple matter of exerting pressure an feudal superiors to 

control their vassals on pain of forfeiture. 

Chiefs could raise from amongst their supporters large numbers 

of armed meng who could be used for defence, attackg Clan feud or 

in the service of the king. Disputes were common and successive 

Scottish kings, from 3ames I in 1424, tried hard to control restless 

and truculent Chiefs. 

The Chiefs and their Clans were no more warlike than the 

comparable great houses of Englandq but they were geographically 

more difficult to control and they did continue to challenge the 

established law and order for a longer period of time, Devices 

for their control included commissions of "fire and sword'19 as 

against Clan Chattan in 15289 castle buildingg the appointment of 

"Lieutenants", such as Argyll and Huntly, making Chiefs responsible 

for the arrest of offenders amongst their own kinsmen and a system 
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of rewards and punishmentso 

James VI of Scotland made the most determined and systematic 

efforts to end the internal feuds and unrest* Insisting upon the 

divine right of his Kingshipq he acknowledged the difference 

between the feudal superior and the Clan Chief and enacted that 

where the latter held powert he was responsible for his offending 

Clansman. Titles of lands claimed were ordered to be produced 

in 1598 on pain of forfeiture and "broken" clans, that is those 

with no specific land areas associated with their namessuch as 

the MacGregorsq were placed under considerable pressure to conform 

to the law or ally with another clan, 

The Isles were seen by James VI as a particular problem and 

after imprisoning the Island Chiefsq they agreed to the Statutes 

of Iona in 1609* 

A select group of large and powerful families began to emergep 

who held in the main both feudal title and Chieftainshipt Gordonsq 

Mackenziesq Campbells and Macintoshes for example. 

Thus the Highland area hadq since the Wars of Independencev 

posed a particularly difficult problem both geographically and 

militarily. Its isolation and social structure conflicted with 

that of the remainder of the Kingdom and the Highlands were in a 

sense ! left out" in the social, economic and cultural developments 

-of the period. The Clan as a social group survived, providing 

both obligations and mutual support and in the wild country and 

equally wild climate a tought self-reliant and warlike people 

survivedg who were accustomed to battle and skilled in arms. 

The first Earl of Breadalbane is credited with the suggestion 

in 16909 of a Highland force for internal securityl in the form of 
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12 
Independent Highland Companies commanded by Highland Chiefs. 

A similar recommendation was made by Lord Lovat in 17ý4 and 

General Wade in 17259 but as early as 1667 the second Earl of 

Atholl had held a Commission to raise independent companies to 

"keep watch upon the braes". Other corps followed but all were 

disbanded in 1717.13 

On 12th May 1725 four Independent Companies of Highland men 

were re-established followed by two others in 1729. The Companies 

were collectively known as "the Watchq the Highland Watch or 
14 

am Freiceadan Dubh" * In 1739# these six Companies, with four 

additional Companies, were formed into a Highland Regiment of Foot, 

43rd in precedence., 
is 

Thusp under extraordinary circumstances of rebellion and 

internal unrestt the first regular Highland Regiment in British 

service was formed. In 1749 their order of precedence was 42nd 

and this Regiment survives today as the Ist Battalion the Black 

Watch (Royal Highland Regiment). 

Their history was not a long string of glorious military 

successes howeverg such as would inspire great confidence in 

raising further Highland corps, In 1743 the 43rd (Black Watch) 

mutinied at Finchley Common amidst a feeling of distrust and 

Highland auspiciont largely based an the fear that they were to 

12. Breadalbane Papers (Military)q "Proposals concerning the Highlands". 
GD/112/52, 

13. See "An Authentic Narrative of Marshal Wade's Proceedings in the 
Highlands of Scotland" quoted in Captain Burt, Letters from a 
Gentleman in the North of Scotland to His Friend in London (London: 
18189 Rest Fenner)# Vol. 29 pp. 268-337; James MacVeighg Historical 
Record of the 42nd Royal Highlanders (Royal Hiqhland Reqiment, the 
Black Watch), (Edinburgh: Thomas Jackq edited and annotated by 
Major I. H, Mackay Scobie, copy held in SUSM9 Edinburgh Castle)9 
Vol. 19 pp. 4-6. 

14, Literallyq "the Black Watch". 

15, James MacVeighg op, cit,, p, 7, 
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be sent to serve in the American plantations* 
16 In 1745 a further 

Jacobite Rebellion in the midst of a major European war determined 

the Government on a policy of permanently garrisoning the Highlands, 

proscription of the Highland dress and carrying arms except in 

Government service and the dispossession of disloyal Chieftans. 
17 

These measures affected the very fabric of Highland society and further 

emphasised the gulf between Highlanchand Lowlands. The bearing of arms 

was an important part of Highland social structure and the Disarming 

Act tried to ensure that the only legitimate outlet was. in Government 

service. 

, 
rrom the first, the men in Highland Battalions retained their 

national language and musict an adaptation of their form of dress 

became their uniform and they were officered in the main by men of 
their own lands and origins. 

18 Their fighting abilities were proven 

16. The leaders of this mutiny Corporal Samuel Macphersong Corporal 
Malcolm Macpherson and Private Farquhar Shaw were shot at the Tower 
of London an 18th July 1743; of the'remaining 100 or so who survived 
the pursuit and trialst 26 were sent to the Mediterraneang 38 to the 
West Indies and 38 to Georgia as drafts to Regiments in Station, See 
John Prebblet Mutiny (London: Sacker & Warburgt 197S)t pp. 40-87. 

l7e Act of Attainder 1746.2 Geo 19 C XXVI. 
Act for Disarming the Highlands 1746.2 Geo 19 C XXXIX, 
Vesting Act 1747,2 Geo 20 C XLI. 
Heritable Jurisdictions Act 1747.2 Geo C XLIII. 
Act for the Annexation and Administration of Forfeited Estates 1752. 
2 Geo 25 C XLI, 

180 The McLaqan Collectiong Glasgow University MS lQ42/11. Selection 
from the King's Regulations in Gaelic. James McLagan was Minister 
at Amulres and Chaplain to the 42nd (Royal Highland). 2.1776. 

The most distinctive feature which marked out the Highland soldier 
in the 18th centuryg as it does today, was the wearing of the kilt. 
The Black Watch Companies appear to have worn the belted plaidt a 
full length of material gathered around the body and secured in the 
centre with a belt# allowing the upper half of the material to be 
used either as a cloak shoulder and head covering or alternately 
hanging in folds below the waist. The pattern or tartan of the early 

-42nd dress seems to have varied according to the Companies and was 
locally woven, "The Knock Note--Book of 1731-1733; ' Kenneth B. Fraser, 
a private research paper. 

Of the examples of Highland Regimental Dress that survive from 
about 1620, it appears that the belted plaid had entirely fallen from 
use and the little kilt was substitutedg worn an the waist with the 
pleats stitched in and held by three pins an either side of the 
unpleated front apron, These pinsp resembling hat pinst were still 
in use in the let Battalion Black Watch where buckles were never 
used. Examples of early kilts can be seen in SUSM and GHRM. 
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at Fontenoy in 1745, a campaign which marked the abandoning of the 

original principle of "Highland Watch". 

These fighting qualities were not however always appreciated. 

At Fontenoy the 43rd (Black Watch) had loaded their muskets . 

and awaited the enemy's command of "present". The Highlanders 

then fell down an the ground just as the enemy firedg rose quickly 

to their feet, fired a volley and then with wild abandon threw 

their muskets away and charged with the broadsword. 19 Wolfe 

was known to be infuriated by the Highlanderst indiscipline and 

recklessness in the field and their insistence an the Highland 

charges 
20 

Between 1725 and 18009 37 units of Highlanders were raised 

(exclusive of Fencibles and Militia) for British service. Of 

these 26 were re-formedl disbanded or drafted, Two serve today as part 

of a Lowland Regiment and nine as parts of Highland Regiments* 21 

In a period of 75 years, between 1725 end 18009 the numbers of 
22 

men involved were considerable. There appear to be two distinct 

views on this use of Highland manpower. Firstlyt that it was a 

deliberate Government policy not only to disarm the Highlands but 

to depopulate themp draining the manpower permanently to an army 

destined for foreign stations and warsq where it would inevitably 

be ravaged by disease and battles; that the men so recruited were 

19. Major R. M. Barnes, The Uniforms and History of the Scottish 
Reqiments (London: Sphere Booksp 1972), p, 54. 

20. Katherine Tomasson and Francis Buistq Battles of the 145 
(London: Book Club Aqsociatesp 1962)q p. 174. 

21. See Appendix 2 (1). 

22. The numbers between 1793 and 1808 are estimated at 709000 
men. See R. P. Dunn-Pattison, History of the 91st Arnyllshire 
Hiqhlanders (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1910)t 
p. 41. 
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frequently abusedo abandoned and betrayed by a distant and 

unfeeling Governmentg who made no attempt to understand their 

Highland culture and motivation. Secondly, and alternatively, 

that it was unrealistic for the old Clan structure to continue 

any longer. There was serious Highland overpopulation: recruiting 

to the Army saved many from starvation and restored the credibility 

of the Highlander to that of a loyal fighting man. In the 

international dituation during these 75 years Britain could not 

afford to have a rebellious and potentially open Northern flank, 

a view supported by Englandt Lowland Scots and even Highlanders. 

The Army provided a realistic outlet for the Highlander's natural 

fighting abilities 
23 

and no other regiments in the British Armyt 

recruited from within the Islandst were allowed such privileges 

as the retention of national dress in uniform. Fighting under 

their. own Officers to whom many man had a personal relationship, 

the Highland Regiments formed an 'Slitet proud of their service, 

second to none and would have greeted any suggestion of abuse 

with anger and disdain. 

Both points of view have merit. What is clear is that 

in the nine Highland Regiments that survived, there developed an 

extraordinary esprit-de-corpsg. loyalty, courage and pride. The 

23. Speech of William Pitt, -1766: "I have no local attachments: it is 
indifferent to met whether a man was rocked in his cradle on this 
side or that side of the Tweed. I sought for merit wherever it 
was to be found. It is my boastq that I was the first minister 
who looked for it# and I found it in the mountains of the north, 
I called it forth# and drew it into your service, an hardy and 
intrepid race of menl meng whog when left by your jealousyg 
became a prey to the artifices of your enemies and had gone 
nigh to have overturned the state# in the war before last, 
These meng in the last wart were brought to combat an your 
side: they served with fidelityt as they fought with valourg 
and conquered for you in every part of the world: detested be 
the national reflections against theml they are unjust, ground- 
less9 illiberal, unmanly" Hansard's Parliamentary History 1766 
(London: T. C. Hansard, l8i3)9 Vol* xvip p. 98, 
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best qualities of Highland men had been brought to their full 

potential in these Regiments. It is difficult to understand how 

this could have been done if the Highlanders had not had their 

hearts in the business* 24 

By 1777 the principle of raising Highland Regiments was well 

established and of the 20 regiments raised between 1777 and 18009 

no less than half were still on the establishment in 1820.25 

Lord SeaforthIs Highlandersp raised 1778 (78th and later 72nd); 

the Perthshire Highlandersp raised 1780 (73rd); The Highland 

Regiment of Footq raised in 1787 (74th); the Stirlingshire 

Regimentt known as Abercromby's, raised 1787 (75th); the Highland 

Regiment of Foott later known as the Ross-shire Buffs, raised 1793 

(78th); the Cameronian Volunteers or Cameron Highlandersq raised 

1793 (79th); the Argyllshire Highlandersy raised 1794 (98th and later 

91st); the Gordon Highlandereq raised 1794 (100th and later 92nd); 

and finally the Sutherland Highlanderst raised 1800 (93rd), These 

were all raised by eminent Highland meng drawing upon the loyalties 

and discipline of the clan system. Initiallyv these Regiments 

served in the CarnaticMysore and Mahratta campaigns and in the 

Netherlands, Egyptt Peninsular and Cape of Good Hope, 

The method of "raising" these Regiments was to have important 

repercussions an their*subsequent character when compared with 

Lowland and English Regiments. Although the mechanics were 

roughly equivalentg the motivation of the Officers and men and 

the territorial nature of the recruiting were unique. 

24. See William Drummond-Norrieg Loyal Lochaber (Glasgow: Morison 
Brothersp 1898)9 pp. 336-339. 

25. Macleod's Highlanders raised in 1777 (73rd and later 71st) were 
designated as Light Infantry before 1820 and do not form part 
of this study although where appropriate evidence concerning the 
71st has been included, See Lt, Colonel L, B, Catts DSO, Proud 

. 
(Edinburgh: Heritage. The Story of the Hiqhland Light InfantrX 

Thomas Nelson, 1952)9 Vol. 1. Also excluded are the 90th raised 
in 1794 as The Perthshire Volunteers (Light Infantry)* 
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To raise any. regiment the prime-mover had to have infiUence, 

ambition and financial backing. Application was made to the King 

for authority to raise a regiment of foot soldiers and after 

receiving approval, the Officer destined to command received his 

Commissiong signed by the Secretary of State for War, It is 

suggested that the King himself prompted Argyll to raise his 

Regimentl although George II had previously vetoed the raising 

of regular Highland regiments. 

Thereaftert the Order and Warrant for raising a Regiment 

of Foot was signed by the King and the Secretary for War. Known 

as "the Beating Order" that of the 79th (Cameronian Volunteers 

later Cameron Highlanders) read; 

11... to our Trusty and Well Beloved Alan Cameron 
Esqrt Major Commdtt of a Regiment of Foot to be 
forthwith raised or to the Officer appointed by 
him to raise men for Our Kingdom of Great Britainp 26 
as shall be wanted to Complete the'said Regiment .... 11 

Then, a Letter of Service was issuedq laying down the terms of 

the contract between the prime-mover and the Government. These 

were not always standard and it is interesting to compare those of 

the 79th (Cameron) Highlanders and the 93rd (Sutherland) Highlanders. 27 

Thereafter recruiting began. Once completed to the allotted number 

of men, the Regiment was inspected by a General Officer and established 

as "effective". 

The Commanding Officer (or the prime-mover if he did not actually 

command)q having expended considerable sums in this process, was then 

able to claim his outgoings from the Paymaster General which he did 

26. Order and Warrant for the 79thq 15 August 1793, WO/26/35. 

27, See Appendix 3 (1) and (2), 
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through the intermediary of Regimental Agentsq acting in the capacity 

of brokers. The whole arrangement had considerable similarities to 

the standard method of investment in any company enterprise, The 

man raising the Regiment, for an outlay of approximately L159000# 

gatheredl paid, clothed and fed recruits and on "establishment" of 

the regiment obtained his return an capital by way of public funds9 

through the Regimental Agents. He. in turnt paid Captains of 

Companiesq who paid their men. All down the chain everyone expected 

to make a profit, In additiong in time of war, a Commanding Officer 

could expect considerable prize money and always additional funds through 

a complex system of allowancesq and of course power and prestige as 

commander of a regiment. 

It is in'the area of recruiting that the Highland Regiments were 

unique* Firstlyq as regards the senior Officers, by far the majority 

were Highland gentlemen and with the exception of-Alan Cameron of 

Erracht, all had considerable resources and connections with estates 

in the Highland area from which they drew their recruits. 
28 Some of 

these men had lived in exileg such as Alan Camerang or had only recently 

had their forfeited estates returned to themv such as the Earl of 

Seaforth. Perhaps some were motivated by greed or personal aggrandise- 

ment but certainly not all, for the financial rewards were decidedly 

28.42nd (Royal Highland)v Johng 20th Earl of Crawford (a Lowlanderp 
to prevent objections of partiality among the Clansmen). 
72nd (Highland)Regt*v Kenneth Earl of Seaforth. 
73rd (Highland) Regt. 9 Norman MacLeod of MacLeod, first Lt* 
Colonel (from 2nd Battalion 42nd). 
74th (Highland) Regt, 9 Major General Sir Archibald Campbell of 
Inverneil. (First Colonel Commandant Gordon Forbes). 
75th (Highland) Regtj Robert Abercromby of Tullibody. 
78th (Highland) Regt, 9 (to be the Ross-shire Buffs)9 Francis 
Humberstan Mackenzie of Seaforth. 
79th (Cameronian Volunteers later Cameron) Highland Regt. 9 
Alan Cameron of Erracht. 
glat (Argyllshire) Highlandersp The Duke of Argyll, (First Lt, 
Colonel Commandantq Duncan Campbell of Lochnell). 
92nd (Gordon) Highlandersq The Duke of Gordon (first Lt. Colonel 
Commandant was the Duke of Gordon's son Georget Marquis of Huntly), 
93rd (Sutherland) Highlandersq Major General William Wemyss of Wemyss 
(cousin of the Countess of Sutherland). 
Note: the 74th and 75th were specifically raised for service in India. 
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precarious. Somev with a -real fear of Republican France, 

acted upon motives of genuine loyalty and patriotism. 

For their Officerst these men turned to friendst relatives 

or at least acquaintances. Some Letters of Service limited the 

recruitment of Officers to men already on the Half Pay listt but 

ways were frequently found to get round this. Nearly all these 

early Officers were Highlanders or had Highland associations and 

theyt in their turng went to recruit for the rank and file in areas 

of the Highlands where they held sway and influence, often to their 

own estates or kinsmen. 

In 17789 Lord Seaforth recruited 500 men from his own estates 

and obtained a further 400 through his chosen Officers from other 

Mackenzie lands at Scatwellt Kilcoyq Applecross and Recastle; the 
29 

remaining 130 were Lowlandersg English and Irish. Francis 

Humberston Mackenzie raised his 78th Highland Regiment from his 

owý estates in Ross-shire and Lewis, The 93rd (Sutherland) 

Highlanders-were built around a nucleus of 269 men disbanded from 

the Sutherland Fencibles: 
_most 

of the remaining 394 were raised 

not by recruiting but by levy and ballot. 

"A census was taken of the disposable population 
and the Countess of Sutherland appealed to her 
numerous tennantry in Sutherland for the able bodied 
sons to join the ranks of the Sutherland Regimento 
as a test at once of their duty to their chief and 
their Sovereignp promising the tennantry her 
protection in all time coming and 0 rovision for 
their sons on their return home", 3 

29. MacKerlieq (published Anon)q An Account of the Scottish Reqiments 
with the Statistics of Each. from 1808 to March 1861 (Edinburgh: 
William Nimmoq 1862)9 p. 12. 

30. Ed. J. S, Keltiev History of the Scottish Hiqhlands, Clans and 
Reniments (Edinburgh: A. Fullerton and Coo, 1881)# Vol. 119 
p. 777. 
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"Naturallyg some of the parents grumbled at 
the taking away of their sonsq but the young men 
themselves never seem to have questioned the right 
thus assumed by their Chief over their military 

31 services" . 

The Reverend Donald Sage recalls the scene at Kildonant 

"There is nothing more fresh in my memory than 
the enlisting of soldiers for this regiment (the 
93rd)o It was in May 18009 and Major-General 
William Wemyss of Wemyss, along with Major Gordon 
Cluness of Cracaig, and other gentlemen from the 
coast came up to Kildonan... oo I remember an 
assemblage an the green to the west of the manse; 
it was popularly called "the Review". The majority 
who assembled were tall handsome young fellows, who 
at the verbal summons of the Countess' ground officert 
Donald Brucet presented themselves before General 
Wemyss, that he might have for the asking the pick 
and choice of them", 32 

Alan Camarong desperate to complete the 79th (Cameron) Highlanders 

in the given time of three months and short of moneyq but not energy 

or inflbence# sought men in invernessý Aberdeeng Paisley and Stirling. 

The greater part of the 79th were however freely recruited in Lochaber, 

Appin, Mull and North Argyllq where despite opposition from the 

influential Gordon family hý was greeted as a hero at the Martinmas 

Fair at Maryburgh in 1793, Therev taking advantage of his reputation 

and the local calebrationst he completed the Regiment. 
33 The financial 

records of the Regiment of this period show that although enlistment may 

have been voluntaryp it was assisted by liquid refreshment: 

117 November 1793 .. to 66 gallons of whisky L12.8.311.34 

31. Edso Rev. Adam Gunn and John Mackayq Sutherland and Reav Country 
(Glasgow: John Mackayt "Celtic Monthly" Officep 1897)1, p. 237., 

32. Rev. Donald Sage AMt Memorabilia Domestica: or Parish Life in the 
North of Scotland (Edinburgh: Albyn Press, 1975)9 pe 101, See also 
Chapter 3. Recruiting Study of the 93rd Highlanders. 

33. An excellent study of the raising of the 79th (Cameron) Highlanders 
ca *n 

be found in the Queents Own Highlander, Regimental Magazine of 
the Queen's Own Highlanders (Seaforth and Camerons)q by Lt. Colonel 
A. A. Fairrie under the title, Erracht's Regiment, in eight parts, 
May 1976-Winter 1980. 

34, Alan Cameron's Accountsq QOHRM. 
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Men from Gordon lands are romantically said to have been 

encouraged to enlist by a "kiss and a guinea" from the Duchess 

herself. 35 

The wide service of these various Highland Regiments meant 

heavy losses in killedo wounded and sicknesst and a considerable 

drain an Highland manpower. Between 1794 and 1809 the 79th 

(Cameron) Highlanders alone lost 737 Officers and men, killed in 

action and died of woundsq disease or accident. 
36 By 1809P it 

was found difficult to keep all these 9 regimentst together with the 

42nd (Royal Highland)q (and the 71st and 94th) filled up with Highland 

men. It. was argued that Lowlanders and others were reluctant to join 

because of the Highland dress and in 1809,6 regiments lost Highland 

status (72ndq 73rdq 74tht 75tht 91st and 94th). 37 
Whether or not 

35. Lt. Colonel C, Greenhill Gardynev The Life of a Reqiment, (London: 
The Medici Sac. Ltd,, 1929)9 Val. 19 po 13. 

36. Historical Records-of the Queen's Own Cameron Hinhlanders (Edinburgh: 
William Blackwood and Sons, 1909)9 Vol* 119 po 350o 

37. Adjutant Generals Memorandum 7 April 1809: "As the population of the 
Highlands of Scotland is found insufficient to supply recruits for the 
whole of the Highland Corps on the establishment of His Majesty's Armyq 
and as some of these Corpst laying aside their distinguishing dresat 
which is objectionable to the natives of South Britain, would in a 
great measure tend to the facilitating the completing of the estab- 
lishment, as it would be an inducement to the men of the English 
Militia to extend their service in greater numbers to these regiments: 
it is in consequence most humbly submitted for the approbation of 
His Majestyq that His Majesty's 72ndv 73rd, 74th, 75thq 91st and 94th 
Regiments should discontinue to wear in future the dress by which His 
Majestyls Regiments of Highlanders are distinguished; and that the 
above Corps should no longer be considered as on that establishment"* 
The 94th (The Scots Brigade) was disbanded at Dublin in 1818p the 
last Highland Regiment to be completely disbanded. The 94th was 
regarded as the oldest Regiment in the British Army. It was raised 
in 1572 for service in the United Provinces# the Officers and men 
being predominantly Scottish. It served in the pay of Holland until 
1782 when the Dutch favoured the American colonies and the Dutch 
government demanded that the Officers renounce their allegiance to - 
George III. Sixty one refusedg left Dutch service and were put an 
the British half pay listo In 1793 and 1794 these Officers were 
brought back on to full pay and four battalions were raised as "the 
Scotch Brigade". These four battalions eventually shrunk to one and 
that was sent to India in 1797 where they fought at Saringapatam and 
Argeumo In 1802 they were renamed the 94th (Scotch Brigade)* In 1807 
they returned to Britain and adopted the kilt# which they lost in 1809, 
They were disbanded at Dublin in 1818 but the 94th Regiment of Foot 
was reformed, in 1823 and in 1881 became 2nd Battalion Connaught 
Rangers / 
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this was. true is difficult to sayq but the action does not seem 

to have been taken with any malicious intent against the Highland 

Regiments. The motivation may well have been cost consciousness 

and the real loss of manpower due to emigration. 

Howeverv such was the draw of tradition in these Regiments that 

the Highland association was not permitted 

to lapse. There is evidence that tartan continued to be worn where 

it had been officially abolished, 
38 

pipers were retainedv 
39 

and some 
40 Regiments continued to be designated as "Highland" . 

In 1820, the 91st took the title "Argyllshirs". The 72nd 

regained tartan in the form of trewS in 1823. The 74th regained 

their "Highland" title and trews in 1845. The 73rd assumed the 

title the 73rd (Perthshire) Regiment in 18629 and the 75th became 

the "Stirlingshirell Regiment in 1862 also. The 91st (Argyllshire)q 

went into tartan trews in 1864 and took the title I'Argyllshire 

Highlanders", 41 

Thusq in 1809,5 Regiments ware the kilt; the 42nd (Royal 

Highland)v the 78th (Ross-shire Buffs)t 79th (Cameron) Highlandersq 

the 92nd (Gordon) Highlanders, and the 93rd (Sutherland) Highlanders* 

. 
The 72ndq 73rdt 74thq 75th and 91st ware the uniform of Regiments 

of the line, but all were destined to regain their full Highland status 

37. Rangerst who finally ceased to exist in 1922 when the Southern 
contd. Irish units were disbanded. See, ad. Michael Glover, A Gentleman 

Volunteer - Letters of George Hennell from the Peninsular War 1812-13 
(London: Heinamanng 1979), 

38. Letter from the Quartermaster (2nd Bn. ) 72nd to William Wilson and 
Sont Bannockburn, tartan manufacturers, 16 Feb. 1810. For details of 
the Tartans worn by the Highland and Lowland Regiments see Appendix 
3 (5). 

39. On 3uly Sth 1850 the 91st (Argyllshire) Regiment were inspected at 
Dover by Major General G. Browng C81 KH, Adjutant General; when he 
saw the pipers on parade he ordered their immediate disbandment, 
G. L. Goffq Historical Records of the 91st Arqylls ire Highlanders 
(London: Richard Bentley, 1891)9 p, 215. 

409 See Army List 1816, 
41. WO Letter 3 May 1864. 
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and dress by 1881.42 

By 1815t all ton Regiments had seen considerable action and 

service and if ever there had been doubts about their fidelity, these 

doubts were completely dispelled. Their coveted Battle Honours, 

particularly "Waterloo", spoke for themselvese 43 

In place of doubt there grew up, particularly around the kilted 

regimentsq an aura of heroism and romances In the popular interest 

and enthusiasm surrounding Wellington's armyp and especially the 

Battle of Waterloo, the Highlanders assumed in the eye of the British pub- 

lic an entirely new status. The "Times" of Wednesday 21st June 

1815, reporting an the fighting of the 17th of Juneq referred to 

"the brave Highlanders" and the following day gave an account of the 

bitter fighting in which the 42nd (Royal Highland), the 79th. (Cameron) 

44 Highlanders and the 92nd (Gordon) Highlanders*had been involved. 

Along with the 73rd, these three kilted Regiments won the coveted 

Battle Honour, "Waterloollg which in itself gave great prestige, Poetry 

42. See Appendix 3 (3), For Regimental titles see Appendix 3 (4) and (5). 

43* Army Lists. See Appendix 3 (6)o See also however the propositions 
put forward by the author in regard to the g3rd contained in Chapter 3* 

44. The Time29 London# 21st and 22nd June 1815. There is little doubt. 
that before 1815 Highland Regiments largely because of their 
unique dress were viewed with some suspicion and curiosity; the 
time they spent abroad meant that when they did appear in 
England many of the general public were not really sure who 
they were. When Allan Macpherson of Cluny returned with the 
42nd from America in 1762 he recorded: 

I arrived from America in the year of 
1762 (at Bristol). I was dressed in the uniform 
of the 42nd or Royal Highlandersq to which I then 
belonged; a great crowd of people. came round me 
and a respectable looking man asked me,, "Pray sirg 
forgive me for asking whether you be with us or 
against us - for I never saw such a dress before". 

The Red Hackle,, No. 213, August 19859 p. 2. 
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and music were composed around them and the Regiments were feted 

and honoured. A Commission in such a Regiment became a desirable 

acquisition for an Officer. Thomas Creevey MP wrote in his diary 

on 26th March 1828; 

"We have an event in our family. Fergy (Sir 
Ronald Ferguson) has got a regiment -a tip 
top crack one - one of those beautiful Highland 
Regiments that were at Brusselsq Quatre Bras and 
Waterloo", 45 

The conduct of all the Regiments which are the subject of 

this study must have contributed in bringing about this volte-face 

in public and Government opiniong with regards to the Highland 

Regiments and the Highlands in general., 

In less than 100 years the repressive attitude towards the 

"rebellious" and "uncivilised" North changed to at least one of 

romantic curiosity frequently tinged with a Jealous respect. 

Sergeant Thomas Campbell of the Grenadier Company of the 79th (Cameron) 

Highlanders# recalls his summons to the pressnce of Alexandert Emperor 

of Russia on the 17th August 1815: 

"In the month of August 1815 1 was ordered to proceed,, 
with Private John Fraser and Piper Kenneth Mackay, to the 
Palace Elysee in Paris, then the residence of the Emperor 
of Russiag where we were joined by Sergeant M'Gregorq 
Private Munrog and Piper M'Kenzie of the 42nd Highlanders, 
and Sergeant Grant, Private Logan and Piper Cameron of the 
92nd Highlanders. About half an hour after our arrival at 
the Palaceg Lord Cathcart sent a valet to conduct us to the 
grand hall9 where we met his lordshipp whom I immediately 
recognised. He was pleased to order me to take charge of the 
party while he went to the Emperor to acquaint him of our 
arrivalg and in about ten minutes after the Emperor entered 
the hall accompanied by his two brothersp as well as Prince 
Blucher, Count Platoffv and several other distinguished 
personages. The Emperor made a very minute inspection of 
usq and his curiosity led him to call upon me, as being the 
most robust of the partyv to step to the frontg when he 
ordered the rest to sit down. As soon as I stepped to the 
front I was surrounded by the astonished nobilityp and the 
Emperor commenced his inspection and questions as follows: 

45* Historical Records of the Queents Own Cameron Highlanders, 
OP* citet Val, 19 p* 134 (footnote). 
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First, he examined my appointments and drew my sword; 
inquired if I could perform any exercise with that 
weapong which I told him I could notq and at the same 
time Lord Cathcart made a remark that it was a deficiency 
in the British Army which he had never taken into 
consideration before. 

Secondq he examined my hose, gaitersq legs9 and 
pinched my sking thinking I ware something under my 
kilt, and had the curiosity to lift my kilt up to my 
navel, so that he might not be deceived. The questions 
were: If I was present at the actions of the 16tht l7thq 
and 18th of June? Whether I was in Egypt? If I wore the 
kilt in wintert ort if I did not feel cold in that season? 
If I was married? If my parents were alive? 

The Emperor then requested Lord Cathcart to order me to 
put John Fraser through the "manual and platoon" exerciset 
at which performance he was highly pleased. He then requested 
the pipers to play upt and Lord Cathcart desired them to play 
the Highland tune "Cogue na Sheol' (sic. ) which he explained to 
the Emperor# who seemed highly delighted with the music. 

After the Emperor had done with me, the veteran Count 
Pld. toff came up to me and, taking me by the hand, told 
me in broken English that I was a good and brave soldier, 
as all my countrymen were, He then pressed my hand to his 
breastq and gave me his to press to mine. After all this 
was over I was ordered to take the party to Lord Cathcart's 
quarterst where we had refreshmentst and received a piece 
of money each from his lordshipt and also his approbation 
for our appearance", 46 

After Waterloop all ten Regimenti which are the subject of this 

studyq were reduced in strength and had an actual recruited strength 

of between 818 and 385 all ranks. In the Monthly Returns of 

January 1820 it is interesting to study the breakdown of nationalities 

and see the*encroachment of English and Irish recruiting in the 72ndq 

73rd, 74th and 75th Regiments. The 91st (Argyllshire) Regiment, although 

a regiment of the lineq still had a large majority of Scats (there is 

no distinction between Scots and Highlanders in the returns, but at 

the time the 91st were recruiting in Glasgowt Edinburgh, Perth and 

Abeideen), 

The 42nd (Royal Highland)q 78th (Ross-shire Buffs), 79th (Cameron) 

Highlandersq 92nd (Gordon) Highlanders and 93rd (Sutherland) Highlanders 

46. GD/45/26/85v SRO. 
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were all predominantly Scotsq with the 93rd (Sutherland) Highlanders 

having the greatest proportion of English Officers. There is good 

reason to believeg taking into account the surnames on the Muster 

Rolls of the period, that of the Scats a majority were of 

Highland origine 
47 

47. W0112. Muster Rolls. 
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47 

47. WO/12. Muster Rolls. 
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Table of nationalities of the Kilted and Highland based regiments. 

January 1820 48 

Regiment Nationaiity Officers Sgts. * CPls. Drummers Privates Totals 

42nd (Royal English 11 12 
Highland) Scotch 34 32 26 22 552 

Irish 4332 26 
(Dublin) Foreigners 1 

39 35 30 24 591 719 

72nd English is 342 81 
Scotch 13 33 23 7 462 
Irish 10 366 143 

(Cape Town) Foreigners 115 

39 39 33 16 691 ale 
73rd English 17 7 14 8 358 

Scotch 7 12 77 35 
Irish 13 16 62 137 

(India) Foreigners 123 

41 35 27 19 533 655 
74th English 5346 138 

Scotch 12 17 11 4 128 
(Now Brunswick, Irish 12 11 14 a 322 
Canada) Foreigners 

29 31 29 la 588 695 

75th English 7351 130 
Scotch 11 24 18 10 291 
Irish 6333 160 

(Malta/Corfu) Foreigners 115 

24 31 26 is 586 682 

78th (Rose. - English 6aIa 
shire Buffs) Scotch 33 33 30 20 605 

Irish 2211 
(Athlone) Foreigners 4 

41 35 '38 22 618 754 
79th (Cameron English 4321 39 

Highlanders) Scotch 32 32 28 20 493 
Irish 3 46 

(3ersay) Foreigners 

39 35 30 22 578 704 
glst (Argyll- English 521 49 
shire) Regiment Scotch 29 26 26 13 452 

Irish 5732 71 
(Dublin) Foreigners 11 

39 35 30 17 572 693 

92nd (Gordon) English 148 
Highlanders Scotch 14 26 24 16 234 

Irish 111 54 
(3amaica) Foreigners 1 

16 27 25 20 297 385 
93rd (Suther- English 12 4 14 
land) Highlan- Scotch 19 34 28 15 540 
ders) Irish 123 47 
(Naas) Foreigners 

39 3S 30 22 601 727 

48. WO/17/344,345 and 346. For full details of the Nationality breakdown of the 
Highland Regiments see Appendix 4. 
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There were 7 vacant Commissions in the 92nd (Gordon) 

Highlandersq stationed at Up Park Oamaicat caused by deaths 

between 17th September lql9 and 19th November 1819. The 

Foreigners were probably coloured men who had been recruited 

for the band or men from Continental armies who had joined 

near the end of the Napoleonic period. In addition the 72nd 

and the 92nd (Gordon) Highlanders had 24 and 59 Black Pioneers 

respectively, not included in the effective strength. The 

75th had three Drummer Boys under 15 years oldq the 79th (Cameron) 

Highlanders had 39 the 91st (Argyllshire) had 4 and the 93rd had 2. 

This study therefore opens in 1820 with five "Highland" 

Regiments and five I'Line" Regiments with Highland origins, all 

firmly establishedq with battle experience and excellent reputations 

behind them, Before-examining recruiting and training in detail, 

howeverg it is important to place the military study into the context 

of the social and economic condition of Scotland of the period, in 

order to appreciate the soldier's life style, motivation and 

expectations. 
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CHAPTER 2: RECRUITING 

The recruitment of men to the Regular Army was one of the 

most vexed and complex questions throughout the period 1820 to 1920. 

In relation to the Highland Regimentsq recruiting had particular 

and unique characteristics which had their roots in the land and 

culture. The availability of men was to be affected by the 

considerable changes in population in the Highlandst both 

geographically and numerically, the clearancesq emigration and 

agricultural improvements, 

Military recruiting requirements fluctuated too, so that at 

times the demand was less than the supplyt while at other times 

the supply fell far short of the requirement9 causing the Highland 

Regiments to turn away from their traditional areas for recruits. 

While recruiting pre-1815 was largely a reflection of the Highland 

land-holding systemg between 1820 and 1920 the system of recruiting 

changed very little, ' Until the introduction of conscription in 

19162 all were volunteers; some however were probably more voluntary 

than others as there is no reason to suppose that the Highland 

Regiments did not employ some of the less orthodox methods of 

recruiting as well as appealing to national characteristics and 

clan loyalty. It is important therefore. to look at some of the 

background to reciuiting: firstlyq the Highland population and the 

available pool of manpower, secondlyq attitudes, motivation and 

1. The system of recruiting by the use of recruiting parties of Non- 
commissioned officers and Private men was adopted in 1813 at the 
suggestion of the Duke of York in a letter of 13,1,1813, See 
PP 1850 x c6629 Appendix No. 52 p. 895. 

2. The Military Service Act 27.1.1916. Unmarried men between 
18 and 41 were liable for call-up if not in a reserved 
occupation. 
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historicall factorsq and thirdly, the factors affecting those 

attitudes in relation to Highlands. 

Sutherlandq Ross# most of Invernessq Cromarty and Argyll, 

including Skye and the Inner Hebrides and Lewis and the Outer 

Hebrides, are considered as the traditional Highland countiesp 
3 

whichp together with further areas of Invernessp parts of Morayl 

Banffq Aberdeeng Angusp Perth, Stirling and Dumbarton fell within 

the geographical limitation of the Highland Line. The line was 

however a geographical boundary, not a social or cultural one and 

Orkneyt Shetlandq Caithnessq Cromartyq Nairnq Kincardineq Fife, 

Kinross and Clackmannan were all considered as legitimate areas from 

which Highland soldiers could be recruitedv together with Edinburghq 

Glasgow and the Clyde ports. 

Who in the Highland Counties was available for the recruiting 

parties? The statistics of Highland population are marked firstlyq 

by a period of overpopulation linked with agricultural improvement 

and the first series of emigrationsq and secondlyq by clearances for 

sheep farming resulting in migration to 'the coastal areas and to the 

Southg and a further period of emigration. These factors affected 

the numbers available for recruiting and the attitude and approach 

of potential recruits* 
4 

Overpopulation in the Highlands was not related to the land 

area as a wholep but to the area that could provide sufficient to 

support the people on a subsistence basis. The end of the requirement 

for large numbers of men an the land as a military necessity coincided 

3. Not to be confused with the Crafting Countiesq see The Crofters 
Act 1886 49 and 50 Vict c29. See mapp Appendix 1 (1). 

4. See Appendix 2 (2). R, H. Campbell and J. B. A. Dowt Source Book of 
Scottish Economic and Social History (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1968). 
Pe 80 
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with an era of unprecedented interest in agricultural improvement. 

The traditional agricultural economy based an cattle was highly 

labour intensive, but worked well and in sympathy with the land, 

its geography and climate, and the social structure. Tenant 

farmers, some of whom were substantial, existed alongside joint 

tenants9 sub-tenants9 cottars and squatters and their farming 

standards were by no means always primitive. 

"The tenants of Western Inverness were good farmersq 
making skilled and balanced use of available resources. 
Archibald Menziest General Inspector of estates annexed 
to the Crown after 1745, noted with approval the manner 
in which the Barrisdale tenants of Knoydart managed 
their farms", 5 

Measured against the Lowlands and the South however the Highland 

economyg agriculture and standard of living in the 1750s fell far short 

of the rest of the country. 
6 Betwee'n 1750 and 1.7809 agricultural 

improvements in housingg crops and field fencing which were taking 

place in the Highlandsq resulted in increased rents9 and farmers and 

tenants at all levels were faced with the choice of a reduced income.. 

or leaving their land. This period of agricultural change brought 

about considerable voluntary emigration in the middle classes of 

Highland societyq tacksmen, men who could pay their way, organise 

their move themselves and go largely in family groups. 

After 1780 came the second and major factor in upsetting the 

balance of Highland life; enclosures and sheep farming. Men were 

no longer requiredg neither were small cottars and sub-tenants and 

especially not squatters on a large sheep unit and the population 

gradually moved, or was removedg to the coastal areas where they 

were generally unable to support themselves and their familiesq with 

5. Marianne McLeanq Peoplinq Glengarry County - The Scottish Origins 
of a Canadian Community. Paper presented to the Canadian Historical 
Associationg June 1982, 

6. Seeg Captain Burt, Letters from a Gentleman in the North of Scotland 
to his friend in London, op. cit. 
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fishingg the kelp industry and small plats. 
7 

Individual areas therefore became overpopulated as opposed 

to the area of the'Highlands in general. There was still plenty 

of people, but their distribution and social structure had changed 

and the emigrations which took place after 1820 were essentially 

of poor and in many cases desperate cottars who# despite considerable 

assistance from landlords and government in food and job creationg 

simply did not have enough room to live in their traditional manner 

and were unableg or unwilling, to adapt to another. 
8 

In the Napoleonic and particularly the pre-Napoleonic period 

the army had been very successful in recruiting in the tacksman and 

tenant farmer bracketq both for Officers and men. These tenants and 

their sons had status in their own communities and they displayed a 

pride and individuality rare among soldiers of the period. The removal 

of the more substantial tenant farmerst the middle classes of Highland 

society, meant that men were gradually no longer tied to the land and 

each other as formerly and the chain of kinship and landholding was 

broken. 9 

7. Seev Eric Richards# A History of the Hinhland Clearances (London 
and Canberra: Croom Helm, 1982). pp. 1116 -156o V61. -M. 

a. The problem of social dislocation was compounded by a series of 
bad harvests and a recession in trade. Many landlords found 
themselves in an economically impossible position drawing on 
capital to support their tenants whose arrears of rent they had 
no hope of collecting; Clanranald for example went bankrupt in 
the process. Although Sutherland Estates carried out some 
of the most ruthless evictions between 1811 and 1820, they 
also spent some L60900d in relief measures and schemes between 
1811 and 1833. Several landlords wrote off rent arrearsq 
bought cattle at independent valuations from tenants and sub- 
tenants and provided free passages to Canadat America and 
Australia. 

9. Stewart of Garth estimated thatq "... three fourths of the old 
respectable race of Gentlemen tacksmen haVe dissappeared.. " 
General Stewart of Garthq Sketches of the Character, Manners and Present 
State of the Highlands of Scotland with details of the Military 
Services of the Hinhland Reqiments (Edinburgh: Constable and Co,, 
jB-22) Vol* 119 Appendix p. xxxiii. 
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Not only was there emigration, but there was also migration. 

The energy and zeal of the improvers and civilisers of the Highland 

area was of an almost missionary natureq to be compared with the 

"civilisation" of remote areas of Africa and South America. and the 

young were anxious to learn English and dress in modern Southern 

dressq as opposed to homespun materials. Writing-in the New 

Statistical Account of 1845t the Minister of Durness noted: 

"The change of dress in the last twenty or thirty 
years has been very marked .... instead of the tartan 
or kelt coat and trousersp spun and died at home, 
when each family had their own woolq hardly anything 
is to be seen on the young but the fustian jacket 
and trousersp or the lighter tartan of the shops and 
here and there the blue and fancy clothes of Leeds". 10 

The Minister of Assynt noted that the young were especially 

keen to learn English for "personal advancement'19 
11 

while people Moved 

to the towns and citiesq particularly the Glasgow area, for the prospect 

of increased income and perhaps trade training. A study of Highland 

migration to Greenock shows that the movement commenced as early as 

1750 and it continued until the latter part of the nineteenth century, 

In 1851, it is estimated that 11% of the population of Greenock were 

Highlanders and Greenock cannot be alone in this population pattern. 
12 

Therefore, by recruiting in areas in Scotland to which Highlanders 

migrated it does not necessarily follow that the "Scots" an the Muster 

Rolls are Lowlanders. The pattern of migration continued for such 

an extended period that even in the 1900s recruiters may well have 

been taking second or even third generation Highland men from the 

Lowlandsq and particularly from the Clyde area. 

10. New Statistical Account (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sonsq 
1845)q Vol. XV9 p. 96. 

11. Ibid. 9 p. 112. 

12. R. D. Lobbang The Miqration of Highlanders into Lowland Scotland 
(175G-lBg ) with particular reference to Greenock. Edinburgh 
University Ph. D, thesis (8779 1969-70)o 
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A restricting factor on the figures of population available 

for recruiting was the persistent preponderance in numbers of 

females over malest in Scotland in generalp and the Highlands in 

particular. The trend was noted by several Ministers in the New 

Statistical Account, for example in Inverness9 where it was stated: 

.... from emigration of males abroad in quest of 
occupationst and their fondness for a military 
life, there is, and it is thought there alwa is 
has been a considerable excess of females". 

Population censuses confirm the trend. 14 The recruitable population 

was therefore limited not only in numbers but also by the fact that in 

rural agrarian and fishing communities men were required to stay to do the 

heavy labour and support women folk and families. 

R. D. Lobban's study of Greenock not only illustrates the migration 

of Highlandersq but also the intermixing of the Highlandq Lowland and 

Irish populations. While the Irish had long historical associations 

with the West coast of Scotland, their numbers increased in Scotland 

around 1830 when Irishmen began to take over the seasonal and harvest 

labour which had been the preserve of Highland workers until that 

time. They migrated to the West of Scotland and adjacent areas 

during the depressiong bad harvests and potato blight in Ireland 

and they became part of the Scottish social structure. Many of 

their number were to join Scottish and Highland Regiments. 15 

13. New Statistical Account, op. cit. 9 Vol. XIV, p. 18. 
14. B, R, Mitchell and Phyllis Deaneq Abstract of British Historical 

Statistics (Cambridge: University Press9 1971)9 Population and Vital 
Statistics 2-B Scotlandq p. 6: 
Scotland - Females per 1000 males, 
1821 1129 1871 1096 
1831 1122 1881 1076 
11341 1110 1891 1072 (confused figure) 
1851 1100 1901 1057 
1861 1112 1911 1062 

1921 1080 
15. The'overall recruiting policy of the British Army was to obtain j of 

the men required from England and Scotland and j from Ireland. Glasgow 
however was so busy with North Irish recruits that in 1850 one 
Inspecting Field Officer was specially employed to deal with them. 
MacKerlie (published Anon, ) An Account of the Scottish Reniments with 
the Statistics of Each (Edinburgh: William Nimmot 1862)t p*38, and 
PP 1850 X c662 p. 206 Para 26369 Evidence of Lt, Gen* Sir 0, Macdonald, 

A---m, 44- A -*r-kl-- ^, p fjlm4-4r%r%-144, %, r 
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By 1820 the first period of agricultural improvements and 

emigration was over and the clearance and removal of the population 

either to the coastt planned villages or overseas was under way. 

The process was marked by a general slackness of trade following 

the war boomt the loss of the kelp industryt a series of bad harvests 

and potato disease in 1839/40. Emigration continuedg many discharged 

soldiers trying their hand in Australia as late as 1918.16 The 

overall effect during the century 1820-1920 was to restrict the pool 

of truly resident Highland manpower available to the Army, There 

were quite simply less people in Argyll9 Invernessq Perth and 

Suth8rlandg while Ross and Cromartyq after reaching a peak in 1851 wasq 

in 19219 only some 2000 above the 1821 figure. 

Between 1820 and 1916 recruitment to the British Regular Army 

remained voluntary. Historically, in relation to the Highland 

Regiments, this statement must be qualified, not for the well worn 

reason of unorthodox recruiting methods, but because of the very nature 

of Highland society. Before 1745 the power of a Clan and their chief 

was measured by the numbers of men they could raise. Therefore, 

regardless of land area or productive capabilitiest chieftains, holding 

landlord statusq encouraged men to stay on their land with the implied 

if not written contract of military service in return. Overpopulation 

was not considered a problem, but within reason was a source of status 

and mutual support and landholding therefore came to mean more than 

the mere words of a legal lease as it was inseparable from clang loyaltyg 

protection and service. While thestfactors remained undisturbed the 

whole system retained an integrated balance providing population remained 

16. Edinburnh Evening Newsl 30.3.1934. 
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at a reasonable level to avoid serious food shortages. 

Af . ter 1745 it became clear that men were no longer a landlord's 

primary requirement. While culturalg ecclesiastical, domestic, 

linguistic and transport limprovementst were carried out, it was 

agricultural reforms which struck not only at the system of land- 

holding but also at Highland society and related military service. 

At the beginning of the French Wars loyalties of service were 

coming under considerable straint but they were no less real and 

important. This was a time of twilight transition between compulsion 

and request. Much of the compulsion was impliedt but William Wemyss 

was able to carry out his levy of men in Kildonan and on the Sutherland 

Estatesp while on the other hand on 26th February 1794 Maclaine of 

Lochbuie could write an open letter to his tenants in the following 

terms: 

"Major Maclaine of Lochbuy wish to intemate to his 
tennants that in obedience to His Majesty's orders and 
in duty to his country he is in Honour Bound to be 
concerned in a military line and sho (sic. ) he wishes 
for some men from his own estate his intention is not 
to trouble any posessor of land but only men that can 
be spared from the country for some little time such as 
Tennants sons & etc. 

He will give such as enlist with him ample encouragementv 
such as Five Guineas Bounty or if ..... they hold lands on his 
property he will give them a deduction of thirty shillings 
p r. year for five years of his rent which in place of five 
pounds five will make his reward in money seven pounds ten 
shillings together with the good treatment he may expect 
after the Regiment is Reduced". 17 

The arguments concerning the military characteristics of Highland 

men were embroiled in the agricultural upheavalq for it was used as part 

of the claim for pressing agricultural improvements. The pattern of 

landholding and military service seems to have worked well and to the 

satisfaction of both partiesq but the system ran into trouble when 

17., CD 174/2217. 
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"rights" could not be maintained and promises appeared to bet or 

wereq broken. Sir G. Stewart Mackenzie an ardent agricultural 

reformer presented his "General view of the agriculture of Ross and 

Cromarty with observations on the means of their improvement". in 

1810. He wrote: 

"The arguements which have been raised on the 
supposition that the people must be kept to supply 
the Army and Navy are worse than absurd.... *. The 
highlands are trumpeted forth as our only resource 
for soldiers, while it is notorious that the 
inhabitants have a strong aversion to a military 
life. Though in a recent instance the battalion 
of the 78th Regiment, which was commanded by my 
much lamented brother-in-law Colonel MtLeodt was 
raised in a very short time, yet this was not owing 
by any means to the spirit of the people. Indeed 
some bands of young Highlanders who went to join 
the Regimentt declared rather indiscreetly perhapat 
that they had enlisted to save their parents from 
being turned out of their farms. *. *,. There were 
many fine fellows howeverv who enlisted out of pure 
regard for some of their officers and their connections 
but their number was small when compared with the total 
amount of the battalion". 18 

Mackenzie was an advocate of emigration to remove the population 

which had formed such an important part of the landholding and military 

service "contract'l, 

"The present race of tennentry is universally 
allowed to have an aversion to active employment, 
and therefore it is neither for the interest of the 
proprietorsq nor of the public# to retain it ..... 
A great part of the superfluous population has been 
removed and very beneficial effects have followed". 19 

It was therefore in the interests of the agricultural improvers 

firstlyp to show the population to be idle and unproductiveg secondlyg 

to encourage removal of the people and thirdly to detract from any 

martial characteristics which the people might have to fend off any 

18. Sir G. Stewart Mackenzie Bart. 9 A General view of the Agriculture 

of the Counties of Ross and Cromarty with observations an the means 
of their improvement (London Constable and Co., 1810)q ppo 297-298, 

19. Ibid. 9 p. 296. 
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argument for their retention on the land. If however a characteristic 

can be defined as a consistent and repetitive trait, it would seem 

from the evidence of Highland history that martial endeavours were 

fairly well established. 

In replying to Mackenziet Colonel David Stewart of Garthq himself 

an Officer of the 78tht commented, 

"In my battalion ..... 240 ment as good soldiers as 
ever left the Highlandsq enlisted from the Island 
of Lewes (Lewis)q one portion of Lord Seaforth's 
estate an the Long Island. If these men, and many 
thousands of Highlanders who enlisted in the 
Mackenzie regiments were notoriously averse to 
a military lifet their conduct displayed an 
inconsistency not easily accounted for in any 
common principles of action. If the young men 
who engaged with me had the same feelingsý they 
so completely concealed their aversion that I 
could discover nothing but the best spirit and 
desire to learn and discharge their duty". 20 

It is clear however that not all observersq commentators and improvers 

were ardent advocates of removal and emigration or retention of the 

population for military service, and that there were alternative 

reasons for emigration and a strong case for the injection of capital 

to keep the people where they were, Thomas Telfordq while appreciating 

that "the inhabitants are strongly attached to their native country'19 

deplored the hardship and injustice of oviction and emigration and 

urged the establishment of fishing communities and the improvement 

of the country by public works. The Sth Earl of Selkirk however 

took the view that the land and its working and possession was so 

important to the Highland structure that men simply could not be 

separated from it and placed in convenient communities or work at 

alternative labour. Accordingly emigration to new landholdings in 

America, maintaining the Highlanderst way of lifet skillst pride and 

20. General Stewart of Garth, Sketches of the Character, Manners 
and Present State of the Hiqhlands of Scotland, OP. cit-t P. 445. 
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social structure was the only reasonable alternative for a 

people who he considered had no place in industrialcentres, 

or as day or casual labourers. 21 

Four factors were however at work influencing Highland attitudes. 

Over-recruitingt social changev alterations in military organisation 

and war reaction, Firstlyq over-recruiting. Particularly during 

the French and Napoleonic wars there was competition for recruits 

for the Regular Armyq the Volunteers, the Fencibles and the Militia, 

Men became more cautious about offering their services to the first. 

bidder with a bounty. Sir Robert Sinclairg the Duke of Gordonts 

son-in-lawq wrote to the Duke's factor on 19th March 1794 regarding 

drummers he had enlisted for the 100th Regiment (later 92nd) at Fort 

George: 

"Do let me know if the Marquis raises his Bounty 
when he comesq as very fine lads laugh at 12 
guineas". 22 

There was competition too with the Navyq particularly*in Argyll 

and the West and there was a resentment not only in the Highlands 

but all over Scotland to the compulsion of the Ballot of the Militia 

and the Army of Reserve of 1803,23 The anti-militia disturbances 

in Scotland must have affected in some way attitudes to the Regular 

Army although it is clear that despite Mackenzie's assertions 

21. Thomas Telfordq Survey and Reports of the Coasts and Central 
Highlands of Scotland in the Autumn of 18020 PP 1802-03. 
Reports of the Select Committee on the Study of the Central 
Highlands of Scatlandgand The 5th Earl of Selkirkq Observations 
on the Present State of the Highlands of Scotland with a view of 
the causes and probable consequences of Emigration (London, 1805). 

22. Sir Robert Sinclair to Menzies 19.3.1794. Quoted J. M, Bullochq 
The Gordon Hiqhlanders. The History of their Origin toqether 
with a Transcript of their First Official Muster. Banffshire 
Field Club, 1913, p. 16. 

23, Seeg Kenneth J. Loguet Popular Disturbances in Scotland 1780-1815 
(Edinburgh: John Donald, 1979)g and Gen, Stewart of Garth, op. cit., 
pp. 499-500. 
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thousands of men volunteered for the regular service and did so 

freely. 

Although therefore the compulsion of service through landholding 

was, or appears to have beeni acceptable as a two-sided bargain, the 

compulsion of the Militia Ballot was not. It had no alternatives 

or choices and nothing was given in return. Thust in this spirit 

of obligation and expectationt Duncan Stewart of Gordonsburgh 

wrote to the Duke of Gordon from Belfast an 8th February 1794; 

"My Lord - Coming to this place with two of my sons 
in the 79th Regimentp the quarter-master department 
being in their charge, they were both young and 
unacquaintedt (and) I had to attend them to see 
the regiment clothed and accoutered: and seeing here 
in the public papers that Your Grace was to raise a 
Regimentv I have presumed to address and solicit 
Your Grace for a Lieutenancy for one of them in your 
Regimentq which I hope is to be commanded by Lord 
Huntly. I will engage to make men for the step. 
It's most likely that Your Grace may not recollect me 
that I am one of your Lochaber tennants and a feuar 
of Gordonsburgh Mr Toddq the factor# I have wrote to 
him on this business. He will inform Your Grace 
respecting mett, 24 

When Alexander Stewart got his Lieutenancy both parties were 

presumably well satisfied with the deal. 

Secondlyq Highland attitudes were affected by the great social 

change that was taking place during the French and Napoleonic Wars. 

A society which rightly or wrongly feels threatened will react 

defensively. The Highlander's grievance was, 

It not that their poverty had been increaseds it 
had not. It was that they had been evicted from 
land occupied from time immemorial. It passed their 
comprehension that the landowner could turn off men 
to make way for animals". 25 

24. Duncan Stewart to the Duke of Gordon 8.2.1794t quoted J. M. 
Bullochq The Gordon Highlanders, op. cit., p. 14. Alexander Stewart 
Ensign of the 79th (23.8.1793) was promoted Lieutenant into the 
100th (Gordon Hdrs) in February 1794. 

25. T. C. Smout, A History of the Scottish People 1560-18309 (Bingay, 
Suffolk: Fontana, 1973). p, 334, 
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Seeing or being the subject of removals made men suspicious 

and bitter. An "us" and "them" attitude grew up fed by contemporary 

ideas emanating from Republican feelings and Paine's "Rights of Man". 

Yet, in spite of social upheaval and the spread of Republican ideas 

there only seems to have been one incident involving recruiting to 

the Regular Armyq that of the gathering of the tenants at Uigq 

Lewisq to oppose the recruiting of Seaforth's Highlanderaq the 78th 

Regiment, by Francis Humberstone Mackenzie in the Spring of 1793.. 

"Three hundred or so Lewismen had taken to a hill, 
where they had taken an oath to stand by each other 
and vow death to any Sergeant, Drummer or other 
Recruitor who dares enter the Parish and also 
threaten with death whosoever dares Inlist". 26 

Opposition to the recruiting parties had been stirred up firstlyt 

by discharged men of the 72nd who alleged that men of the Regiment had 

been left in India without any means of getting home. 

"The publick had broken faith with the late 78th 
Regimentt (which was re-numbered 72nd in 1786) there 
was no sayip but they might do the same by this 
regiment". 2 

Secondlyq the opposition came from Republican and radical 

ideas circulating in the area in the form of handbills and'copies 

of Paine's "Rights of Man" then available in Stornoway. It was 

believed too that the men in Uig had been incited by men from 

Greenock and Inverness but the latter influenceg-coupled with 

suspicion founded on social upheavalp was probably the prime factor* 

Men of the "old 78th"t (i. e. 72nd in 1786)9 had engaged in 1778 to 

serve for three years or until the end of the rebellion. and when the 

war in America was finished thereforeq in 1783t they were due to be 

26. HO Carres. (Suppl) RH 2/4/2079 p. 465. F, H, Mackenzie of Seaforth 
to Lord Adam Gordon 27.4.1793. 

27. HO Corres. RH 2/4/71, f. 238v. Donald McLeod, Sheriff Depute 
of Ross to Robert Blair, Solicitor General 23.5.1793. 
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disbanded. They had arrived in India in 1782 after a disastrous 

ten month voyage losing nearly 250 ment the Earl of Seaforth himself 

dying on boardybut because the Regiment was needed in India it was 

decided not to disband but to give all those entitled to discharge 

a choice of continued service with a bounty of LID, or discharge 

and return home. There probably was pressure to take the bounty 

and 300 did so; the remainder may well have had to pay their passage 
28 home. 

Social change and its effect an attitudes was linked with the 

fear of breach of trust on behalf of the landownersq some of whom 

were of course recruitors. During the clearances at Kildonang 

Sutherlando in 1813t Houston# the Sheriff Substitute, Seller and 

Young were received by tenants who rejected plans for resettlement 

an the coast and claimed that they were entitled to the land because 

of-promises and letters given after the tenants had furnished men 

for the 93rd Regiment: 29 

11*ooea good many of us has our children serving in 
the 93rd and was promised to continue their parents 
in their possessions during paying regularly the 
yearly rents", 30 

Their petition stating their claims was taken to London by William 

McDonald a retired Sergeant of the 93rd, 31 

By 1854 the appeal of the traditional contract had, for manyt 

lost all creditability: 

28. Lt. Colonel A. A* Fairriev A History of the queen's Own Highlanders 
(Inverness: RHQ Queen's Own Hdrs. 9 1983). p. 5. 

29. K*J. Logue, Popular Disturbances in Scotland 1780-18159 op. cit. t 
p# 69. 

309 AD (Advocates Dept. ) 14/13/9 Precognition, the Kildonan Riots. 
Declaration of John Bannerman 3,2,1813. 

31. K*J. Logueg Popular Disturbances in Scotland 178&-18159 op* citot 
p. 7le 
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"It seems*that the Secretary of War has corresponded 
with all our Highland proprietorsq to raise as many 
men as they could for the Crimean War, and ordered so 
many officers of rank to the Highlands to assist the 
proprietors in doing so - but it was a complete failure 
as yet. The nobles advertised by placards, meetings 
of the people; these proclamations were attended to, 
but when they came to understand what they were aboutt 
in most cases the recruiting proprietors and staff 
were saluted with the ominous cry of Maal maal boo! 
bool imitating sheep and bullocks andt send your 
deer, your roast dogs shepherds and gamekeepers to 
fight the Russians they never done us any harm. The 
success of his Grace the Duke of Sutherland was 
deplorable. I believe you would have pitied the 
poor old man had you seen him". 32 

While this may be a highly coloured account of recruiting in 1854, 

the fact remains that due to failures in recruiting the Highland 

Brigade bound for the Crimea had to be brought up to strength by 

drafts. 

Perhaps because of the publicity which the Sutherland clearances 

provoked many of the instances of "breach of trust" are linked with 

the g3rd, For. example evictions were taking place at Greenyards,, 

Strathcarrong Easter Ross in March and April of 1854 by the proprietor 

Major Robertson of Kindeace and it was alleged that some of the 

menfolk of Greenyards were serving in the 93rd Regiment in the campaign 
33 

against Russia5 although there is no record of any repercussions from 

amongst the men serving with this Regiment at the time. In the light 

of this link between recruiting, landholdingg tenancy and social 

changep the achievement of Allan Cameron appears all the more 

remarkable and this aspect could shed some light on the different 

characteristics which developed and marked each Highland Regiment 

in subsequent years. 

32. Donalo MqLeodt Donald McLeadts Gloomy Memories (Glasgow: Archibald 
Sinclairp 1892), p. 165. 

33* The Scotsman, 8,4,1854. 
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Thirdlyq the whole character of the Army was changing in the 

period of the French and Napoleonic wars, a factor which Highlanders 

cannot have been slow to appreciate. While men enlisted in 

"Seaforthts Highlanders" or "Erracht's Regiment'19 each individual 
.4 

regiment was part of a large army, centrally controlled and operating 

world wide, Little account could be taken of the individual 

prejudices and likes and dislikes of soldiers. They had to go 

where they were sent and stay for however long the duty took. Men 
f 

had enlisted to serve particular officersq but these officers 

themselves had to go where they were told to go even though they 

did find it easier to get out of duty in unhealthy climates. 

The Highlandersq deeply suspicious and superstitiousq consistently 

expected special treatment which they sincerely felt that they deservedo 

and when the fighting was over they considered that they had a perfect 

right to leave and go home, But armies no longer operated in this 

way and a good deal of the feeling of breach of trust is based in this 

area. Returning to Glasgow in 1802 from Egypt for exampleg the men 

of the 92nd waited to be discharged after the Peace of Amiens. 'When 

it became clear that their discharges were not forthcoming they prepared 

a petition demanding disbandment which was refused: 

11... they had expected to be discharged at the end 
of the warp as had been the case after former wars 
with several of the Highland Regiments; many of those 
enlisted on the estates of the officers so understood 
the terms of their enlistment. Their experience of 
soldiering had been of the roughest; they had the old 
Highland idea of a fightq and then home again to tend 
the cattlep and they demanded their discharge in fulfil- 
ment of what they believed to be their engagement". 34 

34, Returns and States 92nd Regiment 1799-18059 GHRM, Lt, Colonel 
C. Greenhill Gardyneq The Life of a Regiment (London: The Medici 
Society Ltd. 9 1929) 9 Vol, it p, 111, and Journal by a Private 
Soldier in the Ranks of the 92nd 1794-18059 GHRM. 
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Finallyq after the euphoria of victory in 1815 there must 

have been by 1820 a psychological reaction against war and military 

service. After previous wars it had been the practice not only to 

reduce the establishment of battalions i. e. have less men per 

battalion# but-to carry out wholesale disbandments. In 1815 this was 

not the case. The war had resulted in Colonial obligations, and 

garrison duty was not nearly such an attractive proposition as 

campaigningg with the possibility of prize moneyt bountV and victory. 

An aspect of the foregoing which may well have played a positive 

part in recruiting was the opportunity to serve with men of similar 

background and origins, Eviction or removal was a particularly 

painful separation for a Highland man who believed firmly in his links 

with the land. Highland Regiments were close and elite societies 

bhidh seemed in many ways to mirror the society from which they originated. 

Their cohesiveness provided an alternative to social disintegration and 

Highlanders had a particular aversion to being drafted into other 

regimentst a factor which had resulted in several mutinies, 
35 Both 

Officers and men strongly disliked the Brigade Depot System established 

in 18729 whereby for example the g3rd and the 92nd were linked and 

recruits going to the Depot at Aberdeen could be sent to either 

Battalion. 36 While men would volunteer for service with another 

Battalion, as for example the 2 Officers and 130 men of the 79th 

who volunteered for the 42nd in the Ashanti Warg compulsion was 

another matter. 

Through all these more complex psychological factors it must not 

be overlooked that some men just simply wanted to join. Youth, 

35. See John Prebbleg Mutinyq op. cit. 

36, Seat Map - Appendix 1 (2), 
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adventureq crimeq boredomt unemployment and poverty all played 

their part and it was not uncommon for men and boys to volunteer 

eagerly for service by letter, as for example the unknown bay 

from Leeds who wrote to the Cameron Highlanders in 1903: 

"Colanil General Royal Cammeran Highlanders. 
G*C*Po Taylar Cammeran Highlander 
Inverness Scotland 

Yours truely. O, W. M", 37 

Between 1820 and 1854 howeverv joining with the prospect of long 

garrison duties in Irelandq the Mediterranean or the West Indies 

can have had little appealbut what may have been attractive was 

the possibility of service in Canada and South Africa with opportunities 

of discharge or desertion and a chance to make a new life in a new and 

much publicised land. 38 

While too there was reaction after a warg patriotism I. mmediately 

before or during a war cannot be ignored. Private Alexander Robb who 

enlisted in the 42nd on 13th February 18549 was a Dundee weaver, 

III am sureg" he recalled in 1887, "there was not a 
town in the country more full, of a martial spirit 
than Dundeet and in particular among the handloom 
weavers, for I along with other eight left our looms 
in Belmont Factory in one day.. ** A hundred and 
twenty five enlisted in the g3rd in one month and 
were all handloom weavers", 39 

Similar popular enthusiasm was exhibited in 1899 and 1914 as a 

result of the special national popular appeal of service with the 

colours. 

37.79th-Newag No-* 699 October 1903, p, 1, 

38. See Chapter 10. 

39. Private Alexander Robbt Reminiscences Of a Vaterang Black Watch 
Museumq 933/Ac, No. 4440.3001 Alexander Robb aged 17t enlisted 
13.2.1854 at Dundee into 42ndo Weavero Discharged Private 
1.8.1865o Pension 8d per day for 30 months. 

Sir, 'I want to no if are in want of any drumers. 
if so send me a papar to sign willing to join-the 
armye 
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Having studied the historical aspectst attitudes and 

motivation it is important too when examining recruiting to look 

at political aspectst establishmentsq the competition for recruits 

and recruiting areas.. The consistent featureq in relation to the 

Army, which runs through the first half of the ' 

nineteenth century and beyond is what can only be politely termed 

penny pinching an the part of the politicians. In the Infantry# 

the establishmentsq that is, the number of men per battalion, were 

regularly altered and there were persistent attempts to cut back 

at every opportunityp not only on the Half-Pay list but also on the 

numbers of regular serving soldiersq both Officers and men, The 

result on an already hard pressed recruiting service was to subject 

any system there was to considerable strain when recruits were 

suddenly urgently requiredt to force disruptive transfers between 

battalions to make up numbers 'and to make potential recruits wary 

of the Army as a long term employer* 

In 1824 aix new regiments were raised and numbered 94th to 

99th* Two of these had Scottish connectionst the 94th and the 

9.9tht adding to the competitive element of recruiting in Scotland. 40 

No particular account, at any timev seems to have been taken of the 

peculiar historical background of the Highland Regiments and in the 

major Royal Commissions on recruiting which took place in 1861 and 

40.94th Regiment of Foot 

95th (Derbyshire) 

96th Regiment of Foot 

97th (The Earl of Ulster's) 

98th (Prince of Walests) 

99th (Duke of Edinburghts) 
(Lanarkshire) 

in 1881 2nd Bn The Connaught Rangers 
2nd bn The Sherwood Foresters 

2nd Bn The Manchester Regt. 

2nd Bn The Queen's Own Royal 

West Kent Regt. 

2nd Bn The North Staffordshire 

Regt. 

2nd Bn The Wiltshire Regt. 
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1867 no serving officer of a kilted Highland Battalion gave 

evidence. 
41 

While the information presented to these Commissions was 

lengthy it was not always as detailed and accurate as it might have 

been and they show a lack of coherent policy in respect of recruitingo 

recruiting methods and recruiting difficulties. While Lt. General 

Wetherallq Adjutant General statedi, "We cannot recruit from Scotland 

for Highland Regiments'19 42 the records show that the 78th for example 

contained in their ranks in 1861 73% Scots, with even higher proportions 

in the 42nd (79%)q the 79th (78%)v the 92nd (81%) and the 93rd (83%), 43 

The lack of overall policy was a reflection of more pressing 

political and domestic issues as well as being almost a policy in 

itself as it allowed figures to fluctuate regularly without having to 

acknowledge the necessity of a large standing army, 
44 The variations 

in the figures of establishments must have caused considerable hardship 

to those peremptorily discharged and also must have placed pressure on 

the recruiting parties, who were either desperate for recruits and 

accepting anybody they could findq or being highly selective and 

rejecting man who would have made perfectly good soldiers. In 1833 

for example it was decided to reduce the Army strength to the 1830 

establishment. Staff Officers of the recruiting districts were 

placed on half-payq Staff Sergeants reverted to their out-pension and 

41, PP 1861 XV c 2762 Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire 
into the Present System of Recruiting in the Army, 
PP 1867 XV c 3752 Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire 
into the Recruiting for the Army* 

42. PP 1861 XV c 2762 Evidence of the Adjutant General Para 73. 

43, MacKerlie (pub, Anon, ), An Account of the Scottish Reqimentslt op, 
cit. p pp. 34-36. 

44. "The (Recruiting) measure has stood the test of 21 yearst without 
it being found necessary to alter or disturb it to any extent 
whatever. It has not only answeredg but exceeded the most sanguine 
expectations of its projectorst and my unqualified opinion isp that 
no substitute can be., adopted for it that shall not disappoint the 

government, the army and the public", Lord Hill to the Secretary at 
War 21*12,1833, PP 1850 Xc 662 Appendix 52 p. 895. 
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parties were withdrawn. In 1834 recruiting was resumed. 
45 

Establishments of Infantry Battalions could fluctuate between 

1000 plus to below 600 and were not always standard in every battalion. 

To complicate matters battalions were often below establishment in 

strength either by design or failure to recruit, They could also 

be above establishment by about 20 or 30 men particularly before being 

sent to an overseas station. 
46 Because there was no concept of a 

permanent reserve an Prussian lines until the reforms of the 1860sp 

1870s and 1880s sudden recruiting influxes were of little use until 

the men were trainedand transfers between battalions were the only 

solution. 

Between 1820 and 1854 there were twenty one warsq campaigns or 

expeditions in which British European troops took partq besides the 

continual demands on the Army due to Ireland and Chartist, industrial 

and political disturbances in the United Kingdom, 
47 but it was not 

until 1854 and the Crimean War that there was a large scale recruiting 

demand that necessitated widespread recruiting and tiansfers, Before 

this the Highland Battalions had achieved a high degree of integration 

and continuity which bred a particular loyalty to their own Battalions* 

Deaths, mainly from disease in foreign stations. and men volunteering 

to remain abroad at the end of a foreign tourg did not generally 

upset this continuityg but the demands of the Crimean War and the, 

absence of a viable reserve caused a considerable shake-up, The 

92nd was practically decimated in the effort to make other battalions 

up to war strength in 1854 when 234 non-commissioned officers and men 

45, PP 18509 Ibid, 

46, For example the 92nd in March 1838 were permitted to recruit 30 
men above establishment, Lt, Colonel C, Greenhill Gardynep The 
Life of a Reqimentg op, cit,, Vol, 2t p. 30, 

47. See Appendix 2 (3)o 
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volunteered from the service companies in Gibraltar for the 30thg 

55th and 44th Regiments out of a Battalion strength of 538 NCOIS 

and meng and most of the trained men at the 92nd Depot volunteered 

for the 79th and the 42nd. 
48 

In 1872 when localisation established minimum strengths at 

home and abroad on a rotational basisthe problem of short term 

emergencies in recruiting and establishments was not entirely solved, 

and even with the two battalion system of 1881 it took some time-to 

-create an effective reserve without having to resort to pulling men 

out of whichever battalion happened to be at home, 
49 

Set against the background of increasing Scottish industrialisation 

and emigrationg and removal of the Highland populationg the continued 

existence of the Highland Battalions as distinct units with a ýighly 

developed sense of pride and individuality. is a remarkable achievement 

which can only be attributed to the Officers and men who served in 

them, for they received little encouragement from official quarters 

in the way of cohesive policy for recruitment or planning. 
50 

By 1820 the country was divided up into recruiting districts 

with inspecting officersq paymasters and surgeons superintending each 

district. Scotland comprised one districtp the "North British"q which 

was for example in 1839 run from the centres of Edinburgh, Glasgowt 

Perthq Inverness and Aberdeen, with Field Officers at Glasgow and 

Edinburghp the relevant depots of the battalions being situated anywhere 

48. Lt. Colonel C, Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Renimentg op. citop 
Val. 29 p. 55. 

49, See 8,3, BandqtThe Introduction and Operation of Short Service and 
Localisation in the British Army 1868-189219 London University 
M*A, Thesis, 1962, pp, 198-204. 

50. The Highland Regiments were regarded in some official circles as 
something of unfathomable nuisance value. In an acrimonious exchange 
between Major General George Brown and the Commissionersq only Brown 
seems to have been clear as to how many kilted regiments there were 
in 1850 and who exactly wore the kilt and who wore "trousers". 
PP 1850 Xc 772 pp. 253-254. 
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in the United Kingdomo It is notable that not one of the 

superintending officers at that date was of a Highland Regiment* 51 

As a result of recruiting problemst the inefficiency of the 

existing peripatetic depot systemq whereby each Regiment maintained 

their own depot for recruiting and training somewhere in the United 

Kingdom (for the Highland Regiments usually in Ireland and seldo-m 

in Scotland) and the difficulties of mass recruiting demonstrated 

during the Crimean Wart the Depot Companies of several Regiments were 

grouped together in large towns in 1856 to form Depot Battalions* In 

1870 this system was replaced by the pairing of Depots of Regiments 

overseas with a regiment at home, the 78th for example in Canada 

had their Depot with the 93rd Regiment then at home in Aberdeen. 

In 1872 localisation set down permanent recruiting areasp 

dividing the country into sub-districts which were intended to support 

the recruiting of two line battalions who shared a Brigade Depot 

situated within the sub-district. The Highland Regiments under 

this localisation and Brigade Depot system were divided as follows: 
52 

Localisation : The Briqade bepot System 1872 

Briqade Regiments Depot Male Population 

55 78th/71st Ft. George 1619368 
56 92nd/93rd Aberdeen 1629000 
57 42nd/79th Perth 2419515 

58 72nd/91st Stirling 2409001 

59 26th/74th Hamilton 3779739 

60 73rd/90th Hamilton 3779739 

39 39th/75th Dorchester 959590 

This scheme was replaced in 1881 by the abolition of the old Regiment 

numbers, the re-linking and re-naming of Battalions to form the let 

51. Army List 1839. 

52. PP 1873 XVIII c 712, See Appendix 1 (2). 
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and 2nd Battalions of one Regiment and the establishment of permanent 

individual depots for each Regimentq with specific geographi cal 

recruiting areas attached to be known as Regimental districts. 

Under this scheme the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders remained the 

only single Battalion in the British Army and the Highland Regiments 

were divided as follows: 53 

Re-linkinn and Territorialization 1881 

Regimental Districts and Depots: Kilted Regiments only 

Reqtl. Dist. Reqiments Old Numbers Depot 

72 Seaforth Hdrs. 72/78 Ft, George 

75 Gordon Hdrs, 75/92 Aberdeen 

79 Q. O. Cameron Hdrs. 79 Cameron Bkse 

91 Argyll and Sutherland 

Hdrs. 91/93 Stirling 

42 -Black Watch 42/73 Perth 

Localisation in 1872 was a major long term boost for these 

54 Battalions but it was not viewed as such at the time. From the 

nature of their history and historical associations Highland Regiments 

were in fact localised in their recruitment from the start. The 

assigned areas with local headquarters and depots did not altogether 

reflect the true origins and links of the Regiments which were based 

53. PP 1881 XX c 2793, See Appendix 1 (3). The Regimental District 
numbers were derived from the lowest number of the two Battalions 
linked to that district. The 72nd District was split north 
and south of the Moray Firth. In 1887 the 72nd District 
acquired the County of Nairn and gave up the Isle of Skye 
to the 79th District, The 72nd District included Orkney 
and Shetland. The 74th (2nd Battalion HLI) were, much to 
their disgustp placed in the Lowland area and they fought 
a long but unsuccessful battle to regain their place in a 
Highland Depot within the Highland area. 

54, Lt, Colonel A. A. Fairriet 11100 Years of the Local Regiment'19 Part 
39 The Queen's Own Hinhianderv 19829 Val, 22 No. 629 p. 31. 
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an estate and landholdings of Clang not merely an geography and 

populationg but the system did go a long way to retain the unique 

qualities of Highland Battalions providing them with a firm and known 

base to which they could associate themselves when the system of 

Clan and landholding was no longer appropriate. 

Even when localised though, the geographical areas were seldom 

sufficient to supply recruits and when for example the 2nd Battalion 

The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders was eventually raised in 1897 the 

whole of Scotland was allowed as the recruiting area# not merely the 

Regimental District. 55 

While localisation did not end competition for recruits from 

the Navy it did go a long way to stop the intense activity of 

indiscriminate recruiting in the Highland area. Prior to 18729 

providing authority was obtainedg any regiment could send a recruiting 

party into the District to recruit and there seems to have been no 

restriction to Scottish let alone Highland Corps. In addition 

regimentsv Cavalryq Infantry and Artillery, based at the garrisons 

at Dumbarton Castlev Edinburgh Castleg Fort Georget Stirling Castle 

and Fort Williamv and at the barracks at Aberdeent Perth, Glasgowv 

Paisleyv Dundeep Piershill (Edinburgh)v Hamiltong Leith Fortv Blackness 

and FortAugustus were all able to recruit whether they had Scottish 

or Highland origins-or not, 
56 

Thus Colonel AX. Polet Superintanding Officer in Glasgow 

commented in 1861; ' 

55. Historical Records of the Cameron Highlanders q op. cit. 0 Vol. 1 

- p. 299* This was the first Regular Highland Battalion to be 
raised since 1800. 

56. See Map, 
_ýppendix 

1 (4), Fortsq Garrisons and Barracks in 
Scotland 1820-1920. 
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"The 2nd Battalion 12th Foot 57 
quartered hereq is 

about 200 below its proper strength and appears the 
favourite Corps and this of course much affects the 
recruiting into other Regiments. The band and 
drums of that Regiment constantly marching to and 
fro between the barrack and parade ground no doubt 
attracts men..... I have 23 parties here. In my 
opinion so many are standing in each others way". 58 

The Royal Artillery and the Royal Engineers had recruiting 

representatives in Edinburgh and there was always a Cavalry Regiment 

at Piershill and Hamilton. The length of time that the Highland 

Regiments spent abroad during the period 1820-1920 was no help at 

all in keeping them in the public eyet 
59 

while prior to 1857 the 

Honourable East India Company also competed in the recruiting field# 

having an Officer at Edinburgh. 60 

Competition for recruits was severe and while there are no 

separate records of how many Highlanders enlisted in English and' 

Irish Regimentsp in the Navyq HEIC9 the RE or RA this must have had 

a serious and detrimental effect on the numbers and quality of 

Highland recruits who actually joined Highland Regiments, 61 it 

is interesting too to study in relation to the Highland'Regiments 

1820-1920t the relationship of regular recruiting to the Militia 

and Volunteerst the operation of Pensioners and recruiting partiest 

the alternative sources and the wider base of recruiting, the 

enlistment of boys and the treatment of recruits. 

The Militiat originally conceived as an army Of the people for 

home defence and internal security raised by ballot an a county 

basis, originated in Scotland in 1797t with the Scotch Militia Act 

57.12th (East Suffolk) Regiment of Foot. 

58. PP 1861 XV c 2762, Evidence of Colonel A. Ce Poleg Inspecting 
Field Officerg Glasgowt p. 154. 

59. See Ch'apter 7. 

60. Army Lists 1820-1857. 

61. Recruits raised in Scotland between 1.1.1845 and 31.12*1849 totalled 
8210 (excluding Artilleryq Engineers and Guards). PP 1850 Xc 662 
,, - qn,; - 
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of 1802 delegating responsibility for the provision of-officers 

and the raising of men to the counties. The Militia in Scotland 

was the subject of bitter opposition largely because Of the fact 

that recruitment by the Navyt Regular Army, Fenciblesp Volunteers 

and Yeomanry had already taken the more willing recruits.,, and the 

compulsion of the ballot pressed heavily on those who remained and 

were unable to pay for substitutes. 
62 

During the French and 

Napoleonic Wars however, by allowing the Militia to volunteer 

for service with the Regular Army abroadq the original concept 

of the Militia had changed although it still remained a ballated 

"constitutional force". In 1815 volunteering from the Militia 

t6 the Regular Army was discontinuedv the Militia was disembodiedg 

annual training was suspended and a reduced permanent staff only 

was maintained. 
63 

Between 1815 and 1852 the ballot was only effected twice, in 

1830 and 1831, and during this period it can only have been a matter 

of chance that the Militia attracte'd men to regular service* 
64 The 

Militia Act of 18529 prompted by the actions of Louis Napoleon 

in Franceg established voluntary militia enlistment. with the ballot 

62. Colonel George Jackson Hay, The Constitutional Force (London: 
United Service Gazette, 1905). pp, 148-155, 

63. Harold Bakerg The Territorial Force (London: John Murrayq 1909)q 
pp. 38-39* 

64, The impression created by the Militia during this period may 
not always have been a favourable one. Major Robert Winchester, 
92nd Highlandersq reporting on the permanent Staff of the 
Inverness-shire Militiag found that of the 25 Sergeants and 
Drummerst none was under the age of 369 only 4 were considered 
"efficient for active service" and none had performed any 
military duty for 2 years and 8 months. The Royal Perthshire 
Militia and the Rossq Sutherland and Cromarty Militia were 
slightly betterv but most of the Permanent Staff were still 
over 50 years old and had not performed military duty for 2 
to 3 years. PP 1835 XXXVIII c 171 pp. 73-77. Reports of 
Officers an the State of the Staff of the Disembodied Militia 
of the United Kingdom. 
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kept in reserve onlyq and men had to complete twenty one days 

training each year. During the Crimean War hundreds of Militiamen 

65 
again volunteered for regular serviceg but in 1860 such volunteering 

was prohibited in an attempt to prevent disruption to Militia 

strengthsp although in 1875 volunteers were accepted for service 

in Malta and Gibraltar. In the reforms of 1881 the militia finally 

lost their civic although not their local character and became 

formally the reserve of the Regular Armyv with each regular 

Regiment of two battalions having a permanent depoi and recruiting 

area with Militia and Volunteer units integrated with the parent 

Regimentp the regular depot also being the Militia headquarters and 

the Militia battalion being numbered the 3rd Battalion of the parent 

Regiment-. (and wk Baftal; on uiý%ov-a cTprepvlaq- 

In 1908 the Haldane reforms converted the Militia finally into 

the Special Reserve and in the event of war both Officers and men 

were liable to be drafted to the Regular Army, The characterg 

nature and roles of the Militia were nob therefore conducive to 

their being used as a major source of recruiting to the Regular 

Armyq although in 1906 the 3rd Militia Battalion of the Queents 

Own Cameron Highlanders was chosen as one of twenty selected 

battalions to operate an extended training scheme to improve Militia 

standards and encourage recruitment to the Regular Battalions. 66 

Recruits were trained for six months under their own Officers at 

Telford Road Inverness, together with extended annual training and as 

a result the strength of the Militia Battalion was brought up to almost 

1000 men* The Militia Battalions were popular and in general were 

65.. For example, 5 Officers and 270 men volunteered for the Regular 
Army from the Stirlingshire Militiap 229 of them joining the 42nd, 
Records of the StirlinQshire, Dumbarton. Clackmannan and Kinross 
Militia. Hiqhland Borderers Liqht Infanjr4q compiled by Colonel 
A. H. Middleton (Stirling: E, Mackay 1904)9 pp. 15-16.07, UNIp 000 

66, Army Order 186 of 1906. See Appendix 6 (2). 
B3 

.Z 
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respected in the Highland area after 1856 and these Militiameng 

always considering themselves far superior to the'Volunteers 

formed in 18599 may well have influenced many a young man to join 

the colours. 
67 

The Volunteers of 1859 9 formed as a result of French ambitions 

and the growth of continental armiesq were initially merely voluntaryp 

uniformed rifle clubs under the direction of Lards Lieutenant of 

Counties and it was not until 1871 that repponsibility for their 

administration came under the Secretary of State for War and they 

became subject to military discipline, . In 1872 they were placed 

under the command of the Brigade Depotsq thus linking them for the 

first time with the Regular Army, The Volunteer movement was popular 

and widely supported in Scotland and became an important part of 

Scottish and Highland social life in the second half of the nineteenth 

century, In 1881 these Volunteer Battalions were linked with the 

Regimental Districts and parent Regular Regiments and gradually they 

adopted the titls and uniform of their associated Regular Regiment, 

Their role was limited to home defenceg but in 1908 they became 

the Territorial Battalions with a reserve field force roleg taking 

the numbers 4thq 5th and 6th in the Battalion numbering- cx3 approp; laf'e- 

The physical proximityq the linking and the shared training of 

the Militia (Special Reserve) and the Volunteer (Territorial) Battalionsp 

with the Regular Armyq were attempts not only to improve trainingg but 

also recruiting; however from the Regular Army recruiting point of view 

the results were frequently disappointing. 68 Probably more important was 

the fact'that the number and variety of these Militia and Volunteer units 

in the Highland area showed a martial enthusiasm which must have 

67. Seeg Major General J, M. Grierson, Records of the Scottish Volunteer 
Force 1859-1908, (Edinburgh: William Blackwood, 1909)o 

68* PP 1877 XVIII c 1654. Report of the Committee to Enquire into 
certain Questions that have arisen with respect to the Militia and 
thePresent Brigade Depot Systemp p, 96 para*2459, and po 98 para, 2518, 
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prompted some young man to join the Regular Army. Private 

Reginald Lobban is an excellent examplet forg while working as 

a footman in 1913 he found himself unemployed when Lord Lovat cut 

his staff at Beauly Castle. He had seen the Lovat Scouts at annual 

training camp nearby in the summer of 1912 and having visited them 

and made a few friends amongst their numberg determined upon joining 

the Army and although he had never served in their ranks he was 

attracted by their presence, 
69 

A further influence and source of recruits may well have been 

70 
the large number of Army Pensioners resident in the Highlands. In 

a culture where storyp song and legend still play a prominent parto 

soldier pensioners held a special position. They seem to have been 

looked upon with respect in the Highland communities. They would 

have been able to tell tales of warsq service and life in distant 

lands and may well have encouraged their friends or acquaintances 

to follow their military example. 

A pension of any kind was a rare commodity prior to 1908 and 

most were extremely proud of their service and the experiences they 

had hadt 71 
although without doubt some' were disillusionedg particularly 

those who had enlisted with promises of security of tenure prior to 

the clearances* 

Pensioners held status in isolated communitiesq for example the 

petition of the Kildonan tenants of 1813 was entrusted to Sgt, William 

MacDonald. 72 Pensioners acted not only as an informal influence an 

69, Private Reginald Lobban lst Bn Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders. 
Oral history archive in possession of the author. 

70. It is estimated in the 1830s some L2000 in pensions were paid in 
a day in the Kingussie area alone, Colonel C. Greenhill Gardyne, 
Life of a Reqiment, op, citq Vol,, 29 p. 29, 

71, See for exampleg Scotsman 3.11,1909. The Reminiscences of C/Sergeant 
Bertram (aged 90) of I the 2nd (Queents Royal) Regt, and the 78th 
Highlanders; or Inverness Courier't 14.7.1830, the Story of William 
Cameron of Croy, who served in the 73rd and whose song two grandsons 
and 'son-in-law served in the 42nd. 

72. Eric Richardag A History of the Highland ClearanE. 2sq op. cit., p. 380. 
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recruiting, they were also actively employed in the recruiting 

service. Sergeants were taken from the pension list and placed 

on duty as Staff Sergeants attached to every recruiting district. 

They acted as Sergeant Majorst Paymaster Sergeants and conducting 

Sergeants. 73 They were also used experimentally in direct 

recruitingv74 but this"was not a success. Colonel W*A* MacCheveley, 

AAG9 Edinburgh, reported in 1861; 

I'**. the Pensioner force in this district only 
obtained one recruit during March and April". 75 

The numbers of pensioners so employed was reduced in 1870 76 

I 
and perhaps their influence was indirect, but no less worthy of 

consideration. 

Beggar pensioners and those soldiers discharged unfit or as bad 

characters without a pension may well have had a detrimental effect on 

recruiting. In 1861 it was no. ted, the discharge of men after the 

war without pensions and in search of employment, 

"*. * has the effect of bringing great unpopularity 
on the Army as a professiong and of deterring many, 
whom it would be most desirable to enlist ... v*77 

Many of these men lived in semi-destitution, particularly in 

the citiesq begging where they couldq often homeless and without 

employment of tradep resorting to alcohol and charity. They 

certainly were not the best advertisement the Army could provide, 

and they reinforced the image of the Army as a bad employer with poor 

pay, long and thankless service, an inadequate pension system and the 

old soldier syndrome of "boose and begging", but an the other hand in 

73. PP 1850 X c662 p. 269 para 3728-9. Evidence of Lt, Colonel 
A*M. Tulloch. 

74. WO Circular 194 of 28.12.1857. 

75. PP 1861 XV c2762 p. 154. 
76, PP 1870 XLII c 57 pp, 3-4, Memorandum of the Inspector General 

of Recruiting. 
77* PP 1861 XV c 2762 p xvii. 
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an age where the welfare state wis inconceivable and beggars were 

a common sight their situation perhaps did not assume the significance 

that it would today* 

While several men in Highland Regiments left detailed and 

carefully written diaries of their service, few actually give details 

of how, where and under what circumstances they were recruited, 

Private A. W. McIntosh for example merely records; 

"January 1858 4th Monday. Enlisted 
7P 

the 42nd 
ROYAL HIGHLAND REGt. at Edinburgh"t 

while Angus Cameron, born in Strontiang Argyllq and working in 

Glasgow in 1853 remembers that he went to Edinburgh specifically 

to Join up. Thereq he was "caught" by a recruiting Sergeant of the 

79th in the High Street who, 

kindly gave me a billet upon Mrs Dixon# a 
motherly old woman who at that time kept a cookshop 
and beds for recruits the house being well patronised 
by the military ... it 76 

By 1820 there is scant evidence of any compulsion or call to 

arms on the part of Highland landlords to their tenantry and the 

pattern of Highland recruiting had lost many of its traditional 

aspectso 
80 Recruiting was carried out by small partiesq sometimes 

under an Officerv but usually under a Sergeant in all seasons of the 

year, operating in a wide area of Scotland and billeted on the local 

population or in a public house. 81 On lst January 1850 the numbers 

78. Diary of Private A. W. McIntashq 42ndq Black Watch Museum, 
421 (3591(l)), 

79.79th News, 1.11.1896. Val. 29 No. 28. 
80, Lto General the Hone Alexander Duff, who became Colonel of 

the 92nd in 18239 corresponded "constantly about sons of 
tennants of his brother (Lord Fife),. (and),. as to recruiting 
on his brother's Highland estates at Crathie and Braemar.. ollo Col. C. Greenhill Gardyneq The Life of a Regiment, ape citog 
Vol 2 p. 12. 

81, Seeg Recruiting Case Study of the 93rdt Chapter 3, 
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of men detached on the recruiting service was: - 
0 

Reoiment Sqts. CPls. Privates 82 

42nd lat On. 24 

Reserve On. 24 

72nd 24 

73rd 

74th 24 

75th 216 

78th 

79th 115 

91st Ist On. 36 

Reserve On. 36 

92nd 24 

93rd 25 

These were fairly typical figures. The parties are known 

to have operated at Fairs and on Market Days and at Feeing Fairs 

right up to before the First World Warg when Lance Corporal Frank 

MacFarlane of the Ist Battalion Black Watch remembers that at 

"Forfar Mart you could usually find the Scots Guards and perhaps 
83 the Black Watch" . Parties either singly or in groups hung about 

street corners in the major cities 
84 

and greeted the passenger 

boats at Greenock and Leith, Sometimes they might be accompanied 

by a Piper or a Drummer of the Regiment# which would have guaranteed 

that they attracted attention. 
85 

The men themselves would have been a draw in their regimentals, 

frequently trimmed with ribbons. It would seem that recruiters 

82. PP 1850 Xc 662 p. 796 Appendix 21. 

83, Cpl. Frank MacFarlane Ist Bn Black Watch 1912-1919, Oral 
history archive in the possession of the author. 

B4. Seep "Trongate" by John Knoxg 1826, People's Palace Glasgow, 
Appendix 6 (1), 

85. Pipers were considered an important part of recruiting in the High- 
lands. Sometimes a civilian player was hiredq (without enlisting) 
for the purpose, For exampleg Doug. Campbell who hired John Gilles, 
"workmen" (sic) to play for the recruiting parties of the 84th 
Royal Highland Emigrant Regiment about 1783. GD 174/2094. 
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were often chosen for their looks as wbll as their trustworthiness 

and many were known in their own Counties in the Highlands or became 

familiar figures, frequenting certain areas or public houses. 66 

"There is a particular stamp of man that makes 
a good recruiter. It is not always the smartest 
or the best man that make the best recruiters, The 
man who can raise recruits is the man who can tell 
a good storyq or sing a go V song, that is the sort 
of man to raise recruits". 

It was in fact in the recruiter's own interests to be outgoing 

and successful, for while the recruit received his bounty (until 1870)9 

the recruiter received "bringing money". 
Be 

86, Such asg C/Sergeant James McPherson of the 79tho 1846-67, 
McPherson was born in Glasgow in 1828* He enlisted on 16.5.1846 
aged 18 and served in Gibraltar, Quebect Scotland, Lancashire 
(during the disturbances), Crimea and Indian Mutiny, He held GC 
medal with LID gratuity* Discharged to pension 1867. C/Sgt, Royal 
Lanark Militia for 9 years. Worked on the Recruiting Staff at 
Glasgow Cross for 6 years, After 30 years as a Pensioner he received 
L10 annuity and a silver medal. He had two brothers, one in the 60th 
and one in the 79the His four sons joined the 90tht the 93r4 the 
79th and the Argyll and Sutherland Hdrs. "This man was recruiting 
at Glasgow Crass for many years and gets the credit for enlisting 
several thousand men", 79th News, 1905-06t No, 779 p. llo 

Sergeant George P. Miller of. the 71st (HLI) recruiting in 
Stirling in 1868 recalls wearing a "pair of officerts tartan trewsp 
a new diced Forage cap with, a snootq a cunning wee silver bugle 
(a wee 71 in the centre) a brew new tunic, white glovesq a smart 
cans with a silver tip. A bonny bit lassie -e daughter of the 
house - made a nice rosette and ribbons - redq white and blue, 
fully a foot long ... 11 HLI Chroniclev Vol. VII9 No, 1. January 19079 
p. 24. 

87. PP 1850 Xc 662 p. 246 Para 32960 Evidence of Major General George 
Brown* 

88, GO 71 of 3,2,1858* Levy Money (Infantry). 

Lad., 

To the On being attested in cash 26 
Recruit On final approval by the IFO in cash 76 

On joining his Corps in cash 2 10 0 
Amount of Bounty L3 00 

And a free kit of necessaries 
on final approval by the IFO to cover 

To the the expenses of posts etc, 50 
Superintending For attesting 10 
Officer Surgical. examination 4a 
To the party On final approval of the IFO including 
incl. bringer 7s 6d. to be paid to the bringer 15 0 

For conducting the recruit to his Corps 26 
Total levy money L4 76 

N, B, An additional Bounty was given in Hi? hland Regiments to pay for 
feather bonnets, PP 1850 Xc 662 p. 52 para 3395* 
T-F-n - Tmanor-finn rield Officer 
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Not that it was always easy for. the recruiting parties living 

in Scotland and billeted on the local population, In Edinburgh in 

particular there was opposition to this practice which came to a head 

in 1827, when the proprietors and inhabitants of eight southern 

districts of the City presented a memorial regarding the billeting 

of troops. They asked why the men could not be accommodated in the 

Castlet but this was strongly opposed by the military authorities 

and the garrison on the grounds that these men did not form part of 

the resident battaliont many were recruits and there was a strong 

possibility that they might transmit disease to the soldiers if 

admitted to the barracks. 89 Further complaints ensued in 1838 

when the City claimed exemption from billeting under an act of 

1689 on the grounds that they had a town guard to maintain and 
90 

were therefore exempt from further taxation* When it was suggestedq 

in 1839g that Queensbury Housel the Edinburgh house of refugeq be given 

up to the barrack master for the use of recruiters and recruits, the 

Provost. Magistrates and Sheriff rose in protest and it seems the 

matter was left unresolved. 
91 

While recruiters were urged to be smart and clean in their 

appearance it can hardly have been easy in some of the billets that 

were allottedfothem. Sergeant Major William Rammage of the 72nd, 

writing from Edinburgh on the 6th June 1839 reported; 

and so till Monday when quartered Mr 
* 

McFarlen Leith 
Street who accepted of usv although quarters that I could 
not live int and on maney other occasions we have been 
Billet on People who had more need of Charity than people 
Billet an them". 92 

89. UO/43/422. 

90. Ibid, 

91. Ibid, 

92. WO/43/422/54039. 
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Similarly Sergeant Ferguson of the 79th also recruiting in 

Edinburgh in 1839 complained of his billet, 

the bed he housed me (in) was not fit for 
any human being to sleep in it". 93 

While it is often thought that soldiers lived in squalid 

conditions at that timet both Sergeants Rammage and Ferguson were 

obviously dissatisfied with the standards of civilian accommodation 

in comparison with that which they had come to expect from their 
.P 

rank and position. 

In isolated rural areas where the men were probably known or had 

relations locallyq there must have been a. strong temptation to revert 

to the country ways. There were for example complaints regarding a 

party of the 92nd in the Elgin area about 1825: 

"Sergeant Fraser superintends his brother's farmg 
Private Thom works at his trade as a weaverv Donald 
McDonald as a shoemaker, Corporal Renton keeps a shop 
in Elging and Private Cheyne drives a carriers cart 
from Elgin to Fochabers and that they only wear uniform 
on market days and Sundays". 94 

If both the Regiment and the Depot were stationed outwith Scotland 

the recruiting parties would have no actual base from which to work 

and parties travelling to the Highlands had long and sometimes 

dangerous journeys by sea, by overland coach and on foot to reach 

' 
95 

their destinations and return to the Depot with their recruits* 

93, Ibid, 
94. Colonel C. Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Regiment,, op. cit-9 

Vol. 29 p. 12. 
95. In 1825 Depots to which recruits were sent were formed for each 

Battalion. No buildings were provided for them and they were stationed 
or billeted anywhere in Englandq Ireland or Scotland as convenient. 
They could be used as military unitsg particularly in Ireland in aid 
of the Civil power, or amalgamated with the Regiment when it was at 
home. GD/364/l/1287, Horse Guards Memo. 25.4.1825. In 1856 Depot 
"Battalions" were formed by amalgamating the Depots of several 
Battalions9 but again they were given no set accommodationg the 
"Battalions" merely moved around together, They did not include 
Battalions serving in the East Indies. In 1856 they were stationed 
as follows: - 
73rd (with others) Colchester; 72nd (with others) Gurnsey; 42nd and 
71st Stirling; 91stj 92nd and 79th Fort George, HG Order 9,9.1856, 
In 1870 Depot "Battalions" were replaced by pairing the Depots of 
Regiments overseas with a Battalion stationed at home. Thus the 
Depot of the 71st went to the 72nd stationed at Corkv the Depot of 
the / 
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The isolation of many of these parties is reflected in Lance 

Sergeant Cameron's report (of the 79th) dated 18th Ouly 1822 

from Fort William: 

"Sirg Although the men of the party and I have 
been as attentive as possible in the execution 
of our-duty ever since we came here I find it 
out of my power to succeed and as you are 
acquainted in this country and aware of the 
remoteness of the situation of this village 
I hope that you will have the goodness to 
represent that disadvantage to the Inspecting 
Field Officarg with view of changing the 
party to some other place". 96 

But recruiting was much more widely based than mere recruiting 

partiesq pensionersv and the Militia and the Volunteers. Men in 

the Regiment or men at the Depot were encouraged to bring potential 

. recruits and this was not restricted to Scotland but applied also 

in England and Ireland. 97 While late Victorian prejudice did much 

to cover it up, there is evidence too of recruitment of foreigners 

and coloured men for the band and as pioneersq for example Thomas, 

98 P, Mamparang a black Madagascan of the 93rd, and it is believed 

that the 42nd had several negroes an the Regimental strength into 

the 1830s, 99 While Englishq Irish and foreigners do feature in 

the recruiting figures it is clear that in the kilted Regiments 

there was a strong emphasis on recruiting in Scotland with a 

decided preference for Highlanderst 100 
which policy was not wholly 

95 the 78th went to the 93rd stationed at Aberdeen and the Depot of 
contd. the 79th went to the 42nd stationed at Aldershot. In 1872'the 

Localisation Scheme gave Depots permanent "homes" and set recruiting 
areas. See map Appendix 1 (2) and (3). In 1881 the Territorial 
Scheme re-linked some of the Regiments and again set down permanent 
locations for Depots* 

96, Queen's Own Highlanders Regimental Museum MS/646. 
97, Seev Recruiting Case Study of the 93rd, Chapter 3. 
98. Ibid. 
99, Farmer Collectiont Glasgow University Library. MS 118. 
100, PP 1881 XX c 2832. Annual Report of the Inspector General of Reciuitin 

p. 20.57th District Report (Perth-42nd/79th),, "The recruits enlisted 
in the 57th Sub-district are very good in every respect. But some of 
those sent from other districtsq especially from Brigades in England, 
although physically goodt are in many instances of bad character and 
introduce crime. When recruiting was opened in England some weeks ago 
several disreputable characters were sent to the 56th Brigade Depot 
(Aberdeen'92nd/93rd) and their conduct became known from newspaper 
rnnmrtq / 
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attributable to official policy but to a series of "Highland minded" 

and frequently outstanding Commanding Officers5such as Lieutenant 

Colonel Duncan McGregor of the 93rd, Lieutenant Colonel 'Jack' Fordyce 

of the 74thv Lieutenant Colonel Lauderdale Maule of the 79th and 

Lieutenant Colonel Bertie Gordon of the 91st, 

Losses through disease or war-time emergencies could overthrow 

all these good intentionsp such as the loss of 535 Officers and men 

of the 78th in India in 1844-45 from cholera. This loss was made 

good by recruiting in England and Ireland and by accepting 100 

volunteers from the 2nd (The Queen's Royal) Regimentv resulting in 

the composition of the Regiment being 47% Scotst 30% English and 

23% Irish. 101 

One reason Highlanders seem to have been particularly favoured 

as recruits was their propensity to better behiviour and because of 

their height and physiqueg which were important att: ributes in an 

army whichp through necessity, depended on, display and "steadiness" 

as opposed to firepower. 

While various height limits were imposed throughout the period 

1820--1920 Highland Regiments sometimes placed their own height limits 

which were above the standard. 
102 The recruiting parties too were 

looking for "growing lads" who with exercise and regular feeding would 

103 
make the required height. The ability to read and write was second 

100 reports of their conduct in the town. (The Inspecting Officer),. 
contd. is convinced that this has deterred many good recruits from joining 

57th Brigade". 
101, Lt, Colonel A. A. Fairriev A History of the Queen's Own Highlanders9 

OP* citot Pole* 
102, The 92nd in 1824 were permitted by the C in C to restrict their 

enlistments to men of 51811 and over, Colonel Greenhill Gardyne, 
The Life of a Regiment, op. cit. 9 Vol. 2v p. lle 

103. There were sixteen alterations in the minimum height requirement 
between 1820 and 1859. See Edward M. Spiers, The Army and Society 
(London: Longman, 1980)9 p. 40. 
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to the physical requirements of freedom from rupture and disease. 

Men who spoke only Gaelic gradually became more unusual but it was 

no bar to enlistment in the Highland Regiments; although Private 

Labban remembers that when a man was discovered in the lst Battalion 

Queents Own Cameron Highlandersq in France in 19149 who could not 

speak English he was returned home, 104 

There was no prohibition against married recruits but only a 

-limited number of couples were permitted to be married an the strength 

and only six or eight out of every hundred were allowed to travel with 

the regiment overseas. Some men may well have enlisted to absent 

themselves deliberately from wives and families and negate the burden 

of maintaining them. 105 

No doubt sharp practice of plying man with drink and tall stories 

was used by recruiters of the Highland Regimentst as in other regiments 

of the British Armyq but when these men were recruiting in Scotland 

they were often known to the inhabitants, Scotland is a large and 

sometimes wild countryq but it is also a notoriously "small" one? 

and carrying off a young man against his or his family's will might 

have been a fair ly difficult task. Spencer Ewartan Officer of the 

let Battalion Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders', wrote in his diary of 

recruiting in the Highlands in 1889, 
"In March 1889 1 and Captain Malcolm went on a recruiting 
trip for the 79th to Lochaber, I personally travelled with 
Piper James Macdonald by Oban to Fort William (supported 
by a Roman Catholic Priest and Presbyterian Ministers),,. 
At Fort. William we got three recruitsq but we had to 
release one of them named Dougal MacLachlan because his 
mother kicked up such a dust". 106 

104. Private Reginald Lobban. Oral archiveg op. cit. 

105. In 1837 the Mutiny Act was amended to protect soldiers from the 
liability of imprisonment for failure to maintain their families. 
See UO/43/666, 

106, Diary of General Sir Spencer Ewartq 79th# RH/4/84/1, July 1889, 
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There was no doubt who these men were or what they were 

about and even those operating in the cities were identifiable 

in their purpose by their dress alone. Perhaps too the potential 

recruits were well able to cope with the sales pitch and gave as 

good as they gotp as illustrated by a North Eastern version of an 

Irish Ballad which was probably taken to the Abdrdeenshire area by 

Irish migrant workers* 
107 

THE RECRUITING SERGEANT 

As we were a-walking along the seasidet 
Oh, who did we meet but Sergeant McBride? 
We determined to have a bit bathe in the tide; 
It was an a fine summer's morning. 
As we were a-walking along the sea sandq 
Nowt who did we meet but Corporal Brand? 
And a little wee drummer called Arthur McDandt 
A-going to the fair in the morning. 
'It's now, my brave fellows, if you want to enlistt 
It's five golden guineas I'll clap in your fist; 
Besidesq ýherels five shillings to kick up a dust 
As you go to the fair in the morning. 
! It's then you will also go decent and clean 
While all other fellows go dirty and mean; 
While all other fellows go dirty and mean, 
And sup their burgoo in the morning. ' 
10ch, you need not be talking about your'fine payt 
For all you have got is one shilling a day; 
And as for your debtt the drums pay your way 
As you march through the town in the morning. 
fAnd you need not-be talking about your fine clothest 
For you've just got the loan of them, as I do suppose; 
And you dare not sell them in spite of your nosev 
or you would get flogged in the morning, ' 

'I'm blesttt says the sergeantt 'if I'll take more of that 
From any coxcomb or cowfeeding brat; 
And if you tip me any more of your chatq 
I will run you through in the morning. t 

But before they had time to pull out their blades 
Our whacking shillelaghs came over their heads, 
And we did teach them that we were their blades 
To dampen their rage in the morning. 
As for the wee drummert we diddled his pow, 
And made a football of his rowdidedow; 
And into the tide we did make him to row, 
Then we bade them a' good morning. 

burnoV porridge. diddled his pow: hit him an the head 
rowdidedow: normally rowdedowdowt drum 

107. Ed. Roy Palmert Ihe Ramblinq Soldier (Bungay Suffolk: Peacockv 
1977)t ppe 55-57, 
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Often the simple presence of a recruiting party-would attrac't 

men and from his own account it seems that it was Donald Cameron 

himself who approached the recruiting party of the 79th at 

Dunfermline in 1B47 and bought the drinks before enlisting*. 

11 '01 was ... working at Dunfermline (on) 4e 
Railway . 1847 a recruiting party of the 79th 

Regt* came to the town passed through us and 
going from my work one wet day I thought that 
I would like to be one of their number went 
home took my dinner went out again met two of 
them asked one of them if he would have a 
drink he consented we went into a public 
house and I was enlisted by Private Semple 
went back to my lodgings packed up my clothes 
and sent them home to Braeside and then went to 
Edinburgh Glasgow Dublin and then an the march 
to Castlebar ... 11 108 

The contact between recruiter and recruit was thus essentially 

a personal one for although hand-bills had been used in 1775 and 1776 

and particularly at the outbreak of the French warsp 
109 they 

seem to have been uncommon until in 1881, when the Annual Report of 

the Inspector General of Recruiting suggested advertising by placards 

and posters the advantages of the Army'and he also supplied Postmasters 

throughout the country with forms of Application to Enlist* The 

result in the Highland Regiments was a series of high quality posters 

embodying what was then considered as the ingredients of appeal: a 

smart uniformv regular employment and, payv travel, training and 
110 belonging to a local and national regiment with a history and tradition. 

One source of recruiting was however internal. Every regiment 

had a certain number of boys in their ranks and the Highland Regiments 

were no exception. These boys were under the age of 189 some were as 

108, Account by Donald Camerong 79th and 93rd, RH/4/141, 

109. See recruiting handbill of the 79tht Appendix 3 (7). 

110. See recruiting poster of the Black Watch c, 1902t Appendix 6 (4), 
PP 1881 XX c 2832 p. 7. 
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young as 7 on joining but most were 13 to 14. ill They came from 

two sources. Firstly, from the regiments themselves, being the 

sonsp brothers or orphans of serving soldiers and secondlyq they 

came from special establishments which were set up to educate 

soldiers$ childreng The Royal Hibernian Military Schoolp The Duke 

of York's Schoolt Queen Victoria School and the Lawrence Schools 

in India. 

In 1875 there were 3031 boys under 18 serving in the British 

Army* 112 The Highland Regiments had an average of twelve boys each 

and with wives and families living in barracks it is not surprising 

that boys should enlist and follow their fathersq for many of them 

had lived abroad for most of their livesq had been educated at the 

Regimental School and known little of any other way of life. While 

this ex facie may taint of introversion and nepotism it must be 

remembered that such recruiting kept families togetherg gave the 

regiments particular family characteristics of interwoven relation- 

ships and provided employment and opportunities of trade for boys 

who became tailorsp shoemakersq saddlers and musi . cians. 
113 

Whoever the recruits were or however they were recruitedv they 

were recognised as a valuable commodity and their treatment seems 

to have been considerate and careful. Standing Orders of the 93rd 

instructed that men employed on recruitingg 

11... are to state fairly and honestly the advantages 
enjoyed by soldiersq which ought to operate with most 
young men of spirit and enterpriseq as sufficient 

"114 inducement to enlist without the aid of exaggeration . 

111. See recruiting Case Study of the 93rd, Chapter 3, 

112, PP 1877 XVIII c1677, Report of the Committee on Bay Enlistment. 

113. See Chapter 99 Regimental Music. 

114, Standing Orders of the 93rd Highlanders, ASHRM, R/226,1835, 
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Lt. Colonel Duncan MacGregor who devised these orders and was noted 

for his humanityq further ordered that recruits were to be treated 

on parade with "moderation". 

The Standing Orders of the 79th similarly instructed thatt 

"the recruit must be treated with the greatest 
kindness". 115 

How much this care was a reflection of contemporary political tension 

or of the social and economic conditions of the Highlandsq it is 

difficult to tell, 

The question must be asked thereforeq how successful was 

recruiting in the Highland Regiments? There are two aspects of 

success in recruitingg quantity and quality. The Recruiting Department 

memorandum of 12th December 1833 shows no hint of misgivings as regards 

the quantity of recruits coming forward: 

"Every result anticipated from the adoption of the 
existing system has been fully realisedt and it is 
now settled down into a well organised establishment; 
yet , at the same time contracted to the limited scale 
suited to a period of peace. In 1824 six new 
regiments were raised in less than 4 months through 
the exertions of the district staff and the parties 
of other regiments not then recruiting for their own 
Corps... In 1825 upwards of 15,000 men were. recruited 
in the districts and the total number of men enlisted 
in that yearg including the recruiting at the Head 
Quarters of regimentsv amounted to 23 0 000; a number 
unprecedented in the annals of recruiting". 116 

There is no mention in this memorandum of any particular 

difficulties being encountered in the North British district as 

regards numbers. Even in 1835, after losses in the Regiment as a 

result of diseases in the West Indiesp Colonel MacGregor of the 93rd, 

who had had to resort to recruiting in "the large manufacturing towns 

of Scotland". expressed no reservations that he would not be able to 

115. Standing Orders of the 79th Highlanders 1835. QOHRMp 143/79. 

116. PP 1850 X c662 Appendix 53. 
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recruit the numbers of Highland men required, now that the Regiment 

117 had returned home. 

Between 1845 and 1849 the North British district was producing 

an average of 1482 recruits per annumv but this figure is deceptive 

as it excludes Artilleryq Guards and Engineers and includes recruit- 

ment to all regiments# not just Scottish or Highlandq and from the 

example of the 78th in 1844-45 it is clear that Highland Regiments 

could no longer attract large numbers of men suddenly in peace timet 

particularly when the regiment was abroad. (The 78th did not 

embark for home until 1859). In time of war the recruiting system 

and the lack of adequate reserves resulted in severe deficiencies of 

numbers and Sir George Brown admitted as early as 1850 that insufficient 

men were coming forward to keep the Highland Regiments solely restricted 

to Highlandersq but the implication is that his classification of a 

Highlander is limited to Gaelic speakersq which by 1850 is an unrealistic 

qualification and impossible to define . 
119 

The introduction of limited service in 18479 as opposed to enlist- 

ment for lifeg (which effectively meant 21 years) did not materially 

alter the quantity of recruits required until these men began to be 

discharged after their service of ten years had expiredg when the 

system increased the overall turnover of manpower. The ten year 

service period could be extended by two years if the regiment was 

abroad and as a result of this provisiont men serving in the Indian 

Mutiny had their service extended, thus delaying the manpower problem 

by two years. 

By 1861 the difficulty of recruitment in relation to turnover 

was an acknowledged facýj 120 but the particular problems of geography 

117. PP 1835 VI c473 p. 97 para 1755. 
118. PP 1850 X c662 p. 903. 
119. Ibid. j p. 254 para 3431. 

120. PP 1861 XV c2762 para 73. 
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and history of the Highland Regiments seem just to have been written 

off as difficult and incomprehensibleg a situation in which nobody 

wished to dabble seriously. "We cannot recruit from Scotland for 

Highland Regiments'19 
121 

was a statement. that was neither accurate 

nor constructive as the year before the 42nd had recruited 214 men. 
122 

So long as the intense competition from other regiments continued in 

Scotland it is hardly surprising that the Highland Regiments had 

difficulties with npmbers. 

Immediately prior to the establishment of the Brigade Depot 

system in 1872 the composition of the kilted Highland Regiments 

in NCO'sq Corporals and Privates was: - 
123 

Regiment English Scats Irish 

42nd 30 611 13 

78th 21 509 25 

79 th 51 611 31 

92nd 105 810 
. 

48 

93rd 30 642 16 

of those Regiments with Highland designations wearing trews or line uniform:. 

Regiment English Scots Irish 

72nd 242 646 67 Trews 1823 

73rd 616 86 231 Perthshire Regt* 1862 

74th 84 576 71 Trews 1845 

75th 512 85 322 Stirlingshire Regt, 1862, 

91st 
. 

218 299 113 Trews 1864 

The total figures per regiment are not necessarily a reflection 

of failure to recruit, but an indication, in part, of the station of 

the regiment and the length of time spent abroad. But these figures 

121. Ibid. 

122. Roll of Enlistments of the 42nd 1795-1873, GWRMj 2285* 

123. PP 1872 cl7l. 
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do clearly show the considerable and mostly successful efforts that 

were being made by the kilted regiments and also'by the 72nd, 74th 

and 91st to retain their national identity in spite of the pressure 

of competitive recruiting. 

Between 1873 and 1880 recruits raised in the appropriate sub- 

districts show the difficulties that were arising in the numbers of 

recruits: 
124 

Sub- Regiments and Dist- Depot Location 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 Male Pope 
rict 

55 78/71 Ft, George 24 29 23 34 28 38 53 48 1619368 

56 92/93 Aberdeen 77 64 34 82 69 128 97 108 1629000 

57 42/79 Perth 23 83 83 110 108 123 153 200 2419515 

58 72/91 Stirling 60 246 101 178 165 298 189 83 2409041 

59 26/74 Hamilton 137 322 209 309 244 297 235 210 3779739 

60 73/90 Hamilton 124 363 347 352 205 227 173 124 3779739 

39 39/75 Dorchester 120 23 14 64 76 73 al 89 959590 

Keeping in mind short service increased manpower turnover and the 

fact that these sub-districts had to supply two battalionsq recruiting 

was certainly not keeping pace, hence the intake to the 56th sub- 

district of recruits from England who caused the disturbances in 

Aberdeen* 

These figures in relation to the Highland Regiments must be 

viewed however in the light of the fact that the Brigade Depot system 

was not popular. 
125 It was the first time depots had been fixed in 

one position with a set recruiting area, Recruits were being sent 

from other sub-districtsp not only in England but other areas of 

Scotland and many men were particularly anxious not to conform to 

the sub-districtst but to join specific regiments. (overall in 

124. PP 1872 XXXVIII c 493 and PP 1881 XX c 2832 Annual Report of 
the Inspector General of Recruiting. 

125,79th Newsq May 1908t p. 199. 
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Britain recruiting rose between 1872 and 1880 from 17,791 to 

259622 men. 
126 In additiont the Depots took some time to 

establish themselves and in the case of the 74thq while favoured with 

an area of high population# they had no associations with their linked 

Battalion and hated the Lowland base assigned to them. (Their Depot 

did not in fact take station at Hamilton until 1877)o 127 

After 1882 the percentage of Scats in the Army as a whole 

remained remarkably constant despite a falling percentage of the UK 

population 
128 

and the re-linking of the Battalions the year beforep 

in 1881, really had nothing to do with recruiting figures or population 

per territorial areasgas much of the argument about which Regiment 

would be linked with another centred an historical attachment and 

who would agree to wear which tartan. 129 

The final report of 1881 was produced, 

framed after careful consultation with the 
Commanding Officers of the Scotch Regiments and 
special regard ... to the strong feelings enter- 
tained by the men of various clans for their 
special tartans". 130 

The problem was a source of deep frustration to the War Office 

officials, but it was a subject as close to the hearts. of these 

regiments theng as it is now, regardless of policyq statisticsq 

recruiting figures or percentages of the population. 

126. Edward Spkrs, The Army and Societyq op, cit,, p, 38, 

127o Lto Colonel L. B. Oattsv Proud Heritaqe, (Edinburgh: Thomas 
Nelson, 1959)v Vol. 119 po 340o 

128. Edward Spiersq The Army and Societyq op, cit., p, 50, 

129. On 28th January 1881 the Adjutant General enquired of the 
79th by telegramg "If 79th is linked to 42nd will your 
Regiment adopt tartan of 42nd Regimento Linked regiments 
must wear the same tartano Uire reply". The replyg "No - 
The Cameron Highlanders will not adopt 42nd tartan"o 
Historical Records of the Cameron Highlanderpl, opo cit. 9 
Volo lt po 234. 

130. PP 1881 XX c2793 po 9 Para 24* 
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In 18819 when the territorial system was introducedv recruiting 

figures settled down into a fairly steady patternt interrupted only 

by the effects of the Egyptian Campaign and more especially the 

South African War. In the period 1881-1889 recruiting in the 

relative districts was: _131 

Date PERTH FT. GEORGE ABERDEEN INVERNESS STIRLING 
1 and 2 B, W, 1 and 2 Sea- 1 and 21 QO Cameron 1 and 2 A* 
42nd/73rd forth Hdrs. Gordon Hdrs. 79th end S Hdrs. 

72nd/78th Hdre, glet/93rd 
75th/92nd 

1881 225 83 109 88 

1882 331 ill 100 191 

1883 299 162 123 225 

1884 347 302 117 318 

1885 407 149 195 46 354 (see detail 
below) 

1886 293 125 191 70 26B 

1887 278 102 143 83 234 

1888 225 72 143 51 192 

1889 226 73 141 67 101 

While this return shows good recruiting figures particularly 

in Perth and Stirling, it does indicate the problems that were being 

experienced in Invernessq Rossq Caithness and Sutherland and the 

Northern and Western Isles. But again the statistics cannot be 

looked at without qualifications. Taking 1885 as an example, 

a further breakdown shows the detailed recruitment of Cavalry, 

Artilleryq Engineers and Guards and most noticeably recruits 

going to other Infantry Battalions. 132 

131. PP 1886 XIII c 4677 and PP 1890 XIX c 5953 Annual Reports 
of the Inspector General of Recruiting* 

132s PP 1886 XIII c 4677 Appendix N. 
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1885 

INFANTRY 
Recruits 
Joining Other 

UJLU 6K. LU 6 
Terri- Infan- Cavalry Artil-Er4tneers Guards Depot 
torial try lery Corps 
Regto Btnse 

TOTAL 

PERTH - 
Black 200 128 31 30 5 13 407 
Watch 

FORT 
GEORGE- -106 
Seaforth 

ABERDEEN- 94 Gordon 

INVERNESS 
- Q. 0.28 
Cameron 

STIRLING- 
A. and SH 230 

12 2 17 6 
.24 

149 

55 6 12 6 12 10 195 

10 34-1- 46 

72 26 17 14 354 

The trend reaffirms the recruit's preference to choose his own 

'Regiment and the fact that the Territorial system was by no means 

fixed and static. The Seaforths and the Argylls were particularly 

successful in retaining recruits in their own districts. Overall 

the recruiting figures for this year, 1885, were considered by the 

Inspector General as good results. 

The intermixing is also seen in the returns of'recruits joining 

the Regular Army from the Militia, (1885): 133 

Militia 
Recruits joining 
Linked Battalion 

Joining 
Other 13ns. Total 

Royal Hdrso 3rd Eno 77 91 168 

Seaforth Hdrs. 3rd Eno 14 11 25 

Gordon Hdrso 3rd Eno 32 31 63 

Q0 Cameron Hdrs. 3rd On. 3 10 13 

A and S Hdrs, 3rd On. 72 58 130 

4th On. 8 31 39 

133. PP 1886 XIII c 4677 Appendix B. 
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The figures for 1909 (1,10,08 - 30,9.09, below) show town based 

recruiting as particularly successfulv favouring the Black Watch 

and the Gordon Highlanders. The Argylls are losing just over half 

of their recruits to other battalions and corpsq while the Seaforths 

and Cameronst although with low figuresq retain most of their men in 

their Territorial Battalions. (Seaforths 90,19c, 49 Camerons 94.441%). 

The overall poor results in Scotland in that year were attributed 

to emigration 
134 but the Territorial areas were clearly not supporting 

their Battalions in respect of recruitment and in time of peace they 

would never do so again. 

1,10,08 - 30.9.09 Regular Army Recruiting 

Recruits % joining % discharged 
joining Other Other Total Territorial medically 
Terri- Infantry Corps Regt. from within 3 
torial Territorial months 
Regt,, Area 

PERTH - 
Black Watch . 113 61 58 232 64.94 3.01 

FORT GEORGE 
-Seaforth 46 5 12 63 90,19 6.34 
Hdrs, 

INVERNESS- 
Q 0. Cameron 51 35 69 94.44 2.89 
Hdrs. 

ABERDEEN - 
Gordon Hdrs. 112 30 52 194 7B., 87 4.12 

STIRLING 
A and S 92 65 62 219 58,59 0191 
Hdrs. 

N, B,: The cities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee were separate 
districts used as "feeder" areas. 
0 

Quality was an entirely different matter, Highland recruits 

were much sought after for their stature, lookst bearing and behaviour, 

When they embarked for the Crimea in 1854 the 42nd, the 79th and the. 

134. Ibid, 
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93rd (the "Old Highland Brigade'% were all commended for their 

appearance, the Grenadier Companies being picked men seldom under 

5 foot 8 inches; 135 
but the concept of appearance end physical 

health, of increasing urbanisation and above all of changes and 

developments in Medical scienceg altered the meaning of the word 

"quality". 

Rejection of recruits on medical grounds in the whole of the 

British Army was 298 per 1000 between 1832 and 1841; 335 per 1000 

between 1842 and 1851 and in 1860 was 250 per 1000, In the last 

year the returns from Edinburgh and Glasgow show very high rates 

of rejection in Glasgow: 

Number of recruits 
inspected 1860 

Reiections 

let Inspect. 2nd 2nd 
Army Civilian 
Dr, Dr, 

Edinburgh 1172 292 19 156 

Glasgow 2099 432 143 282 

Overall in Scotland the ratio of rejections on medical grounds was 

the highest in the Kingdom at 318 per 10009 compared with 243,233 and 

258 per 1000 in Englandq Wales and Ireland respectively. In the 

Recruiting report these figures were attributed to the fact that, 

135ý WO/17/627 92nd 1850. 

Feet Inches Sgts. Cpls. Drummers and Privates 

6a and upwards 37 

5 11 24 
5 10 68 

59 112 

58 203 

5 7.161 

56 149 

55 40 

54 16 (8 lads) 
No man in the Grenadier Company was under 5flO111, 
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the greater proportion of the recruits in that country (i. e* 

Scotland) .... 
(are) drawn from large manufacturing towns". but the 

report was astute enough however to realise the thinking behind the 

standards set for the health of recruits; 

"In the British Armyt kept up as it is by voluntary 
enlistmentv the proportions of rejections must vary 
considerably with reference to the demand and supply. 
When men are not required ... none but the most 
eligible recruits will be taken# while during a 136 
pressure for men those only quite unfit are refused" 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century there was considerable 

concern about the quality of recruits, not only in education and conducto 

but more especially in health. In Scotland as recruiting became. 

concentrated and centred on the towns and cities, the proportion of 

recruits from rural and agricultural backgrounds fell, Scottish 

housing was notoriously bad, the national diet was little better, and 

alcoholism was a serious problem. Physical standards undoubtedly 

fell but at the same time medical standards rose and the recruit 

of 1820 who was readily accepted albeit, "marked with smallpox'19 

"of weak intellect". or "having the itch". 137 
would almost certainly 

have been rejected 70 years later. In many ways the later Victorians 

required their soldiers to look the part, with photography and rising 

standards of morality and cleanliness contributing to this expectation, 

In additiong training standards and requirements rose dramatically and 

placed new demands on intellect and physique* 

What is clear throughout the period 1820-1920 is the high standard 

achieved by the Senior Non commissioned officers in the Highland 

Battalions. In the words of Private Lobban on his joining the lst 

136, PP 1862 XXXIII c 3051 Army Medical Department Statistical Report 
pp. 34-40. 

137. Register of Deserters 92nd Regiment. CHRM, 
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Battalion The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in the Spring, of 

1914t 

"The Regimental Sergeant Major was Geordie Burt. 
He was a smart soldier. Yes ohl I admired these 
people. I went on fatigue in the Sergeant's Mess 
the first week I was there ... I never saw such a 
body of people, Everyone a wee bit better at 
something than somebody else. Each was second 
to none in his classq whether it was musketry or 
gymnastics or fieldcraft or machine gun... the 
drill sergeants ... could prove a rank better 
than the guards, *, lAou 

know it was something 
to belong to. **ello 

The mechanics of enlistment and attestationg while simplified 

in 1862,139 changed very little between 1820 and 1914 and they 

were standard in the British Infantry. The recruit, made contact 

with the recruiter either at his own initiative or of that of the 

recruiter. He received enlistment money (which was held to 

constitute consent'to enlistment), and then had a medical examinationt 

which became more searching as time progressed. He was taken before 

a Justice of the Peace, within 96 hours but not cooner than 24 hours 

after *enlistmentgand here he was questionedg read two Articles of 

War an mutiny and desertion and took the Oath of Allegiance* 
140 

He received his Bounty in stages, but before 1870 could not guarantee 

to retain much of it for long as it was used for the purchase of 

"necessaries". 

In 1870 enlistment Bounties were abolished and any recruit who 

could prove that he had been duped into enlisting was given a free 

discharge. The recruit was finally medically examined and joined 

his regiment or depot. The recruit could be rejected at several 

stages in the procedure, the most normal cause of rejection was 

138. Private Reginald Lobban. oral History archive, op, cit, 
139. New forms of enlistment and attestation were introduced in 

1662* PP 1861 XV c 2762. 

140. See Enlistment and Attestation forms of Pipe Major John 
McDonald 42nd, WO/97/3354, Appendix 3 (8). 
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medical, but the Commanding Officer could also turn a man. away. 
141 

Particularly common before 1870 were recruits who enlistedg took 

the Bounty and promptly desertedt only to enlist in another regiment 

for another Bounty. 142 

The pure mechanics of enlistment however say little about the 

long distances travelled by the recruiting parties operating in the 

North and the Islands# bringing young men to the Regiments who had 

never been away from their native place; or how the questions and the 

oath were administered to Gaelic-speaking recruits presumably using 

the Recruiting Sergeant as interpreter, all the forms being in 

English. 

One final factor contributed to this-picture of Highland 

recruiting as in Scotland in general, and in the Highlands in 

particular, "gone for a'soldier" simply did not have the same 

connotations as the English 'equivalent. As a result of historyg 

literature and cultureq soldiering was widely looked upon as a 

respectable profession in Scotland. The Close links with bagpipe 

musicq whose development in the nineteenth century was largely fostered 

through Army Pipers, 143 
the Gaelic bardic tradition of an heroic 

romantic cultureq the works of Walter Scott, the influence of the 

Highland Societies and the active support of a Monarch who came to 

associate herself with Scotland and in particular the Highland 

Regimentsp 144 
all affected Scottish attitudes to the Army and 

141. PP 1850 Xc 662 p. 903. 
142. PP 1877 XVIII c 1655 p. 2. Report of the Inspector General of 

Recruiting. 
143. See Chapter 99 Regimental Music. 
144. The Queen, who hated both Childers (the Secretary of State for War) 

and the linking of Battalionsv brought Her supreme influence to bear 
in 1881 and refused to allow "Her" Highlanders, i. e. The Queen's 
Own Cameron Highlanders, to be linked with another Battalion. This 
left them as the only single Battalion in the whole of the British 
Army. E. S. E. Childersq The Life of Childers (London: Macmillan, 
1901)v Vol. 29 p. 38, and B*J, Bond, The Introduction and Operation 
of Short Service in the British Army, op. cit., p. 201. Diary of 
General Sir Spencer Ewart 79thq RH/4/54 and Appendix 3 (9). 
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recruiting. 

Scottish newspapers such as the Caledonian Mercuryq the 

Edinburqh Courant, q the Glasqow Herald and the Scotsman 145 
regularly 

carried reports on Army mattersq promotionsq movements of troopst 

inspections and letters from Scots in foreign stations. The 

arrival of a Battalion from abroad was the signal, for hundreds 

of ordinary people to turn out to see'them march from the quayside. 
146 

Through clearancest migrationg emigrationg industrialisationg 

famine and political unrest this concept was never lost sight of in 

Scotlando a fact that was reflected in the ability to recruit for 

and maintain as primarily Scottisht eight Highland Battalions of 

Foot to 1881 and allowed these Regiments to survive and increase 

to a total of ten Battalions by 1897. 

The well documented recruiting problems of the British Army 

in the nineteenth century concerning numbersq standards and methods 

were just as applicable in Scotland as they were in Englandq Wales 

and Ireland* yet in spite of these problems being compounded by 

additional and often severe historical, political and economic 

difficultiesp a feeling still persisted that "a soldier's life 

is viewed with favour by all classes in Scotland". 147 Even 

Donald McLeod was not anti-Army: 

145. See for example Caledonian Mercury, 5*2, lB279 Extract of 
an Officer's letter of the 79th from Quebecq and Caledonian 
Mercury, 14.5,1827t "The Ninety Second Highlanders - On the 
occasion of the return of this distinguished Corps to their 
native country... ". 

146. The arrival of the 42nd at Greenock an the 19th June 1852. 
"The whole people of Greenock turned out to see usq and cheered 
us like fun the whole way to the Rail Station". Diary of 
Colonel J. W. Wedderburn. BWRMI 28/714/19 p, 404, 

147, MacKerlie (published Anone)q An Account of the Scottish Regiments 
with the Statistics of Eachq op. cit. 9 p. 39. 
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"There is not a man in the civilised world". he 
wrote,, "who does not admire the energyt daring, 
perseverance and bravery of the glorious 78th, 
in their victorious march against the Indian 
mutineers". 148 

McLeod in fact uses the bravery and reputation of the Highland 

Regiments to support his argument, which was In fact anti-landlordq 

anti-deer forest and above all anti-Sutherland family. 

This is not to deny however that there were recruiting problems 

and opposition to recruiting in the Highland area. In a paper 

entitled "A District Command"probably written about 1909, Colonel 

R. B. Urmston of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders wrote: 

"Why the barrack gate is not perpetually besieged by 
a crowd of would-be soldiers can only be explained by 
the innate aversion of the modern British youth to 
exchange what he imagines to be the perfect independence 
of civil life for the comparative discipline and restraint 
incidental to the military one, or by the aversion of his 
parents to see him wander far from home, an aversion not 
altogether unnatural'among the working class relying much 
as they do or have done before the days of old age pensions and 
an Insurance Act an the support of their children in old 
age and sickness". 149 

These explanations were an echo of the difficulties expressed to 

the Wantage Committee in 1891 when Captain Stewart of the Argyll and 

Sutherland Highlanders reported his lack of recruiting success in 

I Argyll as thev 

%** strong prejudice against and mistaken views as to 
the conditions and advantages of service in the armyo 
mostly among the older people who bring strong family 
influence to bear on such of the young men who are dis- 
posed to enlist (and)*.. the crofter population (are) 
now too independent and well off to enlist". 150 

Lieutenant Colonel Leslie of the Ist Battalion Queents Own 

Cameron Highlanders summed up his Regimental recruiting problems 

to the Wantage Committee stating: 

148. Donald McLeodp Donald McLeods Gloomy Memories, op. cit., 
pp. 202-204, 

149. Colonel Me Urmstont "A District Command". An unpublished 
paper c*1909. ASHRM. 

150, Pp 1892 XIX c 6582. Evidence of Colonel A, C. Nightingale Argyll 
and Sutherland Highlanders p. 302. See Appendix 6 (3)o 
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"Inverness-shire-as a regimental district 
is miserable in its unproductiveness; 
the districts are congestedq the men are 
addicted to slothfulness and have a stay- 
at-home inclinationg moreover the teaching. 
of the Free Church and the political agitators 
interfere with our recruiting efforts in 
those districts; as a matter of fact there 
are too many men for the districtst and yet 
they will not enlist", 151 

In spite of all these problems in August 1914 the Regular Battalions 

were brought up to war strength by the Special Reserve Battalions* and 

they prepared for war, Initially, it was not appreciated that these 

Battalions would be so finally altered by what was to happen. 

Being "home" Battalions, the lst Battalion The Black Watchq 

let Battalion The Queents Own Cameron Highlandersq the let Battalion 

The Gordon Highlandersq the 2nd Battalion The Argyll and Sutherland 

Highlanders and the 2nd Battalion Seaforth Highlanders took part in. 

the earliest and most vital battles in whichg despite desperate 

tiredness and inequality of numbersq the British Expeditionary Force 

held off and finally stopped the German advance, 

As a result of a command controversy 500 men of the Ist Battalion 

The Gordon Highlanders were captured at the little village of Claryg 

near Le Cateaut in the early hours of 27th August 1914. Of the 

original 1007 men who left Aldershot with the lst Battalion The Black 

Watch in August 19149 only 29 remained still serving with the Battalion 

in 1918. A similar figure applied to the lst Battalion Camerons 

and probably the other Battalions too. Lance Corporal Frank MacFarlane 

and Private Reginald Lobbang to whom the author has had the privilege 

of speaking and of recording their experiences, are now the only two 

known survivors of these Battalions, When the remaining lst or 2nd 

Battalions of the linked Regiments were involved in the conflict they 

suffered the same fate, Most of the Territorial Battalions were 

151. Ibid. Evidence of Lieutenant Colonel A. Y. Lesliev lst Battalion 
The Queen's Own Cameron Highlandersq p. 416. 
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quickly committed and casualties were again high. 

In 1914, Kitchenerp forseeing a war of at least three years 

durationt raised by dint of personal enthusiasm and an appeal to 

popular patriotism the New Armiest K19 29 3 and 4. 

Voluntary recruiting prior to 1916 was conducted on a vast 

scaleg the Seaforths for example had three Service Battalions in 

the New Army and the Camerons had four, exclusive of Reserve4 

Garrison and Labour Battalions. 

Because many of the Battalions of kilted Regiments were allowed 

to keep men of certain areasq villages and communities together# when 

those Battalions were committed to battleg particularly in France and 

Belgium, significant numbers of young men from small Highland communitiesp 

who could ill afford their loss, were all killed or wounded togetherg 

as the many War Memorials in Highland villages and Parishes testify. 

By 1919 therefore, the rebuilding and reconstruction of the 

Regular Army was a major task, Firstlyq the Regular Battalionst 

envisaged by Haldane as the base upon which the whole system was 

foundedt had all but disappeared. Most of the old Regulars who 

remained were due for dischargeg the remainder for demobilisation. 

Secondlyq as a result of the heavy commitment of the Territorial 

Battalions large numbers of Highland men were either dead or unfit 

for further Regular or Territorial service. And thirdly, because 

the New Armies and Conscription had drawn an the remaining fit 

and eligible manpower recruiting for the long term posed a serious 

problem. It had after all been the war to end all wars. Men 

like Reginald Lobban and Frank MacFarlane were temptedýby promotion 

to remain with their Battalionst but both had girl friends and felt 

that they had pushed their luck quite far enough. The Cameronsp 

like other Battalions who were warned for Indiag were in desperate 
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need of older and more experienced NCO's and there is no doubt 

that it took several years before all the kilted Highland 

Battalions were returned to anything like the service efficiency 

and depth of experience they had enjoyed prior to 1914. 

In conclusion thereforeq recruiting to the Highland Regiments 

1820-1920 mustfirstlyq be placed into its historical context of 

the nature of Highland society and landholding and the effects of 

ag ricultural improvements on the numbersq location and composition 

of the population. There was, secondlyq a lack of central policy 

and planning and above all an apparent lack of any understanding 

in official circles of the special nature of these Regiments and 

the particular difficulties. they faced in recruiting. Thirdlyq 

recruiters operating in small parties in their own areas and already 

having local associations before 18729 were a feature in Scotland, 

and official interference with the Highland Regimentsq their names 

and tartans was strongly resented, Fourthlyq despite urbanisation, 

public attitudesq affected by historyg culture and contemporary 

writings were generally favourable towards the Scottish soldier, 

Fifthlyq Highland recruiting is principally a study in contradictionsp 

for there is no single distinct reason why these Highland regiments 

should have survived at a119 their national language dying and their 

particular dress falling from general civilian use. They faced the 

same problems of numbers and quality of recruits as other regiments 

of the British Armyt but the little leaven of Highlanders to which 

Sir Douglas Haig referredt coupled with a stubborn Celtic pride and a 

curious sense of romanceg meant that although the whole base of Highland 

recruiting shifted in less than one hundred yearsq the man who enlisted 

to a Highland Regiment at Glasgow in 1920 felt himself no less Highland 

than his Inverness contemporary or native Gaelic speaking predecessor, 
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CHAPTER 3: RECRUITING CASE STUDY - THE DESCRIPTIVE ROLL BOOK OF 
THE 93rd SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS. 1799-1831 1 

In the light of the historical background to recruiting in the 

Highland Regiments before 1820 it is fascinating to study one of the few 

Roll Books which is available, that of the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders. 

The book is incomplete, but provides a good guide to trends and recruiting 

patterns. Most of these volumes have been lost as they were carried 

around with the Regiments and carefully kept up to date until they were 

full and then were discarded, fell into private hands or were destroyed, 

They provide a much more complete and detailed picture than any of the 

Muster Rolls or War Office Records and until this research it was believed 

that this book was the original roll book of the 93rd, but upon examination 

it is clear that this is not the case. 

In the major investigation on soldiers' services which took place 

between 1828 and 1833 the books of the 93rd were examined and it seems 

this Roll Book was the subject of scrutiny: 

"The Description Book of the Depot 93rd ... is 
stated to have been well kept and the court give it 
as their opinion that the Books of this Regiment will 
be found free from the system of fraudulent alter- 
ations of service which has extensively prevailed" 

The reportv howeverv continuesq 
"Many vouchers having been ascertained to be forgeries 
is I fear conclusive proof of fraud on behalf of the 
Acting Quarter Master Sergeant (Fraser)tt, 2 

1. MS Roll Book of the g3rd Sutherland Highlandersq ASHRM. Few of-these 
early books and Rolls survive in Highland Regiments because in 1822 
the War Office called for the Compilation of Records of Service 
for each Regiment (WO/3/72/391) and from these Records of Service 
Richard Cannon drew up the various records of Regiments and Regimental 
histories after which many of the original and irreplaceable books 
and records were destroyed in the interests of economy in respect of 
baggage space (PP 1833 VII c 650 p. 196 Q. 2319), As the Regiments 
had no fixed or permanent museums or Regimental Headquarters it was, 
apart from essential or current books, purely a matter of chance and 
individual interest if documents survived, while Cannon's Georgian/ 
Victorian romanticism and literary approach did considerable harm to 
Regimental historical credibility in the long term (Hoge Order of 
1,1,1836), 

2, WO/25/1137 Vol. 6-156. Papers relation to the-investigations into the 
services of soldiers discharged and of soldiers serving 1828-1833, 
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The forged vouchers amounted to L21.14.9d. Alexander Frazer from 

Kiltern in Inverness was a weaver who enlisted aged 19 in 1805* 

He was discharged at Chatham in 1830 'worn out' and there is 

no reference in the Descriptive Roll Book of his having been 

court martialed regarding these frauds. 

In every other Highland Regiment frauds* sometimes on a 

large scalev were discovered but the Report does give an 

indication that up to about 1830 the Descriptive Roll Book of 

the 93rd may be considered reliable. 

'The Descriptive Roll Book of t he XCIII Sutherland Highlanders$ 

commenced 17999 concluded 18311, is a hand written ledger ten 

inches by sixteen inches. The watermark an the pages is 1809, 

but from the content it would seem that the book was commenced 

much laterp probably around 18209 when the Regiment was in Ireland, 

While some of the details are written in various handsq all the 

name entries of enlistments to 1824 have been written by one 

persong who was possibly Sergeant Oames Beveridge, a labourer 

from Kirkcaldyq who enlisted on 28th August 1820. 

The volume contains details of enlistment, former servicep 

promationg casualties and observations. 
4 

The Roll Book therefore 

gives a fairly clear picture of the members of the 93rd Sutherland 

3* Beveridge deserted in Antigua between 26.7.1828 and 6.4.18299 
losing his rank in his absence on 27.7*1828. Another hand has 
written in the observations column 'was clerk of the orderly 
Roomt. 

4. Column headings: NAMES: SIZE (at enlistment, at 24 years of age) 
Age at enlistment: DESCRIPTION (Complexiong Eyes, Hairg Form of 
Visaget marks etc. ) WHERE BORN (County City or Towng Parish): 
TRADE (or occupation): ATTESTATION &c (Placet Date, For what 
period of servicet By whom enlisted): FORMER SERVICE IN ANY 
CORPS APPLICABLE TO FOREIGN SERVICE (In what corps or if on 
the out Pensiong Periodt deducting service prior to the age 
of 18 years and the time absent by desertion, Actual service 
in the East or West Indies): DATE OF PROMOTION (To Corporalo 
To Sergeantt To Sergeant Major or Quarter Master Sergeantq 
Date of being reduced), CASUALTIES: DESERTED: DISCHARGED: 
TRANSFERRED: DECEASED: OBSERVATIONS. 
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Highlanders in the early 1820st during their service in 

Ireland and the West Indies. There is no full list of 

enlistments after 1828 and the book has not been kept up 

after 1831t to provide details of the service pensions etc. 

of those serving at that time, Only soldiers are listedq 

not officers. 

The 93rd Highlanders werev in 1820, serving in Ireland 

mainly broken up into small detachments at Corkq Birrq Athlonet 

Limerickt Ennisq Naas and Mulligan. 5 Table I shows the 

counties of birth of those serving in the 93rd c, 1820 who 

had enlisted between 1799 and 1819. 

5., See map of principal stations in Ireland. Appendix 1 (5)* 
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TABLE I CHAPTER 3 

COUNTIES OF BIRTH OF THOSE SERVING IN THE 93rd c. 1820 WHO HAD ENLISTED 
BETWEEN 1799 and 1819 

>ý U) 

-4 
0% 0 -4 N t. 1 * Ln to r- a) (3% 0 -4 N V) 14t Ln W Eý CZ) C7% ma 
0% 0000000000 -4 -4 -4 -4 ý4 ý4 -4 1-4 -4 ý4 A-) :) 
r- ED co co co ED a) co co m cx) co c3 co m (z) m co a) CD CO 00 

Date q -4 1-4 -1 1-4 14 -4 ý4 -4 ý4 ý4 -1 -4 "4 -4 "q -4 _4 -q _4 -4 ý- U 

Sutherland 65 12 57 10 6 17 26 12 459 11 17 2 14 97 220 

Caithness 2111 10 113211 24 

Ross 123283465 11 11 47 

Argyll 123 

Inverness 1134325 23 611 50 

Cromarty 11 

Stirling 11114 

Aberdeen 14151112 16 

Orkney 22 

Shetland 549 

Perth 2131123 18 1113 37 

Moray 1113 

Nairn 224212 13 

Banff 111115 

Forfar 151119 

Fife 24121 24 11444 35 59 98 

Angus 2144241 18 

Kinross 112 

Bute 11 

Midlothian 11311622 17 

Lanark 1121231419 25 

Renfrew 2114 

Haddington 112 

Ayr 112 

East Lothian 1113 

Dumfries 112 

Roxburgh 1124 

Jersey 1 

England 14141 13 

Ireland 2111 10 1 18 19 53 

Totals by yr. 
of enlist- 
ment 68 28 21 17 36 10 85 9 22 16 16 15 22 38 13417 16 1 16 44 57 6ES 
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A hard care of the Battalion are Highlanders from Sutherland 

and these man provided the nucleus of NCO's and Sergeants. 68 

men still remained of those who had enlisted in 1799,65 of 

whom were barn in Sutherlandt 2 in Caithness and 1 in Ross. 

These 68 men alone provided 4 Corporals, 18 Sergeants and 

the Quarter Master of the Battaliong 6 
and they must have 

played a major part in shaping the character of the corps 

in 1820, Ten of these men who enlisted in 1799, while being 

born in Caithnessq Sutherland or Ross were attested at Ayr 

which would imply that they were men from the Sutherland 

Fenciblesq the remainder of the 1799 men being attested at 

Dunrobin, Golspieg Assint (sico)v Farrq Achnahiglishv 

Ardevang Kintradwellq Clynev Kildonang Loathq Bettyhill, 

Lairg, Darnoch and Craicag, 

By 1820 the average age of these men who had enlisted 

in 1799 wast howevert 41 years and 65 were discharged between 

1820 and November 1823, Two of themt Alexander Macpherson 

from Golspie and Angus Mackay from Sutherland, died at Cork 

in the spring of 1821 and Sergeant Robertson Gordon from 

Kildonan served on until the 24th Oanuary, 1828. Excepting 

Quarter Master Dallast the two men who died and Sergeant Major 

William Mackay from Loatht for whom there is no record, every 

one of these 1799 men received a pension from Kilmainham 

Hospital of between 7d and 1/11-2ýd per day. They were 

discharged as 'worn outst as tsupernumaries to the establishment' 

86d with opthalmiat wounds, rheumatism and pulmonary disease. 

6. Q. M. Alexander Dallast born Clynev Sutherland, enlisted 
1799 aged 23. Drum, Major 1814. Q. M. 1820-1824, 
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George Grant was 'blind in the right eye and worn out' while 

George Ross from Golspie still carried a musket ball in his 

left arm from the Battle of New Orleans in 1815 and was 'unable 

to March'. 

While this table essentially shows Isurvivors' as opposed 

to enlistmentsq it would appear to indicate that in 1799 the 

Regiment was primarily composed of men from Sutherland and that 

a recruiting 'drive' took place in 1805, prior to embarkation 

for the Cape of Good Hope, primarily in the counties of 

Sutherlandq Caithnessq Ross and Fife, 

From the Sutherland Estate Management papers it would 

seem that in 1805 Lady Stafford maintained strict control of 

recruiting parties operating in the estate area through her 

factor Colonel David Campbell. It is known that two Regiments 

had been recommended to the te nantst the 78th aýd one other 

unnamed Regiment. The unnamed Regiment was certainly not the 

79th Cameron Highlanders; 

"Colonel Campbell is directed to inform the 
Kildonan Tennants who furnished Recruits to 
Captain Cameron of the 79th in preference to 
the 78th recommended by Lady Stafford that 
they are not to expect to*be continued in 
their possessionsp and this notice to be 
given at the ensuing Martinmasso, 7 

The Sutherland recruits of 1805 came from the parishes of 

Kildonan (1)9 Dornoch (1)9 Clyne (21 Farr (3), Loath (2). Durness 

(2), Rogart (3), Creech (sic. ) (2) and Golspie (1). and it is 

by no means conclusive that the recruiting parties of the 93rd had 

the sanction of the estate or that the 93rd was the other named 

7. R. J. Adam (ed. ). Papers on Sutherland Estate Manaqement 
1802-1816 (Edinburgh: Scottish History Society, T. & A. 
Constable Ltd., 1972). vol. 1. pp. 3# 9. 
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Regimentq for in all those parishes with the exception of Kildonan 

and Loth there were other landownersq apart from Sutherland 

Estates, who could have provided recruits. 
a 

Uhat is certainly clear is that even as early as 18059 

if not bef oreq the estates had seen the dangers and the 

impossibility of using promises of security of tenure to attract 

recruits and that the idea of having an 'estate' Regiment had 

been abandoned# for large numbers of men were coming in that 

year from Fifeq Caithnessq Ross and Forfar, As far as the 

Estate was concernedg 

Oln 1804 and 1805 nothing more was done than to 
recommend Regiments, and to threaten not to give 
new leases to ten.. ants who gave recruits to other 
formations. It was the final withdrawal from the 
attempt to raise and maintain a regiment from the 
Sutherland estate alone". 9 

There appears to have been another recruiting tdrivel in 

1813# but-those men remaining in the Battalion in 1820 who enlisted 

in 1813 were probably not originally lst Battalion 93rd men. A sec- 

ond Battalion of the 93rd Highlanders was raised in 1813 for service 

in France: when peace was declared in 1814 the Second Battalion 

were sent to Newfoundland, returning the following year to be 

disbanded an 24th December 1815 when a large draft of men from 

the Second Battalion joined the First Battalion. The peaks in 

figures in 1813 show that Inverness# Perthand Fife were productive 

sources of recruitsl but of course these numbers are 'survivors, 

not all recruits. What is interesting is that recruiting is 

taking place in Sutherland in 1813 and the parishes where the men 

came from: 

Be R. J. Adam (ed. )q Papers on Sutherland Estate Manaqement 1802-1816 
(Edinburgh: Scottish History Societyq T. & A. Constable Ltd, t 1972)9 

Vol. lf P. xii. 

90 Ibid. 9 p. xxviii. 
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Recruits from the County of Sutherlaný 1813 

Golspie 2 

Assint (sic. ) 3 

Dornoch 3 

Rogart 5 

Loth 1 

Farr 3 

17 

Between 1811 and 1816 Uilliam Young held the position of 

Sutherland Estates Factor and his tactoring is marked primarily 

by the re-arrangement of estate tenanciesp which resulted in 

the removal of small tenants and the creation of sheep farms and 

muir settlements. In all the parishes where men were recruited 

in 18139 with the exception of Farr (Strathnaver) where the resetting 

did not commence until 1814t Young was altering the tenancy arrange- 

ments and effecting removals. In theory there should have been 

ample numbers of young men from the estate available for the 

recruiting parties. The fact that so few appear to have 

joined may be indicative of the hostility of the tenants or 

fprmer tenants to the Armyv whom they equated with the Estateg 

the fact that the estate was no longer encouraging recruiting 

by promises of security of tenure and the fact that the tenants 

saw that the promises were essentially temporary and were 

held by the Estate to expire like any other lease, and therefore 

gave no long term protection or security. It is noticeable that 

if there were any recruits from Kildonan in 1813, the scene of 

riots in that yeart hone of these recruits were still serving 

in the 93rd in 1820, 
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In general in 1820 from the figures in the Roll Book men 

from Sutherland predominate, the second largest group being Fifers. 

The connection here is through General Wemyss who was not only 

a cousin of the Countess of Sutherland but also "of Wemyss'19 

south of Cupar in Fifeq where he held large estates. 
10 Of 

the 24 meng howeverv who enlisted in 1805 for example from 

the county of Fifes only David Todd9a weavers was barn in Wemyss. 

The remainder are mainly Ilabourers' and 'weavers'; Perhaps 

some were sub-tenants or cotter hand loom weavers# but there is 

no indication that these men were ever subject to the kind of 

pressures or promises that had applied to the Sutherland recruits* 

Even allowing for the discrepancy in the age of enlistment 

caused by men not knowing their age or lying about it to obtain 

adult pay and reckoning of services the 93rd was in 1620 essentially 

. an told' Regiments 96 men having over 20years service. Of the 

remaindert men like 3ohn Rollo, a flax dresser from Dundee who 

enlisted in 1801, had already served for a year, in Rollo's 

case in the 'Princess Royal's Light Dragoons'. Others had 

seen service in the 72ndq 73rds 21stq the Elgin Fenciblesq the 

Ross and Cromarty Rangersq the Inverness Fencibles and the 

Caithness Highlanders. The enlistments of 1803 also included 

10 men from the Aberdeen Fencibles. 

Until 18099 all the men had enlisted for *unlimited services. 

The exception in that year is David Currie# a Renfrew weaver, who 

is stated as having enlisted for 21 years. 

1c), William Wemyss of Wamyssq Fifev Born 9.4.1760* Ensign 2nd Foot 
Guards 25.6ol777. Colonel 2nd Sutherland Fencibles 8.2.1779. 
Colonel 93rd Highlanders 25.8*1800* Died 4.2.1822. 

11. Currie was promoted Corporal 4.4olBO9 the day of his enlistment 
and Sergeant on 24,7,1815, He transferred to the 2nd West India 
Regiment on 25,5.1823 where he died as Lieutenant and Adjutant 
in 1824t aged 35. 
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In 18109 men, taking advantage of the limited servibe 

option introduced in 18069 began to enlist for shorter periodst 

mainly 10 and 11 yearsp but sometimes less, For example 

16 year old private John Sutherland from Clyneq Sutherlandq 

enlisted in 1811 for 9 years. He was duly discharged at Birr 

in 1820 the term of his service having expired andq although 

of good character# he was not recommended for a pension. 

Most men re-engaged for an 'unlimited period' when their 

short service had expired. James Rossq for examplev only 

9 years old and four foot high from Nigg, enlisted for sixteen 

years in 1813 and re-engaged for unlimited service in Antigua 

an 22nd December IB28 when he was a Sergeant and twenty-five 

years old. 
12 

By 1813 the short service period is being used 

by men over 18 years old with 7 years being a popular term 

of service. Approximately half the short service men 

re-engagedo 
13 

- There was thus a wide spectrum of age in the Regimant end 

amongst the boys were 5 Drummer Boys enlisted into the Regiment 

as volunteers from the Royal Hibernian Military School in 1818. 

Probably with a view to looking after and teaching the young 

lads of the Battaliong Lte Colonel Creagh enlisted 35 year old 

Thomas Fullert an Edinburgh teacherg who had formerly served 

12. Ross was eventually discharged an 2nd May 1848 #to reside and 
receive pension in Quebec', Canada* At the time he was suffering 
from chronic rheumatism but his condition had 'not been aggravated 
by vice or intemperencel, His discharge papers noted 'His character 
is good. He was tried on 3rd March 1829 (Regimental Court) for 
embezzlement of L69,16.9d sterling public money given to him to 
pay his Company, Sentenced to be reduced and to solitary confine- 
ment. ' WO/97/1020 James Ross 93rd. 

13. While the evidence from the 93rd Roll Book is far from conclusive, 
it would be wrong to say that limited service 'had little appealf, 
As far as the 93rd are concerned, it was popular. See Edward 
Spiers, The Army and Society 1815-1914 (London: Longmang 1980)9 
p. 52. 
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with the 84th Regiment and he served as School Master Sergeant 

until Sth September 1830. 

- In 1819 the 93rd was taking men with former service in 

other regular battalionso 3 of the 8 men coming from the 94th 

Regiment (The Scots Brigade), which was disbanded in Dublin 

in 1818. Transfers werst howeverg uncommon and all of these 

8 men had been discharged and re-enlisted as of new. 

It is interesting therefore to speculate an the demeanour 

and appearance of the Regiment in 1820 as gleaned from the 

information in the Roll Book. As far as health and- 

presentation is concerned the 93rd cannot be said to be in 

good heart for many man were quite simply old and ill, A 

sample of the causes of discharge of men enlisted before 1820 

is interesting. * 

Rheumatism 16 

Pulmonary Disease 10 
Ingurial (sic, ) hernia 3 
Ulcerated legs 1 
Wounds is 
Chronic dysentery 2 
Chronic hepatitis 6 
Bad feet .1 
Mental derangement 2 
Defect of vision 3 

Disease of the spleen I 

Disease of the testicle 1 

Disease of the anus I 

Opthalmia I 

Some men had a combination of complaints as for example 

3ohn Sutherland enlisted in 1800 and discharged in 1820 as a result 

of 'length of serviceg wounded in the left thighq fistuluous ulcer 

and worn out', Other men were worn outq unable to marcht insane 
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or sickly and the Regiment can hardly have presented an 

imposing sight or been militarily effective with such high 

numbers of ineffectives in relation to their overall strength, 

and such a high proportion of older men in the ranks. 

In the light of the events in Sutherland during the 

period 1799 to 1820 ahd the fact that the Regiment had once 

formed a part of the land policy of the estategit might be 

expected that either recruiting would have died out altogether 

in Sutherland as a logical corollary to tenant/estate hostilityg 

art alternatively that recruiting would have expanded in 

Sutherland when tenants and their families found themselves 

landless and in search of employment. In fact neither of 

these things seemsto have happened. Recruiting in Sutherland 

was reduced but continued; on the other hand perhaps as a result 

of the association in people's minds between the estate and the 

Regimentq the 93rd had no influx of landless Sutherland recruits 

and preferred to broaden the base of their recruiting to other 

Highland counties and the developing Lowland towns and cities. 

Had the Regiment not been required for duties in Ireland 

it seems possible that they might have been completely disbanded 

in 18159 taking into account their lossesp healthq combat 

potential and recruiting circumstances. 
14 In retrospect the 

whole situation an the estate and the link with the recruiting 

to the 93rd has all the ingredients of possible mutinyq but 

there was no mutiny and the Regiment was probably reprieved 

by Wemyss himself who did not die until 1822, by which time 

British Colonial obligations required more not less Regiments. 

14. Compareq for example, the disbandment in 1818 of the 94th 
(The Scots Brigade). 
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The Roll Book also betrays nothing of the kind of 

tension and concern that must have existed in the Regiment 

particularly amongst the men from Sutherland, at the time 

of their return from America in 1815 when they must have learnt 

of some of the clearances and removals that had taken place, 

However there is no indication of any increase in desertion, 

or of men being punished or dismissed for mutinous conduct. 

Finally how many of the men from Sutherland who enlisted 

prior to 1820 and who returned to their homes or home area 

is unknown* The Rent roll of small tenants on Reay Estate at 

Martinmas 1822 15 lists one'soldier' William Gunng five 'Pensioners'q 

Hugh Mackays Donald McLeodq Donald Caldert Donald Mackay and 

Robert Mackayt and three 'Pipers' Angus Campbellt John McLeod 

and George McLeod, While the Pipers may not have been military 

pipers the pensioners were almost certainly discharged soldiers. 

Unfortunately because of the persistent recurrence of certain 

surnames and christian names it is not possible*to connect 

clearly any of these tenants with soldiers' names in the, 

Descriptive Roll Book of the 93rd. 

One man who certainly did return to Sutherland was Private 

Alexander Murray son of George Murray of Creach (sic. )* Alexander 

Murray enlisted on the 9th of November 1605 aged 21, having been 

born at Rogart an Bth November 1784. While his service details 

are in the Descriptive Roll Bookq in the back cover of the Roll 

15. Rent Roll of Small Tenants Reay Estate Martinmas 1822. 
Sutherland Estate Papersq National Library of Scotland 313/3478, 
There were also two 'Pensioners' and one 'Veteran' amongst the 
small tenants of Assynt in 1831-32 and nine IPensionersIq all 
with the surname McKay amongst the small tenants of Farr in 
1B33. None of these can be matched with any certainty with 
men in the Roll Book, NLS/313/2236 and 2259. 
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Book is Murray's Soldier's Small Book or Account Bookq 16 

which gives additional information on him. Murray was 

born in Rogart but in 1827 gives his next of kih as his 

father who was then residing in Creech (sic. ). Alexander 

was attested in Inverness in 1805 and was finally approved 

an reaching the Battalion in the Isle of Wight when he 

received the remaining half of his bounty which totalled 

sixteen guineas. He presumably served in the Cape of Good 

Hope and at the Battle of New Orleansý although there is no 

record of this, He was certainly in St. Kitts in the West 

Indies in 1827 where the account book was issued to him on 

24th November, Murray was in hospital in Barbados in June 

1828 and with sixteen shillings and nine pence standing at the 

credit of his account he was sent homb and discharged from the 

Invalid Depot at Chatham on the 13th August 1828. Because of 

his good character he received an out pensiont and he returned 

to Sutherland sometime before 1832, His account book must have 

been a treasured possession because he used it along with his 

discharge certificate to obtain his pensiont but he carefully 

wrote in it as one might write in a family bible: 

*Margaret Murray was barn an the 6th of November 
1812 and Married to AlexZ Murray on the 14th 
December 1832 in the church of Creich 
John her brother Married on the 23rd of August 1833 
George was born on the 14th December 1833 
Donald on the llth August 1835 
Jennet (sic. ) on the 2nd October 1837 
Anne on the 14th of October 1839 (this is scored 
out so presumably Anne died) 
Christy llth August 1841 17 
Alexy- an the 20th May 1848". 

He also. recallsq 
Ithe Duke of Sutherland Died 19th July 1833 buried an 
the 31st', 18 

16. Soldiers Small Book or Account Book of Alexrb Murray Number 1 
Company Service Battalion 93rd Regiment 9 ASHRM. 

17. Ibid. 
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Murray's case illustrates the length of service of these 

soldiers and the fact that many remained Private soldiers and 

were also unmarried. It is unlikely that Murray returned 

to Sutherland between 1805 and 1828 and his return must have 

been a difficult and emotional experience. He probably 

received about I/- per day as a pension but it would not 

have been easy for him to support himself, his young wife 

and family on this sum especially as it seems he was 54 

when their last child was born. In view of his age and 

23 years service mostly spent overseas it seems unlikely 

that he would have been able to work at anything more 

than a very small holding. 
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The figures from 1820 to 1628 provide a more detailed 

look at recruitingg as opposed to those already serving in 

the Regiment, Because there is no recorded death or discharge 

earlier than 1820 the book was probably made up about 

this. time,, and the total figures of 688 from the book (in 

Table I) and 688 in War Office Records correspond. 
19 - 

Table 119 howeverg shows an interesting change of emphasis 

in recruiting. The Sutherland men are not being replaced in 

the Regiment, but Highland men in general are still the mainstay 

of recruitmentq Caithness# Inverness and Perth dominating, The 

Fife connection provides the second largest single group and 

Lanark is dominant amongst the Lowland counties. Englishmen 

are few until the intake of General Service men from the 4th 

(The King's Own Royal) Regiment on 25th February 1826 in Antiguat 

This draft included 6 Canadians and 4 Irishmeng a total of 25* 

21 of these men were deserters from a variety of other regimentst 

none of them Scottish or Highland. 4 were 'commuted' men, They 

can have had very little in common with the men of the 93rd and 

were without doubt reluctant soldiers, Although they were 

comparatively small in numbersq their influence caused endless 

discipline problems# as witnessed by Lt. Colonel Duncan 

MacGregor in his evidence to the Commission an Military 

Punishment. 

19. WO/17/346 
93rd Sutherland Highlanders 1820 

Sgts. CPls. Drummers Privates 

English 4 14 

Scotch 34 28 15 540 

Irish 123 47 

35 30 22 601 688 
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"From what we suffered in the West Indiest I' 
am quite sure that the great increase of crime 
there was caused by the uniong to all the Corps 
in those islandst of a number of military 
convicts9 men of most abandoned habitsp whose 
punishment in their own regimentst in different 
parts of the worldp had been commuted for service 
in the West Indies. A certain number of these 
culprits were attached to the 93rd, and remained 
incorporated with it during the time we were in 
that country, Although the intention was without 
doubt that we should be the means of reforming 
them, yet the consequence wasl that their 
presence and example were most destructive to 
usn, 20 

This system of drafting was contrary to the whole ethos of 

the Highland Regiments, In the 93rd, the men had initially 

been organised in platoons and companies by parish of origing 

bringing about considerable social control which had the effect 

of nullifying the most severe aspects of contemporary military 

punishment. Not a single man of the Light Company was reputed 

to have been punished between 1799 and 1819, Between 1808 and 

1814p The Thin Red Line Almanac records, 

*Severe punishments were unnecessaryg and so rare 
was the commission of crime that twelve or even 
fifteen months were known to have elapsed thout 
a single court martial in the Regiment, % 

Ai 

The combination of the wider spread of recruiting, the 

lessening of the more personal. aspects of recruiting, the 

alcoholic temptations of garrison servicet particularly in the 

West Indidsq the discharge of all the remaining original recruits 

and the intake of unconnected and unenthusiastic general service 

men, all combined to change the character of the Regiment and 

the original very close relationship between recruiting, the 

land$ personal service and mutual acquaintance. 

20. PP 1836 xxii c59 p. 101# paras 18069 

21. The Thin Red Line Almanac (Edinburgh: W. & A, K, 3ohnston 
Ltd. t 1908)9 p. 9. 
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The War Officet while they accepted that 'a Highland 

Corps' recruited mainly in the Highlands, lookedt it would 

seem, at figuresq costs and establishments. Recruiting in 

the Highlands was without doubt slow, competing against other 

regiments, migrationt emigration and a peace-time lack of 

enthusiasm, Regimentst howeverv whoever they wereq had to 

be filled up to establishment to be effective for duty. 

These-transfers and draftings continued therefore to 

cause problems of cohesion and discipline and it is to the 

great credit of the Highland Regiments that the spirit created 

by the original men lived on, Colonel Douglas Haig (later 

Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig) commented in his evidence to 

the Royal Commission on the South African War on the subject 

of esprit de corps, 

Question: Take the Highland Regiments; do you 
know whether the men of those regiments are 
entirely Highlanders? 
Cale Haig: I fancy that there are a good many 
Highlanders in them; anyhow they have got the 
traditionsq and Englishmen joining get to belie 

, 
ve 

they are Scotsmen. There is a little leaven 
Highlanders that leavens the lot. 22 

One of the reasons why recruiting in the 93rd in the 1820s 

became so urgent was losses through deathq which reached serious 

proportions after the 93rd arrived in the West Indies in three 

transports on the 14th, 17th and 21st December 1823. A further 

two Companies arrived on the 9th January 1824 and the Battalion 

remained stationed here until the spring of 1834. 

22. PP 1904 XL C 1789, 
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TABLE III CHAPTER 3 

RECORDED CASUALTIES OF THE 93rd FROM THE SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS 
DESCRIPTIVE ROLL BOOK, 1820-1833 

f igures 
unreliable 

64 
0 

cl c CD 
c3 41 

4am 
0 P-1 CM gn -cr tn to C, to CA C -4 N tn >c 13 
N C14 04 N 04 C14 (14 NN C*4 r) M t) r) 94 x 
co co Go co (D co co co co CZ) co co co co CD C0 
-. 4 1.4 --4 ý4 .4 -1 ý4 1-4 1.4 ý4 -4 -1 I-f --I tn z 

Discharqes 

Receiving 11 yrs pay 2 

Worn out, length of 
servicat time expired, 75 82 56 75 10 27 28 38 28 21 10 
unfit, supernumerary 

Deaths 3 10 
. 

11 6 20 21 27 22 24 39 61 25 

Transfers 289 17 1511241 

Buyinq Out 14221223 

Deserters 
Not Returned 

Drummed Out 1 

Dismissed 1 

Shot by Sentence 
of Court Martial 

Claimed by Militia I 

Promoted to Officer 11111 

57 

I 

1 

1 (1835) 

Totals by Year 82 103 86 103 34 54 56 66 55 64 75 33 11 390 60 

Comparative recruiting 
figures by year 70 49 62 55 48 30 127 94 38 2 

1 390 

Summaryi Total from recruitment figures 1799-1831 1263 
Total casualties recorded 1263 
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As can be seen from the table of Recorded Casualties, prior 

to leaving the Battalion had prepared itself for foreign service 

and there are obvious indications of a weeding out process before 

embarkation, older men and those unfit and unable to march being 

discharged, together with those undersize or otherwise unacceptable 
23 in the ranks, Discharges thereafter remained fairly constantq 

although they too were probably affected by West Indian servicet 

as chronically sick men who were unable to recover their health# 

even in a more moderate climatet were discharged. In 1823 

many of the older men with long service and good character 

transferred into the lst Royal Veteran Battalion. 

After 18249 however, it was not long before deaths began 

to increase to a total recorded in the Roll Book of 61 in 1830, 

With the West Indian health reputation, it is hardly surprising 

that recruiting was affectedq particularly in terms of the standard 

and age of men accepted. 

Some interesting information is available with regard to the 

service of the 93rd in the West Indies in a Report of 1837-1838 

by Captain Alexander M, Tulloch, 45th Regiment 24 
and, combined 

with the details from the Roll Book9a much more detailed picture 

can be obtained of the kind of life a recruit or serving soldier 

could expect to find in the West Indies between 1823 and 1834. 

The West Indies was divided into four commands, the Windward 

and Leeward Islands, Jamaicaq Bahamas and Honduras. The 93rd 

were stationed in the Windward and Leeward command which included 

British Guiana# Trinidadq Tobagog Grenadaq St. Vincent, Barbadosp 

23, See Table of Recorded Casualtiest P* 102. 

24, PP 1837-3B XL c596. Statistical Report an the Sicknessq 
Mortality and Invalidity Among the Troops in the West Indies. 
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. 
St. Lucia with the small nearby island of Pigeon Island, 

Dominicaq Antiguag Monserratt St. Kitts with Nevis and Tortola. 25 

Geographically Trinidado Tobagog St. Lucia and Dominica are 

mountainous while Antigua and Barbados are lowq barren and 

rocky. The temperature ranges between 820F and 79 0F with a 

rainfall of between 60 and 70 inches per annum. Hurricanes 

can occur between August and the end of October and there 

are basically two wet and two dry seasons. In 1831 a 

hurricane in Barbados killed 36, injured 253 and damaged 

practically every building on the island. 

There is some conflict as to where exactly the 93rd 

were in the Windward and-Leeward Islands. The Report of 

. 
1837-1838 gives certain stations, but from the Roll Book 

lists of the re-engagementsq discharges and deaths it is 

obvious that there were many small detachments and that the 

Regiment was only really all together at the beginning and 

end of their service in the command, Movement between the 

islands was by Garris8n or Regimental Canoe or hired transport 
26 

sailing ships but it is not the method of transport which is 

notable but the distances involved between islands and the 

resulting isolation of the small detachments. 

25. See map of Windward and Leeward commandq Appendix 1 (6), 

26. Regimental Order Book Left Wing 93rd Highlanders 
Marne Bruce I Dominica., 1830ý-183Z. ASHRMt Sb 17. 
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LOCALITIES OF THE 93rd SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS 1823-1833 

Date 1837-1838 Report Roll Book Additions 

1823 Barbados 

1824 Barbados 

1825 Barbados 

1826 Barbados Monserrat 

Antigua St, Kitts 

1827 Antigua Monserrat 

St. Kitts 

1828 Antigua St, Kitts 

Barbados 

1829 Antigua St. Kitts 

1830 Antigua Dominica 

St, Lucia Pigeon Island 

St. Kitts 

1831 St, Lucia Pigeon Island 

Dominica 

1832 St. Lucia 

Barbados 

1833 Barbados 

1834 Barbados 

The 93rd shared their stations with negroest plantersq black 

troops of the West Indian Regimentt convicts and other British 

Regiments. The barracks were mainly stone or brick buildings 

of large apartments with a hospital attached built high on a hill 

and above the sea as it was commonly believed that the prevalent 

fevers and diseases were caused by the 'influence of miasma 

from the South American continent'. 
27 Sometimes the barracks 

were situated in f orts or bomb proof casemates. 

Prior to 18279 22 to 23 inches were allowed per man in these 

27. PP 1837-1838 XL C596 p. 102. 
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barrack rooms and hammocks were used until the introduction 

of iron bedsteads in that year* 
28 The barracks were generally 

'in a great state of dillapidation before 18301 when improve- 

ments of a sort were commenced using largely military labour#29 

As regards food, 

"In most of the Corps the soldier has two 
meals; breakfast consisting of a pint of 
cocoa and his ration bread and dinner 
consisting either of fresh meat made into 
brothq with vegetables or the salt meat 
boiled into soup with the peas and eaten 
with yams or potatoesn, 30 

The soldier was issued with a gill of rum daily but they could 

always acquire native spirits, The men were not permitted to 

work in the heat of the day and Tulloch reportedt 

... black troops take most of the guards 
as are most likely to prove pre udicial 
to the health of the whitesit, 31 

Musters of the wings and detachments of the Regiment together 

with local pensioners took place at the end of every month and 

the men were marched to church parade every Sunday, but in general 

activity and work during the heat of the day was actively 

discouraged. There were however numerous guardsq work parties 

and artillery duties 32 to perform. 

There was apparently no understanding of aspects of sanitationg 

clean water and the transmission of diseases, and the death ratios 

were high. Both officers and men added to these ratios by 

excessive drinking and indiscriminate sexual relations with negro 

and mulatto women* 

The recorded deaths in the 93rd Regiment (from War Office 

28. PP 1837-1838 XL c5969 p. 4. 
29. Ibidq p. 5 and Regimental Order Book Left Wing 93rd Highlanders 

1830--18329 M. cit. 
30. PP 1837-1838 XL c596 p*59 
31. Ibidq p. 4. 
32* Regimental Order Book Left Wing 93rd Highlanders 1830-1832. 
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monthly returns) are given in the 1837-1838 Report* 

RECORDED DEATHS OF THE 93rd REGIMENT9 BY YEAR AND MONTH 
WITH THE REGIMENTAL STRENGTH, WINDWARD AND LEEWARD 

ISLANDS . 1823-1834 33 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

1823 Strength 508 
Deaths 

tn 

cc LAj 

1824' S 507 506 505 502 499 497 487 485 484 481 478 478 
D122131222 16 

1825 S 478 507 496 515 513 517 502 500 . 493 491 489 489 
D4511322 18 

1826 S 497 504 501 504 502 497 497 463 462 463 461 459 
D21323s122 21 

1827 S 516 512 512 510 507 475 472 451 449 449 448 520 
D1411332212 20 

1828 S 519 518 51-5 512 511 480 478 476 475 473 526 523 
D12312112243 22 

1829 S 519 513 -511 510 504 478 475 474 471 467 466 462 
D242253313314 33 

1830 S 511 508 505 498 491 485 469 466 459 456 451 445 
D233576 10 37346 59 

1831 S 481 478 476 473 472 462 457 452 448 444 442 439 
D33313553432 35 

1832 S 431 492 483 478 475 437 430 426 417 409 406 405 
DB36347536531 54 

1833 S 402 403 400 397 395 537 503 503 502 383 380 378 
D22212111231 18 

1834 S 376 377 258 
D12 3 

299 

33. PP 1836-1837 X C596 p. 33. 
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The fluctuations in strength reflect incoming or outgoing 

drafts of men# desertion and death, The causes of death are 

not broken down by individual Regiments but Include: 

Fevers 
Diseases of the Lungs 
Diseases of the stomach and Bowels 
Diseases of the Brain i. e. delirium tremens 
Dropsies 
Rheumatic affections 
Venereal disease 
Abcosses and ulcers 
Wounds and injuries 
Diseases of the eyes 
Diseases of the skin 
All others 34 Fevers 

Unfortunately the Roll Book does not record cause of death, 

except in a few casesl especially incidents of drowning such as 

Hugh Chisholm from Urquhartq Inverness who was drowned at Pigeon 

Island on the 24th November 1830, 

Comparingg therefore, the 'casualty' figures from the Roll 

Book with those deaths recorded in the War office Returnst the 

Roll Book does show the trend but there are discrepancies in the 

numbers* It is interesting that the figures in the Roll Book 

of deaths between 1824 and 1830 are consistently higher than the 

numbers in the War Office returns, but why this should be is not 

clear. 

The two sets of death figures and the location details do 

bring outt howeverg the fact that Antiguag St. Kittst Dominicaq 

St,,, Lucia and Pigeon Island were particularly unhealthy stations 

while Barbados was a station where fewer deaths occurred. There 

are 14 recorded deaths of men of the 93rd on Pigeon Island alone where 

the garrison can only have comprised 15 to 20 soldiers and in 

34. PP 1836-1837 XL c 596 pp. 39-40. 
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addition it would seem that the 93rd were only on the island 

in 1830 and 1831. 

Pigeon Island lies near St. Lucia and is approximately 

I mile long x 14 mile wide comprising a conical mountain 

with a steep cliff to the sea and a gradual slope behind. 

There was here a small barrack of two apartments and a 

hospital of 3 wards built in the heavily forested landscape. 

The island was particularly noted for fevers and diseases of 

the bowels. 35 

Transfers an the table of recorded casualties from the 

Descriptive Roll Book reflect the preparation of the Regiment 

for foreign service in 1821,1822 and 1823, Thereafter 

transfers out are few although it is noticeable that men are 

obviously transferring to another regiment in order to stay 

in the West Indies. Perhaps they had married or alternatively 

had no wishv for whatever reasong to return to Scotland* An 

example is William Henderson from Halkirk in Caithnessp who 

enlisted in 1822 and transferred to the lSt West Indian Regiment 

on Christmas Day 1829, 

Men were permittsd to buy out at a cost set on a sliding 

scale and those men who are recorded as buying out between 

1824*and 1831 presumably remained in the West Indies. Sergeant 

George Gunnq from Kildonan'who enlisted in 1822 purchased his 

discharge at St. Lucia an 10th March 1831 for L18. Even a 

sergeant was unlikely to have this sum of money and it is possible 

that Gunn was either giveý or borrowed money from a potential 

employer. 

35. PP 1836-1837 XL c 596 p. 29. 
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Higher numbers of deserters not retuined would be 

expected particularly in Ireland and the figures here may 

well be inaccurate. It is clear, howeverg that desertion 

in the Windward and Leeward Islands was virtually impossible. 

The low numbers of losses by punishment i. e. drumming outt 

dismissal or execution say a great deal about the character 

of the Regiment whog in spite of heavy losses in America, 

unique circumstances in their recruiting area and unsavoury 

duties in Ireland and the West Indiest maintained a remarkable 

discipline* In 1826 Lt. Colonel Duncan MacGregor assumed 

command and he is known to have been against contemporary 

harsh military punishmentt particularly flogging. 36 

One man is claimed by the Militia and six men who enlisted 

as private soldiers are recorded in the Roll Book as becoming 

commissioned officers. The most notable of these is William 

Macdonald from Lairgq Sutherlandt who enlisted aged 16 in 1812 

for 9 years service. At Birr in 1820 he re-engaged for 

unlipited service having risen in 1817 to the rank of Corporal 

and in 1819 to the rank of Sergeant. He was appointed Sergeant 

Major in 1824t commissioned Quarter Master in 1826 and held the 

post of Lieutenant and Adjutant of the 93rd between 1827 and 

1847, 

Two men were discharged receiving 11 years, pay andgalthough 

there is no further explanation of this in the Roll Book? these men 

probably were permitted to commute their pay and pension as men 

wishing to become settlers in the Colonies in terms of the War 

Office Memorandum of 1831.37 

36, PP 1836 XXII c 59 p. 98 para, 1764. 
Evidence of Lt. Cal, Duncan MacGregor. 

37, WO/43/542, 
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The table of recorded casualties brings out the relative 

importance of such incidents as buying outq deserters not 

returned and man drummed outq aspects which often attract 

considerable and frequently subjective attention. 

The indications are that in the 93rd drumming out was 

used as an absolute last resortl the process not only bringing 

disgrace an the individualg but also discredit to the Regiment. 

In 1820g Donald Baillie from Clyne in Sutherlandq who enlisted 

in 1809 as a 14 year old drummer boy9 was drummed out, 'bearing 

the marks of punishment and being a notorious thief'. He 

received only a protecting certificate, 

William Smith of Reay in Sutherlandt was shot by sentence 

of a General Court Martial on 25th May 1827, He had probably 

committed murder but the surviving Judge AdvocatA records do 

not state the nature of his crime. 
38 Francis McNamara and 

Patrick Irwin were drummed out of the 93rd in April 1827. 

These two men were 'considered no longer fit to remain in 

His Majesty's Service having been guilty of unnatural and 

polluted crimes when on detachment at St, Kitts* ... I This 

wording from the Descriptive Roll Book implies that these men 

were Court Martialed for sodomy, but again no case papers 

survive. These dramatic and interesting cases detract from 

the 660 men or so in the Battalion, who served in their duty 

without major incident of this kind. 

There is plenty of evidence in the Roll Book too, of the 

opportunities for social advancement which the Army provided. 

While a great majority of men were content (or perhaps only 

capable) to serve as a private soldierv when men showed 

38. WO/81/69. 
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responsibility and trustworthiness there were opportunities 

open to them as Drummers, NCO's, Sergeants and Officers, with 

combatant and non-combatant Commissions. 

William Holme and David Holme, both from Kirkmichael, 

Ross, (possibly brothers) aged 18 and 13 respectively in 1810 

when they enlisted, were flabourerst. They became Corporals 

in 1825 and subsequently Sergeants, George McDonald assumed 

the position of Paymaster Sergeant an 26th October 1826; he 

too was a Ilabourer', To be appointed to the post he would have 

to have been able to writeg in a hand few could emulate today, 

read and add. He would have had to prove his responsibility 

and trustworthinesst for although the whole pay system was 

riddled with 'Perksig and inadequaciesg outright fraud or 

incompetence was not tolerated, 

When Alexander Dallas from Clyne enlisted in 17999 he was 

already 23. He was appointed Sergeant an 30th March 1806 and 

was probably made Drum Major at this time, The Roll records 

that he was appointed Sergeant Major an 21st October 1817 and 

was finally appointed *Quarter Master with the Regimentt, an 

31st August 1820, He went on to the Half Pay List in 1824. 

As a flabourertg enlisted by Major General Wemyss himselfg 

this man had advanced materially and socially bey*ond any 

reasonable expectations he may have had, had he remained in. 

Sutherland, 39 

From the Descriptive Roll Book it is possible. to build up 

a picture not only of who was in the Regiment in 1820 but who was 

recruiting from that dateg where they were recruiting and where 

the recruits were born and where attested, 

39. It is interesting to note that these details of Quarter Master 
Dallas do not entirely correspond with those given in The Thin 
Red Line Almanac; and it would seem from other names which appear 
in the Roll Book but not in the Almanacq that the Roll Book 

was not available to the Almanac compilers in 1908, 
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RECRUITERS, PLACES OF ATTESTATION AND BIRTHPLACE 
OF RELATIVE RECRUITS IN THE 93rd HIGHLANDERS 
1820-1828 TAKEN FROM THE 93rd DESCRIPTIVE ROLL BOOK 

Nairn, Forres, Miltoun 

Ounfermline 

Glasgow 

Kirkcaldy 

Naas 

Thurso 

Nairn, Forres, Swardale, 
Aldearn 
Dunfermline 
Edinburgh 
Kirkcaldy 
Thurso 
Inverness 
Turrif f 
Kyleakin 

1822 Lt. Sutherland Thurso 
Sgt. Bruce Thurso 
Sgt. Gilchrist Perth 

Date Recruiter 

1820 Ensign Sutherland 

Sgt. Wardlaw 

Sgt. F. Macdonald 

Sgt. Todd 

Lt. Col. Creagh 

Sgt. Bruce 

1821 Ensign Sutherland 

Sgt. Wardlaw 
Sgt. F. Macdonald 
Sgt. Todd 
Sgt. Wm. Bruce. 
Sgt. Macbeth 
Sgt. Gilchrist 
Sgt. Sutherland 

Place where Recruits 
then Attested 

Birthplace of relative 
recruits 

Nairn, Inverness, Sutherlan. d, 
Moray, Ross 
Fife, Angus, Perth, Dumbarton, 
Linlithgow, Midlothian 

Lanark, Aberdeen, Renfrew, 
Dunfermline 
Moray, Fife, Perth, Durham, 
Aberdeen 
Cape of Good Hope, Dublin, Cork, 
Ross, Sutherland 
Sutherland 

Ross, Moray, Sutherland, 
Cromarty Inverness 
Fife, Perth, Peebles 
Linlithgow, Lanark 
Fife 
Sutherland, Caithness 
Inverness 
Aberdeen 
Inverness 

Sutherland, Caithness 
Caithness 
Cromarty, Perth, Inverness, 
Moray, Forfar 
Ross, Inverness 
Forfar, Perth, Angus, Galloway# 
Nairn, Ross, Kincardinat 
Inverness 

Sgt. H. Sutherland Taint Portree, Kyleakin 
Sgt. R. N(? ) Gordon Nairn, Aberdeen, Inverness 

1823 Lt. Sutherland 
Sgt. Bruce 
Sgt. Gilchrist 
Sgt. Sutherland 
Sgt. R. Gordon 

Cpl. Murray 
Pte. D. Ross 
Pte. John Fraser 
Pte. H. Mackay 
L/Cpl. McDonald 
Cpl. McPherson 

Thurso 
Thurso 
Perth 
Dornoch 
Inverness, Aberdeen 

Nairn 
Banf f 
Glasgow, Perth 
Thurso 
Perth 
Thurso 

Caithness, Sutherland 
Sutherland, Caithness 
Forfar, Fife, Essex, Perth 
Nairn 
Ross, Kincardine, Inverness, 
Sutherland 
Moray 
Banff 
Fife, Perth 
Sutherland 
Perth 
Sutherland 
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Date Recruiter 

1824 Lt. Gordon 
Sgt. W. Bruce 
Sgt. Gilchrist 
Sgt. Sutherland 
Sgt. R. Gordon 
Cpl. Murray 
Pte John Fraser 
Pte. H. Mackay 
L/Cpl. McDonald 

Cpl. McPherson 
Pte. Geo. McDonald 
Sgt. A. Fraser 
Cpl. 1. Grant 
Pte. Neil McLeod 
L/Cpl. McKenzie 
Drummer Oas. McKay 
Pts. Jes. Shaw 

Lt. Brownings 
(Rifle Brigade) 

Place where Recruits 
then Attested 

Thurso 
Thurso, Brora 
Perth, Edinburgh 
Portree 
Inverness, Campbeltown 
Nairn 
Perth 
Thurso 
Dunkeld, Perth, Falkland, 
Edinburgh 
Thurso 
Thurso 
Perth 
Forres 
Inverness 
Dundee, Perth 
Inverness 
Forres 

Limerick 

Cpl. Blair (21st Foot) Nenagh 
Sgt. Russell " to Nenagh 
Sgto Aughey of It Adart 
Cpl. Breen to of Adart 

1825 Sgt. Wm. Bruce Thurso 
Sgt. Gilchrist Edinburgh 
Sgt. - Gordon Dingwall 
Cpl. H. Mackay Thurso 
Cpl. W. McDonald Perth 
Sgt. H. McPherson Edinburgh 

Acting Cp. McDonald Perth 
Sgt. Fraser Perth 
Cpl. McKenzie Edinburgh 
Drummer Oas. Mackay Inverness 
Sgt. W. Brown Thurso 

Pta. Hugh Watson 72nd Edinburgh 
Sgt. Major Best Loudon 

1826 Sgt. Bruce Thurso 
Sgt. Rt. Gordon Inverness 
Cpl. Mackay Thurso 
Sgt. McDonald (F or 3) Perth 
Sgt. McPherson tdinburgh, Cupar 
Cpl. McDonald Perth 
Drummer J. Mackay Dingwall 
Cpl. -L/Sgt. Murray Tain 
Acting Sgt. Maj. Ward- Perth 

law 
Cpl. Grant 
Acting Cpl. - Cpl. 

Cupar, Edinburgh 

Peddie Perth 
Cpl. Morgan Aberdeen 
Pte. McLeod Tain 

Birthplace of relative 
recruits 

Caithness 
Sutherland, Caithness, Ross 
Perth, Lanark, Somerset 
Inverness 
Inverness, Ross 
Moray 
Banff 
Caithness 
Berwick, Perth, Fife 

Caithness 
Sutherland 
Perth, Fife 
Moray 
Inverness 
Fife, Perth 
Sutherland 
Moray 

Limerick 
ow-lit4form frnm 

Tipperary 
Clare other Regiments 

Limerick 
Limerick, Longfordj 

Caithness, Sutherland 
Midlothian 
Ross 
Sutherland 
Perth, Angus 
Perth, Peeblesq Lanark, 
Donn, Aberdeen 
Perth 
Perth 
Lanarkshire 
Sutherland 
Caithness 

Lanark Recruiters from 
Renfrew 

3 

other Regiments 

Sutherland, Caithness 
Moray 
Sutherland 
Perth, Sutherland, Argyll 
Fife, Perth 
Forfar, Perth 
Sutherland 
Stirlingo Sutherland 
Perth, Forfar, Fife, Donegal, 
Manchester, Dorset, Haddington 
Fife, Edinburgh, Lanark 

Fife, Perth 
Cape of Good Hope 
Ross 
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Date Recruiter Place where Recruits 
then Attested 

1826 Pte. Anthony Simpson Perth 

(contd. ) Pte. John Ferguson Perth 
Pte. John Smith Perth 
Pte. Jas. Scot Perth 
Cpl. Gunn Perth 
Pte. D. Yeaman Perth 
Pte. 3. Robertson Perth 
Pte. T. Wilson Perth 
Pte. Alex. Grant Perth 
Pte. R. Scott Perth 
Pte. 0. Stevenson Perth 
Cpl. Malcolm Aberdeen 
Pte. G. Fraser Thurso, Tain 
Pts. W. Munro Aberdeen 
Pte. A. Noble Aberdeen 

, Pte. A. Spence Perth 
Acting Cpl. A. Smith Perth 
Pte. Alexr. Ross Perth 
Pte. Neasmith Perth 

H. Sutherland 
(Piper 78th) Edinburgh 

Sgt. 0. Mackay 25th Edinburgh 

Birthplace of relative 
recruits 

Perth, Lanark 
Perth 
Perth, Angus 
Forfar 
Fife, Forfar 
Forfar 
Perth 
Forfar 
Forfar 
Forfar 
Forfarg Lanark, Fife 
Kincardine 
Sutherland, Ross 
Aberdeen 
Aberdeen 
Fife 
Angus 
Sutherland 
Stirling 

Sutherland Recruiters from 
Roxburgh other Regiments 

In this year the Depot Companies were probably formed 
at Pertht moving sometime in 1827 to Glasgow. 

1827 Sgt. Bruce Thurso 
Sgt. Mackay Golspie 
Sgt. (J? ) McDonald Glasgow 
Sgt. McPherson Edinburgh 
Cpl. 1. McDonald Perth 
Sgt. Wardlaw Perth 

Acting Sgt. Morgan Aberdeen 
Sgt. A. Gunn Wick, Thurso 
Pte. J. Robertson Perth 
Pte. Jas. Stevenson Perth 
Cpl. Munro 
Cpl. A. Ross 
Sgt. Munro 
Pts. R. Peters 
Pts. W. Hutcheson 
Cpl. Gowans (? ) 
Pts. A. McIntosh 
Pts. H. Davidson 
Pte. A. Cameron 
Pte. W. Morrison 
Cpl. Johnstone 
Pts. James Nelson 
Pts. N. McLeod 
Pte. Wm. Rogers 
Pte. Gilmore 
Pte* Jas. Grant 
Pts. D. Black 
Pte. W. Christie 
Recruit Oas. Gunn 
Cpl. I. Grieve 
Pte. A. Douglas 
Pte. W. Campbell 

Glasgow 
Dingwall 
Edinburghl Glasgow, Paisley 
Perth 
Glasgow 
Perth 
Perth 
Perth 
Perth 
Perth 
Glasgow 
Glasgow 
Dingwall 
Perth 
Glasgow 
Perth 
Glasgow 
Perth 
Thurso 
Edinburgh 
Perth 
Thurso 

Caithness 
Sutherland 
Inverness, Lanark 
Lanark 
Kent 
Lanark, Forfar, Renfrew, Fife, 
Lancaster, Kingsp Aberdeen, 
Dumbarton, Galloway, Stirling 
Aberdeen, Kincardine, rarfar 
Sutherland, Caithness 
Moray, Perth 
Perth 
Ayr, Lanark 
Ross 
rife, Ayr, Donn, Inverness 
Perth 
Dumbarton, Lanark 
rife 
Perth 
Stirling 
Fife 
Perth 
Hants 
Lanark 
Ross 
Angus, Perth 
Renfrew 
Perth 
Lanark 
Fife 
Caithness 
Linlithgow, Galloway 
Forfar 
Sutherland 
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Date Recruiter Place where Recruits 
then Attested 

1827 Pts. M. Shannon Glasgow 
(contd. ) Pte. 0. M, McMillan Glasgow 

Pte. W. Peacock Glasgow 
Pte. W. Taylor Glasgow 
Pts. G. Gilchrist Glasgow 
Pte. A. McLennan- Glasgow 
Pte. 3 or I(? ) Wood Glasgow 
Pts. D. Fraser Glasgow 
Cpl. Cunningham Glasgow 
Pts. 3. Provan Glasgow 
Pte. George Mackay Glasgow 
Pte. Douglas Skigh Glasgow 

1828 Sgt. I or 3 McDonald Glasgow 
Sgt. Gunn Wick 
Sgt. Munro Inverness 
Pts. Donald Black Glasgow 
Pte. G. Gordon Inverness 
Pte. 3. Mackay Aberdeen 
pte. J. Malcolm Aberdeen 
Pte 3. McLeod Glasgow 
Acting Sgt. Mackay Inverness 
Pte. Alex. Mackenzie Wick 
Pts. W. Murray Tain 
Sgt. Geo. Mackay Glasgow 
Sgt. Peddie Perth 
Pte. Oas. Moncur Perth 
Sgt. W. Morgan ? 
Pte. 3as. McFarlane Perth 
C/Sgt. Sutherland St. Lucia 

Birthplace of relative 
recruits 

Lanark 
Dumbarton 
Lanark 
Lanark 
Argyll 
Argyll 
Lanark 
Inverness 
Dumbarton 
Lanark 
Lanark 
Lanark 

Lanark, Renfrew, Edinburgh 
Caithness 
Inverness 
Renfrew 
Nairn 
Aberdeen 
Fife 
Edinburgh, Midlothian 
Inverness 
Sutherland 
Sutherland 
Lanark 
Perth 
Argyll 
Aberdeen 
Fife 
Dublin 

Thereafter "By Whom Enlisted" column not filled up. 
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The principal recruiters are primarily Highland and 

five are from Sutherland, but while recruiting seems to have 

been supervised by an officer the ground work of actually 

getting the recruits was done by the Sergeantso Corporals 

and private soldiers. The biographical notes on the main 

recruiters indicate and empýasise their local, origins, 

their stature and their background and military career. 

They were primarily local men recruiting in an area known 

to themg and as regards the Highland and in particular the 

Sutherland recruitst this might reflect Highland suspicion 

to unknown soldiers recruiting in their areas. In 

Kildonang with the exception of one man recruited in 1823 

by Lt, Sutherlandq recruits between 1821 and 1823 were obtained 

by Sergeant Bruce9a native of Kildonan parish. Bruce worked 

an until 1827 when he was discharged in Thursog but despite 

his efforts no men are listed in the Roll Book as having 

been recruited from Kildonan after 1823. 

Biographical Notes on various Recruiters 

Ensign Sutherland George Mackay Sutherland 
b. Udalev Ross-shire 
Ensign 2,8,1815 
Lt, 14,10.1824 (7) This date 

does not correspond with the 
Roll. 

Capt, 5.6.1828, To 23rd Lt. Dragoons 
21.11,1828, 

died 1847 

Sgt., F, Macdonald Finlay Macdonald 51 V2-11 
b, Golspiet Sutherlandt attested 

Ounrobin 1799 aged 18, -Labourer. 
Cpl. 29.3.1806 
Sgt, 24,4,1813 
Discharged 16.8.1821 Cork 
Kilmainham Pension 111032- per day 
'Character very good'. 
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Sgt. Wardlaw 

Sgt. Todd 

Sgt. Bruce 

Sgt. Gilchrist 

John Wardlaw 61 0111 4 

b, Culrossq Perth: attested Beccles 1805 
aged 18 Weaver 

Cple 27.11.1808 
Sgt* 25,7.1811 
Discharged Chatham 4.10.1828 

John Todd 5,10jef 
b. Cuparg Fife: attested Inverness 1813 

aged 24 Weaver 
Cpl. 8.12.1813 
Sgt. 25.10.1814 
Quarter Master Sgt. 29.4.1823 
died 10,7,1825 Barbados 

William Bruce 51711 
b. Kildonang Sutherland: attested Goispie 

1800 aged 22 Labourer 
Cpl. 11.11.1806 
Sgt. 24.4.1813 
Discharged Thurso 24.5.1827 worn out 

John Gilchrist 51911 
b. Kildonang Sutherland: attested Inverness 

1812 aged 18 Labourer 
Cpl. 4.2.1815 
Sgt, 25,5,1822 'Depot' 

Sgt. He Sutherland Hugh Sutherland 517111 
be Golspieq Sutherland attested Dornoch 1802 

aged 19 Labourer 
Cpl. 1.11.1815 
Sgt* 25,11,1820 
"Was taken on the strength of the Depot 
Companies at the time of their formation" 

Discharged 16.4.1826 worn out 

Sgt, R, Gordon 

Sgt. A, Gunn 

Robertson Gordon 61011 
b. Farr, Sutherland attested Inverness 1813 

aged 16 Labourer 
Cpl. 11.2.1819 
Sgt. 20.9,1820 
OM Sgt. 10.7.1826 
Quarter Master 24,4,1828 Antigua 

Alexander Gunn 61011 
b. Reay9 Caithness: attested Fort George 1814 

aged 18 Labourer 
Cpl* 1.1.1824 
Sgt. 15.11.1824 
died St. Lucia 18.11.1830 

Drummer Jas. Mackay James Mackay 411011 (1820) 
b, Bantryp Cork: attested Birr 1820 

enlisted by Lt. Colonel Creagh 
aged 159 Labourer 9.8.1820 

Drummer from 9.8.1920 to 24.12.1826 
'Depot' 
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In the early 1820s men were being recruited to the 93rd 

by small parties of recruiters in Scotland. How they operated 

is not exactly clearg but in 1820 for example there would seem 

to have been one partyp under Ensign Sutherlandq based in 

Invernessg Morayt Nairn and Forres areast a party under 

Sergeant Findlay Macdonald in Glasgow and two parties under 

Sergeants Wardlaw and Todd in Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy 

respectively. The locations are not exactly certai. n as the 

Roll Book does not actually state where the recruit was 

enlisted only where he was attested. (Lt. Colonel Creagh was 

at the same time himself claiming recruits in IrelaAd). 

Sergeant Wardlaw for examplet enlisted 3ohn Macleod from 

Skye who was attested at Dunfermline. It is unclear therefore 

if, in the winter of 1820, Wardlaw was in Skye recruiting, or 

if Macleod had found his way to the Fife area for the two men 

to meet. 

Along with Sergeant Bruce these are the only recruiters' 

names mentioned in 1820. From the communications point of 

view they cannot have operated as one party and yet it seems 

unlikely that they would have worked individually, 40 In 

additiong of coursep it is not known exactly where these 

recruiters lived or movedt only wheret roughlyt their 

recruiting was successful. 

40, That there were groups or parties of recruiters as 
opposed to individuals is supported by the presence 
of Private George Kinnaird in or about 1822. He is 
not credited with any recruits# but it seems he was 
injured while an duty. 

George Kinnaird 5181" 
b. Leslieq Fife: attested Perth 1812 aged 17, Weaver 
Discharged Ennis 24.5.1822 
Out pension 6d per day. 
tDisslocation and fracture of the elbow joint while 
recruiting in Scotland'. 
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If parishes of birth of the recruits were also their 

places of residence when recruited, it may be assumed that 

Ensign Sutherland was working around or near his own home 

area, as were Sergeants Todd and Wardlaw, By 1820, Sergeant 

Findlay Macdonald wast at 39t coming to the end of his service 

and had served 21 years, His 'very good' character and 

service as a Sergeant since 1813 may have guaranteed him a 

sheltered position as the Glasgow Recruiting Sergeant* 

In the winter of 1820 Sergeant William Bruce from Kildonan 

is enlisting men in the Suther land and Caithness area. He 

would almost certainly have been a Gaelic speaker and brought 

to the Regiment several men from Kildonan, Sergeant Hector 

Macbeatht also from Kildonan, is working in Ross and Inverness 

and is joined by Sergeant Hugh Sutherland (from Golspie)t in 

1822., 

These men are working amongst their own people# their 

kinsmen, familyq relativesq friends and acquaintancest and it 

is difficult to see how in these circumstances they could use 

unscrupulous recruiting methods. They*might well have been 

sent to their respective areas because they knew the country, 

the people and the language, They were all senior and long 

serving soldiers; they must have cut imposing figures in their 

uniforms and it is noticeable that none are under St 711. To 

dupe recruits by drink or trickery into enlisting seems 

unrealistic, although there may have been elaborate promises of 

'black servants' and rapid promotion. 

Taking the year 1824, it would seem that early summer and 

autumn were the best time for recruitingg but overall it is 
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difficult to see that there was a recruiting 'season' as such. 

Recruiting figures by months. 1824 

Month Numbers of Recruits 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October, 

November 

December 

4 

3 
1 

2 
4 

5 

a 

3 
3 
7 

3 
5 

48 

The pattern was more probably set by the weatherg the Itermst 

of Whitsunday and Martinmas and the incidence of local Fairs 

and Marketsq which recruiting parties usually attended. 

In 18249 for examplev Sergeant William Bruce attested 

two Sutherland meng Gordon Fraser and Hugh Sutherlandsat Brora 

on 15th October, The Brora Fair had taken place an the second 

Wednesday of October. Again, in 18269 Corporal Grant and 

Sergeant McPherson attested two men, William Campbell and 

Durham Gordon, at Cupar, Fife, an the 10th and 14th Februaryt 

an $old style' Fair being held annually at Cupar on the first 

Wednesday of February. The only man to be attested at Campbeltown 

in the entire Roll was George Munrog who had been barn in Alness. 

He was attested an 12th August 18249 a few days after the 
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$old stylet Fair which was held in the town on the first 

Tuesday of the month, 
41 

The tradesp or declared tradesq of the serving men to 

1819, and the recruits 1820 to 1831, show remarkable variety 

and would have meant that there was in the Regiment a wide 

range of skills availablet tailorst shoemakerst saddlers, 

butchers and bakers being particularly useful. 

Declared Trades of Recruits from the Descriptive 
Roll Book 

1. Men Servinn 1799-1819: 

Unknown (MS torn) 1 
Labourer 448 
Tailor 29 
Shoemaker 33 
Weaver 102 
Printer 1 
Flaxdresser 6 
Miner I 
Miller 1 
Saddler 1 
Butcher 2 
Baker 6 
Woolcomber 1 
Hairdresser 1 
Nailer 3 
Carpenter 6 
Coalhewer 8 
Bookbinder 2 
Wright 4 
Chandler 2 
Brickmaker* 1 
Saddle tree maker 1 
Cabinet Maker 2 
Bottlemaker I 
Watchmaker 1 
Gardener 2 
Smith 2 
Blacksmith 1 
Mason 4 
Cooper 3 
Painter 1 
Stocking Weaver 1 
Glazier / 

41. The Edinburoh Almanac or Universal Scots and Imperial 
Register for 1B26 (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1825). 
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Men Servinn 1799-1819 (contd, ) 

Glazier 
Teacher 
Armourer 
Cotton Spinner 
Plasterer 
3oiner 
Glassmaker 
Carrier 
Sawyer 
Mater 

6 8B 

Recruits 1820-1831 

Labourer 
. 
344 

Tailor 10 
Shoemaker 19 
Weaver 94 
Flexdresser 14 
Baker 6 
Hairdresser 1 
Carpenter 5 
Coalhewer 2 
Miner 1 
Wright 6 
Gardener 3 
Smith I 
Blacksmith 5 
Mason 5 
Armourer I 
Plasterer I 
Slater 3 
Founder 2 
Joiner 2 
Cartwright I 
Sawyer I 
None (Boys) 11 
Gunsmith I 
Carrier 1 
Papermaker I 
ITipe Caster' I 
Compositor 1 
Engineer I 
Confectioner 1 
Clerk 1 
Servant 1 
Collier 2 
Printer I 
Upholsterer I 
Dyer / 
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Recruits 1820-1831 

Dyer 1 
'Callander' 1 
Gilder 1 
Calico Printer 1 
Carder 1 
Basket Maker 1 
Rope Maker I 
Cutler I 
Clothier I 
Unknown 15 

575 

The majority of the Highland men were labourersq that 

is general farm workersq croftersq cottars and tenants. 

From Fife came labourersq weavers and coalhewersq and flax- 

dressers from the Dundee and Aberdeen area. In theory, 

apprentices were not taken and many of the young men would 

therefore have completed their trade training. How many 

lied about this it is impossible to say, 
42 The basket 

makerv rope makerg cutler and clothier were part of the 

1826 draft and were all from England. Overall the 

majority of the man were unskilled or semi-skilled. 

Eleven of the boys were too young to have a tradet while 

others were designated flabourerst, 

an joining a recruit from the Highlands3and especially from 

Sutherland, had a greater chance of promotion to NCO and Sergeant, 

This may not be a reflection of their practical or educational 

skills, but the fact that many were well built and fine looking 

men, handsome by the standards of the day. Because of the 

42. John Thomsong for examplev joined aged 15 in 1827 at 
Perth. His trade was fTaylor' (sic. ). He was perhaps 
working at the trade but is unlikely to have been time 
served. 
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numbers of Highland recruitsq Gaelic speaking. NCO's were 

a necessity. Some of the Fife men would have had greater 

educational opportunities and they form the second largest 

group from which NCO's and Sergeants were drawn. 

Counties of Origin of Non Commissioned Officers 
recorded in 93rd Descriptive Roll (including those 

who were later reduced) 

Sutherland 102 
Caithness 21 
Ross 12 
Argyll 4 
Inverness is 
Aberdeen 6 
Perth 16 
Moray 2 
Nairn 3 
Ganff 2 
Forfar 8 
Fife 32 
Angus 4 
Kinross 2 
Kincardine 1 
Midlothian 6 
Linlithgow 2 
Renfrew 4 
Ayr 1 
Lanark 5 
East Lothian 1 
Ireland a 
England 3 

262 

In general, of the details of the age of recruitst for 

examplev it is difficult to know whether or not they are correct. 

It was common practice for men to claim they were 18 years old 

and if they could get away with it, so well and good, they would 

receive man's pay and service reckoning. In two cases there is 

a marginal note in the Roll, 'this man was under age an enlist- 

ment'. The average age in the Book overall on enlistment is 199 

but this must be read in the light of the above. Some of the 
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names too, may be fictitiousq although there is no 

direct evidence of this in the Roll itself. 

The Roll not only provides statistics and bare facts, 

or the basis of reasonable supposition, it shows a human and 

personal side of life in the 93rd, 43 The Clerkq commenting 

on the death of Jadburgh weaver John Hume in 18269 wrotet 

'Got a blow from Private Ougal McLennan supposed to have 

caused his deatht. McLennan from Inverness, returned to 

the Depot at Liverpool in 18299 where he died a few months 

later, The cause is not recorded, 

On the death of Private John McIntosh from Perths in 

Antigua on 14th August 18299 the Clerk notes; 

*This unfortunate man by some inadvertant 
means took the liberty of going with the 
intention of seeing one of his comrades who 
had arrived from Barbados in the 113oseph 
Green" transport for the purpose of proceeding 
to England his term of service having expired, 
and it would appear that in the event as he 
was coming hometo his quarters being intoxicated 
he had fallen asleep and whether he was actually 
murdered or torn by beasts is a matter of doubt, 
but under all the circumstances of the case it 
is natural to form the conclusion that he 
actually died in a state of intoxication 
occasioned probably by suffocation", 

one mang Alexander Mackayq committed suicide in 1825 by 

putting 'an end to his existance by gunshot through the head't 

and Owen O'Neil was dismissed the service in 1824, 'on suspicion 

of having wilfully maimed himselft. 

One very interesting recruit is Thomas P, Mamperangq born 

in Madagascarg who was attested at Ennis in 1822 aged 25. He 

was certainly a negro with his $black' complexion, eyes and 

43, See appendix 'Men of Particular Interest in the 93rd 
Descriptive Roll Book', p. 130. 
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hair. Although he is not designated as a drummerp he was 

probably enlisted for this purposeq or perhaps to march in 

front of the band and carry the 'Jingling Johnnielv formerly 

carried by the Sutherland Fencibles and now in Stirling Castle. 

Several of the younger boys were 'raised at Head Quarters'. 

James Sutherland (14) 1822, Neil Graham (15) 1822 and Simon 

Mackay (13)1822 are good examples. All three of these boys 

were born in the Cape of Good Hopep where the eattalion served 

from 1806 to 1814. ' While there is no written proof of a 

father and son relationship and there are many Mackays and 

Sutherlands serving with the Regiment, there is only one 

other Grahamg Roderick Graham from Golspie who enlisted in 

1808, His date of discharge is not entered but he was 

probably still serving in the late 1820s, These and others 

would seem to be examples of internal recruitingt where children 

were born and grew up in the Regiment. They would enlist as 

Orummer Says aged 14-or younger when they were no longer 

classified as Ichildrent allowed to live in barracks or married 

quarters with their parents. 

Recorded in pencil only are the Regimental numbers of some 

of the men. According to the Thin Red Line Almanac, these 

started at Number 5t for those enlisted in 1808,100 for 18229 

200 for 1826, ý00 for 18279 400 for lB2B and 500 for 1830. 

However number 100 of the Roll is Alex. Gunn enlisted in 18219 

200 is Doud. Matheson enlisted in 1826, but there are three 

previous enlistments in 1826 with lower numbers. The fact 

that these details are written in pencil and very roughly at 

thatq indicates that numbers might not have been of such 
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importance at'this time and that the men were known and 

identified primarily by their names and nicknames* 
44 

In conclusiong the Descriptive Roll Back of the 93rd 

provides a most interesting insight into recruiting and 

the composition of the 93rd in the 1820s, It shows 

firstly at this time, the changing composition of the 

Regiment in age and background, while retaining a hardcore 

of Highland and Sutherland men. Secondlyg the spread and 

location of the net of recruiting and the change from 

personal and land-based recruiting to recruiting parties 

of soldiers themselvesp who often came from the area in 

which they recruited. Thirdlyq the nature of casualties 

and their relative proportionsq in particular the losses 

through death in the West Indi-es and the fact that recruiting 

does not keep pace with casualties although the shortfall is 

not as serious as in other Regiments. Fourthly, it shows 

the type of men who were joining eAd would serve on through the 

1830s and 1840sq their tradesq ages and. birthplaces. It shows 

in the main they were youngg unskilled or semi-skilled and 

broadly Highland in origin, although not necessarily from 

the County of Sutherland, In particular the Roll illustrates 

44. In 1829 there was a major administrative reform of 
the documentation of soldiers. A survey and enquiry 
was carried out about 1828 to #ascertain and balance 
the services of every serving soldier'. 'Thereafter 
the soldier with the longest service in the Regiment will 
be registered No. 19 the next No. 2 and so on to the 
Recruit who last joined the Regiment'* 'Instructions 
for keeping the Records of Soldiers' Services19 25,11,1829 
GD/225/Box 42 BL XI. 
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the gulf between what Regimental histories would like to believe, 

and what was actually the caseq and the serious disservice that 

was done to the Highland Regiments by creating a distorted 

tBalmoralised' imaget when such an image was not really 

necessary at all. To say that at this time (1823-1854). the 

men of the Regiment wereq 'nearly all Gaelic speakers' is 

obviously not possible* 
45 Gaelic was already dying out, 

particularly amongst the young in the Highland mainland 

counties and was not spoken in the Lowland areas and Fife. 

Fifthlyv it shows the preference for Sutherland men 

in positions of responsibilityg the possibility of personal 

advancement within the Regiment from young and presumably 

humble beginnings; and finally the Roll gives a frequently 

touching personal insight into the lives of individuals 

about whom so little is known and who are frequently used 

merely as a statistic in Regimental history* 

45. Lt. Colonel G*Io Malcolm, The History of the Aroyll and 
Sutherland Hiahlanders (Stirlin : Learmonth, 1972). p, 22, 
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CHAPTER 4: OFFICERS 

Any study of officers in the l9th and early 20th centuries is 

today bedevilled by mytht prejudice and the image of the aristocraticq 

incompetentt lispingt Anglicised and aloof men so frequently projected 

by the media. - Alternativelyp the name Highland Officer can conjure 

up a romantic heroic image of an undoubtedly brave handsome figuret 

in kilt and scarlet tunicq with broadsword in hand fighting the 

Empirels battlesq preferably on the North West Frontier. Somewhere 

between the two lie the majority of Highland Officers of the period 

1820 to 1920, It is important to try to set aside modern misconceptions 

of class and to attempt to see these men for what they were in their own 

time, without immediately prejudging them incompetent simply because 

they fall into a category of "landed gentry"t or alternatively noble and 

good because they rose from the ranks or humble beginnings. 

The number of officers in an Infantry battalion varied according 

to the numbers of NCO's and private soldiers and the establishment set 

at any one time, The number actually with the battalion could vary 

as much as between 15 and 50 and the kilted Highland battalions 

were no exception to thisg with leave seasonal alternative employment 

as ADC's or instructorst illness and attendance at courses all affecting 

the figures. 1A Highland battalion had no less and no more officers 

than any other infantry battalion because of its Highland statusl as the 

numbers were a matter of central Policy. 

Before 18819 when the ratio of Captains and Majors changedt largely 

as a result of the abolition of purchase, 
2 the battalion comprised ten 

1. See Appendix 4 Table of Nationalities of the kilted and Highland 
based Regiments (1-9), 

2, Following the defeat of the Army Regulation Bill the purchase of 
Officers' Commissions was abolished by Royal Warrant of 20th 
July 1871* 
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companies and was officered accordingly. The Colonel was the 

senior officer of the regiment and while seldom present with it, 

except perhaps at official parades such as the presentation of colourst 

his patronage and interest were important, especially in the first half 

of the 19th century* Some important and influential men were Colonels 

of the kilted Highland battalions such as Lt. General Sir George Murray 

of the 72nd and the 42ndq (1817-1823 and 1823-1846), Lt, General Sir 

Alan Cameron of Erracht of the 79th (1793-1828)9 General Sir Colin 

Campbellq Lord Clyde of the 93rdq (185Eý-1860) and Lt. General Sir 

John Spencer Ewart of the 79th (1914-1929). The influence and 

patronage of these men could not only result in their own personal 

advancementt but could also affect the standard of dress of the 

regiment, the appointment of officers and even the location of the 

corps in foreign stations. 
3 

With changes in War Office structureq and particularly in clothing 

supplyq the direct financial involvement of these men became less and 

less, Clothing, a source of income to a Colonslq was centralised at 
4 Pimlico and while pay still passed through the hands of the Regimental 

Agentst Warrant Men were abolished 
5 

and thus, by 1920t the Colonel could 

find his financial obligations by way of subscriptions, uniform and so 

3, See for example the letters of Lt, Cole Han, Lauderdale Maule GD/45/ 
14/634(3) 1-84. Gibraltar 26.6.1846. "The moves have been fixed and 
the 79th goes an this Autumn to the West Indies. I was in hope 
that some little interest might have been made to get the Regt. 
to Jamaica. I wrote long ago to the Colonel and to one or two 
others to try and get this done ... 11. 

4, WO/43/871 and Warrant of 6.6.18529 "Clothing of the Army is no 
longer to be provided by the Colonels of Regiments out of 'off 
reckonings"'. 

5, Warrant Regulating the Provision of Clothingg Necessariesq Great 
Coatsq Accatrements and Appointments for Corps of Infantry 21.6.182B, 
GD/225/Box 42/Bloxi. 
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on, far greater than any income he might receive from the position. 

Nevertheless a good Colonel fulfilled an important function. He 

was usually an experienced officer although he had not necessarily 

served ing or in association with the regiment but in his capacity 

as adviser and patron he could guide the regiment through internal 

difficulties and bring his influence to bear when regimental interests 

were at stake. 

A Lieutenant Colonel actually commanded the regimentt his title 

'Lieu-tenantt literally meaning what it saysp that is in command of 

the Regiment on the ground. In his hands was placed the responsibility 

for some 400 to 1000 Officers and men, their training, discipline and 

welfareq together with the fundsequipment and records of the regiment. 

His personalityg qualities and interests shaped the whole character of 

the regiment in a way which would be impossible in the contemporary 

army* Until 1881, when it was limited to five years, the period of 

command was unrestricted and a man obtaining commandq usually by 

purchasep could hold it for as long as he wished or was able. Lt, 

Colonel Duncan MacGregorq the benevolent reforming commanding officer 

of the 93rd, held command for twelve years, while Lt, Colonel F, W, 

Burroughst later to be famous as the evicting landlord of Rousay in 

Orkneyt commanded the same regiment for nine years (1864-lB73), 6 

Responsible to the commanding Lieutenant Colonel were the 

remaining officers of the battalion. Until 1881 the battle tactics 

and contemporary drillp which were closely relatedt divided a battalion 

into two wingsp left and rightq commanded by the two Majorsq the senior 

one of whom would command the regiment in the absence of the Commanding 

Lt. Colonel. As there were only two Majors per battalion the position 

6. William P. L. Thomson, The Little General and the Rousay Crafters, 
(Edinburgh: John Donald, 1981), 
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was much sought after and held considerable responsibility. One 

of these Majors might also command the Depot when the battalion was 

overseas but when Depot Battalions were formed unattached Majors 

tended to fill the Depot commands. 

The Companies# 1 to 8 with the Grenadier and Light Companiesq 

were commanded by Captains. 7 Lieutenants acted as second in command 

of the Companies and one of their number might also be Adjutantt the 

position being one of the busiest and most responsible in the Battalion: 

"In the morning the Adjutant is obliged to raise at 
an untimely hour to superintend the drilling of recruits, 
which probably keeps him occupied till breakfast time, 
Then comes guard mounting, at which he must be present, 
being responsible not only for the accuracy of the 
details but for the sobriety and fitness of the guards 
for their dutyg which generally occupies him till twelve 
o1clockt when he waits on the commanding officer with the 
delinquents of the preceeding day, Their cases being 
discussed# he has to remain in the orderly-room preparing 
the Regimental orders as directed by the Commanding Officert 
and arranging for the details of. duty for the following day. 
After which a considerable portion of his time must neces- 
sarily be occupied superintending the various returns 
required to be forwarded in the course of the month as 
for the accuracy of which his commission is responsible. 
If there is a Court Martial sittingg - his presence is 
indispensable to give evidence as to the character and 
service of the prisonero Should there however be no duty 
of this kind to attend to - no skeleton drill or 
exercise for Officers - no afternoon drill for recruits 
to detain himp - it is possible that about once a week 
he may enjoy the privilege of breathing the air beyond 
the precincts of the barracks for an hour or twoq when 
he is summoned to the evening paradeq at which he remains 
till the bugle warns him to prepare f or the more pleasant 
duties of the Mass Tableo These over he probably closes 
the evening by writing such official letters as the commanding 
officer has instructed him to prepare in the course of the 
daytte 8 

The Adjutant was therefore carefully chosen by the Commanding Officer 

from amongst the Officers of the Battalion according to his personal 

7. In 1858 Grenadier and Light Companies were abolished and the 
Companies simply numbered 1-10. In 1865 the ten Companies were 
designated by letters instead of numbers and in 1873 two Companies 
were made Depot Companies. 

a. "Comparative View of the Pay of Officers in the French and British 
Service". 1835. Edinburgh University Library Special Collection 
P/3849 pp. 17-18, 
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preference or the station and circumstances in which the Battalion 

found themselves. He might either be chosen from amongst the veteran 

soldiers who had seen the relationship between drill and tactics in 

actiong from the literate and experienced ex-NCOs such as Lieutenant 

and Adjutant Henry Mackay of the 79thor when stationed in important 

garrisons such as Dublin and Cape Town when turnoutq drill, reviews 

and parades together with social attributes were requiredt from 

amongst the bright and socially acceptable young officers of the 

battalion, 9 In garrisons such as Gibraltar and when the regiment 

was detached in Ireland. for exampleg the remaining Captains and 

Lieutenants were occupied with the numeroust but not necessarily, 

mentally demanding dutiesq of guards9 drillsq inspectionsg keeping 

the Company booksg Boards of Examination or Inquiry# Courts Martial 

and the like. 

The Ensignsp Sub or Second Lieutenantag were considered to be 

under training learning their drill or, having passed that, learning 

the ins and outs of the battalion, its life and organisation. 

The abolition of purchase in 18719 while hailed as a democratic 

reform by somet caused considerable problems with regard to promotion 

to those in situ. In 1881 the period of command of a Lt, Colonel was 

reduced to five years and to ease the problem of stagnation in 

promotion Captains were obliged to retire if not promoted by the age 

of fortyg or after twenty years* In 1881 there were a considerable 

number of Captains in this Cat8gorye As Majors retired after twenty 

seven years a solution was found to the discontent by doubling the 

number of Field Officers per battalion to sixt while reducing the 

9, The author has to thank Lt. Colonel Fairrie f or pointing out 
these distinctions to her, 
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Captains to five. 10 

On the let July 1881,137 Majors were gazetted Lte Colonel 

and 613 Captains gazetted Major, Majors now commanded Companies 

and in the opinion of many the rank of Captain was thus devalued. 

The newly gazetted Majors did not receive Major's pay until they 

had held the rank for three years and, as they were not permitted 

to be mountedo were quickly dubbed "Running Majors" or "Mud Majors". 

The position of commanders of Companies was further complicated by 

the advent of double companies in 19139 whereby the eight service 

Companies were doubled up to form four large Companiest AtBtC and D. 

Of the specialist officers the Quarter Master held a position of 

trust and responsibility and also a position that was potentially very 

lucrative. As the man in charge of the clothingt stores and equipment 

of the regiment he held a non-combatant Commission with honorary rank. 

The position was reserved for responsiblet literateg numerate long- 

serving, meritorious or deserving senior Non-commissioned Officers. 

They were men of considerable experience and no little ability and 

as they held their positions for many years they comprised a special 

0, elite. There were for example 15 Quarter Masters of the 93rd between 

1820 and 1908# 11 
14 in the 42nd between 1820 and 1920 and only 9 in 

the 79th between 1820 and 1920,12 Many of these Quarter Masters 

became legends in their own time and provided an important personal 

link in the regiment by way of regimental historyq tradition and 

organisation. Robertson Gordont the recruiting Sergeant of the 93rd 

10" An Officert Fifteen Years of Army Reformv (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood, 1884). pp* 29-30. lleeo(after abolition of purchase)-- 
the dissatisfaction became so rife and so generally displayedt that 
in September 1873 the Commander in Chief found it necessary to issue 
a General Order, forbidding the Officers of the Army to continue 
further discussion on the disadvantages which they considered to 
have'resulted to their position and interestsn. 

11, The Thin Red Line Almanac, op. cit., p. 35. 

12. Officers of the Black Watch 1725-1952 (Perth: Thomas Hunterg 1952)9 
pp. 14-15@ 
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was one of their numberv 
13 

as was 3ohn Simpson VC of the 42nd 

and Alexander Cruikshanks and Alexander Preston Yeadon of the 

79 th, 14 

Also holding honorary non-combatant rank was the Paymaster. 

The majority of these men were again commissioned from the ranks 

of the regimento until the position was abolished in 1878 and the 

Army Pay Department formed. The appointment carried great respon- 

sibility and required no small amount of skill in keeping complex and 

detailed accountst sometimes in two currenciesq requisitioning funds 

and disbursing the same to the Captains of Companies. Fraud was not 

however unknown amongst Paymastersq as for example 3ohn McArthur, 

Paymaster of the lst Battalion 79th1who between 1811 and 1819 amassed 

a deficiency in his accounts of L2650-10-3d none of which was recovered 

in 1822, and before being accepted for their appointments, therefore, 

Paymasters were required to lodge caution and supply the names of 

guarantors. 
15 

Specialist Officers included the Surgeon and Assistant Surgeon. 

Until 1873 these were Regimental Officersp wearing a black hackle in 

their bonnets in Highland Regiments. In 1898. the Royal Army Medical 

Corps was formed from the Army Medical Department (Officers)t and the 

Medical Staff Corps (1853; Other Ranks; between 1857 and 1884 known 

as the Army Hospital Corps). A considerable number of these Surgeons 

and Assistant Surgeons were Scots and graduates of Edinburgh University 

Medical School. 16 Someq using the knowledge and experience gained 

in the Army graduated MD after leaving the Service, 

13. See Recruiting Case Study, The Descriptive Roll Book of the 
93rd Sutherland Highlanders, Chapter 3. 

14, Historical Records of the Cameron Hinhlanders, op. cit., Val. 11, 
P. 35* 

15, PP 1822 XIX c*570 and GD/139/450; Letter from Robert McBeath 78th 
Highlanders to George Sinclair of Brabster, 13,9,1828, 

16. John Do Comrie 9 History of Scottish Medicine (London: William 
elackwoodg 1932), pp. 740-r57. 
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Surgeons and Assistant Surgeons after only a few years gained 

much practical expertise and many were knowledgeable researchers 
17 into tropical diseasesp hygieneq venereal diseases and cholera. 

They inspected the men regularlyv advised the Commanding Officer on 

. disease prevention and treated the sick and wounded, frequently at 

great personal risk* Best known amongst their number is probably 

Surgeon Munro of the 91st and 93rd is 
and Surgeon Goldie Scot of the 

79tho 

From amongst the establishment of officers various men would be 

chosen for appointments within the battalion on a long or short term 

basisp such as Adjutantf Instructor of Musketryq Signals Officerv 

Machine Gun Officer and Messq Band and Pipe Presidents. With the 

development of the range and complexity of the weapons available to 

the Infantry Soldier and the training and tactics required in their 

deploymentg specialist officers in Musketry and Signals for example 

became increasingly important. 

Officers were not recruited in the sense that the men were 

recruitedg neither did they form a separate class in the comparative 

Prussian terms. In 18209 Officers obtained a Commission in the 

Infantry of the Line by nomination from the Commander in Chief supported 

by a certificate that they were both a gentleman and a Christian, 

17. See for exampleg Daniel Blair MD9 Some Account of the last Yellow 
Fever Epidemic of British Guianaq edited by John Davy MD, FRSt 
London and Edinburgheq (Inspector General of Army Hospitals, 1850). 
The research in this book covered the outbreak of yellow fever 
amongst the 72nd at Barbados in 1847 and the 92nd at Barbados 
between 1841 and 1842. 

18, Surgeon We Munrov Records of Service and Campaigninq in Many 
Lands (London: Hurst and Blackettq 1887), 2 vols. and Surgeon 
We Munro, Reminiscences of Military Service with the 93rd 
Hiqhlanders, (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1883), 
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Thereafter their name was placed on a list at Horse Guards to await 

a vacancy, Patronage played an important part in this process and 

particularly in ensuring that their name came forward for any 

regimental vacancy that occurred. 

When for example John Walter Wedderburnt eldest son of John 

Wedderburn of Auchterhouse, obtained his commission in the 42nd in 1841 

his opportunity came as a direct result of the influence of his uncle 

Walter, Sth Earl of Airlie. Even then he had had to wait for some 

time, He wrote in his diary on the 26th of October 1841: 

"Having always had a great liking for a red coatq and 
my name having been down for nearly two years on Lord 
Hill's private list for a Commission in the Line I was 
agreeably surprised this forenoon by getting a letter,,, 
saying I was appointed to an Ensigncy in the 42nd Royal 
Highlanders .... I did feel very proud todayq and although 
only 17 years old, already looked upon myself as a big 
man and an Officer". -19 

Most Commissionsp like Wedderburn'sq were obtained by purchase 

until it was abolished by Royal Warrant of 20th July 1871, The 

regulation prices were laid down in the Warrant of 18219 and an 

Ensign paid L450 for a line Commission. There was no medical 

examination and as a result serious anomalies could arisev such as 

Ensign James Webster of the 79th. Commissioned in 1847, he was 

51711 in height, 19 stone 4lbs. in weight and measured 48 inches 

around the waist. His Commanding Officer rather naturally complained,, 

"My good-God what am I to do with such a recruitV 
20 

A limited number of non-purchase Commissions were awarded by 

the Commander in Chief to men of Line Regiments, but by far the majority 

purchased their first Commission in Highland Regiments before 1871,21 

19. Diary of Col. JoWo Wedderburnt BWRM, 28/714/1# 26.10.1841. 
20. Letters of Lt. Colo Hon. Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634(4) 1-98 

12,6.1847. 

21. Army Lists 1820-1871, 
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Between 1820 and 1858 the Royal Military College Sandhurst operated 

to all intents and purposes as a military public school providing 

the minimum of military education to boys between 13 and IS. In 

1820 ten free places weze availableg but the free system was abolished 

shortly afterwards and students paid between L40 and L125,22 The 

entrance examination for Sandhurst comprised, 

11... the first four rules of arithmeticq simple and 
compoundq with Corneliust Nepos or Caesar in prose 
and Virgil or Ovid in verse ... or ... arithmetic onlyq 
is high as the rule of Three with Vulgar and Decimal 
fractional'. 23 

All this was not considered as a "severe test" by the thirteen and a 

half year old John Alexander Ewart, later of the 93rd. 

In 1832 the Whig government abolished the financial vote to 

the College which was forced to become self-supporting and numbers fell 

below 200, with a high rate of failure. Conditions were spartan in the 

extreme and in order to obtain a Commission without purchase from the 

College candidates had to pass six subjects out of a formidable list 

which included Euclid, military surveyingg higher mathematics, conic 

sectionsv the attack and defence of fortresses, general history, Latin, 

rrench and German* Between 1838 and 18489 650 Cadets entered the 

Colleget 350 obtained Commissions without purchaseq 200 failed and 

150 obtained Commissions with purchase* 
24 In the 1830s there was no 

library, no booksq no canteeng and no recreation rooms and while Ewart 

obtained his Commission without purchaseg as a result of his ability 

and diligent studyq his success was in no way assisted by the 

extensive bullying which pervaded the College, 25 

22, PP 1854-55 XII c 317 pp. iii-vii. 

23. Lt. Gen. John Alexander Ewartv The Story of a Soldier's Life, 
(London: Simpson Low, 1881), Val. 19 p. 19. 

24, Brigadier Sir John Smyth VC9 Sandhurst (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicholsong 1961)9 pp, 86 and 97. 

25* Lt, Gen, John Alexander Ewart, The Story of a Soldierts Life, 
op, cit,, p, 35, 
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There were thus two methods of entry into the Infantry as 

an Officerg by purchase or without purchase through Sandhurstq or, 

by purchase or without purchase from Horse Guards. 26 In 1849 

applicants for first Commissions were required to pass a qualifying 
27 

examinationg and following the Commission into the system of purchase 

and sale of Commissions in the Army of 18579 28 
Sandhurst was reformedv 

29 

but only gradually and it took a major mutiny at the College in 1862 

and the appointment of the Committee an Military Education in 1868 to 

bring any sort of sound military curriculum into being. These measures 

took place under the eye -of an officer of the 42ndq Sir Duncan Alexander 

Camerong who was Governor of the Royal Military College between 1868 

and 1875. 

26, PP 1849 XXXII c 120, Return of Non Commissioned Officers, Royal 
Military College Cadets and Private Gentlemen who have obtained 
Commissions without purchase, 
Date NCO RMC Cadet 

1830 11 19 
1831 12 19 
1832 5 29 
1833 a 22 
1834 18 16 
1835 16 24 
1836 16 25 
1837 34 42 
1838 36 27 
1839 26 33 
1840 25 25 
1841 46 28 
1842 27 26 
1843 17 28 
1844 33 27 
1845 17 28 
1846 58 34 
1847 41 21 

27. PP 1849 XXXII c 532. Appendix 2 (4). 

Private Gentlemen 

43 
40 
21 
16 
36 
22 
38 
24 
34 
83 
40 

ice 
206 

75 
119 

75 
203 

83 

28. PP 1857-58 XXXVII c 498, Report of the Commission Appointed to 
Enquire into the Purchase and Sale of Commissions in the Army. 

29, PP 1857-58 XXXVII c 127, and PP 1857 XVIII c 2262. 
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As a result of the abolition of purchase in 1871, the question 

at once arose as to the future of Sandhurst. The intention was that 

a Commission would be awarded as soon as the qualifying examination 

had been passed by an officer candidate, but when a considerable number 

passed the examination at the first attempt it was found that there were 

more officers than vacancies in the. regiments. To encourage officers 

to attend Sandhurstv those who had passed lst Class were given 2 yearsJ 

ante-date, those of the 2nd Class one yea0s ante-dateg while others 

were given the opportunity to study specific subjects abroad. Amongst 

these was the man later to become General Sir Ian Hamilton of the Gordon 

Highlandersq who elected to study in Germany. Even then there were 

still no vacancies in the Gordons and he was first gazatted into the 

12th (East Suffolk) Regiment. 30 By 1873 all candidates were obliged 

to attend Sandhurstg except the top six from the qualifying list and 

this rule was itself finally abolished in 1878,31 

A feature of this background of obtaining a Commission before 

1871 had been a series of "cramming schools" and institutions which 

had sprung up largely as a result of the 1849 regulations. Some 

schools had already prepared their scholars for a military life in 

some wayt such as Charterhouse which in the 1870s had a specific 

class known as the 'Woolwich farm' or Army Class and Wellington College, 

founded in 1859 in memory of the Duke of Wellingtong which had a specific 

object of educating the sons of officers with a view to a military 

career, 
32 Most candidates however used "crammers" of which there were 

30e Ian 8, Mo Hamilton, The HappX Warrior, q (London: Cassell, 1966), p, 12, 

31, See Brig* Sir John Smyth VC9 Sandhurst, ope cite, and Anthony Bruceq 
The Purchase System in the British Army 1660-1871 (London: Royal 
Historical Societyp 1980). 

32. Between 1859 and 1878 40% of Wellingtonians joined the Services; 
it 1879 and 1898 49,7%; 
if 1899 and 1918 49.5%. 
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several in the London area, 

The Scottish Naval and Military Academy in Edinburgh existed 

primarily as a training centre for the East Indian Service, but it 

was also used to cram for military entrance examinations. An Academy 

was instituted-in Edinburgh in November 1787 under the superintendence 

of Major D'Astiq with premises it seems in the Waterloo Place areas 
33 

It was virtually defunct by 1825 and Lt. Scott the Superintendent was 

dead, wheng in that yearg Major General Stewart of Garth asked Major 

Charles Downes if he would be interested in setting up a Military 

Academy in Scotland. Entitled the Scottish Naval and Military 

Academyq it opened sometime after 1825 in the Elder, Street Hall, 

St. James' Squarep which according to Downes was, 

"*o. a room ... which was built over two small shops 
each about 5 yards square. One of these was approp- 
riated to teach military exercise in; but it was damp 
and only just fit for a dog kennel.... There was a 
front kitchen at some distance in St, James' Square 
to teach the mathematics in", 34 

By 1827 classes included Fortificationg Military Drawing, Surveying 

and Levelling, Mathematics and Navigationg Persiang Hindostanee and 

Arabicp Fencing and Gymnastics. 35 

Shortly afterwards the Academy moved to George Street where the 

lack of order among the students led to "idleness and riot". Downes 

complainedg 

"As soon as I had left them (the students) to attend 
to my own classes upstairsq they took cinders from the 
fireq strewed them Upon the table and danced upon it.... 
Whilst others sat with their hats an at the upper windows 
and their legs outside, throwing cinders into the street 
at the passengers", 36 

33, Rules of the Military Academy Edinburqh, SUSM. 

34, Second letter by Major Charles Downes to the subscribers of the 
Scottish Naval and Military Academyq CL., YU 548/829246, 

35, The Edinburqh Almanac 1827', op. cit., pp, 273-274, and CL., YU 
548/821809, 

36. Major Charles Downesq Letter to the Subscribers of the Scottish 
Naval and Military Academy 1832, CL. 9 YU 548/829327, 
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When the Academy moved to London Road# sometime before 1831, there 

were 140 students, but Downes had a serious argument with the Board 

of Management regarding discipline and the Academy went into decline. 

Howeverg amongst those known to have received their basic military 

education here was Bertie Gordong the charismatic and important 

Lieutenant Colonel of the 91st037 

After 1878 all officer candidates attended the course at Sandhurst 

with the exception of those commissioned from the ranks, The course 

was of one year's duration, The students between 1878 and 1899 came 

predominantly from Etonq Bedford Grammar Schoolt Harrowp Cliftont 

Wellingtong Cheltenham and the United Services School Westward Ho. 

The background of these Cadets shows the dominance of sons of officers 

and 222 of 330 Cadets had previously studied at "crammers". 38 

While. the course had improved immeasurablyq it was still essentially 

a general education with considerable emphasis an field sketching and 

manly sporting pursuits. Count Gleichen remembers in the 1880s thatq 

37. G. L. Goff, Historical Records of the 91st Arqyllshire Highlanders,, 
op. cit. 9 p. 247. 

38. Brig. Sir John Smyth VC, Sandhurst, op. cit. 9 p. 
Social origins'of Sandhurst Cadets 1878-99 

Sons of Peers 2 Sons of Civil Servants 2 

it t' Baronets 3 it 11 Indian Civil 

it 

it 

It 

It 

it 

it 

it officers 161 (Army) 

(Navy) 15 

Clergymen 18 

Judges 2 

Barristers 4 

Doctors 9 

11 

Servants 21 

t, Private Gentlemen 87 
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"... there was a good deal of drunkenness ... and 
among a certain set it used to be the correct thing 
to return from their Saturday and Sunday leave in a 
somewhat advanced state of intoxication". 39 

Nevertheless there was a comprehensive course of learningt 

with standards and examinations to be passedv although the regiments 

were still expected to furnish the more practical side of a young 

Officer's training, The Officers who passed out of Sandhurst from the 

1870s onwards were destined to play an important historical role, The 

students of the 1870s and early 1880s were to furnish the leading 

commanders of the First World War; those of the 1880s and 90s the 

Field Commandersq while those of the late 1890a and 1900s who commenced 

the war as Captains, if they survived, were Lt. Colonels in 1918. Those) 

who graduated after 1900 were mainly still subalterns in 1914 and the 

majority were killed early in the war, or survived to fight as senior 

commanders in the Second World Warg as for example Wavell, who was 

Commissioned into the Black Watch in 1901 and Victor Fortune also of 

the Black Watchq gazetted in 1903o 40 

While at Sandhurst the students were styled Gentlemen Cadets 

and before passing out were entitled to choose three regiments in 

order of preferencaq to which they wished to be gazetted. 

"There was great excitement before the Gazette... the 
Scottish end Irish Regiments seemed to give the most 
anxiety (and) ... there were instances of Cadets with 
Irish names being very angry about being gazetted to 
the Highland Light Infantry". 41 

39. Major General Lord Edward Gleichen, A Guardsman's Memoirs, 
(London: Blackwoodp 1932)9'p, 14, - 

40. Brig. Sir John Smyth VC9 Sandhurst, op. cit., p. 133 and Officers 
of the Black Watchp op. cite 

41. Quoted Ibid. 9 p. 163. An amusing example of the anxiety generated 
among gentlemen cadets as to their choice of Regiments is cited by 
David Niven who stated his order of preference of Regiments as: 
111, The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders 

2. The Black Watch 
3. Anything but the Highland Light Infantry". 

In 1928 he was commissioned into the Highland Light Infantry* 
David Niveng The Moon's a Balloong London: Coronet Booksq 1973* 
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Those with family connections, or fathen; and relatives in 

regiments tended, to get the regiment they wantedpand because of long 

historical associations and close family links between the noble and 

landed families of Scotland, by far the majority of Officers in 

Highland Regiments had pre-Regimental associations of some kind or 

anotherv resulting in a considerable c6ntinuityt which continues to 

this dayt as Highland Battalions still virtually insist on some form 

of pre-association with the Regiment prior to acceptance. 

Between IB20 and 1872 42 the statistics of the nationality of 

Officers of the kilted Highland Battalions show a general trend of 

firstlyq small numbers of Irish Officers with the exception of the 

78th, who in 1850 and 1872 had 10 in each of these years. Secondlyq 

the growing numbers of English Officers throughout the periadq but 

thirdly, the dominance of Scots Officers particularly in the 42nd and 

the 79tht whose English and Irish Officers never outnumbered the Scots. 

The 92nd and 93rd also maintained a fair consistency in this 

respectt but the numbers of Englishmen increased in these Regiments 

during the 1860s and 170s, 

Of the remaining Regiments the 91st had the highest proportion 

of Scots Officers* The 72nd and 74th are notable by the numbers of 

Englishment while the 73rd and 75th are dominated by English and Irish. 

As will be seen later the nationality of the Officers is important 

because they couldt by their allegiances and interests, shape the 

character of the Regiment to which they belonged. The statistics 

however may well be deceptive. The son of a serving Scots Officer 

born in Irelandp while his father was serving therej might for example 

42, The series of Monthly Returns to the War Office (WO/17) ended 
in 1864. The 1872 figures are taken from PP 1872 XXXVII c 315 
and c 171. See Appendix 4 Table of Nationalities. 
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well declare this in the raturnsp but it is unlikely that he would 

consider himself Irish. Taken at face value however the figures 

would appear to be roughly correct. 

The overall percentage on the figures available during the period 

1820 to 1872 brings out a slightly different balance and shows in 

particular how badly the 93rd fared for Scots Officersv although their 

54.5% is still above any of the trews or line regiments. 

% Nationality of Officers 182G-1872 

Kilted Reqiments 

42nd English 19% 
Scots 73% 
Irish 8% 

78th English 28% 
Scots 55% 
Irish 17% 

79th English 20% 
Scots 68% 
Irish 12% 

92nd English 32% 
Scots 59% 
Irish el. 
Foreigners l% 

93rd English 28% 
Scots 54.5% 
Irish 17% 
Not known o. 5% 

Hiqhland Trews and Line Reqiments 

72nd English 48,5% 
Scots 34% 
Irish 17% 
Foreigners . 5% 

73rd English 55% 
Scots 15% 
Irish 29% 
Foreigners 1% 

74th English 40% 
Scots 38% 
Irish 22% 

75th English 60% 
Scots 16% 
Irish 24% 

91st English 34% 
Scots 47% 
Irish 18% 
Not known 1% 
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It has long been assumed that Officers between 1820 and 1920 

were drawn primarily from the aristocracy and the landed gentry and 

statistics generally support this conclusion. 

43 
Status Group of officers in the British Home Army 

Aristocracy Landed Gentry. Middle Class 

1780 24 16 60 

1830 21 32 47 

1875 is 32 50 

1912 9 32 59 

1930 56 89 

1952 32 95 

These statistics are however often used as a form of social comment 

and criticismq which is not always entirely justified. The Highland 

Regiments hadq as has already been illustrated, an unusual and virtually 

unique background. 

What then is meant by "landed gentry" in relation to Highland 

Officers? It is clear that the term must be carefully usedq for 

although there were in the Highlands landlords of considerable standingg 

many of the estates had capital value but little revenue income. It 

43. P. E. Razzellq Social Origins of 
, 
Officers in the Indian and British 

Home Army 1758-19621, British Journal of Sociology, Vol, XIVO 
Sept. 19639 pp. 248-260. These figures, are in fact very deceptive 
and illustrate the importance of the study of individual regiments 
as even today it would be difficult to find a Guards Battalion with 
95% of its Officers beingArawn from the "middle class". 
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had also long been the custom to distinguish the more common 

surnames by associating them with their farmsq home area or estates, 

however large or small they might beg for example Archibald Campbell 

of Glendaruelo Sometimes a family was entitled "of" a particular 

place after direct assýciation with that place had ceased and 

the "of" was merely used to establish a branch or division of a 

particular family. In Scotland this practice was extremely 

common and was accepted and formalised by the Lyon Court. Many 

of the estate proprietors were not rich as the term "landed 

gentry" implies and with the growth of fishingg shooting and stalking 

as popular Highland based sports, a new form of landed gentry emerged 

in the Highlands, usually with money and sometimes with middle class 

origins. 

A study of the Army list of 1839 with particular reference to the 

officers of the 42nd, 44 
gives a good idea of the structure of a Highland 

Regiment before the'Crimean Wart and the subsequent reformat and shows 

the kind of Officers being attracted to the Servicem Research an the 

individuals has brought out their origins and social positiont together 

with their length of service and'the nature of their promotion. 
45 

44. This particular year was chosen as it is some 20 years into this 
study, no nationality statistics are available due to a change in War 
Office proformaq the 42nd were in the middle of a3 year tour of duty 
in Ireland and it is some 3 years before the formation of the 42nd 
Reserve Battalion. 

45. Unless otherwise stated the biographical details of the Officers 
have been obtained from the following sources: Army Lists 1820-1920. 
The Scots Peeraqeq ad. Sir James Balfour Paul (Cd-inburgh: David 
Douglas 1914)9 Vols. I-LX. Officers of the Black Watch, op, cit, 
Dictionary of the Lan 

' 
dad Gentry, Sir Bernard Burke (London: Harrisong 

1858), John Stewart of Ardvorlich, The Camerons 
' 

(Stirling: Clan 
Cameron Assn. t 1974), Debrett's Illustrated Peerage, Baronetaneg 
Kniqhtaqa and House of Commons (London: Doan and Son, 1866)o 
FIctionary of the Peerage and baronetane, Burke (London: Harrison, 
1876), History of the Landed Gentryq Buýke (London; Harrisong 
1879), Burkets Landed Gentry (London: Harrisong 1937). 15th 
Editiono 
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The 42nd (or the Royal Highland) Regiment of Foot. 1839 

Years, Colonel 
Service Rt. Hon. Sir George Murray, G. C. B. & G. C. H. Ens. 12 March, 1789; 

- 
51 Capt.. 16 Jan. 94; Lieut. -Col. 

.5 
Aug. 99; Col. 9 March, 1809; Major-Gen. 

Full Half 1 Jan. 12; Lieut-Gen. 27 May, 25; Col. 42nd Highlanders 6 Sept. 23. 
Pay Pay Lieut. Colonel 

15 5T7 2 George Johnstone, Cornet, p5 Aug. 191 Lieut. p9 Nov. 21; Capt. p 17 Nov. 
25; Majorg p3 Oct. 26; Lieut. -Col. p 23 Aug. 39. 

5 
Majors 

25 2fi 
.a 

James Macdougallq Second Lieut. 11 June, 12; Lieut. 8 Sept. 13; Capt. 
p 10 Sept. 25;. LajZr 23 Oct. 35. 

15 0 Duncan Alex. Cameront. Lns. 8 April, 25; Lieut. p 15 Aug. 261 Capt. 
p 21 June, 33; Majorp p 23 Aug. 39. 

Captains Ensign Lieut. Captain Brev. Maj. 

26 42 Daniel Frazer 31 Oct. 11 13 June 16 p5 Nov. 25 28 June 38 
is 0 Charles Dunsmure 9 Apr. 25 p7 Nov. 26 p30 Jan. 35 
14 0 William Guthrie p22 Apr. 26 p20 Mar. 27 p24 Feb. 37 
14 0 Archibald Campbell P26 Nov. 25 p25 Dec. 28 plo Mar. 38 
15 0 Geo. Burrell Cumberland 11 Apr. 25 31 Dec. 28 p3o Mar. 38 
25 42 Wm. Beeles 24 June 13 13 Dec. 21 12 Aug. 36 
14 0 Thomas Tulloch p25 June 26 23 Oct. 28 p12 July 33 
16 0 Lord Cecil Gordon p8 July 24 p17 June 26 p22 July 36 
18 74 72 George Montagu a Dec. 14 p3l Oct. 22 p22 Oct. 25 28 June 38 

Lieutenants 
14 0 Colin Campbell P8 Apr. 26 3 Dec. 29 
10 0 3. Cameron Macpherson pig Sept. 30 p2l June 33 

a Alexander Cameron 24 Feb. 32 p30 Jan. 35 
0 Hon. Robert Rollo plo Aug. 32 p25 Sept. 35 

8a Thomas Kinlock (sic) p14 Sept. 32 p24 Feb. 37 
90 Lord Chaso Lennox Kerr p5 Apr. 31 p2 May 34 
70H. Maurice Drummond p4 Dec-o 32 p15 Dec. 37 
70 GeooOuncan Robertson p14 June 33 plo Mar. 38 
70 Atholl W. Macdonald P9 Aug. 33 p24 Apro 38 
50 -GoW. 

Macquarie p25 Sept. 35 P31 May 39 
40 Duncan Cameron 23 act. 35 1 June 39 
30 ArchoColin Campbell p24 Febo 37 p23 Augo 39 

Ensigns 

20 James Hunter p17 Nov. 37 
2 13 W. JoHo Johnstone p16 Mar. 38 
20 James Grant p30 Mar. 28 
20 Sir F. Wo Dunbar, Bt. p24 Apr* 38 
1a Farquhard Campbell P30 Novo 38 
10 Henry Sholto Douglas p3l May 39 
10 Thas. Rabo Drum. Hay p2 Augo 39 
10 Thos. Francis Wade 2 Nov. 38 
80 Paymast. - 3. Wheately, 12(Oct: 

)38; 
Ens. & Ad-it. 20 July, 32; Lieut. 3 Apro 35. 

4a Adjutant. - Duncan Cameron Ens , 30 Oct. 38. 
21 0 Duarter-Mastero -PW Finley King, 31 Deco 18, 
30 0 surneon. -P James Paterson, M. D., 25 May 26; Assist. -Surq. 22 Augo 11; 

Hoso. -Assist. 7 June 10.46 
14 a Assistant-Surneon. - James M'Gragorl 12 April, 26; Hasp. -Assist* 5 Jano 26. 

p indicates Commission by purchase. 
P served in the Peninsula or the South of France. 
W present in the actions of the 16th, 17th or 18th June 1815. 

46. Army Listo 1839. 
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The Colonel of the 42nd in 1839 was Sir Georqe Murray. A 

distinguished General and statesmant he was the second son of Sir 

William Murray Bart. and Lady Augusta Mackenzieg seventh and youngest 

daughter of Georgeq 3rd Earl of Cromartie. Sir George was born at the 

family seat of Ochtertyret Perthshire on 6th February 1772. He was 

educated at Edinburgh High School and Edinburgh University and was 

first Commissioned into the 71st Regiment an 12th March 1789, He 

later served in the 34th and the 3rd Footguards in Flanderst Hallandq 

Germanyq the West Indies, Gibraltarg Egypt, the Baltic, Portugalq 

Spaing Franceg Irelandq Canada and again in France after Waterloo, 

In 1813 he was Colonel of the 7th Battalion the 60th Regiment 

and in 1817 transferred to be Colonel of the 72nd, before becoming 

Colonel of the 42nd in 1823. While therefore he had never served 

in the 42nd he had'served with them. He had family connections in 

Perthshire'and Cromarty and was a man of great ability. ' influence 

and patronagee 

In 1818 he was made Governor of Edinburgh Castle and in 1819 

Governor of the Royal Military College Sandhurst (to 1824). In 1823t 

the same year as he took the Colonelcy of the 42ndt he was elected Tory 

MP for Perthshire (to 1834). He was a Fellow of the Royal Society and 

a Lieutenant General of the Ordnance* He held the office of Master 

General of the Ordnance until 1846t transferred to the Colonelcy of the 

lst Royals in 1843 and died in London in 1846. 

He was thus a man of wealth and no little power, Such a man from 

his political, military and social position could bring that position 

to bear in relation to appointments to the Regiment for first Commissions, 

changes in station (by ensuring that the Regiment was kept away from 

unhealthy climates)t the standard and quality of the dress of the 

Regiment and he finally widened the opportunities of patronage available 
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to men and Officers seeking appointments or promotion. 

Through his interest in 1825 the 42nd were armed with the 

"Long Land Tower" musket# the only Regiment of Foot to which 

it was issuedg and in 1840 they were the first Regiment to receive 

the percussion musket. 
47 

The Lieutenant Colonel Commanding was Georqe Johnstone, 

believed to be related to the family of Westerhallq Langholmt 

Dumfriesshire. Johnstone had purchased his Commission in the 

Grenadier Guards in 1819 and after having been on half pay, had 

purchased his Majority in 1826 and his Lt. Colonelcy in 1839, He 

therefore came into the Army after Macdougallp Frazerg Beales and 

Montagu and had purchased his Majority and Lt. Colonelcy over 

Macdougall, While a Captain of the Guards was deemed to be equivalent 

to a Lt. Colonel of a line regimentg Johnstone must nevertheless have 

had funds to finance his steps and obtain command, which alone would 

have cost him L5,800, if not more, 

He did not command for long relative to the tenure of command 

for the period and after going on half pay in 1843, he eventually 

died in London an the 16th April 1874, Apart from the possible connection 

with Westerhall his background remains unidentified. His name does not 

appear in "Burkets Landed Gentry". and he may well be an illustration 

of how an outsiderv with no connections in a Highland Regiment couldt 

by money, purchase command without having any interestg or family, or 

geographical link with a national corps. 

Of the two Majorsq James Macdouqall, was by far the senior, He 

obtained his Commission and promotion to Lieutenant without purchaset 

which was not at all unusual in time of war, He was not initially 

commissioned into the 42nd, but after having spent some time on half 

47, Archibald Forbesq The Black Watch (London: Cassell, 1896). p, 275, 
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pay he purchased his full pay Captaincy in 1825.. He was a seasoned 

campaigner having been present at Nivelle, Nive, Orthes and Toulouse 

(1813-1814). His background is unknowng but he was certainly not 

a man of meansg for although he purchased his Captaincy in 1825, he 

did not purchase his Majority and obtained his Lt. Colonelcy of the 

Reserve Battalion in 1846 through seniority, aged possibly 51 after 

30 years full pay service. He retired in 1850 and died in 1876. The 

absence of any information on Macdougall together with his nameq might 

imply that he was one of the few surviving Officers from the old Highland 

tacksman class# but this must remain as conjecture. 

The second Majorg Duncan Alexander Cameron was Commissioned without 

purchase in 1825. He was born in 1808, the son of Sir 3ohn Cameron of 

Culchennat and purchased all his remaining steps untilq in 1854t he 

commanded the 42nd at the Alma and later the Highland Brigade at 

Balaclava. During'the Maori Wars (1863-1865) he commanded the British 

forcesq but received official censure when he refused to exact retribution 

against the Maoris by the burning of a Pa House, Between 1868 and 1875, 

at a critical period of its development# Cameron was Governor of RMC 

Sandhurst* He married Flora Macleang daughter of Dr, Andrew Maclean 

in 18730 aged 659 and died with the rank of General at Blackheath an the 

8th 3une 1888o He appears to have been an intelligent and capable 

commanderg whose career certainly suffered as a result of the New Zealand 

incident. Despite his Highland nameg Wedderburn criticises him as 

"another infernal Englishman% 48 

_Daniel 
Frazer was the longest serving of the ten Captains and along 

with George Montagu had been granted Brevet rank the year before in 1838. 

They had both been Captains of Companies since 1825 and had been purchased 

48. Diary of Col. J. W. Wedderburng BWRM9 28/714/lt 17,10,1853, 
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over by Oohnstone and by Cameron. Frazer was first Commissionedv 

without purchase into the Sth (or the King's) Regiment of Foot. 

His background is unknown and he does not seem to be related to any of 

the major lines of the Frazer or Fraser families in Scotland. He was 

married and his son# Captain Rowland Aynsworth Frazer of the 42nd was 

killed at Sebastopol in 1855. For all their length of serviceg Frazerg 

Bealea and Montagu had not been present in the Peninsula or at Waterloo, 

and Frazer and Beales would have stood out in the Battalion as older 

Captainsq men from a previous war that had ended over twenty years 

beforeg, ---: --.. but who remained by design or necessity Captains of 

Companies. 

Charles Dunsmure, was certainly a man of means. In 1843 he 

purchased his Majority and in 1849 he is reputed to have purchased 

the Lt. Colonelcy of the 42nd for L7,000.49 He was actually gazetted 

Lt, Colonel an the 15th February 1850 and went an half pay on the lst 

April in the same year, as a result of the reduction of the Reserve 

Battalion* 

William Guthrie was the second son of John Guthrie of Guthriet 

Convenor and Depute Lieutenant of the County of Forfar. The Guthrie 

family was of some antiquity in Scotland and the castle was founded in 

1468 by Sir David Guthrie of Guthrie and enlarged and extended in 1848. 

The main wealth of the family in the nineteenth century came from the 

possession of considerable rubber estates in Malaya and the Guthrie 

plantations were still in existence after the Second World War. William's 

elder brother John had served in the Regiment between 1829 and 1832, when 

he had gone to half payg retiring in 1836o William had purchased all 

his stepsv went to half pay as a Captain and died in 1880, His family 

49. E. and A. Linklater, The Black Watch (London: Barrie and Jenkins, 
1977)t p. 94. 
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were influential in Forfarshire circles and owned rich farmlands. 

Although only the two brothers served in the Regular Battalions the 

name Guthrie came to be associated with the Regiment as a "Black 

Watch" namet largely through the service of members of the family in 

the Territorial and Volunteer Battalions* 50 

Archibald Campbell was nephew of Elizabeth Campbellq 5th of 

Glendaruel, Argyllt and on her death inherited the estates in 1824 

to become Archibald Campbell 6th of Glendaruel. He had at least two 

ancestors in the 42nd, Colonel 3ohn Campbellp who died in 1795 and 

Captain Archibald Campbell who died in 1768, He married Elizabeth 

Hume and later Christina MacLaren by whom he had a sono William 

MacLaren Campbell who became a Brigadier General and served in the 

Black Watch', Archibaldts eldest surviving sont Robert, 7th of 

Glendaruelt sold the family lands sometime before 1921, He had funds at 

his disposalq for he purchased all his steps to Captain. He retired 

as a Captain in 1840v became Depute Lieutenant of Argyll, the first 

Colonel of the Argyllshire Volunteers and*died in Ayr in 1875o 

Archibald is one of the few Officers of the 42nd of the period with 

direct Highland connections as opposed to Perthshire or Forfarshire 

linkso 

It is known that, Georqe Burrell Cumberland was an Englishman. 

Wedderburn hated him: 

"I wish to heaven'19 he wroteg "all these infernal 
Englishmen were out of the Regiment and at the 
devil% 51 

This comment was aimed particularly at Cumberlandq whog in the absence 

of the Lieutenant Colonel commanded the 42nd during part of their tour 

50, A History of the Black Watch in the Great War, ed. Major General 
A, G, Wauchope (London: Medici Society, 1926)q Vols. Two and Three, 
The Territorial Force and The New Army. 

51, Diary of Colo J*W, Wedderburng OWRM 28/714/19 15.4.1852. 
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in Halifax, Canada, in 1852. By all accounts he was disliked by 

the men also* Donaldsong a retired soldierg commented to 

Wedderburng 

110h Sirg I would like to see the Majorts head 
in that puddle'', 52 

Cumberland objected to the Pipest Piobaireachd and Reels in the Mess 

and complained that Wedderburn and his companions did not pay enough 

attention to their soldiering. 
53 

Cumberland retired in 1855 without 

accompanying the Regiment to the Crimea end died at Wolvers Deang 

Andoverg ten years later, While Wedderburn is lavish in his criticism 

of this man# it cannot be said that being an Englishman made him a bad 

officer. His position however illustrates aspects of some of the 

complex nuances associated with kilted Highland Regiments. 

The 42ndt being the oldest surviving Highland Regiment weret 

and still arep extremely proud of their history and origins. Having 

been founded well before the other kilted Battalionst they had assimi- 

lated much of the character of the l8th-century Hanoverian Army and had 

had time to develop fully their own Regimental character and codes 'of 

internal behaviour. Before 1820 a high proportion of their Officers 

had been Highland gentlemen who, in the strict sense of the word, would 

not necessarily fall into the category of landed gentry; but they were 

no less gentlemen for all thatt for such was their pride and individuality. 

Codes of conduct were set by these men and outaidersq such as English 

and Irishp being few in number, had to conform or suffer censure. The 

pressure on both sides could be extremely subtle and could well lead 

to an entrenchment of views when a Highlander could be at his most 

infuriating and an Englishman at his most stubborn, 

52, Ibid. g 21.4,1852. 

53. Ibid. v 15,4. lB52 and 16.5.1852. 
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The 42nd were noted by Wheately, with some pride, as a Regiment 

that was left to itselfg where the Officers did not bother or 

interfere with the men unless required. 
54 CumberlandIs attention to 

detail in respect of inspectionsp drills# guards and barrack regulationsp 

was thus deeply resented and taken personally by Officers and Meng who 

were perhaps only too keen to lay the principal blame on his nationality. 

The conduct of some of the Ounior Officers and Senior NCOs does not 

seem to have helpedg for there were, and still are, subtle pressures 

which can be applied in these cases. Cumberland hated Pipes and 

Reels, so undoubtedly the Pipe Major played that little bit longer at 

Mess and playing was encouraged at every opportunityq with fiddle, 

flutina and Gaelic songs thrown in. 55 
The lack of understanding was 

bitter and resentful: 

"So much for having ad-d thick headed Englishman 
Commanding a Highland Regimentt and as every Gazette 
seems to bring more Englishmen into the Regto the 56 
sooner it drops the title Royal Highland the better", 

Nothing is known of the background of William Beales. He was 

probably not a map of fundsq for he had served 25 years an full pay 

and never purchased a step. . In 1844 he went on half pay as a Staff 

Officer of Pensioners and died as Lt. Colonel in St. Helierv Jersey 

in 1868. Such employment would imply that he did not have a private 

income of any kind and patronage obtained him the employment, in the 

light of his lengthy and loyal service to the Army. 

Thomas, Tulloch, may well have been related to the Tullochs of 

Dingwallt but this is not confirmed. He came to the 42nd from the 

94th, purchasing his Captaincy in 1833. He became Lt, Colonel in 

March 1B55t but went to half pay in October 1855 and retired as 

54. Diary of Lt. Colonel John Wheately 42nd, BWRM, also reprinted in 
the Red Hackle, Regimental Magazine of the Black Watchp July 19229 p. B. 

55. Diary of Cole O. W. Wedderburnq BWRM 28/714/19 31,12,1851. 

56. Ibid. t 5,12,1851, 
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Colonel in 1859. He died in London in 1866. 

The first member of the aristocracy in the list is Lord Cecil 

James Gordon. Born in 1803, he was the fifth son of the 9th Marquis 

of Huntlyo In 1850t when he married Emily Moore he assumed the name 

Gordon Moore and he died in 1878* He joined the 42nd from the 17th 

of Foot in 1838 and while he had a title and his family had moneyt he 

inherited none of the family estates. Gordon is an excellent example 

of the dilemma faced by the junior sons of large families of the nobility. 

only one could inherit and as the fifth son he had virtually no chance 

whatever of assuming the title and he therefore had to find employment 

in an occupation suitable to his social status and background. 

Georqe Montaqu is unidentifiedg but his name would suggest a 

relationship to the Duke of Buccleuch. Whoever he was, his heart was 

certainly not in soldiering or the 42nd. Of his 18 years service he 

had spent 7 years 4 months bn half pay, having joined the 42nd from half 

pay of the 52nd as a Captain and Brevet Major in 1839, He retired to 

half pay again in 1B42 and did not return to the Regiment, While it 

may be entirely unwarranted, it would appear that Montagu represents 

the worst of the complaints about mid-nineteenth century Officerst 

obtaining promotion by purchase, spending considerable time on half pay 

instead of with his Regiment and transferring to a national corps with 

which he had no direct associationt remaining for only a short period. 

The junior Captaing Robert Williamson Ramsay1has the family name of 
Dalhousieq but no connection can be traced. He came as a Lieutenant 

without purchase from the 62nd in 1832 and left the 42nd in 1841. 

Of the 13 Lieutenantst the senior is. Colin, Camobell of South Hall. 

He was the second son of 3ohn Campbellt 3rd of South Hall, a mansion 

with estates extending to 19,736 acres at Inverchaolaing Argyllshire. 

Colin was born in 1801 and died unmarried in 1859. One of his relations, 
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Edward Parker Campbellq 6th of South Hall, served with the Black 

Watch in Egypt in 18821and it was he who eventually sold the estates 

during the period 1914 to 1917. Colin retired a Lieutenant in 1B39 

and died in the Isle of Man. 

John Cameron Macpherson, also came from a Highland family. He 

was the third son of Duncan Macpherson of Cluny and Catherine Camerong 

youngest daughter of Sir Ewen Cameron of Fassifern, Bart. Macpherson 

purchased all his steps to Major by 1855 and obtained a Brevet Lt. 

Colonelcy, He died in Stirling in 1873, 

Alexander Cameron was the son of Captain Ewen Cameron of the 

79th Cameron Highlanders and belonged to the family of Cameron of 

Glennevis. He commanded the 42nd from 1855 and after surviving the 

Crimean War and the major actions of the Indian Mutiny, died of fever 

at Bareillyq India, on 9th August 1858. 

The Hon. Robert Rolla was the third son of Johng Sth Baron Rollo 

of Duncrubp Perthshire* The Bth Baron was a man of considerable wealth 

and in 1836-37 had employed the architect William Burn to renovate and 

extend Duncrub Parkv a house which was demolished in 1950,57 Rollo 

rose to the rank of General in 1880 and became Colonel of the Black 

Watch in 1888. He therefore soldiered through the period of major 

changes which took place between the time he purchased his Ensigncy in 

18329 until he died, still Colonel of the Regiment aged 92, in 1907. 

Thomas Kinloch was probably related to the family of Kinloch of 

Kinlochq Perthshire. He certainly had funds enough to purchase all his 

steps to Majority and retired in 18449 probably due to ill health# as. 

he died in 1848 at Logie in Perthshire. 

The third titled Officer was Lord Charles Lennox Kerr. A 

Lowlander# he was born in 18149 the first son of the second marriage 

57. Binnsyq Harris and Winnington Lost Houses of Scotland, (London: 
Save Britain's Heritage, 19801, 
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of the 6th Marquis of Lothian. He exchanged to the 42nd from the 

6th of Foot in 1834 and went on half pay as a Captain in 18449 

retiring in 1848* He was Lt. Colonel of the 3rd Militia Battalion 

Black Watch and died in lB98, 

Henry Maurice Drummond was born in 1814 the sixth son of Adam 

Drummond RN9 7th of Megginch Castlet Perthshire, In 1859 he married 

Charlotte Elizabeth Hay of Seggieden, Perthshire and assumed-the name 

Drummond-Hay. He was to become Lt. Colonel Commandant of the Royal 

Perthshire Rifles and was a OP and Depute Lieutenant of Perthshire. 

He retired from the 42nd as a Captain in 1852 and Wedderburn attributes 

this to Drummond's-disgust with Cumberland, 58 He was related by his 

marriage to Ensign Thomas Robert Drummond Hay of Seggieden and it was 

probably while serving with the 42nd that Henry met Thomasts sister 

Charlotteq although the families would almost certainly have known each 

other in Perthshire. 

Georqe Duncan Robertson is the second Officer of direct descent 

to a Highland Chief, Robertson was the eldest son of Major General 

George Duncan Robertson of Struang and he himself became the kst of 

Struang Perthshiret 18th Chief of the Clan Donnachaidh. He was barn 

in 1816 and in 1839 married Mary-Stuartv daughter of Major Menzies, 

formerly of the 42ndq who lived at Avondaleq Stirling. After 

purchasing both his steps, Robertson left the Regiment a year after 

his marriage and he died in the Isle of Wight in 1864 aged 58. 

Charles Murray was probably the sixth son of 3ohn Murray of 

Murraythwaitep Dumfriesq but this is not confirmed. After purchasing 

all his steps to Major he went on half pay in 1856 and retired in 1860. 

He died in 1B74 at Kendal. 

58. Diary of Col. 3, W, Wedderburn BWRM 28/714/1,6,5,1852, 
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Atholl Wentworth Macdonald may well have been related to the 

Macdonalds of Sleatq who historically had Wentworth in the family 

name. He purchased all his steps to Captain and retired in 1844, 

probably through ill healthq for he died in February 1845 at Florinag 

Maltat where the Regiment was stationed. 

George W. MacQuarie was the second son of Colonel Charles 

MacQuarie of the 42ndq who had lands in Mullq and George died there 

in 1894. He was also related to the Maclaines of Lochbuie and the 

account for his uniform is amongst the Lochbuie collection at the 

Scottish Record Office. 59 After'purchasing his Captaincy in the 

42nd in 1844 he exchanged to the 63rd in 1853 and later became 

Paymaster of the Military Traing going an half pay in 1862. 

Duncan, Cameron,, born in 1819, belonged to the family of Cameron 

of Inverailort, Moidartq Inverness-shireq his father being Major General 

Sir Alexander Cameron, Cameron was Commissioned in 1835 and became 

Adjutant in 1838, a post which he held until 1840, when he retired and 

Atholl Wentworth Macdonald took over. Cameron died in 1874. He 

purchased neither of his steps and was probably without funds, but 

not from the ranks* The duties of Adjutant required experience and 

ability and the post was often filled in Highland Regiments at this time 

by men Commissioned from the ranks of the Senior Sergeants, Cameron's 

predecessor in the office of Adjutant had been John Wheately, known to 

have been Commissioned from the ranks and the Paymaster in 1839. Cameron 

married the first daughter of George Mackay of Bighouse and he had a 

brother Arthur Wellington Cameron who was born in 1827 and who commanded 

the 92nd Highlanders. 

59. GD/174/1708/11. 
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The junior Lieutenant was Archibald, Colin, Campbell of Renton, 

He purchased his way to Captaincy and between 1843 and 1845 he acted 

as Adjutant, retiring as a Captain and Brevet Major in 1855. He 

died at Mordington Houseq Berwickshire in 1866. 

None of the eight Ensigns had more than two years service. 

James Hunter was the eldest son of Charles Hunter OP DL, of Seaside 

and Glencarseq Perthshire. Hunter was born in 1816 and he would thus 

be 20 when he purchased his Ensigncy. In 1845 he exchanged to the 13th 

of Foot and died as a Captain and Staff Officer of Pensioners in Chester 

in 1860. This latter appointment might imply that he did not have a 

great deal of money at his disposal# as Staff Officers of Pensioners 

were appointments that tended to be reserved by patronage to deserving 

Officers without funds at their disposal. 

There is no indication that Ensign William James Home Johnstone 

was-related to Major Johnstone for William 3amesq born in 1819, was 

the eldest son of John James Johnstone Hope MP OP DL9 (who achieved fame 

in the Annandale Peerage Case), William James was known as "Younger 

of Annandale'19 Dumfriesshire. In 1841 he married the Hon. Octavia 

Sophia-Boaville Macdonald, youngest daughter of Lord Macdonald, William 

had two brothers who served in the 92nd, one in the Diplomatic Servicat 

one in the Hon. East India Company Service and one in the Royal Navy. 

He retired as a Lieutenant in 1840 and died at Annandale in 1850 aged 

only 31. 

Grant is a name which features in the rolls of several Highland 

Regiments especially the Black Watch and the Cameron Highlanders. 

James Grant is also referred to as the Hon. James Ogilvie Grant, and 

it is strange that he is not given his full title in the Army Listq 

for this man was the fourth son of Francis William Ogilvie Grantp 
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6th Earl of Seafieldq Cullen Housev Banffshire. As a result of 

his elder brothers dying unmarried or in childhood and of his nephew 

also dying unmarriedt James himself became 9th Earl of Seafield in 

1884. 

He was barn in 1817 and served in the 42nd between 1838 and 1841, 

when he sold out as a Lieutenant. He was MP for Elgin and Nairn from 

1868 to 1874 and was also a Depute Lieutenant and Lt. Colonel of the 

Elgin Volunteers. He died in ý888, He married three timest in 1841t 

1853 and 1875 and by his second marriage to Constance Helenat fourth 

daughter of Sir Robert Abercromby of Birkenbog, he had a son Robertq 

who served in the Gordon Highlanders. One of James's younger brothersv 

the Hon. George Henry Essex Grant of Easter Elchies, Craig Ellachiev 

served in the 42nd between 1841 and 1865 and James the llth Earl served 
so in the 3rd and 5th Battalions of the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders 

in the Great War and died of wounds in 1915. 

Another titled Officer was Sir Frederick William Dunbar Bart. t 

of Boathq Nairnt the eldest son of Sir James Dunbar of Boath RN and 

Helen Coull of Ashgrovey Elgin, In 1840 he retired as Ensign and he 

married in 1842 Caroline-Mariat daughter of William Garden and died in 

18511, 

Farquhard Campbell of Arosq Mullq purchased his Captaincy in 1846 

and sold out in 1849. He died in 1881, 

Henry Sholto Douqlas purchased his Ensigncy in 1839 and retired 

by sale as a Captain in 1848, He lived for a time at Bonjedward and 

Timpindeang Roxburghshire and his name would imply a relationship with 

Lord Kirkcudbright (Sholto-Henry M'Clellan). 

Thomas Robert Drummond, Hay of Seggieden was to be related by 

marriage to Henry Maurice Drummond of Megginch. Seggieden, in Perthshire 

was a fine but modest mansion built around 1775 amid rich farmlands* The 
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60 
house was eventually demolished in 1970, Drummond Hay purchased 

his steps to Captain by 1848, In 1851 he exchanged to the 7*8th probably 

as a result of the tension in the Battalion which Wedderburn directly 

attributes to Major Cumberland. -Hay was a great friend of Wedderburn 

and they would sit up in the evenings together in the West Indies singing 

and playing the flutina and guitar. 
61 

The junior Ensignq Thomas Francis Wade was son of Colonel T. F. 

Wade who had served in the 42nd between 1809 and 1826, Wade junior 

exchanged as a Lieutenant to the 98th in 1841 and retired in 1847. 

Two senior men occupied the positions of Paymaster and Quarter 

Master with non-combatant Commissions. Paymaster John Wheately 

joined the 42nd as a Private Soldier aged 17 in 1817. He was obviously 

a capable mant for ten years later he was acting Sergeant Major and he 

was Commissioned Ensign and Adjutant without purchase in 1832. He 

became Paymaster in 1838. He moved to the Depot Battalion in 18559 

was appointed Major (without purchase) in 1860. and retired as Lt. 

Colonel in 1866. He died in 1882, 

The Quarter Masterg Finle King enlisted as a Private Soldier 

in 1803. He served in the Peninsula between July 1809 and August 

18129 including the-Battles of Busaco and Fuentes d'Onor and was present 

at Quatre Bras and Waterloop on the 16th and 18th June 1815. By 1818 

he was Sergeant Major of the 42nd and in that year was appointed Quarter 

Master, He went an half pay in 1840 and died in Guernsey in 1842. His 

son Robert Henry King was assistant Surgeon of the 42nd between 1848 and 

1852. 

60, Binneyp Harris and Winningtong Lost Houses of Scotland, op, cit. 

61. Diary of Col. 3, W, Wedderburng GWRM 28/714/lt 16,5.1848. 
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Finley. Kingq like Quarter Masters Alexander Cruikshanks of 

the 79th and William MacKintosh of the 93rd, must have been a very 

remarkable man* They had all seen considerable action and in the Army 

of 1839. were regarded as "military curiosities", 
62 

men who were carefully 

looked after by their Regiments, where they represented a link with arduous 

battles and campaignN which had already been taken to the heart of 

Regimental history. 63 

It is difficult to decide how Wheately and King were treated in 

the Battalion in the light of their social origins. While they may not 

have been treated as equals amongst the Officers there is no suggestion 

that they were not treated_with the. utmost respect. 

Surgeon James Paterson MD also served in the Peninsula. He 

had commenced service as a Hospital Mate in 1810 and had served with the 

45tht the 13th and the 46th before he joined the 42nd in 1835. He 

received his MD from Glasgow University in 1818, retired on half pay in 

1841 and died in Edinburgh in 1866.64 

62. Letters of Lt, Col, Hon, Lauderdale Mauleg GO/45/14/634(4)99-1849 
of 22.11.1848. 

63, When Alexander Cruikshanks of the 79th was leaving the Battalion 
in 18489 Lauderdale Maule wrote to Fox Maule trying to obtain him 
a position. "Quebec, 5.9.1848. My old Quartermaster is leaving 
me - Cruikshanks - after 44 years hard service in the 79th - 
you must remember him. Get him made a poor Knight of Windsorg 
it is barely a favour to ask, he has the strongest claim and 
poor fellow he will not last very long - you will make a note 
of this?.. oo I am quite sure that none can have a stronger 
claim than the man who began with Copenhagen and ended with 
Waterloo". Letters of Lt. Col. Hon, Lauderdale Maule, ibid, 

64. Drew, Commissioned Officers in the Medical Services of the 
British Army 1660-1960 (London: Wellcome, l96B),, VaI.: E p. ZI2.. 
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The Assistant Surgeong James MIGreqor had joined-the 42nd 

as a Hospital Assistant in 1B26. Between 1820 and 1822 he had 

attended St. Andrews University and he further attended Marischal 

Collegeg Aberdeen between 1B34 and 1835* He was appointed Surgeon 

of the 42nd in 1841 and moved to the Staff in 18429 retiring on 

half pay in 1858 with the honorary rank of Depute Inspector General 

of Hospitals. He died at Fonabg Perthshire in 1874.65 

These details bring out several important points. Firstly in 

1839 the 42nd may be seen as a prestigious and desirable Regiment 

to which to belong and this is reflected in the social status and 

background of the identifiable officers. 'They wereq after allt the 

senior Highland Regimentq who had acquitted themselves with considerable 

credit at Quatre Bras and Waterloo and this was the era of growing 

general interest in things Highland and Highland associations. Six 

Officers had titles and fall into the category of "Aristocracy'19 three 

others had links with Highland Clan Chiefs. 

Secondlyq in the light of the ultimate recruiting areas assigned 

to the 42nd by the Brigade Depot System of 1872 and the Territorial 

System of 1881p it is most interesting to see the numbers of Officers 

with links in Perthshire and Forfarshirev nine known and identifiable 

in all. Four Officers are linked with Argyllshire familiesq two with 

Inverness-shire and one each with Aberdeenshire, Banff and Nairn. it 

might be expected that the 42nd's Officers would have been drawn from 

a wider Highland area, particularly in the light of the Regimental 

originsv and the answer for this emphasis may lie with the fact that 

the 42nd were expensive to belong to and many truly Highland families 

cculd not at this time afford the costs. It may emphasise toog the 

65. Ibido p, 177. 
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growing prosperity of the Perthshire landholding community. 

The trends shown in the 93rd Descriptive Roll Book appear to 

be continued and extended in the 42nd at this time and the 42nd's 

Roll of Enlistments for 1840 shows that recruits for the ranks were 

coming from all over Scotlandq with growing numbers from Lanarkshiret 

Renfrewq Aberdeeng Edinburgh and Perth. 66 It would appear therefore 

that Officers were no longer commanding men they knew personally prior 

to enlistment as had been the case when the Watch were raised and yet 

they were still being led by Scats from North of the Forth/Clyde line. 

Thirdlyt seven Officers are known to be the eldest sons of their 

families# however these men tended to leave the Battalion early, 

presumably because of family commitments. Ten man are second or 

lesser sons, Families tended to be large by modern standards and 

after researching these Officers it has been interesting to note the 

alternatives-which other brothers took up by way of occupationg par- 

ticula rly in other Highland Regiments and the Hon. East India Company 

Service. No Officer is identifiable as a son of the Clergy, Because 

of the size of the rest of their families and the lack of opportunity 

of direct inheritancet twenty-two Officers may be classified as coming 

from the families of the Landed Gentryp but few would be classified as 

Landed Gentry in their own right, although some purchased country 

estates and houses after they left the Army. 

Fourthlyv it is clear that many of these men would have known each 

other prior to service in the Regiment. There are inter-relationships 

too through marriaget an illustration of the closeness of society in 

general and of the relationships within the Regiment. Much of this 

closeness and inter-relationshipq in the difficult circumstances of 

service in Ireland and the subsequent service of the Battalion in small 

66, Roll of Enlistments of the 42nd 1795-1893, GWRMq 2285# 
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garrisons in the Ionian Isl6nds and Maltag may account for some 

of the internal conflicts which Wedderburn encountered. 

Fifthlyq the desirability of one particular Regiment may well 

have been based not only on its history and national associationst 

but also upon its location. In 1841 the 42nd moved to the Ionian 

Islands and in 1842 to Malta '67 While these locations might now be 

considered highly desirablet in 1841 they carried with them a serious 

risk of. disease. , Probably even more unpopular would have been the move 

to Bermuda in 1847, Thusq within ten yearsq by 1849t 20 of these 

Officers had left the Regiment and onev Macdonald, had died at Malta 

in 1844. While it might be expected that the senior Officers would 

have died or been promotedq particularly noticeable is the loss of the 

Ensigns who served for an average of 61- years with the Regiment. 4 

Service may therefore have been looked upon as an extension of a young 

man's education as opposed to a long term career, much as a "Short 

Service Commission" is now viewed. Apart from Lt. Colonel Cameron 

who died at Bareilly in 18589 none of these Officers is known to have 

died in action or at warg or from disease contracted in war. Some 

of these men were it also seems simply not prepared to go to war. 

Miss Murray wrote to her brother Captain J. Murray of Polmaiseq 

Grenadier Guards an the 10th of January 1855: 

"A detachment of 70 men of the 42nd leave this (sic) 
today under the command of our friend Cluny - all 
the officers haveg except himg Major Murray and the 
young Ensignst sent in their paperst They have really 
shown themselves a set of spoons. Cumberland has sold 
out and Major McPherson who is on his way here has sent in 
his papersq in short they are no longer like the old 42nd 
which was such a distinguished Corps. I deresay Col. 
Cameron thinks he is well quit of them", 68 

67, See Appendix 5 Outline Regimental Locations 1820-1920. 

68, GD/189/2/8679 Murray of Polmaise Papers. 
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Sixthlyq whatever might have been the earlier motives of 

Highland officers it is clear that the system of purchase and sale 

operated to its full extent in a Highland Regiment as in any othere 

It might have been expected in the light of this that there would have 

been far more clearly identifiable English and Irish Officers and yet 

it seems that the Highland Regiments were still able to retain their 

nationality in their Officer Corps in open competitiont perhaps as a 

result of their retention of Highland dress, or the selective patronage 

of the powerful Colonel of the Regiment, 

Finallyq it is of interest to note that several of these Officers# 

apart from undertaking duties as Justices of the Peace and Depute 

Lieutena6tst which would have followed largely as a result of their 

landed interestst also became Officers in the Volunteer movementg 

which was closely linked to the Lieutenancies but not founded until 

twenty years after the list. 

In general the kind of Officers found in the 42nd at this time 

are a reflection of the Officers of the other kilted battalions and the 

nationality figures show that when the proportions are projected to 1872t 

a slight shift has taken place away from Scottish Officers towards 

Englishmen. This is partly the result of the large influx of Officers 

during the Crimean War and Indian Mutiny, but may also be accounted 

for in the contemporary popularity of particular Regimentsq the 78th 

being known as "the saviours of India", and the 93rd as "the Thin 

Red Line". 

The list also illustrates the practical workings of purchaset 

promotiong exchange and half pay, The system of purchase was 

established in the British Army by 1720 and the Warrant of 1821 set 
I 

down the rates charged for each rank, However the practice grew up 
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of "over regulation payments" and the real price for an Officer 

was much higher than the regulation rates. 

Line Regiments Regulation Prices 69 

Rank Requlation Difference in Value between 
Commissions 

Ensign L450 

Lieutenant L700 L250 
Captain L1800 L1100 
Major L3200 L1400 
Lt. Colonel L4500 L1300 

An Officer had to serve two years as a Subaltern, i. e. Ensign 

and Lieutenantv before he could be promoted to Captain and six years 

as a Commissioned Officer before he could become a Field Officerg i*eo 

Major, Promotion also required the sanction of a. Senior Officer and 

certification of an Officer's fitness for higher rank in-the Quarterly 

Returns* There were in addition regular confidential reports 

prepared on Officers. 70 

In 1850 examinations for promotion from Ensign to Lieutenant 
71 

and Captain were introducedg but seniority and not merit was the 

guiding principle behind promotion. An Officer could not be promoted 

by purchase over the heads of more senior Officers of the same rank 

if the latter had also indicated their intention to buyand no Officer 

however good could be promoted without purchase over the heads of men 

69. Extract from the 1821 Warrant. 
70, Gwyn Harries-Jenkins, The Army in Victorian Society (London: Routledge 

& Kagan Paul, 1977). pp* 82-84. While these reports did tend to be 
of a negative nature# it is clear that if an Officer was not efficient 
he was removed or advised to leave. When Major General Sir Guy 
Campbell inspected the Depot of the 79th at Castlebar in June 1B47 
he reportedq "Major Ferguson has made a special report to me of the 
complete inefficiency of Ensign Placeg which is herewith transmitted. 
This Officer I consider unfit for the Service as stated in Major 
Ferguson's letter - but there is nothing whatever against this young 
Gentlemants character - simply-the want of capacity to learn what is 
required". Ensign Place retired within the month. WO/27/364/67147, 

71. Wo Circular 14,5,1850, See Appendix 2 (5), PP 1857 IX c. 101. 
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of the same rank, but with longer service. Thusp Frazer was a 

Lieutenant before Beales or Montagut but Montagu would have had to 

ensure that Frazer did not intend to purchase for the Captain's vacancy 

an 22nd October 1825, and Ramsay was in the same position with regard 

to Campbell# who was two years his senior. 

- No purchase price was payable in the case of a vacancy caused by 

death; hence the toastq "To a bloody war or a sickly season"; or in the 

case of an increase in establishmentp retirement of an Officer on full 

pay after 30 years service, or in certain circumstances where an Officer 

retired on half pay after 25 years service. Ranks above Lt, Colonel 

could not be purchased or sold. 

An Officer could exchange with another man in another Regiment 

providing both were in agreement, but payment was prohibited except 

where there was a difference in value in the Commissions, as between the 

Guards and the Line. The system of exchange was used to hasten the 

opportunities of promotion, to avoid serving in certain stations or to 

enable an Officer to serve with a particular Regiment. For exampleg 

Lieutenant John Alexander Ewart served initially in the 35th Regiment, 

He had not had to purchase his Lieutenancy but in 1848 had the chance 

to purchase to Captain. He paid the Regulation of L1800 together with 

L700 over regulationg the latter being made up of L425 which his father 

gave him and L275 which was subscribed by the other Subalterns of the 

35th. Ewart then made contact with exchange Agents in London (inter- 

mediate brokers who put Officers wishing to exchange in contact with 

one another)q and organised his exchange with Captain N, S, Buchanan 

of the 93rd. 72 It was common for money to pass in order to arrange 

a deal of this nature. 

72. Lt, Gene John Alexander Ewartt The Story of a Soldierts Life, t 
op. cit. t p. 122. 
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Purchasing and exchanging into a Regiment was very unpopular 

with the Officers in situg who remained in exactly the same position 

in the promotion ladderg with a stranger in their midst and less 

chance of their own promotion. Lieutenant Parke of the 72nd 

complained in 18549 that while the Regiment had got rid of an unpopular 

Commanding Officer in Lt. Colonel Freeman Murrayp an outsider had 

purchased his way in: 

"We are all sorely disappointed in getting another 
Lieutenant Colonel from a strange Corpst this is 
the eleventh in succession appointed to command us 
never giving promotion in the Corps", 73 

Because of the strict limitations of establishmentsv manipulation 

of the system and enhanced over-regulation payments were common and 

the abuse was overlooked, provided it was not blatant. Complex 

negotiations and deals were the resuýt. In order to get the Lt. 

Colonelcy of the 79th in 1841 Lauderdale. Maule had to get 

rid of Andrew Brown, a fellow Major but Maule's senior. Brown wanted 

to be a Lt. Colonel but did not want to command the 79th; Maule wanted 

both. Thus Maule had to find a Lt. Colonel who would firstly exchange 

with Brown once he was promoted, and then would agree to sell out to 

Mauleo He found Lt. Colonel John Carter of the let Royals who wanted 

to exchange and sell out-to half pay, In theory this was not permitted 

and so Carter had to join the 79thg wait a few months and then sell out. 

Maule wrote to his brother: 

"You see Carter cannot sell for some months to come 
even after he has exchanged because the HG (Horse 
Guards) won't sanction a proceeding which would look 
like a direct job* Carter is nominally in Command# 
he signst I however am Prime Minister and ... 
everything". 74 

73. Diary of Lt. William Parke, QOHRMq 13.4.1854. 

74, Letters of Lt* Col. Hon. Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634(2) 1-93 
31,8,1841 and 11,11,1841, 
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So Brown was promoted Lt. Colonel on Bth 3une 1841. It would 

appear that Maule paid at least part of his regulation price for this 75 

and other Officers who would have benefited in their turn may have 

contributed also* Brown then exchanged with Lt. Colonel Carter of 

the let Royals on 29th October 1841. Carter joined the 79th and applied 

to sell and go to half pay which he did on the-14th June 1842, an which 

date Maule duly achieved his object and became Lt. Colonel of the 79th. 

By leaving his Majorityq Maule made a vacancy which he had agreed 

to sell to John Stewart Smyth, Maule delayed as long as he couldt but 

Smyth could not raise the money and being L500 short had to step aside 

for another, 
76 

In the 1850s the War Office tried to curtail the practice of exchange 

by ruling that an Officer was not permitted to exchange unless through 

ill health or after 21 years service. 

The departure of one Officer could be encouraged by his fellows 

subscribing to an unofficial payment to him in addition to the 

regulation and over-regulation price, or an Officer whose vacancy 

was sought might demand a lump sum or allowance before he would 

consent to leave or go to half pay, or he might ask for additional 

money to help to buy his own promotion. 
77 

An officer could leave the service and sell his Commission 

recouping his outlayq but he had no automatic right to a pension and 

many officers chose to go on half pay. The half pay list was a parallel 

system of vacancies and an Officer on the half pay list was paid a sum 

virtually amounting to a retaining fee, A half pay Officer could 

obtain promotion on the half pay listq but was only paid at the rate 

75, Ibid. 9 1,7,1841, 

76. Ibid, t 14.6.1842. 

77. Ibid. 9 GD/45/14/634(2) 1.14.1838 and 16.7.1838. 
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of the rank he had last held on the active list. No Officer was 

allowed to purchase two steps on half pay without having served in the 

intermediate time two years an full pay, 
78 

Half pay was used by men who 

wanted a prolonged period of absence from the Army because of health or 

personal affairsq those awaiting promotion opportunities on the active 

listt or those in the transition stage of retiring or selling out. Many 

Officers were on half pay with no intention whatever of returning to the 

Army* The government consistently tried to reduce the half pay list, 79 

but by allowing the system to continue negated their obligation to pay 

Officers pensions and an reduction of the service were simply able to 

place men on half pay at short notice. 

Unattached pay was restricted in 1818 to a list of 120 unattached 

Generals an a standard pay of L456 p, a.. These men were on the rolls 

of their Regiment but in name only. 

-Until 1833 an Officer who had not purchased his Commission was not 

allowed to sell it until he had served 20 years, but after 1833 a non- 

purchase Ensign could sell after 12 yearsq a Lieutenant after 15 years 

and higher ranks after 20 years. 

By way of contrast to the list of 18399 it is interesting to see 

the effect of the two Battalion system and to look at the structure of 

the Black Watch in 1891. Ten years after the system had been introducedq 

it might be expected that the 42nd and the 73rd would have become 

inextricably intermixedp but this is not the case. Purchase ended 

20 years before this listq Yet several of the senior Officers are 

listed as having purchased to Lieutenancy. 

78. Regulations for sale of, Retired Full and Half Pay Commissions, 
25th April 1825. 

79. PP 1849 XXXII c 360. 
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The Black Watch (Royal Hiqhlanders) 1891 

Years' Ser. Colonel. Han. Robert Rollo, ' CB. Ens. plO Aug. 32; p25 Sept. 35; Capt. ps Nov. 41; 

Full Half at. Major, 20 June 54; Bt. Lt. Colonel, 12 Dec. 54; Major pS Jan. 551 Lt. Colonelp 

Pay Pay 10 Aug 55; Colonel, 23 Feb. 58; Major General, 6 March 68; Lieut. General, 1 Oct. 77; 
Generalt 19 Dec. 80; Colonel 93rd Highlanders, 5 Apr. 80; Colonel, Black Watch, 9 
June 88. 

32 6/12 Lieutenant Colonels, -2 Alexander Ferrier Kidston, Commandinq the Battalion, 29 Jano 
87; Ensign, p9 Novo 58;. Lto p2 Deco 62; Capt., 12 Feb. 73; n2jor, I July 80; Bt. Lt. 
Colonel, 21 May 84; Lt* Colonel, 1 July 85; Colonel, 21 May e8o 

30 goo 1 William Gordon, Commending the Battalion, 29 Sept. 88; Ensign, 15 Olcto 61; Lieut. 
p2 Oct. 63; Capto p22 Jan 67; Bt. Major, 1 May 80; Major, 1 July 81; Lt. Colonel, 
11 July 86; Colonel, 11 July 90, 

Majors Ensign or Lieut. Captain 
Brave Major 

2nd Lieut. 
-- 

Ma'J. 
29 000 2 Howel Gunter 8 July 62 p23 June 65 7 July 74 off 10 July al 
26 OGG 1 p. s. c. Richd. Hugh Lambert 18 July 65 11 Jan. 67 29 Sept 77 000 25 July 83 

Brickenden 
26 OGG 1 Andrew Gilbert Wauchaps C9 

CMG (Bt. Lt. Colonel, 21 MaýPU Nov 65 23 June 67 14 Sept 78 ... 14 Mar. 84 
84; Colonel, 21 May 88 

22 fee 1 Andrew Scott Stevenson (Bt. 
Lt. Col. 2 July 85; Colonel p17 Mar 69 28 Oct. 71 19 June 79 000 1 July 85 
2 July 89) 

22 0*0 1 Edward George Grogan p24 Ouly69 28 Oct. 71 19 June 79 000 4 Dec. 85 
25 OGG 2 George Francis De Bude 

Davidson p2 Mar. 66 p19 Feb. 67 11 Nov. 76 000 11 Ouly. 86 
19 2 Charles Albert Bushman 0 ad 14 Aug. 72 11 Dec. 78 see 20 Aug. 90 
16 2 John Henry Collier Coods fee 10 Sept 75 17 Apr. 82 000 27 Aug. 90 

Captains 

16 see Archibald Morden Carthew- 
Yorstoun, Adjutant 6 
(Fifeshirs) Vol. an. 
Royal Highlanders Sao 20 Nov. 75 25 Oct. 82 

is OGG 1 Herman Frederick Elliot 000 9. Aug. 73 25 July 83 
is 000 2 Albert Wiley 000 28 Oct. 76 28 Nov. 83 
is fee Lord Alexander Kennedy, Adj. 

5 (Perthshire Highland) 
Volunteer Battalion Royal 
Highlanders 000 12 Nov. 73 29 Dec. 84 25 June 85 

14 000 Ernest Maxwell Wilshire, 
Adjutant 3 Battalion Shrop- 
shire Light Infantry 13 Oct. 77 25 May 78 15 May 85 

13 000 Henry Edward Maxwell, Adjutant 
8 Battalion King's Royal 
Rifles 00* 11 Sept 78 15 May 85 

12 000 2 Douglas Campbell Mercer 22 Jan. 79 29 Sept 80 20 Oct. 85 
12 000 Charles Graham Moulton-Barrett 

4 Vol. On. Royal Highlanders 13 Aug. 79 26 Feb. 81 20 Oct. 85 
19 OGG Edward Parker Campbell, Adj. 5 

Vol. On. Argyll & Sutherland 
Highldrs. Goo 17 Jan. 72 4 Dec. 85 

16 OGG Alexander Gordon Duff, Aide de 
Camp to Major General He 
Wilkie 000 28 Apr, 75 4 Dec. 85 

is 0.0 Charles Grant Adj. 5 (Glasgow 
Highland) Vol. an. Highland 
Lt. Inf. see 9 Aug. 73 14 Jan, 84 

16 000 1 Thomas Francis Archibald 
Kennedy 000 27 Jan. 75 20 Jan. 86 

12 000 St. George Edward William Burton, 
Adjo 3 (Dundee Highland) Vol. 
On. Royal Highlanders 13 Aug 79 1 July 81 15 Nov. 86 

12 OGG Thomas Mowbray Martin Berkeley, 
Adjo 1 (Dundee) Volo On. R. 
Highldrs. 13 Aug 79 1 July al 29 Jan. 87 

12 000 Percy John Caton Livingston, 
Adj. 3 Battalion (Perth 
Militia) 22 3an. 79 I July 81 21 Apra 87 

12 OGG John Grenfell Maxwell, DSO 
(at. Major, 17 Aug. 89), 
serving with Egyptian Army 22 Mar. 79 1 July al 28 Nov. 87 

g/ 



The Slack Watch (Royal Highlanders) 1891 (contd. ) 

Years' Ser. Captains (contd. ) Ensign or Lieut. Captain 2nd Lieut. 
Full Half 
Pay Pay 

9 00. Kenneth Murchison Massie Cox- 
Murchison, Adj. 2 Val. Bn. 
R. Highldrso 000 

9 0*0 1 Alfred Campbell Bald 00* 
9 000 1 Norman William Cuthbertson 0*0 
9 000 2 Henry Clare Filmore 000 
9 *00 1 Duncan Alexander M'Leod 000 
a *00 2 Thomas Soutar 000 
8 *00 2 Oames Deans see 
13 000 1 Walter Gordon Wolrige-Gordon, 

Adjutant 14 Ouly 88 do* 
7 *00 2 George Herbert Lyle Galbraith *Oo 
7 *of 1 Hugh Rose fee 

Lieutenants 

10 May 82 12 Mar. as 
10 May 82 21 Nov. 88 
9 Sept 82 7 Dec. as 
9 Sept 82 22 Jan. 89 
9 Sept 82 27 Nov. 89 

24 Jan. 83 17 May 90 
10 Mar. 83 5 June 90 

12 May 83 5 June 90 
6 Feb. 84 27 Aug. 90 
6 Feb. 84 22 Oct. 90 

7 000 1 David Lorraine Wilson 000 6 Feb. 84 
7 0*0 2 John Stuart 000 14 May -: 84 
71 Harris Oennings-Bramly 0*0 23 Aug. 84 
61 William MacLaren Campbell 00* 7 Feb. 85 
6 000 1 Hone James F. Thurlow Cumming- 

Bruce *so 29 Aug. -85 
6 000 1 Alexander Campbell 00* . 

25 Nov. 85 
5 off 2 John George Rennie 30 Jan, 86 
5 000 Alexander Kenneth Gillespie, 

A. S. Corps 4400 30 Jan. 86 
52 Hone Alan David Murray, Adj. 

29 May 89 000 30 Jan. 86 
5 lDavid Baird 000 8 Dec. 86 
4 ... 2Francis Andrews Ferguson-Davis 26 Feb. 87 29 May 89 
4 ... lEdward Sidney Herbert 4 May 87 27 Nov. 89 
4 ... lColin MILean 4 May 87 27 Dec. 89 
4 ... lHenry Scott Turner 21 Dec. 87 17 May 90 
3 ... 2William MacFarlan 11 Feb. 88 31 May 90 
3 000 1 Thomas Owen Lloyd 9 May 88 5 June 90 
3 0*0 2 Erle Godfrey Elton 22 Aug 88 13 Aug. 90 
3 000 2 Charles Herbert Philip Carter 14 Nov 88 20 Aug. 90 
2 0.0 1 Robert Henry Pitcairn 9 Jan 89 27 Aug, 90 
2 000 1 Adrian Grant-Duff 23 Mar 89 22 act. 90 

Second Lieutenants 2nd 
Lieut. 

2 ... 2Charles Edward Stewart 10 Apr 89 
2 ... 2Cecil Eykyn 6 July 89 
2 ... 2Ronald Adrian Mackenzie Ewart 9 Nov 89 
12 Archibald Rice Cameron 1 Mar 90 
12 Arthur Ernest Heald 3 May 90 
11 Colin William MacRae 28 June90 
12 John George Harry Hamilton 8 Oct 90 
11 Edwin Sandys Dawes 29 Oct 90 
11 Alexander Johnstone Nicol 29 Nov 90 
1 000 1 Henry Andrew 29 Nov 90 

8 

Paymasters, -1 
2 

Quarter Masters. -1 Charles Sinclairg 28 Nov. 83; Hon. Lieut. 
so 1 William Webb, 14 May 871 Hon. Lieut. 

Figures 1 or 2 before a name indicates serving with the let or 2nd Battalion. 

posoco Passed Staff College. 

Grev. 
Ma 1. 

179. 

Major 

80. Army List 1891. 
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In spite of being the old second battalion of the 42nd and 

"The Perthshire Regiment'19 the 73rd obviously had few Scottish 

officers and in the main those who came from the 73rd in 1881 stayed 

with the 2nd Battaliong whilev presumably to keep the peace, a 73rd 

man commands the let Battalion and a 42nd man commands the 2nd 

Battalion. It would be wrong to assume that either the 42nd or 

the 73rd was a secondrate battalion or inferior to the other, but 

At is difficult to see how rivalry and jealousy could not have existed 

amongst'the Officers at this time, particularly on the part of the 73rd, 

whose personality as a Regiment was effectively swallowed up by the 

42ndq whose dress and general character they adopted. It is indicative 

of this process that the Black Watch Museum is only able to display 

one small room of 73rd items, a situation which arises out of necessity 

rather than design. The 73rd were an old and gallant Regiment, but 

very little is known about them apart from their general history. ý 

Of the men themselves on this listq the Colonelp the Hon. Robert 

Rollo is the only survivor from the 1839 list. The ratio of Captains 

and Majors has altered and it is noticeable how many Captains are 

detached for service with the Volunteers and Militia and not necessarily 

to units directly associated with the Regiment. 81 Some well known 

ýnames are here: Andrew Gilbert Wauchope who was to be killed at 

Magersfantein in command of the Highland Brigade; 82 Hugh Rose of 

81, This was the result of the 1881 reforms and the compulsory removal 
of Captains after 20 years and of Majors after 27 years to clear 
the blockage of promotion. Many of these Adjutants posts had 
been occupied by long serving Captains and Majors, especially 
men promoted from the ranksq such as Henry Mackayt former Sergeant 
Major and Adjutant of the 79th, who became Adjutant of the Forfar 
and Kincardine Militia Artillery between 1855 and 1865, In 1881 
11,,, several score of Adjutants of the Auxiliary forces - upon an 
arbitrary limit of age suddenly fixed - were with only about a 
month's notice literally kicked out of their appointments and placed 
on a retired allowance of only a very few shillings a day ... 11, An 
Officert Fifteen Years of Army Reform, op, cit,, p, 32, 

82, William Bairdv General Wauchope (Edinburgh and London: Oliphant 
Anderson and Ferrier, 1907), 
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Kilravocky whom Corporal MacFarlane remembers as the gentlemanly 

Commanding Officer of 1913-1914; 83 John Grenfell Maxwellq who 

commanded the 2nd Egyptian Brigade at Omdurman; the Hon, Alan David 

Murrayq later to be Earl of Mansfield and Adrian Grant Duffq-a 

skilled and able soldierp whog after passing Staff College became 

Assistant Secretary of the Committee of Imperial Defence and 

commanded the let Battalion Black Watch in 1914. He is remembered 

with great respect by Mr. MacFarlane as a man who was a knowledgeable 

and professional soldier and who was a serious loss to the Battalion 

and the Division when he was killed in action on the Aisne in 

September 1914* 84 

A large number of these men had seen active service including 

the Ashanti Warg Egypt and the Sudan, The 73rd. who had remained 

in India until 1878, had only seen home service since and it would 

be the 42nd Officers who had the medalsq a factor which cannot have 

been lost on them at the time. 

It is noticeable that many of the young Officerst Second 

Lieutenants and Lieutenantsq have Scottish associations and this 

probably reflected an effort an behalf of the Regiment to recruit 

Scotsmen not only into the rank and file, but also into the Officer 

Corpse 

The points brought out here also apply to the linking of the 92nd 

and the 75th, but are not so marked in relation to the 93rd and 91st, 

or the 78th and 72nd. The Officers of the 79th were of course 

unaffectedq as they remained a single unlinked Battalion, but they were 

alarmed with the possibility of disbandment or amalgamation with the 

Guardsq as this amalgamation would have been particularly expensiveg 

83, Cpl. Frank MacFarlane, lst Battalion Black Watch, Oral History 
archive in possession of the author. 

84, Ibid. 
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apart from the inevitable friction that wouid have ensued. 
85 

The legi list also illustrates the increasing professionalism 

of Officers. All the serving Officers had passed an entrance and 

promotion examination and all had attended Sandhurst who had been 

Commissioned after 1878. Among the Officers of the Regiment who had 

attended the School of Musketry at Hythe, was Wauchope. One officerv 

Richard Brickendent had passed Staff College; Camerong Grant-Duff and 

Cuthbertson were to follow, and all these Officers would have taken 

part in manoeuvres and exercises involving units larger than their own 

Battaliong either in Aldershotp Egypt or Malta. 

The pattern is indicative of the broadening of an Officer's 

education and the changes in attitude that were consequent upon the 

introduction of new weapons, tactics and drills, tcgether with lessons 

learnt from the Franco-Prussian War. There was still however an 

underlying prejudice amongst Officers of the kind of professionalism 

based on theoretical training and the Staff College, which reflected 

the paramount importance in'many Officer's minds of "the Regiment" as 

opposed to personal ambition* 
86 

The Senior Department of Sandhurst moved to a house in Sandhurst 

in 1820 and catered for 15 Officers per year, 
87 There was an entrance 

85. In 1892 the Wantage Committee proposed either to disband the 
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders or to amalgamate them with the 
Guards. In a spirit of optimism but not necessarily of understanding 
they wrote, "The above measure (amalgamation) would probably not be 
unacceptable to the Cameron Highlanders as it would give them 
increased pay and prolonged periods of home service. There would 
doubtless be difficulties of a personal character to overcome. *.. ". 
PP 1892 XIX c 6582 pp, 36-37, See Appendix 3 (9). 

86, Brian Bond, The Victorian Army and the Staff Colleqe. 1854-1914 
(London: Eyre Methuen, 1972)9 p. 97, and p. 19. 

87, PP 1854-55 XII c 317 pp. 111-26. 
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examination and the subjects of study included higher mathematicso 

surveying and military drawingg astronomyq fortificationg French and 

German. Candidates had to be over 21 with not less than 4 yearst 

service at home (3 abroad). 
88 The Department was neither popular 

nor prestigious and in 1854 only 6 Officers were attending. 
89 Ewart 

of the 93rd. remembers in 1844t that the students lived in rooms in 

"Tea Caddy Row" and "were cooked for by an old woman called Shaw". 90 

The course lasted between two years and eighteen months and gave no 

guarantee of advancement when completed, "Going back to school" 

was not popular with Officers and the course was seldom used to its 

91 
best advantage and was regarded by many as two years rest. 

In 1858 competitive examinations were introduced for entrance 

and in 1862 the Staff College was built at Camberley. One Officer 

per Regiment was allowed to attend at any one time, a condition which 

meant that an officer with good results might fail the entrance 

examination because an Officer of the same Regiment had scared higher 

marks; but only one could attend and the man failing had to sit the 

examination again. 
92 

A new syllabus of training was introduced with 

examinations and lectures, 93 but in general Officers' attitudes did 

not change: 

88. Major A. F. Mockler Ferrymang The Annals of Sandhurst, (London: 
Heinemann, 1900). p. 89. 

69. One of the major limiting factors an the numbers of Officers attending 
the Senior Department was the regulation that when a Regiment was on 
Foreign service the Officers of that Regiment were not allowed to 
attend the Senior Department. This was a serious obstacle for the 
Highland Regiments who spent such a long time abroad. PP 1854-55 
XII c 317 p, 22 para. 473, 

90, Lt. Gen. John Alexander Ewart, The Story of a Soldier's Life, op, cit., 
P. 80, 

91. Ibid. 9 p, 82, 

92. In 1877 Lieutenant W. Prevost passed the Qualifying examination but 
could not attend because another 91st Officer had gained higher marks, 
Army List 1877. Evelyn Wood, of the 17th Lancers had to exchange to 
the 73rd to get around this rule. Evelyn Woodq From Midshipman to 
Field Marshal (London: Methuen and Co., 1906)0 Val. lt p. 205. 

93, GO Horse Guards 23,5*1860 No. 752. 
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"In those days (the 1890s) the general opinion of 
the Army was still that Staff College Officers were 
a set of shirkers who left their Regiments with a 
view to an idle two years at the College, to be 
followed by loafing and well paid jobs in the plums 
of the profession". 94 

Spencer Ewart of the 79th who attended Staff College in 1890 recorded: 

"A great drawback in my opinion to the Staff College 
at the time of my residence there was the sacrifice 
of every other consideration to the horse, unless one 
talked all day long of this animal, rode with the 
IdragIq subscribed to the coach, (which nobody knew 
how to drive) and dressed like a bookmaker# one ran 
a considerable risk of being unfavourably reported an 
by the authorities or being shunned by one's associates 
as a pariatel" 95 

Count Gleichen however concluded that his tour of Staff College had 

beeng "... two intensely interesting and valuable years". which were 

rounded off by attachments to the Cavalry and the Artillery, 

The Highland Regiments had a good record of attendance at the 

Senior Department and Staff Colleget but in the Gordon Highlandersq 

'I,,, there was a great tradition that the Regiment 
was everything and any departure from the sealed 
pattern was frowned upon* No Officer had ever 
volunteered for Staff Collegeq for active service 
or for anything. They lived and fought as a 
Regimentq without personal considerations...,,. 96 

In the Cameron Highlanders a similar attitude prevailed under Colonel 

Leithsas recorded by Spencer Ewart when he dined for the first time, 

with the Regiment an joining at Gibraltar in 1882: 

"At Mess I sat that evening between Colonel*Leith 
and Captain Murray* Old Leith was very affable and 
told me the 79th had got two things to thank God forg 
one that they had never had a man with the Victoria 
Crossq the other that they had never had a Staff College 
man. He was certainly one of the old school". 97 

94. Major General Lord Edward Gleichen, A Guardsmans Memoirs,, op. cit., 
P. 

95. Diary of General Sir Spencer Ewart, RH/4/84/1, 

96. Ian S. M. Hamilton, The Happy Warrior, op. cit., p, 19, This is not 
in fact correct as in 1830 Captain 3ohn Browne of the 92nd was a 
student at the Royal Military College. WO/17/437, 

97, Diary of General Sir Spencer Ewartq RH/4/84/1,3,1,1882, 
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In the minds of many Officers there was therefore a conflict 

of loyalties as far as ambitions outwith the Regiment were concernedl 

and in the Highland Regiments, where tartang clan, home area and 

Regimental loyalty were deeply cherished, it might be expected that 

this conflict would be most marked. However with the exception of 

the Gordons and the Camerons a broader view was taken in the Highland 

Regiments, and while only a minority of Officers were Staff College 

trained, personal ambition was not subordinated to Regimental cohesion 

and most Regimental Officers from the 1870s onwards found themselves 

posted away from their Regiments to Staff posts at some point. after 

passing out of the College. Brickenden for example became Garrison 

Instructor at Malta in 1876.98 Lt, Colonel Knollys of the 93rd was 

the first p. s. c. Officer to command a Highland Regiment and in 1877 

99 
the 93rd alonb had 4 Officers p. s. ce 

The 1891 list shows that the abolition of purchase has not 

materially altered the social structure of the Battalion and there are 

no long lists of men Commissioned from the ranks, except Charles Sinclair 

and William Webb the Quarter Masters and Captain Thomas Souters who was 

Commissioned from the ranks of the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders and 

who returned to that Battalion as a Major in 1899.100 

The list also brings out the extensive use of Brevet rank in the 

later Victorian Army. The Brevetp in theoryelevation of rank without 

pay, had been introduced by William III purely as reward, but had come 

to be governed by some form of rule of seniority, although Staff 

appointments and meritorious service also came into play. Thus 

Wauchope for examplev in 18919 held two ranksq Major in his Regiment 

98. Army List 1876. 

99, Army List 1877. "P. s. call was introduced in the Army List of 1876, 

100. Historical Records of the Cameron Hiqhlanders, Val. 29 p. 181t 
op, cit,; Captain Soutar was promoted for gallantry at Tel-el-Kabir. 
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and Colonel in the Army, Uhen with his Regiment he was under 

command of his Colonelq but in the Army he was of equal rank to 

him. The system caused major difficulties and was one of the 

principal reasons for the command breakdown that led to the surrender 

of the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders on 27th August 1914. In 

this case Lt. Colonel Neish commanded the Battalion and. his second 

in command was Colonel W. E. Gordon VC who held Brevet rank and was 

therefore senior in the Army but junior in the Battalion. In the 

confusion and darkness of the early hours of the 27th Augustq the 

Battalion collected several soldiers of other Regiments and as a 

composite force Gordon was entitled to take command, which he didt 

much to Neishts displeasure. Thinking themselves surrounded, Gordon 

advocated fighting their way outv while Neish proposed surrender. The 

Officers and men, without leadership or clear orders, and unable to 

decide whom to obsyp reluctantly and bitterly laid down their arms, 
101 

The nationality and social status of Officers of the Highland 

102 Battalions remained remarkably consistent between 1820 and 1914. 

Thong because of sheer necessityq caused by high officer casualtieso 

the criteria for Officer selection changed, Men were promoted in 

large numbers from the ranks, 50 for example in the Ist and 2nd 

101, Memoir of Captain Alex, D. L. Stewart MC of Achnacone, 
GHRM, 

102. Under the Army reforms of 1881 it became possible to transfer 
as an Officer from a Militia to a Regular Commission. This, 
together with the clearly defined territorial districtsp 
produced a substantial number of local landed Officers for 
the Regular Battalions, In due course, as the Volunteer 
Battalions were incorporated in the territorial local 
Regiments and adopted the same uniforms and designations, 
there developed the same sort of interchange between them 
and the line battalions. By 1914 the Highland Battalions 
probably had more local Officers and men than at any stage 
since their formation. The author has to thank Lt, Colonel 
A, A, Fairrie for this information. 
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Battalions of the Black Watch, of whom 19 were killed in action. 
103 

Money had nothing to do with fulfilling the fighting role and a 

basic standard of educationg fitness and primarily experience became 

of importance* The influx however of these Officers and the men from 

civilian lifev led to major dissati*sfaction regarding Army pay and 

it was because*of them that pay was eventually raised in 1919.104 

This emphasised that Officer selection was largely based on economics 

prior to 1914, when governments were ready to criticise the limited 

class base of Officer recruitmentq but were not prepared to pay for 

the solution. 

Highland Regiments thereforeq had the standard structure of 

command of the Infantry of the Lineq but the kilted Battalions in 

particular recruited Officers with National associations and origins 

in the "landed gentry". The trainingg selection and education of 

Officers improved throughout the century, but the purchase system and 

emphasis on "Regiment" militated against serious academic pursuits. 

The linked Battalion system and the changes in Officer structure 

within the Battalion could well have resulted in a falling'away of 

Highland spiritv but it did not and while Regimental numbers were 

cherished and are still used todayp the linked Battalions assumed 

Highland characteristics. Men Commissioned from the ranks were 

103, Officers of the Black Watch 1725-1952, op. cit. Many Highland 
Officers were mixed up in other Battalionso particularly those 
promoted from the ranks, but it was the sheer numbers of men 
killed that brought about a break in the chain of continuity 
that had been so prominent in Highland Regiments. Of the 
Officers of the let Battalion Black Watch who left Aldershot 
for Franceq for exampleg Major and Quarter Master Fowler MC 
was the only one who remained with the Battalion in 1918 and 
at the end of the War no Officer of the Ist Battalion Queen's 
Own Cameron Highlanders was still with the Battalion from 1914. 
See, photograph Officers of the lst Battalion Black Watchq 
Aldershot 1914. Appendix 6 (5). 

104. General Sir Ian Hamilton, The Soul and Body of an Army, (Landon: 
Edward Arnoldv 1921). p. 78, 
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highly regardedv but few in number until 1914, when the system 

of officer selection and financial obligations and requirements 

broke downg due to the heavy lossesq especially amongst junior 

Officers and the very nature of the War. So many of these pre-1914 

Officers were killed that a continuity in Nationalityg familyg service 

and Regimental association was effectively broken. It will therefore 

be interesting to look more deeply into the nature and character of 

these men and to examine their financial circumstances. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE CHARACTER AND NATURE OF HIGHLAND OFFICERS 

What then was the character of these Officers of the Highland 

Battalionsq for studies of nttionality and family background say little 

about what they were actually like, Many were intensely Scottish and 

proud of it, even though those who had spent their childhood in Scotland 

were often sent to England to "unlearn their Scottish lingo". 1 While 

those who were Scots had accentsq those accents would certainly not have 

been as pronounced or as regional as those of the men and those Scots 

Officers who went straight to their Battalions prior to 1878 may well 

have had stronger Scottish accents than might even now be "acceptable" 

although these would have been softened by lengthy periods abroad and 

the social pressures resulting from a number of English and Irish 

Officers in the Battalion. 

With the development of the major English Public Schools and 

the growth of Victorian opinion as to how exactly a gentleman should 

speak and behave these accents began to disappear. It is known, for 

examplev that Second Lieutenants Eykyn and Nicol in the Black Watch 
2 Army List of 1891, had been educated at Harrow and of the Highland 

officers killedq wounded or missing before December 1914g eleven were 

educated at Winchester. 3 

In the. letters of Lieutenant Colonel Maule of the 79th he often 
inserts a comment in the vernecularv which implies that he did not 

actually speak that way. These comments do not necessarily take the 

form of jibes and are often used in an endearing almost complimentary 

1, GD/1/530/3 Letters of John Murray MD, FRCS9 21.8.1820. 

2. Harrow School Reqister 1801-1893 (London: Longmans, 1894). 

3. The Wykcheamis Nos. 5349 5359 536 and 537 (Winchester: P. and G. 
Wellsq 1914)o 
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way which does not appear patronising. 
4 This distinction in accents 

which seems to have developed in the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century into almost intolerance in some regiments (but not necessarily 

Highland Regiments)9 could have set apart those commissioned from 

the ranks with a regional broguet but it is difficult to say that as 

a result their careers were affected# because frequently several other 

factors were involved, such as financial resourcesq the nature of their 

Commissionst their age and educational abilities. 

An example is William McBean of the 93rd who was barn in Invernesso 

He enlisted in the 93rdg was Commissioned, commanded the Regiment and 

retired with the rank of honorary Major General. When he was dying 

in his lodgings in London in 1878t Surgeon Munro went to see himo Munro 

wrote of his visit, 

"I found him in bed in a little room not 10 feet square 
at the very top of the house.... 'What ails you man? ' 
(McBean replied)v #Ther's something gone wrang wi me futt 
an' I've had a Doctor in to see iti,,. 5 

From this account it seems therefore that McBean spoke with an 

accent until his death and his promotional opportunities were not 

affected* Thusq as far as accents are concerned it would be wrong 

to draw too rigid conclusionst with social and class implications. 

Anglicised many of these Officers may have been, but the figures show 

that in the Highland kilted Battalions the majority were Scots, An 

anglicised accent does not make an Englishman and much depended upon 

4. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule, GD/45/14/634 (1) 
8.5.18399 11... you as an old soger know what billets are ... 11 and 
GD/45/14/634 (3) 1-84, ".. he (an unknown Officer) is Exchangd., 
not one of the auld 79th". 

5, Surgeon William Munrot Records of-Campainning in Many Lands, op. cit. 9 
Vol. 11 p. 419. A further example is Hector Macdonald of the Gordon 
Highlanders: seeg Trevor Roylet Death before Dishonour (Edinburgh: 
Mainstream Publishingg 1982). 
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contemporary fashion and pocial behaviour, 6 

Gaelic speakers were entirely another matter. Firstly, these 

would almost certainly have been restricted to the Scots Officerst as 

learning Gaelic was extremely unlikely in the period 1820 to 1920; 

most people were unlearning the language at this time. Secondly, 

of the Scots Officersq unless they came from the Highland area they 

would not have been native Gaelic speakers. For example none of the 

Forfarshire/Perthshire based Officers of the 42nd of 1839 are likely 

to have spoken the language and the same applies to the Lowlanders 

and the English. However it could well be the case that men like 

Archibald Campbell of Glendaruelv Colin Campbell of South Hallp 

3, Cameron Macpherson of Cluny and George Duncan Robertson of Struan 

were amongst the native speakers. There is little evidence however 

that any Officers in the Highland Battalions used Gaelic in ordinary 

conversation or communication, Letters, diaries, order books, platoon 

note books are all in English, although Burgoyne records that Adjutant 

William McDonald of the 93rd drilled the Glengarry Militia in Gaelic 

in Canada in 1838 7 
and Goff asserts that in the 91st "up to 1839 a squad 

was always drilled in Gaelic". 8 While Gaelic speaking Officers were 

used In recruitingg 
9 the language is most prominent in song and 

6. The author remembers her own Godfatherg Colonel George David Bruce 
DS09 let and 61st Madras Pioneersq who in spite of a lifetime of 
service in India spoke with an educated but nevertheless Scottish 
accent which he never commented on as being a drawback to him, 

7. R, H, Burgoyne# Historical Records of the 93rd Sutherland Hiqhlanders, 
(London: Richard Bentley and Son, 1883). pp, 84-85, 

8, G. L, Gofft Historical Records of the 91st Arqyllshire Hiqhlanders, 
op. cit. g p. 122. 

9. One of the few references to Orders in Gaelic in the Regular 
Army is amongst the McLagan Collection at Glasgow University. 
"Ceinn Reachdaidh a Riaghltadh Feachd Breatuinneach'19 Heads of 
King's Regulations for the British Army, 1042/11 and "An Address 
to the Soldiers of the 42nd Regiment. " 1042/135(A). Both of these 
documents would appear to date from the second half of the eighteenth 
century. 
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10 
verse., As for other languagesp Latint Frencht Spanish and German 

also appear in many lettersq memoirs and diaries and may well have 

been interjected in conversation. For those who served in India 

or Ceylont Hindustaniq Urdu or Tamil were sometimes officially learntt 

. 
but more likely were used simply in everyday language to communidate 

with servants and tra desmen. 11 

Officers were accepted with speech defects and a stammer was not 

uncommon; such as Lieutenant Scott of the 92nd about whom the Inspecting 

officer remarked in 1847, 

"Lt. Scott has at times a considerable impediment in 
his speech but he is in all other respects perfectly 
fit for the Service". 12 

Such an impediment must have been a serious drawback in the issuing 

of orders and at drill. 

It is often imagined that Highland Officers looked like the ideals 

portrayed in "The Gentleman's Monthly Magazine of Fashion and Costumes 

do Paris"t 13 
with carefully groomed featuresq broad shouldersq narrow 

waistsq a well-turned knee and almost feminine hands and feet. Photo- 

graphy was to prove a rude awakening and printst sketches and ails 

10. Diary of Col. J. W. Wedderburn op. cit.; Wedderburn mentions several 
times "Archy Campbell" singing Gaelic songs. In the 79th several 
Officers are known to have been native Gaelic speakers, notably 
Colonel Gilbert Gunn (1866-1948) who was well known in the Regiment 
for his Gaelic singing. 79th News, Vol. X no. 1089 March 1910, p. 32. 

11, A few isolated words still survive and are used in the Army today 
although very few people know from whence they originated, such 
as Ildhobill (washerman or washing), "char wallah" (tea man)q "Tiffin" 
(snack)q "Toddy" (an alcoholic drink tapped from a palm tree), 
"cushyll (easy),, "Jildill (hurry). 

12, WO/27/367 Inspection Reports 1847. The 92nd Highlanders. 

13, The Gentleman's Monthly Maqazine of Fashion and Costumes de Paris 
(London: Simpkin). While illustrations from the magazine are often 
used to show Highland dress and the "Piccadilly Highlanders" in a 
manner which almost amounts to ridicule, it must be remembered 
that these were plates and designsq often accompanied by tissue 
patternsv that were intended for tailors and are in reality no 
more representative of the human shape than modern fashion design 
drawings. 
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produced between the period 1820 and around 1850, can only ever 

be considered as a guideline. 
14 Certainly Highland Officers weret 

throughout the one hundred years under consideration, seriously 

dictated to by fashion as well as by the regulations in force. 

Hair from the 1820s onwards always tended to be short, but not 

necessarily closely trimmed. In the 1830s and 1840s beards and 

moustaches were not worng but bushy whiskers extending sometimes to 

the jaw line were in fashiong together with a curl of hair brought 

forward across the temple in front of the ear. In 1854 permission was 

given for Infantry Officers to grow moustaches. 

During the Crimean Warg Officers, like the meng dispensed with 

the razor and frequently ware full beards with the hair relatively 

long around the collar. With the popular development of photography 

at the time these man can be seen as they actually were and the image 

is very different from the prints of a few years before. 15 These 

photographs show men with much more rounded featurest probably as a 

result of the contemporary diet and the quantities of alcohol takent 

a feature particularly noticeable in photographs'of other ranks. The 

uniforms are colourful and decorative but not all that well fitting 

or immaculately pressed and clean, In any group of Officers setts of 

14. It is interesting to study the work of a military artist operating 
in the period of transition between illustration and photography 
such as David Cunliffe and to see how his style changed to one 
of considerable detail and accuracy with the maximum use of 
colour and subtle tones. Major H, P. E. Pereiraq "Colonel Eyre 
Crabbe of the 74thq with some observations on D. Cunliffe as 
a Military Painter"t Journal of the Society for Army Historical 
Researcho Winter 1955 Val. XXXIII No. 136 and Diana M, Hendersont 
"A Cunliffe Re-discovered - the 79th Highlanders 1854". Journal, 
of the Society for Army Historical Researchq Winter 1982 Vol* LX 
No. 244 pp. 191-195. See also the R. R. McIan paintings commissioned 
by Colonel Maule in 1852,79th Newat September 1960, p. 316* 

15, See Appendix 6 (6) Officers of the 42nd Highlanders Crimea 1855 
(Fenton)q National Army Museum Neg, No. 4575. 
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tartans vary at this period and it is obvious that these men did 

not'concern themselves with some of the minutiecof dress regulations. 
16 

The beardst moustaches and more relaxed approach persisted 

amongst the Officers of the Highland Regiments through their service 

in the Mutiny and India after 1858. The 42nd did not return to 

Portsmouth until 18689 the 79th 1871 and the 93rd 1870, The 78th 

returned in 1859 and the 92nd in 1863.17 Absence from contemporary 

European fashion and the prevailing climate would certainly have 

affected their appearance at this time. 

Gradually through the 1870s and 1880 moustaches only were worn 

with the hair much thinned and shortenedg frequently with a centre 

parting to accentuate a broad foreheadq considered at the time a 

physical attribute. By Queen's Regulationsq paragraph 60 of 18969 

moustaches were made obligatory for all Officers. 

The wearing of the kilt by Officers is a difficult question. It 

is often assumed that the kilt was worn to the exclusion of trousers 

in the kilted battalionsg but this is certainly not the case. In the 

early part of the nineteenth century the kilt had, it seemst come to 

be considered as the poor man's dress# an interesting curiosity but 

not the dress of a gentleman or a man of means. Cfficers were happy 

to have their portraits painted and their photographs taken in the kilt, 

but were not required to wear it to the exclusion of trousers. This 

does not necessarily imply an anglicisation or Lowlandisation of the 

Highland Officer Corps and may simply be a reflection of contemporary 

attitudes in fashion. Certainly tartan trewsland for mounted Officersq 

tartan breaches, became an integral part of a Highland Officerts dressp 

16, See Appendix 6 (7) Officers of the 79th Cameron Highlandersq 
Rawalpindi 1864. 

17. See Appendix 59 Location Details. Horse Guards order of 1.5.1857 
regulated against the wearing of tlong hair and whiskersIq but it 
is clear that in Regiments abroad this order was not always obeyed. 
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accompanied by complex regulations as to the various orders of 

dress for set occasions. 
18 About 18209 an observer of Highland 

Officers commented: 

"I cannot help noticing an unaccountable practice 
in some Highland Regiments where the Officers seldom 
appear in the Feile Beg except on field days and an 
particular occasionst ... Having s6metime since 
lived four or five years where the 78th were stationed 
I must exonerate that Corps from the above reflectionsg 
Officers and men always being dressed in proper 
regimentals". 19 

Captain Hasket-Smith wrote. of his Regiment,, the 79thq in the late 

1840s; 

"The kilt was very much disliked by the Officers and 
was seldom worn". 20 

Colonel Cuming of the same Regiment wrote of the 79th in Ireland 

in 1846; 

"The Officers seldom ware the kilt in those days 
and unless. something exceptional took place it was 
only worn at half yearly inspections* The men wore 
it constantlyq but it was some years after this time 
that it became at all general with the Officers. In 
'marching order' the Officers wore the undress blue 
frock coatýltrewsg and forage capp shoes and white 
gaiters". 

In the winter season in Canada and sometimes in the heat of India 

or the West Indiesq the kilt was abandoned by all ranks for practical 

is. See Appendix 3 (12) and (13)9 Orders of Dress the 2nd Battalion 
Seaforth Highlanders 1884. QOHRM*9 and Orders of Dress the Black 
Watch c. 19029 BWRM9 and Appendix 6 (8) Officers of the 2nd 
Battalion Gordon Highlanders Aldershot 1897 illustrating 
officer's Orders of Dresst GHRM. 

19, Logans ewhose sister married Captain Kynock of the 79th'), quoted 
Historical Records of the Cameron Hiqhlandersl, op. cit., Val. 
29 p. 251. 

20,79th Newsq Vol. VIII, No. 909 P. 1. 

21. Diary of Colonel Cumingg 79th Newag January 1935, p. 79. Sadly 
only two extracts of this manuscript were published in January 
and April 1935 before the document was stolen from a car in 
London and never seen again. 79th Newsq July 1935, p. 245. 
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purposeso 
22 The popularity of the kilt in later years may be 

attributable to the effect on fashion of the Queen and Prince Albert 

who were openly enthusiastic about wearing the "National Dress". It 

became common for Officers to possess "mufti" (civilian) kilts and 

at Chabham Camp in 1853, the first major exercise in the United 

Kingdom since the Napoleonic Warst kilts were a pre-requisite of 

entry to the Highland Gathering held there. 23 
Wedderburn noted 

in 1853 however, 

"The Colonel spoke to me about wearing the mufti 
kiltq as he does not like it, so I shall now never 
appear out of uniform and if all goes well I hope to be 
soon out of this (would be) Highland Regt. which is 
ashamed seemingly of its dressq (at least*the Officers 
are) .... I have been 

2 more disgusted today than I have 
been for an age ... it, 4 

In 1866 Cameron Officers were wearing both uniform and mufti 

kilts with mixed dress for dancing. 25 For duty and active service 

the kilt was retainedo except for mounted Officerst during the 

Afghan War# the Egyptian Campaignp the Sudan, the Tirah Campaign 

and the South African War. During the First World War, apart from 

Field Officers and Transport meng the kilt was worn by all ranksq 

22. PP 1850 Xc 662. Evidence of Major General George Brown p. 253 
para. 3424p refers to the 78th in India from 1842 wearing ttrowsers'. 
Diary of Col. O. W. Wedderburnq GWRM 28/714/1.6.5.1852 Halifax, 
Canadav "Parade and a short drill - the first of this year wearing 
kilts for the summer"'q and 22.5.1848 Bermuda, "Shell jackets 
and white trousers taken into wear this morning". 

23. Diary of Colonel Cuming, 79th Newsý April 1935, p. 200, 

24. Diary of Col. J, W. Wedderburnt BWRM 28/714/1 25.5.1853. 

25. Appendix 6 (44). 
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adapted to field conditions by the addition of a khaki apron. 
26 

Height and physical proportions vary considerably amongst Officers 

and it wasq as has been seen in the case of Ensign Webster, possible 

to find an Officer of a size and shape totally unsuitable for the 

physical demands of soldiering or alternatively the wearing of 

uniformt particularly the kilt. Colonel Cuming describes Webster's 

first parade; 

26, See Appendix 6 (5)9 Officers of the Ist Battalion Black Watch 
Aldershot 1914. The khaki apron was first introduced during 
the South African War. See also Appendix 6 (11). The kilt was 
a source of considerable pride to the Highland Regimentsp but 
was also practically difficult to wear in active operations 
in extremes of climate and was consistently under attack after the 
introduction of khaki. Writing on the health of the troops in the 
Tochi Field Force of 1897 in which the 2nd Battalion Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders took partp Colonel Carew the Principal 
Medical Officer noted the better health of the Highlanders and 
their "superior physique" in comparison with the 3rd Battalion 
Rifle Brigade but notedg 

"Clothing was suitable to the climate and seasont but I do 
not consider the dress of the Highlanders suitable for active 
service especially in hot weather. The kilt is very heavyv 
soon becomes saturated with perspirationg is very warm over the 
stomachp in fact acts as a thick kamerband. When the men get 
back to campt they naturally take it off and frequently change 
into thin khaki... In the majority of frontier wars the 
principal part of the sick carriage must be riding mulest 
it is obvious that such a dress must be most uncomfortable". 
Operations of the Tochi Field Force 1897-98 (Quetta Pakistan: 
Nisa Traderst Quettap 1978)# pp, 58-59, In 1902 attempts were 
made to abolish the kilt which were unsuccessful and the 
editorial of the 79th News of 1902 recorded, 

11... great pleasure was felt throughout the Regiment when 
the order for abolishing the kilt as an active service dress 
for Highland Regiments was successfully protested against by 
the Scottish members of Parliament", 79th News 9 Vol. 5. 
No. 619 1.5.1902t p. 1. At the outbreak of the First 
World War the War Office tried to introduce a "universal 
khaki kilt" but General Sir Spencer Ewart and other 
influential Highland Officers seem to have been instrumental 
in preventing this. See Appendix 3 (14). Letterg General 
Sir Spencer Ewart to Murray of Polmaise, 20.12.1914. 
GD/189/2/1081 (4), 
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"Webster was an excellent fellowt but so stout that 
he was quite a sight in his way; he was only nineteen 
years of ageg but nearly twenty stone in weight. He 
was very handsomeg not tallt about five feet nine. 
In walking he waddled along slowlyg and he seldom 
mustered up a run. When he joined noone would believe 
he was a real Ensign gazetted, the whole appearance of 
the man was so utterly absurd. His first appearance 
in uniform was very trying and the shouts of laughter 
that greeted him as he waddled across the square in a 
tight jacket and trews to 'fall in' with a lot of thin 
and hungry-looking recruits must have been very gallingg 
but he was possessed of a great good humour and was full 

of fun% 27 

Such physical proportions do not appear to have deterred 

officers from seeking Commissions or from being accepted by the 

War Office. A notable example is Lieutenant General Frederick 

William Traill Burroughs of the 93rdq who inherited the Island estate 

of Rousayq and who was probably under five feet in height. 28 In some 

interesting handwritten notes in a copy-of Burgoyne's Historical Records 

of the 93rd Sutherland Hiqhlandersq E. S. Wood, a fellow Officerg wrote. 

in the merging 

"Burroughs - Little b He was a finicky little beggar 
having been educated abroad",, 29 

To the men Burroughs was known as "wee Frenchiell and it seems he was 

extremely sensitive regarding his heightt taking care to be seated when 

photographed in a group. 
30 

A dark complexion in the latter part of the nineteenth century could 

also be a source of difficulties for a Highland Officer. Wood writes 

of an officer he calls "Baboo Middleton"t 

27. Diary of Colonel Cumingq 79th Newsq January 1935, po 79, 

28, William P. Thamsong The Little General and the Rousay Crofters 
op. cit. 9 p. 62. 

29. R. H. Burgoyneq Historical Records of the 93rd Sutherland Hiqhlanders, 
op. cit. This copy is in the Regimental Library of the Argyll 
and Sutherland Highlanderst Stirling Castle. 

30, William P. Thomsong The Little General and the Rousay Crofters 
op. cit. 0 p. 62 and photograph 2a, 
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"This Baboo Middleton was a dark mang so dark 
and babe like that the Bank of Bengal would not 
employ him. Middleton was no doubt bullied by some 
of the 93rd and some of the Officers who so bullied 
him very nearly lost their Commissions, It was a 
foolish thing of his Mother and the Authorities to 
put him in a Highland Regiment when of course he 
looked absurd in the kilt",, 31 

As regards general appearancev Maule was particularly scathing 

about some of his fellow Officers in the 79th in 1836. He selects 

an Officer who he calls "Tom'19 probably Thomas Dundas# for special 

descriptive attention: 

"Tom is my Sub (Subaltern) in the first Company. I 
can make nothing of this fellow. He looks like the 
ghost of a strolling player in deep meditation an the 
means of procuring a meal. He blushes like a boarding 
school Miss and after a dinner night might easily be 
mistaken for a runaway lamp post.... I must get rid 
of him before the summer for in the kilt I could compare 
him to nothing but a two legged tobacco pipe surmounted 
by a soap bubble"* 32 

Artificial aids to a good appearance were not discounted and 

it is believed that Colonel Mackenzie of the 78thq who commanded the 

Regiment during its tour in Canada, 186&-18719 ware a topee and dyed 

his hair, 33 Officers also studiously avoided having their photographs 

taken wearing spectacles and even a monocle is unusual in Highland 

Regiments. Proportionately, some of these men must have had sight 

defects. One of the few records in this respect refers to an Officer 

of the 91stq during the second Kaffir War of 1852: 

"Returning to camp the 91st was covered by a 
skirmishing party under Lieutenant Bord who was very 
short sighted. Suddenly he was attacked by two Kaffirsp 
(one of the men) 3ohn Sharkie saw Lieutenant Bond ... 
and... he rushed upq struck one of them on the head ... 
and drawing a butcher's knifeg plunged it into the throat 

31. E. S. Wood MS notes on R. H. Burgoynet Historical Records of the 93rd 
Sutherland Highlanders,, ope citeg Stirling Castle. 

. 
32, Letters of Lte Col. the Hon. Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634 (1) 

Quebec l0o3*1836. 

33, Notman Photographic Archivesq McGill University, Canada, 
Unfortunately because of a restriction on reproduction none of 
these remarkably good quality photographs of the 78th in Canada 
are available outside Canada, although the photograph of Colour 
Sergeant Patrick Fowlis of the 78thq Appendix 6 (63) would appear 
to be a Notman. 
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of the other. Lt. Bondt who then realised the 
extent of his escapet coolly adjusted his eye glasag 
looked steadily at Sharkie and then at the Kaffire 
and saidg 'By God Sharkie you're a devilish plucky 
fellow I will see you are properly rewarded for this 
bravery". 34 

Dental health and appearance is very difficult to assess. 

Because the photographic process demanded a timed exposure of the 

wet plate, instant photographs were impossible. Hence there are 

few smiles and most important of all, no open mouths. Indeed, an 

open mouth was considered a "yokel" characteristic. Several Officers 

complain however of toothacheq Wedderburn for example on the 3rd AprJ2 

18510, 

"Had beastly tOOthache all day". 

Eventually on the 2nd 3une he could stand it no longer. 

"I had such toothache this mg (morning) that I 
turned dentist and lugged the villain out 
excepting a little bit which will follow one 
of these days". 35 

When Captaing later Colonelp A. S. Leith Hay of the 93rd suffered from 

toothache in Montreal in September 1844 he did not have Wedderburn's 

courage to turn dentist and an Indian made him fill his mouth three 

times with coarse salt and he then,, "put a nail in the ground to take 

the pain away"* Leith Hay was extremely surprised-when the remedy 

seemed to work. 
36t 37 

Several officers lost arms or eyes during their service, a handicap 

that did not incapacitate them or prevent them from continuing to serve. 

34, G, L. Gaffq Historical Records of the 91st, Highlanders, op. cit., p. 186, 

35. Diary of Col. J. W, Wedderburn, BWRM 28/714/19 3,4.1851 and 2.6.1851. 

36, Diary of Captain A. S. Leith Hay 93rd 1844-1846, GD/225/39/8 Leith 
Hay Papersp p. 19. 

37. During the South African Warg Lt. George Sceales of the lst Battalion 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders noted, "Having had very bad toothachE 
for 11 days, and finding morphiat phenacitine (sic) etc. no good I 
dashed into Macholl (Dr. Macholl who Sceales had noted earlierv 'knows 
nothing') and had what I thought to be the tooth Dutq he being unable 
to tell, Luckily it turned out to be the right one". Macholl was the 
only Dentist and it is apparent that Sceales had little faith in him 
and preferred pain and bad teeth to extraction. Diary of George 
A. / 

19 
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Zlohn Alexander, Ewart for example hid his left arm shattered by round 

shot during the Indian Mutiny and the arm had to be. amputated. He 

was invalided home# exchanged to the 78th and took command of that 

Regiment in 1858. In 1877 he commanded the Allahabad Division and was 

afterwards appointed Colonel of the 92nd and the 93rd. 38 General 

Sir Ian Hamilton of the 92nd had his left wrist broken at Majuba by 

a Boer bullet% 

... the hand always remained a pathetic but neatly 
manicured wreck. Between the withered fingers he 
could hold a letter or a cigarette, but for all 
practical purposes it remained useless". 39 

Extensive periods of foreign service in the heat of India or the 

West Indiesp or in the intense cold of Canada, coupled with a badly 

balanced diet and an excess of alcoholp could leave Officers with 

prematurely grey hair and heavily marked complexions, the sun and 

smallpox all playing their parte Few of these characteristics are 

evident before the advent of photography* 
40 

How often or how much these man washed is unknown. In barracks 

their facilities were no better than those of the men during the period 

1820 to c. 18600 in that there was seldom any form of running water 

except for a pump which might not be situated inside the barrack wall, 
41 

Officers usually purchased a wash stand with their equipment* but washing 

the whole body in warm fresh water with soap was probably rare. In 

37 A. McL. Scealesp B Company lot Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
contd. Highlanders# October 1899-1903, ASHRM R/264. Toothbrushes were 

however used, as is evidenced by the Betting Book of the 78th. 
"Perth. 2.4.1831. Mr. Fisher bets Mr. Montgomery one bottle of wine 
that the girl in Cameron's shop that served us out the toothbrushes 
has got red hair. - Lost by Montgomery". Betting Book of the Officers' 
Mass 78th Hiqhlanders 1822-1907 (London: privately printedq 1909) QOHRý 

38* Lt. Colonel W. Gordon Alexand8rq Recollections of a Hiqhland Subaltern 
(London: Edward Arnoldt 1898)t pp. 165-166, 

39. Ian B. M. Hamilton, The Happy Warrior, op. cit., p, 46. 
40, See for example Fenton's photographic portraits of General Sir Colin 

Campbell or General Sir George do Lacy Evans in Lawrence James, 
1854-1856 Crimea - The War with Russia from Contemporary Photonrephs 
(Thamet Oxfordshire: Hayes Kennedy, 1981). pp. 49 and 45. 

41* See Chapter 7 an Barrack and Living Conditions. 
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foieign stationsv particularly the West Indiesq South Africaq 

Malta and India bathing was popular in the sea or in water "tanks', * 
42 

Washing hair or having a bath is very seldom mentioned and-as a result 

hair looks dull and unkempt and these men must have had a-personal smell 

that would be totally unacceptable in modern societyq conditioned to 

deodorants and high quality soaps. 

In field conditions and it is suspected in the rigours of the 

Canadian winterv Officers simply did not take their clothes off. In 

the Crimea during the winter of 1853-1854 John Cheetham McLeod of the 

42nd took off his shoes each nightg but did not actually remove his 

clothes for eight months between September 1853 and April 1854,43 

There is no reason to suppose that he was unique and in such circum- 

stances lice must have been common. O. A. Ewart records in January 1855: 

"It was difficult to washq on account of the frostv 
both sponge and towel being like pieces of wood; 
the water in my tent being generally hard frozen. 
What caused me more annoyance, and certainly more 
loss of blood than the Russian guns 9 were ne fleas, 
which literally swarmed in the trenches". 

As standards of personal hygienep barrack conditions and cosmetic 

preparations improvedg so too did the physical appearance of Officers. 

There are many Officers from the 1870s onwards who are outstandingly 

handsome and most are immaculately groomed. The photographs, particularly 

in the 1890s and 1900sp show tallf fitv clean, good looking well turned 

out men with a personal assurance about them that bears none of the rough 

edges of the earlier period., and whose appearance is undoubtedly enhanced 

by the beautifully tailored and high quality uniforms and a well worn 

42. Diary of Lt. Col. 3*W. Wedderburn 42ndq Bermuda 6,6.1848. BWRMq 
28/714/1. 

43. tA Scotsman in the Crimean War - Unpublished Letters of 3ohn 
Cheatham McLeod't The Red Hackle, No. 211t December 1984, p. 13. 

44, J, A. Ewart, The Story of a Soldier's Life, op. cit., pp. 320 
and 378. 
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-kilt 
(i. e. a kilt put an correctly). This appearance is partially. 

the result of the groupings of the photographs themselves and also' 

the quality and cleanliness of the uniforms* 
45 

During active service in India, Egyptq South Africa and in the 

First World War, uniforms and cleanliness were quickly adapted according 

to local conditions and the availability of washing facilitiesq water 

and clothing replacements. Even khaki, once impregnated with mudg 

was almost impossible to keep clean and kilts were ruined by constant 

saturation in water and slime. 
46 

Officerst after the first few months 

in 19149 took to wearing Other RanksFtunics to prevent themselves being 

the target of snipers, 
47 

and baths although available were still 

considered a luxury* 48 

The audible and visible appearance of Officere varied widely in 

Highland Regiments and in many cases did not conform to the projected 

ideal. A more intangible quality was that of being a "gentleman". 

As the meaning of the word seems to have changed to include a man's 

background and financial situation as well as his moral conduct and 

bearingg it is difficult indeed to pin down the term "gentleman". It 

is seldom mentioned or quantified by Highland Officers of the period 

1820 to 1920 and the concept appears to have comprised a situation of 

birth and a code of unwritten conduct that was acceptable at any one 

time amongst the Officers of a Regiment. Thus in 1839 Lieutenant 

Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw of the 93rd wrote: 

45. Compare for example the Officers of the 79th at Rawalpindi 1864 
(Appendix 6 (7)) with the Officers of the 2nd Battalion Black Watch 
Peshawar 1907 (Appendix 6 (9)) not regimentally, but as regards the 
photograph groupingg the beardsq moustaches and the general appearance 
of the officers. 

46. The mud-impregnated kilt of Captain W. D, McL. Stewarto Black Watch, 
who was killed an the 25th September 1916 can be seen at the Black 
Watch Regimental Museum Perth. See also Appendix 6 (11). 

47. See Appendix 6 (10), Distributing bombs to a daylight patrol of the 
6th Seaforths by Lt, GlassqArras 1918. Imperial War Museum neg. 
No. D/3090. 

48. Diary of Lt. Robert Lindsay Mackay, the Ilth and I/Sth Battalion 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlandersp ASHRM. 11.1,1917, 'Had a bath 
in Albert an event always worth chronicling'. 
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11... this (the 93rd).... is in point of societyq 
among ourselves, a very second rate Corps ... of 
course I except two or threeg Aylmerq Buchanan and 
one or two others who are as nice gentlemanlike 
fellows as ever breathed (I am writing in strict 
confidence prayt let no one but my Mother see this) 
but Spark (Lt Col. Spark the Commanding Officer) 
was not born a gentleman and there is a certain 
breeding necessaryv particularly to a Commanding 
Officer - neither was Arthur and you cannot fancy 
how disagreeable it is doing duty under either. 
Though composed of rather odd materialq MacGregor's 
(Lt. Col. Duncan MacGregor's) high principles and 
thorough gentlemanlike bearing kept us together 
pretty well, but now we have a sad reverse". 49 

Agnew was in fact at this time short of money, fed up with Canada 

and anxious to get his Companyp all of which factors may have affected 

his attitude to Lt. Colonel Sparkq but in this letter he does bring out 

the important point that although a man was not barn "a gentleman'19 he 

could by bearing and manners acquire the necessary attributes and that 

the possession of land, title or money were not essential prerequisites. 

Thus the acceptance of men from the ranks was possible: men like 

Cruikshanks of the 79th, Wheately of the 42nd, William McBean who 

commanded the 93rd and Gilbert Gunn and Alexander Yeadon of the Camerons. 

These man were greatly respected and their humble origins did not prevent 

them from being completely accepted as gentlemen. Frank Richardsq 

the only private soldier known to have published a study of life in 

the ranks in India before the First World Warg notes that in his 

Battalion# the Royal Welch Fusiliersp the Quartermaster commissioned 

from the rankst 

11... did not on that account regularly dine at the 
Officers Mesa. He was merely invited once a week on 
guest night". 50 

49. Letters of Andrew Agnew of Lochnawq 93rd, 8.11.1839. GD/154/745. 
50. Frank Richards, Old Soldier Sahib (London: Anthony Mottq 1983)v 

p. 156. 
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There is no indication that this practice took place in 

Highland Regiments. Colonel Cuming remembers in 1847; 

"Quartermaster Alexander Crookshanks (sic)q or 
'Auld Crookyl as he was called was the last of 
these grand soldiers whog in the 79th, had fought 
in the Peninsula and Waterloo, All the rest had 
passed away by deathq discharge or to pension. 
He had been forty years in the Regimentv and had 
served in most of the actions in Spain and finally 
at Waterloo. He was a fine old man and very 
interesting to talk to. He delighted in dining 
at Mess and always sat amongst the youngsters* He 
used to tell us any amount of stories of his younger 
days... What stirring tales he told us of incidents 
at Fuentes d'Onor, Salamanca, Toulouseq Waterloo and 
the occupation of Paris. He was a hard featured old 
fellow, but had always a kindly pleasant smile an his 
face". 51 

While many of these men Commissioned from the ranks may have 

stayed away from Mess because they either had quarters assigned to 

them consequent upon their jobs or because they were married, any 

suggestion that they were only invited an formal occasions is flatly 

denied by both Frank MacFarlane of the let Battalion the Black Watch 52 

and Major Dan Goner of the 2nd Battalion the Highland Light Infantry 

(the 74th). 53 
Major Boner is particularly adamant on this point and 

emphasises that the Officers of the 74th were too well mannered to even 

think of such discrimination. 

51, Diary of Colonel Cuming, 79th News, 3anuary 1935, p. 84. 

52, Corporal Frank MacFarlane, Oral History Archive in possession of 
the author* 

53, Major Dan Bonart 2nd Battalion Highland Light Infantry (74th). 
Oral History Archive in possession of the author, Major Boner 
enlisted as a Boy Piper aged 15 in the 2nd HLI (the 74th) in 
1914 when the Battalion was stationed at Aldershot. The 
Battaliont although officially the 2nd HLIO clung to the old 
regimental number 74th and in spite of being Light Infantry 
and based at Hamilton, still considered themselves Highland 
and entirely separate from the let Battalion the 71st, The 
use of the old number and the distinction between the two 
Battalions persisted until the amalgamation of the let and 
2nd Battalions in 1947 and did not die out even then amongst 
the older Officers* Major Boner still prefers to be known 
as an old 74th man. 
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An aspect of the term gentleman which is relevant to the 

Officers of the Highland Battalions is the Highland character itself. 

In a hostile and isolated environment and in a country with a 

relatively small population where people know one anothert innate 

good mannersg hospitality and pride were held in greater store than 

any wealth or title. In this sense the term 'Gentleman' in Highland 

society had no social bounds and had no implications of class. 
1P 

The qualities of loyalty and bravery were not quantified or 

expanded upon by Highland Officers. They were expectedt almost taken 

for granted, Loyalty was often of a more general character than merely 

to the Regiment. It implied loyalty particularly to the Monarch and 

especially to Queen Victorialwho quite openly regarded the Army as 

"Hera" and. took an extraordinary personal interest in individual 

regiments and Officers. 54 The feeling was certainly reciprocated and 

whatever might have been their personal differences or political opinionst 

Officers were in no doubt as to where their personal allegiances lay. On 

her Jubilee the 79th News summed up the opinion of all ranks when it was 

stated, 

"We can thank our God that we have a Queen to whom 
it is so easy to be loyal"055 

Many Officers also became deeply attached to their men and to 

their Regiments and were not afraid of showing their affections in this 

respecto Lieutenant Agnew relates of the departure of Lieutenant 

Colonel Duncan MacGregor from the 93rd: 

54. David Duffq ed. f Queen Victoria's Highland Journals, (Exeter: 
Webb and Bower, 1980). pp. 259 28 and 161. 

55.79th News, No. 32,1.7.1897. 
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"Never did a Commanding Officer leave a Corps 
more justly beloved and admired... * We had a 
grand dinner the day before he left us ... when 
we sat down there were several white handkerchiefs 
in requisition... 11.56 

Amongst them was MacGregorts handkerchief and according to Agnew, 

MacGregor wept quite openly at leaving his beloved Regiment, 

Indicative of these scenes of parting and of Regimental Highland 

loyalty is the farewell speech of Sir Colin Campbell to the Highland 

Brigade in the Crimea. It is not only a fine piece of prosev but it 

also brings out the affectioniloyalty and emotion which the Highland 

Battalions generated,., 

"Soldiers of the 42nd, 79th and 93rdl old Highland 
Brigade; with whom I passed the early and perilous 
part of this war, I have now to take leave of you: 
in a few hours I shall be an board shipq never to 
see you again as a body -a long farewellt I am 
now old and shall not be called to serve any morep 
and nothing will remain to me but the memory of my 
campaigns and of the enduringp hardyg generous 
soldiers with whom I have been associatedg whose 
name and glory will long be kept alive in the hearts 
of our countrymen. When you go homev as you gradually. 
fulfill your term of servicep each to his family and 
his cottage, and you tell the story of your immortal 
advance in that victorious echelon up the heights of 
Alma and of the old Brigadier who led you, and loved 
you so well, your children and your childrents children 
will repeat the tale to other generations, when only a 
few lines of history will remain to record the discipline 
and enthusiasm which have borne you so stoutly to the end 
of this war. Our native land will never forget the name 
of the Highland Brigade, and in some future war the nation 
will call for another one to equal thisq which it can 
never surpass. Though I shall be gone, the thought of 
you will go with me wherever I shall be, and cheer my 
old age with a glorious recollection of dangers con- 
fronted and hardships endured: a pipe will never sound 
near me without carrying me back to these bright days 
when I was at your headq and wore the bonýet you gained 
for me, and the honourable decorations on my breastq 
many of which I owe to your conduct. Brave soldiersl 
Kind comradesl FarswellV 57 

56. Letters of Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rdo Halifaxq Canada 
20.7.1838. GO/154/745. 

57o Farewell speech of Sir Colin Campbell to the 42nd, 79th and 93rd near 
Kamaraq Crimea 9o5ol856o Quoted Historical Records of the Cameron 

' Hiqhlandersq Volo 19 ppo 182-183o The 92nd arrived in the Crimea and 
joined the Highland Brigade at Kamara, On the 9th May 1856 they had 
marched out with the other three Regiments of the Brigade, but Sir 
Colin dismissed them before making his speechq much to their annoyancee 
Hence the emphasis old, Highland Brigade. 
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Surgeon Munro recalls leaving the 91st at Dover in 1850: 

"That I was no longer an Officer of the 91st was a 
positive grief to me. Next day I dined at Mess as 
a guest. After dinner my late brother officers drank 
my healthq wished me God speed and each presented me 
with some little token of remembrance. As I took 
leave the Officers accompanied me to the barrack 
gate, dear old Dalrymple walking an one side of me 
and Patterson on the other, while the Band followed 
playing 'Auld Lang Synel, '. 58 

These men too were certainly brave. In modern terms their 

leadership training was negligible, even in 1920, but they knew 

exactly what was expected of them and at Battalion level, in battle 

and under appalling conditions, they displayed a courage that is 

unteachable. Often an Officer who was not held in great regard by 

his men would appear at his best in these circumstances. Robert Sinclairt 

a soldier of the 93rdq wrote of Lt. Colonel Ainslie at the battle of the 

Alma in 1854t 

"He rode in our front during the whole action and when 
he saw some of the men wavering under the tremendous 
fire he strove to animate them with courage and in his 
whole conduct displayed a noble example of fortitude, 
coolness and presence of mind... his actions bespoke 
him to be the true soldier as well as the gentleman. 
I never had any particular regard for him until that 
day... I had formed the idea that he was a very proud 
and distant gentleman but... no soldier who had had 
the opportunity of seeing him could ever think of him 
with any other feeling but that of pride tc say that 
he belonged to the same Army as himself", 59 

At the Battle of Langemark, on the 22nd of October 1914, Captain 

John Orr of the let Battalion the Queents Own Cameron Highlanders 

found himself outnumbered and isolated with no hope of reinforcements 

or support and sag with three men of his Company he charged into the 

58. Surgeon William Munrog Records of Service and Campaigning in 
many lands, op. cit., Vol. 19 p. 239. 

59* Notebook of Robert Sinclairg 93rd, RH/4/141, 
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advancing Germans and was never seen again. 
60 Their act was not 

resht or ill conceived on Orr's partq merely braveg and it epitomises 

the kind of self-sacrifice and cool courage that these men were prepared 

to undertake without show, publicity or ostentationg following what 

they believed to be the responsibilities of a Highland Officer. 

Such expectations and responsibilities in respect of their conduct 

under fire were taken extremely seriously by Officersq for failure in 

such circumstances reflected upon themselves and their Regiments. The 

resulting pressure could be intense and could bring about bitter and 

unnecessary recriminations when Officerst overcome sometimes by 

circumstances far beyond their controlt failed to meet up with 

expectations in battle, As there was little general or even medical 

understanding of stress-related behaviourt the stigma of breakdown or 

evacuation with what came to be kn"own as "shell shock" was deeply feltjý 

and few Regimental Historians will name Officers so affected or state 

exactly what happened to them and how they broke down. The general 

impression is that death is easier to record than a display of fear 

or failure by an Officer to take the kind of action which in hindsight 

seems all too obvious. Such omission has led to considerable 

suspicion falling on numerous Regimental Histories as to their 

veracity. The idea that all Highland Officers must be handsome and 

brave was in point of fact an unrealistic burden to place on these meng 

who after all weret in the final analysist only human, 

60. Historical Records of the Cameron Highlanders, op. cit., Vol. 39 
p, 69. Captain John Orr was a particularly good looking mang the 
ideal Edwardian Officer of a Highland Regiment; according to his 
nephew General Sir Peter Hunt, Orr was known as "Beauty Orr" a 
nickname which he hated. Another example of a good looking and 
equally brave Officer was Captain Charles Findlay of the lst 
Camerons who was killed commanding his company in the attack an 
the Dervish position an the Atbara river in 1898. Six foot six 
inches tall he was the 'beau ideal' of the British officer and 
his loss was so keenly felt by the nation that Queen Victoria 
insisted on being Godmother to his son who was born after his 
death, the baby being christened Victor. The author has to 
thank Lt. Colonel A. A. Fairrie for this information. 
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Thus a good deal of time and effort was taken up in exonerating 

Officers at Majubag where three Companies of the 92nd were presentl. 

%,. after the disaster there was a great deal of 
heart burningp one regiment blamed the otherv a 
fierce controversy as to "who ran first? Did 
anyone see anyone run? etc.,, 61 

After Tamai on the 13th March 1884 the Ist Battalion Black Watch 

were taunted with the cry'af "Broken Squares". 62 The surrender of 

the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders in 1914 led ultimately to an 

action in the Court of Session for slander and damages. 63 
Regarding 

this incident Captain Alex, D, Stewart MC of Achnaconel. 

11 ... considered that his career was ruined by the 
circumstances of his captureq which he considered 
a disgracep and from the fact that he had lost all 
the professional experiences of the war that had 
fallen to the lot of younger men". 64 

61* Quotedq John Crouchq tMajuba'q Soldiers of the Queen - Journal 
of the Victorian Military Society. No. 26, September 19819 p. 30. 
The defeat of a composite force of 3 Companies of the 92ndq 2 
Companies of the 3rd Battalion 60thq 2 Companies of the 58th and 
elements of the Naval Brigade# of which a total of only 352 men 
were actually engaged on the hill (Ian Hamilton says 365). took 
place at Majuba, near Lang1s Nekq Natal an the 27th February 1881. 
See Lt. Col. C. Greenhill Gardyneq The Life of A Regiment, op, cit*t 
Vol. 2 pp. 160-175.. 

62. The action at Tamai in the Sudan took place on 13th March 
1884 against Osman Digna. The lst Battalion Black Watch formed 
the front face of the Second Brigade square. When ordered to 
charge, they left a gap between themselves and the remainder 
of the square. Through this gap hundreds of the enemy got 
into the square and in the smoke and confusion the rear rank 
of the Black Watch was forced to turn about to defend themselves. 
For many years afterwards it was a common taunt in public houses 
and canteens for soldiers of other regiments to orderp within 
the hearing of Black Watch soldiersq "Two pints of broken squaresl" 
Evidence of Lt. Colonel D. O. S. Murray, Queen's Own Cameron 
Highlandersq whose father and uncle served in the Camerons before 
him. 

63, Brevet Colonel William Eagleson Gordon VC v John Lang and Co. 
Ltd. (The Proprietors of the Peoples Journal) 1919 Session Casest 
p. 415. Gordon won his action and obtained L500 damages. 

64. Memoir of the Late Captain Alex. D. L. Stewart of Achnacone MC 
1891-1919. t op. cit., GHRM. 
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While a great deal is made of. these kind of events to "prick 

the bubble" and break the myth of the Highland Regiments and their 

Officers, it must be kept in mind that, as Lord Saltoun wrote in 

1978 of the Gordons' surrenderg 11 ... it's very easy to be critical 

in an armchair'19 
65 

and when placed in perspective these events are 

simply unable to overshadow the hundreds of chronicled incidents of 

dogged perseverance and personal self sacrifice which these men made. 

It would be wrong to assume however that Highland Officers lived 

in their Battalions in harmony all the time, for they certainly did 

not* Particularly in the first half of the nineteenth centuryq many 

officers were forceful and forthright martinets who were not averse 

to freely expressing their opinions on othersq especially their fellow 

Officers. This is partly attributable to the pressures induced by 

the purchase system and financial considerations, partly contemporary 

behaviour and partly the result of the heavy drinking which also pervaded 

society at large. 

It is evident that prior to the Crimean War Officers of intelligence 

and ability were seriously under employed. They were young, active and 

in search of adventure and challenge and although they were often fully 

employed in running their Companies and the operation of the Battalion 

day to dayq there was very little opportunity for them to expand upon 

their military knowledge or training, Before the exercise at Chobham 

in 1853, in which the 42nd, 79th and the 93rd took partq there had been 

no major military exercise in the United Kingdom since the Napoleonic 

Wars. Although the 93rd saw "action" in Canada during the Rebellion 

in 18399 none of the kilted Highland Battalions saw a major battle 

65. Letter of Lord Saltoun to Ian Stewart of Achnacone, 1978o GHRM. 
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between 1815 and 1854. What they did see were strenuous and 

difficult duties in aid of the civil power in Irelandq in Scotland 

and in the Midland industrial townsq together with extensive periods 

in Canadat Gibraltar and the West Indies. Only the 78th were in, Indie 

between 1820 and 1856 where they lost heavily from cholera. 

It is often put forward that Officers must indeed have had an 

idleg boring lifep but the boredom was in the quality not the quantity 

of work in many cases. Life was largely governed by the extent of 

daylight hours and the climate. In the absence of telephones, 

electric light, air conditioning and motorised transport everything 

took a great deal longer to do. Ledgersq Roll books and accounts all 

had to be painstakingly written out by hand and checked without the aid 

of calculators. In every station there were guard duties, convict 

guardst inspectionst drills, ball practiceg courts martial and boards 

of inquiiy. J. W. Wedderburn noted an the 6th May 1848, 

"I was in orders for a Commissariat Board at 11 
o'clock, I'had therefore to wait in no very good 
humour 'till that hour to inspect candles (a most 
gentlemanlike employment truly *00) ... %66 

Moving from station to station meant- I marching there with 

hired horses and cartst when the Regimentj its womsnq childreng Officerst 

meng horses and belongings would all t ake to the road. There were in 

addition work parties to supervise and payq for much military labour 

was used in building fortificationsq roads and wharfs. 

While a great deal of work was left in the hands of the senior 

NCOsq particularly the Sergeant. Majorg an Officer's life was by no 

means the round of idleness that is often portrayed. For intelligent 

men however the duties must have been very monotonous and as many 

66, Diary of Lt, Col. J. W. Wedderburn 42ndp BWRM 28/714/19 6.5.1848. 
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remained unmarried until they were at least senior Captainsq their 

society came largely from within their own number. Between 15 and 

30 Officers living closely together under such circumstances couldo 

and did# generate considerable friction* 

There were sometimest but not often, open and abusive arguments 

such as that which took place in 1824 in the public gallery of Stone 

Barracks, St. Annts Garrison, Barbadosq outside the Officers' Billiard 

Room of the 93rd. Two Officers of the 35th were primarily involvedq 

shouting violence and abuse at each othery but it is evident from the 

Court Martial report that Officers of the 93rd were also present and 

may have taken. part. 
67 

In Jamaicaq in the same year, there was a 

serious altercation between Captain Warren and Ensign Wilton both of 

the 92nd, When the dispute was investigated sworn statements were 

taken from Officers and it was subsequently found that some of these 

did not entirely comply with the truth. As a result Paymaster James 

Hope Johnston was severely reprimanded. Warren was dismissed the 

Service and it seems that Quartermaster Daniel Callagy was dismissed 

alsoo 
68 

It is difficult to untangle some of the apparent trivia in such 

cases and establish the grounds for accusations and stories. For 

example in December 1824 and January 1825 two Officers of the 91st 

were Court Martialed at Up Park Campq Jamaica-on the charge of conduct 

unbecoming the character of an Officer and a gentleman. The two 

Officerst Captain T. O'Doherty and Lieutenant T. G. McIntyreq had 

made public statements to the effect that an Ensign had thrown a glass 

of wine in the Commanding Officer's face and that the latter had taken 

67. WO/91/139 p. 290. 

68. WO/91/13t pp. 281-282o 
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no action except to reprimand the Ensign an parade next morning. 

O'Doherty was found guilty and dismissed and McIntyre was severely 

reprimanded. 
69 

The incident may now appear confusing and trivial; 

at the time it was obviously of great momentq especially to O'Doherty 

who lost his Commission, but it does show an underlying uneasiness 

and lack of harmony, all of which may have been induced by a combination 

of stressq heatp alcohol, isolation and fear of disease. 

When a senior Officer was unpopular, it was not merely a case of 

"soldiering on" until he moved to another posting in two years time. 

As has been illustratedq strangers could buy their way into a 

Highland Regiment and stay for as long as they wished. For the 

in situ Officer# fond of his Regiment and not wishing to exchanget 

there was considerable temptation to make the superior Officer feel 

unwanted and to openly express that opinion by argument or action. 

The open and extremely hostile disputes between Bertie Gordon and Lieu- 

tenant Colonel M, G. T. Lindsay of the 91st are legendary, 

Lieutenant Colonel Martin George Thomas Lindsay commanded the 91st 

from 1842 to 1848. He was neither popular nor efficient. He had 

purchased into the 91st from the 78th and commanded at a time when 

the 91st were undertaking difficult and trying duties in Cape Colony* 

The Regiment was broken up into detachments at isolated frontier posts 

together with a number of men on St. Helena. In 1842 a Reserve 

Battalion was formed and both Battalions took part in the Kaffir War 

of 1846-47 which involved a series of abrupt and bloody skirmishesq 

long and dangerous marches either on foot or in ponderous ox-drawn 

wagons and months in outlying forts and frontier stationsq seldom more 

69. WO/91/139 P. 314. 
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than broken down. cabins or hutst frequently rooflesst without even 

the most basic of facilities, 

Bertie Edward Murray Gordon was astutet eloquentt efficientt 

totally dedicated to the 91st and extremely abrasive. The conflict 

between these two men started right from the beginning of their 

relationship when they sailed together from Kingstont near Dublint 

on the 2nd Oune 1842 on board the transport ship the 'Abercrombie 

Robinson'. During the voyage to the Cape several men died of typhus 

and one man was lost overboard, T6e ship arrived off Table Bay on the 

25th of August and on the 27th Lieutenant Colonel Lindsay disembarked 

and most of the other Officers were allowed ashoret leaving Gordon 

in command of the soldierst women and children on board. During the 

night of the 27th a gale blew up and in the early hours of the 28th 

the starboard and port cables snapped and the ship was driven towards 

. the shore by the wind and the huge rollers. Amidst a terrible storm 

of thunder and lightning the 'Abercrombie Robinsont grounded and at 

daybreak one of the ship's cutters managed to get through the surf to 

the beach with a cable. Surf boats were brought to the shore and 

Gordon issued orders for evacuation as the ship gradually broke up. 

The surf boats took off the women and children, the invalids and 

some of the men who had drawn lots for their places, but at 10.30 a. m. 

on the morning of the 28th these boats were called away to assist the 

convict ship 'Waterloolt also grounded and breaking up in the storm. 

Gordon maintained calm with the able assistance of Acting Sergeant 

Major Murphyt Colour Sergeant Phillips and Sergeant Murray amongst 

others and eventually effected evacuation of 450 men using one cutter. 

The men took their arms and accoutrements; the knapsacksg regimental 

possessions and regimental stores were all lost. 15 men of the 99th 

Regimentt 14 sailorst 4 woment 14 children and 143 convicts died aboard 
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Ahe 'Uaterlool, but not one single life was lost from the 

IAbercrombie Robinson'. 70 

If there had been any dispute between Lindsay and Gordon on 

the voyage out it is not recorded# however a bitter argument started 

shortly afterwards. Gordon discovered that Lindsay had sent no 

adequate account of the wreck to Horse Guards and was not prepared 

to give Gordon or his, subordinates any credit for their conduct in 

saving the lives of all on board. Instead Gordon was sent to an 

isolated post at Fort Cradockq beyond the Fish Riverg which comprised 

a roofless building with no barrack furniture, no firesq no medical 

arrangements and no cooking equipmentg apart from what the men carried 

with them* Gordon requisitioned for stores: 

"I am by no means satisfied". he wrote, "that the 
dry flooring upon which 1/3 of the detachment will 
have to spread their palliasses, in rooms without 
fireplacest may not be productive of sickness in 
the approaching cold of this season". 

He went on to order: 

I's Tables for soldiers rooms 
4 Tables for Sergeants rooms 
9 Forms for soldiers rooms 
9 Hair Brooms 
6 Mops 
6 Scrubbing Brushes 
4 Stools for Sergeants Rooms 
I Table for Guard Room 
I Form for Guard Room 
I Table for Defaulters Room 
1 Form for Do. 
4 Large Black iron (sic) for kitchens.,, 71 

In early May the roof of the building was still unfinished and 

men were falling sick. 
72 Gordon asked for clothing for the men 

73 

and cooking utensils. 

70. Scrap Book History of the 91st Highlanders presented to the 
Officers' Mess Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders 
by Lte Colonel H, G* Robley 17#7*1883. ASHRM9 R/50. 

71. Letter Book of Captain Bertie Gordon 91st, South Africa 1843-1846. 
24.4.1843. ASHRM, 

72, Ibid, p 9,5,1843. 
73, Ibid, q 1.5,1843. 
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"The camp kettles brought here by the Detachment 
under my Command and which have been in use for 
three months are beginning to wear out and will 
soon be unfit for cooking in", 74 

Eventually the furniture arrived in mid May, Ordered to march the 

fifty miles to Fort Beaufort later in the same month he was-unable 

to do so because the Commissary Clerk could not produce the cattle 

and waggons due to cattle disease. 75 After marching for four days 

Gordon reached the Fortq only to receive a critical letter from Lindsay 

regarding his requisition for his unsheltered Detachment. 76 Acrimonious 

letters persisted from Lindsay regarding requisitions in reply to whicht 

and several other niggling enquiriest Gordon remained remarkably 

restrained. 

Gordon however became extremely annoyed when his Cradock Detachment 

was charged L15 Barrack Damages, 

"I have the honour to bring under the Commanding Officer's 
notice the extreme reluctance with which the men of my 
Company and the attached men of No. 4 Company signed the 
balance sheet for the month of August. 

They are very dissatisfied with their a/c (sic) and 
were only persuaded by me to sign their names on my 
repeated assurance that no exertions would be spared 
to get the sums charged against them re-credited in their 
a/c for this month. 

The sum of L15 charged against the Cradock detachment 
for what was falsely described as dammages by the 
proprietor of the half finished and unwholesome tenement 
in which they were lodged for six weekst but which was 
in reality only fair wear and tear .... from the senior 
sergeant down to the youngest soldier is felt to be a 
heavy and most unjust grievance ... it. 77 

Gordon's apparent siding with his men in this instance cannot have 

helped at all, but Gordon could not contain his anger when Lindsay wrote 

to him in late October 1843, 

74. Ibid. 9 22.5.1843. 

75. Ibid, v 25.5.1843. 

76. Ibid, q 30.6.1843. 

77. Ibid. 9 12.9.1843. 
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"Lt. Col. Lindsay requests to be informed what 
steps have been or are intended to be taken to 
settle the accounts of the Transport Mess (i. e, 
the Mess aboard the Abercrombie Robinson) by the 

r Committee appointed in (the) Cape for that pUrpo '87,1719 

Having lost nearly all his possessions and almost his life in 

the wreck of the 'Abercrombie Robinson' Bertie Gordon was indeed 

angry'o 

. 
"I beg to state for Lt. Colonel Lindsay's information 
that within an hour of its appointment ... the Committee 
carried into effect the instructions received and 
closed its proceedings... I reported to Lt. Col. L. (sic) 
that we had drawn up a statement setting forth the account 
of each bill sharet assigning to the married Officers 
their proportions on a/c of their wives and families 
and deducting sums previously paid by each Officer 
showing the balance due on his account. I further 
reported to Lt. Col. L. that this statement had been 
deposited with the Pay Mr, of the RB (Reserve Battalion) 
according to the vote of the meeting.... I have already 
stated that this doccument contains all the information 
necessary to the calling up of the balances still due... 
Lt. Col. L further notes, 'You must be aware that in 
consequence of your havin2 failed to do this (viz. collect 
the sums due by the individuals of the above Mess) as 
also declining to give in any charge against the late 
Major Ducat's estatet whatever sum may have been due by 
him is now irrecoverable" -I beg to say that I am not 
aware of having failed to do anything that as a member 
of that Committee it was my duty to dol The collecting 
of money formed no part of our instructions.,, it,, 79 

Two days later Gordon was still angry: 

11 ... Lt. Col. Lindsay charges me with having failed to prefer 
a claim against the estate of the late Major Ducat and also 
with having failed to collect certain sums due... 

-At 
a 

meeting of certain Officers of the Regiment. 00 which was 
summoned yesterday by Lt, Col, Lindsay I was expressly 
and publicly told by Lt. Col. Lindsay that it was my 
duty to collect the money referred to - that the respon- 
sibility for the deficiency of L248.19.9 which has been 
owing to certain tradesmen in Dublin for stock supplied 
to the transport Mess nearly 18 months ago was an my 
shoulders... 

Feeling deeply aggrieved by charges of this nature I beg 
to request that ... all the circumstances connected with the 
non payment be laid before his honour the Col, Commanding... 
to ascertain whether I am justly chargable with the failure 
of duty which Lt. Colonel Lindsay has affixed to me". 80 

78. Ibidog 8.11,1843. 
79. Ibid. 9 10.11.1843. 

80. Ibidep 12.11.1843. 
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Lindsay refused and Gordon thereupon refused to co-operate with the 

Committee. Eventuallyq in February 1844, the matter reached the 

Commander in Chief who closed ranks with Lindsay against the outraged 

Captain: 

"The C in C considers the whole thing an internal 
matter ... 11 (he recommended that 

, 
the matter be brought 

to) ... "a satisfactory settlement and thus free the 
Corps from the unfavourable impression left by the 
whole character of the correspondence.... His Excellency 
is nevertheless strong in his determination to bring any 
Officer to a Court Martial whom Colonel Lindsay shall 
report to him as refusing to obey his ordersp or whose 
conduct towards him shall evince a spirit to resist his 
authorityt or to repose him that support to which he is 
entitled". 81 

By the 17th March Bertie Gordon is applying for sick leave and 

by April he is on board the transport 'Sir Charles Napier' on his way 

home. In 1B45 Lindsay closed down the Officers' Mess of the 91st. 

Once at home Gordon had a distinct advantage. On the 5th August 

1844 he submitted direct to the Duke of Wellington his full report an 

the wreck of the 'Abercrombie Robinson't the details of which seem to 

have been unknown, prssumably because Lindsay had been careful not to 

praise or bring attention to his rebellious Captain*82 Wellington 

wrote on the report, 

"I have never read anything so satisfactory as this 
report. It is highly creditable not only to Captain 
Bertie Gordon and the Officers and troops concernedg 
but to the service in which such an instance has 
occuxred of discretion and firmness in an Officer in 
command, and of confidence, good order, discipline and 
obedience in all under his command even to the women and 
children. I wish that I had received this statement after 
this misfortune had occurred". 83 

81. Copy letter Commander in Chief to Lt. Colonel Lindsay. Ibid. 
16.2.1844. 

82. Digest of the Services of the 91st or Argyllshire Regiment of 
Infantry 1794-1860. ASHRM* R/17/115/9. 

83. G. L. Goffv Historical Records of the 91st Arnyllshire Highlanders'p 
op. cit. 9 p. 110 and Scrap Book History of the 91st Highlanders 
presented by Lt. Col. H. G. Robleyq op. cit., ASHRM. 
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Neverthelessq Lindsay retained Command of the 91st and Bertie 

Gordon was employed as Brigade Major at Chester. Finallyq in 1848, 

Gordon achieved satisfaction. The Annual Inspection Report of the 

91st for that year is remarkable in its outspoken criticism. Major 

General Lord Fitzclarance noted dirty barracksq dirty arms and the 

fact thatt due attention has not been paid to the cleanliness 

and comfort the men's messing". The Regimental Books were badly 

kept and Colonel Lindsay commanded without "zeal or ability". The 

musicians could "hardly play at all" and Fitzclarence summed up, 

"I certainly never saw any Regt, in HM Service appear 
so slovenly under arms and what astounded me mostly 
was the apparent want of knowledge of Lt. Col. Lindsay 
to rectify all these great errors". 84 

Originally attached to his report was a confidential report on 

Lindsay which is now missing. 
85 Later in 1848 Lindsay retired 

86 

and Gordon returned to the Regiment ultimately to Command, 

64* WO/27/380 Annual Inspection Report of the 91st 1848, 

95. Fitzclare. nce was a strict disciplinarian. Colonel Cuming remembers 
him inspecting a draft of the 79th in 1847. "Lord Fitzclarence 
was Commanding the Portsmouth Garrison at this time and announced 
his intention of inspecting the detachment before embarkation, 
We were drawn, up in the Barrack Squarep where this fat and pompous 
specimine of a martinet entered the gate* He stood a hundred 
yards off, scowling at us a minute or twog then bawled out that 
the men were not sized properly and ordered the Officers to fall 
out and do it properly. He then condescended to look at us; 
fortunately he knew nothing about the Highland Dress so we got 
off lightly". 'Diary of Colonel Cuming'. 79th Newst January 19359 

. p. 80. 

86. Gordon was not alone in his disputes with Lindsay. on 26th May 
1846 Lindsay ordered a waggon driver, John Smitht to be flogged. 
Smith subsequently brought an action against Lindsay in the High 
Court in Cape Colony on 28th September 1847, and while the jury 
found Lindsay guiltyp the Judge refused to impose any penalty and 
dismissed Smith's action for E1000 damages. Gordon's abrasive 
attitude continued unabated and in 1856 he is reported to have 
come home, from Greece as a result of friction between himself 
and Colonel Campbell. R. P. Dunn-Pattison, History of the 91st_ 

, 
Arqyllshire Highlanders19 op. cit., p. 112. 
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The whole episode brings out the depth and intensity of the 

personal differences which could occur between Officers and how 

these differences could spill over into public arg*uments, it 

also illustrates the extraordinary difficulties under which Officers 

worked in outlying posts and how ultimately inefficiency was not 

toleratedg even at this early date, when it is often assumed that 

the Army in general was at its lowest ebb. 
87 

Lesser internal arguments were also common and it is obvious 

that factions amongst the Officers of Highland Regiments were 

frequent. Agnew of the 93rd for example refers tog 

11 ... internal arguement having cemented more firmly 
a little band of brothers; Halidayg Buchanan, 88 Trevelyan and myself and one or two others... 

Wedderburn's differences with Cumberland brought him closer to men 

like McLeod, Hayp Chisholm and Archie Campbell, In general these 

arguments were transitory and all would sit down at Mass and enjoy 

a convivial eveningg or dance reels or race or hunt togetherg when 

minor differences seem to have been forgotten. 

In the Crimea there occurred a special relationship between 

officers that can only come from hard work and dangers shared* The 

feeling continued through the Mutiny when Officers welded together 

to face the common enemied of the Mutineers, the heat and disease; 

few personal disputes are recorded at this time. After the Battle 

87. The wreck of the 'Abercrombie Robinson'. 5 other ships, the 
IWaterloot and a Cutter an the 28th and 28th August 1842 was 
completely overshadowed by the wreck of the 'Birkenhead' on 
26th February 18529 when detachments of the 91st and the 
74th were present. 

88. Letters of Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd GD/154/754.25.11.1839. 
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of the Almaq Surgeon Munro records, 

"We all knew that we had fought and won a great 
battle... the thought in everybody's mind and the 
words an every lip were, 'What will they say at 
home ? and will they think that we have done our 
duty ? ... Friends shook each other by the hand as 89 if they had first met after long years of separation". 

Howeverv after the storming of the Sikandarbagh at Lucknow in 18579 

a great argument took place amongst the Officers of the 93rd as to 

who was "first through the breach'19 and who therefore considered 

themselves entitled to the Victoria Cross. The honour was claimed 

by F. W. Traill Borroughs amongst others and he cherished a lifelong. 

grievance that his c laim was not recognised. It is interesting that 

when Sir Colin Campbell decided that three Victoria Crosses were to 

be awarded to the Regiment, to be decided by the votes of the Officers, 

the NCOs and the Private Men in their turn, the Officers voted for 

Captain Stewart in preference to Burroughs and Ewartv Stewart being 

"a popular figure in the regiment". 
90 

The kind of division which Hamilton experienced-in the 92nd with 

regard to ambition and personal advancement was probably not unusual 

in the 1870sq although it is clear that by this time there was a much 

greater and more complex mental and physical challenge placed before 

officers. * Many of the differences between Officers were also 

subjugated to the extensive growth of Victorian Highland Regimental 

prideq which resulted in arguments being Ikept in the family' and 

carefully omitted from Regimental records* Nevertheless pressures 

were still there. Second Lieutenant the Han. S. Fraser, a Militia 

officer of the 3rd Battalion Gordon Highlanders, remembers joining 

89. Surgeon William Munrov Reminiscences of Military Service with, 
the 93rd Hiqhlanders, opo cit., p. 19* 

90. William P. L* Thomsong The Little General and the Rousay Croftersq 
op. cit., p. 78 and Diary of F. W. Traill Burroughs, NLS9 MS 2234. 
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the lst Gordons at the outbreak of war in 1914, when two Officers 

of each Regular Battalion were exchanged with two Militia officers to 

try to ensure continuity of standards and procedures. 

"Neither Hay nor I were precisely Popular because 
it was explained to us that everyone resented the 
loss of the two comrades who had been left for the 
3rd Battalion. However we tried by modesty and zeal 

-to dissipate; and were careful, as instructed not 
to venture to acknowledge the private soldier's 
salute unless indisputably alone". 91 

Getting rid of an Officer was not always exclusively a command 

decision and prior to the abolition of purchase could not always be 

achieved easily. If an Officer was unsuitableg unacceptable or 

unpopular, it was not merely a case of posting him elsewhere as 

might be the case nowadays. An Officer before 1871 purchased his 

Commission in a specific regiment, for a specific rank and he 

could therefore be sent to the Depot or on a detachment of the 

regimentq but he could not be moved out without his consentq unless 

for disciplinary reasons* As a result internal pressures were brought 

to bear against such an Officer, which seem in many cases to have been 

none too subtle. Men like Maule of the 79th were blunt to the point 

of rudeness and every officer that he mentions in his letters that he 

intends to get rid aft soon goes. If "Tom" referred to by Maule 

as the "two legged tobacco pipe surmounted by a soap bubble". is in 

fact Thomas Dundasq then he exchanged to the 22nd Regiment in 1B41,92 

Maule quite openly writesq 

"I have got rid of Isham and now want to exchange 
one or two more ... 11 

. 
91. MS Account of the lst Battalion Gordon Highlanders in the area 

of Le Cateau August 1914 by 2/lt. Hon. S. Frazerg later Lord 
Saltoun. GHRM. 

92, Letters of Lt. Col. the Hono Lauderdale Mauleg GD/45/14/634/1. 
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But Maule admitsv 

I'Skene is a vulgar devil wh(o) has deep roots 
and will be troublesome to eradicate. There 
are one or two more I would like to pull up 
and outit. 93 

Exchange was in reality a highly unsatisfactory solutiong for 

in fact it meant that the useless officer only became a burden on 

another Regiment. Lt. Colonel Lind say of the 78th wrote to General 

Sir John Wilson from Trincomaleep Ceylon on 18th April 1833, 

"We have at last got rid of Mr. Wingateg-but 
had I entertained the least idea that he would 
have remained in the Service after giving in 
his resignation I would have made a much stronger 
case against him. The Queen's have him nowt but 
it is lamentable... (that) ... a worthless fellow 
should be retained ... when truth and even common 
honesty in his dealings are strangers". 94 

Maule would dearly have loved to get rid of Buchanan whose 

dissipation resulted in his contracting syphilis and gonorrhoea 

as well as having considerable debt in the Regimentq but while he 

had sufficient evidence. to court martial him, this was avoided to 

prevent disgrace falling on the Regiment and Buchanants family, 95 

There were therefore official and social boundaries within which 

the system of removal had to operate. 

Excessive internal chaffing and pressure on an Officer could 

lead to severe repercussions as recorded by E. S. Wood in the case of 

"Baboo Middleton'19 who was "bullied" by his fellow Officers of the 

93rd on account of his colour. While Wood does not enlarge upon the 

trouble these officers got intot there may well have been a specific 

incident and an internal inquiry I. 96 

It is known that "Subalternst Courts" took place in the Victorian 

93, Letters of Lt, Col. the Han. Lauderdale Maule, GD/45/14/634/3 
(1-84) 28,4,1844. 

94, Letter Book of Colonel Martin Lindsay 78thq Ceylon 1831-1836* 
Lindsay of Dowhill Papers GD/254/697/1, 

95, Letters of Lt, Col. the Han. Lauderdale Maule, GD/45/14/634 (1) 
6,3,18399 (2) 1-93 11,11,18419 (3) 1-849 8.3.1843. 

96. E. Se Woodq, MS Notes on R. H. Burgoyne, Historical Records of the 23. rai 
Sutherland Highlandersq op. cit., Stirling Castle. 
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and Edwardian Armyt where an Officer would be "tried" by a mock . 
"court" of his fellow Officers for an alleged "offence" which might 

have comprised. breaking the acceptable code of conduct. Sometimes 

the proceedings were conducted in pantomime fashiong with slapstick, 

costumes and gales of laughter, but sometimes they were more 

serious. 

Lt. Colonel A. D. Greenhill Gardyne records an instance in the 

Second Battalion the Gordon Highlanders where, whatever the original 

intention had beeny such a "court martial" went seriously wrong: 

"The Summer... (of 1912 in Ranikhet, India).,. 
was notable for the Officers because of a Court 
of Inquiry ordered by the War Office, For his 
first two years an Officer had been badly reported 
on by the other Battalion and was sent to the 2nd 
(Battalion) for further trial. Here he completely 
failed to "click" with his equals who presently 
held a very *mild form of Subaltern's Court-Martial 
on him... No 11sentancell passedt no finger laid on 
the "subject". the word "resignation" was not used, 
the proceedings perfectly good humouredv though 
below the chaff was no doubt an intention. The 
Officer agreed that he was not happy in the Army: 
soon after the "interview" he again decided-to 
send his papers ing but his relations sent a 
garbled version of the incident to the War 
Office ... mild censures were administered to 
two or three concerned (and) ... the delegation of 
authority to any Subaltern was pronounced ultra vires. 
By the end of the year the principal figurant, having 
been several times under arrest, having absented himself 
for six weeksg having been again badly reported on all 
round, at last vanished from the Army List". 97 

97. Lt. Colonel A. D. Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Reqimentt op. 
citop Vol* Ill pp, 404-405. AX, Greenhill Gardyne tactfully-dd 
not in fact give the full picture of this incident. He himself 
was the senior subaltern at the time and four subalterns were 
involved, Findlay, Dobie, Graham and Cochrane about whom Greenhill 
Gardyne wrote in his diaryp 

"There have been four rather extra awful people appointed to 
us since last October, all of whom needed and still need very strong 
instructions in the simplest facts of good manners". 
Accordingly Greenhill Gardyne ordered a subaltern "to instruct these 

persons in manners social and regimental and in Regimental customs 
and etiquette". After a guest night a "Court Martial" was, held on 
Findlay and Graham who were told "that they were not getting on and 
that they should make other arrangements". Both Findlay and Graham 
wrote home and it was Findlay's mother who wrote to the War Office., 
Findlay-continued to prove "himself a perfectly impossible person" 
and went absent without leave after which he was arrested in Ceylon 
and / 
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cit, 9 Val, Ill pp, 404-405. A. D* Greenhill Gardyne tactfully, did 
not in fact give the full picture of this incident. He himself 
was the senior subaltern at the time and four subalterns were 
involvedo Findlayq Dobieg Graham and Cochrane about whom Greenhill 
Gardyne wrote in his diary, 

"There have been four rather extra awful people appointed to 
us since last Octoberv all of whom needed and still need very strong 
instructions in the simplest facts of good manners". 
Accordingly Greenhill Gardyne ordered a subaltern "to instruct these 
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Findlay-continued to prove "himself a perfectly impossible person" 
and went absent without leave after which he was arrested in Ceylon 
and / 
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How many such "courts" of this nature there were and when they 

took place is unknown, 
98 

but this particular case does illustrate the 

problem. If a group of people are living together in an organised 

and disciplined society and one of their number does not conform to 

the group moresq but at the same time does not actually commit a 

breach of disciplinev it is only human nature that the remainder of 

the group should exert pressure on the dissenting individual to 

conform. Exerting such pressure does not necessarily put the majority 

at fault, for the dissente r might be entirely unheeding of tactful or 

more gentle indications of how he should behave and unable to appreciate 

that for the benefit of the majority he should either conform or leave. 

In spite of these differences between Officersv many of which were 

the result of contemporary mannersq Highland Officers express deep 

97 and brought back to the Battalion in Lucknow for the Enquiry in 
contd. March 1912. In the meantime Greenhill Gardyne had had to speak to Dobie about "his pushing himself forward and about his attentions to a married lady" while another of the four was reprimanded "about 

a slight lack of consideration to his elders I noticed the day 
before". The Court of Enquiry did not conclude until May 1912 when inter alia the court concluded that the letter of Findlay had been 
based on "a misunderstanding of intention". Findlay's evidence however had, it appearsq not been entirely balanced and he was 
re-arrested with the possibility of a Court Martialv but this was 
set aside and he was given a further 6 months extra trial before 
he finally gave in his resignation in August* An area of Greenhill 
Gardynets diary carefully obliterated implies that he received 
censure for the whole unpleasant incident and in parting with 
Findlay he told him personally in no uncertain terms thatv 

"he was a shirker, a liar and dishonest and that similar 
looseness and inexactitude about wordsv datesq money and work 
could have nothing but the same result on his next set of 
experiences ... ". 
It must indeed have been an unhappy time in the Battalion. 
Diaries of A. D. Greenhill Gardyne RH/4/59/8. 

98. Spencer Ewart of the 79th records in Egypt in 18839 "We tried 
Macleod (Roderick Willoughby Macleod of Cadboll and Invergordon).. 
on a charge of absenting himself from the Regiment without due 
cause for seven months thereby causing his brother Officers to 
do his duty. He was'sentenced to stand champagne to the 
Captains and Subalterns of the Regiment at Mess for two nights", 
Diary of 0, Spencer Ewartj RH/4/84/1.28.3.18B3. 
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respect and affection for many of their comrades. Their communal 

life under difficult circumstances bred a particular affinity that 

lasted even after they left the service, an affinity that is often 

difficult to understand by those who have not actually served in a 

Highland Regiment. Some of that feeling is reflected in Colonel 

Cumingts description of his fellow Officers. Here he is not 

only recording the factst but he projects part of the character of 

the ment accepting their good and bad points and emphasising their 

individualityt for although there were good Officers and bad Officers 

in Highland Regiments9 as in any other, Highland Officers were certainly 

not characterlessq their foibles and attributes all contributing to 

the folklore of the Regiments. 

Among the Officers of the 79th described by Colonel Cuming in 

Quebec in 1848 were: 

"Captain ... Sir Richard Taylorp who was a most popular 
man in the Regimentt a jovial Irishmang fond of societyt 
and great in a social point of view; his beaming face 
at a big dinner party was an institution in itself; he 
was the life and soul of the Messq the more the wine 
went round and the longer we satq the more his cheeks 
shone with good humour and enjoyment, but never on the 
twettestt of nights did I see him overtaken, This 
speaks volumes for his headv as I don't think he ever 
shirked his liquor. 

Captain Reeve was openg hearty and generous* He 
was not clever, and was therefore a 'butt' for the 
humorist. He was slow to take in a joke; when others 
laughed, Jock Reeve was pondering, but sometime after 
he would burst out into hearty roars for no apparent 
reasong but his intimates knew that he had at last 
mastered the point of the joke whatever it might be. 
He was my Captain for a couple of yearsp and a kinder 
or a better fellow I never knew. He was a fine handsome 
fellow, over six feet, and looked grand in the kilt. He 
was very popular and deservedly so, being a thorough 
gentleman, 

Captain Andrew Hunt - 'Andy' as he was familiarly 
called. I shall have much to say of him hereafterp 
as I served many years in his Company. He drank hard 
at timesq and during the intervals was as sober as a 
judge; then he was much shocked at seeing others in 
the condition, He was terribly wild in his habitst an 
excellent dancer, very handsome and exceedingly popular 
with the other sex. 
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Captain McCall was a kindly good creature. His 
name was Williamp but he was always called Charles; 
why I don't know. He was of a very practical turn 
of mind. He was a great dandyt always dressed in 
the extreme of fashion. His Company was always 
known as the fLancerst# for some reason connected 
with its Captain. He never was 'exactly sure' of 
anything. His talents lay in riding; he was a 
neat horseman and was the Regimental race rider. 

Keith Ramsay Maitland was perhaps the best and 
most sensible man in the Corpsq over six feet# good 
lookingg very gentlemanly and taking in his manner 
and address. There was no man in the Regiment I 
respected more. He was the pleasantest companion 
I ever met. He was a great readerv very shrewd, 
and, to use an expression of his owng he knew 'the 
length of every man's foot in the Regiment'. He was 
very popularg respected and esteemed by all the 
officerst and beloved by the men". 99 

The internal differencesl arguments and criticisms have an 

interesting sidelight, The arguments between Officers are essentially 

between Officers of one Regimentv within that Regimentp where they appear 

to have felt entirely justified in criticising and conflicting with one 

of their own. Adverse comment from outside however had, and still 

has, the effect of producing internal unity. Mr. William Boag of 

the Scottish United Services Museum and a former member of the 

Highland Light Infantry (71st/74th) once said to the author, "I can 

say the 74th was a useless Regiment# but you can't", The argument 

is totally illogical, but it goes a long way to explaining how major 

differences of opinion and internal struggles could have taken place 

and yet at the same time Regimental pride and esprit de corps amongst 

the Officers of Highland Regiments could have been maintained at such 

a high level. The whole concept is part and parcel of the 61iti. st 

element of these Regimentsv part of their unique history and part of 

the key to their strength and survival. 

99. Diary of Colonel Cumingt 79th News, January 1935, pp. 83-84. 
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Officers of Highland Regiments between 1820 and 1920 therefore 

seldom conform to the models so often portrayed. They are intensely 

individual and sometimes impatient and taciturn. In accents and 

manners they were influenced by contemporary fashion and their 

physical appearance varied widely. While they frequently 

disagreed amongst themselvesq sometimes seriouslyt they were 

nevertheless regimentally proud and were prepared to undertake 

arduousq dangerousq'repetitive and unpleasant duties for what will 

be seen to be little personal financial reward, 
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CHAPTER 6: OFFICERS$ FINANCES 

'heads' the Treasury winsq and 'tails' the officer loses.. "' 

An important part of an Officer's life were considerations of 

money, Even in Highland Regimentsp which were not considered expensive 

by Guards oi Cavalry standardsq it was difficult to keep pace with 

financial demands without some form of private income. The rates 

of pay were established in 1806 and remained virtually unchanged for 

over one hundred years* The Royal Commission on the Purchase and Sale 

of Commissions of 1857-58 noted the rates of pay: - 

pay of Officers 

Lt. Colonel 

Maj or 
St. Major 

Captain 

Lieutenant (over 7 years) 
Lieutenant 

Ensign 

_per 
day per annum 

17/- L310.5.0d 

16/- L292 

13/7d L247.17.11d 

11/7d L211*7. lld 

7/6d L136.17.6d 

6/6d L118.12.6d 

5/3d L95.16.3d 2 

The rates of Officers0pay was not altered until the first of 

January 1914 and by 1919 Officers were paid as follows: - 

Pav per day 

Lt. Col. 47/6d 
Command Pay 10/- 

Major 31/6d 
+5 years 37/- 

Captain 23/6d 
+7 years 26/- 

Lt. 16/- 
+7 years 19/- 

2/Lt. 13/- 
+2 years 16/- 

Rations Married pa Unmarried pa 

2/ld L1242 L1184 

2/ld 

2/ld 

2/ld 

2/ld 

L768 L684 
L868 L784 

L6 22 
L667 

L517 
L562 

L448 L375 
L503 L429 

L394 L320 
L448 L375 

NB: The Married pa figure includes lodging, fuel and light and furniture 
allowance. 3 

10 Lt* Colonel W. Gordon-Alexander* Recollections of a Hiqhland Subaltern, 
op. cit., p. 153. 

2. PP 1857-58 XXXVII c498. Report of the Commission Appointed to Enquire 
into the Purchase and Sale of Commissions in the Army p. 10. 

3. PP 1920 XXVIII c119 Estimates Appendix 1 p. 112. 
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The rise in 1919 was closely linked with contemporary discontent 

and the necessity of retaining the services of officers and soldiers 

while at the same time offering them some sort of parity with 

civilian rates. The increases were long overdue and Sir Ian Hamilton 

commented: 

",,,, t the increases in pay given to keep a compulsory 
service Army in good temper in 1919 would have 
stimulated recruiting in 191611,4 

In addition an Officer could expect certain allowances in the 

nineteenth century, A 'non-effective allowance' was given to the 

senior Lieutenant Colonel and Major of the Regiment of about 120 per 

annum and a 'contingent allowance' was granted to Captains of Companiest 

which could vary from LIB to L102 per annum according to the number of 

men under the Captain's command. This latter allowance was intendedp 

11... to indemnify the Officer for his liability to 
pay for the repair of arms, for the burial of soldiers 
and to pay their debts when their effects were 
insufficient". 5 

While the Officer was supposed to make a small profit it was by 

no means guaranteed. In addition the Officer actually present and in 

command of a Regiment received an allowance of 3 shillings per day, 

called 'Command Money', Brevet Majors received 2 shillings per day 

extra and Lieutenants after seven years service received 1 shilling 

per day 'Additional Pay'. When living out an Officer could receive 

a 'Fuel and Light and Lodging Allowance. ' For his soldier servant 

an Officer was given-1/6d per day and in the tropics where soldier 

servants were not permitted to be employed he received a 'Black 

Servants Allowance'. An allowance of 'Rations of Provisions' was 

also given in the Colonies together with a special 'Colonial Allowance' 

in some Colonlest "in consideration of the great expense of the 

4* General Sir Jan Hamiltong The Soul and Body of an Armyq ope cit., p. 78. 

5. PP 1857-58 XXXVII c498 pp. 84-85, - 
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6 
necessaries of life". A 'Mess Allowancet was first granted in 

1811, It was given to Regiments in the United Kingdom and later 

extended to Regiments stationed in the West Indies* St. Helena and 

the west coast of Africa. In Queents Regulations and Orders for the 

Army of 1844 its object is stated as being: 

6. In the Windward and Leeward Islands a Colonial Allowance was not 
given, but Officers received 1/6d per day for the hire of each 
black servant at the rate of l. servant for Subalternst 2 
servants for Captains and 3 servants for Field Officers, The 
whole system of Colonial Allowances was very complex and varied 
from station to station as is illustrated from the following 
table. 

Rank 
Colonial Allow1ce Value of Allow1ce 

in Ceylon Mauritius in Jamaica 

Lt. Col. Cmdgo L447.12,0 L485.6,0 L30lol6o6 

Lt. Colo L385o 4.0 L417.14.0 L231ol6.6 

Major L287.8oO L312.0.0 L231.16o6 

Capto L165,12oO L178olo. b L117oll*6 

Lto L990 000 L107.9.0 L99.6o6 

Ensign L75ol2,0 Lei* 910 L99o 6.6 

Paymaster -L165ol2., C L178olD. 0 L187oll. 6 

Adjutant L122o 8,0 L131,14oD L169,6.6 

Quartermaster L990 000 L107o 9,0 L169.6,6 

Surgeon L210,0,0 L178. lOoO L187, llo6 

Assto Surgeon L1500 D'O L114o 8,0 L99,6*6 

Colonial Allowances in Ceylon and Mauritius were issued in lieu 
of rations,, fuellcandlesq quartersq servantsq wine and forage, 
Pamphletq Comparative view of the Pay of Officers in the French 
and British Service, 18359 Edinburgh University Library Special 
Collectionsp P/384. pp. 12-13. 
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is * to enable Regimental Officers of every rank, 
buý*more especially of the junior ranksp to enjoy 
the comfort and advantagest which it is calculated 
to affordv by placing it in the power of every 
individual to drink a moderate quantity of wine 
daily at or after dinnerv an reasonable terms t7 
and such as his rate of pay may fairly justify". 

Certain Officers also received rewards for their distinguished 

services of various amountsp such as Major General R, C*H, Taylor of 

the 79th who was rewarded by L100 per annum 
8 for his long and 

distinguished service between 1835 and 18829 and officers could also 

receive additional pay when qualifying as interpreters and of course 

during campaigns Prize Money. 9 

Set against this were all sorts of expensesq obligatory and 

otherwisep which did not necessarily involve extravagance. Prior 

to the abolition of purchase an Officer had already paid E450 

for his Commissiong he was then required to equip himself with his 

uniformg camp equipment and furnituregand items of uniform were 

expensive as can be seen from Meyer and Mortimer's account of 1835 for an 

Officer of the Black Watch: 

7e queen's Regulations and Orders for the Armyq July 1844 p. 130. 
In Queen's Regulations of 1858 this paragraph was amended to 
readq "The principal object of this allowance is to enable 
the officers of a Regiment, of every rankq but more especially 
of the junior ranksq to enjoy the comfort and advantages of 
a messq without incurring expenses which their pay is not 
calculated to meet". 

8. PP 1872 XXXVII c 5759 Army Estimates, p. 81. 

9. General Sir Ian Hamilton 9 Listeningfor the Drumst (London: 
Faber and Faber Ltd. 9 1944)t po 61.75th Regiment Delhi and 
Lucknow Prize Roll. GHRM. 
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"Edinburgh 

G, W. Macquarie Esq. 

42nd Royal Highlanders 

1835 Octf To Mayer and Mortimerg Army Clothiers 

19 

A fine blue cloth regulation Forage cap with band 

regtl. ornament & oilskin cover ..... eeeeseseseeoses L2,2, 

A blue cocked highland Bonnet mounted with cockade 
& gilt sphinx ..... Lolls, 

A full dress Regimental Highland Bonnet mounted 

with black ostrich feathers & sphinx .............. L9,19,6d 

Oil silk cover for Do * ..... ........ LO. 10.6d 

A Scarlet Vulture feather .......................... LO. 16. 

A Japaned case and padlock ......................... L1.2. 

A Saxony Scarlet cloth dress 3acket with blue cloth 

collar and cuffs ditto and flaps laced with rich 

gold lace regimental buttons ..... *.. o*o***e**e**oe* LIO. 10. 

A pair of gold embroidered skirt ornaments o ........ LO. 13. 

A pair of rich gold bullion Epaulettes with silver 
thistles ..... o ....... o ..... 0 ... 0.. 0 L5.5, 
Japaned case for Do, LO*6*6d 

2 Saxony blue cloth Frock coats with silk skirt 
linings & regimental buttons L5.5/- Lloolo. 
2 pair of Shoulder Scales with silver thistles ..... L3,10o 
2 pair of fine worsted tartan Trowsers 25/- 0 ....... L2,10, 
1 Do. soft Do. Do. *000**00*00000 Ll,, 5* 

I fine Do. Do. Do, Ll*l& 

2 pair red & white tartan hose 7/6 Lolls. 

A rich crimson silk Highland Sash ........ 0 ......... L5,5, 

A buffalo leather slinged Shoulder belt 0004**99400* L1090 

A Regimental Breast Plate L2.10. 

A Steel mounted Highland Sword ..... L4.14.6d 

An engraved 'silver shoulder Broach Llo5,, 

A gilt mounted highland Dirk with knife and fork 

ebony handles & Cairngorm stones ................. o, L6.16.6d 

A patent leather slinged Waistbalt with Regimental 

Plate **oeoooo*ooo*ooooo***oooooooe*oooo*o*ooo*oo*oo L2,2, 
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A white goatskin Regtl, Highland Purse mounted 

with gold lace on top gilt shield &6 gold bullion 
tassles ***oooeeo**oeoooooooooo*ooo*oooo*ooooooeooooooooo L5 15o6d 
A buffalo leather belt for Do. .. oo. * ... ooo.. ooo.. e*o*oo LM. 6d 
Box for Do . .......... o,, oo ... *o,. oooo ..... oo ........... o. Ll, l. 
3 black silk Stocks 5/- 0 .... 0 .......... 0.0.0. -0. -00.. 0.. M15. 
3 pair White buck gloves 6/- o*******@*oo*o**o**eooeo*oo* L00180 
3 Do. doe Do. 3/ . ........ *00 .... *900000000*0* Uego 
6 Do. cotton Do. 1/6 ........ L0,9. 
2 Patent leather Stocks 4/ . ...... ....... L0,86 

A fine blue cloth circle cloak with cape lined with 

scarlet shalloon gilt Lion's Head clasp & etc, . ......... L5,15.6d 
3 pair White Patent flannel pantaloon'drawers 16/- .0.... L2,2, 

3 pair Do. cotton ditto 6/- toeise 

1 Do, Do, gloves ................................ LD, 1,6d 

1 pair dress shoes ...................................... LO. 17. 

A portable Iron Tent Bedstead with curtains hair matress, 
Bolster feather pillow, 3 Blankets 2 pair sheets and 

counterpane, Box & Valese ............................... L17.17. 

A Wainscot canteen complete with Brass Plate with name 
for Do . .................................................. LO. 5.6d 

A portable Mahogany chest of Drawers with oak backs 

and bottoms Writing Desk patent locks & bound with 
brass ....................................................... L16,10, 

2 Cases for Do. 

Box for Sword ........................................... LO. 3.6d 

painting name an boxes & etc, ............ LO, 7,6d 

£136.17,6d 10 

The tartan used by Officers was of a higher quality and was more 

finely woven than that used for Sergeantss Drummers or other ranks, 
11 

10* GD/174/1708/11. See also GO/244 Box 249 Estimate of clothing and 
accoutrements for an Officer of the 79th c. 1845, It is noticeable 
that Macquariets account does not include a kilt the tartan for 
which would have been purchased in the Regiment and made up by 
the Regimental Tailors. 

11. Major I, H, Mackay Scobiev "The Scottish Tartan Manufacturers and 
Bonnet Makers", Journal of the Society of Army Historical Research, 
Vol. 20/21,1941-420 pp, 94-70. 
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Additional items were also required and a Meyer and Mortimer 

estimate of 1906 for the dress items alonep excluding civilian 

clothes or sports kitp totalled L63.17.0. for the Gordon Highlanders. 12 

More fortunate were some of the retiredt Militia or Territorial 

Officers who rejoined their Battalions in 1914. The Han* S, Frazerg 

later Lord Saltount remembers as an Officer of the 3rd Militia 

Battalion ordered to the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders: 

"In general no one would cash a cheque owing to the 
moratorium - but at least the Secretary of the Carlton 
Club consented to cash me two cheques of E2 each. I 
was short of a coat and telephoned Mr, Alfred Mass of 
Moss Bros. and told him of my financial difficulties 
and asked if he would take a cheque, He told me to 
come and help myself to anything I needed, that he 
would take a cheque if I wishedq but he did not care 
if he were never paid". 13 

Officers not only had to pay for clothing and accoutrements9 

they also required furniture and utensils which they had to carry 

with them wherever they were postedv for only a bare room was provided 

for them when trooping or in station at home or abroad, Messrs Hill 

and Millard for example advertised a 'complete outfit' of barrack and 

camp furniture comprising a bed, two chairsp stoolq chest of drawersp 

wash stand basint table and trunk for L28.10/- in 1866.14 

When John C* Stewart joined the 72nd in 1850 and arrived at 

Hadfield Barrackss9ristol to join the Regimentq he had no bed linen 

or furniture and had to rely on the generosity of his fellow Officers: 

12. Lt. Colonel A, D, Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Reqiment, 
op. cit. 9 Vol. lllg p. 479. 

13* MS account of the lst Battalion Gordon Highlanders in the Le 
Cateau area August 1914. GHRM. 

14* Army List 18669 p. 13. See Appendix 6 (15). Suppliers of Highland 
Officers clothing and equipment included Messrs Meyer and Mortimerg 
who had premises at 105 George, Streett Edinburgh, Messrs. Moss 
Brothersp of Covent Gardeng Londong Messrs 3ardine and Coy. Forth 
Street# Edinburgh and Messrs William Anderson and Sons Ltd*9 
Military Tailors of Edinburgh. 
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"I am going dýwn this eveningg" he wrote "to get 
some sheets and linen in Bristol. IA ave got the 
loan of a bed till my own comes... . 

Having arrived in his Regiment an Officer was faced with further 

expenditure. He was required to pay subscriptions to the Mess; in 

1903 this amounted to 30 days pay, i. e, L7,17,6dg together with 

subscriptions to the Bandt Pipe and any sports funds which the 

Regiment might havet and monthly bills for his servantt washing and 

other extras, Lt. John C. Stewart related his problems to his 

Mothero. 

"Hadfield Barracks 1.11.1850. 

My Dear Mother, 

My tailor's bill in London came very high... a dress coat... is 

L4 odds and the whole came to L116 odds. The only thing I want now 

is my bootsq that bootmaker is very lazyt however I think I have 

given him a rattler today that will make him exert himself. 

This is the first of the month and I have all my bills to pay 

we don't pay them ourselves we pay orders an Mr Lawrie the Army Agent 

they are monthly bills the washing is Ll a month and the servant is 

the samep his regular pay is 10/- but extras are always Ll -I have 

a good deal to pay this month but I hope to get through. I am 

trembling for the L80 as I am afraid it is too little however I will 

,, 16 try . 

Agents'fees were also charged as can be seen from the account of 

Ensign Arthur Pitcairn of the 42nd, 

15, Letters of John C. Stewart 72nd Highlanders 1849-1858. QOHRM. 

16. Ibid. 9 S/440. 
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"Agents account before joining Ensign Arthur Pitcairn 42nd 

Royal Highlanders. Ensign Arthur Pitcairn with Sir Edwd. 

R. Borough Bart# Armit and Co. 

--------------- 

1840 To fees of Commission L4.11,10d 

Subn, to Mess Fund on Appt 7.17.6d 

Do. to Band on Do. 5" 5, 

Do, to Do. to 30th June B. 3d 

Do. to Mess and 
Newspapers to Do. 7. Od 

Paid postage 1. 

L18,9,8d 

By pay at 5/3d / day 
fm. 15th May to 30th June 1840 12.6.9d 

Balance charged to the paymaster L 6.2.11d 

Dublin 16th July 184D 

Borough Armit and Co.,, 17 

These Army Agents mentioned by Stewart and in Pitcairn's account 

formed a vital link in the financial management of a Regiment and 

Officers' affairs. Originally acting as Clerks to the Colonels of 

the Regimentsq Agents dated from the middle of the seventeenth century, 

In return for their services they received 2d in the L from the pay 

of the Regimentp but part of their complex pay responsibilities were 

removed when Army Paymasters were appointed in 1797, 

Until 1801 the Irish Establishment was entirely separate from 

the British Establishment and hence Regiments required Agents and 

Irish Agentst a legacy which persisted for many years afterwards* 

17. Agentts account of Ensign Pitcairn 42nd, BWRM, 395 File H5 P-Q. 
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The position of Agent was sought after and these commercial firms 

would pay for the privilege and the profit of acting for a Regimentv 

their appointment being sanctioned by the Secretary at War. In 1827 

there was a total of 13 Agentsq but by 1878 only 8 remained. Most 

Highland Regiments favoured Cox & Coo although in 1839 the 91st were 

using Messrs. Barron & Smithp Westminster and the 79th were using 

Mr Lawrie. 18 In 1847 the Colonel of the 79th, Lt. General Sir 

3ames MacDonellt 'sold' the 79th to Cox & Co. presumably receiving 

a profit for himself on the deal. Lt. Colonel Lauderdale Maule 

writes to his brother: 

"Our Colonel is quite unworthy of the 79th -I wish to 
God he would give it up - He has sold the Regt. to Cox 
& Co. receiving so much p. a. and leaving all to them. 
They of course keep us in everything close to the wind, 
Alasq would that old Sir R. Fergusson had us still". 19 

Agents were further affected by the clothing warrant of 1854 

when Colonels of Regiments ceased to have a pecuniary interest in 

Regimental dressq 20 
and i'n 18819 when Colonels of Regiments became 

Honararyp Agents were selected by the War Officet both Battalions 

under the two Battalion system being obliged to have the same Agent. 

By 1891 only three Agents remainedt Cox & Co. # Holt & Co. and Sir 

C, R. McGrigort the latter going bankrupt in 1922, In 1905 Cox & Co. 

opened a Bombay Branchq followed by a Calcutta Branch in 1911, but in 

1923 the Company was taken over by Lloyds Bank Ltd, It was not 

however until the 31st of December 1971 that the Ministry of Defence 

finally ceased paying Army Officers through Army Agents and Paymasters 

and computers took over. 
21 

18. J. D. Turner, "Army Agency"t 3ournal of the Society of Army Historical 
Researcht Vol, XII 19349 pp. 27-46. 

190 Letters of Lt. Col. the Han. Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634/4 1-98 
Gibraltar 28,1.1847. 

20. Royal Warrant 6,6.1854. 

21. George and Anne Fortyp They Also Served, (Speldhurst Kent. - Midas 
Booksq 1979). p. 145. 
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Throughout their exýstence however Agents had become much 

more than more administrators of Regimental Payq Officers' pay 

and general finances. They acted as brokers upon whom Officers 

could draw Bills of Exchangeq forwarding agents for the dispatch of 

articles while the Regiment was abroad and agents for promotiont 

allowances and widows' pensions. It seems too that they were 

intermediaries for official correspondence when the Regiment was 

overseas. In 1847 Lt. Colonel Maule wrote from Gibraltar: 

"Cox & Co. write out that we go in November 
to Nova Scotiati, 22 

The wide ambit of Agents duties together with the invaluable 

services which they rendered to Officers and their worldwide reputation 

and respectability is reflected in the note written by an Officer in 

1923 when Cox & Co, were taken over by Lloyds: 

"Bombay 15th April 1923. 

This my last cheque on the told firm', I dedicate to the 

immortal memory of Messrs Cox & Co of 16 Charing X London 

& Hamby Road Bombay, who fed and clothed me over the space 

of a quarter of a century and whose cheques I cashed in the 

Continents of Africa, India & Canada from Bunya's shop 

in the Himilayas to a shack in the Canadian Backwoods, 

F*O. Bowerg Major 

late of the 18th Foot 'the Royal Irish'% 23 

Having joined the Regiment and incurred the basic expensesg young 

Officers were immediately put an the Drill Square with the recruits and 

22. Letters of Lt. Colo the Hono Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634/4 1-98 
Gibraltar 5.7,1847. 

23. Quoted R. M. Joneso "Cox and Co. - Army Agents'19 Journal of the 
Society for ArmY Historical Research, No. 164 December 1962 pp* 
178-186, and XVIV No. 180 December 1966 pp. 195-204. Unfortunately 
none of the accounts of the Highland Regiments have survived at 
Lloyds Bank which is a great loss as the accounts of Cox and Coo could 
have answered so many questions on the financial and internal 
management of the Regiments, 
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taught their drill. On graduating there is evidence to suggest 

that it was common practice for the Sergeant to expect payments 

In 1850 Ensign Dowbiggin of the 71st wrote to his uncle'-Lt. Colonel 

Lauderdale Maule of the 79th: 

"My Dear Uncle Lauderdale, 

I have some bills that I owe to the Regt. such as 

wine for formal guests or ante-room subs... that have 

accumulated since I got my Commission and which I knew 

nothing of**. There are also the fees that the Drill 

Sergeants and Sergeant Major expect on my being dismissed 

drill which I have no money for as Mule M..?.. gave me 

25L when I left England and that is my allowance till 

Xmas 

L25 for Mess 
V for Fees on Drill. " 24 

Money was also Paid by a young Officer to his first Guard who, 

presumably if the money had not been paidp could have put all sorts 

of difficulties in his way. Colonel Wedderburn's first guard in the 

42nd was at Drummond Castle an the Ilth September 1842 guarding Queen 

Victoria, He remembers: 

"I was an guard at night and visited my sentries every 
half hour, had to pay my footing this being my first 
Guard, Ll to the Sergeant and 2L to the men,,, 25 

24, GD/45/14/634/5 57-121. This is in fact a letter from the man to 
become famous in the 'Look after DowbI telegram of 1855 from 
Lord Panmure to General Simpson. Georgina Maule, sister of 
Fox (Lord Panmure) and Lauderdaleg married W*H. Dowbiggin in 
1833 and Ensign Dowbiggin was their son; the intensity of the 
Maule family dispute goes a long way to explain why Panmure 
should have added a postscript to an official telegram which 
originally readq 'I recommend Dowbiggin to your noticep should 
you have a vacancy and if he is fit'. Cecil Woodham-Smithq 
Florence Nightingale (London: constable, 1950), p. 267. 

25. Diary of Col. 3. W. Wedderburn 11.9.1842 28/714/1, SWRM, 
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It is by no means certain when this practice died outq but it was 

certainly not used in the 42nd/73rd and the 79th in 1913 and 1914,26 

In addition in the late 1850s it was the custom in the 42nd for an 

Officer when married to buy all the men in his Company drinks in the 

Canteen, Archibald McIntosh a Private Soldier of the 42nd records: 

"Another Officer named Scott (Captain Francis 
Cunningham Scottv younger of Malleny) rejoined 
the Regiment from leave of absence, while he was 
away he had married a Minister's Daughter at 
Calcutta, when he joined we carried him round 
the barracks according to custom and he payed (sic) 
for our allowance of drink at the Canteen. 
The Captain of my Company had joined from leave and 
also brought a wife with him so we carried him the 
first time he came to pay the Company. 
The Lieutenant had got married also so we carried him 
to (sic)t they paid for our drink in the Canteen for 
three daysp the Captain Gordon) 2 and the Lieut, 
(Shuttleworth) I day. ti 2ý 

These informal expenses were indicative of the internal social 

pressures that could exist within a Battalion and induce an Officer 

to spend for more than he would have wished or was able to afford and 

about which Regulations could do lit'L. 1e. When Ian Hamilton joined 

the Gordon Highlanders in India in IB76 he wrote to his brother; 

26. Evidence of Cpl. F. MacFarlane let Battalion Black Watch and 
Ptd. R. Lobban Ist Battalion Cameron Highlanders. Oral history 
archive in the possession of the author. Drill money was 
authorised in the 79th by Standing Orders of 1B19 which stated 
11 ... he (the officer) pays the guinea for his instruction to the 
Drill Sergeant". Standing Orders of the 79thq 1819. QOHRM. In 
1843 an attempt was made in the 79th to stop the practice of 
Guard Money when the Commanding Officer disapproved of "the old 
practice of a guard asking for money from a new subaltern on 
his first guard". Regimental Standing Order Book, 79th Highlandersq 
QOHRM 144/79.21.7.1843. The practice however was still in existence 
in the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in 1882 when J. Spencer Ewart 
recordst "I was subaltern of the day "an my own". I had to give a 
sovereign to the Quarter guard; this being the customary fee for 
the first time an officer turns out a guard". In the same year 
Ewart writest "I carried the Regimental Colour and had to pay the 
usual fee of Ll to the escort due on the first occasion of carrying 
a colour", Diary of 3, Spencer Ewart RH/4/84/1 8.1.1882 and 19.4.1882. 
Lt. Colonel Angus Fairrie informs the author that it is still the 
practice in the Queen's Own Highlanders for the subaltern to stand 
drams for the escort. 

27, Diary of Pte* A, W* McIntosh 42nd Vol. 1, p, 157. BWRM 421 (3591(l)), 
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"The thought of all that is spent on onsts 
stomach is simply disgracefulg but in a 
Regiment like ours one cannot help it, 
Champagne is always flowing. No one is 
allowed to. pass through the station without 
being a Regimental guest - all that sort of 
thing"* 28 

The Committee of 1903 to enquire into-the expenses incurred 

by Officers recognised these informal expenses and attributed them to 

thellstyle of living habitually adopted by the majority of his brother 

officers". 
29 

Attempts were made to prevent extravagant Messing charges 

and Commanding Officers were urged to resist extra expenditure# but a 

Istylet once adopted was difficult to cut down. A well equipped Band 

with all the latest instruments9 pipe banners, special accoutrements - 

for the Pipe Major and Pipes are examples of the calls that would be 

. made on an Officer's po. cket. In 1860 the 91st, at Kamptee. Indiag 

purchased Pipes and Lt, Colonel Bertie Gordon wrote in Orders*. 

"Two Captains of the Regiment have incurred 
considerable expense in procuring from Scotland 
and presenting to their Companies three handsome 
sets of Bagpipes",, 30 

In addition the purchase and engraving of silver became almost 

obligatory in some Regiments when an Officer was promotedt married or 

left the Battalion. While the 79th seems to have had little silver 

in the Officers' Mess the 72nd had a particularly fine collection 

dating from 1801. In 1820 Officers of the 72nd 'donated' one dayts 

pay per month for a year to the Plate Fund and by 1823 the Regimental 

Plate and Cash was valued at L1799.7, lid. 31 
Some of this silver was 

donated by betst 

28, General Sir Ian Hamiltong Listening for the Drums, op. cit. # p. 114. 

29. PP 1903 c1421 Report of the Committee to Enquire into the Nature 
of the Expenses Incurred by Officers of the Army and to Suggest 
Measures for bringing Commissions within Reach of Men of Moderate 
Meansv p* So 

30, Commanding Officer's Rough Order Book 91st Highlandersq 29*11,1860. 
ASHRM r/16* 

31, Record of Donations of Plate 72nd Regiment* QOHRM, 
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$Lost by Colonel Monkton to Major Carter -2 
large silver decanter stands - On Major Carter 
walking on stilts from the Society House to the 
Governor's Guardto 

and: 
'Lost by Lt. A. Maclean to W, McKenzie -2 
Pint Silver Decanter Stands - On sporting his 
hand IGinger or no Ginger". 32 

Betting was common between Officers and all sorts of unlikely 

wagers were made with wine, port or champagne being the usual and 

sometimes expensive penalty*, 

"Rawalpindi 23,1,1893. 

Lieut. Fetherstonhaugh bets Lt. Bell that the machine 
gun mule 'Bent is shown as 14.3 hands in height in the 
descriptive roll of mules. This bet is for 3 bottles 
of champagne". 33 

Living together within the geographical and social confines of a 

Battalion and its Officer's Messp it would have been difficult not to 

conform in relation to this kind of expenditure and those who could not 

afford the social life would certainly have stood out, As Messes 

became more permanent and formalised Mess Rules imposed payments upon 

Officers, 'Rules of the Mess' were already in existence in the 79th 

before 1849 and were probably introduced by Lt. Colonel Lauderdale 

Maule about 1844. Until 1860 it was the custom of the 79th for an 

Officer to give tPromotion Wine' and not plate, but it was agreed in 

that year that a scaled donation would be given on promotion to the 

Plate Fund: 

"Ensign to Lieutenant L4 

Captain L6 

MaJor LIO 

Lt. Colonel t, 5"11 34 

32. Ibide 

33, Setting Book of the Officerts Mesa 78th Highlanderst 1802-19079 
op. cit, t QOHRM, 

34, Minute Book of the Officers# Mess 79th Highlanders 1844-1899 MS/1161 
and Mess Rules adopted by the Officers of the 79th Highlandersp 
Quebecq ist May 1849 MS/149/791 QDHRM. 
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Such donations were loptionall but would have been difficult to avoid. 

leilliard Tables' (1860), 'the Hunt Funds (1850)f 'The Boat Funds (1868)p 

'the Pipe Banner Fund' (1881)t a fund for the purchase of Mess 

Furniture (1883)t 'Tennis Fund' (1887)9 'Newspapers and Magazines' 

(1888), watches to the members of the Regimental Football Team (1894)9 

the 179th Newel Regimental Magazine ('1895)t Band Instruments and 

OfficersJStable (1895). Photograph Albums (1896) and Mess Servants 

livery are all mentioned in the Minute Book of the Officers'Mess of 

the 79th, 35 
and while they were an extremely distinguished Regimentp 

they were not generally considered expensive. 

Before 1871 an Officer coupled these lesser costs with the major 

expenditure of purchase and purchase of promotion at actual cost 

together with the financial manipulations and deals that were required 

to make a place for themselves. Even in 1903 the Committee of Enquiry 

established initial expenses at L200 and current expenses at L155.16.3d 

and concluded that a private income was required by an Officer to meet 

'necessary' expenses: 

"Initial Expenses. Infantry. 

Uniform and Cases L97,2,6 

Mess Contribution (para 948 
King's Regs. 30 days pay 7.17,6 

Furniiure 35, 

Plain clotheso kit and 
servant's outfitt say 60, 

L200. 

35. Minute Book of the Officerst Mess 79th Highlanders 1844-1899. 
MS/11619 QOHRM. 
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Current-Expenses, 

Mess subs, 8 days pay 0 5/3d L2,2. 

Incidental Mess Expenses 10/- / month 6. 

Share of Mess Guests 3. 

Messing 365 days (less 60 days leave) 
4/- / day 61, 

Moves and Manoeuvres 51 

Repairs and upkeep of uniform 10, 

Washing and mending linen Q 20/- / month 12. 

Soldier servant 0 10/- / month 6, 

Clothing for soldier servant yearly 51, 

Subscriptions to Regimental Cricket Club 3. 

Drink and Tobacco 15.51 

All other expensesq plain clothes, travel etc. 27.9.3 

Total Necessary Expenses L155.16.3 

Deduct 365 days payig 5/3d 95,16.3 

Balance to be met by private income L 60,0* 0.36 

In the light of the above, this figure of L60 must be considered 

as very conservative when applied to the Highland Regiments also taking 

into account the ordinary expenditure of moderate eatingg drinking, 

keeping a horse and having something left over for leaves, Only the 

heavy losses and the prolonged and destructive nature of the First 

World War changed the style of living amongst Officers whichp while 

practised in India in the 1920s and 30s,, uas never again really 

reinstated in the Highland Battalions an such an extensive scale. 

The 1903 Committee could only recommend cutting down on Regimental 

entertainmentst substituting a 'two horse brakes for the 'Regimental 

Coach't moderation in Regimental Packs of Houndsq doing without polo 

tournaments in the UK and minimum changes of uniform. 
37 

36. pp 1903 X c1421 p. 7. 

37. Ibid. p p. 14. 
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It is certain that many Highland Officers were not wealthy 

and that much of their finance for general necessary expenditure was 

obtained not from a large family or personal income, but from loans, 

bills, delaying the payment of tradesmen or obtaining the money from 

parents or relatives. Lt. Colonel Lauderdale Maule is a fine example; 

he was the second son of Lord Panmureq one of the largest landowners 

in Forfarshirev his brother was Fox MauleqSecretary of State at and 

for War, Member of Parliament and influential reformer. Yet as a 

result of a family dispute neither son had any money at all apart 

from what they earned through public office or the Army. Lord 

Panmure gave an irregular small allowance to Lauderdale and reluctantly 

paid the regulation price for his promotional stepsp but until their 

Father died in 1852, both brothers were obliged to borrow heavily and 

lived in decidedly straitened circumstances. Finances were their 

constant concern and in 1850 the two brothers jointly owed the Union 

Bank in promissory alone L6285, with no possibility of meeting this 

debt until their Father's death. 38 

There was very little opportunity for the Highland Officer to 

gain money by alternative means in the period 1820 to 1920, While 

looting did take place in the Crimea and during the Ashanti War and 

prize money was awarded, it was only in the Indian Mutiny that there 

was any real opportunity for valuable items to be acquired. E. S. 

Wood of the 93rd in his manuscript notes writes of some of his fellow 

Officers: 

"Captain Roderick Glenlyon Hamilton Burgoyne - tPoor Roderickip was always hard up as I believe 
his father (also a soldier) had been before him. 

38, Letters of Lt, Col. the Hone Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634/6 45-107, 
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Major William Gustavus Alexander Middleton - 'Tony', 
He was no friend of mine and when I got into the 
Grenadiers (i. e. the Grenadier Company) after the 
Crimea he became the Captain of it and I had hard 
work to keep out of trouble. He himself was a poor 
man yet he liked the society of rich ones. As he 
was dying a letter came saying he had come into a 
considerable sum of money - thus he was no longer 
on his pay - but it was too late and I believe he 
knew nothing about it. 

Major Walter Scott Mackenzie - 'The Nobbler'. He 
I believe married a rich woman". 39 

The men were aware when an Officer was poor and Private McIntosh 

of the 42nd noted in his diary: 

"One of our Officers named McLeod got married here 
to one of Barclay's Daughterst which set him on his 
feet as he was very poor* Barclay is an Indigo 
Planter and was at one time a soldier in the East 

40 India Company Service, and bought his discharge". 

Marriage was therefore an option but debt was more likely. As 

regards the truly Highland Officer it must be remembered that many 

Highland estates and farms wereq between the period 1820 and 19209 

undergoing serious physical and financial transition which left them 

in the situation of having capital assets but little revenue and it 

was not always easy for them to have cash in hand without bonds being 

granted, Some Officers fell so seriously into debt that Commanding 

Officers were forced to intervene to prevent scandal that might reflect 

upon the Regiment. Lieutenant Alexander Buchanan of Powis of the 79th 

who joined the Regiment in 18389 was already in debt by 1841 and his 

Father had to pay up an his behalf, Some of the trouble he seems to 

have brought upon himselfland his Commanding Officer Lt. Colonel Maule 

an hearing of the debtsp sent for himt warned him, transferred him to 

another Companyt gave him a month to pay his Mess Bill and kept watch% 

a month later the situation was no better: 

39. E. S. Wood MS notes on R. H. Gurgoyneq Historical Records of the 93rd 
Sutherland Highlanders'q op. Cito# ASHRM. 

40. Diary of Ptd, A, W, McIntosh 42nd Vol, I pp, 156-157. BWRM 421 
(3591(l))* 
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"That confounded ass Buchanan owes about L370 
I cannot tell you how disgusted I am with the 
fellow's folly ... I have taken his Mess Debts 
upon myself to save him from being put under 
arrest... he has been seen gamblingg not in 
his own Regiment, for we do not playq (thank 
Godl) but with Officers in other Corps. 
Meanwhile I advise India or a retirement 
from the service. This is the second time 
he has forfited his word In the 79th and he 
will do so again; depend upon its,,, 41 

Lt, Colonel Maulet who from his own personal circumstances can have 

had little sympathy with Buchanang personally took him back to the Depot 

of the 79th in 1842. After further transgressing Buchanan was deprived of 

the Depot Adjutantcy and was "recommended to leave the Regiment'19 which 

he did in 1843, leaving debt behind him in the 79tho 42 

Very few Officers of Highland Regiments were Court Martialed after 

1860 and because anonymity was preserved in relation to linking names 

with casest it is difficult to tell whether all the cases are related 

to debt. For example between the 12th and the 19th of August 18539 

41. Letters of Lt. Col. the Hon. Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634/2 
1-93 25,11,1841, Buchanan was not alone in getting himself into 
trouble with gambling in Gibraltar. Lt. William Parke of the 
72nd records on the 23rd October 16459 "Fine day. A Court of 
Enquiry ordered to assemble to investigate some gambling 
transactions which have-been taking place between Officers of 
the Royal Regiment, the 79th and the 66th Regiments in which 
one of the parties, Mr Laughton of the 66th lost 3000L. 11 Diary 
of Lt, W, Parket 72ndt QOHRM. This incident reached the notice 
of Fox Maule who wrote to his brother expressing concern 
regarding the involvement of the 79th, Lauderdale replied 
reassuring Fox, "Don't alarm yourself about the gambling 
business - It did not occur in the 79th where we never have 
had any gambling and you may contradict the report wherever 
you hear it. I never play myself. I abstain on principle and 
I don't allow it in the Regiment. The 79th man stopped at LIDO 
and refused to play the high stakes. I sent for my man and he 
admitted the thing at once, but stated that as he considered the 
looser to be a ruined man he had torn up his IOU ... so far so good# 
I was very sorry for our man who is an exceedingly honourable young 
mang buý fond of playingg though he vigorously abstained from it in 
his own Regmt. knowing my aversion to it. It cost him dear. He was 
acting Paymaster of the Regt. and I had promised him the Depot Pay- 
mastership which wd. have secured him from the West Indies. He has 
forfited both. I regret it, but I was determined to make the example*" 
GD/45/14/634/3 1-B4 Gibraltar 7,1,1846, 

42, Letters of Lt* Col. the Hon Lauderdale Maule GD/45/14/634/3 1-84 
8.3,1843, 
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Lieutenant W. D. Stewart of the 93rd was tried by Court Martial at 
43 

Chobham Camp. , Wedderburn mentions this Court Martial, but does 

not expand on the charge. 
44 The Judge Advocate General's record 

of the period is missing in War Office records, but in 1853 it is 

known that there were 18 Courts Martial of Officerst the charges 

including embezzlement, debtq drunkenness and foul language* 45 No 

individual identifications are possible, but Stewart certainly left 

the service. 

It is seldom that Officers express dissatisfaction with their 

income from Army pay however and most appear to have come to terms 

with their financial circumstances. The rates of purchase, promotion 

and pay were laid down and well understood and when an Officer joined 

he knew exactly what his pay was to be and very few complained about 

it. What was felt by all, rich and poor alike, however were the hidden 

costs arising out of duty-for which the Treasury refused to take any 

responsibility and which were offloaded on to the Officer to become 

yet another burden on his packet. A source of severe criticism was 

the expense of evacuation of sick and wounded Officers particularly 

during the Indian Mutinyq a cost which had to be met by the Officers 

themselves. Lt. Colonel Gordon Alexander cited the case of 3ohn 

Alexander Ewart of the 93rd who lost his arm at Cawnpore and had to 

set out 628 miles across India to Calcutta under his own arrangements 

to find a ship for home: 

43. WO/93/18 Trials of Officers 1806-1904. 

44, MS Diary of Colo O. W. Wedderburn 42nd. BWRM. 12.9.1853. 

45, PP 1857-58 XXXVII c499. An example of an Officer Court Martialed 
and cashiered for drunkenness is Captain Colin Maxwell of the 93rd 
(of Dargarval Housev Bishopton) who was Court Martialed at Sebastopol 
an the 22nd of 6ctober 1855. E. S. Wood notes on R. H. Burgoyne's 
'Historical RecordsIq "Burgoyne is kindly silent why he left* He 
was cashiered for being drunk Poor Beggarl", Ms Notes of E, S. Wood 
on R. H. Burgoyneq Historical Records of the 93rd Sutherland 
Highlanders, op. cit*p ASHRM, and WO/91/lB, 
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"I am reminded,,,. how shabbily the British Officer 
was treated in India during the Mutiny Campaigns 
when he had the misfortune to fall so seriously 
illq or to be so severely wounded as to necessitate 
his being invalided to a sanitariumq or home to 
Great Britain. I believe the same regulations 
are in force to this day (1898) and are hardly 
worthy of the richest nation in the world. When 
thus invalided from an army in the field all his 
travelling expenses home haVe to be defrayed by 
himself ... At present it becomes a severe tax an 
the slender resources of a poor Commissioned 
Officer to meet the expenses of a journeyt sayp 
from the North-West Frontier of India to Great 
Britain and back". 46 

A 'passage allowance* was available, but was not given automatically; 

it had to be claimed and that claim it seems was often disputed. Bertie 

Gordon of the 91st wrote to his Agents in 1844 objecting to his being 

charged 3/6d per day 'Messingl on board ship when he returned from South 

Africa# stating that he was an 'invalid' and was therefore entitled to 

the allowance. It appears however that he paid his own fare home, 

agreeing the figure of L40 with the ship's Captain. 47 

Officers also had to pay for their own medicines if they were 

not available from the Medical Chest and again Bertie Gordon when ill 

with rheumatic fever in 1843 had had to buy medicine from the 

apothecary's shop as the hospital chest could not supply him with what 

he required. It would seem that his claim for this account was not 

met, 
48 As for the Medical Officers themselvest on campaigns they had 

to meet much of the cost of their equipment to be effective on active 

service* Munro of the 93rd supplied his own case of surgical instruments 

and also additional medical comforts for his patients. 
49 

He also had 

to purchase two harsest one for himself and one for his equipment panniersy 

at a cost which far exceeded the allowances: 

46, Lt, Colonel W, Gordon-Alexanderg Recollections of a Hiqhland 
Subalterng op. cit*t p, 166. 

47. Letter Book of Captain Bertie Gordon 91stp South Africa 1843-1846o 
13,8,1844* ASHRM, 

48. Ibid, t 25,7,1843, 

49. See Appendix 6 (13)9 Surgeon Munrots Box of Surgical Instruments, 
ASHRM, 
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"Every Officer was allowed forage for one, 
fbat' horse to carry his luggage when on 
field service, It was a permanent allowance. *,, 
All Medical Officers were allowed forage for two 
horsesq a charger and a batt also I shilling per 
day saddle allowance. I had therefore to buy 
two horses and to supply myself with saddlery. 
I horse 15hh young L22.10* 

'150 1 pony 13,3hh young L7,10, 

A poor Officer who could not afford the difference between the 

allowances and the actual cost of a horse, the possession of which was 

a virtual necessity for practical purposes alonev sometimes had to leave. 

Lieutenant Agnew of the 93rd noted: 

"*. opoor Pole has had to leave the Regiment 
in consequence as he cannot afford to keep a 
horse... 11,51 

When Officers too were ordered from station to station and were forced 

to sell their horses and possessionsv there was no guarantee that they 

would recoup their outlay. 
52 

Items of personal possessions lost by Officerst particularly in 

500 Surgeon W, Munrot Records of Service and Campaiqninq in Many Lands, 
op# cit,, Vol, 1, p, 46, 

51, Letters of Lt* Andrew Agnew of Lachnaw 93rdý 7,4.1840 GD/154/745. 

52, See for example a hand bill advertising the sale of an Officer's 
stable of the 74th, Fyzabad, India c. 1890. Photograph Album and 
Scrap Book of the 74th Regiment. RHFRM N/44. Just before he 
retired in December 1860, Lt. Colonel Alexander Leith Hay of the 
93rd who was stationed at Sabathu, Indiat began the process of 
selling up what appears to have been virtually his entire household 
before returning home* While treasured personal possessions were 
undoubtedly retainedt bookst furniturep linen, glass and saddlery 
were all auctioned off in lotag emphasising the ? eripate-tic 
lifestyle that military families had right up to the end of the Empire 
in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Leith Hay's sale was conducted over several months and most lots 
were sold within the Regiment. His collections of pigeons and birds 
were obtained by Colour Sergeant Charles Allan of the 93rd and the 
items were bought by Private Soldiers and Sergeants in quantities 
of ones and twosp Private John Webster of No, 3 Company for example 
buying the Mynah Bird for 9 Rs, Certain personal items were sold 
to Officers of the Regiment and these included mainly furniture and 
linent Dr. Munro buying the portable arm chair, Most of the books 
were purchased by Private Soldierst but Native Indiansq presumably 
servants or contractorst also bought items. Papers of Lt* Colonel 
Alexander S. Leith Hayt 93rdo GD/225 Box 42. 
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the field, had to be replaced by the Officers themselves or more 

likely by the generosity of their friends and relations* The letters 

of Officers serving in the First World War are notable for their 

consistent requests for items. An example is Second Lieutenant 

Alistair Jameson of the lst Camerons who wrote hurriedly to his 

Mother in February 1917; 

must ask you to send me a shirt and collar... " 

A week later he wrote again; 

"I have lost all my washing and shaving things 
again. I require 2 small towels, 2 razors and 
stropq lather brushq glass (to see my pretty 
face in)t brush, comb, tooth brush and basin. I 
was coming from the line after relief & got stuck 
with a lot of men in a trench over the waist in 
mud, It took us 12 instead of 2 hours to reach 
our destinationt. which I did in boats and socket 
shirt tails, jacket and tin hat only, I thought 
my number was up that night". 53 

Lieutenant Robert Lindsay Mackay MC of the 11th Argylls recorded how 

important the receipt of such articles was% 

"I had about four huge parcels from home containing 
everything from soap to St Ivel cheese and Scotch 
Haggist" 54 

During the long retreat of 1914 many Officers lost all their 

possessions except for those they stood up in, Lieutenant A. Stirling 

of the 2nd Argylls wrote an the 25th August 1914: 

"At last we were told where the billets were. It was 
still raining. Some of the men could hardly get one foot 
in front of the other* After seeing the gun horses fed I 
had a washt the first since Valenciennes, at the place of 
watering engines and turned in. I was very comfortable 
for I had all my kit on the machine gun waggon and so got 
into my pyjamas and my flea bag and had a real good sleep. 
I was the only one who could do this for all the kit was 
with the transport and we heard that the waggon an which 
was some officer's kitt had to be abandoned and burnt the 
day before", 55 

53. Letters of Sydney B. Oamesong HQ Ist Army and his son Alistair Jameson 
7th and 2nd Seaforth Highlanders and Ist Cameron Highlanders, National 
Library of Scotland MS/10305 and Historical Records of the Cameron 
Highlandersq op* cit., Vol. III p, 224, 

54. Diary of Lieutenant R4, Mackay MC llth and 1/8th Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders. 31.12,1916. ASHRM, 

55, Diary of Colonel A, Stirling 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland High- 
landersq property of Colonel 3. Stirling (Retd. ) kindly lent to the 
author. 
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By the 29th of August 1914, wounded and a prisoner Stirling was 

in a less fortunate positions 

"At this time my worldly possessions were reduced 
to I coatg I shirt, 1 bootq 1 sockt 1 pair of 
breeches (cut)t 1 broken watch and chain, 1 pipe 
and my snakeskin belt with my knife". 56 

Compensation to Officers or issue in lieu for personal items and 

uniform lost on duty was rare and Bertie Gordon does not appear to 

have received anything for the loss of his possessionsIn the wreck 

of the 'Abercrombie Robinson' and Lauderdale Mauleq in spite of his 

financial difficultiesp seems to have borne much of the loss of the 

baggage and regimental possessions aboard the 'Lady Cremornel wrecked 

en route to Quebec in 1848.57 Lieutenant A. Stirling also records 

an several occasions using his own money to buy food for his man when 

the, transpart failed to appear or the Quarter Master refused to issue 

rations*. 

"I managed to buy an enormous round loaf of bread 
which I gave to the section to stave off the pangs 
of hunger". (The following day) 11... the men had 
been issued with about quarter rations and had 
managed to light fires and boil tea in their 
canteensv so they did not start on empty stomachs. 
That is all except the poor machine gun section, 
who belonged to no Company and got nothing from 
the rapacious hands of the Quarter Master Sergeant. 
I could get nothing for them there so,,. I went to 
several shops but could get no bread at all or any 
kind of substantial foodt so I bought as much 
chocolate as my pockets could hold", 58 

One of the most annoying and illogical charges which an Officer 

encountered were the tariff duties payable an imports to Canada in 
.I 

the nineteenth century. The tariffs covered all itemsq even uniformsq 

and most important for the Officers who drank, alcohol, as in Canada 

-96* Ibid, 

57. Letters of Lt. Col. the Hon. Lauderdale Maule Quebec 7.7.1849 
GD/45/14/634/4 99-184. 

58, Diary of Colonel A. Stirlingg 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanderst op, cit, 
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the 'Prince RegentIs Allowance' to assist in the purchase of wine 

in the Mess was not given. Lauderdale Maule of the 79th. complained in 

1849; 

"Yesterday we paid duty alone on the supply of 
Champagne amounting to upwards of 40 per centl 
... our clothesq uniform everything that we get 
are subject to duty 12 or 10 p cent on the 
valuelit 59 

Thust while a complex system of allowances was open to the serving 

Officer these frequently did not meet necessary expenditurep neither 

were they easy to obtain and Officers of Highland Regiments were 

placed at a distinct disadvantage as a result of the lengthy periods 

which their Battalions spent abroad. If an allowance required to be 

obtained from London, a letter from Indiap Canada or the West Indies 

could take months to arrive and the reply correspondencep directed 

through Agentsv would take the same time to return, 

Some Officers were extravagant, spendthrift and incautiousq 

particularly in their leisure activitiest but it would appear that 

overspending and illegitimate debt were not acceptable in the Highland 

Regiments. Income from pay in no way compensated Officers for their 

outlayv but many young men got into financial trouble simply because 

they were neither equipped nor prepared for the thidden' costs. 

Succinct as usual Lt. Colonel Maule of the 79th sums up the problems: 

"I have had enough of young gentlemen joining from 
their Mother's apron strings with a L5t a Bible and 
the parental blessing - running slap into every 
extravagancep parents refusing to pay, the onus thrown 
upon the system in the Armyp claims becoming pressing 
and then insolventp young gentelman's promotion stopped 
to pay his debts and said young gentleman becoming 
disgustedp then indifferentq next wreckless - taking 
refuge in low company and strong drink and finally if 
not cashiered sent home to his friends ruined in his 
morals and constitution mind and body a swindlerand a 
drunkard ... from all such plagues may God deliver me and 
the 79thl" 611 

59. Letters of Lt. Col. the Han. Lauderdale Maule, Quebec 7.7,1849 
GD/45/14/634/5 57-121, 

60, Ibid, q Quebec 15,3,1849, GD/45/14/634/5 1-56, 
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The final aspect of Officerst expendiiure were the financial 

implications of patronaget which in Highland Regiments appear to have 

extended far beyond the bounds of providing ments drinks in the Canteen 

an marriage or paying 'footing' on a first guard. While the wider 

aspects of patronage will be discussed latert there is no doubt that 

the majority of Highland Officers cared deeply about their Regiments 

and their soldiers9and were prepared to financially assist those with 

whom they had served. Against the background of Highland poverty and 

emigration this has important implications in understanding the Officer/ 

-Soldier relationshipt certain aspects of individual emigration and the 

strength and depth of nineteenth and early twentieth century Highland 

Regimental feeling. 

This 'Regimental Family' concept is the subject of considerable 

criticism and derision in the 1980s 61 
and the financial aspects of 

patronage are often misunderstood by those who fail to appreciate the 

complex interplay of Regimental feeling# Highland pride, nineteenth 

and early twentieth century attitudes to poor reliefq military discipline, 

Scottish religious attitudes and the intensity of Highland Regimental 

comradeshipt and look only an financial patronage as being spatranising' 

and degrading. 

In 1854, a former soldier of the 42nd John Currie walked from Glasgow 

to Rosebankq Roslin looking for John Wedderburn. Wedderburn wrote in 

his diary: 

"To my astonishment my late servant boy John Currie 
came here tonight wishing me to help him out to Nova 
Scotia". 62 

Wedderburn gave him the money and the return fare to Glasgow and Currie 

returned eleven days later to say goodbye to him: 

61. Seep Myna Trustramq Women of the Reqiment (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984), 

62. Diary of Colonel O. W. Uedderburn 7,2,1854. GWRM, 28/714/1, 
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11... met John Currie near Straiton and he 
returned with me to Edinburgh as he was on 
his way to Rosebank to bid me adieu. I again 
paid his way to Glasgow as he is to sail on 
Monday to Nova Scotia", 63 

Wedderburn's diary was kept for his own amusement and was not intended 

for publication in any form, He records the incident in a matter of 

fact way and as a retired Officer could gain no prestige from the event, 

neither did John Currie apparently lose face in Wedderburntsv or his 

own, eyes by his request and he also felt iufficiently confident and 

comfortable in their relationship to return to Rosebank and thank 

Wedderburn personally. The passing of money demeaned neither the 

giver nor the receiver. 

How many soldiers who were assisted to emigrate in this way is 

unknown* Few Officers left such detailed documentary evidence as 

Wedderburn, but given the situation in the Highlands to which many 

discharged long serving soldiers-returned it is possible that their 

number could be quite considerable. Although there is no written 

proof it is possible that either Lauderdale Maule or his brother Fox, 

who had also served in the 79th, assisted the emigration of the former. 

Sergeant Major of the 79th. John Mackay9who went to New Zealand in 

1854 64 
and Lauderdale had certainly inten I ded to" pay for Quarter Master 

Robert Jameson's son to be sent to Sandhurst, 65 

F. W. Traill Burroughs of the 93rdd)apparently contrary to all the 

characteristics he exhibited in the management of Rousay, paid a 

pension to the Mother of Donald Maclean5a soldier of the 93rd killed at 

Lucknow* 66 John Wedderburn gave money prizes to his men in a competition 

for turning out in 1853 67 
and when Major Cumberland banned dogs aboard 

63, Ibid. 9 18.2.1854. 
64, Lettersq papers and information on the Mackay family kindly lent 

to the author by the family. See Appendix 6 (14). 
65.79th Newip No. 98, July 1908, p, 204. 
66. William Forbes-Mitchellv Reminiscences of the Great Mutiny (London: 

Macmillan and Co. Ltd*, 1910)t p, 239, 
67, Diary of Colonel J, W. Wedderburn 6,6,1853. BWRM, 28/714/1, 
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the troop ship tResistancel returning from Canada in 1852 Wedderburn 

sent his own dog 'Grouse' and paid for the Pipe Majorls dog 'Fanny' to 

travel home aboard the Mail Ship, so that they would not have to be 

left behind or sold. 
68 

officers subscribed to numerous charities and funds associated 

with their serviceg from the fund formed to assist the creole Mrs. 

Seacole who had operated the 'British Hotelt in the Crimeat 69 to the 

funds raised to assist women and families left at home an embarkation 

70 
of the Regiment3 and the various Regimental Associations one of which, 

the 91stq was formed according to Goff as early as 1864.71 Officers 

also subscribed to the endowment of beds at Queen Victoria School, 

Dunblane opened in 1908 for the education of the sons and orphans of 

servicemen. 
72 

There were therefore pressures of all kinds, coming from many 

sourceso on the funds of a Highland Officer in the period 1820 to 1920# 

Failure to balance these pressures with the income available left an 

Officer with four basic choices: acknowledge poverty and the 

inadequacy of his income and accept his fellow Officers' censurep if 

any, go into debt in the hope of better times, exchange to a cheaper 

regiment or sell out, 

It is difficult to tell in fact which were texpensivet regiments 

amongst the Highland Corps as the position often depended upon the 

Commanding Officer of the moment. It would appear that the 92nd were 

68. Ibid. 9 27.5.1852. 

69, Ziggi Alexander and Audrey Dewjee (eds, )q Wonderful Adventures of 
Mrs Seacole, (Bristol: Falling Wall Press, 1984)9 p. 237* 

70. For example the 79th Cameron Highlanders Wives and Children's Fund 
18929 79th News, 1903, No. 709 p, 1, and James McKayq Reminiscences 
of the Last Kafir War (Grahamstown: Richards Glanville & CO, q 1871)9 

p. 125. 
71. G. L. Goffq Historical Records of the 91st Arqyllshire Hiqhlandersp 

op. cit. t p. 241. 

72, Archives of Queen Victoria Schoolq Ounblane, 
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relatively reasonable until the late 1860s when by Ian Hamilton's 

account it was certainly costly and it seems to have remained so 

until the commencement of the First World War. The 42nd were 

desirable as a prestigious regiment but Wedderburn makes no complaints 

about costs* The 79th were very expensive during the tenure of command 

of Lauderdale Maule largely because of the number of uniform changes he 

introducedg but the 78th and the 93rd appear to have been entirely 

reasonable with the 93rd probably marginally cheaper as several of 

their Commanding Officers were not rich men. Of the Highland Regiments 

wearing trews the 72nd lived in the greatest style, their investment in 

plate alone causing considerable expense to the Officers. The 74th 

was a prestigious Regiment but not necessarily expensive and the 91stv 

73rd and 75th all seem to have been entirely reasonable. 

On the*whole costs tended to rise as the century progressed and 

as Mess establishmentst Military Bandsq Pipe Bands and leisure pursuits 

became more sophisticated according to the contemporary fashion* The 

cost or style of living of the Officers in a Regiment did not however 

have any relationship to its efficiency or battle potential although 

it might affect morale in generalp when Officers and men felt that 

they belonged to a regiment that could afford a high standard of 

entertainment and an expensive and generous life style, 

Finally, in the light of the imbalance between income from pay and 

legitimate expenditureq even if kept at a minimum, it is small wonder 

that a Commission was viewed by an Officer in an entirely different 

lightq that attitudes in many cases were not governed by a professional 

approach to soldiering and that Officers clung to their extended leave 

periodat huntingg shooting and polo. They after all had in many instances 

made a major capital investment and also paid handsomely for serving their 

country, a price which the government was conspicuous in its refusal to 

meet, 
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CHAPTER 7: LOCATIONS, BARRACKS AND LIVING CONDITIONS 

A considerable amount of energy in research and reforming 

zeal has been expended upon the barrack and living conditions 

particularly of the Victorian Army, but much of this work was* 

and still isp directed entirely towards the Army at home. 

It is important therefore when looking at the Highland 

Regiments to see exactly where they were between 1820 and 1920 

and to look more closely at individual cases to see whether the 

general conclusions on Army living conditions applied to these 

Regiments. Locations at home and abroadt together with 

experience on active service. affected the character of the 

Regiments as much as their unique dress or the forceful 

-individuality of their Commanding Officers*and the tables 

of outline locations at Appendix 5 bring out some important 

points. 

Firstlyp the l*ocation details must be broken down for kilted 

Regiments (42ndp 78th, 79th,. 92nd and 93rd) and for Highland Line 

and Trews Regiments of Foot (72nd# 73rd, 74th, 75th and 91st) and 

secondlyp by the natural division which occurs in 1881, with the 

dual battalion system, when it was proposed to have one battalion 

at home and the sister battalion overseas on an equal time basis* 

Therefore taking the kilted Highland Battalions between 1820 and 

1881 by whole years and dividing th, e service between Home Servicev 

Foreign Service and Active Service, a pattern begins to emerge. 

See for example Alan Ramsay Skellyq The Victor-ian Army at Home 
(London: croom Helm, 1977). 
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SERVICE LOCATIONS OF KILTED HIGHLAND REGIMENTS (in whole years) 1820-1851 

Location Regiment 

42nd 78th 79th 92nd 93rd 

Ireland 6 13 5 13 a 
Home Service Scotland 56857 

England 8591 10 

Home tervice totals 21 24 22 19 25 

Gibraltar 82 10 62 
Malta/Ionian Islands 14 6 

Foreign West Indies 4 11 11 
Service Canada 14 14 9 

India/Ceylon 9 24 12 14 10 
Aden 4 
Crimea (not active service) 1 

Foreign Service totals 36 34 36 3B* 32 

Canada, Crimea, Aden, 
Active Indiap Persiag Ashanti, 
Service Afghanistan, South 

Africa 54455 

Time an Home Service 34% 39% 36% 31% 4 Oila 

Time on Foreiqn and Active 
Service 66% 61% 6 4/'a 69% 60% 
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All the Kilted Battalions saw homet foreign end active service 

and proportionally, during the sixty two years under considerationg 

very little time was spent in Scotland, Much of the time spent in 

Ireland was in aid of the civil power and England was not a regular 

station for the Highland Kilted Battalions, although the 78th, the 

79th and the 93rd were all used to assist in the industrial and 

political unrest in the 1830s and early 1840s. The 42ndt 79th 

and 93rd took part in the pre-Crimean Camp of Exercise at Ch. obham 

in 1853 and all the kilted Battalions ultimately passed through 

Aldershotv the first home hutted and tented campq purpose built with 

training areas attachedq purchased by the Army in 1853,2 

The table brings out clearly that by far the greater proportion 

of the time of the Kilted Regiments was spent in foreign and active 

service occupying particularly stations in Indiag Gibraltar, Canada 

and the West Indies. The 78th spent a remarkable twenty four years 

on foreign service in India, a figure which excludes their active 

service in the Indian Mutiny, and they and the 79th managed to avoid 

the West Indiesq the latter probably because of the influence of 

Lauderdale Maule. Between Waterloo and the Mutiny the 92nd as a 

Regiment saw no active service at all having been reduced to a 

Staff and Band at Gibraltar to supply men to other Regiments, and 

they arrived, much to their disgustq too late in the Crimea to see 

action. It is especially noticeable that the Kilted Highland 

Regiments were -seldom used in Africa with the exception of the 42nd 

2. Lt. Colonel H. N, Cole OBE TO, The Story of Aldershot (Aldershot: 
Gals and Poldeno 1951)9 p. xvii. 
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3 
who took part in the Ashanti War in 18739 and the 92nd who were at 

Majuba in 1881. Historically the Kilted Regiments are linked with 

Indiat but apart from the 70tht this is a modern misconception until 

the period of the Mutiny and afterg when they began to be included 

in the regular rota of Indian Service in the British garrison, The 

78th and the 92nd also served in Afghanistan, the latter taking part in 

Roberts's historic march from Kabul to Kandahar, 

The percentage totals of foreign and active service show that 

these Kilted Highland Battalions were primarily active, workingg 

fighting service units who spent very little time in their homeland 

and as much as 69% of their time between 1820 and 1881 overseas, 

When at home their primary duties were in Ireland where they seldom 

kept together as a Battalion but were broken down into detachmentsq scat- 

tared over a wide area and lodged in several: barracks or billeted on the 

local population. 

By contrast the Line and Trews Regiments of Foot who were Highland 

or were linked to Highland Regiments in 1881 show a slightly different 

pattern. 

3. The 42nd were used with reluctance in this war as Wolseley'was under 
strict instructions to conduct the Campaign with the minimum loss 
of British lives and maximum efficiency, the War Office being 
concerned that Ashanti might-become another Crimea. The 42nd were 
also under strength at this time and were made up by volunteers 
from the 79th. Wolseley wrote, II.. * when so splendid a 
Battalion as the 42nd is ready to my hand, when I see the 
martial spirit which animates both Officers and men, when I 
think of the vastly superior numbers of the enemy and I see 
myself entirely deprived of the large force of native 
auxiliaries upon which I have countedt when I remember how 
vitally important it is that the campaign should be short and 
decisivet I do not think that I should be acting wisely in 
keeping the 42nd Regiment at sea. " WO/33/26 Wolseley to 
Cardwell 18.12.1873. 
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SERVICE LOCALITIES OF HIGHLAND LINE AND TREWS REGIMENTS OF FOOT 

1820-18BI 

Location Regiment 

72nd 73rd 74th 75th 91st 

Ireland 459 13 13 
Home Service Scotland 4134 

England 11 11 5 12 11 

Home Service totals 19 17 17 25 28 

Gibraltar 4146 
Malta/Ionian Islands a523 
West Indies 3 13 9 

Foreign Canada 348 
Service India/Ceylon 15 is 9 11 

Cape of Good Hope/ 
St. Helena 11 5 10 11 
Hong Kong/3apan 31 
Singapore/Penang 2 

Foreign Service totals 36 36 42 29 31 

Active Cape of Good Hope, 
Service Kaffir Warst 

Crimeaq Montevideo, 
Afghanistan 79385 

If jo Time an Home Service 31,11a 271 2 7, fo 40 %o 45% 

Time on Foreign and 
Active Service 6 9'j'a' 73% 73% 60 lea 55% 
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These Highland Line. and Trews Regiments of Foot spent very 

little time in Scotlandq the 75th none at all and a greater 

proportion of their time in England. Again however their foreign 

and active service totals outweigh their home service and the 73rd 

and 74th spent 73% of their time overseas, The 73rd and the 75th did 

not go to the West Indies and the 75th and the 91st did not serve in 

Canada; all however served in South Africap the 74th and the 91st 

having three years active service there during the Kaffir War 1851-1853. 

The 73rd and the 74th were also sent to the Far East for a short time* 4 

Only the 72nd were in the Crimea, but ell these Regiments were involved 

in the Indian Mutiny or its aftermath and the 72nd-were also in 

Afghanistan. 

Overall it is again clear that these Highland Line and Trews 

Regiments were primarily hard workingg foreign service units who did 

not spend lehgthy periods in home barracks and when they were at home 

their stay in any one place was remarkably short. Alternatively, 

overseas postings in an area could be as long as thirteen yearst (the 

72nd and the 75th in the Cape of Good Hope)q either together as a 

Battalion, or broken down into detachments. Thus while home barracks 

played their part, they are by no means the whole story, 

There is no clear indication as to why the Kilted and Line and 

Trews Regiments were used in this way. Some of the locations may be 

accounted for in patronage and influencep but it is difficult to say 

exactly why none of the Kilted Regiments served on the African 

Continent between 1820 and 1873, The changes in recruiting patterns 

and the number of English and Irish in some of the Line and Trews 

Regiments may account for their short service in Scotland, but it 

4,, A most interesting account of the service of the 74th in the Far 
East existed in the Diary of Henry Robert Kelham 74thq RHFRM* 
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does not account for the small amount of time spent in their home 

country by the Kilted Regiments. It could be that part of the 

explanation lies in a total lack of sympathetic feeling and under- 

standing of the Kilted Regiments on behalf of the War Officet fear 

of an increase in desertion rates while at home in Scotland, or 

concern over the Highland economic situation and an underlying fear 

of potential unreliability given Highland poverty and emigration; 

but there is no direct evidence of this, 5 

The object of the two battalion and territorial system of 1881 

was not only to provide a firm home base for recruiting, but also to 

try to ensure an equality in the number of regiments at home and 

abroad, It is clear from the following table that in relation 

to the kilted Highland Battalions this did not happen and consistently 

their percentage figure of foreign and active service exceed 50% 

in both of the First and the Second Battalions. 

5., It is interesting to note that between 1820 and 1881 none of 
these Battalions served in New South Wales, where British 
garrisons ceased in 1870. The 73rd were stationed here 
between 1810 and 18149 but were at that time neither kilted 
nor Highland. There is no easy explanation for this and it 
may well have been pure chance, See, Lt. Colonel L. B. 
Swifte, Victoria Barracks Sydney (Sydney: National Library 
of Australia, 1974). 
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SERVICE LOCALITIES OF HIGHLAND KILTED REGIMENTS (in whole years) 1881-1920 INCLUSIVE 

1/E3W 2/BW 1 Sea- 2 Sea- 1 Gor- 2 Gor- 1 Cam- 2 Cam- 1/ASH 2/ASH 
42nd 73rd forth forth dons done arons erons 91st 93rd 

72nd 78th 75th 92nd 79th (lB97) 

Ireland 5864a311.5 
Home Service Scotland 745347257 

England 275 5- 767184 

Home Service Totals 14 19 16 -14 14 18 17 4 14 16 

Gibraltar 432 
Malta 314323 

Foreign Egypt 14125 
Service South Af rica 3443 

India/Ceylon 6 12 11 15 8 11 246 15 
Constanti- 

nople I 
Hong Kong/ 
China 24 

Foreign Service Totals 17 12 16 15 14 13 13 14 17 is 

Active Service (Egypt, 
Soudan, S. Africa, France, 
Flanders, Mesopotamia, 
Palestine, Hazara, 
Chitral, Italy, Bulgaria, 
Georgia, Tachi) 99a 11 12 9 10 596 

Home Service 35% 48% 4 0% 35% 35% 45% 42% 17% 35% 40% 

Forainn and 
Active-Service 65% 5 2,, % 601% 65% 65% 55% 58% 83% 65% 60 jfa 
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In the years between 1881 and 1920 moves became more regular 

and frequent although the time spent in India as a whole could still 

be up to 16 years on one tour, as in the case of the 2nd Battalion 

Seaforth Highlanders. There is an attempt to bring all the Kilted 

Battalions home to Scatlandq but their stay was short and service 

in Ireland continues although it is less than during the 1820-1881 

period. Ireland was after 1881 not only a garrison stationg but was 

also used for extensive field training especially at the Curraghg 

a camp built on similar lines to Aldershot. In Scotland there was a 

serious shortage of training facilities and ranges and while the 

Kilted Battalions returned for morale, recruiting and public relations 

purposesq it was not the most practical of locations from the military 

point of view, 
6 

The 78th left Canada in 1871 and no Kilted Highland Battalion 

returned there for garrison duties in the period 1881 to 1920 in 

line with British reluctance to expend further resources on Canadian 

defenceq gradually improving relations with the United States of 

America after the 'Trent' affair in 18619 and the federal union of 

the Provinces of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia in 1867.7 

Much of the foreign service of the Highland Kilted Battalions 

between 1881 and 1920 is linked with active service in Egypt, the 

Soudan and the North West Frontier and while every Kilted Battalion 

6. Troops stationed at Edinburgh Castle used the ranges at Hunter's Bogp 
Arthur's Seatv and ranges were built adjacent to Fort George and at 
Longman Rangesq Inverness. Stobbs Camp at Hawick was bought by 
the Army in 1903; Barry Buddon Camp near Dundee was opened in 
1892 and it was intended that this camp become the Aldershot of 
Scotlandq while the building of Redford Cavalry and Infantry 
Barracks began in 1911, Ranges existed at Mugdock and Dechmontp 
Glasgow, Dreghornt Edinburgh and Blackdogt Aberdeenjand many 
towns had their own small rifle ranges used primarily by Volunteers. 

7. Seet George F. G, Stanley, Canada's Soldiers 1604-1954 (Toronto: 
MacMillan and Coy. of Canada, 1954). 
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saw action on one front or another during the First World War, 

six Battalions also served in the South African War 1899-1901, 

The active service percentages are therefore high and the Kilted 

Battalions built up a considerable fighting reputation during the 

period 1881 to 1920, gaining coveted and well deserved battle honours 

and medalsq in arduous and hard fought campaigns. 

The construction of the barracks and quarters occupied by these 

Highland soldiers varied widely at home and abroad, All barracks 

however whatever their construction or location in the World comprised 

certain basic ingredientsnot all of which were to be found in every 

barrack at any one time. These ingredients were: - 

Officers'Quarters and Mess 

Sergeants'Quarters and Mess 

Soldiers'Quarters 

Married Soldiers9rooms 

Kitchens 

Wet and dry Canteen 

Hospital 

Drill area 
Stables 

Privies for men and women 
Urinals 

Ablution Rooms 

Wash house 

Ash Pits 

Rain water collecting tank and/or well 
Dead House 

Guard Room 

Cells 

Black Hole 

Coal Yard 

Forage Store 

Forge. 
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Barrack Masterts Store 

Magazine 

Cleaning Shed 

Drill Shed 

Butcher's Shop 

Tailorts Shop 

Quarter Masterts Store 

Pioneer's shop and armourer's workshop 
School Room 

Recreation Room 

Reading Room 

Library 

Fives Court 

Drying ground 

The barracks may be classified by their nature and their history: 

firstly, ancient forts and garrisonsq secondlyq purpose built barracks 

of the 18th and early 19th century and thirdly, barracks and camps 

built after 1850, 

Dealing firstly with home barracksp that is barracks in Englandt 

Scotland and Irelandq much of the psychology behind their location 

and construction was based on official concern regarding the concentration 

of soldiers in any one placeg fear of invasion, internal unrest and civilian 

opposition to large numbers of soldiers in their midst. At home there- 

fore there were the ancient forts and garrisons some of which were of 

considerable antiquityq Stirling Castle, the Tower of London, Dover 

Castle and Edinburgh Castle being fine examples. Now regarded as 

major tourist attractions they wereq between 1820 and 19209 still 

working barracks and were garrisoned as defensive positionsý arsenals 

and military stores and were occupied and guarded as such. 
a The 

B. There is now no military guard at Stirling Castle, only a token 
guard at Edinburgh and electronic alarms have assumed much of 
the duties of the guard at the Tower of London. 
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living accommodation of the men together with their wives, families 

and associated horses and equipment was fitted into these ancient and 

frequently picturesque fortresses which were in the 19th century adapted 

without any reverence to their wider historical links; but in fact 

their 20th century survival, relatively intact9 depended very much 

upon their 18th, 19th and 20th century occupation by military units, 

a factor often overlooked by modern historians. Their modern military 

occupation is in fact part of their history and while military necessity 

required structural alterations which damaged some of the ancient 

fabric, military occupation saved many of these buildings from total 

9 
ru n. 

An example of an old home fort barracks is Stirling Castle. Here 

the ancient and beautiful buildings were occupied and adapted for the 

practical requirements of the garrison, Once a royal residence, the 

Castle's history as a fortress ended after the 1745 rebellion. it 

remained however a fort and garrison containing a large supply of 

ordnance7and several buildingst including the Great Hall built by 

3ames V in 15299 were adapted to accommodate soldiers' barracks. 

In 1801 this Hallq with its magnificent oak hammer-beam roof$ was 

partitioned and divided into barrack roams and it was here that 

Private Archibald McIntosh of the 42nd served in 1858 prior to embar- 

kation for India: 

9, The official guide book to Stirling Castle makes no mention at all 
of the military occupation of Stirling Castle between 1745 and 
1963, In fact it was an important arsenalt station and depot, 
through which thousands of men passed until 1963 when the Depot 
of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders finally moved out to be 
amalgamated with those of the other Highland Regiments at the 
Highland Brigade Depot, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen. J. S. Richardson 
and Margaret E, Rootp Official Guide, Stirlinq Castle (HMS09 
Edinburghg 197B). 
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"Tuesday 3rd June 1858. 
I did not like soldiering in Stirling, there is no 
sport here. I seldom went out, but when I did it was 
mostly to the Bridge of Allan which is a nice clean 
place. 

-I spent most of my time in barracks at the 'Ladies 
Look Out' where I could get a very good view of the 
surrounding countryq I dare say it is the reason it 
got that name. 

- The barracks here are very small, and each room has 
two flatsp the upper one being reached by a ladder which 
goes through a trap door cut in the floor (The Great 
Hall) 

- The building the Canteen is in (the Palace built by 
James V) is very beautifully carved out in front with 
all sorts of faces and a life size figure of the 
$Modest Maid' in the centre, the bar I ack in that 
building is called the 'Lions Dent". 0 

The physical and structural limitations resulting from the position 

and nature of these ancient fortresses is evident in the Interim Report 

on the Barracks and Hospitals in the North British District of 1859, 

which described the barracks in Stirling Castle as; 

It... the worst barracks we have seen anywhere". 
11 

There was little in fact that could be done with the external 

dimensions of the massiveg soundly constructed stone buildings and thus 

internal divisions had no reference to existing windows or ventilation: 

"The old Parliament House (the Great Hall) has been cut 
up by staircasest floors and partitionst so as to make 
three flats of tolerably good rooms ranging from 11 feet 
9 inches to 14 feet high in the upper rooms which are 
carried into the roof. There is a considerable amount 
of window space on opposite sides, apparently on account 
of the large size of the old windows. All the rooms except 
two have staves instead of fireplaces. 

There are Sergeants' rooms partitioned off from the landings 
on the two upper floors. *. The Sergeants' Mess is on the 
ground floor. It has no Mess kitchen. 

The barrack accommodation in the Palace is of a very inferior 
character, The old halls of the building have been crowded 
with man not only an the floors but an the galleries carried 
round the walls, exhibiting one of the worst barrack arrange- 
ments in the three kingdoms". 12 

10, Diary of Private A, W, McIntosh 42nd Vol. 1 p. 19* BWRM 421 (2591(l)-)* 

11, Report of the Barracks and Hospitals Improvement commission# Interim 
Report an the Barracks and Hospitals in the North British District 
1859t WO/33/8t 111 p, 26, 

12. Ibid. 9 pp, 27-28. 
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At Stirling Castle there was a school room under the armoury 

and two ablution roomsp one under the Great Hall and one under the 

Quarter Master's store. A "very da. Tk room" was used as the women's 

wash house and next door to it was the cleaning shed. There were 

two cook housesq one of which was underground, and two ash pits in 

large cellars. There was no drill shed and the pass ages of the 

main buildings were used for drill in wet weather, In 1859 water 

was supplied by the Stirling Water Company and a rain water collecting 

tank with a 136,000 gallon capacity. There were drinking fountains 

and privies but the latter had no doors and drained down the rock 

face to a large pit below, The Black Hole was situated under the 

Palace. Most of the floors in the barrack rooms were of wood but 

some in the Palace were flagged. The Hospital was outside the Castle 

in the Argyll Lodging. The rooms and barracks in the Castle were 

lit by gas in -1859 and the general conclusion of the report of that 

year was that; 

"Stirling Castle offers an example of the inconvenience 
arising from an attempt to put buildings to a purpose 
for which they were never intended". 13 

While certain internal improvements were made and additional 

modern facilities introduced into Stirling Castle, the basic barrack 

accommodation remained virtually unaltered right up to the time that 

the Depot of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders left the Castle 

in 1963.14 

The general situation was also evident at Edinburgh Castle where 

l3e Ibfd. p p. 29. 
14* In 1963 the soldiers' rooms in the Great Hall were probably much 

the same as they had been in 1859, while the Officers lived and 
messed in the Palace, with the NAAFI, kitchen and dining room 
underneath. The Sergeant's Mess had moved to the area historically 
known as the Officer's Lodgings, with the Tailor's shop in the 
Prince's Tower and the Quarter Master's Store in the King's Office 
Houses. Information from Captain Stewart MacCheyneq Regimental 
Headquarters Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 
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ancient buildings were adapted for barrack purposes. Parliament 

Hall was used as a hospitalv in the Palace were barracks. and the 

Canteen with barracks was on*the other two sides of Crown Square 15 

The 'New Barrackstp Mills Mount and Argyll Battery Barracks were 

below Foogs Gate, Mills Mount barracks were described by George 

Miller of the 71st (HLI)I* 

"In 1865 they were double breastedt that is rooms 
on each sideq said rooms were short and narrow, a 
crush to got past the tables and the bed irons. 
Nothing between the slates and the eye, while here 
and there if you had a smack for astrology you could 
spend sleepless hours looking at the stars and planets 
through holes in the roof". 1 

After the First World War the barrack block on the north side 

of Crown Square was demolished to make way for the National Shrine 

and plans for the Hospital Block were begun in 1B93 on the site of 

the old ordnance store, the design and construction of the Hospital 

Block being an extremely vexed question as it altered the profile 

of the Castle from the North and west sides. 
17 

Picturesque though 

these old fortresses may be today, in 1820 they were still considered 

to have a practical purpose as barracks, defensive positions and arsenals 

fort seventy five years previously and within living memory., the 

3acobites had attempted and failed to take Edinburgh and Stirling 

Castles and their structures were still looked upon and maintained 

as working garrisons. 

p 

15. The west block of Crown Square was used as the Sergeants' Mess 
in 1914. 

16. Sergeant George P. Miller 71st (HLI)q HLI Chronicle, Vol. 1119 
No. 9. April 1903, p. 888. 

17, Diary of General Sir J. Spencer Ewart 79th Cameron Highlanders 
RH/4/84/1 14.7.1893. 
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It was only with the increase in interest in things Scottish 

and Highlandq the romance of Scotland resulting from the writings 

of MacPherson and Scott, the growth of tourism and the long peace 

at home that the great Scottish Castle garrisons came to be viewed 

in a different light. As demands for increased public access grew 

and historical maintenance was required particularly an the Parliament 

Hall and Palace at Edinburgh Castle, the responsibility for this 

structure was gradually assumed by the Ministry of Works. 18 The 

cost of repairs to Queen Mary's Roomsp unused by the military since 

1836, was assumed by the Commission of Works in 1876.19 Laterg in 

1895, -it was proposed to hand over St. Margaret's Chapelq Parliament 

Hall and the Argyll Tower 
20 

and by 1915 the Office of Works had taken 

over the whole Castle. Thus when the question arose regarding the 

charges for entry for the relations of soldiers and visiting friends 

in 1915 HM Office of Works was able to write to the War Office, 

"The G. O. C. in Chief does not seem to realise that 
Edinburgh Castle has been transferred to this 
Department subject to Military occupation", 21 

Secondly in home barracks there were the purpose built barracks 

and forts of the 18th and early 19th centuries. These fall roughly 

into three groupaq Irish barracksq Highland Forts, and barracks from 

the period of the French and Napoleonic Wars. Irish barracks form 

a group of their own because of the historical background which caused 

their building and their continued maintenance and occupation by the 

British Army up to 1921. The largest single complex of barrack 

accommodation listed by the 1859 Commission report is Royal Barracksq 

Dublin. 22 It was built in 1704 and extended in 1793 for one thousand 

is. The restoration of Parliament Hallq Edinburgh Castle was in factundertak 
through the generosity of Thomas Nelson the Edinburgh publishers. 

. 19, mW/l/183 (West Register House,, Edinburgh). 

20, Ibid, 
21, MW/l/78. HM Office of Works to the War Office 16.4.1915, 
22, WO/33/8 (66-) Interim Reports an Barracks and Hospitals in Dublin 1859. 

See also PP 1861 XVI c2839 P 15 for a plan of Royal Bkst Dublin, 
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nine hundred and seventeen men in the form of three large squares 

several stories hight named Royal Barracksp Palatine Barracks and 

Cavalry Barracks* Standing adjacent to the River Liffy, whose 

odours were none too pleasant an a warm summer's dayq it appears 

externally as a bare, barrent unwelcoming place, destitute of any of the 

romance associated with the great castle forts of Scotland. Leaving 

Royal Barracks for the more healthy environment of Tidworth in 1907 the 

79th News1noted; 

'?,,, we must remember that distance lends enchantment 
to the views We are now inclined to forget the 
searching odours of the Liffy (and) the squalor and 
filth of the slums which surrounded us...,,, '23 

All the Highland Regiments were stationed here or passed through 

these barracks between 1820 and 1920 and apart from the addition of 

certain facilities and the improvement of the area of space per man, the 

barracks in 1920 were in much the same condition as they were in 1820, 

The rooms were generally long and narrow and were originally intended 

to house men in berths of two in two tiers. Thusp when single beds 

were introduced the rooms were cluttered with furniture and the report 

of 1859 noted that; 

"... before the beds are folded down the tables have 
to be removedt and when downt the beds cover the 
floors so closely that only a narrow passage... is 
left". 24 

ey 19049 when the ist Cameron Highlanders were stationed at Royal 

Barracksy some of the rooms had been sub-divided by partitions: 

"Cubicles are all the go here and the Company 
(A Company) seem very taken up with themtIe25 

It was here also that the Battalion was introduced to dining rooms 

which were not altogether popular at first and when the Battalion 

23.79th News, Vol. VII'It Noe 95t January 1908, p, 4. 

24, WO/33/8 (66)e 

25,79th News, Noe 779 January 1905, p. Ile 
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returned to Aldershot in 1909 eating in the barrack rooms was 

reintroduced: 

"On arrival at Aldershot we resumed the old 
barrack-room system of Messing as opposed to 
the Dining Hall system. The two methods, 
like the question of "Bread and Biscuits" 
produce divided opinionsiv. 26 

Water at Royal Barracks was obtained from a pond in Phoenix Park 

and from St. 3ames% Harbour and drainage was direct to the Liffy. 

While the barrack may have been entirely adequate in its dimensions 

and layout when it was built, it proved to have severe limitations 

when attempts were made to adapt it to later 19th and 20th century 

standards. 

The majority of other Irish barracks were constructed upon what 

came to be known as tthe standard Irish patternI and were built 

approximately between 1786 (Enniskillen) and 1813 (Kilkenny), They 

were of stonev built in blacks either two or three stories highg 

with ablutionst cook houses and sundry buildings separate and they 

were usually encompassed by a wall. Kilkenny, built in, 1813, was 

described as; 

11*99arranged on the common plan to many other Irish 
barracks, They are in houses each of which has a 
central passage and staircase with a barrack room 
opening out of the landings on each side, and a non- 
commissioned officers room between each two soldiers 
rooms"*27 

There were stone staircases and wooden landingsq the windows being 

on one side of the rooms, four to each barrack roomq with two fire- 

places to each room. The rooms were 33 feet longg 18 feet wide and 

10 or 11 feet high and housed between 17 and 19 men. When John 

Wheately of the 42nd served here in 1820 the barrack was relatively 0 

26.79th NewEt No. 106,1909 p. 218* The 2nd Battalion Cameron 
Highlanders first experienced Company Dining Roams at Tientsin Barracks, 
China in 1908,79th News,, No, 980 l9oaq p, 184, 

27, WO/33/7 Interim Report on Barracks and Hospitals in the Curragh 
District 1859. 
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new; he comments that Nenagh barrackst built on a similar pattern, 

was "a nice comfortable'little barrack". 28 

What is surprising about these Irish barracks are the numbers 

that they were intended to accommodate, 1169 men at Birr for examplev 
29 

1755 at Corkv stone built in 1800 and 946 at Buttevant. built in 1810. 

The rooms held approximately ten to twenty five men nnd the size of 

the accommodation can be roughly gauged from this. In 1859 a 

consistent complaint regarding these Irish barracks was the lack of 

ancillary buildings such as drying rooms, laundries, adequate cook housesp 

cleaning shedsv drill sheds, ablutions, drained latrines and privies 

and married quarters. and therefore much of the cooking, all of the 

eating and the drying of clothes took place in the barrack roomst 

a situation. that was entirely acceptable when the barracks were built, 

but which became unacceptable as the moral, military and sanitary 

reforms of the second half of the 19th century grew in popularity 

and effect. 

Of the purpose built barracks and forts of the eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries there are the three main Highland Forts, 

Fort Williamg Fort Augustus and Fort George together with the barracks 

at Berwick upon Tweed, the last of which was designed in 1700 and 

finally occupied in 1721pand was the first purpose built barrack on 

the British mainland. As the Irish barracks had been built to garrison 

Ireland so the Highland Forts had been built to overawe the Highlands 

after the 1715 and 1745 rebellions. In 1833 when a barrack survey' 

was carried outg apparently by the Board of Ordnance, the viability 

of Forts William and Augustus was already in question. 
30 It was 

28* Diary of Lt, Colonel John Wheately 42nd. BWRM. 
29. The barracks at Birr were blown up by the IRA in 1921, 
30. GD/225 Box 41. Leith Hall Muniments. Report on Barracks 1833. 
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believed that these Forts had to be kept up under the Act of Unionp 

but nobody seemed to be quite sure and certainly no maintenance 

had been done to them since they were built, 31 Fort Augustus in 

1859 had no latrinesp bath houses or wash houses and the urinals and 

privies were open holes in the wall draining directly to the loch 

below. 32 The Reserve Companies of the 72nd were stationed here and 

at Corgarff Castle in 1830, 

- 
The massive Vaubanesque Fort George was unique of its kind in 

Scotland, It was begun in 17489 completed in 1770 and was intended 

as a strategic military base to overawe the Highlands9being designed 

to hold over 2000 men. As a military base it has been continuously 

occupied since and in 1986 is being entirely renovated and restored. 
33' 

The large stone buildings and barracks were well and soundly constructed, 

but the 1859 Commission had hardly a complimentary word to say about the 

facilities within its walls and the general hygiene conditions under 

which the men lived. 34 

Finally, of the home purpose built barracks of the 18th and early 

19th centuries there are the 'Napoleonic' barracks on the mainland of 

Britain. These were built in the alarm and panic generated by the 

French-Wars on very similar lines to the Irish barracks. Their hasty 

construction meant that even in 1820 they were probably ill repaired 

and out of date in their facilities. They generally comprised stone 

or brick blacks of several stories, with three or four sets of large 

barrack rooms on each floor. The complex at Canterbury, where the 

93rd were stationed in 1834 is a good example; there were altogether 

31, Ibid. 

32. WO/33/8 IX. 

33, Lt, Colonel A. A, Fairrie, tThe Story of Fort George', Queents Own 
Highlander, Val. 24 No. 679 Winter 1984, p. 133. 

34. WO/33/8 XIII. 
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four barracks at Canterbury, Cavalry Barracks built in 1795, 

Artillery Barracks built in 18029 North Gate Barracks built in 1803 and 

Infantry Barracks built in 18069 housing altogether 2000 men, women 

and children. Infantry Barracks were of Grickq in two blocks, two 

stories hight each with three sets of roams. The priviest ashpits 

and ablution roams were separate buildings behind each block. In 

1858 the whole was lit by candlesq there were no baths and the kitchen 

had no ovens. ' Fluid refuse and effluent was run off in open drains, 35 

Similar blacks were built on Western Heights5Dover (1800)9 Dundee 

(originally built in 1760 and extended 1796/97) and at Perth (1792/93) 

which had been intended as a Cavalry Barrack. 
4* 

Unusual amongst this category of home barracks was Shorncliffe, 

which comprised 192 huts holding 25 men each and was highly favoured 

36 
as a barrack by the Commission of, 1858ý and Weedon in Northamptonshire 

built in 1806. The barracks and large Ordnance Store at Weedon were 

built of brick around the Grand Union Canal in a position in jEngland 

at the maximum distance from the sea in any direction and was secretly 

intended to be the final retreat of Royalty in the event of invasion. 

The barrack blocks were of considerable size, two stories highq with 

storesq prisong chapel and stables on the ground floor. The rooms 

held between 11 and 20 man each, there were Sergeants' rooms on each 

flatv some rooms had two open fireplaces in them and in 1859 the whole 

was lit by gas. There was adequate accommodation for tailors shopsg 

school room and a Sergeants' Mess, but the ablution rooms and priviest 

which were not connected to the drainst were at some distance from the 

barrack blocks. 

35. WO/33/6A Interim Report on Barracks and Hospitals in the South 
Eastern District. 1858. For drawings and plans of 'MacFarlants' 
and Jenningst latrines etc, see PP 1861 XVI c2839, pp, 88-96, 

36, Ibid. 
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Large quantities of Ordnance were brought here in the 1830s 

during the revolutionary scares and the Report on Barracks of 1833 

noted; 

"The storehouses and armPuries are the most 
magnificent buildings... 100,000 muskets have 
been sent away... 100,000 remaini., There are 
also very good barracks... in short all is an 
a magnificent scale at Weedon and the keeping 
up for so long a time of such an establishment 
is quite beyond my comprehension", 37 

The 93rd were at Weedon in IB34 and 1852, the 73rd in 1821 and the 

91st in 1831, 

There is a small category of barracks which were built between 

the Napoleonic and the modern period and these reflect an interesting 

change of attitude towards internal'security in mainland Britain 

and the seriousness with which the contemporary industrial unrest 

was viewed. Such was the nature and location of the industrial 

unrest after Peterloop that a number of barracks appear to have been 

built in the midland manufacturing districts to accommodate trppps 

employed in aid of the civil powere Billeting was unpopular and 

entirely unsatisfactory as troops could not be kept togetherg housing 

conditions were bad and there was a danger of subversion. Lt. Colonel 

Maule of the 79th wrote to his brother from Newcastle under Lyne in 

June 1839; 

37. GOI/225 Box 41. Leith Hall Muniments. Report on Barracks 1833 
and Byron Rogers, IStill Waiting for Napoleontt. Sunday Telegraph 
Magazineg No# 375 December 18th, 1983 pp. 36-38. WO/33/7 
Interim Report on Barracks and Hospitals in the Birmingham 
district. Weedon is one of the most interesting and under- 
researched barracks in England. Of its kind it is unique. 
It housed large amounts of ordnance and ammunition in the 19th 
and 20th centuries. In 1930 it became the central Ordnance 
Depot for small arms, machine guns and bicycles and between 1922 and 
1938 also housed the Army Equitation School. In 1961 Central 
Ordnance Stores moved to Donnington and the buildings and ground 
were finally sold early in 1984. 
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"I propose for the sake of the men to concentrate 
the two Companies at Newcastle (under Lyne),,, now 
that the men are to remain in the district9 it 
seems highly advisable to have them iogetherp not 
only for the purpose of drillg but because Lane 
End is a very loose quarter and I am afraid of the 
soldiers becoming too intemate with the people". 38 

Thusq Salford Infantry Barracks were built between 1820 and 

1821, Bury in 18459 Fulwood (Preston) in 1848 and there were also 

barracks at Burnley and Stockport. They were allq it appears, stone 

or brick built, candle) lit, ill drained buildings with the minimum of 

facilities and were probably never intended to be permanently occupied. 
39 

The final category of home barracks occupied by the Highland 

Battalions were those which were purpose built from the time of the 

Crimean War onwards, The War had emphasised the need for a greater 

proportion of a soldierts time to be spent on practical field training 

. and the Reports of the Barrack and Hospital Improvement Commission 

showed that in general living conditions were inadequate to keep a soldier 

fit and healthy for his job. First amongst these stations is Aldershot. 

In facto the planning of Aldershot had begun before the War when in 1852 

the first reconnaissance of the area was made, Building began in 1854 

and it was intended originally to have 1200 wooden buts with tented areas 

in two Camps, North and South. 40 The huts were lit by oil lamps and 

gas estimates were obtained in 18559 while heating was from stoves although 

some brick fireplaces were installedg again in 1855,41 The structures 

were guaranteed in the same year by the contractor for 13 years, but 

the huts deteriorated when unoccupied in the winter and by 1889 they were 

neither wind nor waterproof. Some of the North Camp was re-built in 

. 
38. Letters of Lt. Coll. the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th GD/45/14/634/1 

June 1839. 

39. WO/33/6A Interim Report an Barracks and Hospitals in the Manchester 
District. Bury was a defensible barrack. See PP 1861 XVI c2839 p. 25. 

40. Lt. Colonel HA. Cole OBE TD9 The Story of Aldershotq op. cito, p. 25. 

41. Ibid. t pp. 60-61. 
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ýrick by the early 1890s, but South Camp was still in the form of 

wooden huts. 
42 

Even in 1866 the 74th found that the buildings had 

been so heavily painted that they constituted a serious fire risk and 

iron fire surrounds were introduced, but the unlined huts were very 

cold and held frost an the inside of the walls, The large iron 

stoves in the middle of the rooms had a pipe to the roof and a good 

fire soon made these red hotq burning kit and hands if they came too near. 
43 

42. Field Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood VC9 From Midshipman to Fieldý 
Marshal. op. cit., p. 193. 

43, HLI Chronicle,, Val, V No. 3 July 1905 p, 85, Juliana Horatia 
Ewing provides a most interesting description of Aldershot 
Camp, which she thinly disguises as "Asholt", 11 ... this sandy 
oasis in a wilderness of beauty was mapped out into lines, with 
military precisiont and an these were built rows of little 
wooden huts, which were painted a neat and useful black, The 
huts for married men and officers were of varying degrees of 
comfort and homelinesso but those for the single men were like 
toy-boxes of wooden soldiers; it was only by doing it very 
tidily that you could (so to speak) put your pretty soldiers 
away at night when you had done playing with them, and get the 
lid to shut down. 

But then tidiness is a virtue which - like Patience - is 
its own reward. And nineteen men who keep themselves clean 
and their belongingscleaner; who have made their nineteen 
beds into easy chairs before most people have got out of bed 
at all; whose tin pails are kept as bright as average teaspoons 
(to the envy of housewives and the shame of housemaidsl); who 
establish a common and a holiday side to the reversable top of 
their one long table, and scrupulously scrub both; who have a 
place for everything and a discipline which obliges everybody 
to put everything in its place; - nineteen ment I sayq with such 
habitst find more comfort and more elbow-room in a hut than an 
outsider might believe possibleý and hang up a photograph or two 
into the bargain. 
... it was unshaded and unsheltered ... the lines were monotonous 
and yet confusingg and every road and parade-ground more dusty 
than another* 

... the huts let in frost in winter and the heat in summerg and 
were at once stuffy and draughty, 

... the low roofs were like a weight upon your head, and ... the 
torture was invariably brought to a climax on the hottest of the 
dog-daysp when they were tarred and sanded ... a process which 
did not Insure their befng water-tight or snow-proof when the 
weather changed. 
... the roams had no cupboards, but an unusual number of doors 
through which no tall man could pass without stooping% 
Juliana Horatia Ewing, The Story of a Short Life (London: The 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1900-)pp. 17-18. 
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Largely on account of its physical deterioratioý Aldershot 

was not a popular camp, but this lack of popularity may also have 

had something to do with the work done there. The camp had a 

great levelling and standardising influence on the British Army 

primarily because large scale exercises could be carried out with 

formations greater than a battalion. Every Highland Battalion 

passed through here before 1914 and it is clear that whereas a Highland 

Regiment could be run on a personal and individual basist particularly 

in Indiat at Aldershotv within easy reach of London and the War Officep 

standardsq procedures and regulations were fully enforced and the 

individuality of Commanding Officers suppressed. 
44 

The Camp at the Curragh, in Ireland, was built on very similar 

lines to Aldershot and there were several other camps on a smaller 

scalet however the primary building of new barracks took place after 

the Localisation and the linked battalion system was introduced in 1872. 

As a result of the considerable advances in medical knowledge regarding 

hygiene, health, living space and drainage these barracks were built 

to a high standard and most survive to be occupied today. An excellent 

example as far as the Highland Regiments are concerned is the Brigade 

Depot at Inverness (Cameron Barracks)* By 1872 the only surviving 

viable barrack in the area was Fort George, but for the purposes of 
I 

44. This is particularly evident in the Order Book of the 91st, who 
served in India between 1862 and 1868 and who moved to Aldershot 
in 18709 at the same time losing their Commanding Officer Lt. Col* 
Bertie Gordon. In India the Order Book is full of a wealth of 
valuable information on the day to day running of the Battaliong 
of the roads in the contonmentv the children going to school, 
the management of the canteeng the wearing of flannel belts and 
the procedure at dinner in the Officers"Mess Room, but quite 
suddenly at Aldershot there are references of the application of 
Battalion to Brigade drill, the Musketry Season, the Routs Marching 
Season etc. 91st (lst Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) 
Permanent Order Book 1862-1884. ASHRM. 
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the linked battalion and Depot system it was deemed that the Fort 

was unsuitable as Depot accommodation and accordingly the building 

of the Inverness Depot commenced in 1877. Re-named Cameron Barracks, 

it was built to a high standard of construction and design with gas 

lighting throughout, purpose built married quarters, wash basinst foot 

baths9 night urinalsq cleaning and drying rooms, coffee bart canteent 

library, reading roomg stores and a drill shed. 
45 

Other barracks built in Scotland in this later period were 

Redford Cavalry and Infantry BarrackspEdinburgh, By the turn of the 

century it was clear that the Castle was simply unable to accommodate 

an Infantry Battalion to the hygiene and living standards requiredo 

especially as there was continual pressure by the Ministry of Works 

to claim buildings and open them to the public. The Army thereforep 

after years of guarding and residing in this ancient fortress, found 

themselves in the position. of an unwelcome occupier in the 20th centuryp 

but Redford was not completed until 1914 and was not occupied by the 

Regular Highland Battalions before the First World War, and when the Ist 

Battalion Cameron Highlanders left Edinburgh in August 19149 they left 

from Edinburgh Castle, the last full peace time Battalion to occupy 

the fortress* 
46 

45. Military Forces Localisation. Bill of Quantities for Erection of 
a Brigade Depot at Invernessq North Britain July 1877* QOHRM, In 
1872 the 71st (HLI) and the 78th became linked Battalions. They were 
temporarily housed at Fort George but were allocated the new Inverness 
barracks, However the 1881 reforms joined the 78th to the 72nd 
as Seaforth Highlanders and the 71st to the 74th as Highland Light 
Infantry and the latter were taken out of the Highland District 
to Hamilton, The 79th Cameron Highlanders were left as the only 
single Battalion and were allocated the partially completed Inverness 
Depotv being temporarily housed at Fort George until Cameron Barracks 
was finished in 1886. 

46, Diana Me Henderson (ed. ) 'Private Reginald Lobban lst Battalion 
Queents Own Cameron HighlandersIq Queen's Own Hiqhlander, Vol. 249 
No. 66 Summer 1984 pp. 29-32 and Vol, 24 Noe 67, Winter 19840 ppe 
137-140, 
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The overseas barracks occupied by the Highland Battallons 

fall roughly into the same categories, that is, firstlyt ancient 

fortressesq the majority of which were in Indiap the Forts at Delhiq 

Lahoret Attockv Oamrud and Agra being fine examples. 
47 Some of these 

forts were not only old defensive positions but were in addition 

beautifully decorated with formal carvingsq mosaicss audience roomst 

gardens and fountains, In the case of the Fort at Delhi, barracks 

were built in the 19th century by the British within its walls and 

these are still used by the Indian Army today, 

Secondlyt there were the purpose built forts, constructed primarily 

to defend the growing Empireýand as islands and areas were capturedt 

extended or colonised in the 18th and 19th centuriesq fortresses were 
built, or adapted all over the world. Some of the largest and most 

impressive defensive positions which still survive today are in Canada. 

Following the wars between Britain and America in 1812 and 1815, tension 

between the two countries remained and in 1825 Sir Oames-Carmichael Smythl 

Royal Engineerst was commissioned to study Canadian defensive positionst 

with a chain of supporting forts along the sensitive border with the 

United States. 48 

In Nova Scotia the re-building of the defences at Halifax started 

in 1828 and was officially not completed until 1856. By 18619 L2339882 

had been spent by the British Government on the fortress and. several 

barracksq with the star shaped citadel overlooking Halifax harbour 

comprising casematesq a ditchq magazinesp stores and bastionst housing 

764 NCOs and men and 18 Officers, 
49 

Gas lighting was installed here 

47, See map Appendix 1 (7) Barracks and Stations India. 

48. See map Appendix 1 (8) Barracks and Stations Canadae 

49, George F. G, Stanleyq Canada's Soldiers, 
__1604-19549 

ape cit-9 PP, 
1B2-183, See Appendix 6 (12), 
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in 1844.50 

In Lower Canada work on the Citadel at Quebec began in 1820 and 

was finished in 183le The barracks in the Citadel must have been 

basic and unsophisticated and would have had few amenities. They 

were heated by wood fires and lit by candles and oil lampse 51 
The 

79th were stationed here from 1825-18289 from 1834-1836 and again from 

1848-1851 and the 93rd were also in Quebec 1843 to 1848 and the 74th 

in 1841. 

Reinforcing the defences at Isle aux Noixt Montrealq commenced in 

1818 and here officers' Quarterst guard house barracks-and stores were 

built. 52 There were in addition, several small forts of earth# stone 

and timber construction, built and garrisoned as out stations, 

In Upper Canada there were few permanent fort defencesp except 

at Kingstont but there*was always a problem of access here until the 

50. WO/44/597. When the 72nd arrived in Halifax in 1851 Lieutenant 
William Parke recordedp 'Disembarked and marched to 'South Barracks, 
the very worst and dirtiest quarter I ever saw or was in. officers 
were quartered in an old and large Hotel which was hired by the 
Government when Gks. were burnt down,,. all duties seem to be 
done in a most slovenly and casual mannert staff inefficient 
and idleg a contrast to the ever bustling officers of the W. I. 

I have a comfortable large room with (a) fine view of (the) 
Harbour which is certainly beautiful'. Diary of Lt, William 
Parke 72ndq 24.7.1851 and 31.7,1851, QOHRM, See also 
Cameron W. Pulsifert British Regiments in Halifax (Parks 
Canadaq 1980) and Cameron We Pulsifer, The 78th Hiqhlanders 
in Halifa x 1869-71, The experiences of a Hiqhland Reqiment in 
a Garrison Townp Vole I (Parks Canada, 1983), 

51, PP 1831 VI c 268 Commissariat Accounts Quebec. 

52, See E*L, Senoiry An Imperial Garrison in its Colonial 
Settinq% British Requlars_in Montreal 1832-1854, Ph, D* 
thesisp McGill Universityq Canadag 1976, 
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completion of the Rideau Canal in 18329 one bank of the St, 

Lawrence being American held. Fort Henry was built between 1832 

and 1836t Toronto Fort was in ruins and a new stone barrack was 

built at Fort Yorkj known as Stanley Barrack in 1840. There was a 

star shaped earth redoubt named Fort Mississauga which guarded the 

Niagara River and Fort Malden at Amherstburg which was garrisoned. 

until 1859.53 When the 79th were at Kingston and its out stations 

In 1829 and 1830, this was the edge of a virtually untouched frontier. 

In wintert when the cold forced the abandonment of the kilt for gray 

trousers in the 79th, the individual out stations were totally isolated 

by snow and the unmade roads. 
54 

These bitter weather conditions in 

Canada meant that for up to five months of the year the man were 

virtually confined to their barracks and very little exercise, drillp 

work or training of any kind took, place except guard duties. 55 
Colour 

Sergeant Joseph Wylie Stevens of the 72ndq then serving with the 22nd, 

remembers that in Canada, 
"Winter generally commenced in September... the snow 
lies all the winter through (and) the frost is severe, 
The city of Fredricton was at that time (1866) built 
only of wood and during the quiet hours of night 
what would appear to be pistol shots was heard 
cracking in all directions but it was in reality 
simply the nails of the wood giving way. " 56 

53, Gegrge F, G, Stanleyp Canada's Soldiers 1604-1954, op* cit*p 
pp, 185-1900 

54. Regimental Standing Order Book 79th Highlanders, QOHRM. 144/79* 

55, Lt. Colonel Maule of the 79th wrote from Canada in 1836,10f the 
Corps I can say nothing - we see but little of our men at this 
season - and besides it is impossible to judge a soldier in 
their Canadian Winter Costume?. Letters of Lt, Colonel the Hon. 
Lauderdale Maule 79th GD/45/14/634/1 10th March 1836, 

56. Reminiscences of Colour Sergeant Joseph Uylie Stevens, 22nd 
and 72nd, QOHRM M 79/6. 
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- Across the Atlantic was the important fortress of. Gibraltar, 

captured by the British in 1704 and successfully defended between 

1779 and 17B3. On this inhospitable rack isthmus was built a series 

of siege defences, gun emplacementsl barracks and stores. 
57 The 

principal barracks which the Highland Regiments seem to have occupied 

were Windmill Hill Barracks, Europa Point Barracks and South Barracksq 

all of which were stone built on conventional lines on the shelves 

of flat land at the South end of the Rock. Detachments also occupied 

the smaller and more isolated barracks on the East side at Catalan 

Bay. When the 72nd and the 79th were at Gibraltar in 1841, there 

seems to have been adequate accommodation and some of the married men 

had huts which were separate from the main barrack blocks, 58 
while all 

the buildings were lit by oil lamps and candles. 
59 Because the defences 

and barracks haVe been continuously in use for such a long time and 

because they were radically altered and extended before and during 

the Second World War, it is difficult to say exactly what the barracks 

looked like internally in the 19th century. The-two principal diffi- 

culties in Gibraltar were drainage and water. In 18329 the shortage 

57. 'During the whole of its service in Gibraltar (1844-1846) the 
Regiment (the 72nd) was constantly employed in furnishing 
working parties and artificers to assist in the construction 
of the new line of fortificationt extending from the Light 
House at Europa Point to Little Bay and from the New Mole 
to Chatham Centre Guard'.. Albanv Monthly Record,, Regimental 
Journal of the 72nd Highlandersq Vol. 2. November 1877, p. 1. 
All the Regiments who were stationed in Gibraltar at various 
times were required to supply soldiers for public works of 
maintenance and building and as many as 54 tdaily labourers' 
were demanded from the 79th in 1848. WO/284/64 Garrison Orders 
Gibraltar 1.6,1848, See map Appendix 1 (9) Gibraltar Fort and 
Garrisong taken from the War Office Revision 193B. 

58, Regimental Standing Order Book of the 79th Highlanderst QOHRM9 
144/79.10.2.1841. 

59. Ibid. 9 15,2,1841. 
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of fresh water and the smell of the barrack and town drains was so 

strong that proposals were made to flush the drains with sea water 
60 

and until the construction of rain water holding tanks on the rack, 

the supply of fresh water was often uncertain and unhealthy, causing 

epidemics of fever as in 1828-29, when the 42nd lost 54 men and the 

73rd 32 men, 
61 

Over 1000 miles to the east of Gibraltar lay the island garrison 

of Maltaq given by the Emperor Charles V to the Grand Master of the 

Order of St. John of Jerusalem in 1530. The island was taken by 

Napoleon in 1798 and after blockadep captured by the British in 18009 

whose possession was confirmed in the Treaty of Vienna in 1815. There 

were two main barrack areas here, enclosed in the fortress walls of 

St. Elmo and Florinap with two subsidiary forts of Manoel and Tignet 

all overlooking the beautiful harbour of Valet . ta. The barracks, some 

of them old palace buildingst were of stone, with verandahs and at least 

two stories highg built around open squares, but were probably in the 

first half of the 19th century without any sort of sophisticated sanitary 

facilities. 62 
When the 42nd were here in 1844, they were in the barracks 

60. WO/44/139. 

61. James Antong-Retrospect of a Military Life (Edinburgh: 1841), 
p. 345. Gibraltar has an unusual climate in that depressing 
clouds can hang over the summit for long periods of time. 
James Anton of the 42nd who served there in 1625 remembersp 
IThe wind no sooner veers to the East, and settles in that point, 
than the evaporations borne along an the breeze, meet with an inter- 
ruption from the lofty abrupt side of the rack collect in a cloud 
and continue to roll upwards like smoke from the mouth of a volcano. 
This is sometimes so dense that the sun is hid from the town by the 
thickly clouded vapours, until afternoon, while the isthmus north 
of the rock enjoys the rays without obstruction'. Ibid. 9 p. 333. 

62. General J. S. Ewart of the Cameron Highlanders was stationed in 
Malta in 1893 and lists the barracks at the time as: 
'Verdale. Palaceg St. Elmo and St. Angelot Inquisitor's Palace 
and Isola Gateg Florinag Pembroke Campt Fort Manoelq Gozo and 
St. Francis Barrackst, Diary of General 3. S. Ewarto RH/4/04/1 
19.12.1893. NLS Map Divisiong Malta O. S. 1929 Sheet IV and V9 
War Office Geographical Section General Staff No, 3852* 
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at Fort St. Elmo and later moved the short distance to Florina. 

Sergeant 3ohn Grantp of Aberdeeng who was the Pay Master's Clark 

in the 42nd, wrote to his girlfriend Margaret'Wilson from St. Elmo 

in 18441, 

"We have a fine airy situation in St. Elmo and a 
delightful view comprising the City of Valetta, the 
Grand Harbourg (and) Cattoneia and scarcely a day 
passes without a sail in sightt wafted along by the 
gentle breezes of. the Mediterranean". 63 

Additional accommodation was built west of Valetta at St. Georges 

Barracks and St. Andrews Barracks and at Pembroke Camp, a hutted musketry 

training camp built sometime before 1892. In general it appears that 

Malta was a more popular station than Gibraltarp a situation that may 

not have been related to barrack conditionsp but to the climate of 

Maltaq its size and its diverse population and character. 

On the Continent of Africa there was a wide variety of stations 

that were occupied by the Highland Battalions. The 42nd, the 79th 

and the 92nd had taken part in the great battles in Egypt in 1801 under 

General Sir Ralph Abercrombie, including the remarkable assault landing 

at Abukir Bay and the Battle of Alexandriag but it was not until 1845 

that British presence returned to the area with theestablishment of an 

overland route for mail and passengers, organised by Lieutenant Waghorn 

of H, E, I, C, Navy* Then, in 1869, with the opening of the Suez Canall 

Egyptq and the Canal area in particular, came to be of vital strategic 

importance as the shortest route to India. The main presence was 

French however and not British. and the French were largely responsible 

for the training and organisation of the Egyptian army of the Khedive 

and for building many of the barracks in Cairog such as Kasr-el Nil. 

63, Sergeant John Grant 42nd to Margaret Wilson 26.1.1844t BWRM, 
File H4 (42) Sao, G. 
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In 1875 Disraeliv with Rothschild money, acquired the controlling 

interest in the Suez Canal Company and in 1878 the dual control 

systemp British and Frenchq was established over the tottering 

Egyptian finances. 64 
Militarily, the prime influence was still 

French however and when the schoolboy 3, S, Ewartv later of the 79thq 

came here in 1879 to meet hisfather 3, A. Ewart of the 93rd, who was 

coming home from Indiap he remarked upon the French officers and the 

French training of the Egyptian Army. 65 

When however in 1882 Arabi Pasha led a revolt and a force was 

sent to bombard and occupy the Canal area, it was British and not 

Frenchq the latter being concerned about the more immediate problem 

of her German neighbours. The 42ndv the 72nd, the 74th, the 75th and 

the 79th all served here at this timeg occupying the old Citadel at 

Cairo, Kasr-el Nil Barracks and Abdin Palace. Kasr-el Nil barracks 

were intended for native troops and, were very fine buildingsp three 

stories hight with high airy rooms protected by verandahs and surrounded 

by open paradest while the Citadel was an ancient fortress of considerable 

antiquity. 
66 When the 79th arrived at the Citadel in September 18829 

after the Battle of Tel-el-Kebir, the barrack rooms had formerly been 

occupied by native troops, who had used the rooms as latrines. The 

place was filthy and work parties from the Highland Regiments spent 

several days cleaning up so that it could be occupied 
ý7 

At Kasr-el-Nil 

the whole barrack was infested by lice living in the plaster and behind 

the woodwork,, and many men preferred to sleep on the verandahs or in the 

64, Michael Barthorp, War on the Nile, (Poole: Blandford Press, 1984). 
pp. 10ý-37. 

65, Diary of General J, S. Ewart, RH/4/84/1. 

66, NLS Map Division. Lower Egypt in 4 Sheetsq Compiled at the IntelligencE 
Branch, War Officeq from the original French Survey in 1B18 - 1882. 
Dept. No. 104-107. Map L 35.32. 

67. Diary of General 3, S, Ewart, RH/4/84/1,16.9.1882. 
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open. 
68 On the 7th November 1882t when stationed at the Citadelp . 

Sergeant Hunter of the Camerons fell through a hole in the floor of 

a barrack room and discoveredv along with Lieutenant J. S. Ewart, an 

extensive system of underground passagesp dungeons and magazinest 

which housed hundreds of swords and spears, suits of chain mail and 

brass cannon. 
69 

The African Continent was however in general in 1820 unexplored. 

Cape of Good Hopev extending to about 1129000 square milesq was taken from 

the Dutch in 17959 but returned to them in 1802 and was re-taken in 1806, an 

action in which the 93rd took part* At Cape Town there were two forts, 

the Castle and Amsterdam Fort and barracks for some 2000 menp all built 

by the Dutch. In later photographs these barracks appear externally 

to be bleakt stone built, small windowed buildings of two or three 

storiesp constructed around an open parade square and they are unlikely 
70 to have had any more than the most basic of facilities, 

The hinterland to the north and east was unexplored frontier 

territory an the edge of known civilisation and as formal rule was 
V. 

gradually extended a series of Forts were built, Fort England at 

Grahamstown and Fort Browng and beyond the Great Fish River, Fort Ratiefg 

Fort Beaufortq Fort Hareg Fort Cox, Fort Wiltshire and Fort Peddie. 71 

As has been seen from the accounts of Colonel Bertie Gordon of the 91st 

before and during the First Kaffir War, these FortL and outstations were 

isolated and sometimes without furniture. The 72ndt the 73rd, the 74tht 

the 75th and the 91st all served here and Sergeant James McKay of the 

68, Ibid, 30.10.1882. 

. 
69. Ibid. 7,11.1882. Two of the brass cannon were removed to become 

79th OfficersýMess Coal Scuttles. 

70. See photograph Appendix 6 (21)9 the 91st at Main Barracks, Cape 
Town,, 18B2, 

71* See map Appendix 1 (10), Cape of Good Hope. 
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74th records that although the Forts may have had only basic 

facilitiesq these were none the less welcome after months of living 

and fighting an the Veldto. 

"What with hot daysq dusty roads, hard beds on 
the scorched, burnt or green grasst spare diet 
and unwashed clothesq we needed a little renovating; 
and when I stretched myself on an iron bedstead in 
the Fort Beaufort barracks, and had the pleasure of 
sitting at a table 

, 
in the Sergeantst mess-room, I 

thought myself the happiest thing alive and wondered 
why I had not appreciated life in a barrack room 
before". 72 

All around the African coast there were a series of British forts 

and garrisons protecting British trading interests, but on the western 

off-share island of St. Helenag 1200 miles from the mainland, there 

was one of the most isolated and unusual garrisons. The island belonged 

originally to the H. E. I. C., but was transferred to the Croun and was 

garrisoned by the British during the imprisonment of Napoleon, and after 

as an important water point and supply base for ships. The 91st were 

stationed there between 1836 and 1842 and in 1840 were responsible for 

the removal and disinterment, of Napoleon's body: 

"James Towng the only town the place can boast ofq 
is situated at the bottom of a wedge like ravineq 
enclosed on each side by barren and overhanging 
precipices. It consists of a long straggling street 
running up-a valleyq with steep hills on each side... 
Lime being scarceq the stone of which the houses are 
chiefly built is cemented with mud, There was a 
churcho botanical gardens, a hospital, a tavern 
and barracks. The latter where the 91st were. 
quarteredt are at the top of the street, about half 
a mile from the landing placaq and are built on an 
artificial terrace overlooking a little stream which 
flows through the town* The terrace is nearly in the 
shape of an oblongt lying lengthways to the valleyq 
and divided into two parts by a range of two-storied 
buildingsq built of stonev and designed to hold six 
companies of infantry as well as Officers' Quarters. 
The military Hospital lies still further up the valleyp 
and is placed in a pleasant and salubrious position". 73 

72. Sergeant James McKay 74thq Reminiscences of the Last Kafir War, 
op. cit., p. 154. 

73. G, L, Gofft Historical Records of the 91st Arqyllshire Hiqhlanders 
op. cit. # pp. 82-84. WO/4/729-130. - 

f 
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High above the town was Ladder Hill Battery with further 

accommodation for two coM'panies and connecting the two was a 700 foot 

flight of 699 steps. Companies stationed at the top were relieved 

every six monthsq but had to attend all daily parades at the main 

barracks in the town and while the island was verdant and beautifult 

it was an isolated and lonely place to be stationed and drunkenness 

was always r a* 
74 

Barracks in India occupied by the Highland Regiments between 1820 

and 19209 varied considerably in their appearanceg design and construction# 

from ancient mud and stone fortressest such as Oamrudg west of Peshawar, 

or the Vaubanesque Fort William at Calcuttaq or the hill station 

barracks at Murree. With the exception of some of the Fortst military 

stations were built on the Cantonment principle, of a military town 

separate from the native town and bazaar. The stations were sometimes 

fortified, or fortifiable and possessed all the basic requirements of 

their inhabitantst with a cantonment bazaarg shops, brothels, barracksp 

mess housest married quarters, stables and parade ground all in one 

area. Construction was largely governed by the climate, barracks 

being built to allow air to circulate, but at the same time to stop 

the sun shining inside and there were thus high ceilingst verandahs, 

doors at either end of the building, large windows covered with 

ttatties' and a louvred upper section. Many cantcnments were 

constructed on the bungalow principle of timber or brickt whitewashed 

internally and elevated to dater antsp rats or snakes. To prevent 

snakes and insects dropping from the ceilingg the roof space was 

sometimes sectioned off with canvas. In 1893 Ian Hamilton of the 92nd 

74, Ibid. See alsog 91st Highlanders* Register of Soldiers who have died 
while serving in the Regiment 1812-1881. ASHRM R/94* 
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arrived at Mooltan and described his first impressions of a station 

bungalowl. 

11 ... the bungalow itself (was) whitewashed with a 
deep verandah (and) was rather nice inside; two 
rooms with bathroom and a central room for a living 
room set out with photographs and a few sporting 
prints. The coiling consisted of a sheet of white 
canvas stretched out straight across9 called a 'chat' 
... every now and then something would scamper across 
the canvas ceiling and sometimes it squeaked - seeing 
my startled expression Shaw Kennedy (of the 41st) told 
me it was only a rat being pursued by a snake, unless 
it was a courtship between a couple of bats", 75 

Water was obtained from wellsq rivers or raln water tanks andq 

being often contaminated by inadequate drainage, was the source of 

feversq cholera and bowel complaints. Attached to the barracks were 

the guard roomsp schoolp reading roomst latrines and ablutions and while 

native Indians could usually only enter the Contonment with the sanction 

of the Quarter Masterg who issued a tin or metal pass for the purposeq 

it was often difficult to keep control Of the sanitary arrangements 

and to retain what Europeans considered to be cleanliness. Colonel 

Bertie Gordon complained in the 91st Orders at Kamptee in 1860; 

"The result of the Quarter Master General's 
last inspection of the Officer bungalow portion 
of the 91st lines has proved the existence of 
dirt and disorder to a considerable extentv 
affecting the sanitary condition of the canton- 
ment. The causes of complaint are that the native 
servants use the back gortion of the Godowns as 
necessary places . ,,,,, 

7 

Latrines either drained through a bed of charcoalp which was 

often used to deface the walls, 
77 

or they were supplied with dry 

earth and sandq the latrine and urinal walls being Ileepoyedt each 
78 

week with a four inch thick layer of mud clay and dung. In the 

75. General Sir Ian Hamiltong Listeninq for-The Drums, op. cit. 9 p. 31. 

76.91st Commanding Officer's Rough Order Bookq Kamptee 30.6.18609 ASHRM. 

77. Ibid, q 1860. 

78.91st (Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) Permanent 
order Book 1862-1884. ASHRM, 31,5,1865, 
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bungalows, which were usually assigned to the married Officers and 

senior NCOs. or shared by several unmarried Officerst washing and 

toilet facilities were situated in the bungalow itself: 

"Every bedroom in the house had its own bathroom, 
furnished with a tin bath, a washstand and a thunder 
box. This was an extremely comfortable commodet with 
arms and a bucket. When the session was overt t, he 
user of the thunderbox opened the bathroom door that 
led outside and yelled, The bucket was taken away 
immediatelyg emptied and returned with creasol solution 
in the bottom* Another distinctive feature of the 
bathroom was the Bromo. It is doubtful if in the 
length and breadth of Indiag any other lavatory 
paper could have been found, It camet in a certain 
number of sheets at a time in a black and yellow 
containerg on the front of which was printed a great 
deal of information about its apparently almost 
miraculous properties and the warning that those 
who did not take advantage of these would certainly 
suffer from what was described as the painful land 
almost universal complaint called piles', The bath 
stood an a slightly raised platform, with built up 
sides and a draining hole. Hot water was poured in 
from copper vessels ... and the bather added the cold 
from a huge Ali Babe jar with a tin dipper, The 
dirty water was tipped on to the platform by the 
sweeper and ran outside through a hole in the wall, 
To lie in water heated over charcoalg or better stillg 
as in the hillsv woodg is an experience that bather 59 
in tap water can never know, to their deprivation". 

Dustt raing insect life and above all heat were the main problems 

in Indian barracks and thus ceilings were high and ventilated and were 

fittedwith a system of Punkahs operated by the Wallah squatting an the 

verandah outside pulling a rope. In the 91st at Kamptee in 1860, 

15 Punkah wallahs were employed by day in the hot season and 18 by 

night. 
80 Native Indians were also employed to splash water on the 

. 
Itattiestf heavy mats of woven roots hung over the doors and windows, 

through which the air passed and cooled. Water was also spread over 

the barrack area to allay the dust. Much of the conduct of cantonment 

life was governed by the number of native Indians that had to be employed. 

79. Veronica Bamfieldq On the Strength. The Story of the British Arm 
Wife (London: Charles Knight and Co. Ltd. 9 1974)9 pp. 125-126. 

80.91st Commanding Officerts Rough Order Bookq Kamptee 1860# ASHRM. 
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v 

Because of the strict caste regulations one man could not do another 

man's job if that job was associated with another caste. In addition 

there was the working principle that everyone should have at least a 

small slice of the employment cake and that all those employed required 

a bay to assist them. Thus it was impossible to get anything done 

without employing tailors, barberst sweepersv gardeners, watchmeng 

water carrierap cooks, bearersq washermen and so on, all of whom were 

vital and most of whom were underemployed. 

Colour Sergeant Stevens of the 72nd describes the conditions and 

barracks at Umballa in the 1870s; 

"Life in an Indian cantonment is so wholly different 
from home life ... No matter what your rank as a European 
you must have servants as at certain periods of the year 
you can simply do nothing but exist... all our duties and 
parades during the summer were over by 9am daily. From 
that hour 'till 5pm we were confined to our rooms or 
bungalows ... Each bungalow is about 100 yards in length 
by about 20 in breadth and generally 24 to 30 feet high. 
They are intended to accommodate a Company or 100 men 
and consist of two wings or dormitories with a central 
hall or dining room. There are inner and outer verandah 
with a central compartment - the latterg with the inner 
verandah of each wing are used as dormatories. They are 
generally built in echelon with the doors on each side 
facing east and west so that at noon the sun strikes 
mainly on the roof. From the rafters.. (hang).. thin iron 
rodsq from which are suspended the punkahs. These are 
light wooden frames covered with cotton clothq with a 
thick fringe of the same material depending from the 
frames. Six of these are fastened together and from 9am 
to 5pm and from 9pm to Sam are kept constantly waving 
backwards and forwards by the punkah wallahs. These are 
three men to each set of punkahs. The cry of Okinch, 
punkah wallahl is soon learnt by the men and you constantly 
hear it repeated day and night. You soon become aware if 
the punkah is not wavingg as during sleep you perspire 
freely if it stops"-a' 

While summer heat was a tremendous problem in the Punjab and 

Central India, in stations like Bangalore life wasq and still isq much 

81. Reminiscences of Colour Sergeant O. W. Stevens 22nd and 72ndq 
QOHRM. 79/6. 
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more pleasantf even pre-monsoon. The 2nd Battalion the Cameron 

Highlanders were at Bangalore in 1910, This beautiful city was in 

the old M6dras Presidency and although some of the headquartersp messes 

and barracks are now no longer occupied by the'Indian Army, in 1910 

the cantonment was impressive% 

"On walking through the barracks one cannot but be 
struck with the general appearance of the bungalows and 
the grounds, A staff of trained man daily exercise 
supervision over the native sweepersq whose duty is 
to remove all undesirable elements from the vicinity 
of the barracksq and keep them clean and healthy. 

The bungalows are large stone buildingst very airy and 
wonderfully cool in the hot weather. The water the men 
drink is kept in locked tanks and their food is served 
up by specially trained soldier cooks. No native is 
allowed to cook for men of this Battalion. The men 
have their own library and billiard room as at home". 82 

In this Cantonment there was in addition, a gymnasium, two covered 

swimming pools, a bungalow for the Army Temperance Association, a 

Regimental Theatre and a cycle shop. 

On the plains, the heat in the summer months was intenset and was 

accompanied by a hot windo cloudless skies and a burning sun. Everything 

assumed a gritty texture as dust invaded everywhere. Military life 

adapted accordingly and the men rose early for parades, were restricted 

to barracks during the day and completed the remainder of their work 

in the coal of the evenings. In fact the only comfortable time of 

day was the few hours around dawng but pre-monsoon the temperature in 

Central India and the Punjab seldom falls below 800F, day or night. 

In 1895 the 93rd were at Mian Mir a few miles south of Lahore: 

82.79th Ne! j-9, No. 109, May 1910# p. 78. 
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"As may be expected the cantonment has a very dry and 
parched appearance# and there is a large accumulation 
of dust upon the roadq which when the wind risesp does 
not add very much either to the beauty of the country 
or the pleasure of travelling. As a matter of fact 
howeverg few can be seen out of their bungalows during 
the dayp except those whose duty it is to draw the mid- 
day lotion from the canteen (this is done in cans supplied 
for the purpose in which it is taken to the bungalows and issued to the thirsty individuals who possess the necessary)p 
or the much abused punkah cooliep who can be dimly seen 
under his straw shelterv giving the punkah lever the 
minimum of 'kinching' compatible with moving it at all. 
The sentries of the quarter guard are about the only 
other animate objects that can be seen, and they pass 
their two hours 'sentry got as best they can under the 
meagre shelter afforded by the verandah, scorched with 
the hot air that with almost furnace heat comes over 
the maiden in front of the guardroom and blinking at 
the glare outside and the hot vapour that dances in 
seemingly countless eddies before their eyes",, 83 

With the increase in the numbers of British troops in India after 

the Mutiny, several hill stations were built or enlarged, 
84 to which 

the invalids, women, children, band boys and at least some of the 

service companies in turn, would retreat during the hot season. In 

Southern Indiag these stations were primarily situated in the Nilgiri 

Hillsq in and around Ootacamund, the old summer headquarters of the 

government of the Madras Presidency. The 74th came to this area in 

1855 and Sergeant 3ohn Tulloch wrote to his brother in Glasgow recording 

the scene; 

it . marched back to Madrass and a short time encamped 
týe; eq then marched up the country to Trichinopoly this 
is the hottest place in the east, it is quite possible 
to lay a piece of beef, an a stoneg any time from 8 
o'Clock in the morningg till 4 PMt and it will be ready 
for eating directlyt the men say their is only a sheet 
of foolscape paper between it and the other place ... Marched 
to the Neilghery hillst stationed at Jackatallat this place 
is 8000 ... Feet above the level of the sea, it is the highest 
part of the Neilgheries, it is very cold up their but I 
liked it wel1v I used to keep some poultry, such as cocks 

83. The Thin Red Linev Regimental Paper of the 2nd Battalion A and SH 
Vol. 2 No. 60 1.6.18959 pp. 1-2. 

84. Many of the Hill Stations and the roads to them were built by military 
labour, for example the 79th and the Rifle Brigade built much of the 
road to Mumse in 1865, Photograph Album C/45/951 1863-1873t QOHRM, The 
drill and football ground at Mume were constructed by the lst Battalion 
Gordon Highlanders in the season 1893-94. See AoDendix 6 (26). 
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and hens, the soldiers lived in mud built huts. 
They are building a fine barracks theret believe 
me that Aurther Seat in Edinburgh is nothing to 
the Neilgheries". 85 

Other hill stations in Southern India included Poonav Belgaum and 

Bellary and in the Northt Cheratq south of Peshawart Simla, Solan, 

Dagshai and Sabathu and a complex of stations in the Murree Hills 

and at Dalhousie. Today these stations are primarily tourist resortst 

but they were built initially Vith military labour and their resemblancet 

particularly that of Murreet to Perthshire, is remarkable. 

Much of the information on foreign service barracks occupied by 

the Highland Battalions between 1820 and 1920 is sketchy and must be 

gleaned from the drawingsq photographs and memoirs of those who occupied 

them and in the case of India and Pakistant, from the authorts own' 

observationst for while there was an important and informative study of 

home barracks in 1858-1859, no comprehensive barrack study was ever 

carried out on foreign stationsq where in fact these Highland Regiments 

were for the greater part of their service. A great deal of information 

is needed an what these barracks and their amenities actually looked 

like between 1820 and 19209 as Regimental photograph albums tend to 

show people and not places and all too often a diarist will record; 

"Expect to be able to make Calcutta this evening. 
Cast anchor opposite Fort William ... Disembarked at 
4 o'clock p. m. and marched into barracks at Fort 
William ... it 86 

or; 
"Attended the barrack church with the men. Went 
round rooms etc. at the men's dinner hour, " 87 

85. Letters of Sergeant John Tulloch 74th to his brother 25.10.1855 
kindly lent to the author by Mr. L. Tullochv Ballyclarev Co, Antrim* 

86. Lt. 3. Wilson 42nd, Diary of a Voyage to India from England 18579 
BWRM. 

87. Diary of Lt. Colonel O. W. Wedderburn 42ndq Gibraltar 26.4.1846, 
BWRMe 
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without actually saying what the Ghacts on the Hooghly looked like, 

how they got ashoret what Fort William looked like in 1857 or the 

nature of the barrack accommodation insidejand they frustratingly 

fail to give a description of the barrack church, the man's roomst 

the men, or their food and how it was cooked, It is particularly 

interesting that there appear to be very few detailed soldier's 

descriptions of Canada and the West Indies, that day to day events 

are seldom recorded and that barracksq trooping and landing# in what 

would now be considered an exotic or romantic country an a great 

adventureq is almost taken for granted. 

It must be remembered too, that the Commission of IBSEI-1859 

was the Barrack and HospitalImprovement Commission. They looked 

primarily at sanitary arrangements and were obsessed with the 

introduction of fresh air and the miasmatic approach to diseasel, 

and took little account of the important necessity of educating 

soldiers to keep themselves clean by the simple process of washing 

themselves and their clothes in water and soap, of drinking lessq 

of taking regular exercise and of imposing some kind of care in their 

sexual relations. The Commission toot operated in the heady era of 

sanitary and military reform following the Crimean War, and was led by 

the zeal of Sydney Herbert. Herbert's capacity for hard work was 

legendary and his contribution to the"Royal Commission on the Sanitary 

Condition of the Army can never be underestimated, but it must be 

remembered that he was not a soldier and that his proposals were not 

always in keeping with the real situations in which soldiers found 

themselves. When Fox Maule became Secretary of State at War in 1846 

he took over from Sydney Herbert; Lauderdale Maule was of course 

delighted that his brother, an ex 79th Officer, should hold such an 

important officet but Lauderdale's letters would appear to indicate 
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that amongst soldiersq Victorian social reformers were not always 

appreciatedt 

"I congratulate you sincerely on your improving 
prospectsp what you communicate is with me safe - 
Much Much does the Army want a practical man in 
that position ... utopian theory (is) all very well 
for the study of Lord Howick or Sydney Herbert but 
impossible in practice. **,,. 

88 

It should be kept in mind also that Herbert was Secretary of 

State at War in 1852 in the Aberdeen administrationg that he was blamed 

for much of the failure of supply in the Crimean War, criticism which 

he felt deeply as much of it centred around his Russian parentaget and 
the fact that he was aware that he was dying as the result of a chronic 

and painful kidney diseasep to which he finally succumbed in 1861.89 

Thus, while the value of the Commission in hospitals and barrackst 

Army Medical statisticsq the Medical School at Chatham and the code of 

regulations of the Army Medical Department cannot be underestimatedt 

the work on barracks must be looked at in the light of the foregoing. 

The conclusions of-the Commission on the barracks at home make dramatic 

reading; hardly a barrack, with the possible exception of Shorncliffet 

escapes criticism, but giving each man 600 cubic feet and ventilation 

by louvred doorst vents in the roof and holes in the windows was an 

oversimplification of the solution. Basic maintenancev internal barrack 

cleanliness and personal hygiene were too often overlooked and could have 

contributed considerably towards improved conditions, for in cold 

northerly stations with a limited coal supplyt much of it being sea 

coal, men simply stuffed up the vents with paper and ragsq shut the 

doors and windowst did not take their clothes off and washed only their 

hands, faces and knees, 

88. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79thp Gibraltar 
16,2,1846t GD/45/634/3 1-84, In some foreign stations their were 
quite simply no barracks at all and the men lived in native built 
huts. See Appendix 6 (66). 

89, Sydney Herbert1s motherg Countess Catherinet was Russian born. 
Dictionary of National Bioaraphy (Oxford: Oxford University Press)p 
Vol, IX p. 663, Sydney Herbertv First Baron Herbert of Lea 1810-1861* 
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In addition it must be remembered that the housing conditions 

from which many of the 19th century Highland Battalion recruits came 

were often worse than anything British Army barracks could produce. 

In Scotland; 

"The tenements had many small houses, or flats, so 
that in 1871 32.5 per cent of Scottish houses had only 
one room; 37.6 per cent had only two roams. By 1911 
the proportions were 12.8 per cent'and 40.4 per cent. 
Moreover in 1911,56 per cent of one-roomed houses had 
more than two persons in each room, so had 47 per cent 
of those with two rooms". 90 

11 0 .. the general standard of water supplies in Scotland 
in 1864 could only'be described as precarioust unsatis- 
factory and in some cases grossly and permanently polluted.. "91 

"... (and) it is still true that the outstanding feature 
of most towns and villages... (in Scotland about'1895),,, 
was their filthy condition from the sanitary point of 
view, though it was thought that a great improvement 
had been brought about by the cessation of throwing 
household refuse into the streets, following the 
provision of ash pitsoo*, '992 

In the North West and the Islands it was still common practice 

inthe 1890s for a family and their animals to be housed under the same 

roof during the winter and; 

. "from the very early days of organised sanitary 
supervisiong one of the major problems in Highland 
Counties turned on how to persuade the inhabitants 
away from the very general practice of accommodating 
animals in the same house as human beings", 93 

The Medical Officer of Health for Inverness was forced to bring test 

cases against four Harxis crofters in 1894 to try to stop this practicet 

but he met with only limited success. 

Unless therefore barrack conditions world wide are looked at in 

perspective with existing civilian canditionsq particularly civilian 

Scottish conditionst it is unrealistic to lay too great an emphasis on they 

90. Report of the Royal Commission on the Housing ofthe Industrial 
Population in Scotland, 1918 Para, 476p quoted R, H, Campbell and J, B, A, 
Dowq Source Book of Scottish Economic and Social Histaryp op. cit., p. 223 

91, Thomas Fergusonp Scottish Social Welfare 1864-1914 (Edinburgh: S, 
Livingstone Ltd. t 195B)t p, 182. 

92. Ibid. 9 p. 173* 
93, Ibid, 9 po 120. 
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11 ... poor design and faulty construction coupled with 
overcrowding inadequate ventilation and sewage disposalp 
neglected sanitation and faulty lighting and heating 
(in barracks), *, 11,94 

This is not a military excuse but a question of realistic contemporary 

comparisont an appreciation of the considerable expenditure involved 

and an understanding of the practical and physical limitations of 19th 

and early 20th century scientific knowledgev and of the prejudices which 

delayed the application of that knowledge. 

Barrack life was not however conducted in a series of bare rooms 

and the fixtures and fittings form an important part of any study of 

living. conditions in the Highland Regiments 1820-1920. Private 

Archibald Watt McIntosh of the 42nd gave his impressions of the interior 

of a barrack room at the Depot at Aberdeen on his arrival there an Tuesday 

12th January 1858: 

1112th Tuesday. The party of Recruites (sic) which 
had been made upt left Edinburgh this day. We were 
to sail from Granton at 6am but owing to the stormy 
state of the weather we could not sail before 12 
o'clock. We sailed at that hour and after a very rough 
passage we landed at Aberdeen at 91pm very tired and 2 

sick. When we got up to the barracks all the men were 
in bad the Tattoo being at 8 o'clock, Some of them got 
upo stirred the fire and showed us our beds. I was very 
glad to get into mine as I was very tired and soon dropped 
off asleep. When I wake in the morning I found myself on 
the floor, the bed being too narrow I had fell outp I was 
stiff and shivering with coldl the snow was about a foot 
deep on the barrack square -I must now tell you how a 
soldiers room is regulated and cleaned - Every soldier 
has a bed to himself which he makes up every morning in 
the following order, vizq The Tick which is filled with 
straw is rolled up, tied with a belt and placed at the 
head of the Iron Stretcherp the blankets are folded in 
four, the sheets also in four and covered with a Rug are 
placed on the top of the Tick, a Ticket having his Namet 
Regimentt Numbert Companyq Rank and Squad is placed at the 
head of his bed in his bed clothes. 

Bed Ticket. 
N-0.8 COMPANY 

255 
P1 A. WATT. MSINTOSH 

N2 1: SQUAD 

94. Alan Ramsey Skelly, The Victorian Army at Home,, op. cit. 9 p. 28. 
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The kilt is hung on two pegs at the head of his 
bed, the Accoutrements an the right peg, the Purse 
and Gaiters an the left one, the Knapsack is an a 
shelf at the head of the bedq the Feather Bonnet 
on the right, Canteen on the left, the Rifle is 
placed in a stand also at the head of the bed, there 
is a place for everything and everything goes in its 
proper place - We do Orderly Man in turns whose duty 
is to clean up the room, wash the tables and formsq lay 
the dishes for Breakfast, after that is over he washes 
themg puts them pastt and cleans the Room, at Dinner 
and Tea time he does the same. 
A Bugle sounds at 10 minutes to 8. that is called the 
'Quarter Bugle' when the breakfast is brought from the 
Cook House and laid on the Tables, another Bugle at 8 
O'Clock 'is called-the 'Sit Down' when the Orderly 
Officer comes round the Room to see if anyone has a 
complaint to makeg the same thing is done at Dinner 
timep but not at tea time". 95 

Descriptions of this nature are not commong but it is important 

to note that McIntosh makes no reference to inadequate sanitary 

arrangements or dilapidated barracks and that he emphasises, "each 

soldier has a bed'to himself". Illustrating at least one of the 

improvements that had taken place since 1820. Much of a soldier's life 

centred around his barrack room, around his own allocated bed space and 

his few possessions and equipmentv and these domestic arrangements showed 

a remarkable continuity in time and location. 

Barrack rooms were used for eating, sleepingv sometimes for cooking, 

writing and recreation and at night for urinating, and were fitted out 

accordingly. In 1820, a room 53 feet by 20 feet would be expected to 

hold 44 ment but the area of floor space was greater than could be 

expected because the men were accommodated in double bedsteads of two 

tiers. These bedsteads were built of wood and may well have been free 

standing. 
96 

They comprised two levels of wooden strays#, similar to 

old wooden bread trays, with a raised edge surround. As the bedding 

95, Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42ndq BWRM 421 (3591(l)-). 

96, See plan Appendix 6 (22) Barrack room at Forton Barracks c. 1820 
WO/44/546, 
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was double it is unlikely that there was a central dividing plank 

and one berth was designed to hold two men. These bedsteads were 

probably very similar to those used in Salvation Army shelters in the 

1890s, although these had central dividing planks. 
97 

G. W. Anderson 

of the 72nd asserts that these #berths# as they were knowng were shared 

by three soldiers and he illustrates a small sketch of a barrack room in 

1820 showing doublev two tiered wooden bedsteadst 98 but where however 

ceilings were lowp particularly in atticst single tier double berths 

were used. 
99 Standing Orders of the 79th in 1819 state; 

"The name of every man and his comrade are to be 
posted at the foot of each berth and the same at 
his place in the arm rack. In all barracks, 
Sergeants are to have a whole berth to themselves". 100 

These berthsq also known as cots, were supplied with double 

palliasses and double sheets and blankets. 101 In many cases the 

palliasses were filled with straw which was nicknamed 'soldiers! 

feathers", 

11**oevery feather being fully a yard long (and) 
-commonly called 

0 
by the Scottish farmers 'clean 

bed strawo,, %I 2 

After the straw had been used in soldier's beds it was sold, 
103 but 

in Barbados corn husks stuffed the palliassesq in Dominica ItrashIp 

97. See photograph two tier wooden berths in a Salvation Army shelter 
c. 1890, The Queen's Empire,, Part 6v The Homes of the Queen and of 
Her People (London: Cassell and Co. ), p. 128. 

98. Record Book of Plate, Books, Pictures Etc. 9 presented to or acquired 
by the Sergeants5Mess 72nd Duke of Albany's Own Highlandersv pow 
let Battalion Seaforth Highlanderst G*We Andersont QOHRM. 

99. WO/44/546, 

100, Standinq Orders for the 79th Reqiment of Foot (or Cameron, 
Hiqhlanders), lst May 1819. QOHRM, 142a/79. 

101. PP 1824 XVI clS p 37. Estimates of the Office of Ordnance. 
102. HLI Chronicle, Vol, Ill No, 9 April 1903, George Miller 71stt 

P. 888. 
103, PP 1861 XV c2762 Para 5478, 
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in Demerara plantain leaves and in Canada and some parts of the 

West Indies haii. 104 

The allocation of men to these double berths was notrandom 

and was part of the larger military structure, as the Standing Orders 

of the 79th record: 

"The Captain ... having formed his Company thus 
equally, he will then arrange comrades. Every 
Corporal, Private and Drummer, will select a 
comrade of a rank differing from his own i. e. 
front rank and rear rank and is never to change 
him without the permission of his Captain. Comrades 
are always to have the same berth in quarters, The 
Corporal's comrade should either be the chosen man 
or some other steady man of the squad who can 
occasionally aid him in his duty; -and the Drummers 
Comrades are the odd men of any two squadso. whan 
there are any% 105 

Writing in retrospectq Lt. Colonel Wheatley records life in the 42nd; 

"***until 1825 (there ware) ... what was called the 
tdouble berthst, they were wooden erections made 
for two men to sleep together below and two men 
abovel and it was remarkable the number of those 
wretched berths which could be put into a room close 
to the walls wherever a length of six feet could be 
found for it - the upper were generally preferred 
because the lower had to put up with the dust etc. 
that came from abovev moreover there was better 
accommodation of racks etc. " 106 

In 1824 the new single iron bedstead was introduced, with bedding 

adapted accordingly. Initially 12,000 were ordered at a cost of L151000p 

the new single bedding and the alteration of bedding in store from double 

to single costing L129500.107 It would appear from Ordnance estimates 

that these single bedsteads were used for home service only, 
108 but in 

1828 the Account of Extraordinary Expenses of the Army included, 

104, PP 1824 XVI c6O p 269 PP 1828 XVII c2B p 24v PP 1829 XVI c17 p 35. 

105. Standinq Orders of the 79th Regiment of Foot (or Cameron Highlanders), 
Ist May 1819o QOHRM 142a/79* 

106. Diary of Lt. Colonel Wheately 42nd, BURM. 

107. PP 1824 XVI c15 p 37o Estimates of the Office of Ordnanceo 

108. PP 1825 XVIII c 35 p 36o 
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"iron bedsteads and beddin supplied for barracks 
at foreign stations ... Y19 103 

and iron bedsteads certainly arrived in 3amaica in 1830, where 

wharfage was paid on them of L59.3.3id. 110 In 1830 these iron 

bedsteads were being made under contract to the Ordnance Department 

by Keasley Brothersq ill but by 1835 they were being made by several 

contractors throughout Britain and those for Ireland were made there under 

a separate contract. 
112 Palliasses and bed sackings, the cards for 

tying them and some 'striped cottonIq probably for sheetst were made at 
the Penitentiaryat Millbank and there were separate contracts in 1828 

for blankets, sheetsq and cotton and woollen rugs. 
113 

Pillowsg or 

pillow cases are not mentioned. 

One pattern of the iron bedstead folded in the centre and was 1put 

up' during the day, with the bedding on top. This entailed stripping 

off the beddingo placing it on the floor and folding or unfolding the 

frame, In 1838# Lieutenant Hallp Barrack Master of the Tower of Londont 

submitted a bed design whereby the bottom section of the bed simply 

slid into the head section. In 1839 ten of these new bedsteads were 

sent to Edinburgh for troop trials and the pattern was finally adopted 

in 1844t Lieutenant Hall receiving L200 for his efforts. The design 

stopped soldiers putting their bedding on the floor and lessened the 

damage to floors and ceilingst as it was obviously a popular sport to 

let the ends of the bedsteads drop with a crash on the floor when the 

beds were 'put down', 114 Various adaptations of the single iron 

bedstead survived into the 20th century and they can be clearly seen 

109. PP 1828 XVII c 56 p 9. 

110. PP 1830 XVIII c 130 p 33, Abstracts of Commissaries Accounts (Jamaica 

111. PP 1830 XVIII c 210 p 4. 

112. PP 1833 VII c 650 p 119 question 1290 and p 120 question 1305. 
113, PP 1830 XVIII c 210 p 2, 

114, WO/44/560, 
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in the barrack interior photograph of the 72ndt probably taken at 

Edinburgh Castle in 1886 or 1887.115 

The folding of the bedsteads was in fact a compromise between giving 

each man his own bed and not building extra barracks to cater for the 

reduced space per man* At night however when the beds were put 

down there was often little floor space leftt particularly in long 

narrow barrack rooms* These iron bedsteads were free standing and 

knocking them against the whitewashed plaster walls caused considerable 

damage and mess. Individual Barrack Masters frequently introduced 

rules insisting that the bed irons were one foot from the wall, 
116 In 

Gibraltart 79th Orders required the beds to be six inches from the wallsp 

although this order may well have had the object of stopping men from 

stuffing items down the beds during inspections. 117 

- It would appear that when the old double, two tier berths were in 

use before 1824, the wall space between the heads of the berths was used 

for arm racks and that shelves for a soldier's possessions were not 

allocated to each individualg but centrally situated along one wall of 

the room. 
118 War office records suggest that cast iron barrack fittings 

for individual bed spaces were experimented with around 1827t with a 

musket rackt shelf and iron rail with hooks for each soldier. 
119 While 

some of these centralised shelves were retained, it became the practice 

to give each soldier a shelf above his bedq together with a series of 

115. See photograph Appendix 6 (17) Barrack Interior Edinburgh Castle 
c. 1886t 72nd Piper's Room* SUSM. 

116. PP 1861 XV c 2762 p 275 Evidence of Major Buckley. 

117,79th Regimental Standing Orders Book, 11.8.1836 and 15.2.1841, 
QOHRM. 144/79. 

118, See plan Appendix 6 (22). 

119, WO/44/551, See John Fabb and W. Y. Carman, The Victorian 
and Edwardian Army from Old Photoqraehs (London: Purnell Book 
Services Ltd. ) Illustration 43, 
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wooden pegsq 
120 

referred to by Private McIntosh of the 42ndq on 

which dress and accoutrements were hung. 

There is evidence to show that personalisation of the bedspace 

was allowed in certain Highland Regiments and that while equipment 

and clothing had to be kept in a certain place, neatly folded and 

laid outq photographs# drawings9 'pin ups', clocks and caged birds 

were allow6d# together with the Victorian fashion of decorating the 

front of the shelves with paper cut into fancy designs. 121 Some meng 

or their wives or girlfriendsp made their own rugs for their beds from 

scraps of uniform or materialg stitched into a patchwork, 
122 Each 

man was also provided with a wooden box to hold his possessions. These 

stood at the foot of each bed and were much the same as the boxes which 

were permitted to married men and their families when trooping* 123 
In 

1880 a General Order forbade the use lof these barrack room kit boxes 

at homep 124 but prior to this, in the 1870s it had become' common 

practicev. in the 79th at leastg for the men to keep a few personal 

items in lknick knack' boxes*. 

120. Sometimes these Pegs were in the form of wooden half-moon 
bridle heads. 

121. See photograph Appendix 6 (18). 2nd Bnq A and SH9 Corner of 
a Barrack room India c. 1890, ASHRM, and Appendix 6(67). 

122. Ibid. 9 and photograph Appendix 6 (19), a soldier's hand-made 
bed quiltq ASHRM. Another good example can be found at the 
Queents Own Highlanders Regimental Museumq Fort George, ý' 

123. In the 79th in 1835 at Quebec the boxes for married men were 
"three feet longg 18 inches wide and 18 inches deepq painted 
dark blueg with the soldier's name# numbert company and regiment 
marked in the centre of the front side". 79th Regimental Standing 
Order Book Quebecq 7.4.18359 QOHRM. 144/79. 

124. G, D. of 1.7.1880 No, 93. 
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"During the time that the Ist Battalion was 
stationed at Edinburgh Castle the use of small 
boxes for holding Knick knacks had steadily 
crept in# to such an extent that nearly every 
man possessed one. The consequence was that on 
each man's shelf there was displayed an advertisement 
of somebodyts blacking or blacklead, An order was 
at last issued to Company Officers that if men really 
required to have such boxes, they were in future 
be covered with tartan or some other material". 

The withdrawal of the men's boxes at home was not popular and 

Colonel Leslie of the let Camerons commented to the Wantage Committee 

in 18910, 

"I think the men should be provided with a boxt with 
a secure lock and key wherein to keep his small 
belongings ... at present they have absolutely nowhere 
to keep their little adds and ends". 126 

Women and children also lived in these barrack roomag but there is 

evidence to suggest that from an early date, where possible, married 

families were allocated separate rooms from those of the single meng 

one barrack room being shared by several married families, separated 

by partitionsq curtains or blankets. 79th Orders of 1838 at Dublin 

stated; 

"If the Commanding Officer has any complaint again 
made to him that the Married Men's Beds are not made up, 
curtains opened and children properly dressed before the 
breakfast hourg he will without exception turn those 
offending out of barracks**. ", 127 

In Gibraltar three years later the married men had their own huts 128 

and at Inland Islandq Bermuda in 1848, John Wadderburn of the 42nd 

noted; 

"Got up at 6-j olck. Saw my (men's kits at 12 olck 
and my married rooms afterwards", 

129 

125.79th News, Vol. 3 No. 37 1,5,1898 p, 14. 

126. PP 1892 XIX c 6582p Evidence of Colonel A*Y* Leslie para. 12379. 

127.79th Regimental Standing Order Gookv Richmond Barracks, Dublin 
31.7.1838# QOHRM, 144/79, 

128. Ibid., Gibraltar 10.2.1841. 

129. Diary of Colonel J. W. Uedderburn 42nd, Bermuda 5.10.18489 BWRM. 
28/714/1, 
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Single beds were provided for the married families and small children 

probably shared an iron bedstead or used hammocks. Otherwise the women 

and children were subject to the same provisions and regulations as the 

man and they formed an important part of Regimental society. 

Each barrack room was also supplied with a table, or tables, and 

forms. These were most probably entirely constructed of wood, the 

table possibly being trestles and a detachable board top. 130 
About 

1844t if not beforet the ubiquitous design of wooden table top'with 

cast iron legs in a half moon shape and a "form with iron legs" came 

into use 
131 

and this design survived even into the author's own memory* 
132 

At these tables men ate before the advent of separate dining rooms, squad., 

being divided into messes of 10 to 18 men. In 1819 squad messes of the 

79th were supplied with two table cloths, knivesq forksp spoons and 

dishes,, 133 but it is not known whether the provi6ion of table cloth s 

was a general one, or was widely and regularly practised, Certainly 

there ars several photographs of New Year dinners in barrack rooms with 

table cloths in use 
134 

and Ordnance Estimates of 1821 include "Huckaback, 

table cloths 7 foot by 4 foot", 135 In 1833 the 6d share of a table cloth 

. was deemed to bet "an article which a soldier cannot do without", 
136 

130. As Mrs. J. H. Ewing points out the table top was reversible and 
one side was kept for general use and the other side for inspections 
See-f. n. 43. 

131. WO/44/560. 

132. The table can be clearly seen in the photograph Appendix 6 (20)v 
72nd Drummers' Room Edinburgh Castleg c. 1886.. SUSM. 

133. Standing Orders for the 79th Reqiment of Foo tjor Cameron 
Highlanders), Ist May 18199 QOHRM. 142a/79. - 

134. See photograph Appendix 6 (25)9 lst Camerans at New Year's 
Dinner# Aldershot c. 1912, QOHRM. 

135. PP 1822 XIX c 565v p 17. 

136. PP 1833 VII c 650 p 178. 
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Bowls and plates were probably stored during the day on a wall 

rackt or on a shelf which was often hung from ihe ceiling above the 

central tablet while a knifev fork and spoon formed part of a soldierts 

"necessaries"t ioe. those he was required to possess and pay for. 

These latter items were stampedt sometime after 1830t with the 

soldier's number to prevent theft and aid identification and were 

traditionally known as eating irons. Plates were of tint enamel 

or earthenware and cheaply made earthenware bowls, sometimes with a 
137 Regimental patternt were popular for porridget milk and tea. 

Coal was carried to the barrack room and storad there in coal 

boxest which appear in early plans as a fitting and were probably 

made of wood; later large metal coal scuttles were introduced. The 

fireplace was fitted with a metal grate and fire irons. The old 

pattern grates were considered by the Barrack and Hospital Improvement 

Commission to be highly inefficient and a now pattern was introduced. 

The front bars were detachable and it was common to use themt run through 

a broom handle, as a weight to dry rub the barrack floors. 138 The 

introduction of the new pattern grates together with the official separation 

of the functions of cooking and heating ledq in 1862, to a revision of 

coal allocations. The year was carefully divided into three; winter 

(November - March), Summer (June - August), and Spring and Autumn 

(Aprilq Mayt September and October) with the ration divided accordingly. 

Less fuel was given to the new barrack room grates and there was a new 

and separate allowance for cooking* 
139 

1379 One of these bowls can be clearly seen an the table in the 72nd 
Drummers' Roomp Appendix 6 (20)9 and another can be found in the 
Gordon Highlanders Regimental Museump Aberdeen, 

138. Evidence of Cple Frank MacFarlane Ist Battalion Black Watchp 
oral History archive in the possession of the authoro 

e 139, WO Circular 767 of 25.6.1862. 
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With only one fireplace or stove (or two in larger rooms), 

there was probably a pecking order amongst the men for the beds 

closest to the fire or away from a draughty doorg similar to the 

order used in bothies in the east and north east of Scotland. 

The inadequacy of lighting in the corridors of barracks and 

the distance of the privies and urinals from the barrack rooms meant 

that each barrack room was supplied with a urine tub for communal use 

at night and these also probably served as spittoons. The subject 

generates a considerable amount of horror amongst modern historians 

and the smell was undoubtedly offensive when they were not properly 

washedv tarred or limedt but it must be remembered that it was still 

common after the Second World War to have, and to use, chamber pots, 

in even the most respectable houses and hotels, and buckets are still 

supplied in H. M. Prisons. 

Chamber pots were experimented with in barrack rooms before 1861, 

but as Sir Alexander Tulloch reported; 

"They were found not to answero The men in the first 
place would not use them - they objected to its being 
an unseemly sight under their beds; so much so that they 
said they would be ashamed to introduce any of their 
friends into their room; that while they were sitting 
at their meals it was not very pleasant to see them 
under their beds and at last I found that they put them 
upon the shelves with the other crockeryoooThey objected 
that in sweeping under the beds they knocked the handles 
off and that in moving out their beds they broke them". 140 

Until barracks were built with complete internal plumbing, adequate 

corridor lighting and night urinalsq such as at Cameron Barracksy 

Invernessp urine tubs continued in use. It was quite simply unrealistic 

to expect a man to get up in the middle of the night, go down probably 

two flights of stairs and outsidet on a winter's night. at Edinburgh 

Castlev across Crown Square and find his way to the privies to relieve 

140. PP 1861 XV c 27629 Evidence of Sir A. Tulloch p. 277 para 5486-5488. 
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himself: This emotive subject illustrates an important part of 

the character of the l9th and early 20th century soldierso in that 

however hard the reformersv philanthropists, Officers or Sanitary 

Commissioners tried to initiate alterations in conditions, or tell 

a soldier what was good for him, many soldiers were deeply conservative 

and in certain areas resisted limprovementst which they considered 

interference, The introduction of dining roams and the introduction 

of pewter pots in canteenst are also good examples, Men purposely 

put too much water on dining room floors when washing them after mealst 

so that they would still be wet and unusable for the next meal and a great 

many glasses were broken before the drinking 'schools' could be persuaded 

not to pass drinks hand to hand at closing time, as was the practice with 
141 the pewter pots. The men's reaction to the introduction of single 

beds is not recordedg but it may very well have been unpopular as thin 

blanketsq a limited coal supply and a cold damp climate meant that 

soldiers resorted to practical solutions to keep warm at night: 

"In this climate the soldier should have an extra 
blanket; they all ask for it, and to keep themselves 
warmv they either sleep in a portion of their clothes 
or put two beds together to obtain the advantage of 
four blanketsv or they stop the ventilation". 142 

The cleanliness of the barrack room was achieved by brushing 

floorsq removing the fire ashes and blacking the grate, Urine tubs 

were removedt washed, limed or tarred and replacedq windows were opened 

and bedding aired or taken outside and laid in the sun in the summer 

months. 
143 Standing Orders of the Highland Regimentsq from those of 

the 79th in 1819 onwardst consistently urge tidiness and cleanliness, 

141. Lt. Colonel A. D Greenhill Gardynet The Life of a Reqimentq 
op. cit., Val. 

111t 
p, 345, 

142, pp 1661 XV c 2762 pars 5550 p 280. 

143. Standing Orders of the 79thq 1835 Quebecq QOHRM, 143/79. 
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but it is clear that the soldiers were constantly careless and 

inattentive to the process of trying to improve their own hygiene 

conditions. At Aldershot the Commanding Officer of the 78th noted 

in 1861, 

it some of the men are in the habit of making 
w; 

Z; 
r against the walls of the privies instead 

of using the urinals and also emptying the urine 
tubs into the privies instead of the urinals 
and that many of them are not emptied until late 
in the morning after the barracks have been 
cleaned"* 144 

Later in the same year 78th Orders notedt 

"A report having been made to the Commanding Officer 
that some men are in the habit of making water in the 
ablution rooms, the regiment is warned that any soldier 
who is detected in the commission of so dirty a proceeding 
will be severely punished"o 145 

And at Gibraltar in 1866, 

"The Commanding Officer has received a letter from the Chaplain 
of the Church of England complaining of the filthy condition 
in which the Chapel is left on the men of the regiment 
quitting it at the termination of the Presbyterian 
serviceg the floors being covered with spittle in 
every direction* The non commissioned officers will 
check the practice of spitting on the floors ... it. 146 

It is small wonder therefore that to achieve any sort of orderg 

cleanlinesst or even consciousness of the dangers of diseaseq there 

144. Regimental Order Boom 78th Highlanders 1857-1866, SUSM, 
A242 72/78. Aldershot 20.5.1861, 

145. Ibid. p 23.11.1861. 

146. Ibid. 9 15.2.1866. Spitting on the floors of the barrack rooms 
seems to have been a common habit. At Florinap Malta, in 1877 
Orders of the 42nd recordq 
"The washing of floors is only allowed in barracks once a 
wsekv and should take place early in the morning so that the 
rooms and floors may have the whole day to dry. It would be 
well to omit the washing altogether an damp days.. Dry 
rubbing should be freely used and the objectionable habit 
of spitting on the floors discouraged". 
Permanent Order Book of the 42nd 1864-1886 BWRM 30/2271, 
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had to be regular and detailed inspections and parades and until 

individual and collective awareness of hygiene was achievedo the 

only alternative to chaos was enforcement. 

There is no doubt however that barrack roams and the ancillary 

buildings were difficult to keep clean. Sums spent on basic maintenance 

consistently failed to keep pace with ordinary wear and tear, let alone 

neglect or misuset and the Commissariat and barrack labour department 

were inefficientg frequently son the make' and appeared to have a 

remarkable lack of interest in the welfare of the soldier. The 

frequent and often heavy charges for barrack damages were bitterly 

resented by occupants, largely because they could not see that their 

money was being put to the direct use of replacements or repairs. The 

sweeping of the stone or wooden floors generated a great deal of dust 

and it was for example always necessary to brush down walls prior to 

whitewashing# otherwise the result was a series of grey smears of 

accumulated dirt. 147 The priviesq ablution roomsq ash pits, urinals, 

and refuse tips were all in the barrack area and sometimes on a hot day 

were uncomfortably close to the living quarters. The 1858-59 Sanitary 

Commission advocated that all ablution and bath roams should not be in 

the same building where the men ate and slept, but this recommendation 

did very little to encourage the men to use the facilities: 148 

"The ablution accommodation should never be less than 
for IW. of the force; and in all future barracks the 
ablution rooms shouldo if possible be so distributed 
that the men can reach them, whenever possible under 
cover, though they should not be under the same roof 
as the sleeping roams". 149 

147. Sutherland Newsv No. 3 1892 p. 4. General Regulations and Orders 
of the Army of 1822 discontinued the practice of washing barrack 
floors and substituted dry rubbing. In 1869 home barracks were 
whitewashed every two years, while lime was used on the urinalst 
drains and privies. WO Circular of 1.1.1869. Foreign barracks 
were whitewashed every two years by the Engineer Department and 
at intervals between by the occupying soldiers who were paid 4d per 
day for the work. WO Circular 606 of 11.7.1860, 

148. WO/33/8 p. 6. 
149. WO/33/7 Weedon. 
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Privies comprised a screened or walled-in area, not necessarily 

coveredg with as many as ten holes and bucketst tubs or a drain to 

a cess pit beneath. They were communal and usually without cubicle 
150 divisionsv except for Officers' privies. Newspaper was probably 

used for toilet papert while supplies of paper were made by barrack 

masters after 1862* 151 Urinals were also communal and were either 

drained to pits or main drainage systemsg but many had no water piped 

to them. 152 

A great deal of ash accumulated from the many coal and wood fires 

and this was thrown in a central area and removed periodically, usually 

by contractors; in Stirling Castle ash was thrown into a cellarg which 

was dug out and cleaned when full, Ablution rooms initially probably 

only comprised a pump or water tubs. As barracks came to be connected 

to town water suppliesq taps were introduced, in a long line from a 

single pipep below which was a slate table with a beaded edge or basins* 

The 1858-59 Commission frequently recommended extending and ventilating 

these roomsp but there is no mention of heating the waterg or the rooms 

in winter. The floors were plain stone'or were covered with wooden 

gratings and there were sometimes wall pegs supplied for hanging up 

clothes and towels. 153 Baths were rare at the ratio of 4 per 100 men 

or less. In Edinburgh Castle in 1907 there were a total of six bathrooms 

and Colonel McIntosh of the 2nd Battalion Seaforth Highlanders wrote to 

HQ Scottish Command complainingl 

150o WO/44/549 Plan of Men's and Women's privies Portsmouth 1829. 

151, Toilet paper supplies were made by Barrack Masters after 16629 
WO Circular 788 of 28.10.1862. 

152. In Aldershot in 1914 there were no flush toilets and privies 
still used the bucket system. Evidence of Cpl. Frank MacFarlane 
Black Watch, oral history archive in the possession of the author. 

153. WO/33/8 p. 6. 
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"The present bathrooms are very inadequate in 
point of numbers (6),,. (andý,.. they are scattered 
over the whole barracks". 1 

However even when the Ministry of Works proposed to convert-the 

disused military prison into a bath house, eight baths were considered 

quite adequate for 650 ment although there were proposals for the 

provision of hot water* 
155 Corporal MacFarlane remembers the baths 

at Aldershot as being made of slabs of slate, "like coffins'19 with 

the water supply and drain being controlled by an NCO outside the 

bathroom. Taking a bath was hardly considered worth the troublet 

as the NCO often had to be paid to prevent him from cutting off the 

water. in mid bath. 156 

Refuse from the kitchens and dung from the stables was sold 

privatelyq the 'refuse fund' in many Regiments providing an important 

source of income to benefit familiest and to provide books, magazines 

and sports equipmentt or in the case of the 78th in Gibraltar in 1866t 

the profits were distributed as a small monthly sum . to each man. 
157 

Prior to the 1860s some cooking was still done on the barrack room 

fires while the remainder was done in kitchens. - The basic equipment 

in these kitchens were boilers of which there was usually two, one for 

meat and one for potatoes and the main criticism of the Sanitary 

Commission was that kitchens had no roasting or baking facilities, 

thus the ration beef and bread together with vegetablesq usually 

potatoesq and flour and catmealg was generally served in the form of 

soup or stewp with porridge. Cooking utensils were limited and the 

154, MW/1/155 24.5,1907o SRO, During the summer months when they 
were most needed, baths were often closed as for example at 
Shorncliffe in 1862o Regimental Order Book 78th Highlandersq 
SUSM A 242 72/78o 16,5,1862, 

155, Ibido 

156. Evidence of Cpl, Frank MacFarlane Ist Battalion Black Watch, 
oral history archive in the possession of the author, 

157, Regimental Order Book of the 78th Highlandersq April 1866 
Gibraltart SUSM, A 242 72/78. 
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cooks were either the women assigned to the duty from each Companyq 

or the duty meng who before dining rooms, cooked and carried the meal 

in kettles from the kitchens to the Company and squad barrack rooms* 
158 

Barrack lighting was provided by candles, oil lamps or gas. 

Candlesticks were provided with barrack utensils and the candlesq 

either dip or mouldg were issued on a scale 
'by 

the poundq 
159 

but'* 

. prior to 1862 this scale of issue was deemed to be inadequate and a 

witness to the 1861 Commission on Recruiting commented', 

"The quantity of light given to a soldiers barracks 
by the supply of candles now authorised is not 
sufficient". 160 

Oil lamps provided a better light and were an issue together with 

the oilq wicks and globast but the latter had to be kept clean and 

no doubt frequently cracked and broke, The installation of gas 

provided an entirely different light altogether, The pipes were 

fitted into the barrack roomst running across the ceilingg with a 

jet and tap suspended so that it could be reached at a convenient 

heightt usually above the central table. From photographs it would 

seem that for a normal size of barrack room, holding 10 to 16 meng 

one jet was provided per room and that filaments and globes were 

not included in the fitting and that thi gas was low pressure. From 

the evidence it. would appear that in some cases the supply of gas 

to the rooms was centrally controlled, either from outside the barrack 

room or from a central control tap, and in 1860 the War Office laid 

158. In 1863 a scale of cooking utensils was issued, (WO Circular 
828 of 13.7.1863) and in the same year one Sergeant Cook was 
allowed to be borne an the establishmentp with training in 
his craft provided at Aldershot, HG Gen, Order 828 of 13.7*1863. 
See Appendix 6 (2.4). 

159, WO Circular 767 of 26.6.1862. 

160, PP 1861 XV c 2762 p. 213. 
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down that gas was to be turned off half an hour after Tattoo roll 

call#and on half an hour before sunrise. 
161 

At Edinburgh Castie 

gas was Installed to the barrack rooms before 1860 and the 78th 

Order Book notes; 

"Complaints having been made to the Commanding Officer 
of the great irregularities in the burning of the gas 
in barracks, Officers commanding companies ate requested 
to see that no gas whatever is burnt during the daytime 
except in those roams where it is absolutely necessary 
on account of their extreme darkness. Lights are to be 
put out at 10 o'clock except in the passages. se(and) ... 
the married people are in the habit of burning lights after 
hours dontrary to the regulation". 162 

The restriction on lighting however caused all sorts of problems 

on a dark morning when the men were trying to turn outt wash and dress 

and a writer in the 179th Newsig poking funp but equally making his 

point, wrote, under the title 'What the folks are Sayingi at Malta 

in 1895t 

11 ... That half an loor ol the gas in the morning wid 
be a great boon as shaving in the daik wit a bint 
razor and cauld water is no what you wid cat a 
luxury... %163 

While the installation of gas provided a safer and cheaper 

lighting system, the effect was generally dismal and Angus Cameron 

remembers joining the 79th at Cambridge Barracksq Portsmouth in 1853: 

"When I entered the room that I was to sleep in it 
dampened my spirits a littleo A large dismal room 
with 20 iron cotsv a solitary jet of gas burning, 
three long tables endways in the centre of the room 
with forms to match and one solitary individual sitting 
at the table trimming a feather bonnet... tt. 164 

161. WO Circular 573 of 27.3.1860, A pipe, tap and jet can just be 
seen above the head of the seated drummer, Appendix 6 (20), 
These gas fittings were standardised by the War office and 
globes were available in 1877 for corridors, anti-rooms and 
OfficersýMesses. Bill of Quantities for Erection of a Brigade 
Depot at Inverness# North Britain July 1877. QOHRM, 

162. Regimental Order Book of the 78th Highlanders, 9.5.1860 and 
14.9.1860, Edinburgh Castle, SUSM. A242 72/7B. 

163.79th Newst Val. 2. No. 17 1.1.1895 Malta p. 18, 

164.79th News, Vol* 2, Noe 28 lell. 1896 p. 4, 
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Candlesq lamps and gas however all contributed considerably 

towards the heat of the rooms, providing a particular warm, and not 

unpleasant aromav virtually unknown in modern society, brought up 

entirely on electricity, 

It is clear therefore that Highland soldiers between 1820 and 

1920 lived in barracks of many different types and originst the primary 

service of the Regiments being in fact abroad in much understudied 

foreign barracksv the majority of which have long since passed to the 

ownership of Commonwealth countriest and some of which are still 

occupied today, The barrack equipment and living conditions depended 

very much upon location and climateg but there is a strong thread of 

continuity running through British Army barrack life, which also was 

flexible enough to adapt to local conditions. There can be no doubt 

that between 1820 and 1920 the living environment of the Highland 

soldier in barracks improved considerablyg an improvement which is 

attributable to the basic reforms before 18559 especially the 

introduction of single bedsv the improvements and expenditure resulting 

from the Sanitary Commission, the education of the soldier himself, 

sometimes unwillinglyt to accept order and cleanliness as part of 

his normal routine, the major scientific and medical advances of 

the century and the distinct changes of contemporary attitudes towards 

hygienet sobriety and personal cleanliness. 

It is evident from all the Standing Orders and Regimental Order 

Books of the Highland Regiments, that many of the Commanding Officers 

were in advance of the thinking of their time in trying to establish 

and maintain some sort of individual responsibility on the part of the 

soldiersq N. COs and Officers in the orderly regulation of their daily 

lives, and that great emphasis was placed upon respectability and 
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cleanliness.. The difficulties faced by these Officers were 

considerable as in many cases they worked against the background 

of ill-maintained existing buildingsan unhelpful if not hostile 

barrack department and the indifference or hostility of a number of 

soldiers who resented interferencet would not wash unless ordered 

to march to bathing paradep stuffed up the ventilators with rags 

and paper and used every possible ploy to avoid regulations. 

In general it must be said however that the housing circumstances 

of the Highland soldier between 1820 and 1920 were better then those 

that he could have expected in civilian life, given Highland and 

Scottish industrial town housing conditions of the period and the 

background from which the majority of the recruits came. Too often 

the Highland croft house or the bothy is portrayed as something which 

is romantic and desirablet while the barrack is placed at the level of 

squalor and while eyebrows are raised in horror at the sanitary 

facilities and habits of the soldier, it is entirely unrealistic 

to compare modern conditions and expectations with those of the 19th 

and early 20th centuries. 

Personal cleanliness and hygiene at the level which is now taken 

for granted in the second half of the 20th centuryg was not a prime 

consideration for these men and it is important to set aside modern 

prejudices which often classify as worthless and undesirable those who 

drinkv have venereal diseases and lice or do not wash too oftenýand 

we should try to see these men as they saw themselveaq for rough as they 

and their living conditions were, they were also proud, long sufferingg 

brave, tough men with constitutions of iron and endless humour and 

resilience. 
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CHAPTER 8: ASPECTS OF HIGHLAND REGIMENTAL LIFE: THE MILITARY 
YEAR. 

-INSPECTIONS, 
DUTY, MARCHING AND TROOPING 

In these varying physical and climatic surroundings of barracks 

and garrisons world wideq Highland Regimental life was conducted with 

remarkable continuityq which revolved not only around discipline, 

rank and War Office Instructionsp but also around national feelingg 

Regimental music and individual and Regimental pride. Many aspects 

of Regimental life were the same as in other British Regiments of Footp 

but Highland Battalions retained a considerable individuality which 

reflected upon the inter-relationships between Officers and men and 

indeed between all the members and followers of the Battaliont in 

the context of the Regimental family. 

The military year was dividedt on purely common-sense grounýst 

according to season and location and it is clear that the inflexibility 

so often portrayed in British Regimental lifeg in respect of dress and 

work in extremes of heat and cold did notq in the main, occur in 

Highland Regiments where it could be avoided, At home. -the year was 

divided in two# winter and summer, commencing an lst October and let 

April respectivelye 
1 

During the wintert movesq trooping and drills 

were kept to a minimum and training in the form of spring drills, 

musketry, route marching and transfers of station were generally 

reserved for the Springg Summer and Autumn. In the Canadian winter 

both dress and routine were adapted to the bitter cold and Colour 

Sergeant Joseph W. Stevens of the 22nd and 72nd records about 1866, 

Standing Orders of the 79th Highlanders 1819 p 17 QOHRM 
142a 79. 
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"On landing in North America every soldier is 
granted. the sum of L2 to procure a winter outfit 
which consists of a bearskin cap with flaps for 
covering mouth and earsp sealskin glovest, two 
under flannel shirtst two pairs of flannel 
drawers and a pair of long boots reaching over 
the knees, The greatcoats are also lined with 
thick flannel... In winter Drill is practically 
at an end* During the winter months we were 
often practised with snow shoes ... it, 2 

During the hot seasons in the West Indies and India, dress and 

work was again adapted. As has been illustratedt work in India 

during the hot season virtually ceased while men were confined to 

barracks and physical labour in the West Indies was actually forbidden 

to European troops during the day in the hot weather. Thus when in 

the 1840s attempts were made to encourage soldiers in the West Indies 

to cultivate gardens for recreation and the purpose of improving their 

diet, the Commanding Officer of the 92nd, 

%@*objected to the men.,, being employed during 
the day in this climateg (such work) being 
directly opposed to the General Orders for the 
troops in the West India Command", 3 

Dress was also adapted according to the time of the hot weather, 

the kilt giving way to shell jackets and white trousers for the 42nd 

during late May in Bermuda in 1848.4 By the beginning of November 

the Regiment reverted to Tartan trews 5 
and a week later preparations 

for Drills began. John Wedderburn records, 

1117th November 1848. Had a parade at 2j olck 
and marched out into the country for the first 6 time this yearg we went round Pitt's bay and back". 

2. Colour Sergeant Joseph Wylie Stevens 22nd and 72nd p 17 
QOHRM 142a 79, 

3. WO/43/716. 

4* Diary of Cal, J. W. Wedderburn 42ndq Bermuda 22.5.1848 
BWRM 28/714/1. 

5@ Ibid. 9 4.11,1848, 

6* Ibid. 9 17.11.1848. 
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Also,, while the red coat was retained in its various forms in 

many hot climatesq it was nevertheless altered by being made up 

of a lighter material with the lining and padding removed. 

The seasonal pattern was an accepted and expected feature of 

Regimental life and breaking the peacetime routine was bitterly 

resented, Private George Greig of the 93rdr who was born in 

Turriff and who enlisted in the Regiment aged eighteen in 1852, 

served through the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. In February 1859 

when the Regiment settled at Rawalpindi, they were already behind in 

learning the new drill book and as the half-yearly inspection and the 

hot season approachedt Colonel H. W. Stisted exchanged from the 78th 

to take command of the 93rd and immediately set about the belated 

drill instruction% 

"Our Commander, having determined to brush up# 
had us out at early morning and let (sic) in the 
evening at drill, but it was getting now into the 
hot season and as at the rate of from 5 to 6 hours 
drill was crammed into the Regiment's head daily, 
the men began to grow extremely disaffected and 
instead of learning as they might have done under 
a better system, they an the contrary grew careless ... jj7 

The Regiment failed the Inspection and extra drill was prescribed: 

"Doubtless we required what the General Commander 
had orderedv but yet he might have considered how 
we was situated and the time of the year, that was 
the hot season had already vigourously set in# when 
in general throughout Indiat all regular manoeuvres 
of troops is for a time postponedg the troops barely 
being able to perform the barrack duties of guards# 
but no thought had apparently entered his mind as to 
how for the last four years we had been marching and 
counter marching from naarly one end of this vast 
Empire to the other, having no chance whatever of 
making ourselves acquainted with the new drill book; 
all was alike forgotten in his blind zeal for the 
service of having a Regiment to work like a piece 
of mechanism. 

7* Diary of Private George Greig 93rd, ASHRM R/144, 
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Long are sunrise each day saw us away most . drearily towards the drill ground... (and) after 
drill hours clusters of men could be seen at every 
point in evident consultation as to how their 
general condition could be bettered as it was 
becoming intolerable. One morning a whol (sic) 
company was found in a general state of _ ,. 8 

The Highland Regimental life cycle was also conducted in a manner 

and at a pace which was ordered but leisurelyq particularly in the 

period 1820 to the 1870s. Thus Lieutenant Colonel Wheately wrote 

of the 42nd in Royal Garracks, Dublin in 1819; 

"We were an easy Corps and it gave our non- 
commissioned officers no concern to have us on 
parade if the weather was at all unfavourable, 
whilst the - Regto in barracks with us were 
paraded in the roomst or clearing the ground of 
snow for parade purpose# we would be for days 
without dressing and when the pipes played off 
'Ba - Ma Linah. ba ba ba -f even the roll was 
not calledqýat one time this winter 1819-1820 
we were fullyqýhree weeks without turning out 
for parade". 

In these early days there was no concept of training or a state 

of readiness engendered by consistent fever pitch activity and-it 

appears the Highland soldier expected and valued the time to himself 

and the modified paceq much of which was in tune with his national 

and local lifestyle. Sergeant George F. Miller of the 71st (HLI) 

wrote of military life in the 1850sq 

"Let it be understood that Duty was duty in the 
old Corps. Rush and dash was not in it. Our 
Commanding officer and Sergeant Major possessed 
great common sense. Hence breathing time was always 
considered... ". 10 

8. Ibid. It is interesting to note that this is one of the 
very few references to internal unrest and near mutiny in 
a Highland Battalion 1820 to 1920. 

9. Diary of Lt. Colonel Js Wheately 42ndq BWRM, 

10. Sergeant George P. Miller 71st (HLI), HLI Chronicle'. Val. 3 
No* 99 April 1903f p. 886* 
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Even in 1913 and 1914 it is clear from the evidence of Private 

Reginald Lobban and Corporal Frank Macýarlane that while emphasis 

was placed an trainingg individual skillsq smartness and efficiency 

there was still an important area of time and space left which allowed 

for relaxation and avoided 4nnecessary badgering and hounding. The 

primary impression given by these men is of two outstanding Battalionsp 

whose men were fitq well trained and had an intense Regimental pride 

and who had been given time to develop and train without the necessity 

of "beasting'19 oppressiong or the subversion of individualism. 11 

The high points of the military year were without doubt the 

half-yearly inspections. As Private George Graig of the 93rd recorded, 

Battalions and Depots worldwide prepared for these events some months 

before with drill practice and rehearsals and the inspections could 

last for several daysq covering all aspects of Regimental lifet from 

displays of kit and necessaries to Subalterns' sword drill and the 

Regimental books. To a young Officer the whole idea presented a 

terrifying prospect as General Sir Ian Hamilton records of the 

inspection of the 92nd at Mooltan in 1874, 

"*.. (then) came the Annual Inspection of the 
92nd Gordon Highlanders by Major General Sir 
Charles Reid VC commanding the Lahore District. 
This ordeal had lain for weeks like a bottled 
nightmare under my pillow. In those days the 
Generals were not urbaneg smiling personages 
saying please and thankyou ... Not much! After 
you had been doing your level best you would be 
lucky to get off with a reprimand to smoke in 
your pipe. The dread morning broke. After 
Books - Cooks - Kitchens - Barrack Room and 
Kits came three quarters of an hour for breakfast; 12 then Parade. Next day there would be a Field Day". 

11, Evidence of Private Reginald Lobban let Sn. Queents Own Cameron 
Highlandersq and Corporal Frank MacFarlane let Battalion Black 
Watch, an oral history project in the possession of the author. 

12. General Sir Ian Hamiltong Listeninq for the Drums, opo cit., 
P. 69, 
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It is interesting to note that the proforma used for the Report 

and Confidential Report of the Half Yearly Inspection of a Regiment 

of Foott for example that of the 79th at Gibraltar in 1847,13 

contained a total of 112 questions upon which the Inspecting 

Officer required to be satisfiedg covering all aspects of' 

Regimental lifel welfare and efficiency, Physical checks were carried 

out of books and records and Subalterns were chosen at random to conduct 

dr1ll. The whole procedure was probably just as searching as the modern 

equivalent ARU. (Annual Review oF tha Unit). 

Drill, being closely related to field manceuvre and battle 

procedure, was an imp ortant aspect-of these inspections and Battalion 

Drill well conducted on the Dundas or Torrens system must have presented 

an imposing and remarkable sight. 
14 It was not until the 1870s and 

1680s that drill became separated-into parade drill and battle drill, 

the last remnant of the Dundas System, the Eighteenth Manoeuvret 

"Advancing in Line". still being in use today. 

These often misunderstood old manaeuvres were entirely logical 

and coherent and enabled large bodies of men to be moved in column or 

line, while maintaining the important positions of the Grenadierst 

the Light Company, the Colours and the front rank men, so that in 

the smoky confusion of battle every man knew exactly who should be 

next to him and where he was in relation to the rest of the Battalion. 15 

13. WO/27/367 79th 10*5*1847. 
14. The Black Watch Regimental Museum are fortunate to possess a short 

clip of silent film of the Battalion rehearsing 19th century drill and 
forming square in the 1930s, preparing probably for the Royal Tournameni 

15. Colonel David Oundasp Principles of Military Movements Chiefly applied 
to Infantry illustrated by Manoeuvres of the Prussian Troops and by an 
outline of the British Campaicins in Germany during the war of 1757.9 
(London: T. --Cadell 1788) First edition SUSMt and Major General Sir 
Henry Torrensq Field 

- 
Exercises and Evolutions of - 

the-Armyt (London: 
William Clowes 1824). There was obvious and considerable Regimental 
relief when these Inspections were over and a good report would often 
result in a Regimental holiday and the release of men confined to 
barracks or attending extra duties. At Fort George (Canada) in 1832 
for example the Commanding Officer of the 79th, as a direct result of 
a good Inspectiont orderedt "all names to be erased from the defaulters 
lists at York". 79th Regimental Standing Orders Book 6,8.1832 QOHRM 
144/79a 
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It would be convenient to be able to consider a Highland 

Regiment as a static entity with each Officer and Soldier performing 

regular and standardised daily tasks# in a set pattern and dress, 

folloidng text book regulations with clockwork precisiont but a pro- 

jected ideal such as this ignores the individual 
4 and human factors 

in Regimental life. 

A Highland Regiment was never static. Men fall sick, died, 

went on furlough, committed crimesq deserted or were away from the 

Regiment recruiting. Some Officers were more popular or more 

efficient, some drank and gambledq some left the Regiment while 

others stayed for many years# surviving considerable dangers during 

their service. Thus while it is easy to deal in the generalities 

of day-to-day lifet the Regiment, its personnelp locationt morale, 

numbersp state of health and overall efficiency were constantly 

changing at varying ratest while at the same time the concept and 

theme of "Regiment" remained virtually unchanged. 

Indicative of this theme of change amidst constancy and the 

dangers of dealing in Regiments without looking behind the facade at 

the individuals involved, is a study of the parade state of the 

74th Highlanders at Fermoy on 26th July IB50. 
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74th Highlanders Parade State 26.7.1850-Fermay, Ireland 
16 

V-1 41 U) 
CD c V-4 w 0) c ca P CD r-i 0cc F4 CD 41 a) H 94 (D cn 0E to c00 41 "-f to CL E> 0 Li -7 CL (a 4.3 pm., 4 

r40 (a (D a 4-3 cn a $4 14 a 4-J, u LLJ cn cn u CL 
L) 

Total an ýarade 111a9-55 34 28 13 468 573 

On guard 
Cooks 
Batmen 
on fatigue 
Clerks 
orderly to Colonel 
Prisoners in the 

Guard Room 

Attending Sick 
Mess 
Drill 

Recruits 

fIn hospital 
Sick In quarters lConvalescent 11 

24 
10 

5 
1 
3 

2 

36 

41 
6 
6 

Total at-Headquar- 
ters* 1 10 65 42 37* 15* 614 740 

Recruiting 24 
On leave and 

furlough 111219 
Absent without leave 13 
In prison by sentence 

of Court Martial 7 
In custody of civil 

power 2 
Invalids at Dublin 1 13 
Sick at Clonmell 1 
Detached at Mitchel- 

stown 1132 52 

Total Effectives 112 10 12 a5 47 39 17 710 852 

In the return these figures read "Corporals 38 Drummers 14" which 
could be a clerical error. 

2 

6 
4 

16. Digest of Services 74th Highlanders Vol. 1 1787-1852, 
RHFRM D/1/11* 
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On that date the Regiment had a paper strength of 852 Officers 

and men, but as can be clearly seeng dealing in overall figures can 

be very deceptive, Only 67% of the Regiment (573 Officers and men) 

were on paradeg while 33% (279) were for one reason or another not 

in the ranks; 20% being at other duties and 13% (112) not being with 

the Headquarters of the Regiment at all, 

The burden of duty, particularly of guards and escortst thus fell 

heavily on the 67% of the men who were presentp. not sick, prisoners 

or regularly employed and this situation could be made much worse by 

men. being removed for garrison duties and for garrison labour and 

fatigue parties. Thus in Gibraltart where the 79th supplied men for 

garrison dutiest fortress and defence works Lauderdale Maule complainedt 

"The soldier has three nights in bed and the 
4th on guard (and) he is harassed by constant 
fatigue duties when not an guard... % 17 

Where a Regiment was in the United Kingdomg, joined with its Depot 

establishment and of similar strength to the 74th in 1850, the 

situation was somewhat easier, but maintaining and manning a separate 

Depot, carrying out effective garrison duties abroad and running the 

Regiment day to day undoubtedly placed considerable strain on Regimental 

manpower resources. 

In the 74tht the reasons for absence from parade although present 

with the Regiment are interesting. The guard of the day appears to 

have comprised 2 Sergeantsq 2 Corporals and 24 men and it is unusual 

that at least I Drummer is not included in this figure, The guard 

took duty for 24 hours and an Officer would also be designated for 

duty that day* Depending upon the disturbed state of the countryg 

electionsg famine etc. 9 guards could be much heavier in Irelandt_ 

, 17, Letters of Lt, Cole the Hone Lauderdale Maule 79th 20.12.1847 
GO/45/14/634/4 1-98. 
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particularly in Dublin and 26 would probably be a relatively low 

figure. The cooks, one per Companyp would be designated for the 

day or the week. The batmeng clerksq orderly and sick and Mess 

attendants were probably permanently employed old or favoured soldierso 

placed in sheltered positions of trust and responsibilityq while those 

at Drill were probably defaulters, The 36 recruits would have their own 

parades and would not be permitted to parade with the Battalion until 

they had passed their drill training and learnt their duty, a situation 

which also applied to the young Officers on first joining the Regiment. 

Spencer Ewart commenced his drill for example under Colour 

Sergeant Newell of the 79th in January 1882, Two days later he was 

Subaltern of the Day, "on my own" and by the middle of the month he 

was competent enough to-attend Adjutant's Parade as a markerv but 
0 

he would still have been wearing another rank' a uniform for the purpose. 

His first guard was on the North Front of Gibraltar in March 1882, but 

the first big parade he was permitted to attend was not until Aprilp 

when he proudly records; 

"I went on my first Company Officers Parade and 
was put in command of one of the Companies". -IS 

This gradual process of introduction and preparation also applied 

to the men in the ranks and passing out as a "Outyman" was for many 

a moment of pride. Private John Tulloch of, the 74th wrote to his 

brother from Mitchelstown on the 21st of April 1852; 

am got my cloths and liring my drill i have 
turned against drinking altogether i intend to save 
up and come down to see you all after i get my dril 
leaned, *. i drel 4 times a day i 

it 
amjuit a green 

horn yet but well dam soon lern... . 

18, Diaries of General Sir 3. Spencer Ewart Queen's Own Cameron 
Highlandersp RH/4/84, Gibraltar 6,1.1882,8,1,1882,19.1.1882. 
12,3,1882 and 15*4*1882, See also Diary of Lt, Colonel Adrian Grant 
Duff Black Watch* BWRMq and Appendix 3 (15), 

19. Letters of Private John Tulloch 
, 
74th 21.4.1852, The spelling and 

punctuation is Private Tullochts* 
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Private AeWo McIntosh also writes in his diary; 

"Thursday 14th January 185B. I began my drill 
today, I took very ill at first but I soon got 
used to it as it was very cold I used to put my 
hands in my pockets when we got "Stand at Ease" 
but they stopped me from doing that by serving me 
out with the undress of the Regiment which is 
trews having no packets and a white shell 
jacket ... 11 
"Friday 16th April. I was dismissed drill today, 
I am now a Dutyman, no longer a raw recruit, but 
a drilled soldier fit for anything". 
"Monday l9th April. I mounted my first guard 
today and walked about on duty very strictit. 20 

Thus. the 36 recruits in the 74th parade state of 1850 were in the 

preparatory learning stage, unable as yet to take their place in the 

ranks. Also not present with the ranks were the sick who in total 

amounted to some 8% of the men at Headquarters. It is interesting 

that some of the men are permitted to remain in quarters when sick# 

thus avoiding the 10d per day Hospital stoppages and that others are 

convalescent and are probably an light duties, 

Of the 13% of the Regiment who are not present at Headquarters, 

a small party was recruiting and these men may well have been operating 

in Glasgow and Lanarkshire. Only five years before the 74th had 

regained their "Highland" title 21 
and the Lieutenant Colonel Commanding 

at the time in 1850, was the renowned John "Jock" Fordyce who personally 

contributed towards the re-nationalisation of the 74th Regiment. 22 

Sergeant James McKay of the 74th remembers; 

20, Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd BWRM 421(3591(l)-), 
21. Royal Warrant 14,11,, IB459 "Her Majesty has been graciously pleased 

to approve of the Seventy-fourth foot resuming the appellation of 
the Seventy-fourth (Highland) Regiment of foot, and of its being 
clothed accordingly; that is to wear the tartan trews instead of 
the Oxford mixture; plaid cap instead of the black chaco; and the 
plaid scarf as worn by the Seventy-first regimqnt". 

22. John Fordyce was the son of Thomas Fordyce of Ayton, Berwickshire. 
He served in the 34th, the 94th and the 21st before exchanging into 
the 74th in 1844* He was killed in action in South Africa in 1851. 
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"When Colonel Fordyce joined the 74th as Majorg the 
Regiment , had recently been created a Highland Corpsp 
and when he obtained his Lieutenant Colonelcy and 
the command of the Regimentt to make it a truely 
Scottish Corpap he gave a portion out of his own 
pocket to all Scotch recruits joining... so that the 
Regiment might become a truely national one, such 
as the 42nd, 79thq 93rd and other Highland Corps, 
Some of the recruits he got were not of the most 
sterling stuffq the recruiting parties kidnapping 
anything Scotch they could get their hands upon 
about the Tontineg Glasgow or Peter Crears 

23 Glasgow". 

7 Officers and 10 men were an leave or furlough and 8 men, a 

noticeably small numberg were absent. 7 men were in prison by 

sentence of court martial and one man was in the custody of the 

civil power. The 14 invalids at Dublin and the man sick at Clonmell 

illustrate an interesting aspect of Regimental life in an age of limited 

communications. These men were already at some distance from Head- 

quarters and when the Regiment moved to the Cape in March 1851 they 

were even more isolated as the 74th Depot then moved to Aberdeen. 

If they remained unfit and were not discharged the question must be 

askedg what happened to these men and how did they return to their 

Regiment? 

23, Sergeant James McKayq Reminiscences of the Last Kafir Warg op. cit. t 
p. 125. 
The Adjutant General only reluctantly agreed to recommend the 
"Highland" title in 1845 for the 74th and it is clear that had 
the recruiting not been successful the title might well have been 
lost again. Lettert Adjutant General to Lt, Col, Crabbe 74th 
13.8.1845. "His Grace will recommend to Her Majesty that the 
74th Regiment be permitted to resume the appellation of 'Highland 
Regimentfq (but) ... His Grace cannot keep out of view the fact 
that it is found very difficult to complete the Highland Regiments 
already on the Establishment of the Army with Highland or even Scotch 
recruits and that this state of things has rendered it occasionally 
necessary to extend their recruiting to other parts of the United 
Kingdom. As however Lieut. Colonel Crabbe holds out sanguine expec- 
tations of being able to keep up the establishment of the 74th by means 
of its local influence in Scotland, the Commander in Chief yields to 
the Lieut, Colonel's assurances under that head, but with the direct 
understanding that should their expectations be di, sappointedo the 
expedients resorted to in the cases of other Highland Regiments 
similarly circumstances# will be resorted to in the case of the 74th 
Regimentq that is efficiency of numbers must be maintained from time 
to time by the other means alluded to if that indispensible object 
cannot be attained by the exertions of its own recruiting parties". 
Digest of Services 74th Highlanders Vol. 1 1787-1852 RHFRM D/l/11, 
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Finally there was not with the Regimental Headquarters a detachment 

at Mitchelstown some ten miles from Fermay, a quite usual situation 

for service in Ireland, where Regiments often found it difficult to 

maintain cohesion when many detachments were required, The 

numbers at Regimental Headquartersp almost 100 men in excess of 

the modern Infantry Battaliong also illustrates the size of Barracks which 

were needed to house the 74th in 1850, 

It is important to remember too that 573 'on parade' is a deceptive 
f 

figure in respect of bayonet strength. Some 20 men would be in the 

Bandt 5 to 10 of the total number would have been boys or acting 

Drummers and it is known that the 74th had Pipers at this time as the 

Annual Inspection of the 74th in 1848 prompted a letter from the 

AdJutant General at Horse Guards dated 20th March 1849, I 

"Uith regard to the innovation introduced into 
the 74th Regiment of dressing the Pipers in the 
Kilt, The Commander in Chief orders its immediate 
discontinuance# and that 

2 
the Pipers may wear the 

dress of the Regiment", 4 

Lt. Colonel Fordyceq who appears to have had a forceful character 

not unlike that of Lt. Colonel Maule of the 79th replied; 

"This mode of dressing the Pipers is no innovation 
but that ever since the Regiment was raised they 
have been thus equipt ... there were always at least 
two or three Pipers equipped in the old kilted dress 
of the Regiment who played at its headq ... I may 
mention that one of the Pipers now in the Regiment 
has worn the kilt for upwards of seventeen years 
and another for upwards of twelve years ... The 
professional pride of the Pipers themselves (who 
are not easily procured) would be wounded by the 
change". ; 4* 

There would in addition have been the men who were the 

regular tradesmen of the Regimentp tailors and shoemakers and men 

who filled particular posts such as the Canteen Sergeant and the 

24. Ibid. t 20.3.1849. 

25, Ibid. 
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Schoolmasterjand excluded are the women andchildren and any 

civilians employed by the Regimentv such as the Messman and the 

Bandmaster, who was at this time Bandmaster Hartongt a German 

civilian employed and paid for by the Officers. This man accompanied 

the Regiment to the Cape and was killed while an patrol near Fort 

Beaufort by the Kafirs afterg it is believed, having been tortured 

for three days, 26 

Thus a Regiment was never static. Men came and went constantly 

going or returning from furloughq prisont sickness or detachment; 

joining as recruitsp passing into the ranks or being specially 

employed. Parade states too, are not the whole answer to a 

Regiment's true strength and the concept of "Regiment" and Regimental 

life must be considered in the light of the foregoing. 

Uhatever their strength or internal arrangement the primary 

function of the Highland Battalions was duty which took many formsq 

from fighting the enemies of the Nation and guarding isolated frontier 

outpostsp to the guard at Holyrood Palace and attending the Law Lords 

at Court* The latter was not popular and is described by Private 

McIntosht then at Stirling Castle in 1858: 

"Monday 17th May 1858, The Lords came here today 
for the Trials and we had to furnish a Guard of 
Honour for them# guard the Court House during the 
trialq escort them back to their Hotel at night 
and remain there all night -I was on several 
times but did not like the job very well, it was 
great humbug and we were very glad when they 
went away". 

17 

Most detested however of the non-active service duties was 

undoubtedly employment in aid of the civil power, which could place 

25. Sergeant James McKayq Reminiscences of the Last Kafir War, 
op* cit,, pp, 640 69 and 73, - 

27, Diary of Private A*W* McIntosh 42nd GWRM 421 (3591(1)-), 
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the Highland soldier in considerable danger and a certain emotional 

and psychological strain. 

In the absence of effective forces of Police and with no clear 

guidelinesq 
28 

such as are now laid down in the Green Card system, 

Highland soidiers were frequently employed to c'ontrol civil 

disturbances and unrest on the British mainland in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. In 1837 for example the 79th were 

in Glasgow and Paisley. Lauderdale Maulaq complaining bitterly, 

noted; 

"Glasgow is the most wretched place I was ever 
quartered in ... I have not seen the sun since I 
arrived here. I am quite sick of pipeclay 
This marching about day after day is disgusting. 
There is a depression in trade, a consequent 
want of employment and food and we are here to 
prevent the weavers helping themselves"029 

Although there seems to have been no large scale disturbance 

in which the 79th were involved at this timeq an interesting incident 

did occur which resulted in the death of 31 year old Private James 

Smith of the 79th. In early March 1837 Private Smith and his friend, 

Private Donald Pollock were returning to the Gallowgate Barracks 

along Dalmarnock Road, when they were stopped by James Wilson who 

made himself out to be a deserter from the Ust Regiment. Wilson 

agreed to go with Smith and Pollock but soon became 11obstreperous"t 

made to punch Smith and then ran off. The soldiers did not pursue 

himp but carried on their way only to be met by Wilson and some 20 

colliers who were lying in wait for them, They set upon the two 

soldiers shoutingg "Here they areq let's at themIll and amid taunts 

28. See for example the Standing Orders of the 79th Highlanders 
18359 "Aiding the Civil Power in the Suppression of Riots"q 
QOHRM 143/79, 

29, Letters of Lt. Colonel The Han. Lauderdale Maule 79thq Glasgow 
and Paisley 13.2.1837 and 24e4*1837, GD/45/14/634/1. 
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of "shame" from the women at the windows above, Pollock managed 

to take shelter in a houseq while Smith was chased, cornered, kicked 

and his bayonet taken and used against him. Some two hours later 

Smith managed to get back to barracks where he died eighteen days 

later as a result of his injuries. From the reading of the trial 

papers it would appear that the soldiers were deliberately provoked 

and set upon by the colliers and Maule for one was very angry when 

Wilson pleaded not guiltyt a verdict of not proven was returned in, 

respect of culpable homicide and he was transported for seven years 

in respect of the assault: 
30 

"There is a rascal too condemned only to seven 
years transportation for murdering one of the 
79th -a blackguard coal miner from Glasgow. 
Such fellows ought to work out their whole 
sentences in irons in the dockyards", 31 

After a short tour in Ireland the 79th were again used in aid 

of the civil power# this time in the Midlands at Salfordq Manchesterg 

Liverpool and Newcastle under Lyne. Maule wrote; 

"We are in readiness for Manchester. *. I hope 
to God we shall not be part of the anti-Chartist 
array I cannot well imagine a more disagreeable 
service", 32 

Arriving in Manchester he noted; 

"The people ... appear to have an ill feeling towards 
usoossome fellows taunted us as we came in (to 
Manchester) with the prospect of having a pike or 
two in our Ishody gutsit', 33 

While Maule complained bitterly of the provocation and the 

indiscipline of the Yeomanry and the Police, 34 
the use of Highland 

soldiers in full dress kilt and regimentals was not without its more 

humorous and relaxed side: 

30. AD/14/38/394 and JC/13/78 of 10*1,1838, 

31. Letters of Lt, Colonel the Hone Lauderdale Maule 79th. 14.1 . 1838 
GO/45/14/634/1, 

32, Ibid, t 19,4,1839, 
33. Ibidop 8,5,1839, 

34, Ibid, q 1,7,1839, 
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"The Chartists are giving us much troubles 
Liverpool is well enough as a quarter if we had a 
barrack to go to (but).., the people flock to see 
us and the women require regular demonstration 
that the men don't wear drawerslit 35 

It is well to remember that many of the Highland soldiers 

employed in duties of civil disturbance were young and not ye t fully 

trainedp as frequently in Ireland Depot men were used to assist the 

civil power. 

In 1847 Donald Cameron was serving with the Depot of the 79th 

at Castlebar: 

"One day a call for all off duty to turn out with 
arms to the town for there was a raw I got some 
other men and on with them and down to the square 
fell in with the rest got orders to fix bayonets 
and got someone to fix mine and got the gun on my 
shoulder and out we went through the town until 
we came to a public house and formed up in front 
of it facing outwards and a great noise inside 
soldiers# police and civilians fighting and a crowd 
gathering outside and throughing (sic) missiles at 
us until we stood at the carry. Looking at them a 
missile struck my firelock about my shoulder and 
the firelock striking my head I came to the charge 
the Commander at once put his sword under my firelock 
and told me to shoulder then a man came on horseback 
and spoke to the crowd ordering them to disperse which 
they were not willing to do and smashing going on 
instead he told them he would be forced to read 
the riot act if they would not go with that they 
began to move away and we got our own men out we 
returned to barracks", 36 

One of the difficulties about the use of troops in Ireland 

was the religious implications and the numbers of Irishmen serving 

in the Regiments employed. 
37 In the main this did not present a 

major problem to the kilted Highland Regiments before 1881 where the 

numbers of Catholic soldiers wem al. so small, but in the 73rd, 75th and 

35. Ibid. 9 4.5,1839. 

36. Private Donald Cameron 79th RH/4/141. Cameron wrote long 
passages without the use of capital letters or punctuation. 

37. See Tables of Nationality Appendix 4, 
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91st the'high proportions of Irishmen and Catholics must have 

caused difficulties and may, in partq account for the deployment 

of these Regiments. 
38 

The intervention of the clergy in relations between the soldiers 

and the local population also caused some unusual problems. Colour 

Sergeant Joseph W. Stevens of the 22nd and 72nd records in 1870; 

"Some of the lads as usual found sweethearts, 
but the Priest of the village threatened them 
(the girls) from the altarg with a good horse 
whipping if he caught any of them keeping 
company with the soldiers. However some of the 
girls paid no attention to the threat and one 
day near the barracks the Priest saw two of his 
flock arm in arm with soldiers and probeeded to 
put his threat into execution, but he had 
reckoned without his host, for before the whip 
could descend upon their shoulders he found it 
taken very neatly from him and was soon treated 
to a dose of his own medicine",. 39 

In a note in the Standing Orders of the 93rd of 1835 it is written 

that when Roman Catholic soldiers wished to attend Chapel they were 

to be marched there by an officer who was to remain present during 

the servicaq 

38, Religious denominations - 1830: 

Reqiment Protestants 

42nd 556 
72nd 555 
73rd 320 
74th 425 
75th 425 
78th. 494 
79th 489 
91st 454 
92nd 685 
93rd 517 

WO/17/435 and WO/17/437. 

Roman Catholics 

5 
38 

260 
99 

356 
37 

5 
113 

44 
20 

39, Reminiscences of Colour Sergeant O. W. Stevens 22nd and 72nd. 
Near Limerickq 18709 QOHRM 79/6.1 
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It whenever it is found that the clergy of 
tý; Roman Catholic Church are in the habit of 
using seditious and inflamatory language to 
their congregationt Officers Commanding 
detachments will take their man to the 
service of Mass onlyq marching them off when 
that is concluded". 40 

An additional feature of working in aid of the civil power 

was subversiong particularly in the 1860sp by members of the Fenian 

movement. One of the movement's primary aims under Devoy was the 

infiltration of British Regiments and it appears that he was 

particularly successful in the 75th and 73rd Regiments, the latter 

being claimed to be one of the "crack Fenian Regiments" about 1866,41 

and it is believed that one of the main reasons why the Regiment was 

sent to Hong Kong and Japan in 1867 was the question of their 

unreliability. 

Lt. Colonel C. Greenhill Gardyne writes that two soldiers 

of the 75th were arrested in 1866 "on suspicion of Fenianism"t 42 

but were later liberated and an interesting sidelight of this 

infiltration by subversion is that so little is known about the 

73rd and the 75the When these Regiments were linked with the 

42nd and the 92nd in 1881 there appears to have been a deliberate 

attempt to take them over, rather than take them on as equal 

partners. Instead of retaining much of their identity, as the 

91st and the 74th appear to have done, the 73rd and the 75th were 

quickly convertedv not only in dress, to be essentially 1142nd" and 

1192nd" and while the 73rd had been the old second Battalion of the 

40, Standing Orders of the 93rd Highlanders 1835, ASHRM* R/226, 
41. A. J. Semple, "The Fenian Infiltration of the British Army", 

Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research, Vol. LII 
No. 2119 Autumn 19779 pp, 133-160. 

42, Lt, Colonel C, Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Reqimentq 
op, cit,, Vol, 29 p, 234, 
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42ndl the link was by 1881 tenuous and the question has to be raised 

as to whether their Fenian leanings resulted directly in their being 

linked to and consumed by entirely loyal and primarily Protestant 

Scottish Regiments. 43 

It may well have been the case also that there was amongst the 

Kilted Highland Regiments a deliberate recruiting pal . icy aimed against 

Roman Catholics and it is obvious that Lt, Colonel Maule of the 79th, 

for oneq discouraged Catholic recruiting to his Regiment. Anxious 

to preserve the national identity of the 79thq he wrote in 1847, 

"God defend us from Irish recruits and above 
all from Catholicslu 44 

43. The fate of the 75th caused considerable sadness in the Regiment 
who were in Malta in 1881 and who would appear to have had little 
say in what was to happen to them. While accepting the inevitablep 
they made one last gesture of defiance, marching a coffin 
representing their Regiment to a grave with full honours on 
the night of the 30th June 1881 and erecting a memorial stone 
which read 9 

"Here lies the poor old Seventy-Fifth, 
But, under God's protection, 
Theytll rise again in kilt and hose 
a glorious resurrectiont 
For by the transformation power 
Of Parliamentary laws, 
We go to bed the Seventy-Fifth 
And rise the Ninety-Twatsl" 

Ibid. 9 p. 238. 

Fenian considerations asideq Spencer Ewart of the Camerans comments 
an the damage done to the Regiment by this instant conversiong "The 
75thq a good Regiment, were handicapped (at Tel-el-Kebir) by having 
just been turned into Highlanders* The Battalion was full of 
Englishmen and was the subject of much merriment ... 11. Diaries of 
3, Spencer Ewartq Queen's Own Cameron Highlandersq 20.11.1882 RH/4/840 

Rumours of Fenian infiltration continued into the 1880s and appear 
to have affected Regiments other than those who had been in Ireland 
at the height of the movement* About 1889 there were for example 
allegations by a Sergeant A. V. Palmer of the 79th Queen's Own 
Cameron Highlanders that two Fenian soldiers serving with the 
Camerans had been shot by their comrades at Tel-el-Kebir, The 
allegations appear to have been without foundation, but caused 
s6fficient concern for Spencer Ewart to be called away from duty 
to answer questions from the Secretary of State for War. Diary of 
J. Spencer Ewart# Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders, RH/4/84o 

44. Letters of Lt. Col. the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th, Gibraltar 
2,1.1847 GD/45/14/634/41-98, 
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Whatever the religious implicationsi, the unpopularity of duties 

in aid of the civil power continued and reading between the lines of 

the 79th News of'1907 it is clear what the feelings of the lst Battalion 

Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders wereq when they were called to Belfast 

in that year: 

... we arrived back in Dublin again on the 29th 
July, expecting a well earned rest. But it was 
not to be, for at lOpm that same night the order 
went forth to get ready for Belfast the following 
morning. The scene that followed must have closely 
resembled the night before Quatre Bras ... we entrained 
for Belfast the next morningooeour services were 
called for on the nights of the Ilth and 12th 
Augustq when the natives of the "Falls" district 
entered into a nut-cracking competition with the 
Police, and several of the military had the 
opportunity of experiencing what it is like to 
be struck with a "Belfast kidney" (a paving stone) 
and also of listening to the elocutionary powers 
of the "Falls" damsels ... it 45 

With the growth of the organised labour movement and the use 

of strikes to remedy grievancesp the Army continued to be involved 

in internal security matters and during the Railway strike of 1911 

the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders were for example ordered to the 

"disturbed areas" of Sheffield to guard the railway stations* Although 

supplied with live ammunitiong the Battalion had strictv clear and 

definite instructions in respect of the use of force, and well fed by 

the railway companiest there seems to have been more curiosity than 

animosity in their deployments 

While these duties were not popular, their unpopularityq particularly 

in Irelandt was not necessarily related to a lack of sympathy on the 

part of the soldiers. It is difficult to believe that Highlanders 

45,79th News,, No* 939 September 19079 p. 7. 

46. See Appendix 6 (41) lst Battalion Gordon Highlanders marching 
through Sheffield on strike dutyq 1911 and The Kingts Regulations 
and Orders for the Army 19129 pares. 955-975. 
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serving in Ireland in the 1820s, 30s and 40s were unaware of the 

circumstances of Highland emigrationg poverty and hunger and there 

is evidence to suggest that they contributed what they could from 

their own rations and gave to the local population: 

"The 92nd in Ireland in 1847 ... distributed what 
food they had to spare at the barrack gatet on 
which was found one morning that the poor people 
had writteng 'God Bless the 92ndle 47 

The desperate people were however a serious problem and at Elphint 

near Castlebarp in 18470 the young Edward Cuming records; 

"There was a small barrack here sufficient to 
accommodate the detachmentg but I had to rent a 
small cottage for myself. There was still terrible 
distress in the country; the beggars were legion, 
and my garden was constantly full of them, all 
squatting round the window, begging for something 
every time I made my appearance; it would have been 
impossible to relieve such numbers. They became so 
troublesome that I at length determined on a plan 
to ýeep them out. I selected two of the strongest 
and sturdiest old women to sit at my gate all day, 
and I paid them a couple, of shillihgs a week, 
supplying them also with tobacco# in return for 
which they guaran , 

teed that no one else should enter 
the garden and that I should enjoy uninterrupted 
peace. The money was well invested and they 
fulfilled their contract conscientiously", 

Most interesting of all however is the use of Highland troops 

in aid of the civil power in Scotland but outwith the Lowland 

manufacturing towns. The noticeable shortage of information on 

this aspect suggests that Highland Regiments were carefully kept 

out of their home areat but this is not entirely the case. During 

the disturbances of 1792, popularly known as Bliadhna nan Caorach, 

three companies of the 42nd marched through Inverness and Dingwall to 

Boath, but no confrontation resulted. 
49 

In 1827 a party of the 74th 

47. Lt. Colonel C, Greenhill Gardyneg The Life of A Regimentl op. cit., 
Vol. 2t p. 49. 

48. Diary of Colonel Cuming 79th, 79th Newsy 3anuary 1935, pp. 79-80. 

49, Kenneth J* Loguag Popular Disturba-ncas in Scotland 1780-18151 
op, cit., p. 58* 
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Depot was dispatched to Co, rgarff to assist Excise Officers in the 
50 

suppression of smuggling. In 1839 a detachment of the 78tht 

then in Glasgowq went to Harris to the estate of Lord Dunmore to deal with 

disturbances amongst the distressed and desperate crofters. and it does 

not requirB a great amount of imagination to appreciate the psychological 

and emotional difficulties of Highland soldiers and Officers so employed. 

Unfortunately there appears to be very little evidence available on 

what actually happened during these incidentsq how the soldiers reacted 

and how they were greeted by the local populariong some of whom may 

have been Regimental Pensioners or had relations amongst the 78th, 51 

Frequently English and Irish Regiments were used, as for example 

in 1843 when the 87th Regiment (The Royal Irish Fusiliers) were employed 

to assist at religious disturbances at Loge and Resolis 52 
and the same 

Regiment were used in the potato riots at Inverness in 1846.53 Two 

companies of the 27th (Inniskilling) Regiment were employed during the 

food riots at Wick and Invergordon in 1847 54 
and the 8Mployment, of 

these troops may well have been part of a deliberate policy to avoid 

conflicts of loyalty amongst Highland soldiers. For while the Depot 

of the Ust (HLI) drilled in Huntly square as a show of strength in 1B42 

to place a Minister at Glass 55 
and a detachment from the 56th Brigade 

50. Inverness Courier't 25.7,1827, 

51. Eric Richards, A History of -the 
Highland Clearances, 

' OP. cit. 9 
pp. 36Eý-369. This Detac t went to the Island by way of Oban 
and Tires and arrived on Harris with the Sheriff and other 
civil officers. They proceeded to Borve where they made 5 
arrests with no resistance. Inverness Courier, 24,7.1839 and 
7.8.1839* 

52, Inverness Courierg 4.10*1843, 

53. Ibid. 9 11.2.1846. 

54. Ibid., 3.3.1847 and 10,3,1847. 

55. HLI Chronicle, No. 15t July 1896, p. 712. 
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Depot (92nd and 93rd) went to Fraserburgh in 1874 in aid of the 

civil power, 
56 large bodies of armed Highland troops were kept away 

from Highland disturbances. 

At the Battle of the Brass in 1882 in Skye, Marines, gunboats 

and Glasgow Police were used and they were again employed in the 

collection of rates in Skye and Tiree in 1886.57 An interesting 

corollary to these letter events showed the residual strength of 

Highland opinion at the time. In 1886 two Sergeants and thirty 

two men of 'HI Company let Inverness (Inverness Highland) Rifle 

VolunteersqQueen's Own Cameron Highlandersp based at Portreeq sent 

a letter as follows; 

"Partreep lst Nov. 1886. 

To Major Macdonaldt Portreeq 

Sirg - Taking into account the present military proceedings in 

Skyeq we the undersigned members of W Co mpanyt beg to tender our 

resignations as members of the corps and to ask our discharges". 58 

The Commanding Officer and the Adjutant immediately went to Portree 

and after addressing the Company in the Drill Hallq the men retracted. 

Three were dismissed and two Sergeants were reducedg but there appears 

to be no evidence that men in Regular Highland Battalions took any 

similar type. of action, although they must have been aware of what had 

happened. 

Duty aparto two factors interrupted the equilibrium of the 

military yeart change of station and war. It,, is now almost impossible 

56, Lt. Colonel C, Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of A Regiment, op. cit., 
Vol. 29 p. 182, and Edinburgh Evening Coura-nt, 3*8,1874 and 5.8.1874, 

57,0, W, Crowleyq'The Crofters Party 1885-189291 Scottish Historical 
Reviews. XXXV pp. 110-126. 

58. Histori al-Records of the Cameron Hiqhlanders, op. cit, q Vol. 2t 
p. 77. 
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to imagine the practical and logistic difficulties that must 

have been involved when a Battalion changed station in the 19th and 

early 20th centuries and the sheer scale of the military commitment 

of the Highland Battalions worldwide. can only place the movements of 

a modern "air-portable battalion" completely in the shade* 

As a matter of policyq movement of a Battalion at home. -from 

station to station was carried out on a regular and frequent basis 

because, 

if "0 it has been considered that it is a bad 5 
practice to leave troops too long in one quarter". 

9 

Due to the state of the roads it was common for movements to include 

coastal sea voyages in hired transports and thus Regiments embarked 

and disembarked at coastal ports such as Granton and marched through 

the streets to Edinburgh Castle. Arrivals and departures, 

particularly of Highland Regiments in Scotlando were the subject 

of considerable popular and civic interest-and descriptions of the 

proceedings were nearly always recorded in the Scottish press, 
60 

59. PP 1850 X c662 Report of the Committee an Army and Ordnance 
Expenditure: Evidence of Fox Maule p, 20 para. 354. 

60, The Scotsmen,, Monday 22,2,1892, p. 7 "DEPARTURE OF THE CAMERON 
HIGHLANDERS FROM EDINBURGH. After a stay in Edinburgh of four 
years, the Cameron Highlanders left the Castle an Saturday 
morning to embark on board the Troopship "Assistance" at Leith, 
an route for Maltaooo(They) paraded in the Castle yard in full 
marching ordero. oOfficers and men ware the white pith helmet 
recently issued for foreign service. It was a bitterly cold 
morningp a cutting wind bringing showers of hailq blown from 
the north east and the men had to stand about without their 
greatcoats while the calling of the roll and other preliminariesq 
lasting nearly an hour were gone through. Towards eight o'clock 
the crowd increased to upwards of a couple of thousands, but the 
Police blocked the way across the street below the Tolbooth Church 
and prevented access to the Castlehill and the Esplanade, Lieutenants 
McEwan and Campbell carrying the Regimental Colours folded upon their 
staves took their station at the head of the third company with a 
guard of four men with fixed bayonets. O. Column was formed. The 
pipes struck up 'The March of the Cameron Men' and the Regiment 
marched away amid blinding showers of snow dust blown from the 
battlements overheado 
... The Band and Pipes alternately played the Troops along Johnstone 
Terracaq Castle Terrace and Lothian Road to the station to the 
strains of such tunes as 'Home Sweet Home', 'Auld Lang Synel 
'Goodbye Sweatheart Goodbye (and) 'Gadie Rins'. 11 
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On Monday the 12th May 1893 the 93rd left Edinburgh Castle 

for Aldershot. 

"The Regiment... (with) 32 Sergeants, 32 Corporals, 
21 Drummersq 386 Privates, 57 Women and 90 Children, *, 
paraded on the Castle Esplanade at 10,30am and marched 
via the Mound, Hanover Street and Inverleith Row to 
Granton ... The day was brightq clear and sunny and 
Edinburgh and its beautiful neighbourhood was looking 
at its very best. Thousands of ppectators lined the 
road to Granton (and) an nearing Granton the 91st 
Argyllshire Highlanders were passed by the 93rdp both 61 Regiments shouldering arms in salutation of each other" . 

Playing another Regiment in or out of a station and the paying 

of Regimental compliments an the march was an important feature of 

trooping and movements and despite the immense practical problems 

of a move they appear to have been conducted with considerable 

decorum and attention to detail. Failure to observe the unwritten 

rules of manners on the march always provoked commentv as for example 

when the Band of the Black Watch failed to turn out to play the 74th 

away from Cairo in 1883. 

"We had to play ourselves away as they either would 
nott or could not turn out,,, we would have played 
them away had they been leaving first. it 62 

It took some time for the authorities to appreciate and use the 

railway syste! n for internal moves. The 92nd first travelled by rail 

an the Paisley to Glasgow line on the 8th October 1844,63 while on 

the 10th Ouly 1831 the Digest of Services of the 91st recorded, 

"The Regiment proceeded this day agreeably to routs by steam 
conveyance for Liverpooll"64 

Often open carriages were usedq but by the 1850s these were 

obviously unpopular with the soldiers. John Wedderburn of the 42nd 

61. R. H. Burgoyne, Historical Records of the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders,, 
op. cit. 9 p. 342* 

62. Joseph Henderson, HLI Chronicle, q No. 10 April 1895 p. 422. 

63* Lt. Colonel C, Greenhill Gardyne, The Life of a Reqiment9 op, cit, q Vol. 29 p, 43* 

64. Digest of Services of the 91st or Argyllshire Regiment of Infantry, 
ASHRM R/17/115/9* 
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describes his Regiment marching in the rain to Waking Station 

after a month of wet and muddy manoeuvres at Chobhamt 

"... to make matters worse one half of the men 
had to travel in open trucksq like a flock of 
sheepq they took it more good humouredly than 
I would have done and were bleating like sheep 
to each other for fun". 65 

In spite of the development of the railway system it was however 

still common practice throughout the 19th century for a regiment to 

march between stations* Several days would be spent in preparation 

and packingt ordering cartsv loading and cleaning the barracks before 

leaving. Then the Regimentv usually by divisionst would set off 

accompanied by the womeng childrent animalst petsq baggage and 

carts. Everything they possessed went with them and a regiment on 

the move represented much of the nomadic way of life of the Army of 

the 19th and early 20th centuries. When it rained they simply got 

wet as 3ohn Wedderburn remembers: 

"Friday 9th September 1842. Perth, Started early 
this morning for Crieff, it was raining in torrents 
and I soon got wet to the sking as I gave my great 
coat to one of the soldiers wives who had a little 
baby in her arms on one of the baggage carts". 66 

In the summer of 1870 the 91st marched from Dover to Aldershot 

and Private Alfred Guttridge fortunately recorded the event in some 

detail, illustrating the traditional and time-honoured method of 

moving stationg which by 1870 was beginning to be overtaken by 

improved road and rail communications, a method which is now unknown 

today. 

The Regiment set off from Dover at 5am an the morning of Saturday 

18th Junev being played out of the town by the bands of the 97th and 

65, Diary of J. W, Wedderburn 42nd, 14.7.1853. BWRM 28/714/1, 

66, Ibid, # 9.9,1842, 
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102nd Regiments and after stopping for some bread and cheese and 

a pint of beerv reached Canterbury by 11.45amp having covered some 

20 miles. On the outskirts of the towng the 91st were met by the 

Band of the 19th Hussars who played them up to Canterbury barracks, 

Marching did not however tire the men out or dismiss them from further 

duty and Guttridge records; 

"When we got in I went to the Canteen with 3im Kelly 
and got a pint of beer we whent (sic) on praid at 
4 o'clock the Band played there was a great number of 
people there to hear our Band after tea I had a walk 
out in town and I thought it was a very nice place 
I came into Barracks at Tato our Drummers and Pipers 
played at Tato whenof to bed at 9,30 had a good 
nights rest... % 67 

Sunday was spent in Church Paradeq visiting the Cathedral and 

another excursion to the Canteeng for the. Regiment arose at 2am on 

the morning of the 20th and marched at 3am accompanied by the Band 

of the Kent Militiag whose Band Sergeant received "some money" from 

the Commanding Officer of the 91st for his trouble. Once more, the 

early morning halfway house supplied beer and bread and cheese at 

6,30am before they set off for Sittingbourne, where they entrained 

for Chatham, Here they were met and marched to Chatham Barracks by 

the Band of the 3rd Regiment and the Band of the Royal Engineers. 

The following morning they were up at 3am and marched at 4am 

for Gravesendq 11... that was a short march (11 miles) but it was all 

up hills... " Alfred Guttridge had been in Chatham and Gravesend in 

67. Papers of Private Alfred Guttridge 91st Highlanders, ASHRMp kindly 
lent to the Museum by Private Guttridge's daughter. Guttridge was 
born in 1845, probably in the Regiment* He may well have been 
a Bandsman or a Drummer# having been taught the oboe by Band 
Master Moor of the 13th Regiment at "Knelly Hall". In 1872 he 
married 3ulia Wallace a domestic servant at Arde rsier Manse and 
he retired from the Army to receive an 'out pension' of 1/- a 
day in 1882, He died in Netley Hospital in 1923. 
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1859 before going to India and with a friendq "young Turner"t of 

the Royal Engineers who had sought him out in the tented camp close 

to the railway at Gravesend, he 

%*. had a look at the house where I was drinking 
the day as I went an board the troop ship to sail 
for India". 68 

The arrival of the Regiment caused considerable local excitement 

at Gravesend: 

"e,, the*91st Regiment of the Argyleshire (sic) 
Highlanders stayed overnight in the Barracks, 
having pitched their tents in a field close to 
the Parade Ground. The novelty of an encampment 
attracted large enthusiastic crowds to the 
Barrackep who were entertained by the regiment's 
Drum and Fife Band and Pipes. The music was 
very popular with the locals and when the 
Regimentq complete with Bandt resumed its march 
next day to Aldershot, they were Joined by their 
new supporters whggaccompanied them for many miles 
on the journey% 

On Wednesday 22nd the 91st were up at midnight and marched at 

1,30am; again there was beerv bread and cheese at the halfway house 

and then on to Woolwich where they arrived just after loam, Even 

after 22 miles of marching, Guttridge quickly hung up his things in 

Barracks and sought out old friends with whomq "I enjoyed myself 

very much", 

The following morning after another very early start, the 91st 

set off for Kingston via "Clapon Common". (where there was beer, 

broad and cheese), and Wandsworth. Reaching Kingston at 9,30am, 

Guttridge was billeted in a house called the "Jolly Butcher Beer 

House". On Friday the 24th of June the Regiment was again up at 

midnight and marched at lam for Guildfordv where they were met by 

the Militia Bandq Guttridge being billeted in the "Prince Albert", 

68. Ibid. 

69. John Milbank Jones, The History of Milton Barracks Gravesend 
and its Occupamts 1860-1970 (Gravesend: W. E* Lewis & Sons Ltd., 
1985)t p. 4. 
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On the final day reveille was at 3am and the Regiment left at 

4am to the strains of the Militia Band and at 7.30am they were greeted 

in Aldershot by the Bands of the 42ndq the 67th and the 4th Regiments. 

"When we got in Camp the 4th Regiment gave our 
Regiment a breakfast and there (sic) Band gave 70 
our Band the same and very much we enjoyed it". 

Private Guttridge therefore records some interesting features 

of marching and movements between stations; the importance of Bands 

on the marchp the public interest generatedg the etiquette of greetingp 

reception and leaving barracks# the expected distances per day of 

some 20 milesp the use of billeting in Public Houses where Barracks 

were not availablev the early morning starts and the basic but 

71 
alcoholic refreshments to be expected at the halfway house. 

Marching in India between stations took on a similar patterng 

but over greater distances and often through much more rugged terrain. 

Regiments were given their route, which contained detailed information 

an the river crossings and the halting places and each day an advance 

party would move ahead to prepare camping grounds and meals, Regiments 

were always accompanied by camp followers and the baggage travelled in 

70. Papers of Private Alfred Guttridge 91st Highlandersp ASHRM, 
71. The march of the 91st Highlanders from Dover to Aldershot 

18th - 25th June 1870, 

18th Dover to Canterbury 20 miles 
19th Canterbury (Church Parade) 
20th Canterbury to Sittingbourne 20 

Sittingbourne to Chatham 
21st Chatham to Gravesend 11 
22nd Gravesend to Woolwich 22 
23rd Woolwich to Kingston 19 
24th Kingston to Guildford 19 
25th Guildford to Aldershot 11 

17 miles by train 

Total miles marching 122 
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bullock carts and on camels. The etiquette of Bandsp greetings 

and the preparation of camps and meals for the incomers was again 

an accepted tradition, which was also practised by the Indian 

Army& 

Few people survive today who can remember the event in military 

life which came to be known simply as "trooping". The scones at 

Portsmouth and Southampton widely televised in 1982 at the commencement 

of the Falklands War can only give a hint of the atmosphere and emotion 

generated by regular departures and arrivals during the "trooping 

season"t not to mention the considerable amount of work in loading 

and unloading, 
72 

added to which departure in the l9th and early 20th 

centuries meant departure for an extended period of time, with little 

opportunity of home leave and no chance of a telephone call to keep 

in touch. 

Because of the amount of time that the Highland Battalions spent 

overseas and the variety of foreign stations occupied by them, trooping 

formed an important part of Highland Regimental life. Early troopships 

were converted men-cf-warg but the Admiralty, who were responsible for 

troopingg developed a system of contracts for carrying troops, particu- 

larly with the Peninsular and Orient Steam Navigation Company, 'the 

British India Steam Navigation Company and the Bibby Line. 73 Even in 

the 1850s howeverg sailing ships outnumbered steam ships in trooping. and 

standards of safety, comfort and hygiene were very low. Frequently 

Highland soldiers remark on the shortage of food, rations and water, the 

filthy conditions an board9 sicknessg discomfort and especially the 

72. See Appendix 6 (29) The lst Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders arriving in Malta 1909, 

73, Colonel H. C, B, Rodgersq Troopships and Their History 
Seeley Service and Co. Ltd. t 1963)9 po 73, . 

(London: 
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mutinous and ill-disciplined nature of the crews. 

Returning home from the Cape of Good Hope in 1844 on board the 

"Sir Charles Napier" with invalids from the 91stq the Royal Artillery 

and the 27th and the 75th Regimentsq Captain Bertie Gordon of the 91st 

wrote; 

"I have the honour ýo report the arrival off Dartmouth 
of the invalids from the Cape of Good Hope. I consider 
it my duty likewise to report that owing to the 
insufficiency of water and provisions on board the 
shipq the invalids have been exposed to short allowance 
of both since Sth 3uneeo, I do not consider the ship in 
a fit state to proceed to Gravesend owing to the utter 
absence of all proper control and discipline in the hands 
of the Masterv or the Mates, and other Officers of the 
shipo one consequence of which is that drunkenness 
has prevailed to 7Rn. extent sufficient to endanger the 
safety of all". 

Edward Cuming of the 79th records the voyage of the "Resistance" 

from Gibraltar to Quebec in 1848: 

"The ship was infested with rats, they used to run 
round the ledge over the berths at night*. We could 
see their sharp eyes piercing down at usl and often, 
after we were asleep, we were awakened by them 
Jumping down an our beds ... To keep them out I stuffed 
my soiled linen into the openings over my berth and 
when I arrived at Quebec I had not a shirt fit to 
wear againg the rats had torn them to piecesii,, 75 

On board Royal Navy ships the Army also came face to face with 

Naval discipline* In 1838 the 93rd trooped to Canada an board 

IIHMS Inconstant" and Andrew Agnew of the 93rd recorded; 

"Naval discipline is much harder than that of the 
Army -A man noisly drunk is with us shut up in the 
Black Hole - on board ship he is put in irons and 
gagged - Boys stand dolefully about on deck to 
certain hours and in due course receive a sharp 
caning from the Master at Arms for what appear to 
be very trivial offences", 76 

74. Letter book of Captain Bertie Gordon 91st, 25,6, IB44 and 26.6.1844. 
ASHRM R/5B, 

75. Diary of Colonel Cuming 79th, 79th Newso January 1935 p, 82. 

76, Journal of Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd. GD/154/781, This 
trooping took place in appalling weather out of season because 
of the emergency of the Canadian Rebellion. 
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Eventually an offending sailor was flogged: 

"The wretched man was tied up to the gratings and 
got a dozen as an example, A Naval dozen is no 
joke - it has been said to be as good (or rather 
as bad) as an Army Hundred: - instead of light 
cats handled by little drummers a much more 
formidable instrument with heavy knots is wealded 
with fearful efforts by the bowswain's mates ... he 
never spoke but 

7 5howed a leadend bullet 'till it 
was all over". 

Often it seems Highland Officers were disturbed by Naval . - 

discipline and the Officer/man relationship in the Senior Serviceq 

and 3. W. Wedderburn of the 42nd wrote of his voyage to Bermuda aboard 

the 84 gun IIHMS Vengence" in 18479 

"We had a most rascally crew on board, nearly all 
Irish, the way in which the said crew were treated 
did not however tend I think to make them better, 
Almost every morning there was a punishment parade 
and during our long voyage I am really afraid to 
say how many men were floggedv not to mention 
constant whipping inflicted on the rumps ofcthers* 
The language used Lt. the Honble. Bying to the men 
was most disgusting and amongst such a young crew, 
it was not to be wondered at that insubordination was 
the order of the day, It seemed a rather private 
dodge to leave hooks and marling spikes in the 
rigging# especially on that part of the mizzen 
mast under which the Officers generally walked 
about ... a hook was thrown at Mr Newglass a 
Midshipman (but),,, it was never found out if it 
was one of the crew or the 42nd who threw it and 
Captain Lushington accordingly threatened to flog 
every 4th mang soldier or sailor ... Colonel Cameron 
very wisel h forewarned the Captain against such a 
steps**"* 

On board the "Prince George" out of Halifax NS Lieutenant 

Agnew recorded in his journal; 

It * the Captain parading all hands on the quarter 
d; cý having first read the Articles of War proceeded 
to sayt 'Remember I am the Commanding Officer of this 
shipq several soldiers were last night ordered to get 
up ashes and refused to do it and if mutinous conduct 
occurs again I will tie up the first man that answers 
and give him a couple of dozenj - 

77. Ibid. 

78, Diary of Colonel O. W. Wedderburn 42nd, 14,2,1847, OWRPI 
28/714/1, 
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Major Arthur as well as myself were much hurt at 
this - no notice had been given to usq either of 
the refusal to work or the lecture which followed. 
We knew our men were not mutinous and felt that the 
tone-assumed towards them was not the fittest for 
assuring alacrity - Highland soldiers are well 
conducted as a rule.,, tt, 79 

With the men went the women and children of the Regiments. In 

1822 only six wives per one hundred men were permitted to travel, 

twelve per one hundred for India and New South Walesq but it is clear 

that in the Highland Regimentsq particularly in the 93rd, this figure 

was often exceeded. When the 93rd sailed from Canada in 1848 they 

were about 400 strong and had 60 women and 140 children, 
80 This 

practice of exceeding the quota was strongly disapproved of by Lt, 

Colonel Maule of the 79th, largely for the purely practical reasons 

that the troopships were too small, badly fitted out and already 

inadequate for the purposes for which they were intended. Describing 

his problems to his brother an the departure of the 79th from 

Gibraltar in 1848 Lauderdale wrote of the "Resistancellp a ship which 

carried many Highland Regiments all over the world; 

w 

79, Journal of Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd, 1838. 
GD/154/781* 

80. It is important to differentiate between the married establish- 
mentp that is the number of men permitted to be married in a 
Regiment and have their wives inside in barracks and receive 
rations., and the number of those wives permitted to embark 
overseas with the Regiment, the two figures not necessarily 
being the same. The figures of 6/100 and 12/100 relate to 
embarkation quotas and these women would be chosen by lot. 
Standing Orders of the 79th 1819 pp 61-56. General Regulations 
and Orders for the Army, Horse Guards 1.1.1822. General Order 
of 7,5,184, HG 

, War Office Circular of 9,8,1867, War Office 
Circular of 1.10.1872. It was, it appears, possible to exceed 
the allotted figure of wives by presenting them in the returns 
of embarkation and disembarkation as "Female Servants" and this 
category would also have allowed the older female children of 
the regiment to stay with their families. By 1871 the War Office 
proforma had amended this category of passengers to readt "Female 
servants not soldiers wives". WO/25/1195 Disembarkation Return 
79th Bombay/Portsmouth 1871, 
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"It is like all other troopshipsq infinitely 
inferior to transports or freight ships in every 
respectq althot supposed to be. superior. The 
fact is that Troopships are too small ... we are 
shamefully crowded* The tonnage allowed to 
Troops going to America is li ton per man. 
The "Resistance" is 1079 tons and we are 850 
souls at least an board, She cannot ever hold 
the regulation allowance of baggage and to 
accommodate my men I have been obliged to pay 
freight an board a merchantman going to Quebec 
for half our baggage. The unfortunate women 
and children are packed like slaves in a 
clipper". 81 

Arriving at Quebecq Maule commented; 

"Thanks to my determined opposition to marriages 
we had only 28 women in all. Had we even had our 

1182 numberg 35, we should have been at our wits end... 

However in spite of the regulations and the enforcement of those 

regulations by individual Commanding Officers like Maulet the authorities 

tbemselves permitted the quotas to be exceeded and on the return of the 

79th from Quebec in 1851 Maule was forced by the DQMG Montreal to troop 

home women in excess of the authorised figure, 83 This apparent 

81. Letters of Lt* Colonel the Han. Lauderdale Maule 79tht "on board 
'Resistance' Gibraltar 12.6,184811, GD/45/14/634/4 99-184, The 
ship hired by Maule was the merchantman barque "Lady Cremorne" 
which was wrecked off the Canadian coast. Maule wrote from 
Quebecq ",,,,,, (we have) lost a great proportion of our Mess traps 
and ... our private baggage by the wreck of a merchant vessel whose 
lubberly Master ran her high on Gaspe shore in fine weather and 
where between a drunken crewq an imbecile captain and a host of 
lawless wreckers our property was destroyed and plundered". 
24,8,1848, GD/45/14/634/4 99-184, 
Many of the irreplacable books and records of the Regiment seem 
to have been destroyed at this time in the wreck and Regimental 
folk lore has it that the Cameron Highlanders silver was lost 
alsov but this was probably not the case. It would seem that the 
Regiment had little silver in 1848 although Starr and Mortimer were 
employed as silversmiths and the minutes of a Mess meeting held in 
Quebec to investigate the losses recorded, "It was found that much 
dammage had been sustained in the kitchen utensils and considerable 
breakage amongst the crockery and glassq that the silver was much 
stained and that other miscellaneous articles were destroyed, Also 
that the amount of L50 had been lost% Quebec 4.9.1848 Minute Book 
of the Officer's Mess 79th Highlandersq QOHRM 1161. 

82. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Han* Lauderdale Maule 79thq Quebec 
8,8,1848 GO/45/14/634/4 99-184, 

83, Letter OQMG Montreal 24o7,1851 GD/45/8/96, 
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benevolence was in fact of little benefit to the women concerned 

and in many cases merely resulted in their destitution in a foreign 

country. As "extra women" they were not entitled to rations or 

accommodation in the Regiment and an arrival in Scotland their 

husbands marched with their companies and they were abandoned to 

their own devices. Maule wrote in the autumn of 1851; 

"I have two of the husbands of these extra women 
now in hospital at StLrling and their wives and 
children are starving in the streets or dependent 
on the charity of the soldiers", 84 

The discomfort of the ships and sea travel asidet trooping 

provided a break from ordinary garrison life for the Highland soldier 

and his family. The "fortunate" women and the sometimes reluctant 

men 
85 

went on board to set sailp amid scenes of considerable public 

interest and often sadnessq upon voyages that entailed no small amount 

of danger. The date of departure could never really-be guaranteed 

in the days of sail and the incoming trooper would usually bring in 

the relieving Regimento Thus the Regiment in situ would double up 

in barracks for a few days while the ship was re-victualled and 

scoured with vinegar and chloride of lime* 86 

In Highland Regiments the time of leaving a station was the 

signal for a serious bout of celebratory drinking. On leaving Quebec 

Maule wrote of the 79tht 

84. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th, 
22,9,1851 GD/45/14/634/6 45-107, 

85. J, W. Uedderburn of the 42nd records leaving Leith to set sail 
for Malta via Depford, "Monday 14th November 1842,, 1 got the 
baggage on board the Leith steamer and placed sentries here 
and there an shoreq but to no purposep as a Sergeant and six 
men boltedq they all came back except 3 men". Diary of Colonel J, W. 
Wedderburn 42ndt BWRM 28/714/1, 

85, WO/25/1167 Embarkation Returng "Louisiana" sailing ship. 
79th Dublin 30.7ol857* 
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"***at 6am on the 4th (August 1851) 1 marched 
without-a man absent and without a man in liquor 

87 and damned few fellows can say that of a march", 

However when the Queents Own Cameron Highlanders were warned for 

trooping to Egypt from Gibraltar in 1882, with the prospect of 

action, Spencer Ewart recorded; 

"I am sorry to record that there was a good 
deal of drunkenness today in the 79th the 
men being wildely elated at the prospect of 
active service and escape from the Rock, *, 
Colour Sergeant Grimmond was reduced and Private 
Donald Cameron of my company was in (the) 
Orderly Room too for being drunk and declining 
to leave off singing the "Cameron Men", 88 

Just prior to or at embarkation, the men were issued with their 

sea kitsq 89 
and hammocks and taught how to use them. 911 

Setting ran 

heavily at this timeq on the day of arrivalt the number of days of 

the voyage or the first sighting of land 91 
and amidst cheering from 

the quay and the other ships in harbourt the vessel set off. Often 

a ship would take several days to leave port due to contrary windsq 

87. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon, Lauderdale Maule 79th# 12.8,1851* 
-GD/45/14/634/6 45-107@ 

Be. Diary of 3. Spencer Ewartq Queen's Own Cameron Highlanderst 
Gibraltar 7.7.1882 and 13.7.1882, RH/4/84, 

89, A Sea Kit for India in 1857 comprised: - 
Two canvas smock frocks 3s 3d 
one pair of canvas trousers 
One neck handkerchief 
One pair of shoes 
Three pounds of Marine Soap 0 7d 
Two pounds of yellow soap(D 7d 
Nine balls of pipe clay 
one quarter tin pot with hook 
one scrubbing brush 
Three tins of blacking 
one clasp knife 
One bag in lieu of haversack 
Needles and thread 
Three pounds of tobacco @ 2s ed 
Two flannel belts 
Two deck shirts @ 2s 6d 

The prices were variable and the items were paid for as necessaries 
out of pay advanced to the men for the purpose, PP 1857-1858 
XXXVII c 241. 

go, Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd, 1858* BWRP1 421 (3591(l)-I), 
91. Lieutenant 3. Wilson, 42ndq Diary of a Voyage to India from England 

1857* BWRM, 
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and would be forced to stand off until the wind changed, 
92 Theng 

gradually the ship settled into a routine. Smoking was not permitted 

below decks and all washingg usually in salt watert had to be done 

by Sam in the morning. 
93 Men were told off for sentry duties on 

the liquor and water supplies and over the cow, pigs, sheep and henS94 

that were usually taken on board for fresh milk and meat, Soldiers 

often assisted in the running of the ship and on steamers they helped 

with coalingv a process which could last several days and covered 

everything in a thick layer of black dust. The Officers inspected 

the men's meals as usual and the men paraded each day barefoott with 

open necked shirts, for medical inspection. 95 On Sundays there was 

a Church Parade* 

The men and the Officers would often gather together to provide 

their own entertainment. Lieutenant 0. Wilson of the 42nd records; 

"In the afternoon plenty of amusements, The 
men singing and dancing to two fiddles". 96 

John Wedderburn notes of the 42nd voyage home from Halifax NS in 

1852; 

"After Dinner the Band played and two of my Company 
came and sang on the Quarter Deck and they sang right 
well... (The following day), *, the Band played after Mess 
also the Pipes and old McLean the Pipe M 94 or danced and 
played the fiddle like a five year old". 

92. When the 79th left Gibraltar in 1848 they embarked an the 7th 3uneq 
but the west wind kept them in Gibraltar bay until the l3thq when the 
wind changed to the east for a short time and they slipped out into, 
the Atlantic. Diary of Lt. William Parke 72nd. QOHRM, 

93, Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42ndq BWRM 421 (3591(l)-I)e 

94,3, S, Ewartq The Story of a Soldier's Lifeq op. cit. 9 Vol. 2. 
P. 19. 

95. It appears that this was known as "toe parade", Diary of 
Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42ndq 3,5.1852. BWRM 28/714/le 

96. Lieutenant J. Wilson, 42ndv Diary of a Voyage to India from 
England 1857. BWRM, 

97, Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd, 10 and 11,6,1852* 
BWRM 28/714/1* 
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During this voyage Wedderburn found time to write a ship's 

newspaper, 

Where space permitted Platoon exercises were practised, 
98 but 

when the rough weather set in all parades stopped and most succumbed 

to seasickness in the chaos below: 

"The ship began rolling fearfully and we were 
holding on by the edges of the tablest when all 
at once they gave way and sent us all reeling 
to the other side of the ship... You would 
have seen Soldierst Tables, Tin pots, Accoutrements 
all mixed up with Feather Bonnetsp Knapsacks and 
Biscuit rolling from side to side and as the 
rolling continued the mixture got thicker". 99 

In obviously calmer circumstances Colour Sergeant Joseph-Stevens 

of the 72nd records the routine an board while trooping to India in 

1871o At 5*30am all hands turned out and all hammocks were folded 

and stowedo The hose was turned on for a bath and after the upper 

deck had been cleanedt breakfast was served out. Then all hands went 

on deck and the bugle sounded the call "commence firing" at which the 

men would light their pipes from a rope fuse. Smoking stopped on the 

call "cease firing". At 10am there was a deck inspection and parade 

and then the men would settle down with deck and card gamesq with 

tobacco as the stakes. At 12 noon was dinner and the issue of rum 

and porter and lime juice and at 5pm tea, the evening being spent 

listening to impromptu musicians and dancing and singingl, "the 

absence of ladies notwithstanding". 
100 

98. Lieutenant J. Wilson 42ndt Diary of a Voyage to India from 
England 1857, BWRM, 

99. Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd, BWRM 421 (3591(l)-I), 

100, Reminiscences of Colour Sergeant Joseph W. Stevens 22nd and 
72nd. QOHRM 79/6, See Appendix 6 (30) Officers of the Ist 
Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders an passage home 
from Hong Kong 18929 aboard IIHMS Orontes". 
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The large scale movement of troops and supplies required for 

the Crimean War resulted in the purchase of troopships by the 

Government, including the famous "Himalaya" and while more satisfactory 

contracts were entered into with the shipping companies, it was not 

until 1866 the five Government troopships were built,, "Crocodilellp 

"Euphrates'19 "Jumna'19 "Malabar" 101 
and "Serapis". These ships were 

in service for thirty years and they were rigged screw ships painted 

out in whiteg with a blue ribband and yellow funnel, To Regiments 

trooping they became as distinctive'as any barracks and each had their 

own character and speciality* The "Crocodile" which ran from England 

to Alexandria, was popular for her good food. The "Jumnall (Suez to 

Bombay) was renowned for engine trouble. 

Areas of these ships had specific names; the Subalterns' Quarters 

. 
"pandemonium". the cabin deck below the saloon "the horsebox dock"t 

the unmarried ladies area the "dovecote". and the cabins for married 

ladies and children the "nursery". 102 

Despite improved conditions, by 1394 thses five ships were worn 

out and P&0 secured the first of the new contracts9 building three 

twin screw steamerst "Assaye'19 "Plessey" and "Sabraon't and at the 

outbreak of the First World War ships from Bibby Linet Union Castle 

Line and the British India Steam Navigation Company were all 

requisitioned as troop and hospital ships. 

In the main it seems that voyages were not consistently 

uncomfortable and the many sights and sounds were a source of constant 

101, See RG* Thomsett, A Record Voyage in HMS Malabar (London: 
Digby, Long & Cosq 1902). 

102. Colonel H. C. B. Rodgersq Troopships and their Histaryg-dp.. cit., 
p. 135. 
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amazement to the uninitiated. As ships passed they were hailed 

and news and mail were exchanged where possible. Many voyages 

provided scenes of extraordinary beauty# which were not lost on 

the Highland soldier. Leaving Gibraltar after a nostalgic visitt 

en route for the Crimea in 1854, Lauderdale Maule recorded; 

"At 12 we were clear of the Bay - it was a lovely 
night - Not a cloud obscured the stars - their 
twinkling light was reflected by the calm sea and 
the ship sped onwards as if it were an a path of 
molten silver - the coast lay slumbering under 
the dalk shadows of the lofty lines and the plash 
of the paddlewheels and the rushing sound of the 
prow alone broke upon the silence which lingered 
around - What a night for a cigarl In England 
those alone who dream of Paradise - the good and 
the hopeful - have in their sleep visions of nights 
such as these - they never realise them". 103 

103. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hone Lauderdale Maule 79thq 
GD/45/26/91, Maule never in fact reached the Crimea but 
died of cholera at Varna on the Ist August 1854, 
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CHAPTER 9: ASPECTS OF HIGHLAND REGIMENTAL LIFE: REGIMENTAL MUSIC 

The Highland soldier's military day was thus adjusted by his 

geographical and physical situation and the time of year. There 

was in many ways no such thing as 'the typical day'v and yet there 

was throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries a form of routine, 

a structureq upon which Regimental life was built. Like a skeleton 

holding together different shapes and forms of flesho this 'routine' 

was of considerable importanceg for wherever these Highland Regiments 

were in the world, and whatever monotonous or arduous duties they 

were performingg it enabled them to maintain their traditions (while 

at the same time being flexible enough to establish new traditions)v 

to retain their individual and national identity, to keep discipline 

and order and in times of stressq to do*their job, to do*it well and 

to keep doing it. This routine was built around musicq timingsq 

cleanliness, the rank structure, the formal and informal code of 

disciplinev strong Regimental pride and traditions, and Mess systemt 

the concept of Regimental family and the accepted forms of release 

and recreation. 

Much of the key to the routine of continuity lay in the music of 

the Highland Regiments, Music marked the timings of the day and the 

duties and parades; it controlled manoeuvre in battle and was strongly 

associated too with Regimental pride and tradition and the Regimental 

family concept; it became an integral part of the Mess system and was 

part of the accepted forms of release and recreation, as well as being 

associated with the system of discipline. The musicians in their 

various forms were therefore important men in the operation of a 

Highland Regiment in peace and war# and Regimental life without them 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries is unthinkable, 
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Bands of musicians playing percussiont brass and woodwind 

instruments have a iong historical backgroundq their development in 

British service being attributed to Turkishp Austrian and Prussian 

influence. I 
The Drum and Fife are also of ancient origin with long 

military associationsq the Drummers in particular being vital in 

battle, giving signals by set beatings and also having a role of parley 

with the enemy* In barracks and camp there were in addition set 

duties and until 1816 Scats Regiments had their own beatings and calls 

which can be traced to the Scats Brigade in Swedish and Dutch service* 
2 

The Bagpipeq although not an instrument unique to Scotland, in its 

Scots Highland form, was part of Celtic culture, the system of clan 

and the employment of Hereditary Pipers to Chiefs, who provided praiset 

rural and inspirational music. Unlike the music of the Fife and Drum 

and the Military Bandq Pipe music was not traditionally learnt from 

staff notation, but by ear or from a series of vocables. or canntaireachd5 

passed from one player to another. In 1760 Joseph MacDonald wrote 

his "Compleat Theory of the Scots Highland Bagpipe'19 published in 1803, 

in which he sets out three divisions in Highland bagpipe music: Marches, 

1, Henry George Farmerq "Turkish influence in Military Music". Journal 
of the Society for Army Historical Research,, Vol. 24t 1946p p. 177* 

2, Henry George Farmerv "Scots Duty-Old Drum and Fife Calls of Scottish 
Regiments"p Ibidop pp. 65-70. Henry George Farmerq "The Martial 
Fife'19 Ibid. 9 pp. 66-71. "Drummers" (Replies)p Journal of the 
Society for Army Historical Research, q Vol, 20/219 1941-19429 p. 182. 
General Order 28,12.1816, "The Commander in Chief with a view to 
assimilating the respective "Calls and Beats" throughout the 
several Regiments of Infantryq is pleased to command that the 
system of instruction for the Drum and Fifeq introduced by Drum 
Major Potterp of the Coldstream Guards, shall be considered as 
the established systemv and be adopted accordingly". The old 
Scotch Reveille was in fact retained as the third part of the 
amended call in 1816. Infantry Training - The Drummer's Handbook# 
Army Code No. 71333 File No. D/ACGS (TRG)/13/28/2 1983. One of 
the conditions which the United Provinces tried to enforce upon 
the Scots Brigade in Dutch service in 1782 was that the Scots March 
should no longer be beaten by them, Ed. James Fergusong Papers 
Illustrating-the H story of the Scots Briqade in the Service of 
the United Netherlands 1572-1782 (EdMurgh: University Pressq 1899). 
Vol, 119 pe 401* 
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by which he means Piobaireachdq Jigs and Reels, and he demonstrates 

the close links between Highland martial traditions and Highland musicp 

stating that the original design of the Highland Bagpipe was to, 

11 ... animate a sett of flen when approaching an 
Enemyq (to) Solemnize rural Diversions in Fieldsp 
and before walking Companeyso., it 3 

Deeply inspirational and highly evocative in its musical contentt 

Piobaireachd or Ceol Mar includes tunes of considerable antiquity of 

praiset lament and salute as well as those celebrating battlest or 

those which were used as "gathering" tunes for individual clans with 

their distinctive echo beatso 4 

Wherever Highland soldiers served, either as mercenaries or in 

British servicep pipers appear to have, been present. 5 Much of the 

traditional music of the Highland Bagpipe fitted easily into formal 

military life in British service because of its martial originso except 

of course for the fact that it was a great deal older than the systems 

of drill and manoeuvre set down by Dundas and Torrens. and therefore was 

not composed to the set paces designed by these systems9and does not 

appear to have originally included "quicksteps" or marches as we know 

3.3oseph MacDonaldt A Compleat theorX of the Scots Highland beapipeg 
Edinburgh University Library MS La 111,804. it is interesting 
that the only complete tune in this manuscript and the first 
known written piobaireachd music is entitledt "A March for a 
Beginner" which is also known as "The Black Watch's Salute". 

4, Professor Alexander John Haddow, The History and Structure of 
Ceol Mor (Privately printedq 1982). 

5, 
_ 

John Mackayq An Old Scots Briqade - Being the History of Mackay's 
Reqimentý op. cit., pp. 97 and 224. See also the oil painting 
"The Destruction of the Mole Tangier. 168411 by Stuyp, property 
of the Earl of Dartmouth in the National Maritime Museum. 
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them today. 6 The battle music and gathering tunes were however 

highly appropriate, as were the jigs and reels for dancing# 

entertainment and enlivening music. Major Mackay Scobie gives 

a list of tunes used in the 72nd Highlanders taken "from an old 

order book" and while the author has been unable to trace this book 

and there is some doubt as to the authenticity of the listq it is 

nevertheless interesting and appears to show the use of Piobaireachd 

in Field and Routine calls. 
7 

Publication of Ceol Beagt or light music did not take place 

until 1818 when "A Preceptor for the Great Highland Bagpipe" was 

published by Captain Robert Menzies which included tunes in "Quick 

step time". Donald MacDonald published twelve tunesq apparently 

dance tunes, in his collection of about 1822 8 
and six years later in 

6. Dundas gave two timings9 "ordinary or slow march" of 80 paces per 
minute and "quick march" of 120 paces per minute,, and statedv "The 
ordinary or slow march may be eighty in a minute; each step 30 inches. 
It is the pace in paradev common marching in frontg and on-all 
occasions where greater celerity is not ordered". Colonel David Dundasp 
Principles of Military Movements chiefly applied to InfaE]Lr 

. 
: X9 op. cit. t 

p. 42. Torrens on the other hand gives four timings; slow . time at 
75 paces per minuteg quick time at 108 paces per minute, wheeling time 
at 120 paces per minute and double march at 150 paces per minute# 
statingg "The slow step hitherto called 'The ordinary march' need 
only be applied to the purposes of parade, upon some occasions to 
the march in linet or when required for any special object. The 
Quick March is the ordinary pace to be applied ... 11 Major General Sir 
Henry Torrensq Field Exercises and Evolutions of the Army, op. cit., p. 7 

7. Major I. H, Mackay Scobie, Pipers and Pipe Music in a Hiqhland Reqiments 
(Published by the Ross-shire printing and publishing Company)v copy in 
QOHRMf p, 5. The tunes given are: - 
Daybreak (Reveille) - The MacRae's March; Gathering or'Turn Out - 
Tulloch Ard (The High Hill); Failte (Salute) - Mackenzies Salute; 
Slow March - Fingals Weeping; Quick step - Castle Donan; Charge - 
Cabar Feidh; Stimulus (during the engagement) - Battle of Strone; 
Lament - Mackenzies Lament; Sunset - The Mackenzies March; Tattoo - 
Head of the High Bridge; Warning before Dinner - Battle of Glenshiel; 
During Dinner - Battle of Sheriffmuir. 

8. Captain Robert Menziesg A-Preceptor for the Great Hiqhland Bagpipe 
(Edinburghs Oliver and Boyd, 1818), NLS Mus, Box 9,594, The music 
in this publication is written one fifth lower than the actual sound. 
The tunes which he states are to be played in "Quick step time" are 
"Tullochgaromllg "Malbrook". "A Quick Step" and "Miss Drummond of 
Perth". Donald MacDonaldt A Collection of the ancient martial music, 
of Caledonia called piobair7eachd as performedon the qreat Hiqhland 
bagnipe (Edinburgh: Donald MacDonald c. 1822). National Library of 
Scotland / 
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1828, quicksteps appear in his "Collection of Quicksteps, Strathspeysq 

Reels and Jigs", 9 
It would seem that there were many differenf 

styles of playing and that tunes formerly known as dance tunes and 

some Jigs and reels were adapted, where suitable, to fit the necessities 

of military pace. 

The instruments and combinations of instruments used in the 

Highland Battalions provided a variety of music that was not unique 

to those designated as "Highland". as other Scottish Regiments and 

the Scots Fusilier Guards had Pipers toot but it is now often believed, 

in line with the "Balmoralised" image, that that was all they hadt and 

this is far from the truth. 

Firstly, in 1820, the Highland Regimental musicians comprised 

the Band of Music(k)t now known as the Military Band, made up of windq 

brass and percussion instruments. Fifteen musiciansg including the 

Master* were permitted in 1821 
10 

and their number was increased, except 

in cavalry regimentsq to twenty one in 1846.11 The figurest in 

theory, had to be strictly adhered to as the numbers of musicians was 

' 12 the subject of the half-yearly-inspectionst and the 75th for example 

received censure in 1834 for employing NCOs in excess of the permitted 
13 

figure in their band. . However evasion of the regulations was common- 

a Scotland. Glen 298, The tunes included in Donald MacDonald's 
cantd. collection are: - 

Reel of Tulloch; Brose and Butter; Tulloch Gorum; Cock Crowing 
(Cock of the North); Up and Waur them at, Willie; Monymusk; 
The Grey Buck; The Amorous Lover; Cripple Malcolm in the Glen 
(Miss Drummond of Perth); The Warst Carle in a' the Warld; 
Mrs McLeod of Raasay; Culcairn's Strathspey. 

90 Donald MacDonaldp A collection of quicksteps, strathsoeys, reels 
& iiqs Arranqed for the Hiqhland bagpipe, (Edinburgh: Donald 
MacDonald and Son, 1828). For details of this and other early 
publications seeg Roderick D. Cannon, A Biblioqraphy of Baqpige 
Music, (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers Ltd., 1980). 

10. WO/3/395/304. 

11. WO/3/103/307. 

12, See for example WO/27/367, p. 4. 

13, WO/3/87/389* 
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place in the Highland Regiments, 14 
simply by creating 'acting' 

musiciansq by taking the extra men off parade at Inspections or by 

using the 'boys' of the Regimentg undergoing training as Drummers 

and Musiciansp in the ranks of the Band. - 

In 1846 1% of established strength was permitted to be boys 

who were to be trained as Drummers and Musicians. 15 Boys were 

particularly recruited as Drummers, 16 but they were also used in 

the Band as Musicians and their employment had important social 

repercussions. Boy Musicians, it would appear, were often the sons 

or orphans of soldiers. As orphans, enlistment provided an alternative 

to destitutiont begging or abandonment in a foreign country and as sons 

of serving soldiers they were able to remain in their family in the 

Regimentt receive a wage and often follow in their father's footsteps 

and obtain some sort of training, 

Two families of Highland Regiments provide interesting examplest 

the Sutherland family and the Sweeney family. James Sutherland (elder) 

enlisted in the 93rd aged 14 in 1822.17 He was most probably the son 

of a soldier in the 93rd. He served 20 years in the Regiment and was 

Drum Major from 1848 to 1852. James (elder) had three sons, James 

(younger)q William and Thomas Robert. James (younger) rose to the 

14o Henry G, Farmer quotes a letter of 1834 addressed to the Bandmaster 
of the Royal Artillery Band, 
"Dear Bandmaster McKenzie, I would like you to try your drum without 
the snares being tied to the skin. The band of music of the 93rd 
Regt, at Canterbury -a good band of twenty four - had a sort of 
tabor that has no snares - bigger than our drums. The sound 
mingles with the tones of the music more pleasant, like the soft 
notes of the kettle-drumooo The Master of the Band played the 
Kent Bugle very well". Henry George Farmerg "The Tenor Drum'19 
Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research, Vol. 26/279 
1948-1949 (Notes) 907t p, 185, See Appendix 7 (4), ' 

15o WO/3/103/307, 

16, Descriptive Roll Book of the 93rd Highlanders, ASHRM, and 
Chapter 3, 

17, Ibid, 
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rank of Lance Sergeant ir; the 79th and served for 24 years 

between 1854 and 1879; William was a Band Sergeant in the 

Cameron Highlanders and transferred to be Drum Major of the 

92nd 18 
and Thomas Robert was a Bandsman in the 79th and 

transferred to the 36th Regiment to enable him to stay in India 

in 1871. 

James Sutherland (younger) had five sons; Robert, a Bandsman 

in the 79thp a further son in the Royal Scots and three sons in 

the Gordon Highlanders and the known service of this family with 

kilted Highland Battalions spans at least the years 1822 to 1908, 

The Sweeney family has an equally remarkable Regimental 

career closely linked with Regimental Bands. 

18. For a photograph of Drum Major William Sutherland see, 
79th Ne=89 No. 819 September 1905, p. 1. 

19,79th News, No* 99,, September 1908, p, 209, 

20. Ibid. v p. 210, 
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Thus the Bands were not only an integral part of Regimental 

life, but the men who comprised these Bands themselves appear to 

have formed a special 'elite, and membership may not only have 

depended upon musical skillq but also upon Regimental and family 

connections. The two families also show the span of generations 

and the continuity that was possible between 1820 and 1920; 

Terence Sweeney was probably serving about 1820 and his grandsong Bands- 

man Richard Sweeneyq who was killed at the Battle of the Aisne on 

25th September 1914 when shelling collapsed the cave Headquarters of 

lst Battalion Queents Own Cameron Highlanders upon its occupantst 

was merely part of a line of the family of Sweeney musicians that had 

served in the Regiment for almost 100 years, Families such as these 

formed the heart of a Regiment and illustrate clearly that at the 

centre of a Highland Battalion were a remarkable number of families 

who knew one another and who intermarried through several generations. 

Bands of Music were formed in all the kilted and Highland based 

Regiments and it is believed that this 
occurred very shortly after the 

Regiments were raisedv although in 1799 the 79th had no Band of Music* 21 

Certainly by 1820 all the kilted Battalions had Bands, whose members 

were on the strength and paid by the Army, but whose instruments were 

purchased by the Officers. As a Band was considered an important 

attribute to any Regiment, Officers contributed heavily to pay for 

the latest and most modern instruments upon which a greater variety 

of tunes could be played. Thus the Band of the 72nd acquired key6d 

bugles in 1824 (if not before) and at the same time the Regiment was 

investigating the purchase of a "Royal Patent Basso - Hibernicon" and 

an "Hibernion - Tenor - Horn" together with "the Quick Steps for 

, 
21. Rev. Percy Sumner, "Army Inspection Returns"t Journal of the 

Society for Army Historical Researchp Vol. 5/6,1926-19279 
pp. 26-27. 
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the Bugle". 22 

As early as 1810 the 92nd were purchasing "clarionetts", a 

"bassoon", a "base drum head". a "tamborrin" and reeds. 
23 

Unsophisticated though these instruments wereq the musical 

standard appears to have been high by the standards of the day and 

it continued to improve and develop with the introduction of 

additional instruments and an expanded repertoire* 

The Band of Music had four basic functions all of which were 

closely related to Regimental life. Firstly formal playing; the 

Dundee drill system of 1788 placed considerable emphasis an pace 

and a regular cadence and Dundas wrote; 

"On all occasions of parade, the drums and music 
add much to the appearance of the troops: but they 
are improper in manoeuvre ... They are constantly 
varying the time of march, they create noise, 
prevent that equal step which habit can give to 
troops and tend to destroy that very end they are 
meant to promote ... their general use therefore is 
on occasions of show and parade; at the moment of 
the charge they may also be allowed as inspiring 
and directing the attack, and also in column of 
march", 24 

Torrensq who in 1824 revised and updated the Dundee system 

also statedv 

"Neither fife nor music must on any account 
be used", 25 

But he also stated, 

22. GD/16/52/36 Nose 29v 309 319 32 and 35. Airlie Muniments, 
letters to Major Drummond of the 72nd Regiment, 

23. GD/l/354/2 Pay ledger of the 92nd Highlanders* An important supplier 
of musical instruments to the 79th, 92nd and 93rd was the firm of 
Thomas Gleng 2 North Bank Streetq Edinburgh. While Glens are better 
known today as Bagpipe makersq their Day Bookt dating from 18479 
shows a steady supply of instruments and instrument repairs to 
these Regimentsp particularly to the 93rdq including ophicleidesq 
trombonesp cornopeansp cymbells (sic)q bombardineso sex tubas 
and bassoons. National Library of Scotland Acc. 8396/16, Many 
of these early instruments can be seen in the University of 
Edinburgh Collection of Historic Musical Instrumentst The Reid 
Concert Hall. 

24, Colonel David Dundasi, Principles of Mi_litary Movements chiefly applied 
to InfantrY9 op. cit. 9 pp. 2B-29. 

25. Major General Sir Henry Torrens,, Field Exercises and EvolutLons 
of the Army. op. cit-9 Po 1* 
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"When (at inspection or review) the General is 
going round the Battaliont the music and drums 
may play and beat; ... when marching past the 
reviewing General... the music will begin to play 
just after the leading Company has made the second 
wheel ... and they will continue to play until the 
rear of the column shall have passed", 26 

Thus the Band of music became an integral part of parades, 

but not manoeuvrest and they had a formal role in the provision of 

Inspection music, the march past9 during an attack and marching in 

column. of route, It may well have been the case that set tunes 

were adopted at an early date for the Banda' formal functionsg but 

theywere obviously quick to adopt compositions with a good beat, or 

the popular tunes of the day. 
27 "Orders for the A. ssistance and 

Guidance of the Non-Commissioned Officers of the lst Battalion 79th 

Regiment" of about 1814 states; 

"When the Regiment is marching to the Music, he 
(the Master of the Band) is never to play any tunes 
but such as are particularly adapted for that 
purpose and in which the greatest accuracy of 
time can be maintained. At other times such as 
route marching and etc. 9 he may play any good 
tunes". 28 

Thus it appearsg acceptable, appropriate tunes were adopted for 

the purposes of Regimental march pasts in quick and slow time, 29 
while 

popular tunes were adopted and ultimately accepted as traditional for 

certain circumstances an the marcht tunes which became familiar to the 

men and were expected by them. Probably the best known of these tunes 

was the air "The Girl I left behind me",, All over the world 

26. Ibid. 9 p. 310. The march past referred to here is in 'slow time' 
or what Dundas called 'ordinary time', but the same procedure was 
followed in tquick time'. 

27, In 1832 an order was issued that no Regiment was to use foreign 
marches at reviews, parades or grand meetings. Farmer Collectionq 
Glasgow University Libraryp 118/7, 

28, GD/174/2315, Maclaine of Lochbuie Papers. 

29. The march past of the 73rd was for example until 1881t "My Love is 
like a Red Red Rose". BWRM. 
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British Regimentsq including the Highland Regimentsq left station 

to this tuneq which was usually coupled with "Auld Lang Syne". 

With drafts of the 79th and 93rdo Private AoW, McIntosh of the 42nd 

remembers leaving Stirling Castle for India in 1858: 

"At 3ý OIc pm we paraded in line of march order 
and marched away at 4 the band playing "The Girl 
I left behind me". Our spirits were high as we 
passed through the crowded streets of Stirling 
amid the "God speed you" of the inhabitants who 
lined the streets and cheered us ... it. 30 

Andrew Agnew of the 93rd, who did not enjoy his service in Canada 

during the Canadian rebelliong records with considerable relief; 

"At one o'clock in the afternoon on the 16th 
October the Band of the g3rd Highlanders struck 
up "The Girl I left behind me" and the three 
companies of the Corps headed to the dockyard ... t, 31 

Leaving a foreign station for home would inspire "Cheer Boysp 

Cheer". or "Home Sweet Home"q 32 
while other Regiments might welcome 

a Highland Regiment to station with "Edinburgh Town" or "My Native 

Highland Home". 
33 

It is interesting that Highland soldiers in their 

writings could name these tunes and that it was not merely a case 

of "any old tune will do". the chosen melody usually being highly 

appropriate to the situation. 

The Bands' other formal duties included funeralsq when "The 

Dead March" from 'Saul' would be played, 
34 

marching the men to Church 

30, Diary of Private A, W. McIntosh 42nd, BWRM 421 (3591(l)-) p, 22. 

31, GD/154/781, Journal of Lt. Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rdt 
Halifax N. S. 1838. 

32, Diary of Private A, W, McIntosh 42nd, SWRM 421 (3591(2)-) 17,10.1868. 
The 42nd leaving Cheratq India for Home. 

33, Ibid, t the 94th welcoming the 42nd to Karachi, 1868. 

34, In the 1840s the 92nd are reputed to have followed the Highland 
custom of standing with their backs to the funeral party as they 
passed through the barrack gate, Lt, Colonel C. Greenhill Gardyneq 
The Life of a Reqiment, ope cit., Val, 29 p. 50, 
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Parade and sometimes the Band would play at Retreat* 35 

r 
The other duties of the Band were no less important. In an 

era without recordings., records,, transistorsq televisiong tape 

recorders or video recorders, the provision of live music took 

an a special value. While having the band play to cheer the 

men may now seem patronising and a little naive, it is clear that 

the music of the Band was a source of relaxation, entertainment and 

pride to the Highland soldier. "Cheering" the soldiers could 

however also cause some problems as well as amusement. In 1861 

the 42nd were at Agra and were attacked by cholera, losing their 

Pipe Majorg James Irvineq and six men. Daily moving camp, a process 

called "cholera dodging" on the principle that the disease was trans- 

mitted by tiny particles of water in the air, the Band of the 42nd was 

called upon-to Plaý to improve flagging'morale: 

"We shifted about every second or third day to a 
new piece of groundq the band was ordered to play 
on the roadsideq but not to play any slow music, 
nothing but Quadrillsq Strathspeysp Reels and 
Hornpipesq we used to turn out and have some 
dancing, the Band Sergeant one evening caused 
the Band to play a song,, but, before he had got 
it finished he was a prisonerp but he got off 
with a caution not to do so again". 36 

35. As late as 1852 Bands were still not permitted to march Roman 
Catholic soldiers to and from Church Parade. WO/3/141/398, 
Count Anatolle Demidoffq Etapes Maritimes sur Les Cates 
D'Espaqne (Florence, 1858. - privately printed), p, 187, Lt, 
Colonel D, J. 5. Murray suggests that the use of the Military 
Band at Retreatq "is of comparatively recent origin'19 but 
Demidoff clearly shows that the Band was at least used to 
play the National Anthem at the 79th's Retreat at Gibraltar 
in 1847. Lt. Colonel D, J. S. Murrayt "The Evolution of the 
Regimental Music'19 Part 51 Queen's Own__Hiphlander', Vol, 249 
No, 67, Winter 1984ý p. 133. 

36. Diary of Private A*W* McIntosh 42nd,, - 13WRM 421 (3591(1)-)t 
p. 256. 
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The Band also played in the Officers' Mess at Dinner. 

Originally it would seem that in Highland Regiments this was 

entirely informal entertainmento with the Band probably playing 

"God Save the Queen" and a variety of popular and appropriate 

tunest which may well have included Scottish airs, but the stiff 

ritual formality of modern Mess nights, with formal laid down 

proceduresq was obviously not followed in the 42nd in Halifax NS 

in 1852. 

"A large guest night at Mess, The Band played 
and were bedevilled by Archie Campbell, who made 
them play "God Save the Queen" at the wrong time 
and on being spoken to made them play it a second 
time". 37 

Graduallyt however, the Band procedure at Mess became more 

formal and the practice developed of writing a set programme of 

Band music. 
38 In 1862 the 91st laid down rules for the Band when 

playing at Mess 
39 

and some Highland Regiments also extended or 

introduced string instrumentsq an extra "voluntary" subscription 

being levied against the Officers of the 74th for example in 1890 

to pay for their purchase and upkeep. 
40 

The Band was closely involved too in certain Highland Regimental 

traditions. As a young subaltern of the 79tht Spencer Ewart writing 

from Gibraltar in 1882 records: 

37, Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd BWRM 28/714/1. Halifax 
NS. 15.4.1852. The idea of a Subaltern interfering with the 
Band playing the National Anthem in an OfficerssMess on a 
Guest Night in 1985 would almost certain result in the Battalion 
being less one Subaltern the following morning! 

38, In 1853 Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule presented the 
Band of the 79th with a printing die to head the Band 
Programmes* Minute Book of the 79th Officers Messq 
QOHRM 116le 

39.91st (Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) 
Permanent Order Book 1862-1884. ASHRM Sb 18/16. Dover 
4,10,1869. See Appendix 7 (1). 

40, Mess Minute Book of the 74th Highlanderst RHFRM P/8. 
Peshawar 1890 and Fyzabad 1894, 
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"In the evening I witnessed a curious custom 
which prevailed in the 79th when a man in the 
Regiment married. Be he Colonel or Drummer he 
was placed on a table and preceeded by the Drum 
Major, carrying a domestic broom, and the Band 
playing "The Rogue's March" was carried round 
barracks and the Parade ground to married 
quarters where he was well pelted with soot 
and flour. Utterly bedraggled and a pittiable 
object he was then similarly escorted to his 
own quarters. It was supposed-that this ordeal 
would act as a deterrent to prevent people from 
contracting marriage. The unfortunate victim 
in this particular case was Pay Master Sergeant 
Sweeney". 41 

On the great days of celebration in the Highland Regiments 

the Band was also to the fare, particularly at New Year# on Ste 

Andrew's Night# Waterloo Dayp Alma Day and the Anniversary of 

Tel-el-Kebire While it was always the custom in Highland Regiments 

to have celebrations on St. Andrew's Day, in the 42nd the Band arose 

before everybody else in the morning to play a selection of Scottish 

tunes, John Wedderburn of the 42nd recorded at Stirling Castle in 

1852t 

"St Andrew's Day - up at 51 Otck and found our 
Band playing away in the dark,. *tv942 

and in India this tradition was continued as Private A. W, McIntosh 

writesq while the Regiment was on the march between Kamokee and 

Gogranwalla (sic) in 1860. 

"This being St. Andrew's Day the Band rose before 
rouse and played the following airs through the 
Camp as usual. "Hurrah for the Highlands" - "Here's 
a Health Bonnie Scotland to thee" - "Blue Bonnets 
over the Borders" and "Auld Lang Syne". 1i 43 

41. Diaries of General Sir J. Spencer Ewart 79th, RH/4/84/1, 
Gibraltar 1.3.1882. W, L. Manson suggests that Pipers and not 
the Band were used for this ceremony in the 92nd and that the 
practice was relatively common in Scottish Regiments. W. L* 
Mansong The Hiqhland Baqpip2 (Wakefield: E. P. Publishing# 
1977)9 p. 141, 

42. Diary of Colonel J. W, Wedderburn 42nd, BWRM 28/714/lt 
Stirling Castle 30,11.1852. 

43. Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd, BWRM 421 (3591(l)-) 
30*11.1864. 
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The music of the Band was however subject to strict control 

on Sundays in Highland Battalions, In Halifax NS in 1838 Lieutenant 

Andrew Agnew of the 93rd wrote; 

I'llth (Regiment) Band commenced playing regularly 
on Sundays in Dalhousie Square - Our Colonel 
objects to the 93rd performing on Sundays", 44 

Standing Orders of the 93rd of 1835 laid down that on Sundays there 

would be a Parade for Divine Service only; 

"There will be no practice of the bandq drums 
or buglest nor any work performed by the tailors 
or Regimental tradesmeng nor any settlement of 
accounts, nor washing by the women, nor any drills 
for punishment or instruction, nor any games in 
barracks", 45 

The final function of the Regimental Band was public entertainment. 

With increased instrumentation and repertoires# public concert's became 

increasingly popular in the 1820s and 1830s and in July of 1837, for 

examplet there was held "a Grand Promenade in St Andrew's Square 

(Edinburgh) for the benefit of the distressed operators in the West 

of Scotland... (when) ... in the centre of the green the fine bands 

of the 79th Highlanders and, the 14th Light Dragoons were situated". 
46 

Throughout the same year the Band of the 42nd played regularly in 

the Assembly Roamst providing an important link with the civilian 

population in the realms of what would now be called public 

relations. 
47 

It is interesting that the Bands of the 79th and the 14th 

Light Dragoons should be apparently playing together in 18389 as 

it was not until 1858 that a uniform pitch was established for 

44* GD/154/781, Journal of Lt. Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd. 20.5.1838. 

45. Standinq_Orders of the 93rd Hiqhlanders,, lB35. ASHRM R/226, 

46, 
_Edinburqh 

Eveninq Courantv 20,7.1837. 

47. Ibid. 9 28.1.1837 and 25.3.1837. 
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Military Bands: 

Is to enable the Bands of all corps throughout 
tý; Army to play in concertq the General Commanding 
in Chief is desirous that the instruments of the 
whole should be of one uniform pitch and that used 
at the Ancient Philharmonic Concerts has accordingl X8 
been selected as the standard or Regulation pitch". 

one of the reasons why the Band of the 79th was so "fine" at 

this time was the musical ability of their Bandmasterg Harr Adam 

3. Schott. Herr. Schott was a German born civilian Band Master 

employed and paid for by the Officers of the 79th, which Regiment 

he had joined sometime before 18379 probably in 1836 when the 

. Regiment returned from Canada. 49 
These German Band Masters were 

an interesting feature of the British military Bands of the periodo 

and the Highland Regimentsv anxious to maintain and improve the 

standards of their Bands of Musicp employed several of these ment 

Prussian musicianship being particularly in fashion at this time* 

When the famous Herr Schott moved to the Grenadier Guards in 

18449 the Officers of the 79th employed Herr Ernest Fromm, "who had 

been trained in one of the Prussian Band*s", 50 
and Fromm remained 

with the Battalion until 1871 when the 79th returned from India. 

Despite all efforts to trace this man no evidence has come to 

light in connection with Herr Frommt who loyally served the Camerons 

for 37 yearso and the West German authorities are of the opinion that 

if any records of him still exist they are now in East Germany. 

Equally mysterious is Band Master I. I. Bader of the 42nd, again 

a German civilian. At Dagshai in early 1863 Private A. W. McIntosh 

writes; 

48, Horse Guards Circular 23.4,1858 Bands/4 Gen. No. 92/35. 

49. Herr Schott moved to the Grenadier Guards in 1844 and later set 
up business in London in the musical publishing firm of Schott 
and Sons* Farmer Collectiong Glasgow University Library. MS 118. 

50,79th Newsq Vol. 49 No. 469 1.9.18999 p. 13. 
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"A Band Master had been engaged for the Band 
and joined us here, he is a German named I. I. 
Baderg he has a wife and two children who came 51 along with him". 

J. W, Wedderburn of the 42nd also makes reference to Mr. 

Goldbergh a Band Master of the 42ndq whose unsatisfactory 

performance resulted in his being sacked by the Officers at 

Halifax NS in 1852; he too was possibly German. 52 

These Band Masterst while improving the instruction and 

repertoire of the Bands, alsog. as civiliansv shared the dangers of 

service overseas and Band Master Hartong of the 74th was captured, 

tortured and killed by the Kaffirs while present with the Regiment 

at the Cape of Good Hope in 1851. Sergeant James McKay of the 

74th records, 

"The Bandmasterg a native of Germany, 
3 was much 

esteemed by both OffiL-ers and men". 

Many foreign Band Masters did not follow the-example of these 

men and either demanded larger salaries to accompany the Regiment 

abroad, or simply refused to gog whicht as civiliansq they were 

perfectly entitled to do* The Duke of Cambridge, who took a close 

personal interest in military bands, particularly in the establish- 

ment of Kneller Hallv which was opened in 1857, instructed in 1862 

51, Diary of Private A, W, McIntosh 42nd. BWRM 421 (3591(l)-) 
18639 p. 291. 

52. Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd. BWRM 28/714/1.13.7.1848 
and 19.2.1852. Between 1827 and 1854 Bandmaster Ricks was 
employed by the Officers of the 72nd and it has been suggested 
that this man too may well have been of German origin. Lt. 
Colonel D. J. S. Murray, "The Evolution of the Regimental 
Music'19 Queen's Own Hiqhlander (Part 6). No. 68, Summer, 19859 
p. 22. 

53, Sergeant James McKayq 74th, Reminiscences of the Last Kafir 
War, op. cit. 9 p. 64. 
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that the Army Band Masters trained at Kneller Hall were to 

take precedence over all civilians 
54 

and'after 1872 all Band 

Masters had to obtain a Kneller Hall Diploma: the last of the 

German Band Masters in the Highland Regiments may thus have been 

Herr Frommo 55 

These men therefore not only contributed their musical 

knowledge and expertiset but they were part of the Regimental 

scene and incongruous though it may now appear, German civilians 

with their wives and families in the midst of the Highland Regiments 

were apparently a totally accepted and respected part of Regimental 

life. 

When Musicians were regulated by the General Order of 1803,56 

the Authorities insisted that Bandsmen return to the ranks in the 

event of war and this old order was invoked in 1854; they did not 

however return in a combatant role and an landing in the Crimea 

Private Robb of the 42nd recordsq that a few days after landing; 

54, Horse Guards Order of 29.8.1862. 

55, Henry George Farmerg Military Musicq (Privately printed and 
undated). From the autho3z's collection. p. 53 and Henry 
George Farmerg "Foreign Army Bandmasters: their rise and 
fall". Journal of the Soci 

, 
etX for Army Historical Research, 

Vol, 26/27 1948-19499 pp. 124-130. While Henry George 
Farmer must be considered as an important authority on 
Military Bands and Military Musicq it is clear from his 
writings and his papers in Glasgow University that much of 
his work is unreferenced and some of his references are 
obscure and difficult to trace. It is the opinion of the 
author that certain of his propositions must be treated with 
caution. 

56. General Order of 5.8.18039 "It is His Majestyls Pleasure 
thatq in Regiments having Bands of Musick, not more than 
one Private Soldier of each Troop or Company shall be 
parmitted to act as Musicians, and that one Non Commissioned 
Officer shall be allowed to act as Master of the Band. These 
men are to be drilled and instructed in the Exercise, and in 
case of actual service, are to fall in with their respective 
Troops or Companies, completely armed and accoutred"o 
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"The band, pipes and drums all put their 
instruments on board shipq and every two had 
to carry a stretchere., They had been taught 
in Turkey how to dress a wound roll a 
bandaget stop blood qtc.,, te, P 

Bugles were in fact retained and pipes seem to have been kept by 

some of the men, The Guards managed to keep back some Fifes, 

and on the march to the Alma Private Robb writes, 

"The Brigade of Guards had a few small Fifes 
and they'struck up now and then the tune 
"March to the Battlefield", 58 

In the face of the high quality French Bands of the period, and 

as the war settled in the trenches of Sebastopolv instruments were 

returned to those Bandsman who remained aliveg and callsv signalsv 

Tattoo and Reveille were restored, 
59 

By February 1856 the Bands 

were fully functioning again and Robb writes of a medal presentation 

ceremony (which he does not date), 

"Here was a treat for lovers of music* The 
whole of the Bands at the front had been taught 
to play one tunev "Lord Goughts March". I am sure 
I saw over fifty big drums in the line behind the 
band, The Bandmaster who conducted them was upon 
a scaffold giving the time. It was well worth 
marching the distance to go and hear them,,. 6,, 060 

57. Writings of Private Alexander Robb 42nd, BWRM. 

58, Ibid, 

59. Many instruments must have been lost or damaged as for 
example the 79th who lost their bass drum at this time. 
79th Newsq Vol, 30 No, 30,1.3.18979 p. 6. Duty calls appear 
to have been restored to the Pipers first, 1124.11.1854. 
Camp Balaklava Heights, Memorandum No,. 3, A Piper of the 
42nd and 79th Regiments alternately will play the rouse pipe 
(Johnny Cops) every morning at 6 01clock when the troops will 
turn out. Should the weather be very wet and inclement and 
the men not required to turn out into the trenches# the piper 
will parade at the Brigade Major's tent 10 minutes before 6 
when he will receive his orders, The tune when the men are 
to remain an the alert in their tents will be "Highland 
Laddiello On the 5th December the general calls and signals 
and Tattoo and Reveille were restored, Regimental Standing 
order Book 79th Highlanders, QOHRM 144/79. 

60. Writings of Private Alexander Robb 42nd. BWRM, 
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The Bandsments secondary duties and dual role was to become 

permanent and they are still today, both Musicians and Medical 

Orderlies, 61 

The Fifers and Drummerst frequently and confusingly often 

referred to simply as "the Drummers'19 had formal roles in the 

Highland Battalions which were linked particularly with routine 

timings and disciplineg but in addition they also filled parallel 

roles with the Band of Music in respect of the provision of music 

and entertainment. 

The numbers of Drummers on the Establishment varied according 

to the number of Companies and the strength of the Battalions, 

and all the Highland Battalions had men on their establishments 

designated as Drummers and by no means all of these were boys. 

It becomes clear from a study of the 93rd Descriptive Roll Book 

that the Drums were used as a training ground for boys before 

they joined the ranks as D6tymenq as well as for mature Drummers 

and Musicians for the Band and there was no lack of musical 

skill amongst their number. 
62 

It is not certain what proportion of these "Drummers" played 

drums and what proportion (if any in some cases) played Fifes, 

61. Corporal Frank MacFarlane of the Ist Battalion Black Watch 
remembers that when the Battalion left Aldershot in 1914 
the Band instruments were put in store and only later 
followed them to France* 

62. Oescriptive Roll Book of the 93rd Sutherland Highlanderst 
op. cit. 9 ASHRM. 
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Flutes or Piccolost 
63 

however there is evidence that the 42nd 

had 6 Fifes in 1768 64 
and that there were still Drummers and 

Fifers in that Regiment in 1813, After 1813 there are no apparent 

references to Fif-es in the 42nd. The 79th had Fifes and Drums 

at least until April 1854t 65 
the 72nd until sometime after 1885 

66 

and the 78th until 18689 if not later, 67 

63. Some Letters of Service are confusing and unclear on this 
point. The Letter of Service of the 79th for example permitted 
2 Drummers per Company# i. e. 20 Drummers in total, and 2 Pipers 
in the Grenadier Company. WO/4/149/30. The Letter of Service 
of the 92nd however permitted 20 Drummers in total and 2 Fifers. 
Pipers are not mentioned, WO/4/151/207. Neither Fifers nor 
Pipers are mentioned in the Letter of Service of the 93rd. 
WO/4/173/481, 
The creation of an establishment for Pipers in 1854 would imply 
that the discrepancies went unnoticed, but this does not 
necessarily suggest that Battalions kept to the establishment 
of 20 Drummers and 2 Fifers and the five virtually identical 
books of Fife music of the 42nd, all dated about 18139 would 
appear to bear out the theory that while the overall numbers 
of Drummers remainedv there may have been fewer men playing 
the Drum and more men playing the Fife within that figure. 
The names of the Fifers in these MS Fife books do not appear 
in the muster rolls of the 1/42nd or the 2/42nd, but it is 
the opinion of the author that these books were the property 
of the 2/42nd, 1803-1814,5 MS Books of Fife Music belonging 
to Fifers of the 42nd, the property of Miss Maclean of Ardgaur 
and kindly lent to the 

* author by Major Richard Powell RADC. 
In 1840 the Fifes and Drums of the 78th also included a 
Triangle, "Burnley. 20.3.1840. Mr, Horrocks bets Mr. 
Brydges one bottle of port that there is not a pair of 
Triangles beating with the Fifes and Drums now playing 
Tattoo. Lost by Mr. Horrocks". Getting Book of the Officers 
Mess 78th Highlanders 1822 to 19079 op. cit, 9 QOHRM, 

64, Rev, Percy Sumnerg "Army Inspection Returns". Journal of the Society 
, for Army Historical Research, 1926/1927, Vol. 5/69 pp, 26-27, WO/ 

12/5491/5494 and 5 UIS Books of Fife Music belonging to Fifers of 
the 42nd the property of Miss Maclean of Ardgour and kindly lent 
to the author by Major Richard Powell RAOC, The return of the 
42nd disembarking after sailing from Bombay to Portsmouth in 1868 
raises some interesting questions as the return includes 1114 Drum 
carriagest 10 Bugles, 10 Drums and sticks, 20 Drummers and Fifers 
Tunics"9 but no Fifes. Were the Fifes omitted in error? Did the 
Drummers play both the Drum and the Bugle or were there 10 men 
playing Drums and 10 men playing Bugles? If so did they play 
together as a Drum and Bugle Band or did some of the Drummers play 
with the Pipers? The Regimental Order Book of the period gives no 
assistance at all in answering these questions. WO/25/1194. 

65. Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd. GWRM 28/714/2, Southsea 7.4, 
1854. "Heard the 79th Fifes and Pipers, the latter did not play welll'ý 

66, Lt. Colonel 0,3,, S, Murrayv "The Evolution of the Regimental Music" 
(Part 5)9 Queen's Own Hiqh_lander, Vol, 24 No. 67, Winter 19849 p, 132, 

67, Major H. Davidson, 
- 
HistorX and Services of the 78th Hiqhlanders 

(Ross-shire Buffs)v(Edinburgh: W. & A. K. Johnston 1901)9 p, 13 and 
Cameron W. Pulsiferg The 78th Highlanders in Halifax$ 1869-719 op, 
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When Drummer John Andersonv aged 15, of the 92nd deserted 

in Glasgow in 1844 he took with him, 

It two silver mouth pieces belonging to Band 
I; n; truments and a Black Sword Belt and plate 
and a new Fife#ti 68 

but this is one of the few references to Fifes in the 92nd, 69 

and until further research is donet there appears to be scant 

reference to fifes in the 93rd. 
?0. 

Of the, remaining Highland 

Line and Trews Regimentsq the 91st had Fifes and Drums in 1881 71 

and the 73rd in 1863,72 if not right up to 1881* As a Line 

68. Register of Deserters 92nd Regiment 1831-1851t p. 37. GHRM. 

69. In 1855 the 92nd may well have substituted, their old fifes 
for flutes as the Day Book of Thomas Glen shows, 

- 
"The 92nd Regiment. 
25,5, '1855 1 Ball lapping for flutes 3d., 

Leathers for flutes 6d, 
2,6,1855 To 3 Flutes rep. 3/6d, 

818,1855 
4.9.1855 
20a9.1855 

2 Bb Flutes new L1.101- 
To a set of triangles 10/- 
To a Bb Flute in Car. silver 16/- 
To 2 Bb Flutes in silver L2,10/- 

engraving do. 15/- 

There were therefore 8 Flutes at least in the Regiment 
at this time, Day Book of Thomas Glen. National Library of 
Scotlandq Acc 8396/16. Landing at Gosport from Calcutta on the 
20th of May 1863 the disembarkation return of the 92nd from the 
"Middlesex" freight ship included, 116 Drumst 6 Buglest 6 Fifes 
and cases with slings and Tassles, 4 Fifes left behind". WO/25/1192, 

70, In 1850 the 93rd were buying flutes from Glens also. 
"The 93rd Highlanders. 
5,8.1850 To 2 Bb Flutes Ivory mounted 

with 4 keys 
1 Eb Picola 
IF Do. 

17.8.1850 To 5 Bb Flutes 0 2/- 
28,9,1850 To a pr. Triangles 10/- 
Day Book of Thomas Glen. National Library of Scotland Acc 8396/16* 

71* 3ohn Milbank Jonesq The History of Milton Barracks__G_r_a_vese_Qdv 
op, cit, q p, 8, See also Appendix 6 (21) photograph of the 91st 
at Main Barracksq Cape Town 1882, 

72, Standing Orders of the 73rd Regiment, Cape Town 1850, BWRM, 
295/3593, The disembarkation return of the 73rd arriving in 
Portsmouth from Plymouth in 1863 includes, 115 Drumsp 5 Bugles 
and 5 Fifes". WO/25/1192. 
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Battalion the 75th probably had Fifes and Drums to that date 

alsog but those of the 74th seem to have lapsed sometime after 

1868.73 

No one thereforeq within living memoryp can speak to the use 

of Fifes and Drums in Highland Regiments and after years of neglect it 

is only now that a revival of interest in this gentle and beautiful 

music is being generated, but the Fifers and Drummers were. at one 

time or another, an important part of the sights and sounds of a 

Highland Battalion. 74 The loss of the Fifes is attributable to many 

causes, most prominent of which were the introduction of a more 

complex keyed flutep the general fall from fashion of the sound of 

the Fife and the increasing favours bestowed upon the Highland 

Bagpipe. 

The Drummers'duties from 1820 onwards included sounding the 

beatings which marked the structure of the day. In some Highland 

Regiments these were sounded by Bagpipes or Bugles, but in tne 79th 

in 1820 it would appear the Drummers were used to sound "Reveille" 

(2 Drummers) at dawn; "Rouse" (1 Drummer) at 5t 6 or 7am and one 

hour later on Sundays; "Breakfast" (I Drummer) at 8 or 9am according 

to the season; J hour warning for morning parade (I Drummer) at 9.15 

or 9,45am; i hour warning for morning parade and guard mounting (2 

Drummers) at 10 or 10.30am; "Orders" (I Drummer) at 2pm; "Dinner" (? ) 

at 3pm; "Sergeants Dinner" (I Drummer) at 3.30pm; "Drill" (1 Drummer) 

at 4pm during April to October onlyv ",., when the awkward squads are 

to turn out and be exercised for one hour and a half by the Sergeant 

Major"; J hour warning for evening Parade (1 Drummer) at 3.30 or 6pm; 

73, Standing Orders of the 74th Regiment, Belfast 1834. RHFRM D 849 
p. 7, para* 1. The disembarkation return of the 74th Highlanders 
arriving at Gibraltar from Dublin on 8.2,1868 includes, 1110 Drumst 
10 Fifes and cases slings and Tassles". WO/25/1194, It should be 
noted however that these returns do not necessarily prove that the 
instruments were actually played. 

74. For interesting information on Fifes and Drums seev Drummers Call# 
the newsletter of the Corps of Drums Society. 
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"Evening Parade" (? ) at 4 or 6.30pm; J hour beating before sunset 

(1). the "Retreat" being sounded at sunset by"the whole Corps of 

Drummers". Two Drummers then beat "Officers Mess Call" followed 

by the Orderly Drummer soundingo at 7*30 or 8,30pm, the j hour 

call for Teptoo (Tattoo)# and "Teptooll was sounded by the whole 

Corps of Drums. Finallyp half an hour after Taptoo, "The Curfew" 

or "Setting of the Watch" was beaten by two Drummers and lights were 
75 

PU DU 0 

Secondly, the duties of the Drummers included the administration 

of corporal punishmentq the ceremony of "drumming out" and the 

reduction of NCOs to the ranks. Corporal punishment was no every 

day occurrence in the Highland Regiments and the 93rd in particular 

prided themselves an thelow numbers of punishments and the fact that 

no man of the Regiment received corporal punishment for twelve years 

between 1826 and 1838,76 During his service in the 42nd between 1858 and 

1868 Private A, W, McIntosh only once records the use of corporal 

punishment in the Regiment: 

75, Standing Orders of the 79th Highlandersp Dublin 1819. WOHRM 
142a/79. Sundays and Thursdays were considered holidays 
when there was only General Parade at 12 noong the afternoon 
being free. During the rest of the week at Morning Parade 
a "troop and quick march.. (was),,,. beat along the line" and 
the. guard then marched off to duty. Ibid. 
While it would be easy to assume that all these calls were 
beaten every day at regular times, there is no guarantee 
that this was the case as Standing Orders often represented 
ideals instead of what actually happened. 

76, Journal of Lte Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd. GD/154/781. 
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"Saturday 2nd March 1867. Commanding Officerts 
Parade for punishment, a District Court Martial 
was read which had been held on Private I. McKay 
for "Disgraceful Conduct of a cruel and 
Felonious Nature in violently assaulting 
Elizabeth Barr wife of Colour Sergeant John 
Barr", He was found guilty and sentenced to 
receive corporal punishment of 50 lashes to be 
administered an his bare back in the usual 
manner and to be imprisoned with Hard Labour 
for a period of 365 days the square was formed ' 77 two deep and the triangles placed in front of 
the rear face, he stripped, was tied up 7 and 
2 Drummers gave him 25 lashes each ... 11.8 

Donald Cameron writes of a Drumming out ceremony at the 79th 

Depot at Dundalk about 1847; 

"One day there was a general parade that is every 
man on duty in the Depot to turn out and a hollow 
square formed and all facing inwards fixed bayonets 
and then a prisoner brought into the middle of it by 
the Guard and the Adjutant reading his former 
convictions and his present one for stealing was 
to be drummed out then the Drum Major stripped 
his coat of its facings then two lines was formed 
to the gate with a passage between them then the 
guard of the charge on both sides and behind the 
prisoner marched along the passage with the drums 
playing the rogues march when at the gate the 
prisoner got a shilling from the Sergeant Major 
and off he went quite happy he was a joiner 
from Glasgow district did not like the service 
living and knowing that his comrade had some 
money in his purse or sporran. *, he took a few 
shillings out and put them in his own,,, tt. 79 

77. The triangles were known in the 74th Highlanders in the 
1850s as "the Adjutant's Wife". Sergeant James McKay' 
74thq Reminiscences of the Last Kafir War, op. cit., 
p* 6* 

78. Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42ndq OWRM 421 (3591(2)-) 
P. 149. 

79. Account by Private Donald Cameron 79thp RH/4/141* A 
great deal of subjective material has been written on 
the subject of Drumming Outq but it would appear in this 
case that the man was quite happy to go, while at the same 
time the Regiment would not see one of their number 
destitute and hence the shilling was given by the Drum 
Major at the gate. 
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Corporal punishment was abolished altogether in the Army 

in 1881 and it may well have been that the disciplinary aspect 

of the Drummersoduties set them apart socially, while theyo at'the 

same time, retained an elitist element by virtue of their time 

keeping and musical responsibilities. In addition, the Drum 

instruments themselves assumed a symbolic and official status In 

the conduct of Divine Service and the Presentation of Colourst andt 

often emblazoned with the Regiment's battle honoursq their loss or 

capture in battle was regarded as a slight on Regimental honour. 80 

Closely allied to both the Band and the Drummers were the 

Buglers and their interchangeability in a time of military musical 

transition between the period 1820 and 1920 is a source of considerable 

confusion. The Bugle as an instrument was already in use by the 

81 62 
Cavalryq and by the Rifles and Light Infantry by 1820, the latter 

having gained fashionable popularity as effective independent troops 

in the Napoleonic Wars. In 1820 all Highland Regiments had one 

company of Light troops for skirmishingt known simply as the Light 

Companyq a hand picked chosen elite of men whose field manoeuvres 

were regulated by Bugle or Whistlev the establishment of Drummers 

being replaced by Buglers in Light Infantry in 1803,83 

80, See Appendix 6 (65)o On the 9th October 1914, the 2nd Battalioti 
Gordon Highlanders left their Drums at Ostend and they were 
subsequently taken by the German Army, As a gesture of 
reconcilliation these drums were ceremonially returned from 
Berlin in 19339 following the personal intervention of Sir 
Ian Hamilton and some interesting photographs exist in the 
Gordon Highlanders Regimental Museum of the formal restoration 
of the Drums to the Battalion. 

81, The Sounds for Duty and Exercise for the Trumpet and Buqle 
Horns of His Majesty's Repiments and Corps of Cavalry, 1798 
GO/364/l/1133, Hope of Luffness Muniments. 

82. Arthur Bryantq Jackets of Green, (London: Collins, 1972)9 
pp. 21-40. 

83. WO/3/36-81, 
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The man or men who played the Bugles were designated in 

Highland Battalions as Drummers and their Bugle Calls had by 1820 

already become integrated in the daily duty calls; "Rouse" was 

for example sounded by the Orderly Drummer as a Bugle Call in the 

79th in 1819,84 Graduallyq the Bugle Calls were extended for the 

Infantry so that in the Highland Battalions they not only included 

field calls but also Regimental and Duty calls. In the 42nd in 1833 

each Company had its own callp together with calls for "Fatigue"t 

"School", "Rations"t "Drill" etc. 
85 

Duty calls are still used 

today, while Field Calls were limited to "Alarm" and "Charge" for 

the Infantry by 19099 86 
although "Continue or Commence Firing'19 

"Stand Fast or Cease Fire" and "Execute Orders Received" still remained 

in the Manual of 1966.87 

The Calls had to be carefully learnt: 

"The Drum Major-will be prepared to go through 
the whole of the Bugle Calls, as now ordered 
at the termination of each instruction drill - 
for whicti purpose, the Officers squad and the 
Company squads will stand fast until the calls 
have been gone through. The call will be named 
by the Adjutant before it is sounded and it will 
be then repeated by the instructor of each squad 
to his Men". 88 

- The calls quickly acquired words9 "Come to the cook house door 

boys" (Men's meal, Ist Call) being probably the best known 

84, Standing Orders of the 79th Highlanders 1819, p. 42 QOHRM. 

85. See Appendix 7 (2) Bugle Calls of the 42nd 1833 from Standing 
orders of the 42nd 1833.9WRM 355-51(42). MacVeigh records 
that Bugle Calls for Barrack duty were introduced in the 
42nd in 1828g James MacVeight Historical Record of the Black, 
Watchq op. cit, v p, 404, 

86, Infantry Bugle Sounds also for Mounted Infantry and Reqimental 
Calls (London: Henry Potter & Co,, 1909), 

87. Trumnet and Bugle Calls for the Army (London: HMS09 1966)o 
26/Manuals/3830 Army Code No* 14163, 

88, Lt. Colonel Bertie Gordon 91stq Commanding Officees Rough 
order Bookt Kamptee 1860. ASHRM R/16,18,8,1860, 
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89 
examp eo 

Those who played the Drumv Fife and Bugle were directly 

responsible to and under the supervision of the Drum Major* 

Standing Orders of the 42nd of 1833 stated: 

"The Drum Major has particular charge of the 
Drummers and Buglers and he will either 
instruct them himselfq or see that they are 
taught all the necessary sounds an both 
instruments#* 0 11090 

Often chosen for his stature# appearance and bearing, the 

Drum Major was frequently a formidable figure who hold a position 

of considerable responsibility. He not only taught the Drummers 

and Buglersp he was also responsible for their welfare. 

"As Drummers in general are either boys or very 
young men and of course inexperienced it par- 
ticularly behoves the Drum Major to pay the 
greatest attention to their morals not only to keep 
them from unguardedly falling into mischief but 
by teaching them the proper line of conduct". 91 

In addition the Drum Majors acted as. Regimental Postmeng 
92 

a 

position which they still held during the First World Warg they 

supervised corporal punishment and they led the Band and Drums 

on parade, using a stick or mace to give signals. 

"As the Drum Major is supposed to understand 
music he will give the signal to play and 
cease playing at all times when the reports 
are collecting or marching past in review 
order..,,,, 

93 

89. Infantry_Buqle Sounds also for Mounted Infantry and Regimental 
Callso OP. cit. There were several sets of words to the calls, 
not all of them being printable. 

90. Standing Orders of the 42nd 1833. BWRM 355-51(42). p. 55. 

91, Orders for the Assistance and Guidance of the Non-Commissioned 
officers of the ist Battalion 79th Regiment, c. 1814, GD/174/23159 

p . 9. 
92. Ibid. 9 and Standing Orders of the 42nd 1833, BWRM 355-51(42) 

p. 56. Appendix 6 (54). 

93. Handwritten note by Pay Mastert later Lt. Colonel Wheately 42nd 
in Standing Orders of the 42nd 1833, BWRM 355-51(42)t p. 56. 
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Already therefore there was a complex and interesting 

combination of musical sounds which formed part of the daily 

life of Highland Regiments contributed by the Band of Musict the 

Drumsq the Fifes and the Buglesq and there is evidence that in 

the 91st at leastq experiments were carried out combining these 

elements into one sound. 

"Mr Daviesp the Instructor of the Band, having 
been good enough to offer his services in con- 
ducting a weekly practice of the Band and Drums 
united for that purpose, it is ordered that, the 
Band and Drums shall in future assemble at 9.30 
every Saturday morningg at such place as Mr 
Davies shall appoint for this practicett, 94 

The final formal musical soundt the Highland Bagpipeq is 

probably the best known and has the greatest emotional associations 

with the Highland Regiments, but there is evidence to suggest that 

uniil the latter half of the 19th century, the Pipes did not 

dominate Highland Regimental music and by no means held the prominent 

position that many Regimental historians would like them to have had* 

Until 1854, when an establishment was created in Highland 

Regiments for a Pipe Major and 5 Pipers, 95 
Pipes were tolerated but 

94. Lt. Colonel Bertie Gordon 91stv Commanding Officers Rough Order 
Book, Kampteeq 1860. ASHRM R/16.20.11.1860. 

95. War office Letter of 28.1.1854 WO/3/115/387, "Sirl I have the 
General Comg. in Chiefs Command to acquaint you that Her Majesty 
has been pleased to approve of the addition of one Pipe Major at 
one shilling and ten pence per diem; and five Pipers at one shilling 
and a penny each per them being made to the Regiments specified in 
the margin. G. A. Wetherell DAG. " The Regiments that were granted 
an establishment of Pipers at this time were the 42nd, 71st (HLI), 
72ndv 74thq 78thp 79th, 92nd and 93rd. While Pipes were purchased 
by the Officers of the 91st for the Regiment in 1860, pipers were 
not permitted on their establishment until 1865, having been 
ordered off parade at the Inspection of the 91st at Dover in 18500 
G. L, Goff, Historical Records of the glSt Arqyllshire Hiqhlanderst 
op, cit, 9 p, 215, From the War Office records that survive it 
would appear that the establishment for the five pipers additional 
to the establishment in Highland Regiments was questioned in 1924 
when the possibility was discussed of reorganising Lowland Battalion 
Pipers. A War Office Memorandum of 9,4,1924 statesq "It is 
considered that the most satisfactory means is to place the 5 
Pipers of Highland Battalions within the establishmentv instead 
of their being additional as at present and to provide that 5 Pipers 
be included in the establishment of'Privates of all Scottish 
Battalions. / 
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unofficial* Pipers before 1854 were not separately designated 

and on paper appear to have been duty men in the Battalion, paid and 

clothed as ordinary soldiers. Their instruments may have been their 

own or given to them by the Officers, who also paid for any special 

accoutrements-they might wear or extra pay they might receive. On 

formal parades they marched with their companies and it is unlikely 

that at the half-yearly inspections they appeared as a separate 

body before 1854 because of their lack of official status and the 

apparent insistence in these inspection reports that every duty man 

be armed and accoutred on parade, 

There is no doubt however that they were there and that they 

played for recruitingg in battleg on the line of marchq in competitionsg 
96 

95 Battalions. Out of the saving thus created of 60 Pipers additional 
contd. to establishmentq it is recommended that 12 Sergeant Pipers should 

be added to the establishment (i. e. 1 for each Lowland Battalion 
and Dopot)q so as to put the Lowland Regiments on the same lilhes 
as Highland Regiments". The net saving was estimated at L1500 
p. a. WO/32/5450. The evidence of Lt, Colonel D, J, S, Murray would 
suggest that 5 Pipers remained additional to establishment in the 
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders, if not in other Highland 
Battalionsv in 1944 and until the creation of the 625 man 
battalion in the 1960s. 

96. Regimental Pipers competed with considerable success from the 
earliest days of the known competitions commencing with the 
Highland Society of London competition at the Falkirk 
Tryst in 1781, In 1841 an exhibition of Pipers and Dancers 
began at the Northern Meeting and in 1875 the Highland Society 
of London awarded a gold medal at the Argyllshire Gathering, 
These competitions were used by the Highland Regiments as an 
opportunity for both playing and recruiting. W. L, Mansont The 
Highland Baqpio! ll op. cit,,, pp. 388-392, The Cabar Feidh Callectial 
Pipe Music of the Queen's Own Highlanders (Seaforth and Camerons), q 
(London: Patersons Publications Ltd. 9 1984)t pp. 282-292. Angus 
Mackayt A Collection of Ancient Piobaireachd or Highland Pi2e 
Musicq (Wakefield: E. P. Publishing Ltd., 1972, First published 
Aberdeent 1838)9 pp* 15-20. Regimental competitions are of 
comparatively recent origin. On the 13th and 14th May 1852 
the 93rd held a "Sutherland Gathering" at Weedon, very much on 
the lines of a modern Highland Games, with races and heavy 
weight events. There was however no individual pipe playingg 
but the games did include "Reel Dancing, Gillie Callum and 
Highland Fling". J, A, Ewart, The Story of a Soldier's Life,,, 
op, cit, q pp, 151-152* In the same year at Stirling Castle 
J, W, Wedderburn recordat "I went to the bowling green to hear the 
competition of the Pipersq Highland Games etc. Our old Pipe 
Major McLean and Rosa were the two bestq and so near each other, 
I would have tossedq however the Judges gave the first Prize to 
Ross/ 
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at funerals, in entertaining their friends in barracks and the 

Officers in Mess. In addition they assumed some of the official 

time keeping dutiesp playing the duty Pipe tunese This latter 

function resulted in a complex combination of sounds, calls and tunes 

to be learnt by the men as the various sounds for duty. In the 

72nd'in 1827 there was a Band of Music, Drums and Fifes and Buglest 

in addition however for parades a "warning pipe" was sounded an 

hour before parade. A quarter of an hour later the NCOsp Band 

and Drums fell in; half an hour before parade the Drummers sounded 

the Drummers Callq which was followed by an inspection and the 

recruits fell out* "Sergeants Call" was then sounded by the 

Bugles and the general parade followedg when the Colours may well 

have been trooped to the music of the Fifes and Drums. 97 

96, (a Pr. of Bagpipes), The 79th Pipe Major had no chancet the 
contd. dancing was splendid and the broadsword very good". Diary of 

Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd, BWRM 28/714/1 24*6,1852. 
The second "Sutherland Gathering" took place at Chobham 
Camp on 8th July 1853, and Games were also held in the 
Highland Camp in the Crimea in April 18569 when Lt. John 
C. Stewart wrote, "We have had lots of racing and Games 
lately we had Highland Games which lasted two days when 
the 72nd rather distinguished themselves in carrying off 
all the best prizes and beating the swell Kilty Regts. to 
nothing". Letters of Lt. John C. Stewart 72nd, QOHRM S441. 
3.4.1856. Stewart had good reason to be pleased as the 
winner of the lst Prize in Piping at this competition went 
to the Pipe Major of the 72nd, John McDonald. McDonald 
enlisted in the 15th of Foot in the early 1840s and 
transferred to the 72nd becoming a Piper. In 1852 he was 
a pupil of Mackenzie, the Marquis of Breadalbane's Piper 
and he went with the 72nd to the Crimea and India, 
returning home in 1865 to be Pipe Major of the Stirling- 
shire Militia. He died in Tiree an the 23rd of November 
1893, 

97. Standing Orders of the 72nd Regiment or Duke of Albany's 
own Highlandersq Richmond Barracksp Dubling 1827. QOHRM 
676/72. 
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-Before 1854 the numbers of Pipers were probably smallv 

although there were no doubt many more men who could play after 

a fashion and instruments would be handed round when entertainment 

was called for, Some of these Pipers were musicians of a high 

calibre and the Highland Regimental Pipers of the period made a 

substantial contribution to contemporary composition particularly 

in Ceol Beag, while at the same time maintaining the tradition of 

Ceol Mor. 98 

The sounds of the instrument were however far removed from what 

is heard today, being louder and lower in pitch, but in spite of the 

technical difficulties of the individual bare and tone of the 

instruments, there is considerable evidence that the Pipers played 

together as well as individually, 99 

Senior amongst the Pipers was the Pipe Major or Piper Major 100 

and it would seem that these men were sometimes specially recruited 

for their musical skill and perhaps their ability to teach less 

able players already in the Regiment. Adam Graham for example was 

32 when he was enlisted into the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders in 1822 

and when he died at Antigua in 1832 he was "Piper Major" of the 

Regiment. 
101 

Lauderdale, Maule of the 79th wrote to his brother in 

1847: 

98, Colonel Wedderburn records at the Officers'Mess, Stirling Castle 
18529 11... old McLean the Pipe Major played Lord Lovat's Lament 
most beautifully. I suppose this will be the last time the old 
fellow will play at Mess and I am very sorry he is leaving the 
Regt". Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd. BWRM 28/714/1, 
Stirling Castle 2.11.1852. 

99. Lt. Colonel D. O. S. Murray, "The Evolution of the Regimental 
Music'19 (Part 6)9 Queen's Own Highlander, No. 68, Summer 1985, 
p. 24. 

100, The Pipe Major and the Drum Major were given the titles Sergeant 
Piper and Sergeant Drummer in 1881 and the old titles were not 
restored until 1928. 

101. Descriptive Roll Book of the 93rd Highlandersq op. cit. 9 ASHRM. 
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"If 3ohn McKenzie piper of Taymouth knows of 
any good looking ladt skilful on the Bagpipes 
sober and well-educated Ifll make him a Sergeant 
and Piper MajoP-'. -'l= 

The Officers of Highland Regiments played a considerable part 

in retainingg encouraging and preserving Highland music in the 

Highland Battalionst and although unofficial the Pipers must have 

been brought to the notice of the War Office and Horse Guards, who 

tolerated the situation and there appears to be no evidence that 

the playing of Pipes was interfered with in Highland Regiments# 

provided the number of musicians as a whole was not exceeded: 

'to it has been repeatedly announced to these 
Re; 

Iments (the Highland Regiments) that there 
is no desire to discontinue or even to reduce 
the number of their pipers, provided the whole 
number of men, allowed to be employed as musicians, 
shall not be exceeded and that they are at full 
liberty to employ ten men as pipersq provided they 
reduce the number of Drummers from 17 to 10, and 
the Musicians in the Band to 18, in place of 210 
an arrangement which might be adopted without 
much inconvenience ... ". 103 

It appears however that this proposal was unacceptable as the 

102. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th. 
GD/45/14/634/4 1-98. Gibraltar 6.5.1847. Maule is attributed 
not only with the introduction of the Glengarry in this period, 
but also with dressing the Pipers in green, a colour later 
generally adoptedv (the present pattern of Pipers tunic is 
in fact "Archer" greeng not the original lighter "Piper" 
green)* The reason for this may well lie in Maulets interest 
in converting the 79th to "Highland Rifles'19 and the uniform 
was an entirely unofficial experiment to convince his brother 
of the viability of his proposals and the attractiveness of 
the colour, "A propos at entre nous, if it is proposed to 
increase the Rifle Corpsq get us made Highland Rifles -I 
have long indulged this hobby it would be the handsomest 
dress in U-9 Army... Look at the dress of the Piper (a model) 
I sent you and you may judge of the effect of the green with 
our kilt - It would really be magnificent". Ibid., GO/45/14/634/4 
99-184 Gibraltar, 20.1.1848. 

103, Adjutant General to Military Secretary, 12.11.1853. WO/3/321 
271-272. See Appendix 7 (3) and 7 (4). 
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Highland Regiments were anxious to retain their numbers of Drummers 

and Buglers (and where appropriate Fifers) and that. they had no 

intention of reducing their prestigious and often highly accomplished 

Bands of Music, who at that time seem to have been the primary 

musical providersq particularly on the march; for although Pipers 

may have played together and Drummers may have unofficially 

accompanied Pipers when playing, the concept of the modern Pipe 

Band of Pipers with Basst Tenor and Side Drums playing together 

had not yet been developed., and time keeping and the beat still 

remained an important aspect of contemporary drill and marchingt 

all of which required volumet suitable marches and the. drum. 

The Highland Regiments therefore seem to have requested an 

establishment of 10 Pipers i. e. 1 per Company, but the cost 

totalling L2191*14,11JO4 was probably unacceptableg and a compromise 

of 5 Pipers and-a Pipe Major was reachedq with the apparent under- 

standing that additional men could be Pipers providing the overall 

numbers of Musicians was not exceeded. 

Once established the 5 Pipers in each Regiment formed a very 

special elite and in a climate of growing Victorian romance regarding 

the Highland Regiments and with the direct interest of the Queen 

105 herselfo the Pipers began to come to the fore. To boost their 

numbers men were regularly appointed acting'Pipers until an ofricial 

vacancy occurred. 
106 By 1864 a Bass Drummer at least was definitely 

playing with the Pipers of the 79th 107 
and with the corresponding 

104, Ibid. 

105. In 1843 Queen Victoria appointed Angus MacKay as Her first 
personal Piper; the first military appointment of Sovereign's 
Piper was that of Pipe Major William Ross of the 42nd in 1854. 

106. For example John Kennedy of ýhe 42nd, was an Acting Piper in 
the Regiment sometime before 1860, but was not appointed Piper 
until 1865. Order Books of the 42nd. BURM, 27/2270 and 30/2271* 

107,79th News, Vol. 2 No* 159 18949 p, 4, 
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demise of the popularity of the Fife in the Highland Regiments 

where it still survived, an extraordinary musical transition 

took placaq the Drumsq although having Buglesq being left without 

a melody to accompany. 

This transition appears to have been slow and individual and 

personal to each Regiment and may well have been influenced by 

civilian developTents of the period. By 18749 in the 91stp the 

Drummers were being used in concert with the Fifers and with the 

Pipers at Reveillev Retreat and Tattoo: 

"The Drums and Fifes will alternately beat Reveillet 
Retreat and Tattoo with the Drums and PipeS11,108 

In the 42nd and 93rd the use of Drummers and Pipers together 

may well in fact date from a much earlier period as the Standing 

Orders of the 42nd of 1833 state; 

"The pipe-major has the same charge, and is to 
perform the same duties with respect to the 
pipers, that the drum-major does towards the 
drummers and buglers; but the drum-majcr has 
charge of the whole on all parades or when at 
practice together"O 109 

Whenever the transition occurred, the establishment of the 

modern style of Pipe Band in the Highland Battalions provided an 

exciting and substantial musical soundg capable of playing on the 

march and of providing an adequate marching beat to rival that of 

the Band of Music* It appears however that the transition was not 

without difficulty and that the interplay of personalities and the 

pride of the individual 'elite groups of the Band, the Fifersq the 

108, Permanent Order Book 91st (Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders). ASHRM Sb 18/16,2.2.1874, 

109. Standing Orders of the 42nd., 1833. BWRM 355/51(42) pp. 55-56 
and Standing Orders and Regulations for the 93rd Highlanders 
1835. ASHRM* R 226, p, 21, 
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Buglers, the Drummers and the Pipers all came into play when it 

was to be decided who would lead on the line of marchg who would 

play at march pasts and who would play the Regiment home or into 

barracks. In the Ust (HLI) in India about 1861t Sir Hugh Rose 

allowed the Pipers to play the Regiment off parade at a formal 

inspection, a move which apparently caused considerable friction 

with the Band of Music who claimed the honourp 110 
and when the 

same Regiment marched into Edinburgh Castle after returning from 

India a soldier recalled; 

... the Regimental Band had played the last notes 
of 'When Johnny Comes Marching Home' ... (when) a 
grunt from the drones (of the Pipes) indicated 
that it was the intention of the Pipes to play us 
in". 111 

Eventually the fricti. on and lack of uniformity required to be 

resolvdd by a decision* In 18709 91st Orders laid down; 

"The following will be carried out in future with 
the music of the Regiment in Marching Past. 
Slow time - Band. 
Quick time (Open column) - Band (struck out) Pipes 

and Drums, 
(Quarter column) - Pipes and Drums. 

Double time - Band and Drums. 

The Pipes (& Drums) will be prepared to play the 
Regiment past in open column if required. This 
will be done in marching past in Brigade. Each 
Regiment playing its own quick step. Uhen playing 
at Reveillet Retreat and Tattoo and on the march 
the Pipef&ll play alternately with or without 
Drums". 

There appears to have, been no decision however an the important 

question oý who should lead until 1871, when; 

110. HLI Chronicle, Vol. 2 No* 89 October 1898, p, 267. 

111. HLI Chronicle, Vol. 3 No. 99 April 1903, p. 857. 

112, Permanent Order Book 91st (Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders), ASHRM Sb 18/169 Aldershot 1.9.1870. 
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"Her Majesty the Queen having directed that 
the Regiment should on all occasions march 
past to the Pipeso this wil ,1 

take effect 
from this date. When marching past Jyj Pipes 
will fall in in front of the Band". 

The decision applied to all Highland Regiments with established 
114 Pipers at that time and continues today, although it may well 

. have been unpopular with the military bandsman of the period. 
115 

Firmly established and placed in the position of honour at the 

head of the Regiment, the concept of Pipers in numbers exceeding 

5 and a Pipe Major and accompanied by Drummers to form a Pipe 

Band, quickly grew in fashion and popularity and in 1881 Pipers 

were sent to the 73rd and 75th, by the 42nd and the 92nd respectivelyp 

when these Regiments assumed full Highland status. Fifes or Flutes 

and Drums survived for a short time in the 91st and the 72nd, but when 

the Highland Battalions met and combined-their Pipes and Drums in 

massed displayg as at Lucknow in 1911 and at Agra in 1913 and 1914# 

there was no doubt that the star of the Pipe Bands was indeed in 

the ascendant* 

It is now virtually impossible to hear the kind of sound these 

Pipe Bands produced with their lower pitched Pipes, rope tension Drums 

113. Ibid, v 4,8.1871. 

114, See 42nd Order Book, BWRM 30/2271. Aldershot 10.7.1871. 
A question must be raised here as to the contemporary 
procedure in the Guards and also in Lowland Regiments with 
"unofficial" Pipers. 

115, The author, as an Officer with the Scottish Bi-Centennial 
Tattoo in Washingtong USA, in 1976v experienced an interesting 
legacy of this rivalry, It had been decided that the march 
off should be the John Denver popular song, "Take me Home 
Country Roads'19 play6d by the Military Bands, as the 
Director of Music had decided "it could not be played on 
the Pipes". Immediately Pipe Major John Allang QOHdrs*9 
set about secretly transposing the tune to the Pipes with 
harmonyq and after a surprise rendering on paradeg and much 
to the consternation of the Military Bandso the Pipes and 
Drums took the honour of the march off, 
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and 'old fashioned' drumming techniques. Instead of the 

clipped and clinical music now produced, the sound was much 

more resonant and rounded and although the starts and finishes 

may have been somewhat ragged in modern termsp en masseq the 

sound must have been magnificent. 

The practical development of the military Piper and the Pipe 

Band had interesting and complex repercussions on Pipe musicq some 

of which were closely related and interwoven with the Band of 

Music and the rifers and Drummers. All these musicians do not 

appear to have considered themselves hide4ound by tradition, and 

there being no 'standard settings' of Pipe music each group felt 

perfectly free to learn from the other. and although the Bagpipe 

scale is limited and the instrument cannot produce a variation in 

sound volume, the old rife having in addition no keyst the cross 

referencing and adaptation of tunes appears to have been commong 

the Band playing Fife tunes# the Fifes playing pipe tunes and the 

Pipers playing Fife tunes; all the musicians also adapting popular 

aireq fiddle, classicalp foreign and dance tunes to their own use, 
116 

116* Drummnrs Cnl1q No* 11 December 1980t po lle It is interesting 
that terms used in connection with the structure of 
Piobairoachd, such as "doubling" and "singling" were also 
used in Fife Music, The manuscript books of Fife tunes 
of tho 42nd include such tunes eat 'Rule Britannialt 
'Lady MacDonald's Rself# fThe Highland Laddielp 'The 
Prussian Ualtz', 'Lady Mary Ramsay'. (strathspey)g 
'Blakomorel (jig), 5 MS Books of Fife Music of the 
42nd, op. cit. 
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"The Pipers are up to date as usual, and 
the classic strains of 'Her Golden Hair 
was Hanging Down Her Back" is now wafted 
an the breeze from the drones of the 

it 117 
mighty warpipe , 

The Band, Fifers and Pipers for example all played the 'Belle 

Isle March't but the tune is known to Pipers as "The 74th's Slow 

March% Pipe Major John Macleadt after hearing the Sardinian 

Contingent Band in the Crimea play Rossini's ballet music from 

the opera "William Tell". adapted a passage from the music and 

wrote the march "The Green Hills of Tyrol". 118 

Neither was original composition neglected particularly in 

light musict marchest strathspeys and reels, two of-the earliest 

known contemporary marches which are capable of being dated exactly 

beingt "The 79th's Farewell to Gibraltar" by Pipe Major John 

MacDonald and "The 78th's Farewell to Belgaum" by Pipe Major 

Alexander MacKellar, composed in 1848 and 1849 respectively. 
119 

In June 1853, at Chobham Campt Pipe Major William Ross of 

the 42nd arranged a selection of tunes which he called "Long 

Reveille% 

117* SutherInnd Nown, Vol. 21 No. 10 October 18959 p. 110. 

110. PIpInn Times, Vol* 33 No* 9p June 1981. Lt. Colonel 
093*S* Murrayq Whatts in a NsmeIq p. 21* 

119. Thera ara many such compositions of welcome and farewell, 
Most Pipers today have no idea at all about the origins 
of those tunes, and all too often titles are shortened 
or misquotedg "The 79th's Farewell" losing all the 
meaning and implications of leaving the Rock and of 
the Battalion remaining at sea in the Bay of Gibraltar 
for several days before they could set out across 
the Atlantic. 
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"Chisholm Castle - Slow time. This tune 
is played once over and four bars of the. 
first part. 

Fingal's Lament - Slow time. This tune 
is played twice over and... (MS damaged), 

Caledonian Lassies - Quick time. This tune 
is played and four bars of the first 
part, 
First two parts of the Athole Highlanders 
welcome to Loch Katerine". 120 

J*W* Uedderburn makes no mention of this practice and apparent 

innovation by Pipe Major Ross, but he does imply that Ross received 

little encouragement from the Commanding Officer; 

"Dined at Mass at 7 O'clock. The Band and 
Pipes played* The first quickstep the Pipes 
played did not seemingly please Col, Cameron 
who ordered them never to play it againo poor 
Rose the Pipe Major was horribly disgusted 
as it happened to be a first rate tune ... I at 
once rose and left the Mess table in a rage". 121 

While Pipe Major Rose did not serve in the Crimea, 
122 his 

Long Reveille seems to have been adapted and extended into what 

came to be known as 'Crimean Reveille'* It was the practice in 

Imperial France to hold military parades an the 15th day of every 

monthp and in the spirit of rivalry and no small amount of jealousy 

of the French Bandeq it may not be a coincidence that "Crimean 

Reveille" came to be sounded an the 15th day also# the Pipers of 

the Highland Brigade being capable of producing music without a 

rival in the French camp, The tunes for "Crimean Reveille" wereq 

120, MS Book of Pipe Music belonging to Pipe Major William Ross 
42nd, BURM 780/91o 

121* Diary of Colonel J, W, Wedderburn 42nd. BURM 28/714/le 
Chobbham 7.7*1853. 

122* 1245 Pipe Major William Ross. Barn Knockbain, Ross, Enlisted 
aged 17 an 1*3*1839 at Inverness. Tradet Piper. Discharged 
free 11,5,1854* Appointed Piper to the Queen. Died at 
Windsor Castle 10.6.1891# aged 69, 
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"The Sodger's Return". a song with both Gaelic and English wordst 

"Granny Duncan"q known in the 42nd as "Johnny Crockle" which is 

believed to be an old Fife tune, "See will We Yet" ("The Wearing 

of the Green" played "diminished")t "Miss Girdle" or "The Bowmore 

Reel"t "Chisholm Castle" or "Erchless Castle" from Long Reveille 

and "Hey Johnny Cope" dating from the 1745 Rebellion. 123 

There was no lack of experimentt improvisation and innovation 

th8reforep and although certain tunes like "Hey Johnny Cope" were 

used by most Highland Regiments for Reveilleg neither the settings 

nor the tunes seem to have been laid down as obligatory. 
124 

Thus 

each Regiment had its own way of playing certain tunes and in the case 

of "Highland Laddie" there was a Black Watch way of playing it and 

a Cameron Highlanders way of playing it* 125 

123* 
-The 

Cabar Feldh Collection. Pipe Music of the Queen's Own 
High1nnders, op* cit, q pp. 244-247, 

124* Company Pipe Calls were set down in the 91st in 1877. See 
Pipe Rules of the glat, from Permanent Order Bookt 91st 
(let Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders)v ASHRM 
Sb 18/16. Belfast 6#7*1877* Appendix 7 (5). An interesting 
volume of 78th Regimental settings was printed in 1901 under 
the title Duty Calls and Favourits Tunes of the Seaforth 
Hinhlnnderg... from Pipe Major Ronald Mackenzie's Manuscrint 
Hook# 

- 
Sattinnn played by the 78th Highlanders (Elgins 

Seaforth Highlanders# 1901)9 NLS MHS 167. Mackenzie was 
Pipe Major of the 78th between flay 1865 and February 1879 
after which he became Pipe Major of the 3rd Seaforth 
Highlanders until 1892. In 1893 he became Pipe Major 
of the 3rd Volunteer Battalion Seaforth Highlanders. 
Soma interesting tunes and settings are included in this 
book which also details duty tunes of the period and notes 
the procedure at military funerals of playing the Ist and 
2nd bare of 'Lochaber No Moral after the first volley, 
the lot, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Bars after the second volley 
and the first part once after the third valley, 

125. Evidence of Pipe Major (UO 1) Dippie, Black Watch and 
Us Colonel D*J*S* Murray# Queen's Own Highlanders (notdo), 
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When Regimental Marches were given official sanction in 

1882, and attempts were made to standardise the marches and 

Duty tunesq it appears that in the 93rd at least in the 1880s, 

few could remember what the old pre-Crimean tunes were. Writing 

to R. H. Burgoyne from Maryhill Barracks about 1882, Lt. Colonel 

Ewan H. D. Macpherson reported; 

"I asked the oldest soldiers in the Regt. who 
are Band Sergeant Kerr,., & Drum Major Duff, ** 
what the tunes for parade (were) and they both 
said Pibrach o' Donald Duh in morning parade 
and Athole Gathering for the afternoon: but I 
have still a better authorityt a young fellow 
Mackay a piper enlisted the other day & he is 
nephew to Mackay who was Pipe Major & went to 
the Maharaja of Cashmere, he is now retired 
and living in Aberdeen. 9, and he said the three 
tunes in use in the Regt. in his time were 
Pibrach of Donald Duh for morning parade, 
Athole Gathering for afternoon and The 
Highland Laddie for March Past* Now Mackay 
joined us about 1850 and left us at Sealcote 
I thinke', ##'126 

Ono of the reasons why Pipers were generally encouraged and 

upported was probably the social implications of the instrument 

tself, The Highland Bagpipe was widely considered in the 19th 

century as the instrument of a gentlemang closely associated with 

the Highland revival and acceptable for an Officer not only to 

listen to, but also to play. In 1888 eight Officers of the 

Camaron Highlanders played to a high standard and when the Duke 

of Cambridge visited the Regiment at Edinburgh Castlev the eight 

Officers joined the fourteen Regimental Pipers and played round 

the dinner table, Spencer Ewart records; 

126o Letter, Lt, Colonel Ewan H*D. Macpherson to R. H. Burgoyne 
c*1882* ASHRM* 
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"At this period we had eight Officers in the 
Battalion who could play the Pipes - Leslie, 
Money, Davidsons, Wolridge Gordon, McLeodt 
Sempillt MacFarlane and myself and united 
to the Regimental Pipers we all 22 in number 
marched round the table in our kilts and played 
the Duke a 'sets Its 127 

Ewart and other Highland Officers were also responsible for 

liaising with the Piabaireachd Societyq to which many influential 

Highland Officers belongedp to start the first official tuition 

of Army Pipers, ultimately to become the Army School of Piping, 

The classes which began in 1910 at Cameron Barracks.. Inverness 

under John MacDonald of Inverness# were primarily designed for 

improving Piabaireachd playing, but undoubtedly improved the 

standard of overall play of those who attended in 1910/1911 and 

1912/1913.128 

127. Diary of General Sir 3. Spencer Ewart 79th, RH/4/84/19 
12,9,1888, 

128* Ibid, t R11/3/134/3 11.5.1910 and UD/32/12150, Much of the 
preservation of Pipe Music and especially Piobaireachd must 
be credited not only to the Piobaireachd Society, but also 
to the Armyq the Army Class and the Army School of Pipingq 
and while Piobaireachd is presently the subject of a new 
revival and intereatt other developments appear to pose a 
serious throat to the traditional bass of the instrument. 
Joseph MacDonald writes that Piobaireachd, Jigs and Reels 
were the sole, traditional and proper music for the Great 
Highland Bagpipat but even by 1760 inroads were already being 
made into its repertoire by the introduction of contemporary 
Italian pieces and Scotch Airs popular amongst Pipers in the 
"Low country" who used "Pipes with bellows"g, ',. "'Thus a passage of 
Corrolli ... or Handal & etc, played with Pipe Cuttings a Drone 
must carry a groat deal of the Author's meaning in it & so 
of Scots Airs Minuots Songs etc. - What a wretched and insipid 
jargon is this ... to a judicious ear is obvious. This ... imitation 
of other Musick is what gives such a contemptable notion of a 
Pipe", Oosaph MacDonaldq A Comnleat theory-of-the Scots 
Hinhlnnd banninep op. cit,, p, 20, Francis Collison was 
concerned with the introduction of 11seconds'19 i, o, two part 
harmony, "something for which the instrument was never intended'19 
and now accepted as standard practice in Pipe Bands. Francis 
Callisong The Traditional and National Music of Scotland (London: 
Routledge & Kogan Paulq 1966), p, 198, Most concerning of all 
however to the traditional approach is the modern military 
practice of combined playing by the Military Band and the Pipes 
and Drums,, a concept that does neither justice musicallyt and 
carried to its logical conclusion could, in the long termt 
retard the development of military Piping and result in even 
fewer / 
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In 1914p while the Regular Highland Battalion Bandsmen 

initially left their instruments in store and went to war as 

stretcher bearers and runnerst the Pipes were takent although it 

quickly became apparent that playing in battle was virtually 

impossible and it is interesting that Private Lobban and Corporal 

MacFarlane are both adamant that Pipers could not and did not 

play in the front trenches or in battle when they were present 

with the lst Camerons and the Ist Black Watchp and that romantic 

and heroic notions of playing on the parapet was a Territorial 

and Now Army phenomenon. 
129 

Pipers were used as riflemen# 

runners, and stretcher bearers and although attempts were made 

to keep some behind the linesp the lossest particularly in the 

early months of the war, were so heavy that the great pre-war 

Military Pipe Bands virtually ceased to exist and as a result a 

great deal of irreplaceable expertise was lost. 

Many of the Pipe Majors of the pre-war period were possessed 

of considerable skill and man like Pipe Major G. S, McLennan of the 

let Battalion Gordon Highlanders 1905-1913 and 1918-1919t have 

become legends in piping history. 130 Such was the power and 

influence of the Pipe Major that they often struck a note of awe 

In the hearts of the young Subalterns. Spencer Ewart records that 

just before the 79th left Gibraltar for Egypt in 1882 he marched 

120 fewer of the fine 19th century march# strathspey and reel 
contd, compositions being played except in solo performance and 

prevent Military Bonds boing heard to their best advantage. 
In 1905 for example the let Battalion Black Watch played an 
entire Retreat programme of combined playing an the Esplanade 
of Edinburgh Castle; undoubtedly a sign of things to come* 

129* Oral history archive in the possession of the authart op. cit. 
Compare however the records contained int Sir Bruce Seton 
and Pipe Major John Grant, Pipes of War (Wakefield: E, P. 
Publishing Limitedt 1975). 

130o For a collection of Pipe Major G. S. McLennan's tunes see, 
Thp Gnrdon 11inhIanders Pine Music Collection. Vol, 1 
(London: Paterson's Publications# 1983). 
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a party back tp barracks after rifle practice. 

"I saw that Pipe Major Grant was very drunk. 
He made a most horrible noise on his Pipes and 
as the man were all laughingt I told him when 
near the Casemate Barracks to leave off playing 
which he did, Naturally as a young Subaltern - 
I hold the Pipe Major in great reveration and I 
was determined to say nothing more and let him 
walk to barracks if his legs would take him 
there, However when we got into the most 
crowded and narrow part of the Gibraltar 
main street he suddenly slipped off down a 
side street and disappeared", 131 

Ewart, deeply hurt when the Pipe Major apparently went unpunished 

. after stating that, "he had been obliged to go down a side street 

to assist himself"t was consoled when he was taken aside by the 

Adjutant and it was explained to him that punishment was out of 

the question as the Colonel would never consider allowing the 

Regiment "to go an active service without its Pipe Major"* 
132 

Thus, while sometimes reprobate characterst the pre-war 

Pipe Majors also represented the culmination of Highland Military 

-musical development from 1820 and from them stemmed much of the 

modern image of a Highland Regiment# now threatened by financial 

restrictions and some lack of understanding of their originst and 

of the socialt emotional and Regimental importance of their music. 

131* Diary of Gonaral Sir Sponcor Ewart 79th, RH/4/84/lt 31o7,1882o 

132o lbid*g IoG, 1882o 
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CHAPTER 101 ASPECTS OF HIGHLAND REGIMENTAL LIFE: CLEANLINESS9 

RANK, CRIME AND DISCIPLINE. RELEASE AND RECREATION, THE REGIMENTAL 

FAMILY 

As has already been illustrated in Chapter sevent another 

conspicuous part of the routine of Highland Regiments was the effort 

to promote and maintain cleanliness. In barracks, Saturday was the 

great day of cleaning and inspectionst when not only the barracks 

ware cleaned, but the kits and necessaries were laid out in a set order 

for inspection an the beds* I Preparation for these inspections took 

up a great deal of the soldier's timet but once a set of kit was 

"up'19 that is tailoredv with the straps adjusted and trimmed and a 

good base of blocking and pipe clay and the brasses burnishedq the 

final preparations were minimal# and there developed a considerable 

pride amongst the man in having the best kit and the best room, which 

invariably resulted in certain exemptions from the round of Inspections. 

A. D* Greenhill Gardyno of the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders recalls 

in 1091, 

"The kits were a marvel, I never saw anything 
like soma of them for neatness... So the 
Colonel was pleased and Ramsay tackled him 
about exempting the best men from inspection 
and as a result the best kite need not be 
shown twice a months says the Orderly room... 11,2 

Considerable skill and technique was required in the cleaning 

of kitp which was termed I'soldiering"t and there is evidence that 

men with particular skill at burnishing or the application of pipe 

1, Diary of General Sir Spencer Ewnrtg 79thp RH/4/64/19 18,2,1882, 

2* Diary of A. De Greenhill Gardyne 75tht RH/4/59/1-8 1891, For 
an example of a kit layout see Appendix 6 (55) taken from 91st 
(Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) Permanent 
Order Book ASHRM Sb 18/16* Cape Town 13.4,1882, 
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clayq would help others, probably for a small fee, while the 

older soldiers would always ensure that a recruit on his first 

guard would be certain to pass the Officeiýs inspection. Sergeant 

George P. Miller of the 71st (HLI) at Stirling in 1858 remembers: 

"Thus the old soldiers in the room saw to it 
that the recruit was turned out spick and braw, 
that he might be a credit to the squad of which 
he was a member. As the hour of guard mounting 
drew near he was dressed and thoroughly overhauledt 
so that even the keen eye of the Adjutant could not 
detect a speck*.. I well remember once at guard 
mounting a recruit of the old corps was brought to 
the front and pointed out as an example how to turn 
out for the important duty of guard mounting and 
how the Adjutant with the tail of his eye looked 

at a squad of old soldiers away in the distance 
who were watching the recruit. The heart of 
the recruit beat fast that day and the old 
soldiers were sky-high with delight ... Thant 
having mounted his first guard in these days 
the Ruck (recruit) was expected to provide the 
whole guard with tobacco. Just as an apprentice 
in civil life has to "pay off" when he attains 
to the position of journeyman". 3 

Officers relied heavily upon their soldier servants for the 

preparation of their clothes and the cleanliness of their 

accoutrements, The position of Officers' servants involved 

considerable privileges and may well have been sought after. In 

the 79th servants wore allocated to each Officer and one was shared 

by the Sergeant Major and the Quarter Master Sergeant. No front 

rank men, and no men from the elite Light and Grenadier Companies 

were permitted to be servantaq 
4 but for those who were chosen there 

were rewards in extra moneyq exemption from certain parades and the 

privilege of wearing civilian clothes or the Regimental liverye 
5 

3* HLI Chroniclo, No. 9p January 1895t p. 344* 

4, Standing Ordars of the 79th Highlanders 1819# QOHRM 142a/79 

p. 82. 

50 Standing Orders of the 2nd Battalion Seaforth Highlanders 1884 

pe 47, See Appendix 6 (36) an Officer's Servant of the 2nd 
Battalion Gordon Highlanders at Edinburgh Castle 1883. 
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These men also accompanied their masters on shooting expeditions 

and on leave. and they frequently became close friends maintaining 

correspondence long after their service had expired, 
6 

Cleanliness was closely associated with Regimental pride 

and individual responsibility, end it would seem that in Highland 

Regiments the insistence on cleanliness was functional, to ensure 

that a soldierts clothing and equipment was fit for duty and public 

view, rather than oppressive, and that the concept of cleaning for 

the sake of cleaning and "bull",, was much more a feature of the 

inter-war years from 1919-1939 when cleaning assumed much of the 

character of mindless punishment. In the maint Regular soldiers 

of the pro-First World War Highland Regiments wereq as a matter of 

individual and Regimental pridet concerned about their appearance 

and it is clear from the photographic evidence that a lot of 

-individual effort went into good presentation. Rules can make a 

man clean but they cannot make him smart unless he wants to be smart. 

Particularly in the latter half of the 19th century and the early 

20th conturyt the Highland soldier was not unaware of the romance 

which surrounded his Regimentq and he was also conscious that even 

n average looking man presented a good appearance in scarlet 

unict k ilt and feather bonnet compared with his drab civilian 

counterpart, 

Private Reginald Lobban noted the effecto and more particularly 

the results, of turning out well in full dress to be chosen for the 

Guard of Honour to the King during the Royal visit to Edinburgh in 

1914t but at the same time speaks with some derision of the Scats 

6. Diary and papers of Private H* Ogilvie lot Battalion Black Watch# 
BURM. Private Ogilvie was the soldier servant of Captain Urquhart 
and Victor Fortune. 
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Guards whog the day after the Ist Division was extricated from 

the desperate fighting of the let Battle of Ypres, repolished all 

their equipment and held an orderly room in an open field near 

Hoogoo 

Now unfashionablev frequently ridiculed and often misunderstoodt 

the cleaning and polishing process was an integral and functional 

part of Regimental lifog smartness and cleanliness being closely 

associated with soldierly manliness and Individual and Regimental 

pridag particularly in the later Victorian and Edwardian period. 

Parades and guards with the Bands playing and the Colours flying 

caused a considerable amount of work for everybody in the Regiment, 

but they also provided colour and stylet a feature often neglected 

and unjustly scorned in an age of khaki and camouflage. 
8 

As with all British Ragimentaq the social structure of the 

Highland Regiments was soundly based on rank* For Officersq 

rank had particular implications of financial involvementq duty 

nd expectations of patronage from subordinatest but for the Non 

ommissioned Officers and man the considerations were different. 

Even in 1919 the financial rewards for Private soldiers were 

generally low by industrial standardsv while the duties of Warrant 

7o Private Reginald Lobban let Battalion Queen's Own Cameron 
Highlanders, An oral history archive in the possession of 
the author, 

BO It in interesting that at the end of the First World War 
HM the King insisted that the Colours of the Regiments, 
including the Highland Regiments, be escorted out to 
France and Belgium and that they be carried as the Regiments 

marched across the German bordero Both Corporal MacFarlane 

and Private Lobban speak with emotion of the return of their 

Colours and the remarkable eight of the gleaming let Division, 

with Artilleryt Cavalry and Infantry crossing the frontier. 
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Officers and senior NCOs carried considerable responsibility and 

entailed a great deal of work. It is clear that by modern 

standards many man were unambitious and preferred to remaint 

by choice or requestq In the rank of Private soldierg a station 

which appears to have hold merit In itself and allowed the Individual 

freedom fron, responsibility. At the same time however the formal 

rank structure permitted men to visibly improve their status and 

attain respectability in both military and civilian circles. John 

Tulloch of the 74th proudly wrote to his brother from Cannonore in 

1855 on being promoted to Sergeantj 

"I have a handle to my name and means to keep 
itil. 9 

Because of the large number of guards undertaken by the Army 

at home and abroad and the principle that no Private soldier could 

be trusted on his own initiative to go and do as he was toldv 

(evidence would suggest that he could or would not, in spite of being 

fully aware of the penalties of drinkingp abscondingg fighting etco)t 

NCOa and Sergeants were responsible for all the day to day supervision 

of the ment marching parties to the school# the orderly room, the 

hospital and to and from parades and guards. They were responsible 

too for the distribution of orderst carefully writing details from 

the central orders book in the orderly room and passing them on, 

often verbally, to the men in their squad or companyq while the main 

orders of the Commanding Officer would be read by the Adjutant at 

the head of the Regiment at general parade* There were however 

other important but less glamorous duties performed by the NCOs 

9, Ldtters of 3ohn Tulloch 74tht op. cit. 9 23.10slS55* 
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and In India in the 1860s 91st Orders detailed a Corporal to be 

told off daily to superintend the milking of the cows, to ensure 

that the milk was not watered by the native servants* 
10 

Invariably there were too many duties and insufficient NCOs 

on establishment, and Lance rank 
11 

was freely used in the Highland 

Regiments both as bn incentive to responsibility and as a matter 

of necessityt a move which generally resulted in the devaluation 

of the lower ranks. Lauderdale Maule of the 79th complained in 

Gibraltar in 1847; 

"How many Lance Corporals do you think I am 
compelled to keep up here (and Lance Sergeants 
in proportion) to give my Non Commissioned 
Officers 3 nights in bed. Upwards of 40111 12 

The system of rank was also flexible and deprivation was an 

integral part of the sys 
, 
tam of punishment9thereby avoiding the more 

severe aspects of military discipline. The most usual cause of 

deprivation of rank was drunkenness. John Tulloch of the 74th 

explained; 

"... the night i cam to Barracks from out post 
duty i got on the spree with some other Sergeants 
one of them and myself drank rather heavily and was 
not able to go to Tattoo parade we were both confined 
of course and the consequence was that we were both 
reduced to the ranks*** there is no use of saying i 
am vexed or in any way grieved for what has happened 
that would be of no avail whatever... it is possible 
that i can got on again however i am happy to say that 
i have not tasted liquor since i got off the spree 
that was the cause of my reducal ... 11,13 

10. glet Commanding officers Rough Order Book. Kamptee India* 
ASHRM R/16 1860* 

110 Jo Murray Kendall MOEj, FSAq "The Lancespossade and the History 
of 'Lancet Rank"# Journal of the Society for Army Historical 
Research, Vol. 5/6 1926/19279 pp. 81-86. 

12* Letters of Lte Colonel the Hon, Lauderdale Plaule 79th, 
GO/45/14/634/4 1-98 Gibraltar 21.3.1847, 

l3e Letters of John Tulloch 74th, op. cit., 28.9.1857* 
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Restoration to a previously held rank was In fact commont 

illustrating not only the acknowledgement of frailtyt but also 

a certain condonation of the heavy drinking that obviously 

pervaded the Highland Regiments, 

Rank was also used as a system of direct reward and encourage- 

ment, 91st Orders of the 26th of April 1865 record; 

"Corpl. (4007) Willm. We Cameron is promoted 
Sergeant in Noe 10 Company. **This promotion is 
due to special service worthily performed as the 
leader and trainer of that Corps of Pipers, which 
under many difficulties has been maintained in 

jj 14 
the Corps, since the Regiment landed in India... * 

and in the same Order; 

"Lco Cple (3387) John Kearney No. 3 Coyo is 
promoted Corporal due to special good service 
and musical proficiency in the Band". 15 

Although it was encouragedg in some Highland Regiments, the 

ability to read and write was not a prerequisite for promotion, 

but in general GCOs were encouraged to learn. In 1833 Standing 

Orders of the 42nd instructed; 

"Non commissioned officers are required to 
attend the Regimental School if not sufficiently 
wall taught In reading# writing and arithmetic... 
Sergeants are expected to I arn at least the first 
four rules of arithmetic". 

16 

In an era when written reportat orderap instructions and requests 

were all impartentg it is clear that the ability to read and write 

soon became a neceesity amongst NC09 and Sergeantsp although the 

17 
standard was not necessarily high 0 

14,91st (lot Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) 
Permanent Order Bookq ASHRM Sb 18/169 26,8,1865, 

150 Ibide 

16* Standing Orders of the 42nd 1833. SWRM 255,51 (42)t p. 33. 

17* It Is interesting to study the letters of John Tulloch of 
the 74th and to see quite clearly how his writingg spelling 
and punctuation improves over the years. 
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By 1857 the 42nd had set down educational requirements for 

promotion. 

"Private to L/Cpl. - Able to reado write and understand 
the first four rules of Arithmetic. 

L/Cpl. to Cpl. As aboveg with division and Drill 
without arms. Understand the duties 
of Orderly, Fatigue and Guard Corporal. 

Cpl. to L/Sgt. Able to take simple dictation and do 
proportions and mental arithmetic. 
Drill with arms. Guard and Escort 
duties. 

L/Sgt. to Sgt. Able to take dictationg calculate vulgar 
fractions and mental arithmetic. Drill 
a Company and conduct guards and detach- 
ments*,,. Fylly familiar with standing 
orders ,a 

In 1860 Bartie Gordon of the 91st, after insisting that all 

members of the Regiment attend school even for a short-timag introduced 

a competitive examination for the purposes of promotion, allotting 

vacancies as they occurred, not only to the deserving, but also to 

those who gained the best marksq 
19 

and as Army Education developed 

in the 18609 and 17091attendance at the Regimental School was 

virtually made compulsory with promotion depending on the possession 

of Army Education Certificates. 20 

In practice however it was often difficult to sustain the 

necessary attendance and provide continuous tuition. Lauderdale 

Maule of the 79th wrote from Gibraltar in 1846; 

"**@we have not a single rank and file in the school 
because we have not a moment to spare from dutiest 
fatigues and labour on the fortifications. The 
Band and Drum Boys constitute the sum total of our 
scholars", 21 

180 42nd Order Booke BURM 27/2270. Dover 17,4,1857, 

19* 91st Commanding Officers Rough Order Book, Kampteso ASHRM 
R/169 10,9,1860, 

20. See Alan Ramsay Skalley# The Victorian Army at Homaq op, cit., 
pp, 85-98. 

2le Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hono Lauderdale Maule 79thq 
GD/45/14/634/3 1-84 Gibraltar 12.12.1846. 
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Regimental Orders clearly show that in the Highland Regimentsg 

who spent so much of their time in foreign and active servicet 

the school simply had to close down when trooping, marching from 

station to stationg or an internal security or active duty* 
22 

From the evidence of Private Lobban and Corporal MacFarlane 

however there is no doubt that by 1914 the Regimental School was 

a permanent and indeed popular feature of Highland Regimental 

lifet and a First Class Cortificateg (which Mr. MacFarlane still 

holds) was a proud possession, 
23 

The system of rank was not only closely linked with educationt 

it also provided a series of positions within the Regiment giving 

employment to man often too old or Infirm for the ranks, or men 

who had served the Regiment well over many years, These positions 

Included Hospital Sergeantt 
24 

Armourer Sergeantt Pay Master 

Sergeant, orricors9Mess Sorgeantp Canteen Sergeant 
25 

and NCO in 
. 

charge of the necroation and Reading Room. All these positions 

gave opportunities for additional financial remuneration and rewardq 

22* 91st Commanding Officers Rough Order Book, Kamptee. ASHRM 
R/16 11,6,1860* "The Regimental School will reopen after a 
cessation of two years duration ... 11. 

23* Evidence of Corporal Frank MacFarlane and Private Reginald 
Lobban. An oral history archive in the possession of the 
authors 

24o For example Hospital Sergeant Robert Jameson 79th. "I am 
about to push for an Ensigncy and Quartermastership for my 
Hospital Sergeant Jameson# in which I shall by next mail 
roquast your aid - He is a very good and worthy man". Letters 
of Lt. Colonel the Hon, Lauderdale Maule. GD/45/14/634/5 1-56 
Quobec 1,2*1049@ See Appendix 6 (33)o 

25* For example Canteen Sergeant James Knight of the 79th, Knight 
enlisted in 1854 and served in the Crimea and India; he became 
Canteen Steward an the 16th of February 1875t finally leaving 
the Regiment in 1885. See "Men who made the 79th'19 79th Npw-, q, 
Vol, 29 Noe 18t 1895t p, 3o 
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and it would seem that the small extra charges levied by these 

man were paid ungrudgingly by Highland soldiers, who were probably 

fully aware that one day they might qualify for such a postv 

whereupon they themselves would expect the remuneration also. 

James Anton of the 42nd, as an old soldier, was appointed to 

take charge of the Officere Mess at Limerick about 1822# a 

position he held for seven years. With some modesty he 

remembers, 

"The situation of messman is such that he may 
realise a little money. 00% 

26 

It is clear however that Highland soldiers were in no way 

overawed by rankq and that while certain Officers were disliked 

and were unapproachablet many soldiers of the 19th and early 20th 

centuries felt free to address their Officers man to man, each 

respecting the security and status of the otherts social-position. 

Surgeon William Munro of the 91st and 93rd sums up this inter- 

relationship; 

of there existed generally or almost universallyp 
a*;; Iendly fooling which extended throughout all 
ranks, but I think that in Scotch or Highland 
Regiments there was something more than this. 
In these there was a friendly intimacy between 
Officers and men, which by strangers might have 
been looked upon as familiarity, but which was 
in reality the evidence of esteem and confidence 
in each other which knew no fear and was the 
resultq not only of long companionship, but of 
a fooling of nationality", 

This intimate inter-relationship of rank allowed soma 

extraordinary scones to take place in Highland Regiments which are 

nover generally associated with the often publicised oppressed 19th 

26. James Antono RArnannet of a Military life, op. cit., p. 318. 

27. Surgeon Uilliam Munrot Reminiscences of Military Service with 
tho 93rd HinhInnArs, op, cit., p. 198* 
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century army, In January 18389 the night before the 93rd were 

to leave for Canada, the Officers held a Mess party and the young 

Lieutenant Andrew Agnew of the Grenadier Company, then aged 20, 

found himself late for dinner. 

"I hastily dressed for our last mess party 
and was hurrying down stairs when from a dark 
corner out rushed three or four Grenadiers, who 
In spite of all resistance held me... mounted me 
an the shoulders of one of the party and bore me 
off in triumph - This was no mutiny! but business 
had made me forget it was New Year's Day... This 
rough joke was intended as the greatest complimentv 
implying that the Grenadiers must have the dance 
with their sweethearts and wives. In vain I 
expostulatedv in vain remarked that the dinner 
call had sounded and that I had friends at Mess. 
I was carried on as steadily as circumstances 
would permit off to the Grenadiers quarters 
where I was obliged to make a short speech, drink 
a glass of whisky and dance at least one reel 
before I was able to effect an escape... % 28 

Instances such as this are a marked feature of Highland Battalion 

rank inter-relationships, and amongst those who served in Regular 

Battalions before 1914 and survived the rirst World War, these 

feelings of comradeshipt nationality and personal respect in rank 

were very strong, After his discharge in 1919t Private Reginald 

Lobban, as a direct result of Regimental patronage, obtained the 

pocition of Butler at Prestonfield Houseq Edinburgh, the home of 

the Dick-Cunninghams. In 1920 meetings took place at Prestonfield 

to establish the (Royal) British Legion Scotlandt and Mr. Lobban 

remembers opening the door to his former Commanding OfficerjColonel 

McLachlan of the Camerons. The Colonel spontaneously and warmly 

shook the Butler by the handt I'Lobbant it's yout I never thought 

I would see you again"t and ignoring host and employert the two 

20o Journal of Lt. Andrew Agnew 93rdp GD/154/7810 1838. 
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engaged in the relaxed conversation of old friends. 29 

Personal relationships apartq the formal military code of 

disciplinet embodied in the Mutiny Act, the Articles of Uar, 

the Army Discipline and Regulation Act of 1879 and the Army Actg 

laid down the rules governing the conduct of all soldierst together 

with regulations for procedure and the scales of punishment. 
30 

The rules were explicit and strict and were primarily governed 

by contemporary penal thoughte For many years the most 

authoritative Interpretations of Military Law were contained in 

a volume entitled "Observations an the Practice and the Forms of 

Courts Martial and Courts of Enquiry & etc, " by Lt, General Sir 

George Charles D'Aguilar, published in 1839, and Highland Officers 

relied heavily on D'Aguilar's work. 
31 

Although there appear to be no separate statistics, the most 

prevalent offences in the Highland Regiments would seem to have 

been desertion and drink-related crimes, The figurest where 

they exiett an both crimes must however be considered as misleadingt 

because of the lack of precise definition of the crimes, the in- 

dividual attitudes of Commanding Officers towards Courts Martial 

and the widespread condonationt particularly of the consumption of 

alcohol to excess that existed in the Highland Regiments, 

29, Evidence of Private Reginald Lobbano let Battalion Queen's 
Own Cameron Highlandersq an oral history archive in the 
possession or the authore 

30o ror a history of Military Law together with details of 
orrences and punishments seat Manual of Military-Law (Londont 
HMSOt 1914). 

31* Lt. Colonel L. Maule 79th, GD/45/8/96 Memorandum an Habitual 
Drunkenness c. 1851 and Captain R. U. Bennettq "Military Law 
in 1839". Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research, 
Vol* XLVIII No. 196 Winter 1970t pp. 225-241. 
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Desertion was ex facie a serious offence, frequently coupled 

with making away with accoutrements or the sale of necessaries* 

The incidence of desertion was it seems often linked with an 

unpopular commander, the proximity of a move overseas, the station 

of a Regiment and the time of year. By virtue of the fact 

that the Articles of War were read at the head of the Regiments 

regularlyt the men must have been aware that desertion carried 

a penalty of transportation, stamping or tattooing (it was not 

really branding in the modern sense) with the letter I'D", corporal 

punishment or imprisonmentg and yet some men persistently deserted 

and were equally regularly caught until they were transported or 

imprisoned. 

In the 20 years between 1831 and 1851,339 desertions are 

recorded as having taken placeg an average of approximately 17 per 

yearg in the 92nd Highlanders, 32 but the numbers are deceptive; 

many men deserted four if not five times before they were transported 

and had already been punished or marked with the letter I'D". 33 
In 

addition 61 desertions took place in the period 1831-1834 when the 

Regiment was in Irelandq prior to leaving for Barbados and there 

are only 8 recorded desertions in the West Indies. Between 

February 1844 and July 1846 howeverg when the 92nd were in Glasgowq 

Paisley and Edinburgh Castleg 207 desertions are recorded, although 

many of these men returned. 
34 

Individual motivation for desertion 

is difficult to assess, but it is evident that some men had already 

32, Register of Deserters 92nd Regiment, 1831-1851, GHRM, 

33. For example Private James Fraser 92nd, aged 25, barn Rhynieq 
deserted Tipperary 18329 115th time of desertiong bears marks of 
punishment and marked D... Transparted". Ibid. 

34. Ibid. 
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fallen foul of the disciplinary system prior to desertion and they 

were prepared to risk the punishments because they had nothing to 

lose. This particularly applied to desertion in Canada. Lt. 

Parke of the 72nd recorded at Fredericktown on the 7th September 

1852; 

"Five of our men sentenced to transportation have 
managed to cut their way out of the strong room 
and escape, one has b 59 n apprehendedv the others 
have got clean Off". 

In the light of the economic and social background in Scotland 

and particularly in the Highlandsq it might be anticipated that 

desertions would occur at a notably higher rate in the Highland 

Regiments, but from the figures which are available# it would appear 

that this was not the case although it seems that Highland deserti. on 

figures did peak when the Regiments were in Scotland and also when 

they were in Canadat when desertion meant permanently leaving and 

men usually finding their way across the American border. In 

Canada this desertion in fact became a business: 

"The American Companies all through British America 
endevour to induce soldiers to desert; a certain set 
of crimps also eek out their living by taking money 
to spirit men off ... Desertion is treated as a much 
more serious affair than it is in England... (and so)*.. 
the Tattoo rolls are called a second time and (if) 

anyone is absent a gun is fired from the Fort... On hearing 
this the military police are an the qui vive and any 
civilian meeting a soldier making off is a(t) liberty 
to arrest him and claim the reward (of L5). A most 
horrible system was brought to our notice at this 
time -a set of wretches not content with the wages 
of sin earned by inducing and assisting young soldiers 
to desert often drunk or half drunk, actually fastened 
on their victims by lying in wait watching for them on 
the very*routes they had indicated & giving them up 
to justicgii. 36 

35. Diary of Lt. William Parke 72nd. QOHRM, 

36. Journal of Lt, Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw, 93rd. GO/154/7Bl, 1838. 
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From the figures that are available in the Enlistment Book 

of the 42nd, which would appear to be roughly reliable between 1820 

and 18709 desertion rates in the 42nd would seem to have been 

proportionately low. 

Desertions 42nd 1820-1870 

Date No. of men enlisted in that yea-r. No. of men from that 
enlistment who deserted. 

1820 29 0 

1830 22 1 

1840 127 16 

1850 61 

1860 214 33 

1870 136 17 37 

The wording of the Roll implies that these men never returned 

and were not merely returnedo punished or transported; but there is 

of course no guarantee that same of them did not re-enlist in another 

Regimentv which was a common feature in 19th century desertiont and 

it is clear that a considerable amount of detailed statistical and 

social research requires to be done in this field. It is obvious 

however that there were heavy temptations to desert in Canada and 

that a strongly Scots civilian population in some areasq and American 

labour recruiting agentsp were not slow to encourage men to leave 

the servicev rather than leave them to return homev await discharge 

and pay passage money out. Some men who enlisted knowing a 

Regiment was in Canada, may well have joined in the first 

37, Roll of Enlistmentsv 42ndv 1795-c. 1893,8WRM 2285. 
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place for the free passage, 
38 

Figures extracted from the Standing Order Book of the 79th 

show that desertions in Canada were usually a joint venture, 

involving two or three men deserting together on the same day and 

presumably setting off in a group for the interior or the American 

border. Few are recorded as being raturnedp and it can only be 

a matter of speculation as to whether they survived the bitter 

Canadian winter and the dangers of the interiort forg of the 6 

men who deserted from Kingston Barracks between Christmas Eve 1830- 

and the 10th March 1831, only one, Private John Campbellq is known to 
39 have returned. . In total there seem to have been 18 "successful', 

desertions in the 79th in 1B31, and it was this very success and 

permanenceg together with a genuine fear of trafficking in labour 

38. Sir O. E. Alexander, 14th Regiment, "On Desertion in Canada"t 
United Services Maoazine, 1842 Part 2. (London: Henry Colburnt 
1842)9 p. 473. "It is well known, that for the sake of a 
free passage to America, and to join friends already in the 
United States, at little expense, men will enlist at homep 
and desert from their Corps in Canada at the first favourable 
opportunity... To a person who reflects at all on the 
subject of desertion I think it will be evident that in 
national regiments the crime of desertion is likely to be 
less frequent than in mixed corps. In the former there is 
more union and sympathy, the one with the other*, * In 
national corps there is a greater feeling and desire to 
stand well, with those we left at home than in regiments 
recruited at random in the United Kingdom. tWhat will 
they say in the Gallowgate if they beat us? ' said a Glasgow 
man to his comrades". 

39, Private Campbell deserted on the lst January 1831 and was 
absent for 15 days. On his return he was pardonedq probably 
having drifted off in a haze of alcoholic New Year festivities. 
Regimental Standing Orders Book 79th Highlanders. QOHRM 
144/79. 
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across the border that led the authorities. to take the far more 

serious view of desertion referred to by Lieutenant Agnew. 40 

One of the problems in the analysis of desertion statistics 

is the obvious lack of declaration of deserters by the-Regiments 

themselvesq and the covering up of the figures in various ways* 

Lt, Andrew Agnew of the 93rd records; 

Toronto 15.12.1838, "Sat on a board (i. e. a board 
of enquiry). After some examination found that 
John, the Major's Batmant was drowned ... The result 
of this inquest was sufficiently obscure. John 
was a great characterp trusted by his master, 
much loved by the Officers, a good conduct man 
with nearly twenty years service; on his being 
missed desertion was held to be out of the question; 
and the Major having satisfied himself that he was 
drownedg after very slight examination of certain 
persons who proved that he had been last seen an one of 41 the wharfs and found him drowned accordingly". 

In fact 3. ohn was not drownedv and it is clear that the Officers 

knew this perfectly well9 but would not record "deserter" against 

the name of a good man. This man had deserted and had bought 

a trading vessel on Lake Michigan. Two years later, haunted by 

the stigma of desertion, he wrote to the 93rd and declared himselfo 

requesting to pay for his discharge. The authorities however would 

not accept this and after a further year he voluntarily walked into 

the 93rd Guard Room at Drummondville and gave himself up. The 

Regiment tried to procure him a pardon without success and eventually 

he was tried by District Court Martial and sentenced to one year's 

imprisonment, Fortunately, the Colonel of the 93rd was District 

Commander at the time, and John's sentence was remitted, although he 

40. It is interesting to note that much of the desertion in the 
79th appears to have stopped when Lt. Colonel McDougall assumed 
command in June 1832. Ibid. 

41. Journal of Lto Andrew Agnew of Lochnawq 93rd, GO/154/781, 
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lost all service benefits. 42 

It is clear therefore that in certain cases Highland Regiments 

attempted to remit sentence and punishment of deserters. Concerned 

regarding desertion in the 79th, operating without relish in aid 

of the civil power at Wigan about 18409 Captain Lauderdale Maule 

was forced to make an example of three meng never apparently 

anticipating that they would be transported as a result. In 

an undated letter he wrote to his brother Fox Maule; 

"I find out that the three convicts I spoke of 
from the 79th Regiment who were to be transported 
for desertion viz - The two Scotts and Malcolme 
Ritchiev are on board the Lustitia Hulk at Woolwich. 
If you can prevent them being sent off in the mean 
time I'll forward you their papers ... on their behalf 
throl Sir Ronald, Two have never appeared in the 
defaulters book and the third only twice and then 
merely for being drunk when off duty - Poor devils - 
I brought them forward as examples and feel very 
sorry for them". 43 

One of the reasons for this apparent Regimental ambivalence 

towards desertion was the 19th century lack of latitude in sentencing 

and penal policy. Until the reform of soldiers'pay and the enhance- 

ment of that pay by the issue of certain free items which were 

formally "necessaries", the military wage, usually paid in small 

amounts dailyq 44 
was never intended as a reward in civilian terms, 

and therefore its use as a deterrent was limited. After the 

initial purchase of "necessaries" most soldiers were already in 

42. Ibid, 

43, Undated letter Lauderdale Maule to Fox Maule, Wigang c. 1840 
GD/45/14/634/6 45-107. It would appear that military and 
civilian prisoners were detained primarily aboard hulks in 
the Thames. Some prisoners would go direct to Australiag 
while others would go to the hulks in the West Indies and 
after a selection process would either stay there or go on to 
Australia. There were in addition hulks off the Cape of Good 
Hope housing military and civilian prisoners. PP 1831-32 
XXXIII c 159, Report an Convict Hulks, 

44. Horse Guards Circular 24,12,1825, 
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debt, and while there were forfeitures and finesq there was 

little point in fining a man who was already in debt, and who was 

going to incur further debt by way of legitimate stoppages for 

washingg food and necessaries which would rank-first against him. 45 

In addition many Officers'and men strongly disapproved of impri- 

sonmentv which merely allowed a mang in their opiniong to avoid his 

duty and unburden it on to his more disciplined comrades; 
46 

while 

at the same time they seem to have taken little delight in corporal 

punishment or transportationg although both were undoubtedly used 

for rough, toughq drunken bad characters that the Highland Regimentso 

Officers and men., were glad to get rid of. There being a limited 

middle course in sentencingg particularly extra-regimentally, it 

would appear that some desertion was, by various means, "kept iý 

the family". There is evidence toov by implicationg that Highland 

Regiments may have made little attempt to stop men going in certain 

circumstances. In an undated Memorandum of the early 1850s to his 

brothert Lauderdale Mcule wrote; 

"The enclosed has reference to two men of the 79thg 
2138 Jaso Brodie and 2345 Nail McLean sentenced by 
Court Martial to be dismissed the service with 
ignominy. I applied to have them discharged here 
(Canada) and the men themselves are desirous of 
hiding their heads in the States and beginning 
de nova, they were convicted of sodomy... it is 
bad policy with regard to the men themselvesq 
who are anxious to expiate themselves were the 
opportunity given to them". 47 

What happened to these two men is unknowng but the clear inference 

to be deduced from the memorandum is that, the men wanted to go to 

45. See the Warrant of 17.5.1831 establishing rates of pay, 
necessaries and stoppages, 

46. Lauderdale Maule of the 79th commenting on the Military Prison 
Legislation of 1847 wrote, "Long imprisonments break a soldier's 
heart*.. " GD/45/14/634/4 1-98. Gibraltar 10,2,1847. 

47, Memorandum by Lt. Colonel the Han, Lauderdale Maule 79th, 
GO/48/8/18. 
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the United Statesp the Regiment did not uant themo neither party 

has much to lose, but most important the Commanding Officer 

understands if not sympathisee with their situation, and the 

conclusion can be drawn that if they had managed to desert little 

Regimental opposition would have been put in their way. 

This element of condonation was particularly evident in 

drinking and drink-related offences in the Highland Regiments. 

Drinkingg especially the consumption of spirits as opposed to beer, 

was, and still ist a serious Scottish problem. In 1834 it was 

estimated that Scots consumed 4 gallons per annum per head of 

population of "ardent spirits" and Scotland was reputed to be "the 

OL 

most drunken country an the face of the earth", 
48 

Spiritst while 

cheaper in Scotland and Ireland#-were also an integral part of the 

social and labour system in Scotland; Elizabeth Grant of Rothiemurchus 

records; 

"Amongst the rest (of the servants at Doune House) 
was a Piper who for the fear of spoiling'the 
delicacy of the touch of his fingers5 declined 
any work unconnected with whisky"t 4 

1 

and she records of the timber men employed on the Spey in 1813; 

"*. *on collecting, (for work) whisky was always 
handed round; a lad with a small cask -a quarter 
anker - on his back, and a horn cup in his hand that 
held a gilIq appeared three times a day among them. 
They all took their "morning" raw, undiluted and 
without accompaniment, so they did the gill at 
parting when the work was done; but the noontide 
dram was part of a meal". 50 

48. PP 1834 VIII c559, Report from the Select Committee on Inquiry 
into Drunkenness. Q. 1365 p, 121. 

49, Elizabeth Grantp Memoirs of a Hiqhland Lady (London: John Murray, 
189B)t p. 22. 

50, Ibid, j p. 203, The author herself recalls in the 1970s the collec- 
tion of rents on Highland and Angus estates, when the Laikd, his 
solicitor and factor toured twice a year at the "terms'19 an event 
which was accompanied by the traditional and obligatory voluminous 
consumption of whisky# requiring considerable staying power by all 
concernedp with not a few office hours lost in the recovery period, 
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In the Army in the United Kingdom# NCOs, - 

Drummers and Private men were paid ld, per day "Beer Money", 

instituted in 1800 in lieu of the issue which had previously 

been in kind, 51 In Gibraltar however in 1847, the ration 

allowance was still issued in kind, but the men of the 79th 

preferred the ld per day and gave away, sold or bartered their 

allowance, 
52 

Not that this implied sobrietyp for it did not; 

the men simply used the proceeds of sale or bartered direct for 

the liquor of their choice; in GibraltarSpanish Brandy was a 

favourite. Complaining of alcoholism in the Regiment# Maule 

wrote; 

"In Gibraltar the evil is crying. I have had 
no less than 4 man with delirium tremens during 
the last weekq one of which a big strong 
powerful man - dead! raving madl" 53 

Maule urged the retention, and where applicable the establish- 

ment ofIcanteensq in every barracks to permit some sort of supervision 

over timings and consumption. 
54 

Canteens, until 1863 run on a 

51. PP 1830 XVIII c 580 A Return of the Rates of Pay and 
Allowances to the Officers and men of the Army in the 
Years, 1792-1829. 

52. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hone Lauderdale Maule, GD/45/14/634/4 
1-98, Gibraltar 5,6,1847, 

53. Ibid., 21.4,1847, 

54. The Select Committee of 1834 took very much the opposite 
viewp which was never in fact put into practice as regards 
Canteens, They recommended, "The abolition of all garrison 
and barrack canteens, at home and abroad and the substitution 
of some other and better mode of filling up the leisure 
hours of men confined within military forts and lines", 
PP 1834 VIII c 559 pare, viii p. 32. 
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private contractual basisq had the joint function of providing 

alcohol3and groceries and snacks at a profit to the proprietor 

and in 1824 the rent paid by the canteen contractor for the canteens 

at Europa Point and Windmill Hillt Gibraltar were j 29 (L52) and 

j 109 (L196,4.0, ) respectively, indicating the level of profit 

which the contractor might expect, 
55 

The Canteen itself usually comprised a detached building or 

an assigned areaq divided Into a shopt called the "dry" canteeng 

sometimes a separate Sergeantst room, a bar counter and a Private 

soldiers' drinking area with tables and benches; the "wet" canteen. 
56 

In theoryt by providing facilities for alcohol within the barracks 

and controlling timings9 quality and to some extent pricest many of 

the problems of alcoholism should have been avoided, but this was far 

fmm the case and the Highland soldier took strong exception to separ- 

ation from alcoholp particularly spirits, taking considerable risks 
57 

and going to great lengths to obtain it, , 

55. PP 1826 XX c, 609 p. 48. 

56. See WO/44/596. Plans - Canteen at Port Louis 1829-1834. WO/44/549. 
Plans - Canteen Cambridge Barracks Portsmouth 1829 and RHP 354839 
Plan Canteen Fort George c, 1870. 

57. Peter Burroughs suggests that drinking and other crime represented 
a "movement of reform from the ranks'19 and that soldiersq "could 
and did protest in the negativeg unconstructive form open to 
them against the harassments and monotony of army life and 
service: they resorted to unruly behaviourg drunkenness and 
desertion". While the point may be valid in certain circum- 
stancesq it would be wrong to assume that drinking represented 
some kind of fashionable popular protest by the majorityq for 
it did not; when the Highland Regiments drank at marriagest 
New Year or on embarkation they were celebrating not protestingp 
and it is erroneous to apply blanket interpretations of wha t 
either contemporary or modern reformers would like to have 
happened, with what actually happened. Peter Burroughsq 
"Crime and Punishment in the British Army 1815-1870". The English 
Historical Review. Vol, C No. 3969 July 1985, pp, 545-571, 
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In 1832, 
., 

cholera broke out in the Native Bazaar at* 

Trincomaleev Ceylon and Colonel Martin Lindsay of the 78th 

immediately took precautions confining the Regiment to the Fortf 

the Canteen being closed although an extra dram was permitted. 

In spitp of the dangers of disease, two soldierst Privates Henry 

Ebertson and William McPherson, got out of the Fort at night and 

swam across the Bay to the towng "in quest of women, eeand arrack", 
58 

Following their escapade 55 men of the 78th died of cholera including 

Ebertson and although the transmission of cholera was not understood 

at the timev their search for alcohol was indicative of the desperate 

measures men were prepared to take in spite of good sense and the 

regulations* 
59. 

58. Letter Book of Colonel Martin Lindsay 78tho Ceylon 1831-1836 
GD/254/697/1* Lindsay of Dowhill Muniments. 4.11.1832. 

59. The details of this outbreak make very interesting readingg for 
Lindsay not only illustrates the common belief of the period that 
cholera was linked with heavy alcohol consumptionp but he also shows 
the contemporary idea that it could be "dodged", )and the suspicions 
surrounding disease. ",,,,. on the 12th October the first case of 
cholera made its appearance in the Grenadier barrack. ooThe man 
who was one of moderate habits died that evening.. *The medical 
men and indeed every Officer and man being intensly anxious 
for removal, I vacated all the barrack rooms an the hill and 
spread the men about in every building within Churchesq Canteeng 
Theatre, Native Hospital and every place that had a roof, I also 
got the Arrogant Hulk from the Admiral and sent 118 men there... 
I was urged to let the whole Regt, go there & those who did 
not go were much dissatisfied... They embarked at daylight on the 
21st & during that day & the greater part of the 22nd all went 
wellt the men in high spirits & impressed with the idea that 
they at any rate were out of the way of the disease. It burst 
however upon them like a thunderbolt... The Surgeon of the 
"Melville" gave his opinion on its first breaking out that it 
was owing to poverty of diet, but as if to confound this notiong 
no less than nine Sgts. are included in the 55 deaths from 
cholera & their Mess was at least as good if not better than 
the Officers as far as eating goes & no way bad in the drinking 
way. But in truth the drunkard, the moderate and the abstemious 
have equally fallen victims, nor had those who had rooms of their 
own such as the Sergt. Major, Staff Sergeant and Armourer Do* 
escaped ... I was considering sending the whole Regt. down to her 
(the hulk), but on the night of the 22nd while they were dancing 
to the Pipes and amusing themselves in every way that could be 
contrivedg the disease broke out ... 11. Finally with 55 men dead 
and 77 in hospital the 78th returned to the barrackst 11 ... an the 
men returning to them, averything that we could think of to purify 
the / 
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Allowing the individual soldier to make up his own mind in 

the full knowledge of the dangers of alcohol and the punishment 

which followed alcohol-related crimes9 seems to have been of little 

use and Officers simply resorted to prevention, by whatever means they 

could find, and toleration. Colonel Cuming writes of a march of a 

detachment of the 79th from Castlebar to Ephlin in 1846; 

"The following day we marched at daybreak and 
halted at the village of Frenchpark for breakfast. 
I allowed the men to fall out for half an hour 
and gained my first experience of the soldiers 
love for whisky, When the time had expired I 
found only two Sergeants present, but with their 
assistance we turned the men out of shops and 
publiq houses in about half an hour. They were 
nearly all drunk, they could hardly stand; the 
Sergeants advised an early start in any shape or formg 
and at length, singing, shouting and tumbling aboutv 
they staggered out of the village. I marched in rear 
looking ruefully at my charge, uondering-what Major 
Fergu 

* 
son would have said had he met us. Some dropped 

their bonnets and were too drunk to notice it; the 
Sergeants and myself were landed with lost property, 
and were obliged to call a few of the least drunk to 
our assistance, One man fall down*and there was no 
getting him an his legs again so he had to be left 
with a Sergeantr who eventually hired a cart and brought 
him on, Fortunately heavy rain set in and it was 
astonishing how a good drenching brought them to 
their senses. This dayls march was ever a lesson 
to me, and afterwards I never neglected any 
precautions to ensure sobriety". 60 

When dissatisfied with the strengtho tasteg quality or variety 

of Canteen liquort the hard drinkers tried to smuggle alcohol of any 

kind into barrackso 
61 

It is obvious that Lt. Colonel Duncan McDougall 

59 the air was resorted to, such as firing muskets in the roomsp 
contdo burning bonfires to windward for the smoke to pass through and 

burning a pot or two of tar in each room". Ibid., Letter Colonel 
Lindsay 78th to Adjutant General, Tincomalee 6.11.1832. 

60. Diary of Colonel Cuming 79th, 79th Newsq 1935, p. 79. 

61, PP 1834 VIII c. 559 p. 432, (In India) ... "The soldiers employ 
their cook boys and sweepers (who are of the lower castes) to 

procure their liquors. They bribe the natives to procure cheap 
spirits, often mixed with deleterious matters, as bang (country 

hemp), daturap opium, which they say induce a degree of 
delightful exhil , ration not to be described during-which the 

power of enjoyment in everything is wonderfully increased". 
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of the 79th in 1832 instituted a serious campaign against 

drunkenness and orders issued by him in this respect include; 

11 ... a non-commissioned officer will be constantly 
posted in the Canteen with rolls of the companies 
and will see that no man drinks more than two wine 
glasses of spirits or four tumblers of Beer or one 
glass of spirits and two tumblers of beer in the 
course of 24 hours". 

Quebec. 11.3.1835. 
"As it appears that civilian children have been in 
the habit of bringing spirits into barracks, no 
boy or girl is allowed to enter without the 
sanction of the Commanding officer". 

Garrison Order, Quebec. 4.7.1835. 
"The soldiers of the Garrison are forbidden to enter 
the public house at the sign of the Harp kept by a 
man called Connelly in the second street from the 
right leading from St Lewis road to St Johns suburbs". 

Quebec, 7,6,1836, 
"As so many men of the 79th have of late disgraced 
themselves by getting drunk an Sundayv. a crime 
which none but the lowest blackguard can be guilty 
of; the Commanding Officer desires that no man of 
the Regimentq with the exception of the non 
commissioned officers shall be allowed to leave 
the barracks on no account except on duty". 62 

While these type of orders were common in Highland Regimentsq 

there is in addition strong evidence of condonation of the almost 

permanent IhappyIq if not drunken state, in which many of the men 

existed, largely because of the social inter-relationship between 

hospitality and alcohol, health and alcohol and manliness and alcohol. 
63 

62. Regimental Standing Order Book 79th Highlandersq QOHRM 144/79, 
63. The question must be askedg How drunk was drunk in the 19th 

and early 20th century? If a man had had a drink, but could 
still walk straight and did not insist on bursting into songg 
was he permitted to remain at large? It would seem so. It 
would appear that there were no excuses for being late for 
parade etc, v but providing that a soldier was present and 
'capable' his hangover and how he felt was his own business. 
Thus it became a point of pride to be able to drink and 
still appear punctually on parade, sore heads notwithstanding. 
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This condonation was evident when 3, W, Wedderburn 

inspected a detachment of the 42nd on a winter's night in 

Halifax NS in 1851: 

"Saw the Decht, but found one man drunk, 
as he was a very good characterg I let him 
off and said nothing about it, I hope the 
big wigs wonft find out I have done sot or 
I will catch it I guess". 64 

And again at Gosport in 1853; 

"Went the rounds at night ... Sergt. Wilson 
was my Sergeant and was drunk and instead 
of returning to barracks he bolted, so I 
had to report the blockhead", 65 

Thusp it seems that Wedderburn might not have reported 

Sergeant Wilson had he not "bolted". while Colonel Cuming of the 

79th writes of Officers going in search of drunken soldiers who 

were in danger of dying of frostbite and exposure in the long 

cold winters of Quebec: 

"Often after Mess we put on our snow shoes 
and started off in search of men who were 
absent from Tattoo, and whose convivial 
habits led us to believe that they might be 
lost in the (snow) drifts", 66 

Condonation therefore went further than turning the occasional 

blind eyet and the beer supplied on the marchp the free liquor 

supplied by the Officers to the men when the former marriedo the 

drinking prior to embarkationg the celebrations at New Year and 

on St. Andrews Day and the consumption of alcohol by the Officers 

themselvest were all elements in a complex inter-relationship between 

alcohol and Regimental society and discipline. Boredom is often 

claimed as the cause of so much military drunkenness, but in the 

Highland Regiments it was far from being the sole cause. Alcohol 

64. Diary of Colonel O. W. Wedderburn 42nd, GWRM 28/714/1.5,12,1851, 

65, Ibid. 9 5.9,1853, 

66. Diary of Colonel Cumming 79th, 79th Newsq April 1935t p, 195* 
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was part of these ments livest the Canteen was their social 

centret drinking was a manly pursuit and the crimes related to 

alcohol consumptiong providing they were kept within reasonable 

boundsq were it seems often tolerated and unpunished, 

The social attitudes of the men and society in general were 

a much more important factor in curbing and controlling drinking 

and drink-related offences than all the punishments and finesp 

but even social pressures appear to have been slow to take root 

in the Highland Regimentst a branch of the Army Temperance 

Association not being formed in the 93rd for example until 1892.67 

Many men were genuinely averse to the "evil's" of ftink and were 

total abstainers, but often abstention was the result of poverty not 

desire, 68 
and temperance was a term open to wide interpretation. 

The evidence of Corporal Frank MacFarlane and Private Reginald 

Lobban shows that drinking was an essential part of Regimental 

life before the First World War, but this drinking was accepted by 

contemporary Battalion attitudes and being able to take it was 

just as important as being able to drink it. Thus although the 

levels of consumption would be entirely unacceptable by modern 

standardst the puritanical conclusion cannot be drawn that these 

67. Sutherland News, q No. 4 18929 p. 12. A temperance society the 
"Assaye Lodge". was formed in the 74th on 16*9.1875. HLI 
Chronicle, Vol. 1, No. 4 Oct. 1893* A Branch of the A, T, A. 
was opened in the 79th on 2*4ol895 when, 9ee "several 
the Regiment took the pledge". 79th Newsq Vol. 2 No. 19 1895. p. 2. 

68, Reporting in the Sutherland News an observer of "our Coffee 
shop" noted the sale of Teav Lemonadep cake and biscuits and 
that "being an the steady" implied each man drinking one pint 
of beer only and that drink was not served without food... "but 
there are cases when two men have but 4 annas between themt and 
then a little strategy is needed to obtain their pints; they 
skirmish around until they find two empty plates, sit down 
opposite themg play with the knives and forks and then with 
the air of men who have just finished a hearty supper, shout 
for two pints of beer; this move seldom fails". Sutherla-nd News., 
No. 4 May 1893# p. 11. 
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soldiers were necessarily dissatisfiedq protesting# or in any 

way lesser men as a result of what would now be labelled' heavy 

drinkingg and they certainly did not. see themselves in this way. 69 

It must be remembered however that the formal code of discipline 

was strict and the punishments hard. Gradually, from 1820 the 

emphasis and nature of these punishments shifted: in 1829 corporal 

punishment was limited to 500 lashes at District and Garrison Courts 

Martial and 300 at Regimental Courts Martial. In 1833 these figures 

were further reduced to 300 and 200 respectively, together with 

restrictions on the offences punishable in this manner. 
70 

In 

1840 desertion no longer entailed corporal punishment and in 1846 

the total number of lashes which could be awarded by all Courts 

Martial was reduced to 50.71 In 1867 such punishment was limited 

to mutiny and violence to superiors only and in 1868 was further 

restricted to troops on active service. 
72 Finally corporal punishment 

69. Diana M. Hendersonq "PrivateReginald Lobban, Ist Battalion 
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders'19 Queents Own Hiqhlander,, 
Vol. 24 No. 66, Summer 1984, pp. 29-32 and Winter 1984, pp. 
137-140. 

70* Horse Guards Circular 24,8.1833. 

71, Horse Guards Circular 10*9.1846. See table for Regimental 
figures for corporal punishment 1854-18579 Appendix 3 (10). 

72. An interesting example of corporal punishment on active service 
is recorded in the 72nd Highlanders while guarding the Sherpur 
Cantonment at Kabul in November 1879 during the Second Afghan 
War. Regimental Orders recorded the District Court Martial 
of Sergeant Donald McDonald of the 72nd charged with neglect 
of duty an 28.10.1879, when Sergeant in charge of a guard over 
Commissariat stores he allowed six of his men to get drunk and 
plunder the stores, He was found guilty and reduced to the ranks* 
Of the men of his guard, Private Hugh Johnstone and Private James 
Little forfeited ld a day Good Conduct payv whilst Private Robert 
Kinnaird was found guilty of having been drunk on duty and of 
disgraceful conduct having stolen 20 gallons of Native liquorp 
I tin of corned beef and 12 pounds of Army food; he was fined 
10/- and given a punishment of 25 lashes. Field Marshal Roberts 
commented on the Court Martial paperst "The fine is inadequate". 
Private Little forfeited Id per day Good Conduct pay 
and was also given 25 lashesq again Roberts commentedg "I don't 
understand why the prisoner was not fined as well". Private 
Johnstone received the same punishment, while a further soldier 
of / 
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was abolished in 1881, while the death penalty wast and still isp 

retained in relation to certain offences on active serviceo 
73 

one case of capital punishment is referred to by Private 
, 

Lobban of the lst Camerons in France in the winter of 1914/1915p 

and while he preferred that this memory be not recorded an tapeo 

he did relate to the author that the man in question, a member of Ist 

Cameronsv although being a first class soldier in the line was 

generally not amenable to military discipline. According to-Private 

Lobban this man wandered off while the Battalion was out of the front 

line and was apprehended while apparently returning. His execution 

caused considerable unrest in the Battaliont who considered the 

incident a slight on the honour of the Camerons. Corporal MacFarlane 

of the Ist Black Watch, who was of course in the same Divisiono 

remembers the Cameron Highlander being shot, but emphasises that all 

Regular soldiers knew exactly what the penalties were for cowardice, 

neglect of duty or desertion in the face of the enemy: 

"It was a Cameron Highlander who was shot poor 
chap ... it was hard luck an the lad, we heard he 
had fallen asleep on outpost duty... the sentence 
was death ... he was shot at about 8 o1clock of a 
morning at the back of a black tarred cow shed... 
the firing partyp one of them belonging to Dundee, 
he went practically insane as a result of it". (4 

72 the 72nd was found not guilty, This incident took place 
contd. shortly after the entry into Kabul on the 12th of October 

and the explosion in the Bala Hisser on the 16th Octoberv 
at a time of high tension which is clearly reflected in the 
72nd Order Book, 72nd Highlanders Regimental Orders During 
the Afghan Campaign 1879-1880o QOHRM 23/72. 

73o See, Manual of Military Law, 19149 op. cit., p. 378, Army 
Act 1955 Part II Section 24-27 and Anthony Babingtong For the 
Sake of Exam 

- ple (London: Leo Cooper, 1983). 

74, Evidence of Private Reginald Lobbanq lst Battalion Queen's 
own Cameron Highlanders and Corporal Frank MacFarlaneq lst 
Battalion Black Watch. Oral History archives in the possession 
of the author. 
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Civil prisons were used to house military prisoners until 

the building of military prisons in the) 1840s. In Scotland there 

was a military prison at Greenlawt just outside Edinburgh which 

formerly housed French prisoners of war, now the Scottish Infantry 

Depot, Glencorse, 75 , and later, at Stirling in a converted civil jailp 

which now stands in ruins. 
76 In 1840 transportation to New South 

Wales ceased and was finally abolished altogether in 18579 resulting 

in further military prison building and extension wherever there were 

major British garrisons in the world, 
77 

Branding was abolished in 

75, In 1804 an old mansion at Greenlaw was converted into a 
Depot for French prisoners of war and in 1813 the buildings 
were extended to house 6,000 prisoners. At the end of 
the war until 1845 the site was used as an Ordnance 
Depot and it was then converted into a military prisont 
developing a formidable reputation. See for example 
PP 1850 XXIX c. 1241. Report on the discipline and 
management of the Military Prisons 1849 by Lt. Colonel 
Jebb, It was the case that these prisons were guarded 
by soldiers and whenever a Highland Regiment was 
stationed at Edinburgh Castle a detachment would 
always be sent to do duty at Greenlaw. See RHP/2700, 

76, Between 1875 and 1877 part of Glencorse (Greenlaw) 
was altered and extended for use as a Brigade Depot 
and in 1890 the Scottish Military Prison moved to 
the converted civilian prison at Stirling just 
below the Castle. While it is now deserted and 
roofless it is one of the most eerie places the 
author has ever visitedt and it is not beyond the 
bounds of possibility that Mr. William Boag of the 
Scottish United Services Museum is quite correct when 
he asserts that men were known to commit suicide rather 
than be sent there. The general term "glasshouse" used 
throughout the army for military prisons stems from the 
building of a prison and Detention Block at Aldershot in 
1855. The three storey prison was built of wood with a 
large main roof of glass. A brick building was 
substituted in 1870. Lt. Col. H. N. Cole, The Story of 
Aldershot, op. cit*p p, 64. 

77, Military Prisons in 1881 included those at Barbados, Bermudag 
Gibraltart Halifax NS and Malta, PP 1882 XXXIII c. 3449. 
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1871 
78 

and fines were introduced for drunkenness in 1868.79 

The statistics of crime, trials and convictions relating 

to these punishments are however misleading, in that before 

1830 many cases were dealt with summarily by Commanding 

Officersq but with the restriction of the summary powers of 

Commanding Officers, Courts Martial increased, a statistic that 

did not necessarily reflect an increase in crime* 
so 

78. WO/33/22. 
79. See Peter Burroughsq "Crime and Punishment in the British Army", 

The English Historical Review, Vol. Cp No* 396, Puly 1985, p. 559, 
The fines for drunkenness operated on a scale syste, m . For 
example in 1872 the fines were 

a) lst and 2nd acts - admonition or CB. 
b) For every subsequent act 

if within 3 months 7/6d 
if over 3 and within 6 months 5/- 
it ti 6 It 9 2/6d. 
it 9 it 12 Company entry. 
it 12 months to be treated as Ist act, 

c) When four preceding acts committed in 12 months 
. 2/6d to be added to the above amounts. 

General Order No. 28 of 1.3.1872. 
80, Horse Guards Circular 24.6.1830. The definition of crimes changed 

also; until 1845 absence without leave constituted desertion after 
21 days9 after 1845 it was not desertion until 2 months absence. 
In addition the Horse Guards Circular of 22.1.1631 regarding 
"Habitual Drunkenness" was ambiguous and open to a certain 
latitude in interpretation. A man could be charged with 
habitual drunkenness if his name appeared on the Regimental 
Defaulters Book four times within 12 calendar months, The 
wording of the circular implied that it was the 5th charge and 
not the 4th charge that constituted habitual drunkenness, but it 
was not clear and the question was raised of the legality of 
charging a man with habitual drunkenness for the fourth offence 
when he had not in fact appeared on the Regimental Defaulters 
Book, charged and sentenced four times. Also until 1848 
the charge of drunk an or for parade could be dealt with by 
the Commanding Officerg but after that date a man had to be 
tried by a Generall District or Garrison Court Martial, removing 
the flexibility in sentencing policy from Commanding Officers 
and increasing the sentencing and punishment powers for drunkenness, 
See GD/45/8/96. Undated memorandum an Habitual Drunkenness. As a 
result in some cases it seems that men were quite simply not 
charged and triedjand the Inspection Report of the 92nd of 1847 
noted that some men of the Regiment had been drunk between seven 
and ten times in the previous year but had not been charged 
with "Habitual Drunkenness". WO/27/367. 
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But. formal punishments do not provide the whole picture; 

individual Regiments established and put into practice a complex 

scale of minor punishments varying, in the 79th, from the lst to 

the 4th degree being, confinement to quarterst confinement to 

quarters with disgracev confinement to the prison or black hole 

and corporal punishment or solitary confinement, 
81 In addition 

in 1819, Standing Orders of the 79th identified "Private and 

Public" punishments: 

"It is therefore directed, that for the punishment 
of crimes which do not come under a positive Article 
of War, or are not of very serious regimental nature, 
private company courts-martial are to be held, 
composed and regulated as follows. Sergeants or 
Corporals are not amenable before such court, but are 
in lieu subject to such reprimand and punishment as by 
their Captains may be enforced upon themq such as 
confinement to quartersp reprimand in private, or in 
front of the Company, or other such reprehension for 
neglect or irregularity. For the trial of Private 
Men and Drummersq a court will be composed of a 
Sergeantl as president, and four Privates who will 
judge the prisonarg and lay the proceedings in writing 
before the Captaing who is hereby authorised to carry 
such sentence into execution, reporting first to the 
Commanding Officer ... All extra duties, confinement to 
barracksq turned coatsv fines for the benefit of the 
messes, and cobbingg are permitted as punishments in 
private". 82 

The scale of imposition of the various punishments available 

wasq particularly in the first half of the l9th century, very much 

at the discretion of the Commanding Officers and this is clearly 

reflected in the 93rd who took pride in the absence of corporal 

punishment in the Regimentq although this pride was not applauded 

by their contemporaries by any means: 

81. Standing Orders of the 79th 1819. QOHRM 142a/79 pp. 78-79. 

82. Ibid, q p. 77. For interesting detail on a scale of Regimental 
Punishments seep "Scale of Punishments Scots Fusilier Guards", 
GO/172/6741 Henderson of Fordell Papers (undated), 



"The administration of the 93rd is no doubt 
unusually mild as Colonel McGregor disaffirms 
ploughing furrows in ments backs and there has 
been no corporal punishment in the Regiment 
for twelve years & his regime certainly answers 
for there is not a better behaved body of men in 
the British Army. Officers of other Corps who 
are a little jealous of the Sutherland Highlanders 
ask us tauntinglyt "Do you LloSL for selling 
necessaries? " and on being answered in the 
negative gontinueg "then you've nothing to 
boast of. Every other Regiment in the service 
does and because your Colonel chooses to let 
blackguards off who ought to be flogged, don't 
you go and say that your men are better than ours". 
this doesn't strike me as sound reasoning. e. I 
think our Colonel is right". 83 

The twelve year spell was broken in the 93rd in IB38; Colonel 

McGregor ,, had lef t the Regiment, Colonel Spark had not yet arrived 

and Major Arthur was in command. It is clear that if McGly-gor- 

had been in command the flogging would not have taken piece: 

"Snow on both banks of the river -A Court 
Martial in the cabint some'unsubordination 
having showed itself the Major determined to 
try corporal punishmentv rather unwise I think as 
his own uncertainty of temper is chiefly the cause 
of it; no flogging has taken place for twelve years 
on which the men very fairly pride themselves not 
a little... they eventually received their punish- 
ment an deck -a rather disagreeable day ... a very 
erroneous one so far as the 93rd are concerned of 
the uncorruptableness of military discipline", 84 

The contemporary Private Soldier's attitude to corporal 

punishment was complex. Many soldiers approvedv knowing that it 

was the only way of keeping some of the wilder elements in controlq 

safeguarding the orderly and well disciplined soldier. Sergeant 

3ames McKay of the 74th wrote, 

83. Journal of Lto Andrew Agnew of Lochnaw 93rd, GD/154/781,1838, 

84, Ibid. 9 19.11,1838, 
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"Many have spoken for or against this mode 
of punishment; but the mass of the British 
Army is composed of such different characterso 
that I think it necessary to resort to corporal 
punishment when the offence is great and must 
be visited with severe chastisement; but great 
should be the offence that such punishment is 
awarded for. Let it not be imaginedq either by 
civil or military that the soldier who is flogged 
returns to his comradesq after the castigationo 
a dishonouredv disrespectedv disreputable character. 
Not at all; if his moral conduct is of any worth 
whateverv - and many an upright soldier is flogged, 
- he returns to his comrades in the barrack room 
as an injured man, and is pitiedq petted and 
forgiven". 85 

There is substantial evidence too of an entirely informal code 

of discipline, in the half-way house between discipline and 

candonationg entailing social rather than physical punishment. 

Private Donald Cameron of the 79th writes in 1847; 

It *, one day there was a Court Martial for to 
t; y some of us for misbehaving on the road 
the table was set covered with bed covers and 
one on the floor with one end going in below 
the table the other for the prisoner to stand- 
on of course there was none of the prisoners 
in the room while this was preparing. the 
court then dressed themselves and got in their 
places the prisoner was sent for when he came 
he is placed on the end of the cover on the floor 
and stood there and another man watching the 
proceedings on the opposite side of the table 
from the prisoner and when found guilty which 
always happened but being the first offence 
there ... would be a reprieve then he would have 
to drink the queen's health so there would be a 
canteen full of water give him so when he was 
in the act of drinking the man opposite gave a 
sharp pull to the cover that was under the 
prisoners feet and. over he went on his back 
with the water about above him then a laugh 
all round and he was a brother in trouble". 86 

85. Sergeant James McKay 74thq Reminiscences of the Last Kafir War, 
op, cit, 9 p, 4, Major D. McCartney of the 71st (HLI) noted of 
his Commanding Officer Lt. Colonel Robert Law who had fought at 
Waterloot "I never saw him punish a man unless the verdict of his 
comrades was ? serve him right'. I have heard him say at a punish- 
ment parade when the Battalion was formed up in a hollow square 
facing inwards9 and the culprit with his back bared tied up to 
the trianglesp 'If any man in the ranks will stop to the front 
with recovered arms, and ask a chance for that man I will take 
him down". Not a man stepped to the front", HLI Chroniclell No, 
8. October 18949 p. 333. 

86. Account and diary of Donald Cameron 79th and 93rd RH/4/141. 
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Highland Regiments were also early in appreciati. ng the 

benefits of incentives and praise in discipline, long before the 

general introduction of the inducements of medals and good conduct 

pay. Both the 79th and the 93rd instituted Regimental Orders of 

Meritj 87 
with certificates and medals 

88 for the deserving men and 

it is interesting that these Orders of Merit did not lapse but 

were specifically forbidden by the War Officet although men already 

in possession of the Regimental Badge were permitted to continue 

wearing it. 89 An example of a Certificate given by the 79th 

reads*t 

"To a deserving soldier as a taken of Long, 
Faithful and Meritorious Service. 
The Bearer Sergeant WILLIAM BLACK of the 79th 
Highlanders# was admitted as a member of the 
First Class Order of Merit instituted in Her 
Majesty's 7,9th Highlanders, as a reward for 
Courage, Loyaltyl Sobriety and General Good 
Conduct. 
Given under my ýand and seal of the Regiment 
this 31st day of December 1837. 
Sig'ned J. C. Young2Majorg Commanding 79th Highlanders". 90 

87. Standing Orders of the 79th 1819 p, 74. QOHRM 142a/79, 
88. Examples of several of these medals can be seen in the Scottish 

United Services Museum, Edinburgh Castle. 
89, WO/3/133/102 (79th) 1838 and WO/3/455/219 (93rd) 1840, 
90. William Black was barn in 1779 in Islayo He enlisted in 1807 

and was present at Waterloo. He was discharged in 1837 aged 58 and was appointed keeper of the Public Baths at Ayr, He 
died in 1863,79th News, Vol, 9 No. 1039 May 1909t pp. 135-136o 
It was in addition still common practice in the 1850s for the 
War Office to command man to their Parish, 

Gentlemen, 
"War Office 4,9,1854t 

In communicating with you with reference to the 81st section 
of the Mutiny Actq that Alexander Maclennan now residing in your 
Parish was discharged from the 74th Foot an the Ilth July 1854 
after long and faithful service has been awarded the gratuity 
which is granted by Her Majesty to discharged soldiers who have 
conducted themselves meritoriously while in the Armyq I am 
directed by the Secretary at War to desire that you will notify 
the fact of Alexander Maclennan having been rewarded for meritorious 
conductq so as to make it generally known in the Parish to which 
he belongs. I am etc. 
JOHN CROVIMS. To the Constables or other Officers of the Parish 
of Inverness". 
Alexander Maclennan was born in Inverness in 1809 and enlisted 
at Forres in 1833, he was discharged on the llth July 1854 and he 
-Joined / 
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As has already been illustratedv merit was also rewarded 

by special employmentq exemption from parades and inspectionsp 

promotiont praise and encouragement, and discipline was by no 

means the oppressive spectre which many studies portray. 

Running parallel to the formal and informal systems of 

discipline were the accepted forms of release and recreation. While 

the War Office and Horse Guards insisted on rules and regulationsp 

the Army, at Battalion level, was appreciative of the human factorg 

the necessity of what might now be called "winding down" and the 

social interplay between Officerst Senior Ranks and Private Soldiers. 

Not all these recreations would be approved of today either socially 

or morallyq but that does not mean to say that they were any less 

enjoyable, and it would be erroneous to label certain pastimesp such 

as smokingg alcohol and promiscuityt with modern and even Victorian 

subjective value judgements, without appreciating how much these 

recreations were valued and necessary, 
91 

Much recreation centred around drinking, but this was of course 

for the men subject to certain financial restrictionsv and while 

drinking took place outside barracks, it was the Canteen that was 

the attraction for many. The 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 

Highlanders "wet" Canteen at Dalhousieq India in 1894, sold beart 

stout and rumq but in order to encourage sobriety, drink was not 

served unless it was accompanied by food. The hours of opening 

90 joined the Highland Light Infantry Militia (2nd (Militia) 
contd. Battalion Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders) where he served 

as Pipe Major until 1885. He won the Highland Society of 
London Gold Medal at Inverness in 1860 and was well known 
as a Piping teacher. He died in Falkirk in 1902. HLI 
Chronicle, No. 9 January 1895f p. 385. See also The Cabar 
Feidh Collection, Pipe Music of the Queen's Own Hiqhlandersq 
op, cit., p. 283. 

91, Seeg Myne Trustramq Women of the Reqiment, op, cit. 
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. 
were 12 noon to 12.45pm, 1.30 to 2pm and 5.30 to 9.30pm. 

Men often drank in "schools" who combined together to save or 

borrow money for drinking or a "spree" and when the money was 

finished the "school" would "Oo on the tack" to save for the next 

session. There appears to have been quite some formality in 

the system: 

"Presently in comes a "school". and after all 
are seated comfortably round a table, the quart 
pot-passes steadily to and fro for the first hour 
or so when probably an interruption takes place 
in the shape of an adjournment for supper, or the 
"useful man'19 (there is always a useful man in all 
schools), goes and fetches sandwiches roundq after 
which the beer travels faster and faster, the voices 
become louder and louder, and presently one of the 
school obliges with a song, which is the signal 
for a general outbreak of all the budding Sims 
Reevese Before closing time there is generally 
a fight or two, simply to relieve the monotonyp 
and if the belligerents become too noisy or, unruly 
the magic words "four of the picquet" usually lulls 
the storm... 11,92 

Officers drank in their Mess Room or Quarters, but it was 

common in Highland Regiments, especially at New Yearg for all ranks 

to celebrateg sometimes in each others' Messes; 93 
and sometimes 

all together, an action that was not always understood by other 

92, The Thin Red Line v Vol. I No. 8,18940 p. 116. These Canteen 
fights could sometimes take on serious proportions as for 
example that between the 42nd and the 91st at Dublin about 
1819 which was begun in the Canteen between two Drummer boys* 
Regimental insults were exchanged and thereafter the men armed 
themselves and the fighting was only finally quelled by the 
Sergeants. R, Pe Dunn-Pattison, History of the glst Argyllshire 
Hi2hlanders, opecit., p. 93 and James Anton, Retrospect of a 
Military Lifeq op. cit., p. 272. Less serious fights seem 
to have been fairly common; the Inspection Report of the 92nd 
of 1847 noted that some men were confined. to barracksp "till 
their faces had no marks of having been fighting". WO/27/367. 
Inspection Reports 1847. James McKay of the 74th commentedt 
"Quarreling or fighting among Privates is not considered a 
very heinous crime", James McKayt Reminiscences of the Last 
Kafir Warg op. cit., p. 32. 

93. See 79th Newsll No, 1089 March 1901, p. 32. 
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Regiments. James McKay of the 74th writes of the Highland 

celebration of New Year in the Regiment, 

"New Years Day was a great festival day in the 
74th under (Lt. Colonel Jock) Fordyce. He was 
an Officer who never indulged in wine at Messp 
and was strictly temperate; but on New Years 
Day the whole Regiment was allowed great liberties 
and the Colonel also indulged himself and was the 
most jocular man in the Corps on that day. At 
night the various companies had singingg dancing 
and feasting and when the last hour of the old 
year tolled every man that could blow or beat 
on a musical instrument had to turn out and join 
a band at midnight in the square and as soon as the 
hour had done tolling, the whole struck up the 
Scottish airg "Here's to the Year that's awal. 11 94 

A Colonel of the Buffs observing this scene was heard to 

remark, It.. that Regiment is mad ... ". 95 

Mad they may have beeng but the important social and mental 

release was a realistic and practical ingredient of'Highland 

Regimental lifeg and while certain Officers may have been aloof, 

distantg strict and disapproving, it was impossible to stand on 

ceremony when playing pipes on a table being carried round the 

square of Cairo Citadel Garracksq as Spencer Ewart of the 79th 

found out: 

"As I was escaping from the Citadel I was 
collared by an inebriated crowd of men of 
the 75th and was carried on a table round 
the barrack square. I was also asked to 
play a tune an the pipes an the table... 
asked for a speech and given some whisky 

,, 96 to drink... . 

These occasions may well have been contrary to all the rules 

of disciplineg but they represented the very essence of the ethos 

94. Sergeant James McKay, 74thp Reminiscences of the Last Kafir War, 
op, cit, v p, 135, 

95. Ibido 

96, Diary of General Sir J, Spencer Ewart 79thq RH/4/84/1,1,1,1884. 
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of Highland Regiments. Here was discipline that permitted 

legitimate release without loss of respect on either side, a 

vital but intangible quality now accepted as one of the keystones 

of morale. This quality in the Highland Battalions was to survive 

even the rigours and trials of the First World War, and to under- 

stand it is to appreciate the comradeship that can only exist 

in the special relationship that men acquire from dangers shared. 

At Waldorfq Germany an the 31st of December 1919 the remnants 

of the Ist Battalion Queents Own Cameron Highlanders held their 

traditional New Year Party. Alistair Jameson wrote, 

"We were having a joint dinner with D Coy. on 
Hogmanay and we asked the C09 2nd I/C and the 
Adjutant, We had a most successful dinner 
and cleared the rooms afterwards when we danced 
reels until 10 minutes to 12 when we made the 
Pipe M. ajor play us all up to the big Recreation 
Hall where the Canteen is and the Battalion was 
assembled. The CO got a tremendous reception 
and after "Auld Lang Syne" and the usual wishing 
of Happy New Year, the whole Battalion danced 
reels until 1.15am. If you got on the platform 
where the Band was you saw a Foursome composed 
of the CO and one of the Hd, Quarter Runners and 
the 2nd I/C and the Drum Majoro and the same all 
over the Hall; Officersp NCOs and Men dancing 
together, we even danced two-steps and waltzes... 
On New Years Day all the Company Officers dined 
with -their Companies at 4pmo the CO came round them 
all of course". 97 

The system of Messes also provided circumstances of relaxation 

and entertainmentv which recognisedv supported and gave status to 

rankt while at the same time solved the practical problems of how 

the members were going to feed themselvesq and where the Officers 

in particular could afford and maintain the necessary furniturep 

crockery and cutlery to sustain basic comfort. Accounts, records 

and illustrations would'suggest that Officere Messes in the years 

97. Letters of Lieutenant A. D. M. Jameson, lst Camerons. NLS MS 
10305,4.1.1919. 
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to the 1860s were not elaborate affairs in Highland Gattalionst 98 

but were functional establishments where Officers and Sergeants 

could eatv drink and relax in the company of equals, while at 

the same time membershipt particularly of the Sergeants9Mess, 

bestowed and required dignity and respectabilityt and great pride 

was taken in the privilege of belonging. 99 

A further controversial aspect of recreation and release 

involved women and sexual relationsq and while it may now offend 

present day feminist principlesp it would appear that the 19th 

and early 20th century Highland soldier held particular and stran g 

views about women that would now stray even into the realms of 

illegality. 

There seems to have been three categories of the female sex, 

Mothersl Ladies and Women, Thd first was respected primarily on 

religious groundsq the second every man hoped to marryq or was 

merely admired from a distance by the less fortunate and the third 

a soldier hoped to marry if she was "respectable". or had sexual 

relations with if she was not. In general Scots man retained and 

98. See for example the watercolour of the Officers of the 92nd 
at Mess c. 1840, GHRM. 

99. Sergeants"Flesses were formally established in the British 
Army in 1826. In the Officers)Mess it would appear that 
the only formal meal was dinner with a guest night once 
a week and that for other meals Officers made their own 
arrangements usually in groups of two or three, Frequently 
Officers"Messes were in serious debt in the Highland Regiments. 
In 1849 the debt of the 79th Officers'Mess was L1071.16.9de 
which after considerable efforts was reduced to L682.1.3-2ýd, by 
1852, Minute Book of the Officers"Mess 1844-1899,79th, QOHRM 
1161. On the 26th February 1846 Lt, William Parke of the 72nd 
recorded, "A Mess meeting took place today to enquire into 
the state of the Mess accounts which have got very deeply 
involved in debts not easily accounted for, arising chiefly 
from the greatest carelessness". Diary of Lt. William Parke 
72nd* QOHRM, 
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still do retain (that is not a criticism) a much more dominant 

role, and soldiersq when permitted, married on functional groundsq 

the implication being that the woman was very fortunate to be 

chosen and even more fortunate to be included in the Regimental 

family. Standing Orders of the 2nd Battalion Seaforth Highlanders 

of 1884 record'. 

"Every man is responsible for the conduct of 
his wife. If he is unable to control her he 
must suffer for his weakness". 100 

Private John Tulloch of the 74th wrote in 1852; 

Ili intend to save up money and get a wife and 
won (sic) that can work and get her into barracks 
and i think we may be happy enough together". 101 

Remaining a bachelarg he wrote again in 1859; 

"I was acquaint with a young woman.., but I never 
thought of getting tied to her, of course I was 
a Sergeant at that time, and a Sergeant can got 
a wife whenever he wants one, the young girls 
are very parshal to Sergeants... " . 

102 

Highland soldiers held Ladies and "respectable" women in high 

regardv and wer3 deeply respectful and protective. Every soldier 

who couldq visited the locations where the women were massacred at 

Cawnpore, exppriencing a deep personal desire for retribution. 

Private McIntosh was however quick to realise that European women 

in India were not demonstratively appreciative of the Private soldier: 

"European women in this country are very saucy 
in generalt I suppose they think they are made 
of superior clay to the soldier, they pass you 
with a disdainful toss of the head and their nose 
turned up in the air; if they deiyn to look at 
you their look is one of scorn". 03 

100, Standing Orders of the 2nd Battalion Seaforth Highlanders 
Late 78th Highlandersp Lucknow 1884. QOHRM 84/25 p. 81. 

101. Letters of John Tulloch 74th, op. cit. 
102. Ibid, 

103. Diary of Private A, W,, McIntosh 42nd. BURM 421(3591(l)-) 
185B. p. 142. 
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In Ireland in the 1820s it was common for the soldiers to 

employ girls as barrack maids and there is no indication that 

these girls were the subject of sexual abuse by the soldiers and in 

fact they seem to have been respected and were received with simple 

kindness and generosity. James Anton of the 42nd records; 

"The village (of Buttevant) is apparently in the 
same miserable condition as it had been before the 
barracks were erected; a few thatched houses have 
been built forming a new street, but they are 
inhabited by a class of poor labourerst little 
better than paupersp depending principally on 
the employment which their children may get 
about the barracks, for it is now customary in 
some places in Irelandq to have in each room a 
servant girl9 designated a barrack maid. This 
practice has often been censured and as often 
prohibitedv just as a Commanding Officer pleased 
to give or withold his sanction. Indeed the poor 
girls have no other means of employment, Here 
they assist the soldiers wives to uash and dress 
and keep the rooms clean; for this they generally 
receive about one shilling a week, and the scraps 
that otherwise would be thrown to the ash pit 
become their perquisite; th. ese serve their parents 
or-friends for feeding their pigs and sometimes 
poverty will make even a hungry porson pick up 
from the scraps a morsel for his own mouth, before 
they are given to the pigs. A girl has in addition 
to her wagesq a mass the same as a soldier; and 
this being more than sufficient to serve an 
abstemious person, is partly, with any surplus 
that may be left, taken to her parents". 104 

The limitations on the numbers of married men, and in certain 

cases a preference for independence, meant that many men took their 

recreation in casual sexual relations with women, and paying scant 

attention to cleanlinessq precautions or the known dangerso they 

contracted venereal diseases which are consistently recorded as 

"prevalent diseases" in Highland Battalion Inspection Reports and 

Returns* 105 

104. James Anton 42ndq Retrospect of a Military Life, op. cit. v p. 317. 

105. WO/27/367.78th 18479 "The venereal disease I regret to say is 
very prevalent and unless some means are taken to prevent the men 
having intercourse with these unfortunate women... I fear many 
otherwise good men will be lost to the service". UO/17/626 18509 
74th; WO/17/720 18609 73rd, 74thp 75th, 79th; UO/17/721 18609 
91st; U, 0/17/627 18509 92nd, 93rd, 
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In garrison towns many women made their livelihood from 

this trade and the temptations open to the soldier both at homa, 

and more especially in India, were considerable. 
106 

In spite of 

the pressure of Victorian reformersp the work of those anxious to 

secure the morals of the women concerned and those wishing to 

stop the loss of men to the service, the soldiers, and In some 

cases the Officers too, took their pleasures where they could 

find them. Contracting venereal diseases may well have been 

regarded privately as a symbol of manhoodq although many men appear 

to have hidden the disease from the medical authorities, or attempted 

a barrack room cure which usually aggravated rather than remedied 

the condition and resulted in regular medical inspections: 

"In consequence of the very many instances of 
late occurance in which men have concealed 
venereal diseases until they have assumed a 
serious character whereby their cure is 
protracted and their duty thrown upon their 
comradesq the Commanding Officer finds it 
necessary to return to the original system 
of Medical Inspection... it. 107 

If a man was serious in his intentions towards a member of 

the opposite sex and determined upon a long term relationship, 

courtship wasq in the Victorian eraq an elaborate ritual, details 

of which a man would often decline to record even in his own private' 

diary. Uedderburn's courtship appears to have begun before 1852; 

106. The authorities virtually sanctioned the existence of 
prostitutes by the Contagious Diseases Acts of 1864 and 1866-1869, 
and by allowing, and providing for the medical examination of 
Regimental brothels. Seev Plyna Trustramq Women of the Reniment, 
op. cit., pp. 116-124. 

107., 79th Regimental Standing Order Book. Quebec 24.4.1849. 
QOHRM 144/79, 
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he does not refer to the girl by name and when he does mention 

"Miss Whaitell in 1852 a christian name or pet name is never used, 

When their formal courtship commenced in 1852 Margaret Whaite was 

15 years old and Wedderburn 28; their relationship was it seems 

strictly formal# comprising escorted walksq musical evenings 

at Quarter Master Paton's house, and singing and recitations. 

At Weedon in 1853 Wedderburn asked her to marry him; 

"Took a long walk with Miss Whaite and 
told her at last my long kept secret and 
she is now no longer Miss Whaite but my own 

it 108 
wee wifie to be, Thank God and I am so happy , 

Many NCOs and Private soldiers had equally formal relationships 

with womeng seldom publicised amongst the welter of evidence 

concerning promiscuity. John Grant the Paymaster's Clerk of the 

42nd became engaged to Margaret Wilson in 1834 and they maintained 

a regularg formal and touching correspondence until they were 

married in 1854.109 Much formality' was it seems maintained even 

in marriage and in corresponding with his wife in Edinburgh from 

the Crimea in 1855, Pipe Major Richard Steuart of the 79th 

commenced his letter, 

108. Diary of Colonel J. W. Wedderburn 42nd, SWRM, 28/714/1. 
Weedon 30.5,1853. Margaret Whaite appears to have 
been a relative of Quarter Master Paton of the 42nd; 
the couple married on 27.4.1854. They illustrate 
the fact that it was not only common for soldiers 
to marry girls "in the Regiment" but that Officers, 
who seldom married young, often married their 
brother Officerst relatives. 

109. Letters of John Grant 42nd, 8WRM File H4(42) sec, G, 
These letters are a model of Englishp spelling, 
pronunciation and legibility and are so neatly 
written they look as if they might have been 
printed. 
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"My Dear Wife" 

ending: 

11... therefore I will conclude dear wife by remaining 
your affectionate husband till death... 

Richd. Steuart 
110 

Pipe Major 79th". 

The acquisition of a wife in Indiag where the number of 

women was small and wives and children succumbed to disease and 

the climatep was in some cases virtually a business transaction, 

often involving very'young girls and older soldiers. The high 

mortality rate amongst adults resulted in many orphan children; 

the boys were trained to a trade or the Army while the girls 

awaited marriage or employment as servants. Private A, W, 

McIntosh of the 42nd records at Agra: 

"In connection to the Cathederal there is a 
school for boys and girlsq they are very well 
looked after, the boys on arriving at a certain 
age I think 16 are sent to situations and the 
girls are married, there are several Protestant 
schools of this sort in the country. but I donft 
think much of the girls for wives it . 

ill 

Many men not only married girls of 15 and 16, much younger 

than themselvesq but also married "daughters of the Regiment" as 

a result of the regulations in foicep for adult female children 

were not permitted to reside in barracks after 15 unless employed 

as servants or pupil schoolmistressesl and parents anxious to secure 

their daughter's future and keep her in the Regimental family were 

only too happy to sanction a suitable marriageg although the girl 

might be young by modern Western standards, 
112 

110, QOHRM 5092 and 79th_Nejýs, 19259 p. 47. See Appendix 3 (11). 

111. Diary of Private A*W. McIntosh, '42nd, 1861.8WRM 3591(l). 
112, At Jhansiq India in 1869 for examplet James Duff the 21 year 

old Drum Major of the 93rd$married Elizabeth Gibson aged 149 
probably an orphan daughter of the Regiment as none of her 
family were a witness to the marriage certificate. Marriage 
Certificate of James Duff and Elizabeth Gibsono ASHRM* 
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Many man were attracted in their leisure hours by Indian 

beauty and while there were brothelsp some of which were subject 
to Regimental medical inspection, some men very naturally fell 

genuinely in love with Indian or Anglo-Indian girls. It would 

appear that racial inter-marriage prior to the Mutiny was acceptable 

socially for all ranks, 
113 but when Privates William Smith and Martin 

Fahey of the 91st wished to marry Anglo-Indian girls in 18659 Colonel 

Bertie Gordon required to see and approve the girls first, 114 

It is obvious that some men remained in India transferring from 

Regiment to Regiment or buying their discharges, after they had 

married Indian girls# realising the magnitude of later Victorian 

social pressures in respect of inter-racial marriage. 

There were occasions when men obviously preferred the company 

of other men to women. It was entirely natural that in an essentially 

male environment men should turn to one another for companionship 

and homosexuality in the Highland Regiments was not uncommon; 
115 

however, equality and integration of the sexes being virtually 

unheard ofq men specifically excluded women from certain activities 

and in Gibraltar in 1862 Spencer Ewart of the 79th records Lt. 

Colonel Jock Leith's fondness for what were termed "Bull picnics", 

when a "men only" party set off across the Spanish border for a day's 

113. Seev Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd, IB58. SWRM (3591(1)1)9 
p. 73. 

114.91st Ust Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) Permanent 
Order Book. ASHRM Sb 18/16.11.7.1865. Alsol ibid. 9 8.4.1862. 
"The Lieutenant Colonel Commanding sanctions the marriage of 
Corporal (4104) George Bashford of No. 6 Company with Charlotte 
the widow of the late Sergeant John Ord Lees of the late Madras 
Artillery - the excellent character of this respectable womang 
her very fair educationg and the good services rendered by her 
to the Regiment in the post which she holds justify the 
Lieutenant Colonel in setting aside, in this instanceg the 
standing orders of the Regt. which require that a soldier's 
wife shall be the child of British parents". 

115. Descriptive Roll Book of the 93rd Highlanders op. cit., and the 
letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th GD/48/8/18 
and GD/45/14/634-1 1-84 of 25.12.1846. 
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relaxation of eating, drinking, talking and smoking in the 

countryside. 
116 

The Highland soldier's attitude and relationship with women 

in his leisure hours was thus complex and intricate and was not 

necessarily solely related to vice and promiscuity, and in the 

masculine world in which these men lived, ladies were respected, 

but women in general were by no means equalv and were treated 

accordingly. 

Drinkp women, courtship and marriage aside, the leisure hours 

available to the soldier could be filled with an infinite variety 

of activities. Until the 1840s much of that spare time, of which 

there appears to have been surprisingly'little, was occupied largely 

at the soldier's own discretion on the principle that supervision 

was labelled as interference. As the 19th century progressedt 

religiousq philanthropic and social reformers variously turned 

their attention to the Army, in some cases decid: in3 what was good 

for the soldier rather than what the soldier wanted. Highland 

soldiers loved to occupy their leisure hours with the things that 

soldiers had practised for centuriesq alcoholt womeng gambling, 
117 

d og fights, cock fights etc., 
118 

and many reformers fought uphill 

116. Diaries of General Sir 3, Spencer Ewart 79th RH/4/84/1.5.3.1882, 

117, Card gamesv Crown and Anchor and "Housie Housiell were very 
popular although Crown and Anchor was generally forbidden. 
Evidence of Corporal M2cFarlaneq Ist Battalion Black Uatch. 
An oral history archive in the possession of the author. 
Card games and gambling provided an interesting example of 
the different social roles and behaviour of Officers and 
men. Few soldiers could understand what the Officers saw 
in the apparently very dull game of Bridge as opposed to the 
popular "Nap" and interesting comment on this can be found 
in 79th Newsq Noe 88 November, 1906, p. 48. 

118, Diary of Private A*W* McIntosh 42nd. BWRM (2591(l)) pp. 276 
and 349 and (2)9 p, 221. 
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battles against traditional attitudes; but while they drank hard 

and freely associated with womeng many Highland soldiers were 

conservativep traditiona4 nationally proud and well behaved. 

Music was part of their culture end playingg singing 
119 

and 

dancing came naturally as manly pastimes which did not require 

enforcement. In addition physical sports as feats of strengthp 

skill and endurance such as Quoitsp shinty, racest putting the shot 

and curling 
120 

were a feature of Highland societyp which were in 

the 19th century formalised in Highland Games and from which 

organised gamest tug of war, cricket, 
121 fives 122 

and football 

119. Singing was popular with all ranks, A. D. Greenhill Gardyne 
of the Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders, records of the Officers 
Mess in Ceylon in 18909 "The Governor came to dinner in statep 
it was a success I think. He spoke but I was Vice and could not 
heart we had the Pipers to dance reels, sword dance etc. t who 
he seemed to appreciate, and then we sang songs... 11 Diaries of 
A, D. Greenhill Gardyne Ist Battalion Gordon Highlanders 
RH/4/59/1-8.21.5*1890, No smoking concertg or social evening 
in any Mess or Barrack'room appears to have been complete without 
a song, when some of the more gentle and sentimental side of the 
character of Highland soldiers came to the fore, The wives 
would often be asked to contribute and D, J, S, Murray remembers 
his Mother, the wife of a soldier and Officer in the 2nd Cameronst 
telling him of the requests for her to sing at Regimental Concertsq 
the songs asked for usually being National and sentimentalg and 
how grown and hardened men were unafraid of displaying their 
emotions on such occasions. Evidence of Lt. * Col. D, J. S. Murray. 

120. Colonel Cuming of the 79th records the rink commenced at Quebec 
in 1848; "We started a curling rink between the outer walls of 
the Citadel, but it was too exposed to cold winds and driving 
snowq so we moved to the Queen's Wharfq put a roof over itg 
windows in the sides, and curled with more luxury than had ever 
been known in Canada, In the afternoon a stove was established 
at the rink; mutton pies and mulled port, both hot, ever ready 
to cheer the players and lookers-on; the numbers of the latter 
increasing enormously when the refreshment was produced. The 
more mulled port was consumed, the louder the visitors applauded; 
it was indeed a "roaring game" all round". Diary of Colonel 
Cuming 79th, 79th Newsq January 1935, p. 83. 

121. See Appendix 6 (60) photographt Cricket Team of the 42nd India 
c. 1858. 

122. A Fives Court was built in the south and of the moat of Edinburgh 
Castle as early as 1837. WO/44/728. 
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followed naturally. With the growing acknowledgement of the 

benefits of regular physical exercise for both the individual 

123 
and the Army, men increasingly began to fill both their 

leisure hours and some of their working hours with sport. 

Football was to become a passion in the 1880s and 1890s in the 

Highland Regiments and many men later to be professionals began 

their playing career in Highland Battalion teams, 124 

For the less energetic leisure hours Highland soldiers 

indulged in an infinite variety of legitimate relaxations such as 

walking out, visiting places of interest or simply promenading, 
125 

123. The physical feats of endurance undertaken by Highland soldiers 
particularly in respect, of marching are especially worthy of 
note and they show that in spite of their hard drinking and 
unbalanced diet by modern standards9 they were extremely tough 
men, Some of the marches undertaken particularly in India 
during the Mutiny Campaign and on the North West Frontier, 
without any sort of mechanical transportt can now only be 
wondered att and the Falklands "yomp". coldv dangerous and 
difficult though it may have beent bears poor comparison. 
Even marching between stations in India in the 19th and 
early 20th centuries, considered a quite normal occurrence 
t6 be undertaken without drama or publicityp is now difficult 
to appreciate in practical and physical terms. These marches 
were not undertaken by specialist teams selectively trainedt 
but by every man in the Battalion. For an interesting example 
of a route for a march see Appendix 2 (6)p the route of the 72nd 
Highlanders from Nowshera to Sealkote in 1877. SUSM. The 
author having seen this route for herselfv together with for 
example the route of the Relidf of Lucknow or the march from 
Peshawar to Kohat and into the Tirah of 18979 could only 
stand in awe at the 19th century Highland soldier's basic 
physical fitness* 

124, See Appendix 6 (60)'Football team of the lst Black Watch 
1899. All Regimental Journals carried long and detailed-reports 
of inter-Company and inter-Battalion games, and soldier 
supporters were often permitted to travel with the teams. 
Highland Battalion sides also played civilian teams9 a; for 
example the 42nd who played Heart of Midlothian in 1881, and 
civilian teams were not slow to "talent spot" good Army players 
an discharge after short service. Evidence from the Heart of 
Midlothian Football Club, Edinburgh. 

125. It is interesting to note in many soldierst diaries exactly 
how much they were aware of the history and nature of their 
surroundings. See for example the Diary of Private A. Wo 
McIntosh 42nd. BWRM 421 (3591(l)-(2)). 
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keeping pets, dogs, monkeysq 
126 

parrots and caged birdst 

photography, 
127 

theatricals, playsq skits and recitals, 
128 

gardeningg knittingg sewingg woodwork and collecting and mounting 

butterflieso 
129 

126. Monkeys were however a serious nuisance and in 1062 they 
were banned in the 91st. "The Lieut. Colonel Commanding has 
been glad to give every encouragement to soldiers amusing 
themselves by keeping pet animals in barrackso provided these 
animals committed no injury to the barracks, or were allowed 
to become a nuisance to those who occupy barracks - But this 
is not the case with monkeys. These mischievous animals 
are allowed to get loose and clambering over the roofs of 
the Barracks they loosen and break the tiles to a great 
extent and the result will be that during the rains the 
roofs will leak - The Lieut. Colonel Commanding now orders 
that no monkey is to be allowed in barracks". 91st (Ist 
Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) Permanent 
order Book. ASHRM Sb 18/16 Kamptee. 7,4.1862, 

127, See for example Appendix 6 Nos. (27) and (61). These 
photographs were taken by Colour Sergeant Lockie of the 
Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 

128. A great deal of effort was put into this "home made" 
entertainment in which both Officers and men shared. The 
programme of the Regimental Smoking Concert of the Camerans 
at Malta on the 10th of November 16949 a typical example of 
such concertsp read: 

overture - "Guy Mannering". Band. 
Song - "Come o'er the Stream Charlie". Quarter 

Master Sergeant Cameron. 
Song - "Playmates in School days were we", Pte. Dawson, 
Comic Song - "The Waiter". Lt. McLachlan (encore, "Ju-jall) 
Exhibition spar - (3 rounds) L/Cp1 Boate and Pte. Craine. 
Song - "Sound the Piobaireachd" Lt. McBean. 
Reel - Pipers Grant, McFarlaneq McInnes and McIntosh. 

encorej "Highland Fling". Piper McInnes. 
Selection "Round the Town" Band. 
Comic Song "The Soldier"q Lt. McLachlan, 
Violin Solo "The Last Rose of Summer". Band Sergeant 

Alcorn, Encord, "Auld Robin Gray". 
Step Dance Pte. Walker. 
79th News, Vol. 2 No. 17t 18959 p. 2. 

129, Regimental orders of the gist record the prize winning entries 
of men of the gist at the central India Exhibition of 1866. 

Private G. Iongens, Model Weighing Machine. 
Private K, Samuell, Picture Frames. 
Private Huggett# Picture Frames and Pen Stands. 

gist (Ist Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) Permanent 
Order Book, ASHRM Sb 18/16 3,3,1866. 
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Entrenched views an educationt reading and the possession 

of books weret in the Highland Regimentsq difficult objects to 

overcome in men's minds and Lt. Colonel Wheately of the 42nd, 

then a Private Soldier, records of the Regiment before 1820; 

"Neither books nor newspapers were ever seen 
in a Barrack room* A very few men might at 
times be seen reading their Bible, but it would 
hardly do to record the almost general opinion 
regarding them... ii. 130 

In 1828 a Regimental library was commenced in the 42nd 131 
and 

several other Highland Regiments assembled small library collections, 

but the very nature of Highland Regimental duties militated against 

carrying collections of books about with the Battalions, although 

the 42nd collection was not sold until 1854. 

Men like Archibald McIntosh of the 42nd, 
132 

George Greig of 

the 93rd, 
133 

and Bandsman Barwood of the Black Watch 
134 

carefully 

kept diaries, while others occupied their leisure hours in drawing 

and skilfully colouring portraits of their comrades which they 

sold for a few pence. 
135 

Some men wrote letters or dictated to 

130. Diary of Lt, Colonel Wheately 42nd. BWRM, 

131. James MacVeighp Historical Record of the Black Watch (42nd 
Royal Hiqhlander7s; _)178S-1881,, op. cit., p. 404. Annotated 
copy in the SUSM. 

132. Diary of Private A. W. McIntosh 42nd. OWRM 421 (3591(l and 
2), - 

133, Private George Smollett Greig enlisted in the 93rd on 5.5.1852 
aged 18. He was barn in Turriff, and his compositions have 
a definite north-eastern air about them. Much of his poetry 
shows evidence of the innate romance and sentimentality of 
the Highland soldierg his love of his homeland and friendsv 
his strong emotional feeling and his love and respect for 
his ideal girlp who was it seemsq often far away, Diary 
and Poetry Book of Private G, S, Greid 93rd, ASHRM R/144, 

134, Diary of Bandsman A. V. Barwood 42ndo BURM, 

135, See the portraits of Sergeant Alexander Patterson 79thl. 
Gibraltar 1841-1845 by a fellow soldier in 79th New-SI, 
1907 No* 929 facing p. 16, 
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their more able comrades, while others such as Private Greig 

of the 93rd composedg recoraed and adapted poetry and songs. 
136 

Many men simply enjoyed sitting talkingo smoking 
137 

and story 

telling and much of this acted as an initiation for younger 

soldiers who listened to the tales of their older comrades of real 

or imagined adventures in distant lands. 

An interesting development of the later 19th century is the 

growth of Regimental Magazines, initiated often by the men themselves 

as well as the Officers and used as a medium of information, 

entertainment and comment. 
138 These men also followed the 

Victorian fashion of clubs and societies and in the Highland 

Regiments there were reel clubs, quadrille clubst cycling clubs, 

136. Diary and Poetry Book of Private G, S, Greig 93rd, 
ASHRM R/144, 

137* Pipes and cigars were smokedv not cigarettesp which only 
became popular in the First World War. Amongst the 
officers cigars were popular but smoking was officially 
discouraged. General Order 1845. "The Commander in Chief 
has been informed that the practice of smoking by the use 
of pipes, cigars and cheroots has become prevalent amongst 
the Officers of the Armyt which is not only in itself a 
species of intoxication occasioned by the fumes of 
tobacco, but undoubtedly occasions drinking and tippling 
by those who acquire the habit, and he entreats the 
Officers Commanding Regiments to prevent smoking in the 
Mess-Rooms of their several Regiments and in the adjoining 
apartments and to discourage the practice among the 
Officers of junior rank". Officers5fiess Records of the 
Cameron Highlanders record9 "Edinburgh Castle, 21.4.1891, 
Proposed by Captain Scott Elliot, seconded by Lieutenant 
Findlay that tobacco pipes be allowed in the anteý-room. 
Carried by a majority of 12 to 9 of the Officers present, 
but overruled by the Commanding Officer on the grounds of 
insufficient majority", Minute Book of the Officers5f-less 
1844-1899 79th Highlanders. ' QOHRM 1161. 

138. For example seep Sutherland News edited by Private Guy 
Watson (93rd)v The 79th News, the HLI Chronicle 71st and 
74thq The Albany Monthly Rocord 72nd, probably the oldestp 
and The Tiger and the Sphinx, Gordon Highlanders. The Red 
H3ckle of the Black Watch was not published until 1921. See 
Appendix 3 (16). 
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watch clubsq 
139 

temperance lodges 
140 

and the ultimate extension 

of these societies were the Regimental Associations formed from 

serving and retired members of the Highland Battalions as friendly 

societies for social, welfare and employment purposes. 

Often the accepted forms of release and recreation in the 

Highland Regiments involved both Officers and men; both partoakt 

apparently without awkwardnessp in footballt cricketv rowing, 

dancing, smoking concerts and theatricals. Contrary to the 

popular idea many Officers were avid readers, 
141 

while others 

were accomplished ornithologists and taxidermists, 142 fishermeng 

shotsv 
143 

polo playersp huntsmen 144 
and artists. Officers$Journals 

are often beautifully illustrated with sketchesq watercolours and 

illustrations, the most notable of which are those of Colonel 

139. Watch Clubs we , 
re savings societies for the purpose of the members 

buying watches which were greatly prized Possessionsv and watches 
and chains can often be seen being worn by men in uniform in early 
photographs. See 91st (1st Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders) Permanent Order Book, ASHRM Sb 18/16,30,11.1869. 

140, See Appendix 6 (61). These Lodges were not Freemasons Lodges 
which were forbidden in 1836 in Regiments. WO/3/131/66 and 
WO/3/100/38, Military Lodges however existed and many soldiers 
were Free Masons; both Colonel Fordyce and Lt. Carey of the 
74th who were killed in the Kafir War were buried with Masonic 
honours at Grahamstown in 1852. R. F. Gouldq MilitarY Lodoes_, 
1732-1899, (Aldershot: Gale and Poldeng 1899). p, 164. 

141, See Diary of Lt. Parke 72nd. QOHRM, 

142. The Diaries of Colonel J. U. Wedderburn 42nd show clearly his 
keen interest and knowledge of ornithology* Men of the 
Regiment often collected specimens for himg which he carefully 
preservedg stuffed and sent home. Parts of this collection 
still exist. Diary of Colonel J, W, Wedderburn 42nd, BURM 
28/714/1 and 2, 

143. See the Diaries of A. D. Greenhill Gardynev Gordon Highlandersp 
RH/4/59 1-81 and Henry Robert Kelhamg 74th, RHFRM (now destroyed 
by fire; Kelham however frequently contributed to "The Field"t 
see. HLI Chronicle Vol. XXXII No. I Jan. 1932, pp. 8-10). 

144. Many Hunts were supported by Highland Officers, most notable 
of which were the Peshawar Vale (India) and the Calpe Hunt 
(Gibraltar, Lt. Parke of the 72nd being Secretary and 
Lauderdale Maule being twice Master of the latter. ) 
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A. D. Greenhill Gardyne of the lst Battalion Gordon Highlanders 

and that of Brigadier General Henry Robert Kelham of the 74th, 

uhose remarkable journal was sadly destroyed in a fire in the 

Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum in 1985. 

A further accepted form of release was religion although 

this was in many cases closely scrutinised and subject to military 

control. The 19th and early 20th centuries were an age in which 

although a man might not practise religiong there appears to have 

been a general belief in Divine Providence and the will of God, 

a blanket umbrella which could explain misfortunet disease and 

accident. 
145 It was also an age of considerable prejudice, 

particularly against Roman Catholics. Until 1827 Officers were 

required to take the Oath of Supremacy and Allegiance and receive 

the sacrament within three months of appointment under the Test 

Act of 1672.146 The holding of-Mass was not sanctioned in 

barracks until 18459 147 
and even Presbyterian Ministers were not 

145. The Digest of Services of the 91st recordq "26th September 
1849. The Battalion engaged with the rest of the Garrison of 
Portsmouth in celebrating a fast day, which was this day 
appointed to be kept in Portsmouth and adjacents by the 
Bishop of the Diocese on account of the cholera. The 
Battalion had been mercifully preserved from this sickness 
and in acknowledgement of Godis Almighty power and in 
humble recognition of His Goodness during the prevalence 
of the pestilence, voluntarily*came forward with a 
subscription (in which all ranks joined) in aid of the 
widows and orphans of soldiers of the garrison who had 
been carried off by cholera". A Digest of Services of 
the 91st or (Argyllshire) Regiment of Infantry. ASHRM 
R/17/115/9p p. 202. 

146. Lt, Colonel R. M. Grayebrook, "Test Certificate", Journal 
of the Society for Army Historical Research., Vol. 23/25, 
1945-1947. Notes, p. 124, 

147. U, 0/3/103/180. 
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officially admitted to barracks until 1839,148 although 

Presbyterian soldiers were no longer compelled to attend 

Church of England services after 1822.149 Catholic soldiers' 

children at the Duke of York's School and the Royal Hibernian 

School, Dublin, were sent there to preserve them from, 

11,,. Poperyp Beggary and Idleness, and to 
train them so as to become usefult industrious 
Protestant subjects". 150 

In the 42nd, 72nd, 78thq 79thq 92nd and 93rdp although the 

figures are incomplete, there appear to have been low numbers of 

Catholic soldiersq 
151 

and despi . te official military recognition 

the Church of Scotland was the primary faith professed. In 

Scotland Scottish soldiers were served by Presbyterian Chaplains, 

but abroad these men were rare and Highland Regimentsq who also had 

the Gaelic language to consider, either hired and paid their own 

Chaplainsp attended Presbyterian civilian churches or established 

their own Presbyterian or Episcopal congregationsp purchasing 

148. WO/3/133/235. 

149. General Regulations and Orders of the Army 1822. 

150. (Quoted) A. W. Cockerillq Sons of the Brave (Bury St Edmunds: 
Leo Coopert 1984)9 p. 94. 

151, Mackerlie pub. Anon. 9 An Account of the Scottish Regiments, 
op. cit., pp. 34-36. It has been suggested to the author 
that Squads in the Highland Regiment were divided by religion 
and from a study of the Squad Roll Book of Captain F. Burroughs 
Company of the 93rd of 1857 this may well have been the casep 
as all the Catholic Soldiers are in Squads 2.3 and 4 of the 
Company; however it is more likely that the division was by 
area of birth, particular areas of the West and Islands of 
Scotland retaining a strong loyalty to Catholicism. Squad 
Roll Bookt Captain F, Burroughsq No. 6 Company 93rd 
Highlanders 1857. ASHRM POC 93, 
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Regimental Communion Plate- 
152 

As a result of the pressure of volunteers and sheer 

necessityt Presbyterian Army Chaplains were finally permitted 

on the Army List as "Assistant Officiating Presbyterian Chaplains" 

at the time of the Crimean War. 153 

The major upset in Highland Battalion. religious life was the 

Disruption of 1843 and the formation of the Free Church of Scotland. 

From the difficulties in the Highland Regiments which resulted 

from this it is clear that a high proportion of Highland soldiers 

were active religious participants and were also aware of the 

religious and political implications, The 93rd were in Canada 

at the time of the Disruption whereq despite the efforts of Lt. 

Colonel Robert Sparkithe Commanding Officer9who was strongly anti- 

Free Churchv half the men of the Regiment joined the breakaway 

movement, Spark, according to J. S. Ewart, activaly issuad 

threats to men joining the Free Kirk and refused to promote 

William McBeanq then an NCO, to Colour Sergeant on the grounds 

that he was a "Free Kirker".. 
154 

Surgeon Munro of the 93rd also 

refers to ". the injudicious interference with religious feelings" 

which reflected upon the discipline of the 93rd which led to 

"Restlessnesst irritability, a tendency to drunkenness and an 

inclination to offer resistance to authority", 
155 

152, See for example the Regimental Communion Plate of the Black 
Watch and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. The 72nd also 
issued Regimental Church Tokensq Journal of the Society for 
Army Historical Researchq Vol, VII-VIIIv 1928-1929, Questionst 
p. 207 and p. 263. 

153. Alexander C, Dowq Ministers to the Soldiers of ScotlandIv 
(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962)v pp. 252-271.. 

154. John Alexander Ewart, The Story of A Soldier's Life,, op. cit. 9 
p. 145. 

155. Surgeon William Munrov Records of Service and Campaigning 
in Many Lands, op. citet Vol, 2, p, 21. 
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In the 79th Lauderdale Maule was placed in a particularly 

difficult position because his brother Fox was a strong supporter 

of the Free Church. 

"Excuse me, 19 he wrote to Fox in 1845, "but I 
fear the Free Kirk will be a mill-stone round 
your neck". 156 

It would appear that Lauderdale himself covertly supported the 

movement, and he was certainly concerned by the lack of recognition 

of Presbyterian ministers by the War Office. 

it * my Parsong a most excellent, simple and 
single minded specimine of our Kirk and, (but 
that I would not allow him to sport his opinions 
to the men) of the Free Kirk... He has been 
most unjustly treated by Mr S, Herbert, your 
predecessor... this poor man has done more than 
all the other Parsons put together ... The 
position of the Presbyterians here (in 
Gibraltar) is a disgrace to the Government. 
The national religions of England and Ireland 
are both represented here by paid Chaplins and 
we ... have not a place to worship in". 157 

According to Surgeon Munro, when the 93rd returned from 

Canada, an attempt was made to force the men who had joined the 

Free Church to attend Church of Scotland services. They refusedt 

and after the matter had been referred to Horse Guards a decision 

was given in favour of the men, 
158 

but this would appear to have 

been a rare concession as generally there was a considerable lack 

of flexibility and understanding by the authorities in respect of 

religious matters and particularly regarding the depth and strength 

of Scottish and Highland religious opinion, which entailed a strong 

commitment to Presbyterianism, while certain areas, especially pockets 

156. Letters of Lt. Colonel the Han. Lauderdale Maule 79th, 
GO/45/14/634/3 1-849 27.5,1845. 

157. Ibid. 9 23,7.1846, 

158. Surgeon William Munrop Records of Service and Campainninq 
in Many Lands,, op. cit., p. 22, vol. 2. 
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in the Highlands and Islands9were equally committed to 

Catholicism. In 1825 for example Bibles and Books of Common 

Prayer were compulsorily issued to soldiers in Highland Regiments, 

but it appears that only the 92nd had the courage to return the 

Books of Common Prayer stating bluntly; 

"The Books of Common Prayer are not used by 
men of the Church of Scotland". 159 

In religiont many Highland soldiers and their wives found 

strength, comfort and solacev but it must also be remembered that 

their beliefs were also the subject of compulsion. Attendance 

at Church on Sundays was a parade, not only for the Officers and 

men, but also for the women and children, when rolls were carefully 

returned and censure for absence administered accordingly: 

'to all the married soldiers of the Presbyterian 
pe; suasion will cause those of their children who 
are over six years of age to assemble (in fine 
weather) in the Infant school room at j 'past 8 
o'clock an Sunday morning for the purpose of 
being marched to church by one of the School 
Assistants". 160 

"The Commanding Officer expects that the families 
of married men will regularly attend Divine 
Service with the Regiment. A place will be set 
apart for them and a married non commissioned 
officer will be warned to march the children 
to church". 161 

159. WO/30/93. Statement of the Bibles and Books of Common 
Prayer Sent to the Regiments of the Army 1825-1844. 

160.78th Regimental Order Book, SUSM A/242 72/78,2,11,1863, 

161. Regimental Standing Order Book 79th Highlanderst QOHRM 
144/79p 12.11,1856, The Order Book of the 91st also 
states, "... in terms of Queents Regulations para. 7279 
the wives of Non commissioned officers and soldiers 
who do not attend church are to have their names 
taken ... 11 91st (1st Battalion Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders) Permanent Order Book ASHRM Sb 18/16. 
See also Forms 12 and 13, "Divine Service Memorandum 
of Woments attendance", Standing Orders of the 42nd 
1B33v BWRM 355-51 (42), 
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While worship was compulsory it was a releasep although 

excessive commitment seems to have been viewed with suspicion. 

Spencer Ewart records; 

"A man of the 79th tried to commit suicide; 
he was one of the religious clique in the 
Regt. ti 162 

Thus the system of release and recreation was recognised 

and in many ways structured, Much of what a soldier did with 

his spare time was entirely at his own discretion, many used it 

wisely, some did not, but it must be recognised that the soldiers 

themselves in Highland Battalions were subject to strong social 

pressures from their contemporaries and until these attitudes 

changed it was difficult for the well-intentioned, industrious 

man to come to the fore. Many men resisted the now accepted 

idea of making 'productive' use of their spare time on the principle 

that having done their duty, they were entitled to drink, gamble 

and associate with woment but considerable efforts were made in the 

Highland Regiments to encourage respectability and "suitable" 

leisure activities some of which included both Officers and ment 

and musicý readingg games and religion were by no means neglected. 

162, Diary of J. Spencer Ewart 79th, RH/4/84/19 1.8.85. As 
regards continuing prejudice it is interesting that even 
in 1914 it still remained unusual for Officers in Highland 
Regiments to be of the Roman Catholic faithq Captain D. N. C, C. 
Miers of the Camerons being a notable exception. In 
conversation with the authorv Colonel G. P. -Wood MC of the 
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders states that in his experience 
it was quite common for a Roman Catholic Senior Non Commissioned 
Officer to be advised to "reconsider his religion" prior to 
his being promoted Regimental Sergeant Major of the Regiment, 
and that it is virtually unknown for a Roman Catholic to be 
RSM of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. The author 
is obliged to Lt. Colonel Wood for his frankness in this 
respect. 
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A final and more elusive aspect of release and recreation 

is the question of comment and the expression of complaints, it 

is too often assumed that. '19th and early 20th century soldiers 

were an oppressedg browbea t en 
11 
masst who laboured under duress, 

unable and afraid to make comment on their situation. While 

there must indeed have been instances in Highland Regiments where 

both Officers and men were unjustly treated and were unnecessarily 

neglected and uncared fort it would appear that they did not exist 

without comment in one form of another. 
163 

Often this comment 

took subtle forms such as Wedderburnts note of the men of the 42nd 

"bleating like sheep for fun". 164 
when they were put on board open 

railway trucks at Chobham, or Sergeant George Millar's record 

of the 71st (HLI) waiting on the dockside at Tilbury after 

disembarkation from India, when the Battalion stood about for 

some timet and groups of men began whistling: 

"The unmistakeable notes of impatience rang 
out, the sharp trill of, "I care for nobody, 
no not Ill, "This is not my ain Hooseq I ken 
by the biggin' olt" and "Tam, hoo lang are we 
tee bide in this hole"... 11 165 

When made to drill in the hot season, or when forced to attend 

a church not of their choicep the men of the 93rd clearly expressed 

their viewsq 
166 

and following the First World Warg when attempts 

were made to draft men of the Gordon Highlandersq without their 

P 163. Individual R,., gimental commant must nct be confused with the 
restrictions which existed, and still exist, regarding politics, 
writing or communicating directly with the press or being linked, 
associatedg or showing sympathy with certain political or 
subversive organisationsp see Kinqs Regulationsand Orders 
for the Army, 1912 (London: HMSO, 1912)-paras. 449-454. 

164. Diary of Colonel O. U. Wedderburn 42nd, BWRM 28/714/1.14,7.1853. 

165, HLI Chroniclet Vol* 111 No* 8 1903t p. 821. 

166. Diary of Private George Greig 93rd, ASHRM R144.1859. 
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consent, to the Cameron Highlanders for service in India, 

-they refused and set out from Invergordon to march to Aberdeen 

in protest. 
167 

Comment also appeared in subtle forms in Regimental 

Magazinesq under the heading in the 79th News for instance of 

"Things the folks are saying". or in general articles and 

editorials. 
168 There were in addition channels of formal 

complaint-that were used including for example the Petition of 

1846 by "The Sergeants of the British Army", 
169 

regarding their 

167* Incidents of this nature occurred in the Black Watch, the 
Gordon Highlanders and the Royal Scots Fusiliers in 1919* The 
difficulty was far from straightforward and involved not only 
the question of drafting, but also the National emotional 
exhaustion and the men's belief in their right to demobilisation. 
The Scotsman, 9 13.6.19199 The Edinburph Eveninq News, 17,6.1919, 
and , 

The Glasqow Heraldo 1B. 6.1919. In the Gordon Highlanders 
it is recordedg "There was at that time (1919) immediately 
succeeding the warg great unrest among the men througholut 
the Army; many were tired of fighting and were anxious to 
get into the abnormally highly paid jobs that were going 
among the non-fighters; some of them in some measure had 
imbibed the very irrational and arrogant ideas and the 
dictatorial airs assumed by the civilian Trade Unionistsv 
with the result that it was difficult to maintain discipline. 
From private notes among Captain Stewart's papers, it would 
appear that in his Company (of the Gordon Highlanders) there 
were something like 80 recruits alonev besides a number of 
men that had served in France without having been through a 
Musketry course. The amalgamation with the 3rd Battalion 
also doubtless added to the troubles... so far as can be 
gathered (there was) something very like open mutiny in 
the Company which was the worst in the Regiment". Memoir of 
the late Captain Alex. D, L, Stewart MC of Achnacone 1891-1919. 
GHRM. 

168.79th News, Val. 2 No. 17 1895 p. 18 (the supply of gas for the 
men17 Wshaýing); Ibid. 9 No. 69 October 1903 p. 16 (On the 
reduction of the numbers of married families); Ibid., No* 88 
November 1906. (The Sorrows of an Officer's Servant); Ibid, v 
Noo 106 November 1909 p, 234 (On the Salisbury Plain manceuvres 
of 1909 and the uselessness of the mechanical transport which 
persistently broke down. "We're here because we're here summed 
up the situation in a manner which was truly masterly"o 

169, WO/43/787, 
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loss of benefits as a result of the Good Conduct Warrant of 18459 

and it is clear that Highland soldiers addressed their Officers 

with their grievances and problems, that they were listened to 

and that the efforts of caring Officers were appreciated. 

On leaving the 42nd on the 9th of January 1854 at Gospart, 

J. W. Wedderburn recorded in his diary; 

"Bade adieu to everyone and to my Company with 
great regret, they handed me in a letter which 
I shall keep and prize ... as long as I live". 170 

The letterg carefully composed and equally carefully written on 

Orderly Room paper read; 

"Haslar Barracks, 
Gosportq 6th January 1854. 

Sir, 
We presume to addFess you upon as* ubject which we are almost 

certain will give you no offence, because the motives that induce 
us to do so are those of gratitude and respect engendered by a 
strong desire of letting that gratitude and respect be known, 

The circumstances of an Officer leaving the Serviceg or of 
a Captain leaving his Company, is certainly an almost monthly 
occurrence; and many go indeed unregretted, while some carry 
along with themp not only the eateem but also the affections of 
all who have ever served under them. That you, Sirv are one of 
the latter "few" these lines are to bear witness. The civilityg 
the attentioný and the kindness which we have experienced from your 
hands9 havev if equaled, never been surpassed by any Captain of 
any Regiment serving our beloved land. We truly part with you 
with every demonstration of the most poignant regret and heart 
felt sorrow! 

In leaving us you carry with you our gratitude, our respect 
and our loveg which are all the offerings we can give to one who 
really deserves more. But "Time" will give and recall many years 
ere your name be forgotten amongst us; and as time rolls on, and 
memory recalls you to our recollections you shall be thought of 
and spoken of only but with undying respect, not only by the men 
of the Company which you now leaveg but by the men of the 42nd 
Regiment in general* 

Hoping that true happiness, the real aim of our being, shall 
ever attend youv we have the honour to remain, 

Sir, 
Your obedient humble servants, 

the Non- Commissioned Officers and men of 
No 4 Company, of her Majesty's 42nd Royal 

Highlanders", 171 

170. Diary of Colonel J. U, Wedderburn 42nd, BWRM 28/714/2.9.1.1854. 
171. Ibid. 
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The final aspect of Regimental life to be censidered is 

thýe "Regimental Family". It is important to understand that 

belonging to a Highland Regiment was not simply the equivalent 

of belonging to a club, the implications were, and still are, 

far greater than that, but viewed by the outsidert the patronage, 

closeness, obligations and benefits of the members may well seem 

introverted, petty, patronising and parochial, resulting in 

considerable misunderstandingg if not jealousy. As in any 

family the members were not always happy, thq did not always get 

on, they had their black sheep and they did not consistently agree 

with the head of the family; but belonging held them together in 

spite of internal difficulties. The result was an unusual and 

complex system of disciplinet inter-relationshipt obligation, social 

pressure and welfare, which particularly benefited the long serving 

or good conduct Highland soldier, placing heavy financial pressures 

upon Officers and requiring Officers to have influence and patronage 

at their disposal. 

An unknown but substantial proportion of Highland soldiers 

were born into a family already in the Regimento their fathers either 

having obtained permission to marry and have a wife "on the strength", 
172 

or supported their wives and families, with no little difficulty "off 

the strength" until a vacancy occurred. The child and its mother 

were the subject of strict control, and it is clear in many cases 

that this was entirely justified as many of these women were tough 

to say the leastj smoking, drinking and swearing with the best. 

Standing Orders of the 79th of 1835 noted; 

172, An example of a formal written application to marry can be 
found in SUSM 42/73 (42) 8571. Private William Clark 42nd and 
79th 1857-c, lBBO. 
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"As the Commanding officer insists on the 
soldiers treating the women of the Regiment 
with the respectful deference which Is due 
from men to the female sexq the men shall 
have the right to expect that the women 
will contribute towards the happiness of 
their husbands and the private comfort 
of their husbands brother soldiers". 173 

The wives of soldiers washedt cleaned*and cooked for the - 

men for a small income and they also sewed, mended and made up 

shirts. The wives of Sergeants washed for the Officers, 
174 

and 
175 

the wives of Officers 
. 
took an active interest in the welfare and 

education of NCOs and soldierstwives and children, holding sewing 

classes and infant schools. J. S. Ewart's wifet and Mrs. Sertie 

Gordon are included amongst these and Ewart records, while 

commanding the 78th in 1868, 

"It was the custom of my wife whilst at 
Aldershot and afterwards at Shorncliffe and 
Dover to. hold what she termed "Mothers meetings"; 
her object in doing so was to instill habits of 
industry and forethought into the minds of the 
soldiers wives. At these meetings each woman 
attended with her work-basket and materials... 
(and) ... my wife explained to all who required 
assistance... the method of cutting out and making 
children's clothes". 176 

173. Standing Orders of the 79th 18359 p. 148. 

174, Standing Orders of the 79th 1819t pp. 51-56. 

175, It would appear that very few Highland Officers were married 
below the rank of senior Captain unless they were Commissioned 
from the ranks. 

176. J. S, Ewartt The Story of a Soldier's Life,, op. cit. 9 p. 290 
(Vol. 2). It should be noted that attendance was "voluntary", 
but was probably in fact compulsory; Mrs Ewart was after all 
the Commanding Officer's wife, but the fact remains that she 
participated and most important of all, took an interest in 
the welfare of the Regimental wives. It 

, is clear that the 
rank structure extended to the wives and children in 
Highland Regiments and Mrs Dan Bonnar, wife of Major Dan 
Gonnar of the 74th (2/HLI)q remembers as a young Sergeantts 
wife arriving in India after the First World War having her 
linen inspected by the Regimental Sergeant Major's wife who 
felt perfectly at liberty to walk straight into their 
quarters unannounced for the purpose. Evidence of Mrs Dan 
Bonnar in conversation with the author. 
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The wives and children on the strength received free 

medical benefitsp but their housing, protectiong feeding and 

privileges were subject to military discipline, and when they 

misbehaved they were put out of barracks or finedgand their 

married quarters were subject to regular inspection. While 

the men of the 72nd were fighting in Kandaharp Afghanistan in 

1880 Regimental Orders recorded; 

"The foll-owing fines of women at the Depot... 
(in India) are published for information. 

Mrs Monaghan wife of Pte, C, Monaghan BRs. 
Mrs Hutton wife of Pte. R. Hutton Us. 
Mrs Wilson wife of Sgt. T. Wilson 4Rs. 
Mrs Butter wife of Pte. P. Butter 16Rs. 
Mrs Wilson wife of Sgt. T. Wilson 4Rs. 177 Mrs Hutton wife of Pte. R. Hutton 4Rs. 11 

The children too were strictly regimented from an early age; 

Spencer Ewart recalls as, a child of 4 embarking. with the 78th for 

Ireland in 1864; 

I" * '*. the Regiment embarked for Ireland an 
board HMS Himalaya I can just remember this 
voyageq having some faint and distant re- 
collection of being placed on sentry over a pig 
to keep me out of mischief". 178 

The children were marched to school and church under a soldier 

and were often clothed in a uniform of the Regimental tartan, Much 

of the cloth for these childrents uniforms was supplied by William 

Uilsons of Bannockburn. In 1829 Quarter Master Sergeant Miller 

of the 78th Depot at Edinburgh wrote to Wilsons requesting 

Regimental Tartan for "girls frocks" and "boys kilt: s" with Rob 

Roy tartan for the boys' hose and Blue Bonnets fer the boysq 179 

177,72nd Highlanders Regimental Orders During the Afghan Campaign 
1878-18BO. QOHRM 23/72.8.9.80. 

178, Diary of General Sir J. Spencer Ewart 79th, RH/4/84/1. 

179, Papers and Records of Messrs. William Wilson, Bannockburn. 
SUSM, 4,2,1829. 
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and a similar request was also made by the Quarter Master of 

the 78th in 1861: 

"Gentlemen, 

Mrs Ewart (the Colonel's Lady) is desirous 
of purchasing some soft Mackenzie Tartan of a 
description suitable for clothing the children 
of the Regiment - the boys in kilts and the 
girls in frocks... ". 180 

The women and children were thus assimilated at an early age 

into the family within a family, the women being important 

contributors to the day to day work of the Regiment and the children 

often joining the service, becoming servants in Regimental housbholds, 

pupil schoolmistresses or wives in their turn. 

The Regimental children were in addition the subject of patronage; 

Lauderdale Maule of the 79th wrote to his brother Fox from Gibraltar 

in 1847; 

"I have a poor deaf and dumb boy, son of a 
Private Soldier in the Regiment whom I am 
anxious to get into some charitable estab- 
lishment for teaching these unfortunates. 
Can you help me. I'll send him home free 
of expense and deliver him anywhere. I 
enclose a description return. The boy is 
a good boy and has already learnt (some) 
thing in our Regtl. School". 181 

But it was the meng particularly the long serving soldier, who 

benefited from the system of the Regimental Family and patronage. 

Letters and diaries of Highland Officers, especially the more 

complete collections such as those of Lauderdale Maule, show the 

wide extent of this patronage and where an Officer had good 

connectionsy as Maule indeed had, this patronage worked not only 

for the Regiment as a whole, but also for its less well connected 

180. Ibid. 9 11.9.1861. 

181, Letters of Lt. Colonel the Hon. Lauderdale Maule 79th, 
GO/45/14/634/4 1-98* 4.3.1847. 
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members be they Officers, Sergeants or Private men. It was not 

without good reason therefore that Maule celebrated the elevation 

of his brother to the post of Secretary of State for War: 

11 
, 
Allah al Allah! the Secretary of State for 

War is great and the Lieut. Colonel of the 
79th is his brother!... - Adieu - May your 
shadow never diminish: " 182 

For the soldier and his family the Highland Regimental Family 

extended beyond the limitations of service* Many hundreds of men 

may have left the Highland Battalions aggrievedv disgruntled, 

unhappyv unsupported and unprepared for civilian lifet but at the 

same time there is strong evidence to suggest that in many cases 

182, Ibid., GD/45/14/634/5 1-56* 12,4,1849, Maulets patronage 
was quite remarkable; he pressed his brother alone for 
positions for Barrack Masters, Adjutants, Quarter Mastersq 
Gate Keepers, Prison Governorst Ministers, Doctors, 
Sergeants and Soldiers. Colonel Cuming describes him 
ast 11 ... arbitrary, self-willed and often unfairllp but 
it is quite obvious that he was held in high esteem 
by the men whose gratitude and affection lived an 
long after he was dead. Open house was maintained 
at Grechin Castle by both brothers for Officers and 
men of the Regiment, in 1852 Lauderdale wrote in a 

note to Fox, "If you see Cruikshanksg the Edinburgh 
Castle Fort Major, (former Quarter Master of the 
79th), whom I asked to call at the "Salutation" for 
me, just tell him to come on by the train... (to 
Brechin Castle) ... he is coming here for a few days 
to recoup his hoalth". GD/45/14/634/7. Maule,, himself 
often in dire financial straits and having great 
personal family problems, received and expected no 
financial return whatever from his work, and it would 
be entirely wrong to cynically cast aside his genuine 
efforts to improve the lot of the men of his Regiment 
because those efforts do not fit in with modern 
ideas. 
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it was the system and the general regulations they protested against 

and not their Battalions. Thus veterans gathered, met and visited 

their old Regiments to which they fel t strong affection, an 

affection which knew no bounds of rank. 

On the 25th of June 1857 the 79th marched to Hyde Park for 

the Review by the Queen and the presentation of the first 

Victoria Crosses. Present were many Chelsea Pensioners who 

had served in the Regiment in the Peninsula and at Waterloo; 

It..., spontaneausly and unexpectedly (they) 
walked or hobbled across the ground to where 
the Regiment was drawn up. Halting in front 
of the Colour Party, they knelt down and 
seized the hem of the Regimental Colour, 
each Veteran solemnly kissed it after which 
they all returned to their places". 183 

Thus while the Highland soldier may have been rough and tough 

they were equally unafraid of displaying their emotionsl84 and from 

their feelings of attachment grew the annual gatheringsq dinners 

and the Regimental Associationsq with their clubs and branches 

all over the United Kingdom and the British Empire. Meetings 

of these Associations were originally formal and military in 

nature and when the 74th Regimental Association met in Glasgow 

in 1894 for example the members gathered and, 

183. Historical Records of the Cameron Highlanders, op. cit., 
Vol. 19 p. 187.79th News, No., 86 July 1906 p. 1 and 
The Timasq 27.6.1857. 

184. General F, M. Richardson of the Royal Army Medical Corps comments 
in his analysis of military motivation, "If Wellingtonts men 
were less imaginative then we are, they were certainly more 
emotionalv or tather they displayed their emotions more openly. 
They wept readily. They boasted unashamedly when they had done 
wellq and thought and spoke of themselves in the terms used by 
the recruiting posters as "Brave sons of John Bull", who would 
lick any half dozen Frenchmen... Wellington and his men were 
prone to weeping in circumstances in which a soldier of today 
might feel tears to be inappropriate; but they took a pride in 
never doing so when modern men might find tears excusable. They 
were expected to be silent when woundedq so as not to upset 
their comrades. Tales of their fortitude under the Surgeonts 
knife are legion"s General F. M, Richardson, Fiohtina Spirit 
(London: Lea Cooper, 1978), pp. 55-56. 
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" .. the roll was then called and as usual 
e; ch member answered his name by giving his 
regimental number of the old corPs". -185 

These Associations reflecting the Highland Regimental Family 

not only provided vital financial benefits, but also acted as 

employment exchanges putting members in contact with employers 

or giving references where required. 
186 

Certain jobs came to 

be specifically reserved for deserving ex-servicemen and included 

in thes6e were the jobs for Servitors of the Scottish Universities. 187 

185. HLI Chronicle, No. 59 Vol. I January 1894, p, 8, It is 
interesting that ne 71st and the 74th retained their own 
separate Associations after 1881, keeping the old numbers 
71 and 74, re-affirming individual Regimental pride, long 
after these numbers had officially disappeared, The Ist 
and 2nd Battalions HLI (71st/74th) retained particularly 
strong individual Regimental feelings for many years after 
1881'as recorded by Henry R. Kelham* "I served with the 2nd 
Gn. HLI (old 74th) for the summers of 1896-97 at Fyzabad then 
we moved to Cawnpore where I sweated through a third hot weather 
alleviated by some good pig sticking. At this time I was a 
Senior Major and in August came an order that I was to proceed 
to Malta as Second in Command of the let Battalion (old 71st). 
I had a great send off from Cawnpore. Major Beckler (7) 
RA drove me to the Railway Station in the Artillery Coach 
loaded with many of my hilarious friendsq for it was after a 
big luncheon and I found the HLI Pipes drawn up on the 
platform to play me farewell as the train moved off, 

It was a wrench leaving the 2nd Battalion and so many old 
friends but I had been three summers in the heat of India and 
looked forward to a change". Kelham's reception at the Ist 
Battalion was however cool. 

"The fact was that the CO of the Ist Battalion ... could 
see no good in the 2nd Battalion, nor anyone in it, a narrow 
minded foolish policyq a relic of ill feeling caused by the 
abolition of numbers and the affiliation of the Regiments, 
and by some, kept up for many years ... 11, 
Diary of Henry Robert Kelham 74th Highlanders 1897, Vol. VI. 
RHFRM* 

186, See for example 79th News, No. 97 1908t p. 157. 

187. A notable Servitort Bedellus and Mace Bearer of Edinburgh 
University was Colour Sergeant W. S. Mitchell of the Black 
Watch. When he died in 1921 his funeral was attended by 
the Principalq Sir Alfred Ewant Professors and Students 
Union Representatives, Red Hackle, January 1922, p. 27. 
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Employment was also found through the Corps of Commissionaires, 

founded in 1854 by Captain Sir Edward Walter KCB, of the Sth 

Hussarsq lea the Railway Companies, the Post Office, the Castle 

Guides at Edinburgh Castle and the County Police Forces, 

It is clear however that there were problems with the 

employment of ex-servicemeng particularly in relation to drink 

and that their employment record was not good. A study of the 

records of the Corps of Commissionaires for Edinburgh and the East 

of Scotland shows that of the 504 admissions to the Corps between 

1882 and 1920p 223 men were from Highland Regiments, priority 

being given to Officers5servantsp tradesmen, musicians and men 

with wives who were prepared to be employed as cleaners and 

washerwomen, A number of these men were dismissed far drunkennessq 

but equally many left obviously finding great difficulty in settling 

and re-adjusting to civilian conditionsv even within the Corps. 
189 

The records of Dundee Burgh Police also show that a high number of 

former Highland soldiers enlisted, but again their employment record 

was not good and many ex-servicemen in the Force were disciplined, 

fined or dismissed for being "the worse of liquor". 190 

Clearly Highland sold'Lers required additional support in 

employment and this they often received through the Regimental 

Family and patronage, It became the practice for many ex-soldiers 

to meet in their club rooms or in specific public houses in Scottish 

cities and obtain jobs particularly in the building trade, 191 
while 

1BB. See, The Cor2s of Commissionaires., and The History of the 
C-orps of Commissionaires, (a private publication). 

189. The records of the Corps of Commissionaires for Edinburgh and 
the East of Scotlandq Headquarters Edinburgh. 

190, The Register of Dundee Burgh Police Forcep Tayside Police 
Headquarterso Dundee, 

191. The practice in fact continues today. In Edinburgh the "Oluo 
Hackle" Public Housep run by an ex-Cameron Highlandert still acts 
as a meeting place for men of the Camerons looking for work, ns 
did "The Elephant and Ougle" in Maryhill Roadv Glasgow. 
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Officers and employers applied to the Regimental Associations 

for men wanting work. 

The Highland Regiments too were keenly aware of their ex- 

members who were too old and infirm to look after themselvesp 

or the orphans who remained when men were killed, and they 

contributed heavily in funds to found the Scottish Naval and 

Military Veterans Residence, Whiteford Housev Edinburgh in 1910 

and the Queen Victoria Schoolq Dunblane in 1902. 

Thus Highland Regimental life comprised a complex interplay 

of duty, music, disciplineq release and recreation, obligations 

and support which centred around the Regimental Family, an entity 

which existed, and whose influence remainedt even after retirement. 

The family imposed duties and rulesp but it also provided tangible 

assistance, and pride in belonging was a real and unashamed emotion 

for its participants. 
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSION 

The Highland soldier's pride in belonging to his 

Regimentq and the jealous guarding of Individual regimental 

tartansq traditions and music continues today; part of 

understanding this pride lies in Regimental social and 

domestic history. Too often this apparently mundane 

aspect is neglected in the face of more glamorous studies 

in the areas of uniform and battles, and as Hew Strachan has 

pointed out: 

"A regiment's history is not simply a 
sequence of great deed from one battle 
to another# but also the domestic story 
of a self-contained social institution". ' 

The strength of this pride and tradition in Highland Regiments 

is also reflected in the survival of these Regiments in the 

face of the 20th century changes which have taken placeq not 

only in the conduct of warfare itself,, but also in the structure 

of the British Army* English County Reqiments auffered 

particularly badly in respect of identity and individuality 

in the 1960s when many famous names disappeared from the Army 

Listq but the Highland Regimentsq in spite of amalgamationsg 

retained and still retain particular social characteristics 

of family and territorial links coupled with a distinctive 

uniform. 

Historicallyq the Regiment who fared worst was probably 

the 74th. In 1881 they were committed to a Lowland Depot and 

1, Hew Strachang "The British Army 1815-185611, Journal of the 
Society for-Army Historical Researchq Vol. LXIII No. 2549 
SUMM8r 19859 p. 78. 
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recruiting areat but as the 2nd Battalion HLI they at least 

retained the word "Highland" in their name and continued 74th 

traditions and the use of the old number, Although they lost 

their old tartan for the Mackenzie tartan they wore trewst which 

even in 1881 was as much the mark of a Highland soldier as the kilt, 

With the adoption of trews by Lowland Regiments generally however 

this distinction was effectively devaluedt and although the 

HLI tried hard to move back into the Highland Brigade, the 

amalgamation of the Ist and 2nd Battalions in 1947 and the 

amalgamation with the Royal Scots Fusiliers in 1959 resulted 

in the intermixing of the traditions of three entirely distinct 

battalions and the consequent dilution of the individuality of 

each. 

In 1961 another potentially traumatic amalgamation took 

place in the Joining of the lst Battalion Seaforth Highlanders 

(72nd/78th) with the Ist Battalion Queen's Own Cameron 

Highlanders to form one battaliong The Queen's Own Highlanders. 

The two Battalions were entirely different in their character, 

and yet by drawing upon the strength of their individual social 

traditions and by retaining a sound Highland base in recruiting, 

music and dressq The Queents Own Highlanders have emerged in 

their own right as worthy successors of the Highland regimental 

traditions of three famous battalions. 

The Black Watch and the Gordon Highlanders have remained 

intactv although they carry an primarily as the 42nd and the 92nd, 

a characteristic dating from 1881; while the Argyll and 

Sutherland Highlanders (91st/93rd)g reduced to a single company 
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in 1970, were returned to Battalion strength in*1972. The 

campaign to "Save the Argylls" is a fine illustration of 

the strength of "Highland" feeling in these battalions and 

being conducted as it was# not only at Governmental level 

but also at mass popular le. vel, it showed the position which 

the Highland soldier still holds in the eyes of the Scottish 

public. 

In an era of financial restrictions what is of greater 

concern to the Highland Regiments howeverg is the rationalisation 

and centralisation of training depots into the Lowland area for 

adult soldierst and into England for junior Scottish soldlersv 

the standardisation of the hues of tartans by Ordnance and 

the use of Pipers and Drummers primarily as riflemeng with 

their musical duties secondary. While the kilt is worn less 

frequentlyq in this age of nuclearp chemical and biological 

warfare the Highland Regiments may however take heart from 

the very fact that it has been retained at all and it would be 

a brave man# even todayp who would propose its abolition. 

The Army School of Piping continuesq fosters and promotes the 

military traditions of the great Highland Bagpipeq but because 

the public image of a Highland soldier is essentially linked 

with piping there has been a consequent demise in*the popular 

appeal of the Scottish and Highland soldier playing as a 

member of a Military Bandt and there is a distinct possibility 

that these Bands may be disbanded Regimentallyq ending a 

long tradition of Military Band music in Highland Regiments, 
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In conclusion thereforet this thesis has. a direct bearing 

an the Highland Regiments as they exist today and their social 

and domestic history contributes heavily to any understanding 

of their characteristics and their present survival. In the 

long term this history may well affect their future, as it 

is still widely believed that in the event of a National 

emergency the amalgamated Battalions would be broken up and 

recreated again as individual regimentsp and this can only 

be done if history is understood and traditions are recorded 

and maintained. 

Secondly, the study clearly illustrates the necessity 

for research into the inner workings of each individual 

regiment and that comparative studies urgently require to 

be carried out on the Welsh and Irish Regiments as well as an 

English Regiments with particular territorial associations. 

Thirdlyq the unique characteristics of Highland 

Regiments cannot be said to be founded an one particular 

aspect9 as recruitingg musicp location, languageg leadership 

and dress9 together with historicalv geographical and 

national considerations all played their part. Individualsq 

especially individual Commanding Officersq were important too, 

but much of the impetus behind Highland Regimental esprit de 

corps came from the men themselves. There were meny 

dissatisfied and badly treated Highland soldiers, but the 

research has not justified this as the dominant theme which is 

so often subjectively portrayed today. 
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Finally it is clear that while statistical and impersonal 

military studies. have their place they are not the only answer* 

These studies look simply at a tiny portion of a regimentts 

history and fail to acknowledge the importance of the 

individual# the regiment, the regimental family and the 

soldiers themselves. Behind every man there is a storyq 

and that story goes a long way to explain a man's actions 

and behaviour. This thesis has been an attempt to examine 

some of these stories objectively and factuallyg and to open 

up the study of military social history to allow a better, 

more comprehensive and more realistic appreciation to be made 

of how and why the Highland Regiments were so unique. 
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